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MACKENZIE VALLEY PIPELINE INQUIRY 

COMMISSIONER · 

Mr. Justice Thomas R. Berger 

Suite 600 
171 Slater Street 
Ottawa, Ontario KlP 5H7 

July 27, 1977 

The Honourable warren Allmand 
Minister of Indian Affairs and Northern Develo~ment 
House of Commons 
Ottawa, Ontario 

Dear Mr. Allmand: 

This letter is a synopsis of the main points of Volume 

Two of my report, the full text of which will be published in 

September. I understand it may be helpful to have a synopsis of 

volume Two for the parliamentary debate on northern gas 

pi~elines. 

In Volume One, I recommended that no pipeline be built 

and no energy corridor be established across the Northern Yukcn. 

I also recommended that construction of a pipeline along the 

Mackenzie Valley be postponed for ten years. This is consistent 

with the subsequent report of the National Energy Board. The 

Board has indicated that, depending upon the extent of 

discoveries in the Mackenzie Delta and the Beaufort Sea, a 



pipeline should be built either along the Dem~ster Highway, to 

connect with the proposed pipeline along the Alaska Highway 

Route, or along the Mackenzie Valley. It would, the~efore, be 

wrcng to assume that there will not be a pipeline along the 

Mackenzie Valley. In any event, there will be continuing 

ex~loration in the Delta region, and a pipeline along either the 

Dempster Route or the Mackenzie Valley Route will affect that 

area -- an area about which I have heard a great deal of 

evidence. 

Thus in Volume Two, I seek to distill the evidence on a 

wide range of social, environmental and economic subjects. In 

this way, Volume Two is designed to serve as a convenient point 

of departure for those in both the public sector and the private 

sector who will be engaged in planning for the Mackenzie Valley 

and the Mackenzie Delta in the years to come. The list of 

subjects covered in Volume Two is appended to this letter. 

VOLUME ONE AN£ VOLUME TWO 

· Let me explain now· the links between Volume One and 

Volume Two, and the way in which the concepts developed in the 

former ramify in the latter. 

In Volume Two, as in Volume One, I ~roceed on the 

assumption that, in due course, the industrial system will 

require the gas and oil of the western Arctic, and that they will 
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have to be transported along the Mackenzie Valley to markets in 

the south. But I also proceed on the assumption that we intend 

to protect and preserve the northern environment, and that, above 

all else, we intend to honour the legitimate claims of the native 

people. I want to emphasize that all of these assumptions are 

embedded in the "Statement of the Government of Canada on 

Northern Development in the 70•s," presented ~y the Hon. Jean 

Chr~tien to the Standing committee on Indian Affairs and Northern 

Development on March 28, 1972. 

The social, cultural and political tensions in the 

North are well-known. They are, moreover, closely linked to 

industrial advance. The fact is, the intrusion of large-scale 

frontier development among native people leads to the aggravation 

of the cluster of pathologies that are so familiar in the North: 

welfare, crime, violence, disease, alcoholism, and social and 

personal disarray. This is a hard fact to accept, requiring as 

it does a reconsideration of conventional wisdom, but it is 

founded on the evidence before the Inquiry, indeed on all of our 

experience. !he evidence showed that, if a pipeline were built 

now in the Mackenzie Valley, its economic benefits would be 

limited, its social impact devastating, and it would frustrate 

the goals of native claims. 

So I concluded that certain adverse consequences of the 

construction of a pipeline and the establishment of an energy 
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corridor could not be mitigated, and that it was unrealistic to 

proceed as if they could be. But I said that, if no pipeline 

were built now, and if measures were taken to strengthen native 

society and the native economy -- indeed the whole renewable 

resource sector in the North -- through a settlement of native 

claims, then the pipeline could be built in ten years• time. The 

benefits of pipeline construction at that time could be enlarged, 

and the adverse consequences mitigated, in ways that are not 

possible today. volume TWo deals with the measures that will 

have to be taken to enlarge those benefits and mitigate those 

con sequences. 

This implies a new set of priorities for northern 

development: the strengthening of the traditional native economy; 

the development of logging and sawmilling, of fur, fish and game, 

of tourism and other related economic activity; an orderly 

program of petroleum exploration in the Mackenzie Delta and the 

western Arctic; and in due course a pipeline along the Mackenzie 

Valley. 

This brings me to another matter that is fundamental to 

Volume Two. The constitution of canada provides for special 

status for the native people: it does not necessarily require 

the imposition of existing political or administrative forms on 

the native people. This is the legacy of our history, and long

established policy of the Government of canada. The Government 
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has made a coumitment to settle comprehensive claims by northern 

native people. such a settlement will not be easy to reach. We 

are, however, fortunate in that our Constitution offers an 

o~portunity to deal with such claims, unfettered by false 

analogies. 

It is worth reminding ourselves that, while our 

Constitution has always provided for special status for native 

people, it does not stipulate special status for any province; 

although it does, of course, provide guarantees for the use of 

English and French and for denominational educat~on. The 

question of special status for native people in Canada and the 

forms it may take in the future is one thing; the continuing 

endeavour to reach an accommodation between anglophones and 

francophones in canada is another. These questions are both of 

the first importance. But they are not the same. ~he claims of 

native people stand on quite a different basis from the claims of 

the two linguistic communities. 

SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC RECOMMENDATIONS 

In Volume Two I indicate terms and conditions that 

relate to four distinct kinds of problems: renewable resources, 

urban centres, employment, and northern business. 
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A strong native society and local renewable resource 

development can exist side-by-side with large-scale, non

renewable resource development -- but only if our priorities are 

changed, and if renewable resource development is strengthened 

before the pipeline is built. If the pipeline is postponed for 

ten years, then many possibilities, in terms of social, econowic 

and political development, can be explored in the Mackenzie 

Valley and western Arctic -- possibilities that would otherwise 

have been foreclosed. Some of these possibilities can only be 

explored through the settlement of.native claims, and some can 

only be made clear with the help of more knowledge about the 

area's renewable resource development potential. But there are, 

nonetheless, some matters that can be and are addressed in Volume 

Two. These include proposals for accurate measurement of the 

native economy, and for renewable resource schemes that should be 

considered for the future. 

It is evident that whenever a Mackenzie Valley pipeline 

is constructed, there will be sudden population influxes into the 

urban centres. Measures have been proposed to limit such 

influxes, and some can effectively be taken, but in a free 

country there can be no prohibition on freedom of movement. 

Thus, whatever measures are taken, it is probable that Inuvik, 

Fort Simpson, Hay River and, to a great extent, Yellowknife -- as 

well as other centres -- will find that they have social problems 

of quite unprecedented magnitude. It is also possible that there 
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will be sections of communities -- fo'r example, Inuvik -- that 

will experience sudden and potentially acute changes. These 

centres cannot be expected to cope with many of the demands that 

pipeline construction would place upon them and will require 

impact funding from senior governments. In Volume ~wo, I address 

the questicns cf how such funding might be distributed, and the 

relationship of impact assessment to design change and review as 

well as to regulatory controls. 

These social problems should be seen as a direct 

outcome of migration and the growth of transient population: it 

is possible that some of these centres will, in the wake of 

pipeline construction, witness the rapid appearance of skid row 

societies in their midst. These may or may not be predominantly 

composed of native people, and they may net turn out to be long

term features of northern life. Yet they will be a feature of 

the construction phase at least, and will have to be dealt with. 

Bearing in mind the lessons to be learned from the experience in 

frontier towns of Alaska and elsewhere, I make a number of 

recommendations that relate to such phenomena. These include: 

establishment of welcome or friendship centres, especially for 

native people who have come into towns to find work; provision of 

housing; provision of additional medical services; and increasing 

the number of social welfare officers as communities• problems 

require. 
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Native people and other northern residents who want to 

work on pipeline construction should have that opportunity. I 

recommend that pipeline construction should be accompanied by a 

form of manpower delivery with preferential hiring for 

northerners. A manpower delivery system should not be founded on 

the notion that industrial employment is either good for, or 

inevitable with respect to, native people. As I have argued in 

Volume One, the diversified northern economy and the healthy 

northern society that are the ultimate goals of my 

recommendations cannot be created (and may well be jeopardized) 

by undue dependence on such short-term opportunities as pipeline 

employment may afford. 

The manpower delivery system that I propose would exist 

for any northerner seeking a pipeline job. It would help him 

over whatever hurdles might be presented by low academic 

attainment, requirements for union membership, inadequate 

training, and by life in the camp and on the construction spread. 

There wculd be no necessity for the kind of wholesale recruitment 

in native communities presently envisaged. 

It has been said that the choice for the native people 

is stark: jobs on the pipeline or no jobs at all. This .is, of 

course, a false choice. It overlooks the fact that for native 

people the opportunities offered by pipeline construction will be 

limited, and it fails to recognize the persistence of the native 
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economy, the continuation of oil and-gas exploration activity, 

and the role of the federal and territorial governments as 

employers. It ignores the fact that many native people have 

shown that they are not strongly inclined towards the kinds of 

wcrk op~ortunities offered by large-scale industrial projects. 

And it overlooks, moreover, the potential of the renewable 

resource sector. Jobs -- permanent jobs -- can be provided for 

native people, in logging and sawmilling, in the management, 

harvesting and processing of fur, fish and game, in tourism, and 

in other related activities. Such ventures, given even a 

fraction of the support we extend to the non-renewable resource 

sector, could offer a great many opportunities to native people 

in the North. They are also amenable to local or regional 

control, and would not, therefore, impede the goals of native 

claims. With such schemes in place, pipeline em~loyment would 

take its appropriate place in a diversified spectrum of job 

o~portunities. 

In volume Two, I consider the effects that a Mackenzie 

Valley pipeline could have on northern business. My principal 

concern is that the pipeline could severely distort the 

territorial economy, which could, in turn, result in 

overinvestment in pipeline-related activities, inhibit the 

ability of local firms to supply goods and services that 

communities normally require, and generally interfere with the 

orderly growth of the non-native sector. Nevertheless, northern 
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businessmen do want to benefit from the pipeline; however, their 

ability to do so, and to undertake other activities, is limited 

by a poor competitive position vis-A-vis firms domiciled in 

southern centres. Accordingly, in Volume Two, I propose measures 

relating to preference in bidding on contracts, bonding, and the 

availability of capital. These proposals should help northern 

firms secure a reasonable volume of pipeline-related work and 

enable them to grow and prosper in the long run. 

If native corporations or cooperatives are set up as a 

result of settlement of claims, then they will, I anticipate, 

assume a place on the northern business scene. As such they 

could play a part in activity generated by pi~eline construction 

and attendant supply of goods and services. However, following 

from what the native people told me in their presentations to 

this Inquiry, native corporations should be encouraged to develop 

in the renewable resource sector. It is important to bear in 

mind that the development of a strong renewable resource economy 

would reduce the vulnerability of the native ~eople and their own 

development activities to the kind of boom-bust cycle that has 

characterized the frontier economy. The increased stability of 

the native sector would, in various ways, thus translate itself 

into greater stability for the northern economy as a whole. 
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ENVIRONMENTAL RECOMMENDATIONS 

A number of the principal environmental concerns 

identified in Volume one of my report will be alleviated by 

irrplementation of the major environmental reccmmendations in that 

volume. Thus, my recommendations that no pipeline be built and 

no energy corridor be established across the Northern Yukon, and 

that a Wilderness Park be created in that area, are designed to 

protect this unique wilderness region. This includes, of course, 

vital habitat for wildlife and migratory birds on the Arctic 

coastal plain and Old Crow Flats, and, in particular, the 

critically important calving and _summer range of the Porcupine 

caribou herd. My recommendations that no pipeline be built and 

no energy ccrridor be established across the Mackenzie Delta, 

together with the white whale sanctuary and bird sanctuaries 

proposed for the outer Delta area, are designed to protect the 

unique land and water ecosystems that characterize the Delta and 

margins of the Beaufort Sea. Only in this way will it be 

possible to safeguard the critical life stages of the migratory 

birds, whales and other mammals and fish that depend upon this 

area. In addition, the bird sanctuaries that I have proposed 

along the Mackenzie Valley are designed to prctect major 

populations of migrating and nesting birds at critical 

localities. 
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On the other hand, if a pipeline is built along the 

Mackenzie Valley, from the Delta to the Alberta border, a wide 

range of specific measures in addition to those presented in 

Volume One will be needed to mitigate or avoid the adverse 

environmental effects of construction and operation of the 

pipeline and associated developments. The challenge we all face 

in the Mackenzie Valley is to maintain its environmental values 

with the same resolve that we plan the develo~ment of energy and 

transportation systems. The environmental section of Volume Two 

presents criteria, standards and approaches that I consider 

aFpropriate for protection of land, water and air, and mammals, 

birds and fish. They are intended to serve as guidelines for the 

company, for government in its review and approval of project 

designs and plans, and for regulation of the project in general. 

Of course, the pipeline project will inevitably have 

some environmental impacts that cannot be mitigated. So I 

emphasize the importance of minimizing its disturbance of this 

frontier area, and of maintaining land, water and air, insofar as 

possible, in their natural state. With regard to mammals, birds 

and fish, I focus my concern on critical habitats and critical 

life stages on the tracts of land and water of limited size 

that are vital to the survival of whole populations of certain 

species at certain times of the year. The recommendations I have 

made regarding withdrawals of land for a Wilderness Park, a whale 

sanctuary and bird sanctuaries offer the firmest protection to 
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such habitat, but further measures are needed. For example, in 

my treatment of fish in Volume Two, I recommend that protection 

should concentrate on preservation of significant populations by 

limiting or avoiding disturbance where and when fish are most 

sensitive and numerous, such as the spawning, rearing and 

overwintering areas and migration routes. I therefore offer 

recommendations relating to such matters as sediment levels, 

water quality, blasting, water removal and blockage of 

watercourses. Similarly, in Volume TWo, my recommendations for 

protection of birds relate to their migration routes, and 

nesting, moulting and staging areas, while those for mammals 

concentrate on calving, lambing or den sites, on winter habitats, 

and on travel routes. 

In addition, volume Two places emphasis on protection 

of those mammal, bird and fish species that are harvested by 

local people as well as species such as the rare peregrine falcon 

that are of national or international·concern. 

Obviously in this synopsis I cannot go into the details 

of all my proposals in Volume Two; rather in the following I 

shall concentrate on a few highlights relevant to governments• 

planning processes. some of them have a heightened importance 

because of the recent National Energy Baord report. 
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In view of the Board's decision favouring a pipeline 

across the southern Yukon, it is appropriate to highlight a 

recommendation I made in Volume One: 

If a decision should be made in favour of a 
pipeline along the Alaska Highway Route, or 
over any other southerly route across the 
Yukon Territory, I recommend that any 
agreement in this regard between canada and 
the United States should include prov1s1ons 
to protect the Porcupine caribou herd and the 
wilderness of the Northern Yukon and 
Northeastern Alaska. By this agreement, 
Canada should undertake to establish a 
wilderness park in the Northern Yukon and the 
United States should agree to accord 
wilderness status to its Arctic National 
Wildlife Range, thus creating a unique 
international wilderness park in the Arctic. 
It would be an important symbol of the 
dedication of our two countries to 
environmental as well as industrial goals. 
(Vol.1, p.SO) 

In my discussion of the Porcupine caribou herd in 

Volume one (pp.42-43), I drew attention to impacts on the herd 

during migration and on its winter range resulting from the 

existence of the Dempster Highway, from traffic on the highway, 

and from increased hunting related to the highway. These 

ccncerns have been reinforced by the decision of the National 

Energy Board raising the possibility of a gas pipeline along the 

Dempster Route, and by recent experience on the Dempster Highway. 

I consider that measures are needed to protect the herd on its 

wintering range in the vicinity of the Dempster Route. I 

recommend that a restricted hunting zone extending two miles on 

either side of the highway and all connecting access roads and 
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seismic lines be established within the winter range of the herd; 

provisions should be made, however, for the continuation of 

traditional use by native people. I also recommend that vehicle 

traffic and construction activity be controlled on the highway 

during caribou migration in the vicinity. 

Increased access and exploitation of wildlife 

populations are also expected to occur along a pipeline in the 

Mackenzie Valley or elsewhere in the North. Increased 

exploitation has been identified by experts as a potential source 

of long-term impact on both wildlife and fish populations in the 

region. Therefore, I recommend that a two-mile restricted 

hunting zone be established along either side of the pipeline 

right-of-way, all temporary or permanent access routes, and 

around all pipeline facilities, with the proviso that traditional 

use by native people be exempted from this restriction. 

Lack of precise biological knowledge has been 

identified by the biologists who brought evidence before the 

Inquiry as a major impediment both to prediction of the impact of 

pipeline development and to the formulation of protective 

measures. This same lack of knowledge, unless corrected by more 

applicable research, will hamper the necessary increased fish and 

wildlife management effort. I recommend, therefore, that 

essential fish and wildlife studies be undertaken, some of which 

would monitor the long-term impact of pipeline construction and 
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operation on the fish and wildlife resources of the area. I also 

recommend that fish and wildlife management functions be staffed 

and funded in accordance with the increased need. 

The peregrine falcons, gyrfalcons and other raptors 

that nest in the vicinity of pipeline routes constitute a 

significant portion of the surviving North American population of 

those species. During their occupation of nest sites in spring 

and summer, these birds are extremely sensitive to disturbance by 

men, machinery or aircraft; even repeated low-intensity noise can 

lead to nest desertion and loss of young. It is important to 

avoid disturbance in the vicinity of occupied nests, particularly 

those of the rare and endangered peregrine falcon. Therefore, I 

recommend that a raptor protection zone be established around 

each nest site in the area traversed by the pipeline route, and 

that access within this zone be controlled by permit. 

The question of withdrawal of certain areas of land to 

protect their natural attributes is addressed in Chapter 4 of 

Volume One and my major proposals in this regard have already 

been made: the Wilderness Park in in the Northern Yukon, the 

white whale sanctuary in Mackenzie Bay, and bird sanctuaries in 

the Delta and Mackenzie Valley. In addition, however, I consider 

it important that further areas be identified as candidates for 

withdrawal, and that measures for their protection be devised. 

such areas would include park lands, scenic and recreation areas, 
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historic and archaeological sites, and areas cf special 

scientific importance. It is important that such areas are net 

selected simply from the leftovers, after industrial development 

has preempted land for its needs. The ultimate, formal 

designation of such areas, however, like the alienation of lands 

for a pipeline, should follow rather than precede settlement of 

native claims. consequently, I recommend that all such special 

areas (including those rroposed in Volume One) should be placed 

under a provisional reserve under Section 19 cf the Territorial 

Lands Act as soon as they have been identified. 

In recognition of the importance of the archaeological 

record as part of the cultural heritage cf canada, the pipeline 

companies have made proposals for discovery and salvage of 

archaeological sites on lands that may be disturbed by a pipeline 

project. Protection of sites and salvage of antiquities is, 

however, a matter of national and regional concern, and should 

not be left to the pipeline company. Therefore, I recommend that 

control of the archaeological work associated with any pipeline 

project, and preferably its management as well, should be the 

responsibility of government, with the especial collaboration of 

the National Museum of Man. 
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PROJECT RECOMMENDATIONS 

In this section of Volume Two I make recommendations 

for adjustment or control of the project so as to reduce its 

impact on the environment and the people of the region. In doing 

so, I take it for granted (as I did in the section on 

environment) that the procedures for regulation of the pipeline 

project will include mechanisms for review and adjustment of 

company designs and plans in terms of environmental, social and 

economic impact. Again, this synopsis presents only a few 

highlights from the detailed material in Volume Two, and 

concentrates on matters that bear upon the current planning 

processes of government. 

The first issue to be addressed in the discussion of 

the project is location of the pipeline and its auxilliary 

facilities. Major routing issues -- no pipeline across the 

Northern Yukon or across the Delta -- were dealt with in Volurre 

One. Yet over and above these major constraints, there is a need 

for refinement of the location of the pipeline right-of-way, its 

facilities and access routes. The pipeline companies have 

indicated that, as planning develops towards final design, such 

adjustments will be made to meet their needs. I recommend that 

measures be taken to ensure that routes and locations are 

adjusted in order to reduce disturbance of land and waterbodies 

and to minimize impact in valleys, to protect wildlife and fish 
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POFUlations, to fit into present patterns and future plans of 

develcpment, and to take into account the views and needs of the 

local people. Routing must not simply be decided by the company 

in terms of engineering and cost. Rather, locations and routes 

should be progressively refined by a process of successive 

company prOFOSals and regulatory responses that take into account 

local concerns. 

The existence of permafrost along the pipeline route 

brings with it the need for departures from the engineering 

design and construction procedures commonly aFFlied by the 

pipeline industry. some of these departures involve innovations 

and precedents that I have discussed in Volume One. Permafrost

related construction procedures for clearing, grading, drainage 

and erosion centro!, revegetation, and for use of snow roads and 

snow working surfaces must not only meet the needs of the 

pipeline project but must also avoid chain-reaction impacts on 

land, the environment and the local people. Design measures and 

construction Frocedures are needed to control adverse effects of 

thaw settlement, frost heave, liquefication of thawing soil, and 

slope instability. In view of the uncertainties that still 

surround such matters -- despite the vast amount of information 

brought before this Inquiry and the National Energy Board -- I 

recommend that mechanisms for regulation of the pipeline include 

a geotechnical review board of independent exFerts. 
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one fundamental construction procedure proposed for 

limiting terrain damage and environmental disturbance in the 

permafrost region is the use of snow roads and snow working 

surfaces. In Volume One I discussed concerns over scheduling and 

environmental impacts in the tundra regions arising from use of 

this technique or its replacement by gravel roads. But if a 

pipeline is built in the Mackenzie Valley, use of snow roads and 

working surfaces will be essential in place of the conventional 

graded temporary winter roads normally used by the industry. In 

view of the importance of snow roads in reducing damage to 

permafrost terrain, and in view of the complexity of distribution 

of permafrost in the southern part of the Mackenzie Valley, I 

recommend that snow roads be adopted for all pipeline 

construction North of 60° except where a different mode (for 

example, graded winter road construction) is specifically 

approved by the regulatory agency. 

water courses and the valleys in which they occur are 

foci of environmental sensitivity and have a special importance 

in the land use activity of local people. Therefore, in Volume 

Two, there are recommendations relating to pipeline crossings of 

streams as well as the approaches to the crossings -

recommendations regarding location, design, construction, 

maintenance and repair. In particular, I recommend that 

government and the company should work out and agree upon design 

standards for river and stream crossings and that these standards 
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should not only meet the engineering requirements of the project 

but should also protect the environment and the needs of the 

local people. 

The management of fuels and hazardous substances during 

pipeline construction and operation has two aspects that concern 

me: contingency planning and spill prevention. Currently, 

government is concentrating on the contingency aspect, that is, 

spill clean-up. As this work is well underway, I recommend 

simply that the Environmental Protection Service May 1977 draft 

"Contingency Planning Guidelines, Oil and Hazardous Material 

Spills, Oil and Gas Pipelines" constitute the basis for such 

planning on the pipeline. On the other hand, spill prevention, 

which is the best way to ensure protection of the environment, is 

not receiving the same attention. So Volume Two contains 

detailed proposals aimed at preventing spills during 

transportation, transfer and storage of fuels and hazardous 

substances. 

Management schemes for liquid and solid wastes must 

protect both public health and the environment. Since the public 

health aspects are already dealt with as a matter of routine, my 

recommendations centre on environmental issues and, in 

particular, on sewage effluent guidelines for construction camps. 

I recommend standards that are less stringent than the current 

"Guidelines for Effluent Quality and wastewater Treatment at 
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Federal Establishments," which have been adopted by Environmental 

Protection service and the National Energy Board for the 

pipeline. In my view, strict adherence to these standards is not 

practicable if secondary treatment of concentrated camp effluents 

is used and, in many cases, those standards are unnecessarily 

rigid for temporary facilities in the wide variety of northern 

settings. 

A special aspect of wastewater management is the 

handling and disposal of the millions of gallons of warm water or 

methanol solution that will be used to test the pipeline 

hydrostatically before it is placed in service. The large 

volumes of warm or toxic test medium pose particular risks to the 

aquatic environment. To minimize these risks, the extraction of 

water for testing and the disposal of water or methanol solution 

into waterbodies after testing must meet the standards set out 

for water withdrawal, wastewater treatment and water quality that 

apply to other aspects of the project. On the other hand, spills 

that could occur during the testing process are contingencies and 

cannot be regulated to conform to such standards. I therefore 

recommend that the company be required to develop special plans 

to handle such contingencies effectively. 

In Volume One I noted that the considerable number of 

low altitude aircraft flights required for the pipeline project, 

superimposed upon the substantial quantity of other aircraft 
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traffic in the region, could have adverse imracts on mammal and 

bird porulations. The pipeline companies recognize these 

ccncerns and have proposed measures to mitigate them. 

Nonetheless, I consider it important that regulation of the 

pipeline project include measures to control the associated 

aircraft flying. In Volume TWo, I make proposals for flight 

corridors, flight ceilings and regulation of flight schedules. 

In particular, I recommend establishment cf a Flight control 

Group that would be responsible for vetting aircraft flight plans 

for the pipeline project and related developments. This group 

wculd deal with such things as routing, altitude and schedule, in 

the context of detailed current knowledge of bird and mammal 

sensitivities. 

construction of a Mackenzie Valley pipeline and its 

subsequent operaticn will give rise to major transportation 

needs. During pipeline construction, there will be at least a 

doubling of transport demands, and there will be a need for major 

additions and improvements costing in the order of $100 million. 

While this augmented transporation system will be strained to the 

limit during construction, large portions of it will become 

redundant afterwards. ~o ensure that the short- and long-terrr 

interests of ncrthern residents and businesses are protected, I 

recommend that the government prepare an overall plan for the 

evoluticn of transportation facilities to meet the needs of the 

region. In addition, I recommend measures to ensure a 
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continuation of reliable and reasonably priced transportation 

services for the local population, both during and after 

cpnstruction. 

It is natural that northerners should want to derive 

benefits from the pipeline in the form of reduced energy costs: 

it is urged that it is not right that gas from the North should 

pass by northern communities only to service industries and homes 

thousands of miles away. Yet the evidence presented to this 

Inquiry suggests that few northern communities would experience a 

cost reduction over presently available energy sources if gas 

were made available to them. I therefore cannot recommend that, 

in more than a few cases, the provision of lateral lines and 

distribution systems to and within northern communities should be 

made a condition of the grant of a right-of-way. 

Proposals also have been made for southern consumers of 

northern natural gas to subsidize northern energy costs, whatever 

form of energy is being used in the northern communities. In 

general, this would involve ensuring that the lowest cost method 

of providing energy to a community is used (and in only a few 

cases would this be natural gas), and then reducing the local 

price of energy to a level comparable with other energy-producing 

regions by having consumers in the south pick up part of the 

costs. A special fund would have to be set up for this purpose. 

The distribution of such a fund raises certain difficulties. 
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How, for example, would a determination be made regarding the 

communities entitled to be subsidized from the fund? By 

proximity to the pipeline? By proximity to the gas wellhead? I 

think a more rational basis for subsidizing energy users in the 

Ncrth should te devised. 

It has been suggested that industry should be required 

to pay directly for all increased social and environmental costs 

entailed by the construction of the pipeline and should provide a 

fund for this purpose. This raises important questions of public 

policy. How would social and environmental costs arising from 

the project be calculated? How would they be apportioned? Why 

should services that have always been regarded as government's 

responsibility be subject to a cost-sharing arrangement with 

industry? Why should the industry's customers pay for these 

particular cost£? once the principle is applied to the company 

that builds a Mackenzie Valley pipeline, should it be applied tc 

a small entrepreneur engaged in a sawffiilling venture? Should it 

be applied to mining ventures? How would costs be apportioned 

between various ventures? The proposal raises uncertainties for 

both government and industry. I urge you and your colleagues to 

consider the implications of such a policy. 
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REGULATORY RECOMMENDATIONS 

Turning then to regulation of the project: it is, of 

course, for the Government of Canada to decide on the form of 

regulatory authority. I take it for granted there will have to 

be a more or less unified regulatory agency since the company 

building the pipeline should be answerable to one regulatory 

authority, not a multitude of them. The vital thing is to see 

that all interests are represented in whatever body the 

regulatory authority is itself answerable to. 

I have concluded that the regulatory process should 

incorporate three essential principles. First, the regulatory 

agency should be in business from the very beginning, and I do 

not mean by this that it should be in business at the 

commencement of construction or even pre-construction activ.ity; I 

mean that it should be operational as soon as permits are issued. 

Design review on a project of this size is necessarily a process 

of discussion and negotiation between the pipeline company and 

the regulatory authority. so the people who will be responsible 

for the regulation of the project should have been dealing with 

the problems the project presents from the time they become 

apparent during design review until the completion of the 

project. 

second, the problems that are tc be addressed, from the 

beginning to the end, should not be limited to problems of 
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engineering and construction. social, economic and environmental 

considerations should be addressed at this early stage and 

throughout, with the same intensity and concern as technical and 

engineering questions. 

And the third principle is this: the regulatory process 

should involve all of those interests in the North that have 

legitimate concerns about the impact of the project. This 

implies that the regulatory authority will be composed of or 

accessible to all such interests. 

I hope this synopsis will be of assistance to you and 

your colleagues. 

Yours truly, 
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MACKENZIE VALLEY PIPELINE INQUIRY 

Suite 600 
171 Slater Street 
Ottawa, Ontario K1P 5H7 

The Honourable]. Hl!.iJh Faulkner 
Minister of Indian Atrairs and 
Northern Development 
House of Commons 
Ottawa, Ontario 

November 30, 1977 

Dear Mr. Faulkner: 

COMMISSIONER 

Mr. Justice Thomas R. Berger 

This is Volume Two of my report. In Volume One, which was tabled 
in the House of Commons on May 9 of this year, I recommended that, 
on environmental grounds, no pipeline be built and no energy 
corridor be established across the Northern Yukon. I found that 
construction of a pipeline along the Mackenzie Valley would be 
feasible from an environmental point of view, but I recommended 
that it be postponed for ten years to allow for a settlement of native 
claims. I also expressed the view that, if a pipeline had to be built to 
deliver Alaskan gas to the Lower 48, the Alaska Highway route was 
preferable from an environmental point of view. The National Energy 
Board reached conclusions similar to my own, and since that time, you 
and your colleagues have reached agreement with the United States 
on the construction of a pipeline along the Alaska Highway route. 

Rejection of the Arctic Gas proposal allows the government to plan 
now for the preservation of the caribou, whales, wilderness and 
wildlife of the Western Arctic, and to settle native claims throughout 
the region. In Volume One, I outlined a number of broad recommenda
tions to dt~ai with these concerns, and I shall elaborate on them in this 
volume. 

In its report, Reasons for Decision: Northern Pipelines, handed down 
on july 4, 1977, the National Energy Board indicated that, depending 
upon the extent of discoveries in the Mackenzie Delta and the 
Beaufort Sea, a pipeline should be constructed either along the 
Dempster Highway, to connect with the pipeline that is to be built 
along the Alaska Highway route, or along the Mackenzie Valley. If 
the reserves of natural gas in the Beaufort Sea turn out to be large, 
I hen in due course -at a time when they are needed, and following a 
settlement of native claims - they can be delivered by means of a 
pipeline along the Mackenzie Valley. In any event, there will be 
continuing exploration in the Delta region, and a pipeline along either 
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Volume One and Volume Two 

the Dempster Route or the Mackenzie Valley Route will affect that 
area - an area about which I heard a great deal of evidence. Some of 
the recommendations in this volume will have a bearing on whatever 
pipeline route is finally selected. 

In Volume Two, as in Volume One, I have proceeded on the 
assumption that, in due course, the industrial system will require the 
gas and oil of the Western Arctic, and that they will have to be 
transported along the Mackenzie Valley to markets in the mid
continent. However, I have also proceeded on the assumption that we 
intend to protect and to preserve the northern environment, and that, 
above all, we intend to honour the legitimate claims of the native 
people. All of these assumptions are embedded in the Statement of the 
Government of Canada on Northern Development in the 70's, 
presented by the Honourable jean Chretien to the Standing Commit
tee on Indian Affairs and Northern Development on March 28, 1972. 

The social, cultural and political tensions in the North are closely 
linked to industrial advance. The intrusion of large-scale frontier 
development among native people has aggravated the cluster of 
pathologies that have become so familiar in the North: welfare, crime, 
violence, disease, alcoholism, and social and personal disarray. This is 
a hard fact to accept, requiring as it does a reconsideration of 
conventional wisdom, but it is supported by the evidence before the 
Inquiry. The evidence led irresistibly to the conclusion that, if a 
pipeline were built now in the Mackenzie Valley, its economic 
benefits would be limited, its social impact devastating, and it would 
frustrate the goals of native claims. 

Because it perceived the problems of northern native peoples as 
arising out of individual poverty, the federal government has, during 
the past two decades, initiated many programs to increase their 
opportunities for wage employment and income. The idea was 
essentially a simple one: create enough job opportunities in the North 
(by developing mines, for example), give the people some training (as 
heavy equipment operators, for example), and the problems will 
eventually go away. But they are still there, because they are not 
simply problems of poverty, but of a people trying desperately to 
preserve their cultural identity. Thus the growth of government and 
bureaucracy and the coming of industry constituted a threat to their 
desire to affirm their identity as a people, and to gain control over their 
own lives and their own future -something they believe is essential 
to their well-being. 
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The condition of native people in the North today is, in many 
respects, the product of white domination of native people and native 
society. That this domination has often been benevolent does not at all 
diminish its devastating consequences for the patterns of collective 
and cooperative self-reliance that are the tradition of northern native 
people. Despite the benefits that the dominant white society has 
brought to native people- benefits that they readily acknowledge
this dominance, and the resulting weakness of their own society, have 
left native people, as a group, and as individuals, especially vulnerable 
to the impact of large-scale industrial development. In Volume One, I 
attempted to show how this historically established relationship 
between white and native society could not be separated from 
questions of impact, of native identity, and of the long-term prospects 
for economic and social well-being. 

Rapid and large-scale industrial development is, in any circum
stance, a potentially disruptive process; in the context of a northern 
society that has experienced many years of domination, this 
disruption contributes to the profoundest of social ills. It then becomes 
something that cannot be treated with ameliorative measures that 
may, in other historical or cultural contexts, be more or less effective. 
Because the various causes of these social ills are inextricably linked, a 
consideration of industrial development and social, cultural and 
political progress in the North cannot be separated from a discussion 
of native claims. It is through a settlement of their claims that native 
people see the way to social, economic and political advance. 

1 concluded in Volume One that certain adverse consequences of the 
construction of a pipeline and the establishment of an energy corridor 
could not be mitigated, and that it was unrealistic to proceed as if they 
could. I did say, however, that if the pipeline were postponed, and if 
steps were taken now to strengthen native society and the native 
economy through a settlement of native claims, the pipeline might be 
built in ten years' time, when the benefits of pipeline construction 
could be enlarged, and the adverse consequences mitigated. This 
volume deals with the measures that will have to be taken to achieve 
these ends. 

My social and economic recommendations apply to renewable 
resources, employment, manpower delivery, urban centres, rapid 
growth, northern business and transportation. 

I believe that, in the North, a strong native society and a 
strengthened renewable resource sector can exist side by side with 
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large-scale, non -renewable resource development, but only if we 
change our priorities and strengthen the renewable resource sector 
before the pipeline is built. Postponement of the pipeline means that 
many alternate modes of social, economic and political development 
can be explored in the Mackenzie Valley and Western Arctic -
alternatives that would otherwise have been foreclosed. Some of these 
alternatives can be explored only through the settlement of native 
claims, and some can be clarified only with more knowledge about the 
area's renewable resource development potential. I am, therefore, 
making certain proposals for more accurate measurement of the 
native economy, and for the development of the renewable resource 
sector as a whole. 

It has been said that the choice for native people is stark: jobs on the 
pipeline or no jobs at all. This statement is, of course, false because it 
overlooks the fact that, for native people, the opportunities provided 
by pipeline construction will be limited. Moreover, it fails to recognize 
the persistence of the native economy, the possibilities for develop
ment of the renewable resource sector, the continuation of oil and gas 
exploration activity, and the role of the federal and territorial 
governments as employers. It ignores the fact that many native people 
have shown that they are not strongly inclined towards the type of 
employment offered by large-scale industrial projects. It disregards 
the long-term implications of employment in a volatile boom-and
bust sector, of which pipeline construction is an obvious example. 
And it overlooks the potential of the renewable resource sector. Jobs
permanent jobs - can be provided in logging and sawmilling, in the 
management, harvesting and processing of fur, meat and game, in 
fishing, in recreation, conservation and other related activities. Such 
ventures, given a fraction of the support extended to the non
renewable resource sector, could offer many opportunities to native 
people in the North. Ventures like these are also amenable to local or 
regional control, and would not, therefore, impede the goals of native 
claims. With such enterprises in place, there would be a diversified 
spectrum of job opportunities, no undue dependence on pipeline 
construction when it takes place, and no necessity for the kind of 
wholesale recruitment of pipeline construction workers from native 
communities that is presently envisaged. 

Nonetheless, all northern residents who want to work on pipeline 
construction when it is built should have that opportunity. I 
recommend that pipeline construction be accompanied by preferen
tial hiring on the basis of five years' residence in the North. Such 
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preference would exist for any northerner seeking a pipeline job, and 
would help him over whatever obstacles might be presented by 
requirements for union membership and lack of adequate training. 
But a manpower delivery system of this kind should not be founded 
on the notion that pipeline employment is necessarily the preferred 
choice for northern people. 

It is likely that the pipeline, when it is built, will attract large 
numbers of people to the Mackenzie Valley and the Mackenzie Delta, 
and cause major shifts of population within the region. The pipeline 
will have a particularly severe effect on some communities - I call 
them action communities- especially lnuvik, Tuktoyaktuk, Norman 
Wells, Fort Simpson, Yellowknife and Hay River. Most of these 
communities are already experiencing the socially harmful effects of 
rapid growth of government and industry, and the tensions between 
native people and white institutions. Because the pipeline will 
exacerbate these conditions, my proposals with regard to the action 
communities are ameliorative. My recommendations relate to 
methods for coping, first of all, with the social impact of the pipeline 
in the action communities, and secondly, with the physical and 
financial aspects of such impact. These communities cannot be 
expected to cope with many of the pressures that pipeline construc
tion will place on them, and they will require impact funding from 
senior governments. 

It has been argued that gas from the North should not bypass 
northern communities only to service industries and homes thou
sands of miles away. Yet the evidence presented to this Inquiry 
suggests that, if gas were made available, few northern communities 
would experience a cost reduction over presently available energy 
sources. There are, I believe, more effective, if less direct, methods of 
ensuring that northern communities benefit from the natural gas 
reserves of their region. I propose subsidization of northern energy 
costs, regardless of the fuel that is most efficient in a particular 
location. In this way, some of the benefits that will be experienced by 
southerners can be extended to northerners. 

I have also considered the effects that a Mackenzie Valley pipeline 
could have on northern business. Many witnesses expressed concern 
that the pipeline may cause serious distortions in the territorial 
economy. The pipeline might generate overinvestment in pipeline
related activities, it might inhibit the ability of local firms to supply 
goods and services needed by northern communities, and it might 
generally interfere with orderly and sustained economic growth. But 
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Environmental 
Recommendations 

northern businessmen will quite properly want to use the pipeline as 
an opportunity for growth and expansion. Their ability to do so is 
limited in comparison with large firms domiciled in the metropolitan 
centres of the provinces. I am, therefore, recommending measures that 
relate to bidding on contracts, bonding, and the availability of capital. 
These measures are designed to place northern firms in a competitive 
position so that they can secure a reasonable volume of pipeline
related work and prosper in the long run. Native enterprises, whether 
proprietorships, cooperatives or corporations, should enjoy the same 
preferences as other northern firms. 

If native cooperatives and corporations are set up as a result of a 
settlement of claims, then I anticipate that they will assume a place on 
the northern business scene, and that they could play a part in the 
economic activity generated by pipeline construction. I expect, 
however, that once in place, native cooperatives and corporations will 
undertake ventures in the renewable resource sector rather than in 
non -renewable resource enterprises, such as mining, and the oil and 
gas industry simply because they are on too large a scale. Native 
people should have the opportunity to participate in the management 
of enterprises that can be undertaken locally and regionally -
economic ventures related to traditional values and experience, and 
based on skills that are already acquired or that can be developed and 
used within the community. The development of a strong renewable 
resource economy would reduce the vulnerability of the northern 
economy to the kind of boom-and-bust cycle that has characterized it 
in the past. 

To a great extent, the social and economic recommendations in this 
volume are anticipatory. Postponement of the Mackenzie Valley 
pipeline means that the terms and conditions being formulated now 
will have to be enforced in an institutional and political context that 
cannot very easily be foreseen. I have sought to be specific, but in some 
areas, it would be implausible, if not impossible, to be precise. This is 
less of a difficulty in the case of environmental matters, still less in the 
case of engineering matters, and you will find that my recommenda
tions in these areas are quite specific in many instances. 

In Volume One, I made recommendations designed to protect caribou, 
whales, wildlife and wilderness. These recommendations were 
founded on the need to preserve critical habitat in perpetuity. Thus, 
my proposal that a wilderness park be created in the Northern Yukon 
is intended to protect this unique wilderness region, including vital 
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habitat for wildlife and migratory birds on the Arctic Coastal Plain 
and Old Crow Flats, and particularly the critically important calving 
and summer range of the Porcupine caribou herd. My recommenda
tion that no pipeline be built and no energy corridor be established 
across the mouth of the Mackenzie Delta, together with my proposals 
to establish a white whale sanctuary in west Mackenzie Bay and bird 
sanctuaries in the outer Delta, are designed to protect the unique land 
and water ecosystems that characterize the Delta and the margins of 
the Beaufort Sea. In addition, the bird sanctuaries that I have proposed 
along the Mackenzie Valley are intended to protect major populations 
of migrating and nesting birds at critical localities. In this volume, as 
in Volume One, I focus my concern on critical habitat and critical life 
stages of mammals, birds and fish and particularly on the limited 
tracts of land and water that are vital to the survival of whole 
populations of certain species at certain times of the year. 

In view of the agreement between Canada and the United States to 
build a pipeline along the Alaska Highway route, it is appropriate to 
repeat one of the recommendations that I made in Volume One. I 
urged that Canada should undertake to establish a wilderness park in 
the Northern Yukon, and the United States should accord wilderness 
status to its Arctic National Wildlife Range, thus creating a unique 
international wilderness park: nine million acres on each side of the 
international boundary. I suggested that it would be an important 
symbol of the dedication of our two countries to environmental as 
well as to industrial goals. 

Since the release of Volume One, the Carter Administration has 
recommended in proposed amendments to the Alaska National 
Interest Lands Conservation Act, that 43 million acres in Alaska, 
including the lands comprising the Arctic National Wildlife Range in 
northeastern Alaska, be set aside as wilderness. Thus, the United 
States has taken an essential step toward fulfilling the conditions that 
are necessary for the establishment of an international wilderness 
park. It remains now for Canada to include in our National Parks Act 
a provision for the establishment of wilderness areas, and then to 
designate the Yukori north of the Porcupine River as wilderness. 

In Volume One, I drew attention to the impacts that the Dempster 
Highway will have on the migration patterns and winter range of the 
Porcupine caribou herd. Hunting will also increase because of the 
access the highway will offer. These concerns have been intensified by 
recent events on the Dempster Highway, and by the possibility that 
Mackenzie Delta gas will be transported by a pipeline along the route 
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of the highway. The impact of such a pipeline has still to be assessed 
in deta i I. 

The decision to build the Dempster Highway was made without 
adequate environmental assessment. However, the highway is now 
virtually complete, so we shall have to devise measures to deal with it. 
In particular, protection of the Porcupine caribou herd's winter range 
must be a principal concern. If we can devise measures to cope with 
the Dempster Highway, we may, in due course, be able to cope with 
many of the impacts of a pipeline along the same route. I recommend, 
therefore, that a restricted hunting zone extending two miles on either 
side of the highway, and on either side of all connecting access roads 
and seismic lines, be established within the winter range of the herd. 
Provision should be made, however, for the continuation of tradi
tional use by native people. I also recommend that vehicle traffic and 
construction activity along the highway be controlled during caribou 
migration in the vicinity. 

Turning to the Mackenzie Valley itself, I concluded in Volume One 
that the construction of a pipeline along the Mackenzie Valley was 
feasible from an environmental point of view. Consequently, in this 
volume, I have included a lengthy series of recommendations 
designed to protect the environmental resources of the Mackenzie 
Valley and the Mackenzie Delta. These environmental proposals are 
intended to serve as guidelines for the government in its review and 
approval of project designs and plans. and for regulation of the project 
in general. As these recommendations tend to be quite specific, I can 
only highlight a few here. 

A pipeline along the Mackenzie Valley will result in disturbance to 
wildlife populations, because it will increase access. I recommend, 
therefore, that the same conditions I have urged for the Dempster 
Highway be imposed here: the establishment of a two-mile restricted 
hunting zone along each side of the pipeline right-of-way, along all 
temporary or permanent access routes, and around all pipeline 
facilities, with the qualification that traditional use by native people 
be exempted from this restriction. 

The birds of prey - including the peregrine falcon and gyrfalcon -
that nest in the vicinity of proposed pipeline routes constitute a 
significant portion of the surviving North American population of 
these species. During their occupation of nest sites in spring and 
summer, these birds are extremely sensitive to disturbance by 
machinery, aircraft or human activity; even repeated low-intensity 
noise can lead to desertion of nests and the loss of young. It is 
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important to avoid disturbance in the vicinity of occupied nests, 
particularly those of the rare and endangered peregrine falcon. I 
therefore recommend that a Raptor Protection Zone be established 
around any nest site that may be adversely affected by the pipeline 
project, and that construction activities within these zones be 
controlled by permit. 

If large volumes of gas are discovered in the Beaufort Sea, it is likely 
that a pipeline will be built along the Mackenzie Valley. Thus, it is 
only common sense to urge that lands for conservation purposes be 
withdrawn now, well before new pipeline proposals are made. I 
therefore recommend that the Government of Canada develop a 
northern conservation strategy- a strategy that recognizes the claims 
of northern native peoples, the constitutional situation in the North, 
and the special characteristics of the northern environment. Such a 
strategy would entail not only a program to set aside wilderness areas 
but also park lands, wildlife areas, wild rivers, ecological reserves, 
recreation areas and archaeological and historic sites. 

I have already discussed the need for wilderness protection for the 
Northern Yukon and the Porcupine caribou herd. Wilderness 
protection should also be provided for the white whale sanctuary I 
proposed in Volume One for west Mackenzie Bay. These proposals are 
designed to protect the caribou and the whales in perpetuity. 

What I am urging now, in addition, is that throughout the region, 
conservation lands should be identified and set aside. This, of course, 
should be done only after the fullest consultation with northern 
government and northern peoples. 

Conservation lands can be set aside under Section 19 of the 
Territorial Lands Act. They should be set aside only on the basis that 
native hunting, trapping and fishing rights within these areas are 
guaranteed, and they would be subject to a settlement of native claims. 
It should be borne in mind that one of the objectives of native claims is 
the preservation of northern wildlife on which native people have 
long depended. To this extent, their goals coincide with the goals of 
setting aside conservation lands. In fact, the people of Old Crow have 
expressed their support for my proposal for a wilderness park in the 
Northern Yukon. No final disposition of any conservation lands 
should be made until native claims are settled. 

I want to emphasize that a northern conservation strategy offers an 
opportunity to involve native people in the whole conservation lands 
program in the North: in fish and game management, in compiling 
inventories of environmental and recreational resources, and in 
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Project Recommendations 

managing wilderness parks and other conservation areas. This would 
offer native people employment, training in skills that are relevant to 
the preservation of their northern homeland, and a livelihood that 
would allow them to remain in their own communities and regions. 
There is no reason why the objective should not be for native people to 
manage these conservation lands. 

The first issue to be addressed in the discussion of the project is 
location of the pipeline and its auxiliary facilities. Major routing 
issues were dealt with in Volume One, but there is still a need to refine 
the location of the right-of-way, ancillary facilities and access routes 
along the Mackenzie Valley. To reduce disturbance of land and 
waterbodies, to minimize impact in tributary valleys, and to protect 
wildlife and fish populations, I recommend that measures be taken to 
ensure the refinement of location of the pipeline right-of-way and its 
ancillary facilities. These measures will take into account present 
patterns of development, future plans, and the views of the 
communities along the route. Routing must not be decided by the 
Company simply in terms of engineering and cost. Rather, tentative 
locations and routes should be progressively refined by a process of 
successive Company proposals and regulatory responses that take all 
of these factors into account. 

The existence of permafrost along the pipeline route necessitates 
departures from the engineering design and construction procedures 
commonly applied by the pipeline industry. I have discussed some of 
these in Volume One. In permafrost terrain, construction procedures 
for clearing, grading, drainage and erosion control, revegetation, and 
use of snow roads and snow working surfaces must not only meet the 
needs of the pipeline project, but also avoid chain-reaction impacts on 
land, on the environment and on people. Design measures and 
construction procedures are needed to control adverse effects of thaw 
settlement, frost heave, liquefaction of thawing soil and slope 
instability. In view of the uncertainties that still surround these 
matters - despite the vast amount of evidence brought before this 
Inquiry and the National Energy Board - I recommend that a 
geotechnical review board of independent experts be established to 
ensure the successful resolution of all outstanding problems. 

If a pipeline is built in the Mackenzie Valley, snow roads and snow 
working surfaces will be needed in place of the graded, temporary 
winter roads normally used by the industry. In view of the 
importance of snow roads in reducing damage to permafrost terrain, 
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and in view of the complexity of permafrost distribution in the 
southern part of the Mackenzie Valley, I recommend that snow roads 
be adopted for all pipeline construction North of 60, except where a 
different mode, such as graded wil)ter road construction, is specifi
cally approved. 

The management of fuels and hazardous substances during 
pipeline construction and operation presents two problems: con tin
gency planning and spill prevention. At present, government is 
concentrating on the contingency aspect, that is, spill clean-up. On the 
other hand, spill prevention - undoubtedly the best way to ensure 
protection of the enviornment - is not receiving enough attention. I 
therefore include detailed proposals aimed at preventing spills of 
fuels and hazardous substances during their transportation, transfer 
and storage. 

Project recommendations should be both practical and enforceable. 
As an illustration, take schemes for the management of liquid and 
solid wastes- schemes designed to protect both public health and the 
environment. Because the public health aspects are already dealt with 
as a matter of routine, my recommendations focus on environmental 
issues and, in particular, on sewage effluent guidelines. For construc
tion camps, I recommend standards less stringent than those set out in 
the Department of the Environment's current Guidelines for Effluent 
Quality and Wastewater Treatment at Federal Establishments and 
less stringent than those recommended for the pipeline by the 
National Energy Board. In my view, those more stringent standards 
are unnecessarily rigid for many of the pipeline's temporary facilities, 
and strict adherence to them is not practicable. 

The pipeline project will require a considerable number of low 
altitude aircraft flights superimposed upon existing aircraft traffic in 
the region. Because these flights could have adverse impacts on 
populations of mammals and birds, I am making proposals for flight 
corridors, flight ceilings and regulation of flight schedules. In 
particular, I recommend the establishment of a Flight Control Group 
that would vet aircraft flight plans for the pipeline project and related 
activities. This group would deal with matters of routing, altitudes 
and scheduling in the context of current information on bird and 
mammal sensitivities. 

The pipeline project will be immense in its scope and impact, and the 
necessity for a regulatory agency to supervise the project is 
inescapable. I assume that there will be a unified regulatory Agency, 
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for the company building the pipeline should be answerable to one 
authority, not a multitude of them. 

The changes that occur in the Northwest Territories during the 
next ten years may be as great as those in the ten years just past. The 
certainty of change makes it difficult at this time to offer specific 
recommendations on the machinery of regulation that should be 
established when a pipeline is built. But some principles are, I believe, 
of paramount importance, and their importance will likely persist, no 
matter what changes occur in the North and its institutions over the 
next decade. 

The Agency should be in business from the very beginning. By this, 
I do not mean that it should be in business at the start of construction, 
or even preconstruction, activity. Rather, the Agency should be 
operational just as soon as a permit for a right-of-way is issued. 

In addition, the most careful definition of the Agency's authority 
will be necessary. I recommend that its mandate be confined to the 
enforcement of all terms and conditions, social and economic as well 
as engineering and environmental, on the pipeline right-of-way itself 
and on associated facilities, but that the powers and responsibilities of 
ordinary government departments and agencies should prevail 
elsewhere. If the Agency's mandate is not carefully defined, it could 
infringe unduly on the jurisdiction of northern governmental 
institutions. 

The problems resulting from social, economic and environmental 
impact require measures that range all the way from the provision of 
services to in-migrants to the monitoring of caribou populations. 
These problems are so wide-ranging in their impact, and affect such a 
variety of interests, that they should be dealt with by appropriate 
departments of government at the federal, territorial, regional and 
local levels. To turn the regulation of such matters over to a 
monitoring and enforcement Agency would lead to the creation of a 
parallel government structure that would exercise perhaps greater 
authority than existing institutions; it would be subversive of any 
other structure of northern government. 

Clearly, ordinary institutions of government, as well as other 
interests with legitimate concerns about pipeline impact, must be able 
to participate in, and have access to, the work of the Agency. For 
instance, those responsible for fish and game management should 
have access to the Agency at all levels, as should those branches of 
government that are responsible for the social conditions in the towns 
and settlements within the zone of impact. At the same time, public 
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interest groups, such as those concerned with environmental 
protection, should also have access to the Agency. 

Furthermore, the Agency should be responsive to the concerns of 
native organizations. This need may well have diminished by the time 
the pipeline is built, for native claims will have been settled by then, 
and a new structure of local and regional institutions will be in place. 
Nevertheless, native organizations at that time may assert a special 
interest in the impact of the pipeline - an interest that extends 
beyond the scope and capacity of northern institutions as they may 
exist a decade from now, and that calls for a response from native 
organizations outside the structure of northern government and 
northern institutions. In some respects, this will depend on the extent 
to which native people a decade from now consider northern 
government and northern institutions to be truly reflective of their 
interests. 

I also recommend the establishment of an Impact Assessment 
Group. This group would consist of representatives from loc!ll, 
regional and territorial governments, and from public interest groups, 
and, of course, native organizations. It would advise the Agency on 
matters of local impact, but it would also exercise an ombudsman 
function in its relations with the regulatory Agency. The group would 
have the right to question officials and employees of the Agency, and 
review the Agency's documents. Although they would not in any 
sense be an appellate tribunal, since they would have no power to 
reverse the Agency's actions, they would have the responsibility to 
make their findings public. This assessment group would deal with 
the overall impact of the pipeline and the Agency's administration, as 
well as with specific problems of impact and specific complaints 
about the Agency's administration. 

In Volume Two, my objective has been to distill the available evidence 
on a wide range of social, economic and environmental subjects. In 
this way, Volume Two is designed to serve as a convenient point of 
departure for those persons in both the public and private sectors 
who, in the years to come, will be engaged in planning for the 
Mackenzie Valley and the Western Arctic. The responsibility for such 
planning and its implementation will rest with the Government of 
Canada, and with the local, regional and territorial institutions that 
may evolve in the Northwest Territories as a result of the govern
ment's statement of August 3, 1977 on Political Development in the 
Northwest Territories and of a settlement of native claims. 
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Throughout both Volume One and Volume Two, I have sought to 
avoid rigid distinctions between the issues that are before us. At many 
points, social, economic and environmental matters overlap, and the 
question of native claims impinges again and again on virtually every 
aspect of northern life. At the heart of my recommendations is the 
need to settle native claims. This need bears directly on all of the 
social, economic and environmental subjects discussed in this report, 
and indirectly, but no less compellingly, on all matters related to the 
North; it requires a recognition of the special and collective nature of 
the native interest in the North. 

Yours truly, 
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THE REPORT OF 
THE MACKENZIE VALLEY 
PIPELINE INQUIRY 

Government policy for the economic development of the 
North has focused on extractive or non -renewable resource 
industries. In Volume One I discussed the difficulties resulting 
from this policy, and argued that the de,·elopment of the 
northern economy should not be based exclusively on large
scale non-renewable resources. The same point may be 
expressed in terms of choice or options: economic develop
ment that is in the best interests of northerners will offer 
greater variety than the single possibility presented by 
industrial advance based on non-renewable resources. If the 
pipeline - the largest industrial development project ever 
proposed for the North - is to be in the best interests of 
northerners, a condition of its construction must be the prior 
adoption of other forms of development. In this way, the 
native people will be able to maintain the economic and 
cultural forms they regard as their own; they will not be 
forced into adopting an economic mode and a way of life that 
they may not want. Only by accepting this condition can we 
avoid aggravating the social and economic impact of pipeline 
construction. 

Let me be clear about the implications of this position. It 
presupposes the continuation of the kind of economic 
development - mining and oil and gas exploration activity -
with which the northern frontier has for some years been 
associated; more specifically, it presupposes that, in due 
course, there will be a gas pipeline and an energy corridor 
along the Mackenzie Valley. But these would not be the only 
forms of economic development: the development that would 
result from the pipeline and related activities would be 
balanced by a parallel development of the renewable resource 
sector of the economy. Many potential large-scale industrial 
developments in the North would be site-specific and, once 
established, they would offer emp)oyment opportunities at 
only a few locations. But if that is to be the only kind of 
development, the social and economic impacts of such activity 
will be magnified throughout the entire region: native people 
will be drawn to it for want of any alternative, and the social 
and economic consequences will proliferate in communities 
and families far from the project itself. Only balanced 
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economic di!Velopment can ameliorate or avoid such effects. It 
is, therefore, vital that development of the renewable resource 
sector be given priority now. If it is not strengthened and 
thriving by the time a pipeline is built, native people will not 
be able to withstand the impact of the pipeline project and all 
that it will entail. 

Non-renewable resource industries, including the oil and 
gas industry, sometimes produce uncertain and sharply 
fluctuating patterns of economic growth. Northerners must be 
protected, so far as is practicable, against the impacts of such 
uncertainty and fluctuation- another compelling reason for 
insisting on the development of an alternative, long-term and 
stable renewable resource sector. In addition, as the evidence 
referred to in Volume One shows, there arc historical and 
cultural reasons for thinking that native people consider the 
land and its renewable resources to be of special importance 
to tlwm and to their children. 

All of these considerntions demonstrate the importance of a 
mixed economy in the North. My report accepts the view that 
the development of Canadian frontier gas and oil is in the 
national interest, but if such development is to take place with 
the least disruption of native people and native society, it 
must be preceded by the development of its alternatives. 
Because alternative development has for so long been 
neglected, it must now be given priority. The social and 
economic recommendations made in this volume are designed 
to ensure that a Mackenzie Valley pipeline will come at a 
time when it will confer tangible economic benefits on the 
North and when its social impact can be mitigated. 

Nonetheless. we must be aware of the problems that may be 
created by the potentially intensive effects of any large-scale 
industrial development. Its volatile patterns of growth, 
strongly-formed work conventions, and its effects on both 
local environment and local society, mean that the future 
relationship between the renewable and the non -renewable 
sectors of the northern economy will not be simple. Rather, 
that relationship must seek to minimize the direct depen
dence of the renewable upon the non-renewable resource 
sector, otherwise the whole renewable resource sector would 
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be continually vulnerable to the economic interests and 
activities of the South. Development of the renewable 
resource sector must therefore aim at some considerable 
degree of independence from the non-renewable sector. In the 
following chapter on Renewable Resources, I consider some of 
the specific problems and possibilities to which this consider
ation gives rise. 

Two Philosophies 
Before turning to specific socio-economic considerations, I 
would like to make very plain the contrast between two 
philosophies of northern development. This subject, which 
was raised in Volume One, bears directly on the nature of the 
terms and conditions that should be applied to social and 
economic impacts. 

On the one hand, there is the well-established opinion that 
large-scale industrial development will bring the benefits of 
employment opprtunities to all northerners. It is a point of 
view that emphasizes both the failures of the past and the 
possibilities of the future. The proponents of the philosophy 
concede that large-scale industrial development, both in the 
North and on other frontiers, has not always led to the 
employment of large numbers of native people or to their 
overall economic advantage. This failure has at times been 
regarded as lamentable, but as something that appropriate 
governmental intervention could set right. In other words, 
this philosophy emphasizes the economic potential of large
scale industrial development, and turns us towards terms and 
conditions that would guarantee the realization of that 
potential. It turns our attention towards ensuring that native 
people take their place at the industrial frontier, and it has led 
to a consideration of manpower delivery systems and of ways 
to provide the northern businessman with special preferences 
in connection with pipeline construction. 

On the other hand, there is a philosophy of northern 
development that emphasizes the importance of the native 
economy and the renewable resource sector and the wishes of 
the native people themselves. It was this point of view that I 
emphasized in Volume One. This philosophy causes us tore
examine the conventional wisdom regarding the benefits that 
are always assumed to accompany the advance of the 
industrial system to the frontier. It is skeptical of the 
advantages to native people of large-scale industrial develop
ment and it urges us to strengthen the native economy and 
the renewable resource sector, including logging, sawmilling, 
fishing, trapping, recreation and conservation. It advocates the 
removal of all impediments to the development of renewable 
resources and the modernization of the renewable resource 
sector, with a view to securing the basis of the native economy 
for the future. This philosophy docs not reject oil and gas 
exploration and the pipeline. Rather, it holds that a pipeline 
should not be built until the strengthened renewable resource 

sector is in place and that, in the meantime, oil and gas 
exploration should proceed in an orderly way. 

Advocates of the first philosophy often insist that the 
second is the outcome of sentimentality. But, as proponents of 
the second philosophy have pointed out, a policy of economic 
development in the North that ignores native society and the 
native economy must inevitably undermine that society and 
that economy. This neglect of the renewable resource sector 
forecloses the possibility of developing over time a truly 
diversified northern economy. 

Since the publication of Volume One, I have often been 
asked why I place so much emphasis on the native economy, 
and on the renewable resource potential of the North. The 
answer is clear enough: the objective of northern development 
should be parallel economic sectors - large-scale industrial 
activity, where and when it is necessary and appropriate, co
existing with continuing development of the native economy 
and the renewable resource sector. But where the two 
economic forms exist side by side, it is the renewable resource 
sector that is likely to be at risk: large-scale industrial 
development in the North intrudes, often totally, on native 
peoples and their way of life. To ensure parallel development, 
the renewable resource sector, which has been neglected, 
must be defined. The point is that undue policy emphasis on 
the non-renewable resource sector results in undue depen
dency on that sector. Unless priority is given now to the 
renewable resource sector, the mixed economy of the North 
will inevitably evolve into a single, non-renewable resource 
economy. This kind of monolithic economic mode is not what 
native people want, nor, in my judgment, what most north
erners or, indeed, most Canadians want. 

Various Project Situations 
It is important that parallel development be applied 
throughout the North, but we must not forget that circum
stances differ from place to place, and that future develop
ment will not follow the same course in every part of the 
region. In particular, I have in mind the differences between 
the Mackenzie Valley and the Mackenzie Delta. Although I 
have argued for a ten-year postponement of pipeline con
struction along the Mackenzie Valley, I have anticipated that 
the search for resources in the Mackenzie Delta and the 
Beaufort Sea will continue. It is also possible that other 
exploration activities will take place in the Western Arctic, 
and that these activities will be acceptable to some of the 
native communities in the area. We must recognize that 
large-scale industrial activity in the Mackenzie Delta has 
come to stay, but we should try to limit the impact of such 
developments to lnuvik, Tuktoyaktuk, and the Delta, and not 
let them extend to the smaller communities on Amundsen 
Gulf. Therefore, our consideration of terms and conditions 
should take into account the differences in the prospects for 
these two areas. 



Similarly, there are important differences between the 
larger centres, which I call action communities, and the small 
villages. In the larger centres there are communities of 
businessmen, predominantly white, and they should be the 
beneficiaries of certain preferences if northern business is to 
enjoy a reasonable measure of growth and expansion as a 
result of pipeline construction. I make certain recommenda
tions in this regard in Chapter 5. 

There are other differences that directly affect the native 
people and the kinds of future they are likely to want. In the 
larger and economically more developed communities, such 
as Hay River, Yellowknife, and Inuvik, native people do use 
and, in varying degrees, continue to depend upon the land and 
its produce. But their dependence upon wage employment -
including employment by local, territorial and federal 
government, as well as industrial employment - is in some 
cases high. In the smaller settlements, dependence upon the 
land and its produce is greater, and development of the 
renewable resource sector there will be of great importance. 
Chapter 2, which pertains to the measurement and develop
ment of renewable resource potential, has important implica
tions for the economic life of all the communities in the region. 

The Past and the Future 
The various philosophies of northern development have, of 
course, been reflected in different accounts of northern 
history: our views of the past are - perhaps inevitably -
closely related to our broad views and concepts of human 
well-being and human purpose. Evidence given to the Inquiry 
showed repeatedly how differences in philosophy can reveal 
themselves. At times, these differences resulted in conflicting, 
if not opposing, conclusions, and there were profound 
disagreements on how events had shaped the northern scene 
-especially with regard to native people in recent times. 

It is never easy to stand aside from differing interpretations 
of historical events and assess, from an informed but neutral 
position, their appropriateness and their implications. But, 
within the several historical overviews, there arc, I believe, 
some crucial areas of consensus, and these areas relate to the 
domination of native society by white society. 

Although the relative advantages and disadvantages of the 
fur trade have been judged quite differently by various 
historians of the North, they all more or less agree that the 
white presence - from the missions and fur trade to the 
advent of industry and the proliferation of government 
institutions - represented, and continues to represent, a 
domination of native society. Moreover, historians also agree 
that there is an intrinsic relationship betwl!cn this domina
tion and the cluster of social pathologies and economic 
difficulties that native people h;Jve experienced especially in 
recent years. This consensus, in relation to both dominance 
and its consequences, was epitomized in this way in the 
submission of Commission Counsel: 
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At both community hearings and in the form of overview 
evidence, this Inquiry heard many accounts of recent northern 
history. These suggested that dominance of native northern 
society by southern interests has constituted a pervasive and 
persistent problem, only marginally compensated for by the 
provision of a certain level of economic (as distinct from social) 
stability, and some well-intentioned ... support schemes. 
[Commission Counsel, 1976, ''Basic Issues,'' p. 1] 

Although witnesses did not agree on how best to resolve the 
present difficulties in the North, by and large they did agree 
that southern intrusion into and domination over northern 
social processes have generated serious problems. A number 
of these problems were mentioned repeatedly, and were, 
therefore, central to the arguments in Volume One: alcohol, 
violence, inter-generational strife, and some distinctive forms 
of individual disarray. It is, of course, extremely difficult to 
articulate the precise forms of such pathologies, and still more 
difficult to identify their precise and immediate causes. 
Insofar as experts have sought to identify the causes, they 
have pointed to the domination of native society by white 
interests: they have pointed equally to the speed of social 
change and to the difficulty native people inevitably ex peri
enced in trying to comprehend and adapt to the resulting 
transformations in their lives. A lack of control over their 
society and their economy lies at the heart of many of the 
social and economic difficulties. 

It follows that, in seeking to resolve the difficulties, and to 
ameliorate or eliminate the real problem, we must focus on 
the question of fundamental social, economic and political 
relationships. If we do otherwise, we obscure the real issue 
and make believe, so to speak, that band-aids can cure illness. 
Thus the proposals made in this Part - indeed in this volume 
- should be read with the knowledge that there is a 
fundamental need to establish new institutions in the North. 
In this way, we can attack the problems of domination and 
begin to move towards the fundamental causes of northern 
malaise. The settlement of native claims offers the means to 
achieve this. 

Unless the native peoples and other long-term residents of 
the North believe that they have and do, in fact, have a major 
role in the decision-making process, the old relationships will 
persist: no amount of short-term ameliorative measures will 
even begin to reverse the social and economic trends that I 
have identified in this report and that I have seen so often 
during the course of this Inquiry. Endorsement of this 
principle docs, of course, mean acceptance of and confidence 
in the northern peoples themselves. We can ensure that 
appropriate southern skills and resources are made available 
in the North, but it is not for us in the South to say what 
native peoples should do about their society and its difficul
ties. If nc\v institutions are properly structured. control of 
society will be accompanied by the identification and control 
of the society's problems. Many of the specific terms and 
conditions proposed in this volume cannot properly be 
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considered until new institutions are in place. In this way, the 
historical tradition of dealings between white and native 
people on this continent \vill, for once, have been broken. This 

is the only means by which the basic causes of socio-economic 
and individual malaise in the North can be addressed. 



THE REPORT OF 
THE MACKENZIE VALLEY 
PIPELINE INQUIRY 

The evidence before this Inquiry has clearly established the 
importance of renewable resources in the northt!rn economy. 
This sector of the economy has provided and must continue to 
provide native people with employment and income and, 
therefore, we require adequate knowledge of its present status 
and future potentiaL Yet the statistical evidence on the use of 
renewable resources that was presented to the Inquiry was 
incomplete, inadequate and sometimes confusing. I have, 
therefore, asked my staff to compile and analyze the available 
data for the Mackenzie Valley and Western Arctic. They 
have brought together a great deal of valuable information 
including data from the region under study and from 
elsewhere that has become available since the hearings of this 
Inquiry ended. In the first two sections of this chapter, I have 
used these recent data and other information, in addition to 
evidence presented to the Inquiry, to review the data base and 
to analyze the production of and trends in the traditional 
economy. 

In Volume One, I pointed out that the present lack of data is 
an indirect consequence of government policy; that is to say, 
the government, having decided that renewable resources did 
not provide a sufficient basis for economic development in the 
North, has made no attempt to estimate the present or 
potential contribution of these resources to the northern 
economy. So the tendency to ignore the potential of the 
renewable resource sector was reinforced. I therefore thought 
it worthwhile to prepare this discussion of the measurement 
and the production of the traditional economy. Game manag
ers and wildlife biologists have long been aware of many of 
the shortcomings in the data that they have helped to record, 
and they may find little that is new in the ensuing discussion. 
It is clear from the submissions made to the Inquiry, however, 
that few economic analysts who have considered the north
ern economy have shared that awareness. 

Most economic analyses are flawed by one or more of three 
major methodological errors. First, participation in the 
traditional economy is underestimated because employment 
in it is, in effect, defined to include only those activities that 
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Renewable 
Resources 

generate cash. Secondly. the volume of production is underes
timated because of a frequently uncritical reliance on the 
government's fur and game statistics- figures that were not 
specifically designed to measun~ and, in fact, do not measure 
the total harvest. Thirdly, even if replacement costs arc used 
as the basis for imputing value to country produce (and by no 
means all analyses do that), both the identification and 
evaluation of appropriate substitute commodities are incor
rect because neither measurable nutritional differences nor 
intangible factors of culture and taste are properly taken into 
account. These errors combine to produce estimates that may 
be as little as a tenth of the real gross value of fur, fish and 
game production. Methods used to measure economic per
formance in an industrial society clearly do not work well 
when they arc applied to a mixed economy with a significant 
domestic component. 

The economic evaluation offered here is by no means 
intended to be the last word on the measurement of the 
traditional economy. The data sources are so doubtful, and 
there are so many compounding sources of error. that a wide 
range of estimates are at present possible. In presenting this 
evaluation, I am trying to provide a framework or a model for 
analyzing the native economy, and I also make some 
recommendations for the improvement of the methods of data 
collection. 

In the third part of this chapter, I examine the potential for 
renewable resource development. The discussion is necessar
ily tentative because information that we have on the actual 
resource base is so limited. I am also concerned with the 
objectives of renewable resource development, particularly 
with the potential that may exist for processing and market
ing, and I examine the implications of such development for 
employment and income in the North. 

Finally, I review the problems that have bedevilled 
renewable resource development, both now and in the past. It 
is not my proper role to make specific recommendations for 
development - that would usurp the local initiatives that 
will be so essential to its success and to encroach upon areas 
that should be negotiated as part of native claims. Instead, I 
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outline the context in which renewable resource development 
must occur and the criteria that any specific endeavour must 
meet, if it is to be successful in the long run. My chief concern 
here is that the development of renewable resources should go 
forward with native initiative and under native control. 
Governments ought to supply financial and technical assist
ance, but they should play a supporting rather than a leading 
role. 

Inadequacies of Existing Data Bases 

Any assessment of the productivity, value and significance of 
the traditional sector of the economy in northern Canada 
must be based on accurate statistical data. They in turn must 
be based on precise, agreed definitions of terms and of the 
purposes for which the data are collected, and on an efficient 
and workable system for collecting and maintaining the data. 
It is a measure of the neglect of the traditional economy in the 
development of public policy that neither of these require
ments can, at present, be met. Very simply, there exist no 
systems for the regular collection of data that can provide 
simple, accurate indications of the numbers of people 
participating in the traditional sector of the economy, or of the 
volume or value of their produce. As a result, a variety of 
statistics and estimates have been placed before this Inquiry; 
on inspection, they differ in purpose and definition as well as 
in their absolute numbers. It is important, therefore, to 
examine the nature and causes of these differing estimates 
and to resolve these differences, so far as possible, to provide a 
clearly understandable statistical assessment of the tradi
tional sector today. 

Participation in the Traditional Economy 
The wide variation in the estimates of the number of trappers 
in the Mackenzie Valley placed before this Inquiry ( 96 by 
Arctic Gas, 1,075 by the Indian Brotherhood of the Northwest 
Territories) was noted in Volume One. We saw there that the 
problem was one of fundamentally different definitions, 
rather than one of simple enumeration, and that neither the 
number of people defined occupationally as trappers nor the 
number defined by adherence to a way of life as trappers 
provides an adequate measure of the degree of participation 
in the traditional economy. Yet to judge the performance of 
that economy, it would be helpful to know how many people 
participate in it and benefit from it. 

Unfortunately there are no precise estimates of the native 
population or of the native labour force in northern Canada at 
either the community or the regional level. In an examination 
of all of the censuses conducted by public authorities or 
private agencies in recent years, we find widely but inexpli
cably differing results. Few of these censuses explain their 
definitions or methodology. In Volume One, I estimated that 

there are about 15,000 native people in the Mackenzie Valley 
and Western Arctic. Discounting for natural increase, the 
figure for 1972-1973 would have been a little less than 14,000. 
I shall use this figure for purposes of comparison with other 
data presented later in this chapter. 

Estimates of the labour force are as inadequate and 
inconsistent as figures for population. If we assume that half 
of the native population is male, and that half of that 
population is under the age of 16, then the available male 
labour force may be estimated to be 25 percent of the native 
population or slightly less, if we discount for old people. This 
calculation suggests a native male labour force of about 3,000 
for the region as a whole. 

We can compare this figure with the number of General 
Hunting Licence holders, the number of people who trade 
furs, and the number who earn at least $400 annually from 
fur sales. These figures are presented in Table 1.1. 

In considering these figures as indicators of participation, 
the following factors should be kept in mind. General 
Hunting Licences are issued annually free of charge, but not 
automatically, to native people. Usually, members of the 
immediate family are permitted to hunt on the licence of the 
head of a household. If everyone eligible to hold a General 
Hunting Licence actually obtained one, the number issued 
would be approximately the same as the number of native 
males of working age. Because the hunter must obtain the 
licence on his own initiative, it seems likely that those who do 
so actually exercise their hunting rights. It is possible that 
some people obtain General Hunting Licences for purely 
symbolic reasons and do not actually hunt, but I think their 
number - if any - is insignificant for the period under 
discussion. Available evidence suggests that, on average, at 
least one person per household obtains a General Hunting 
Licence, but there are no good figures for the number of native 
households in the Mackenzie Valley and Western Arctic. 

Table 1.1 suggests that about three-quarters of the native 
males of working age in the region engage in at least some 
hunting, although not all of them provide the major part of 
their families' diets by hunting. We can assume that some of 
the food these hunters obtain is distributed to families that do 
not have active hunters, but again there is no basis for 
estimating the number of such families or the quantity of food 
they receive. 

So far we have been discussing estimates of the number of 
native people engaged in hunting for food for themselves and 
their families. Now let us look at the native people engaged in 
trapping for fur, that is, for cash. The number of people who 
trade furs does not necessarily indicate the number of them 
who actually harvest furs. The number may be an overesti
mate because furs may, through a variety of circumstances, be 
given to non-trappers or an underestimate because furs 
trapped by members of a household may be traded for sale 
through the head of the household. The former consideration 
probably outweighs the latter, so that perhaps only about half 



of those who hunt also obtain furs (the number of hunters, if 
any, who obtain furs but no meat must be insignificant). If 
hunters who obtain furs solely from the spring muskrat hunt 
and hunters who set only a few traps at the edge of town are 
excluded, perhaps about one-quarter of those who hunt also 
set trap lines. 

In the entire region under consideration, the number of 
trappers who earned over $400 in 1972-1973 was probably 
about 450 or about 15 percent of the native males of working 
age. In 1975-1976, however, 764 trappers in the region, or 
about one-quarter of native men, earned over $400. This 
difference is chiefly a reflection of increased fur prices, for the 
same level of effort would place more trappers over this mark, 
but it may also indicate increased participation, perhaps in 
response to market conditions or to a revival of interest in 
trapping. 

Clearly, there are many more participants and, indeed, 
many more significant participants in the native economy 
than a census of those whose primary occupation is trapping 
would suggest. Equally clearly, only a minority of those who 
identify themselves culturally as trappers in fact earn their 
living, or even the greater part of their living, by trapping, 
although hunting is economically important to the great 
majority of them. 

Unfortunately, I have no direct measurements with which 
to confirm these observations. I refer to the native economy, 
yet there are no standard figures for the numbers of native 
people who are the primary participants and beneficiaries of 
that economy. The basic unit of production in the native 
economy is the family or household, yet there is no standard, 
reliable census of households. Any analysis of the native 
economy must take into account the number of people who 
are actively engaged in fur, fish and game harvesting, and the 
extent to which they are involved in it. Yet there is not even a 
commonly accepted definition, let alone an enumeration, of 
these people. We can only make inferences from other forms 
of data that are available, but they are a poor substitute for the 
information that is really needed. Such inferences and 
estimates are subject to many kinds of error, only some of 
which have been described above. Put simply, no one can 
provide a clear picture of the participation of the native 
people in the traditional economy on the basis of the available 
information. 

The Volume of Production 
In economic terms, the volume of production is the number of 
animals taken by hunters and trappers that are potentially 
useful to them. This number is in contrast to the harvest as 
defined by a game manager: the total number of animals 
cropped from a population by hunting or trapping. Our 
statistics do not, therefore, include animals lost through 
wounding, waste or predation before retrieval. They do, 
however, include animals that may be lost through spoilage or 
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otherwise made unusable or unsaleable after retrieval. By 
retrieval is meant the use, storage or consumption of an 
animal at or near the site of the kill or the loading of all or part 
of the animal for transportation elsewhere for its subsequent 
use, consumption or sale. 

The only uniformly and continuously maintained series of 
statistical data on wildlife harvests in the Northwest 
Territories are the Fur Export Tax Returns and the General 
Hunting Licence Returns kept by the territorial Fish and 
Wildlife Service. Both of these returns are aggregated 
annually by community. Officially compiled annual summa
ries of fur exports have been maintained since 1953, and 
·statistics for hunting kills are available from 1963 onwards, 
although data have been obtained under ordinances made for 
both subjects since about 1930. Earlier tabulations are 
available, but they are generally Jess complete. Annual 
reports on game compiled by RCMP detachments are un
doubtedly a valuable additional source of information, but 
they are not summarized by community and year and they 
were discontinued after 1972. In any event, they have not 
formed the basis of any presentation to this Inquiry on the 
volume of country food production. There are other, indepen
dent observations or sources of data on country food, but they 
are sporadic in time and place, of varying quality and 
reliability, and they are, therefore, rarely comparable. 

Virtually all of the evidence on the production of country 
food placed before the Inquiry was based on the two series of 
returns maintained by the Fish and Wildlife Service of the 
Government of the Northwest Territories. Gemini North and 
the Environment Protection Board used these statistics 
unquestioningly. Dr. Michael Asch and Scott Rushforth, on 
behalf of the Indian Brotherhood of the Northwest Territories, 
and Dr. Peter Usher, on behalf of the Committee for Original 
Peoples Entitlement also used these two series, although all 
three witnesses questioned their validity. Usher made some 
estimates of the direction and magnitude of the bias of these 
figures, and both Rushforth and Usher provided some of their 
own field data. 

Several government reports that provided important 
background material for this Inquiry also relied on the 
statistics of the territorial government, in every case without 
questioning their validity or adjusting them for possible error. 
These reports include two by Don Bissett on native resource 
use (one of which was prepared under the auspices of the 
Economic Staff Group), one on Old Crow by John Stager, all 
for the Environmental-Social Committee, and two earlier 
reports on the native economy by Chang-Mei Lu and john 
Palmer of the Economic Staff Group of the Department of 
Indian Affairs and Northern Development. Gemini North 
relied heavily on Bissett's work in particular. 

The Fish and Wildlife Service statistics clearly provided 
the primary basis for measuring the production of the native 
economy, but do these figures really measure those harvests? 
Usher has emphasized that, in fact, they only approximate the 
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actua I fur and game harvests, and he examined the causes of 
their errors (Exhibit F656). More recent research on wildlife 
harvests in the Mackenzie Valley (Usher. 1977) and northern 
Quebec (James Bay and Northern Quebec Native Harvesting 
Research Committee, 1976) now enable us to assess the 
magnitude of error in these official statistics in more detail. 
The information from northern Quebec is particularly 
relevant, because of the attempt to deal practically with this 
problem in an adversary situation. 

The fur export tax was first levied, as its name implies, on 
furs exported from the Northwest Territories to raise revenue 
to offset the administration costs; since 1967 the tax has been 
nominal. and the requirement for an export permit has been 
retained solely for the purpose of collecting data. These 
returns have always been the best indicator of the fur 
harvests in the North\vest Territories, and they have, 
therefore, been the basis for the official figures on territorial 
fur production. That, however, \vas not the primary reason for 
keeping these figures, and neither these returns nor any other 
existing system of keeping records was designed explicitly to 
measure the actual harvest of fur. 

The purpose of the General Hunting Licence in the 
Northwest Territories has always been to control access to fur 
and game resources. Because the licence is supposed to be 
turned in at the end of each year. together with a declaration 
from memory of the holder's harvest of big game and birds 
(and, until 1961, of fur), it has also served as a means of 
keeping records. However, the requirement to turn in the 
licence is not enforced. 

These systems of collecting data cannot be criticized for 
failing to reveal information that they were not designed to 
elicit, but anyone who uses the data they supply for different 
purposes should understand the risks in doing so. Clearly, 
both the Fur Export Tax Returns and the General Hunting 
Licence Returns have an inherent bias toward underestimat
ing harvests because they record only furs exported raw and 
whatever big game and birds that the licence holders declare. 
We can examine the sources and magnitude of this bias on a 
species-by-species basis. Table 1.2 lists the economic species 
of wildlife and fish harvested in the Mackenzie Valley and 
Western Arctic with which we are concerned in this report. 
Other species are occasionally harvested, but they invariably 
constitute an insignificant proportion of the total volume of 
production. The discussion of the errors inherent in official 
statistics is limited to the figures gathered since 1965. 

FORBEARERS 

The volume of production of forbearing animals is approx
imated from summaries of the Fur Export Tax Returns. These 
returns do not include furs that are not recorded as exported 
from the Northwest Territories. Furs may be retained in the 
Northwest Territories for various reasons. Pelts retrieved by 
trappers that are of poor or unsaleable quality may be used for 
domestic clothing or handicrafts, or they may be discarded. In 

some cases the meat of the animal i.s used, even if its pelt is 
not. Good quality pelts may be retained for domestic usc, 
either in clothing or in handicrafts. The most popular furs for 
clothing are muskrat, beaver, lynx, coloured fox, wolf, coyote 
and wolverine. although fur preferences vary by region. The 
pelts of muskrat and white fox are probably the most 
commonly used in handicrafts. If there are quotas on the sales 
of pelt, the proportion of furs used domestically is likely to 
increase, and the number of forbearers taken only for food 
may also increase. Because export permits are required only 
for raw furs, it is of interest to note that, should a tannery be 
established in the North, furs exported after being worked 
would not be recorded under the present system. 

In addition. as public transportation has improved in the 
North and as more and more outsiders have come to the North 
for work or pleasure, the scope for private sales by trappers 
has greatly increased. When the Fur Export Tax ordinance 
was enacted in 1929. furs were shipped out of the Northwest 
Territories only by water and there wen~ but two export 
points for the entire region: Herschel Island and Fort Smith. 
The passage of people and pelts through these centres could 
be closely observed and controlled. Fur was then the basis of 
the regional economy and regulations concerning the fur 
trade were common knowledge. Today a trapper in even the 
most isolated settlement can sell furs to tourists or transient 
workers for good prices and immediate cash. There is no 
reason to suppose that deliberate smuggling of furs out of the 
Northwest Territories is or ever was widespread, but the 
number of pelts exported or sold in ignorance of the 
regulations is almost certainly increasing. The fact that 
tanneries in the South will not accept improperly tagged furs 
for processing must, however, act as a brake on this tendency. 

How insignificant are these factors in relation to the total 
fur harvest? No accurate answer can be given without an 
intensive survey that would involve a large sample of 
trappers. Rushforth gave in evidence some estimates of the 
differences at Fort Franklin, and other unpublished informa
tion provides further indications. 

In Table 1.3, the error in officially recorded figures for the 
fur harvest of each species is estimated for the Mackenzie 
Valley and Western Arctic as a whole, taking into account 
domestic retention only. These estimates are conservative and 
based on very limited information; they take no account of 
unreported exports, which cannot be estimated. All analyses 
of official records, including my own analysis, indicate a 
substantial decline in the number of furs taken in most of the 
Mackenzie Valley during the early 1970s. We cannot rule out 
the possibility that at least a part of this decline may be 
attributable to leakage in the form of unreported exports; if 
such is the case, trends in fur production will become more 
and more difficult to identify in the future. This example is 
but one of many to show how systems to collect economic 
data that were designed for the closed economy of yesterday's 



North can no longer work in the more open and Jluid economy 
that prevails today. 

For comparison, Table 1.3 shows the csl imah~s of error by 
species between othcial records and observed harvests in 
northern Quebec. In all cases, they arc much higher than our 
own estimates for the Northwest Tcrritori!!S, and they arc 
much more thoroughly documented. The n~scarch in Quebec 
is being carried out in connection with tlw James Bay and 
Northern Qu€bec Agreement, and the qtwstion has assumed 
considerable significance. No doubt lhcrt! are important 
differences in the official means of recording the fur harv£~sl 
in the two jurisdictions, but the discrepancies in nnrth£~rn 
Quebec arc so remarkable as to warrant a thorough review of 
the data base in the Northwest Territories. 

The export of seal pelts has been recorchl officially only 
since 1971, whereas local sales have been recorded since 1961. 
The same downward bias in recording applies, chiefly 
because of their use in handicrafts, but there are even grealcr 
discrepancies in the I'£!Cords for the total seal harvest. They 
are discussed below in the subsection on marine mammals. 

BIG GAME 

The kill statistics derived from General Hunting Licence 
Returns provide the basis for estimating big game harvests, 
except for muskox£!n. Bear harvests are n~cord£~d by both 
General Hunting Licence Returns and Fur Export Tax 
Returns. There are quotas allocated by settlement on the 
harvests of both muskoxen and polar bears. Both quotas are 
normally filled, so recent harvests of these animals arc 
assumed to be equal tn the total of the quotas for the region, 
except where reliable records indicate otherwise. No polar 
bear hides, and probably no muskox hides, arc retained for 
domestic purposes. 

The Fur Export Tax Returns n~cords do not distinguish 
between black and brown bears, although the General 
Hunting Licence Returns records do. Because the dominant 
proportion of the harvest is composed of black bears, the two 
species are combined for the purposes of this report. There 
appears to be a considerable retention of black bear hides for 
domestic use, becaus£~ the General Hunting Licence Returns 
bear harvest totals are generally much larger than the Fur 
Export Tax Returns totals. Even the former totals, however, 
must be underestimates because of incomplete reporting. 

Harvests of the ungulate species are all calculated exclu
sively on the basis of General Hunting Licence Returns 
declarations. These species provide a substantial proportion of 
the food supply for most communities, so it is important to 
appreciate the downward bias of their oumbcrs in the official 
records because of non-reporting, non-n~cording, and misrc
porting. First, because not all licence holders make the 
statutory declaration, reporting is incompl!!te. Secondly, a 
hunter's declaration of his entire year's harvest is made 
wholly from memory, although the Fish and Wildlife Service 
has attempted at times to provide simple recording aids to 

licenr:c holrl!!rs. Thirdly, I here may h1~ ddibt~rate unrkrr!!port
ing of some harvests, particularly of caribou and geese, if tlw 
nativP peoph! fear lhat the authmitics may be thinking nf 
restriction or mgulation of hunting. 

All of these considemtions bias downwards the official 
statistics for wildlife hurvests. How far downward cannot be 
said for ceria in without more ex t!~nsi vc n!S£!a rch. a It hough we 
do have some indications. For the y1:ars 1968 to 1973, the Fish 
and Wildlife Scrvic£: has figun!s on lhc numbers of g1!ncral 
hunting liccnc£!S returned as well as issued, and IIH!SC 
numbers arc summarized in Tab\1~ ·1.4. Ttw non-reporting rat£~ 
is clearly high, and it is apparently increasing. It is impossibl1~ 
to know if non- reporting occurs a I random, t hereforc I can not 
simply apply these percentages in compensation to the kill 
statistics. For example, it may be liwl non-reporting is more 
common among less active hunlcrs. The bias caused by non
recording is probably very small for big game species. for ftw 
great majority of hunters remember easily and accurat1dy the 
number of such animals they hav1: Ia ken. Much more difficult 
to gauge is the magnitude of deliberate underreporting, 
because there is no direct evidence about it. Of the lhrcc 
factors taken together, however, non-reporting is un
doubtedly the most important cause of downward hi as for the 
harvest of big game. 

Some evidence has been offered on the total ditlcn~nu! 
between reporl!!d and actual hnrvcsts. Table 1.51\ compan$ 
Rushforth's figures oo Fort Franklin caribou harvests taken 
from interviews with those reported in the kill statistics. If 
Rushforth 's data from Fort Franklin are indicative, Hwn less 
than half of the caribou taken ,u·e recorded by the kill 
statistics. This difference is probably not equally gn~at 
throughout the region as a whole because the pcru!ntagf~ of 
General Hunting Licences returm!d is higher in most of fhos1~ 
sdtlements, such as Rae, that account for the bulk of the 
n:gional caribou harvest. 

Table 1.5B provides a comparison between Dull's sheep 
harvests, as determined by interviews, and those accounted 
for in the kill statistics. The interviews covered a substantial 
proportion of the total sheep harv!:st, and they may be 
n~presentativc of the region as a whole. No comparable 
estimates arc available for moose, but, because moose kills arc 
both memorable and widely reported locally, the bias in 
official statistics must be largely restricted to non-reporting. 
Bison are harvested under quota, and the reported totals for 
them are close to the allowable limit. 

BIRDS 

Four categories of birds arc tabulah'd in the ~ill statistics: 
ducks, geese, ptarmigan and grouS!!. They comprise almost all 
of the birds harvested by native people. All the same reasons 
for the downward bias in the official statistics for big game 
are true of hi rcls, but to a greater d£:grce, because non
recording of bird harvests is much more prevalent. Hunters 
arc less likely to keep an accurate mental count of bird kills 
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than of animal kills, especially for ptarmigan, grouse. and 
probably ducks; these birds are usually obtained incidentally 
in thl~ pursuit of other game and many may be taken by 
several members of a family under one licence. Geese are the 
objects of special hunts, so the numbers of them taken arc 
more likely to be remembered - but here again the native 
people have reason to underreport their harvests. The kill 
statistics for birds are, therefore, highly unreliable. Table 1.6, 
which shovvs Rush forth's data based on intervievvs and some 
comparative evidence from other parts of thf! North, indicates 
that the actual harvests of birds are much higher than the kill 
statistics indicate. 

OTHER SPECIES 

We must also consider here the harvests of species that the 
official fur and game statistics fail to record and that most 
other studies have also ignored, no doubt for that reason. 

In the Beaufort Sea region, marine mammals are important. 
The number of sealskins traded or exported are recorded, 
with the same errors noted above, but these numbers by no 
means tell the whole story. Many seals arc used for food 
(chiefly dog food). the skins of which arc not traded. Dr. Tom 
Smith's evidence from Holman, presented in Table 1.7, 
suggests that the difference between seals harvested and 
sealskins traded is substantial. Yet there are no consistent 
data on the actual harvest of seals as opposed to the tradf~ in 
sealskins. The ratio of seals taken to sealskins sold varies 
significantly with price, and in interpreting Table 1.7, it 
should be kept in mind that prices W{!re relatively much 
higher in the mid -1960s than in the 1970s. It is not possible, 
therefore, to suggest a reliable conversion factor by which the 
actual harvest may be estimated from official records. Thf~ 
harvest of white whales is recorded informally by the federal 
Fisheries and Marine Service, and their totals appear to be 
reliable, although they do not provide a consistent geographi
cal break-down. 

Throughout the region, fish are a major food resource, yet 
there is no regular tabulation of the catch nor even a uniform 
- let alone an adequate - methodology for making one. 
Occasional surveys of varying reliability have been con
ducted. Usually the catch is recorded hy weight, but in some 
cases only the numbers of fish are recorded. The available 
data for some areas are apparently incomplete. so they would 
lead to an underestimation of the regional total. Because the 
techniques of observation and recording are never clearly 
stated, other causes of bias, and whether the bias is upward or 
downward, are not known. 

Another important food source, particularly in the Mac
kenzie Valley, is hare. So far as I can find, there is not a single 
quantitative estimate of the hare catch in any part of the 
Mackenzie Valley and Western Arctic, except for Banks 
Island, where the catch appears to be far smaller than 
anywhere else. Yet, by all accounts, hares form a significant 
part of the diet among the Dene. Here again, estimates from 

the james Bay region may be usdul. Hares are cyclic in 
abundance and, according to Martin Weinstein (1975), they 
provide between near zero and 25 percent of the total country 
food harvest at Fort George, depending on the point in the 
hare's population cycle. These considerations suggest that it 
would be appropriate to add perhaps five percent to the total 
weight of food calculated from the harvest of all other species 
to represent hare meat. The proportion would probably be 
lower in some communities, particularly those north and east 
of Great Slave Lake, where caribou form a large part of the 
diet, and on th{~ Arctic coast, where the consumption of hare 
meat seems to be relatively low. Finally, we have no data 
whatever, and there are no estimates, on other supplies of 
country food. including eggs and plant products. 

TOTAL NUMBERS OF ANIMALS 

l should emphasize that this discussion of statistical recording 
so far concerns ttw Northwest Territories. It may not apply 
equally to the Yukon, although the Alaska Highway Pipeline 
Inquiry found that data on the traditional economy there was 
also inadequate. In the statistical tabulations given in the 
second section of this chapter, l have applied correction 
factors for the Northwest Territories to data from Old Crow. 
Because about 95 percent of the wildlife harvest we are 
examining is from the Northwest Territories, any different 
bias that affects the Yukon figures should not significantly 
affect the totals given here. 

Table 1.8 provides estimates of error in the kill statistics for 
big game and birds. They are conservative estimates, based on 
the information and inferences discussed above. I believe that 
more accurate estimates based on adequate research will 
prove in every case to be higher. 

Once the number of animals harvested is known, the next 
problem is to determine how much food they have produced. 
This answer is most easily calculated as the sum of the 
products, for each species, of the numbers taken and the 
average edible yield by weight per animal. 

THE AVERAGE EDIBLE YIELD OF ANIMALS 

There are no uniform, reliable measurements of the average 
edible yield of northern fur and game animals because of 
inadequate field data and lingering problems of definition. 
There are relatively few actual measurements of live or 
component weights of northern animals. A common techni
que for estimating the edible weight of an animal has been to 
use a set percentage of its live weight, based on estimates from 
meat packing houses (for example, 50 percent of the live 
weight of cow-shaped animals and 70 percent of the live 
weight of pig-shaped animals and of birds). The james Bay 
Research Committee calculated food weight value as the 
product of the average whole weight multiplied by the 
percentage of the whole weight that is convertible to food. Yet 
for some species, especially some of the larger mammals, there 
are very few records of their live weights. 



Here are some of the problems in attempting to make useful 
estimates of average edible yields. First, different populations 
or races of the same species may have different growth curves 
and average sizes. The averages for one population may not, 
therefore, apply to another. 

Secondly, the concept of the average individual live weight 
of population has relatively little meaning unless it can be 
related to the actual harvest. Some live weight records for big 
game, for example, have been obtained largely from speci
mens killed by sports hunters. Such records usually refer to 
the oldest males in the population. Native hunters, on the 
other hand, may select younger age classes or females. Thc 
age-sex composition of the subsistence harvest varies both 
geographically and culturally. An accurate weight index 
would, therefore, require two sets of data: the mean weights 
for males and females of each age class in a population, and an 
age-sex break-down of the subsisience harvest of that 
population. Rarely is either set of data available. 

Thirdly, the relation of edible yield to live weight must be 
established. Ignoring cultural preferences for the moment, to 
establish this relation will require accurate data on the 
component weights of each species in terms of meat, fat, bone 
and edible and inedible viscera. Seasonal variations in these 
components, particularly of fat, and the seasonal break-down 
of the subsistence harvest must be known, because the weight 
and condition of every species varies significantly throughout 
the year. Certain definitions must be agreed on: for cxampli~. 
should edible weight include the bone-in portion of the 
dressed carcass. There is no general agreement on this point in 
the literature, nor arc the methodology or the data recorckd 
uniform. Adequate data on component weights would enable 
us to calculate potential edible yield, as well as actual edible 
yield, according to cultural preference. In the absence of such 
data, many researchers have used the standard meat packers' 
estimates referred to above. 

Finally, cultural preferences and practices must be known 
in order to estimate the actual crlibk yi!dds of animals. 11 is 
generally agreed that native p!)Oplc usc more parts of an 
animal than are culturally prd!~ITt~d by southern Canadians. 
Conversion factors must, therdore, take into account the 
possible usc of heads and some organs that arc not accounted 
for in the packing house estimates. Native butchering 
techniques and native use of an animal varies with time and 
place. Information on these matters is sporadic at best. 

Despite these problems of definition and of measurem!!nl, 
three attempts have been made to summarize existing 
knowledge of edible yields of northern animals. They wen: 
made by Don Foote (1965), Peter Usher (1971) and the Janu:s 
Bay and Northern Quebec Nativt) Harvesting Research 
Committee (1976). Of these tlm:e, the last is the most reliable, 
because it is the most thoroughly considered and it is based on 
the most recent available data. Tlw Committee's criteria for 
determining edible weights also lwvt: the merit of being tlw 
joint and agn!cd !'!!Suit of research unckrtakcn by adversary 
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parties in a situation involving conflict over !'!!source use. 
Accordingly. unless otherwise specified, tlwse criteria and 
figures are used in this analysis. Their ucr.cptance by 
disputing parties does not automatically make them scientif
ically correct, of course, and the Committee has stat1:rl that a 
conservative interpretation of conflicting evidence has h1~en 
the rule. For spedcs not found in the jam1:s Bay region, or 
when the data from jam<!s Bay have not been applicable, other 
sources of information have been used. No figures arc given 
here for individual fish species because the harvest records of 
fish are generally available by total weight rather than by 
numbers. 

Table 1.9 provides the best estimates of the average edible 
weights of each species for each of the five regions discussf~d 
in this analysis. These weights are used to determine the 
amount of food produr.ed by the native economy. The total 
harvest weights derived by this means (shown in Tables 2.5, 
2.6 and 2.7) refer largt!ly to flesh, as oppost:d to fat. The 
sper.ialized food yields of animals that arc high in fat, that is, 
marine mammals, are considered separately and are not 
included in the \Veight totals. The figures for average edible 
yield do not take into acr.ount waste or cultural variations in 
the use of parts of the animal. 

Existing analyses of native food harvests have nut been 
consistent in their use of conversion factors for t:dible weights. 
which has added to the confusion. The conv1:rsion factors 
used here should in all cases supersede those usPd in pwvious 
government reports and in earlier submissions tot his Inquiry. 
The conversion factors previously used have shown no 
consistent directional bias, so recalculation of previous work 
using the present conversion factors will not consistently 
produce higher or lmver results. The ohj1:clivc in n~calculating 
previous work is to move toward uniformity of analysis. 

1. There is o need to devise a standunJmdhodo/ogy und lo 
obluin dutu through field surveys. 

The V oluc of Production 

FUR 

The primary source of data for the value of the fur harvest in 
the Northwest Territories is the Traders Fur Rt!cord Books. 
which rcr:ord all of the furs bought and the prices paid by 
licenced fur dealers in the Northwest Territories. The average 
price per pelt paid to trappers is calculated from tlwse data. 
and the total value of the harvest of each species is cakulatcd 
hy multiplying tht) total p!!ltS by the av!:l'agf) price. This 
calculation provid1:s an underestimate of IIH: income to 
trappers for S!!Vf!l'<l t n:asrms. 

The calculation dot)S not take into account the substantially 
higher prices n:ccivt:d by trappers who cxpmt their furs 
directly to auction or who take aclvantag~: of tlu: Nortlnvt~st 
Tt!rritories Fur Marketing Service. In some communities. a 
high proportion of tlw furs taken is marketed through these 
outlets. The C<dculation does not takf! into account private 
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sales to local non-natives and tourists, for which usually 
substantially higher prices are realized. Also, it does not take 
account of the fact that trappers who divide their sales among 
local dealers, auction houses and private sales probably tend 
to reserve their poorest furs for the local dealers. The average 
quoted prices in the Northwest Territories may therefore 
refer to the lower grades of fur, and this may explain why 
these figures are consistently below the national average 
prices listed by Statistics Canada. 

Without extensive further n~scarch, I cannot accurately 
estimate the magnitude of these causes of error, but the error 
could well be of the order of 10 percent. 

FOOD 

No one method is used consistently to evaluate the production 
of country food. Because this food rarely enters the market 
place, its value can only be imputed. The general principle 
that its imputed value must be reckoned on the basis of the 
cost of substitution was clearly established at this Inquiry on 
the understanding that we arc dealing here with a qU<estion of 
economic welfare rather than one of the market value of 
production. 

There is less general agreement on what, in fact, constitutes 
an appropriate substitute for country food and how to impute 
a price to it. Imported red meats appear to be the closest 
possible substitute for big game, imported domestic fowl for 
birds, and imported fish for local fish. Yet imported n,d meat 
and domestic fowl arc not directly comparable to wild meat. 
Quite apart from such immeasurable qualities as prd£!renr:r~s 
of taste and of cultural significance, they are not identical in 
nutritional content, particularly protein. Drs. Otto Schaefer 
and Peter Usher provided evidence to show that thf! protein 
content of country meats is significantly higher than that of 
their domestic counterparts. What is nut clear from their 
evidence or from the supporting literature is the comparabil
ity of the samples from which the measurements were made. 
Although the weight of evidence clearly indicates the 
superior protein value of country meat, we must he cautious 
in using specific figures. It is not clear whether tlw higher 
percentages of protein reported for country meats are due to 
the absence of marbling in the flesh, or whether the protein 
content of wild flesh is higher than that of lean beef. Standard 
grade beef is reported to have a much higher protein content 
than prime grade beef. 

2. There should be on index of protein and fut, os u proportion 
of either the whole body weight or of the lola/ edible weight of 
meal, uniformly defined, of ol/ mujor wild und domestic 
species, us well us on index of 1/w protein and ful conlenf of 
directly c.:omparoble culs of wild und domestic meots. 

Very few of these datu are at pn~scnt available. Accordingly, 
it may not be legitimate to apply a correction factor to 
imported meat prices to account for protein differences, ~o 
estimated values must at p('(~sent he considered to be tentative. 

3. Other nutritive differences (in add ilion to fat and protein) 
between wild and domestic meats should be examined and 
accounted for, including the absence of hormones and 
chemicals in the former and possible differences in the 
composition of fully acids. 

How do we determine the price of a substitute commodity? 
Usher used an approximate average of the per pound prices of 
whole meat cuts sold in Western Arctic food stores because 
they were the only available substitutes for country meats. 
Counsel fur Foothills argued that a more appropriate price 
would be the average per pound delivered price of a side of 
beef. Foothills· argument is correct in that the relative price of 
individual cuts of meat reflects southern Canadian rather 
than native food preferences. On the other hand, as Usher 
argued, whole sides of beef or pork are neither actually nor 
practically avaii<Jble to native people in their present working 
and living conditions. The use of store prices for butchered 
meat can be made only in a situation where it is the only 
available substitute. Should imported red meat become 
cheaper through availability in bulk, or should locally 
produced meat, such as reindeer or commercially bunted 
game, become widely available, then the relatively bigb prices 
yielded by Usher's approach given in Table 1.10 would have 
to be revised downwards. Present or revised price equivalents, 
however, are us£!d here only as a measure of the welfare 
contributed by harvests of country food, not as an index for 
compensation in the event of the loss of these resources. 
Despite these n!servations, \'Ve have no alternative to using the 
prices of current, locally available substitutes to impute a 
value to Mackenzie Valley and Western Arctic food produc
tion. Ideally, country produce should be evaluated according 
to local substitute prices. In the absence of other specific data, 
we have applied prices in the Mackenzie Delta Region to all 
regions, except Great Slave Lake, where they have been 
reduced by 15 percent. This procedure reflects current cost of 
living indices by community. 

When imputing values to determine income in kind, that is 
to say, as a measure of welfare, it is necessary to deduct the 
cost of production from the gross values. But these data, too, 
are rarely available, and their general applicability is 
uncertain. Uslwr suggested in evidence, on the basis of very 
limited data, that production costs might equal about one
quarter of tlw gross value of the product. This suggestion is 
approximately consistent with information from Grise Fiord 
(recalculated on the basis of the values determined above) 
cited by B.F. Friesr'n in a report to Inuit Tapirisat of Canada 
(1975). I shall usc this 25 percent estimate in the absence of 
any other, but I should like to emphasize again the obvious 
need for further research into this important subject. 

I also want to reiterate that this exercise of imputing a 
value to country food is strictly to determine the cost to the 
consumer of obtaining the closest possible substitute com
modity. The substitution costs determined at this Inquiry 



cannot represent the real value of country produce to native 
people because they do not derive the same satisfaction fmm 
these substitutes. Substitution costs do not take into account 
the many intangible qualities of country food, and they 
therefore undemstimate its true valun in a welfare sense. 

It is evident from the foregoing discussion that new 
reporting systems and new techniques of analysis of the 
traditional economy an~ wquircd, and I make recommenda
tions on these in section two of this chapter. Yet even now, on 
the basis of the considerations of volume and value of 
production I have reviewed here, it is possible to reinterpret 
existing data to arrive at a more realistic estimate of the 
output of the traditional economy. 

Output and Trends in the Traditional 
Economy 

Several estimates of the output of the native economy, as well 
as observations on trends in it, were placed before this 
Inquiry. All of these estimates were based on ooly one or on a 
very few years' accumulation of datu, and it is plain that such 
data may well be unrepresentative. Even if several years of 
data were available, the identification of trends is difficult 
when the availability, harvest and value of the resources 
fluctuate in complex ·fashion over time. The use of annual 
data from even a five-year period, such as that submitted by 
Gemini North, can lead to inferences about and the extrapola
tion of long-term trends that do not, in fact, exist. By and 
large, the data presented in evidence, although helpful, failed 
to provide an adequate basis for establishing trends. 

Accordingly this section gives output data for a ten-year 
period, 1965-1975, and it will compare the annual averages of 
two five-year blocks, 1965-1970 and 1970-1975. The usc of 
five-year averages should smooth out much of the cyclic, as 
well as isolated or sporadic, variations in animal abundance 
and short.:term price fluctuations. These variations obscure 
changes in hunting and trapping effort so that smoothing 
them out should make long-term changes of effort more 
apparent. The comparison of two five-year blocks, the first of 
which precedes most of the recent industrial activity in the 
Mackenzie Valley and Western Arctic, may reveal some 
noteworthy trends. It would be desirable to examine a series 
of five-year averages for trends, but time has not permitted 
that. 

To compare the two five-year periods, we have used 
unadjusted government data so that, although the totals are 
low, they provide a reasonable basis for comparison. Totals 
are given for only the major fur and game species (Table 2.1) 
on the grounds that changes in the harvests of these species 
are better indicators of changing effort than are the harvests 
of minor species. Indeed, the harvests of minor species often 
reflect the strategies and effort devoted to the major species. 
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It has also been necessary to determine a means of 
allocating the data on a geographical basis. Harvests of fur, 
fish und game occur over broad areas and at myriad scattered 
points in the Mackenzie Valley and Western Arctic. For data 
collection purposes, however, they arc rcport1)d at a much 
smaller number of points, generaliy the established settle
ments. The problem is to relate these reporting points to the 
collection areas in which the produce is harvcstf~d so that it is 
reasonably certain that almost all of the fur and game 
reported and recorded at locations in the area were in fact 
harvested within that collection area, and not in a neighbour
ing area. 

Previous research has established the minimum level of 
data aggregation and tht~ related harvest urcas (chiefly 
Exhibit F656 for Inuit areas and a recent report by Usher on 
Dene harvesting). The boundaries of these minimum areas or 
harvest districts have been redrawn on the b~:~sis of additional 
information (Exhibits C31, F884 and Stager's Old Crow 
report). Although the Inquiry did not visit Snowdrift, that 
distrir.t has been included here in order to tmcompuss all of the 
Dene communities in the Northwest Territories. In this 
chapter, all references to the harvest districts and regions of 
the Mackenzie Valley and Western Arctic, including Old 
Crow, refer to the areas delineated on the Map and detailed in 
the Legend. The 21 districts have been grouped into five 
regions, and all data are presented at the regional level. 

The boundaries shown on the Map should be interpreted as 
rough delineations of core areas rather than as exact dividing 
lines between districts or regions, although they have 
remained more or less stable for at least the last 40 years. 
These harvest districts are not necessarily coincidental with 
past or present limits of native land use nor with the areas 
used by particular native social groupings. Nor are they 
necessarily the areas that any of these groups might identify 
or claim as their own. In some cases, there is significant 
movement across these boundaries for hunting and trapping 
or for other purposes, and some areas are shared by two or 
more groups. Native land use areas, so clearly understood by 
individual hunters and trappers, are only loosely defined in 
the aggr.,gate, although in the lower Mackenzie and Arctic 
coust ilreas, Hunters and Trappers Associations have recently 
defined and registered their trapping areas in accordance 
with the Northwest Territories Game Ordinance. 

Not all of the district boundaries arc coincidental with the 
administrative boundaries of the territorial north. This is 
chiefly true of the Hay, Smith and Liard districts, which 
extend southward into the provinces. By the same token, some 
people from the northernmost communities of Alberta and 
Saskatchewan hunt and trap in the southern parts of the 
Northwest Territories. These cross-border harvests are in all 
cases small, and they do not significantly affect this statistical 
presentation. 
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Fur, Fish and Game Harvest Districts and Regions of the Mackenzie Valley and Western Arctic 
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LEGEND 

Northwest Territories 

Great Slave Lake Region (GSL) 
1. Hay 
2. Smith 
3. Resolution 
4. Snowdrift 
5. Yellowknife 
6. Rae 
7. Providence 

Mackenzie River Region (MKR) 
8. Liard 
9. Simpson 

10. Wrigley 
11. Norman 
12. Bear Lake 
13. Good Hope 

Mackenzie Delta Region (MKD) 
14. Arctic Red 
15. McPherson 
16. Delta 

Beaufort Sea Region (BFS) 
17. Tuktoyaktuk 
18. Paulatuk 
19. Banks 
20. Holman 

Yukon Territory 

Northern Yukon Region (NYK) 
21. Old Crow 

Ill! 

Regional boundary 
District boundary 
Areas not harvested } 

These boundaries are in no way official 
at present 
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Abbreviations Used in Tables 

BFS - Beaufort Sea Region 
GSL - Great Slave Lake Region 
MKD - Mackenzie Delta Region 
MKR - Mackenzie River Region 
NYK - Northern Yukon Region 

na - not available 

GNWT - Government of the Northwest Territories 

JBNQNHRC - james Bay and Northern Quebec Native Harvesting Research Committee 

TABLE 1.1 

Some Population and Participation Estimates, Mackenzie Valley and Western Arctic' 

Native male labour force' 
General Hunting Licence holders' 
Number trading furs, 1972-19733 

Number earning over $400 from furs, 1972-19733 

Number earning over $400 from furs, 1975-19764 

1 Excluding Old Crow. 
2 Average per year, 1970-1975, 
3 Estimated from incomplete data. 
4 Data provided by GNWT, Fish and Wildlife Service. 

3,000 
2,225 
1,200 

450 
764 



TABLE 1.2 

Economic Species of Wildlife in the Mackenzie Valley and Western Arctic 

Furbearers 

Muskrat (Ondatra zibethicusJ 
Beaver (Castor canadensis) 
Otter (Lontra canadensis) 
Ermine (Musreia ermirwo) 
Mink (MHstcla vison) 
Marten ( Murtes americunuJ 
Fisher (Mortes penmnti) 
Lynx (Lynx lynx) 
Coloured fox (Vulpes fulvuJ 
Arctic fox (A/apex logo pus) 
Squirrel (Spermophilus porryii and Tamiasciurus hudsonicusJ 
Wolf (Canis lupus) 
Coyote (Canis latrunsJ 
Wolverine (Gulo gulo) 

Big Game 

lllack bear and brown bear (Ursus americanus and U. arctos) 
Polar bear (Ursus moritimusJ 
Moose (A lees a ices) 
Caribou (Rungifer tarandus) 
Bison (Bison bison) 
Dall's sheep (Ovis dalli) 
Muskox (Ovibos moschatus) 

Small Game 

Snowshoe hare (Lepus amcricanus) 
Arctic hare (Lepus arcticusJ 

Marine Mammals 

Ringed seal and bearded seal (Phoca hispida and Erignothus barbatus) 
White whale (Delphinopterus leucas) 

Birds 

Fish 

Ducks (various speci<~s) 
Geese (various species) 
Ptarmigan (Logopus lagopus and L. mutus) 
Grouse (various species) 

Fish (all species) 

Scientific names for mammals according to Han field (1977). 
Scientific names for birds according to Godfrey (1966). 
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TAlJLE 1.3 

Estimates of Error in Officially Recorded Fur Harvests' 

SPECIES MACKENZIE VALLEY NORTHERN QUEBEC3 

AND ARCTIC COAST 2 

Muskrat 1.1 1. 9 
Beaver 1.2 1.5 
Otter ? 4 1.7 
Ermine ? 4 3.9 
Mink <1.1 1.8 
Marten <1.1 1.5 
Fisher 1.1 
Lynx 1.5 3.4 

Coloured fox 2.0 } 4.7 
Arctic fox 1.1 
Squirrel ? 4 9.5 
Wolf 2.0 
Coyote 2.0 
Wolverine 4.0 

1 Total estimated or observed catch as a proportion of the catch recorded in GNWT Fur Export Tax Returns. 
2 Rushforth (1975); Asch, personal communication June 3, 1977; Smith, personal communication June 3, 1977; Usher, field observations. 
3 Feit (1975). 
4 No basis available for making estimate. 
5 Not reported in Feit (1975). 

TABLE 1.4 

Percentages of General Hunting Licences Returned, Northwest Territories, 1968-1973' 

SEASON REGION TOTAL 

CSL MKR MKD BFS 

1968-1969 70 79 71 67 71 
1969-1970 75 76 61 75 71 
1970-1971 64 65 64 65 64 
1972-1973 45 37 30 74 42 

Average 64 64 57 70 62 

1 GNWT, Fish and Wildlife Service, General Hunting Licences issued and returned, 1968-197:-J. 
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TABLE 1.5 

Comparison of Data on the Harvest of Big Came from Kill Statistics with Data from Interviews 

TABLE 1.5A 

Caribou: Fort Franklin (Bear Lake District) 

YEAR 

1970~1971 

1971~1972 

1972~1973 

1973~1974 

1974~1975 

Average 

TABLE 1.5B 

KILL STATISTICS 

12 

4 
:140 

159 

92 

121 

GENERAL HUNTING LICENCE 
REPORTING RATE (PERCENTAGE) 

14 

na 
0 

na 

na 

Dall 's Sheep: Richardson Mountains (McPherson and Delta Districts) 

YEAR KILL STATISTICS 

1967~1968 4 
1968~1969 59 
1969~1970 25 
1970~1971 :J:J 
1971~1972 22 

1972~1973 :Jo 

Average :J5 

1 Rush forth (1975). 
2 Simmons (1973). 

GENERAL HUNTING LICENCE 
REPORTING RATE (PERCENTAGE) 

na 

72 

61 
67 

na 

31 

INTERVIEWS 1 

200 

185 
350 

290 

285 

262 

INTERVIEWS2 

25 

16 
30 

39 

40 

62 

42 
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TABLE 1.6 

Some Comparative Observations on Bird Harvests 

TABLE 1.6A 

Fort Franklin (Bear Lake District), 1974-1975 

TYPE KILL INTERVJEW 1 

STATISTICS 
TOTAL KILL PER CAPITA KILL 

Ducks 95 1,500-2,000 4.3 
Ptarmigan 200 750-1,100 2.3 
Grouse 87 250-350 0.7 

TABLE 1.6B 

Alaska, 1956-1957 (58 villages, with a native population of 10,694) 2 

TYPE TOTAL KILL PER CAPITA KILL 

Ducks 39,400 3.7 
Geese 17,160 1.6 
Ptarmigan 50,435 4.7 
Grouse 3,268 0.3 

In some cases, observational data indicated that the actual harvests of migratory birds were about three times those reported 
in interviews with game officials. 

TABLE 1.6C 

Hay Lake, Alberta, 1966-1967 (native population of 175; 30 regular huntcrs)3 

YEAR 

1966 
1967 

TABLE 1.6D 

TOTAL DUCKS PER CAPITA KILL 
AND GEESE 

8,600 
2,010 

48.0 
11.5 

Northern Quebec Cree Communities, 1974-1975 (seven villages with a native population of 6,059)4 

TYPE TOTAL KILL PER CAl' ITA KILL 

Ducks 5:J, 808 8.9 
C1~cse 81,070 13.4 
Ptarmigan 51,325 8.5 
Grouse 16,542 2.7 
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TABLE 1.6E 

Northern Quebec Inuit Communities, 1974-1975 (12 villages with a native population of 3,629; 807 males 18 and over; !l46 
potential hunters)' 

TYPE TOTAL KILL PER CAPITA KILL 

Ducks 
Geese 
Ptarmigan and Grouse 

1 Rushforth (1975). 
1 Hansen (1957). 
3 Macauley and Boag (1974). 

14,870 
:n. 225 
s:J, o:15 

4.1 
8.6 

22.9 

4 James Bay and Northern Quebec Native Harvesting Research Committee (JBNQNHRC) (1976), Part I. 
5 JBNQNHRC (1976), Part II. 

TABLE 1.7 

Comparison of Numbers of Sealskins Traded with Numbers of Seals Harvested: Holman 

' YEAR SKINS TRADED 1 SEALS HARVESTED" 

1962-1963 1,726 2,250+ 
1963-1964 3,479 4,250 
1964-1965 3,712 na 

1970-1971 na } 5,445+ (calendar year 1971) 
1971-1972 1,096 
1972-1973 2,198 } 8,000 (calendar year 197:1) 
1973-1974 3,213 
1974-1975 2,876 na 

1 GNWT Fur Export Tax Returns. 
1 Usher (1965) for the 1960s; Smith (F18511ff.) for the 1970s. 

TABLE 1.8 

Estimates of Error in Officially Recorded Big Game and Bird Harvests' 

SPECIES 

Black bear and brown bear 
Polar bear 

Moose 
Caribou 

ERROR ESTIMATE 

1.3 
1.0 

1 . :l 

1.5 

Bison 1.0 
Dull's sheep 1. 2 

Ducks (various species) :1.0 

Geese (various spcci!~s) :L 0 
Ptarmigan 
Grouse 

5.0 

2.5 

1 Total catch as a proportion of catch recorded in GNWT Kill Statistics. 
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TABLE 1.9 

Average Edible Weight (in pounds) Per Animal' 

SPECIES REGION 

GSL MKR MKD BFS NYK 

Muskrat 1.4 "] .4 1.4 1.4 1.4 

Beaver 17.4 17.4 17.4 17.4 

Otter 10.5 10.5 

Lynx 8.5 8.5 8.5 8.5 

Black Bcar 2 210.0 210.0 210.0 210.0 

Polar I3car3 175.0 

Moose 438.0 4~8.0 438.0 438.0 

Caribou 4 112.0 120.0 120.0 90.0 120.0 

Bison 5 550.0 

Dall's sheep' 75.0 75.0 

Muskox 7 :100.0 

DucksR 1.7 1.7 1.7 2.5 1.7 

Geese9 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 

Ptarmigan 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 

Grouse 0.7 0.7 

Snowshoe hare 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.9 

Arctic hare 10 5.0 5.0 

White whale" 232.0 232.0 

Seals" 30.0 30.0 

1 According to jllNQNHRC (1976), unless otherwise noted. 
2 Includes a small proportion of brown bears: they are assumed to yield the same edible weight. 
3 The JBNQNHRC figure of 350 pounds is considered too high for the Beaufort Sea area, where many of the bears taken are from the younger 

age classes. Stirling (personal communication, June 7, 1977) suggests 150-200 pounds edible weight per animal is more reasonable, and 
therefore a median figure of 175 pounds is used here. This accords more closely with an earlier estimate, based on a small sample, of 250 
pounds (Usher, 1971). 

4 Weighted averages are used that take account average weights for different herds and the proportion that each herd contributes to the 

regional harvest. Table 1.9.1 below indicates the basis for this weighting. The weight estimates are derived from Foote (1965), Kelsall 
(1968) and Usher (1971). 

5 Derived from dressed weights by age and sex class provided by Novakowski (1965). The harvest is assumed to consist chiefly of young 
adults (2.5 to 4.5 years), equally divided between males and females, on the basis of advice from Novakowski (personal communication, 

June 8, 1977}. This gives an average of 513 pounds, which has been increased to 550 pounds to take account the use of the head and 
organs. 

6 Very few data are available. Those provided by Geist for older rams suggest live weights of nearly 200 pounds. Han field (1977) estimates 

adult female weight at 125 pounds. As the native harvest includes a large proportion of females and juveniles (Simmons, 1973), the 

average edible yield per animal is estimated to be 75 pounds. 
7 Very few data are available. Application of the same general reasoning as for Dall's sheep (above) to the weights provided by Tener (1965) 

gives an estimated average of 300 pounds edible yield. 
11 The average edible weight for eider ducks (Usher, 1971) is used for the Beaufort Sea harvest. 
'~The average weight of snow geese is used here because this species makes up the bulk of the goose harvest in all regions. 

10 Estimate derived from Usher (1971). 
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Table 1.9, footnot"s (continued) 
11 Estimate derived from Brackcl {1977). In addition, Urackel estimates that each whale yields ao gallons of mukluk and 20 gallons of edible 

oil. Estimating a specific gravity of HlO for muktuk. and using Hailey's (1 9~2) figurP. nf n bout 0.!-cl:{ for w hnlc oil. I his con verts to 300 pounds 
mukluk and 186 pounds oiL 

12 Application of McLaren's (1958) component weight percentages to Usher's data on live \Veigh! for ringed seals (HJ?"I) results in un estimate 
of 26 pounds edible weight for humans. This may be conservative, for tht: IBNQNHRC figure is :l1.5 pounds. (Tlwre is, on average. another 
7.5 pounds of blubber per ringed st:al available for dog feed or for renclcr·ing into edibk oil.) Taking into account the small proportion 
of the catch that consists of the larger, bearded seal. and applying Usher's catch and weight data for Ranks Island ("1971), the average sea!, 
regardless of species, yields 30 pounds edible weight of food plus 8.6 pounds blubber. 

TABLE 1.9.1 

Weighted Determination of Average Edible Weights of Caribou 

SUBSPECIES AVERAGE EDIBLE PROPORTION BY REGION (PERCENTAGE)' 
(Hnngifcr tnrundus) WEIGHT (POUNDS) 

GSL MKR MKD HFS NYK 

curibou 170 10 25 
grnen/nndicus 105 90 75 35 
granti 120 100 100 
pcnryi 80 65 

WEIGHTED AVERAGE BY REGION (POUNDS) 

CARIBOU 112 120 120 90 120 

1 Estimate based on probable location of harvests by district. 1970~1975. 

TABLE 1.10 
Gross Imputed Values of Country Foods 

TYPE OF FOOD SUBSTITUTE AVERAGE PRICE/POUND 1 

$ 
Big game and hare Beef 2.50 
Edible forbearers' Pork 2.50 
Marine mammals Beef 2.50 
Birds Chicken 1.50 
Fish Fish 2.00 

CORRECTION FACTOR 
FOR PROTEIN 

1.6 

1.2 
1.8 
1.3 
1.0 

IMPUTED VALUE/POUND BY REGION 

MKR, MKD, 

$ 
4.00 
3.00 
4.50 
1.95 
2.00 

BFS, NYK GSL 

:J. 40 
2.55 

1. 65 
1.70 

1 No adjustment made for bone content because there arc no uniform measurements of edible yields of comparative wild meats. 
2 The leading edible furbcarers- beaver and muskrat- have fattier meats; they are, therefore, more comparable to pork than to bed. 
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TABLE 2.1 
Comparison of Average Annual Harvests of Major Fur and Game Species, by Region, 1965-1970 and 
1970-1975 1 

REGION MUSKRAT BEAVER MINK MARTEN LYNX ARCTIC FOX MOOSE CARIBOU 

GSL 1965-1970 56,709 3,471 3,106 2,07:J 1,226 222 464 4,497 

1970-1975 32,675 2,956 1,462 1, 856 1,18:J 266 323 4,443 

MKR 1965-1970 6,363 3,952 833 6,226 560 6 535 683 
1970-1975 2.817 2,453 439 4,104 1,234 17 284 660 

MKD 1965-1970 138,577 1,034 963 928 619 570 75 1,376 
1970-1975 64,406 179 1,031 956 553 912 46 1,480 

BFS 1965-1970 184 10 263 5,049 571 
1970-1975 1,480 17 211 9,019 1,152 

Total 1965-1970 201 .833 8,457 4,912 9,460 2,405 5,847 1,074 7,127 

NWT 1970-1975 101,378 5,588 2,949 7,127 2,970 10.214 65:J 7,735 

NYK 1965-1970 8,900 43 13 63 9 20 554 
1970-1975 11,852 29 31 61 22 19 516 

Totul all 1965-1970 210,733 8,500 4,925 9,553 2,414 5,847 1,094 7,681 

regions 1970-1975 113.230 5,617 2,980 7.188 2,992 10,214 672 8,251 

1 NWT: GNWT, Fish and Wildlife Service, Fur Export Tax Summaries: Kill Statistics de1·ived from General Hunting Licence Returns. 
Yukon: Stager (1974); informntion provided by Yukon Game Branch. 
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TABLE 2.2 

Comparison of Value of Average Annual Harvests of Major Furbearers, by Region, 1965-1970 and 
1970-1975' 

MUSKRAT BEAVER MINK MARTEN LYNX ARCTIC FOX TOTAL 

$ $ $ $ $ $ $ 

Average 1965-1970 0.9~ 12.32 16.67 10.87 23.81 13.45 
price 1970-1975 1.76 14.58 18.66 14.94 51.11 17.97 

Region 

CSL 1965-1970 52,739 42,763 51,777 22,534 29,191 2,986 201,990 
1970-1975 57,508 43,098 27,281 27,729 60,463 4,780 220,859 

MKR 1965-1970 5,918 48,689 13,886 67,677 13,334 81 149,585 

1970-1975 4,958 35,765 8,192 61,314 63,070 ~05 173.604 

MKD 1965-1970 128,877 12,739 16,053 10,087 14,738 7,667 190,161 

1970-1975 113.355 2,610 19,2~18 14. 28~1 28,264 16.:189 194.139 

BFS 1965-1970 171 167 2,859 68,044 71,241 

1970-1975 2,605 317 3,152 162,071 168,145 

Total NWT 1965-1970 187,705 104,191 81,883 103,157 57,263 78,778 612,977 

1970-1975 178,426 81,473 55,028 106,478 151,797 183,545 756,747 

NYK 1965-1970 8,277 530 217 685 214 9, 92~1 

1970-1975 20,860 423 578 911 1,124 23,896 

Total all 1965-1970 195,982 104,721 82,100 103,842 57,477 78,778 622,900 

regions 1970-1975 199,286 81,896 55,606 107,389 152,921 18~1. 545 780,64:1 

1 Table 2.1; Statistics Canada, Fur Produc;lion (23-207 annual) 1967-1976. 
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TABLE 2.3 
Average Annual Volume and Value of Fur Harvest, 1970-1975, Adjusted 

SPECIES 

Muskrat 
Beaver 
Otter 
Ermine 
Mink 
Marten 
Fisher 
Lynx 
Coloured Fox 
Arctic Fox 
Squirrel (various 

species) 
Wolf 
Coyote 
Wolverine 
Black bear and 

brown bear5 

Polar bear 
Ringed seal 6 

Total 

FUR EXPORT TAX CORRECTION 
RETURNS TOTAL FACTOR 1 

113,2:JO 
5,617 

78 
2,181 
2,980 
7,188 

27 
2,992 

784 
10.214 

7,937 
249 
42 
58 

271 
57 

2,166 

1.1 
1.2 
? 
? 

<1.1 
<1.1 

1.1 
1.5 
2.0 
1.1 

? 
2.0 
2.0 
4.0 

1.3 
1.0 
1.5 

Add 10 percent for undervaluation 

Adjusted total value 

Unadjusted total value 1 

Percent difference 

1 From Tables 1.3, 1.8. 
2 Statistics Canada, Fur Production (23-207 annual) 1972-1976. 
3 Average for red fox. 
4 Average for white fox. 

ADJUSTED 
TOTAL 

124,553 
6,740 

78 
2,181 
3,200 
7,800 

30 
4,488 
1,568 

11 '235 

7,937 
498 

84 
232 

352 
57 

3,249 

5 Correction factor based on General Hunting Licence Returns under-reporting. 

VALUE 
PER PEL T 2 

$ 

1.76 
14.58 
25.74 

.73 
18.66 
14.94 
23.28 
51.11 
26.043 

17.97' 

.52 
52.10 
19.43 
64.16 

31.10 
575.08 

l:J. 75 

TOTAL 
VALUE 

$ 

219,213 
98,269 

2,008 
1,592 

59,712 
116' 532 

698 
229,382 

40,831 
201,893 

4,127 
25,946 

1,632 
14,885 

10,947 
32,780 
44,674 

1,105,121 
110,512 

1,215,633 

897,915 

35% 

6 Correction factor based on apparent non-reporting in Fur Export Tax Returns (See, for example, Smith and Taylor, [1977:4]). 
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TABLE 2.4 

Average Annual Production of Food Animals by Region, 1970-1975, Adjusted 

SPECIES CORRECTION REGION TOTAL 
FACTOR 1 

GSL MKR MKD BFS NYK 

Moose 1.3 420 369 60 25 874 
Caribou 1.5 6,665 990 2,220 1,728 774 12.:J77 
Black bear and 

brown bear 1.3 173 153 2:J 3 :J52 
Polar bear 1.0 57 57 
Bison 1.0 85 85 
o,dl's sheep 1.2 8 2:J :n 
Muskox 1.0 30 30 
Muskrat 1.1 35,942 3,099 70,847 1,628 13,037 124,553 
Beaver 1. 2 3,547 2,943 215 35 6,740 
Lynx 1.5 1, 775 1,851 829 33 4,488 
Otter 1.0 71 6 1 78 
Ducks 3.0 23,157 5,781 7,059 7,128 150 43' 125 
Geese 3.0 1,299 978 2,580 7,608 18 12,483 
Ptarmigan 5.0 28,690 5,760 4,135 20,875 220 59,680 
Grouse 2.5 11,600 3,288 14,888 
Whales 1.0 70 50 120 
Scals2 250 6,000 6,250 

1 From Tables 1.3, 1.8. 
2 Estimated total harvest. 
3 Not calculated. 
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TABLE 2.5 

Average Annual Weight (in pounds) of Food Produced, by Species and Region, 1970-1975, Adjusted 

SPECIES REGION 

GSL MKR MKD BFS 

Moose 183,960 161,622 26,280 
Caribou 746,480 118,800 266,400 155,520 
Black bear and 

brown bear 36,330 32,130 4,830 
Polar bear 9,975 
Bison 46,750 
Dall 's sheep 600 1,725 

Muskrat 50,319 4,339 99,186 2,279 
Beaver 61,718 51,208 3,741 
Lynx 15,088 15,734 7,047 
Otter 746 63 
Ducks 39,367 9,828 12,000 17,820 

Geese 4,547 3,423 9,030 26,628 
Ptarmigan 22,952 4,608 3,308 16,700 
Grouse 8,120 2,302 

Whales 16,240 11,600 
Seals 7,500 180,000 
Fish 3 897,750 307,160 690,371 188,960 
Hare 4 50,000 27,650 33,600 10,000 
Total 2, 164,127 739,467 1,181,858 619,782 

1 Docs not include 22,320 pounds edible oil and :m,ooo pounds muktuk. 
2 Does not include approximately 40,000 pounds edible oil. 
3 Estimates based on literature sources. 

TOTAL 

NYK 

10,950 382,812 
92.880 1,380,080 

6:JO 73,920 
9,975 

46,750 
2,325 

18,252 174,375 
609 117,276 
281 38,150 

10 819 
255 79,270 

63 43,691 
176 47,744 

10,422 
27,840 1 

187,5002 

35,000 2' 119' 241 
7,000 128,250 

166,106 4,870,440 

4 Estimates based on five percent of human food from all other sources, except as indicated in the text. 



TABLE 2.6 

Comparison of Estimates of Total Food Harvest by Weight (in pounds) 

TYPE 

Big game 
Edible forbearers 
Marine mammals2 

Birds 

Subtotal 
Unrecorded by GNWT 

Total 

CNWT RECOHIJS 1 

1 ':J38 '937 
282,510 
92,820 
54,735 

1,769,002 

1,769,002 

OWN ESTIMATES 

1,895,862 
330,620 
215,340 
181,127 

2,622,949 
2,247,491 

4,870,440 
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1 GNWT, Fish and Wildlife Service, Fur Export Tax Returns summaries; Kill statistics derived from General Hunting Licence Returns. 
2 Not including edible oil ami muktuk. 

TABLE 2.7 

Total and Human' Food Production by Type and Region (in pounds) 

TYPE OF FOOD REGION 

GSL MKR MKD BFS 

Big game total 1,013,520 313,152 299,235 165,495 
human 1,000,000 300,000 290,000 160,000 

Furbcarcrs total 127,871 71,344 109,974 2,279 
human 100,000 60,000 50,000 1,000 

Birds total 74,986 20,161 24' :l:l8 61,148 
human 70,000 18,000 22,000 58,000 

Marine mammals2 total 23,740 191,600 
human 10,000 50,000 

Fish total 897,750 307,160 690,371 188,960 
human 300,000 175,000 300,000 80,000 

Har<! tot a I 50,000 27,650 33,600 10,000 
human 50,000 27,000 33,000 10,000 

All food total 2, 164,127 739,467 1,181,858 619,782 
human 1,520.000 580,000 705.000 359,000 

1 Human food (!Stimah!d to nf!arcst 1,000 pounds. 
2 Docs not include edible oil and mukluk. 

NYK 

104,460 
100,000 

19' 152 
15,000 

494 
0 

35,000 
25,000 

7,000 
7,000 

166' 106 
147,000 

TOTAL 

1,895,862 
1,850,000 

330,620 
226,000 

181,127 
168,000 

215,340 
60,000 

2,119,241 
880,000 

128,250 

127,000 

4,870,440 
3,311,000 
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TABLE 2.8 
Value of Human Food Production 

TYPE WEICHT (POUNDS) 

Big game. hare 1,977,000 
Edible forbearers 226,000 
Marine mammals: 

meat 60,000 
edible oil and mukluk 78,000 

Birds 168,000 
Fish 880,000 

Total 3,359,000 

1 Figure in brackets is GSL regional value. 

VALUE/POUND 1 

$ 

4.00 
3.00 

4.50 

1.95 
2.00 

$ 

(3. 40) 
(2. 55) 

(1.65) 
(1.70) 

TOTAL VALUE 

$ 

7.278,000 
633,000 

270,000 
25,000 

306,600 
1,650,000 

10,162,600 

2 Local exchange values used due to lack of appropriate substitutes. Brackel (1977) quotes thes(~ as $1.50 per gallon of oil and $5.00 per gallon 
of muktuk. 

TABLE 29 
Average Annual Gross and Net Imputed Values of Primary Harvest in the Native Economy, Mackenzie 
Valley and Western Arctic, 1970-1975 

ITEM 

Human food 
Dog food 
Furs 1 

Other 
Total, gross 
Total, net (approximate) 

1 Cash value. 

VALUE 

$ 

10,200,000 
1,000,000 
1,200,000 
1,240,000 

13,640,000 
10,200,000 



Trends 
The harvest of moose and caribou meat appears to have 
declined by about 10 percent by weight, although the decline 
in moose kills is much greater than the increase in caribou 
kills. However, in view of the apparent decline of hunters 
reporting their kills during the second of the five-year 
periods, we must estimate that there has been no significant 
change in the meat harvest. 

Changes in the fur harvest are much more pronounced, and 
they appear to be significant even if it is assumed that non
reporting of furs is on the increase. There was a severe decline 
in muskrat and beaver harvests, and almost as great a drop in 
the fine fur (mink and marten) harvests. Long-haired fur 
(lynx and fox) catches both rose, although, in view of the very 
long population cycle of lynx, and of the unusual succession 
of good years on Banks Island (where most arctic fox in the 
Mackenzie Valley and Western Arctic are taken), this rise is 
not necessarily the result of increased trapping effort. Overall, 
there appears to have been a significant dcclint! in trapping 
effort, although higher prices for all furs resulted in an 
increase of about 25 percent in trapping revenue from the 
major species. Table 2.2, which shows the comparative values 
of fur harvest, should be interpreted cautiously because the 
total values are the product of average price and average 
harvest. Preliminary assessment suggests that this procedure 
has biased the value of the lynx harvest upwards and of the 
fox harvest downwards, but that it has had negligihle effect 
on the other species. Returns for 1975-1976 indicate unusual1y 
high harvests of some species especially in the southern 
Mackenzie District, but we do not yet understand the cause or 
the significance of this change. 

I am fully aware that all of these observations are based on 
a very crude examination of the data. A proper determination 
of trends must be based on a rigorous analysis of a longer 
series of data and it must include statistically sound proce
dures for isolating significant variables. 

Output 
I shall now attempt to establish the total output of the native 
economy by adjusting official data according to the factors of 
error identified in the preceding section. Annual averages are 
calculated for the five-year period 1970-1975. 

FUR 

Applying the foregoing correction factors to the fur harvest, 
we sec in Table 2.3 that official statistics underestimate their 
total value by about 35 percent. One caution in using this 
table: to the degree that the adjusted value accounts for 
domestic retention of furs, it includes an imputed value as 
well as a cash income. The imputed value of furs in this case, 
however, is not its substitute value, it is the producer's value 
or opportunity cost. Accordingly, this procedure is appropri
ate for both market and welfare evaluations of fur production. 
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In any larger analysis of the native economy, the value of furs 
retained for garments or for handicrafts should be subtracted 
from the gross value of these final outputs. Minor considera
tions not accounted for in the table include the sale of muskox 
hides, which possibly amount to about $10,000 annually, 
bounty payments for wolves, and the small number of furs 
takPn in the Yukon by trappers from Fort McPherson and the 
Mackenzie Delta. There do not appear to be any continuous 
records of furs or caribou taken by these trappers in the 
Yukon. 

FOOD 

Table 2.4 shows the adjusted harvest totals for each species, 
and Table 2.5 shows the weight of edible yield of this harvest. 
As outlined in section one of this chapter, hare harvests have 
been estimated at five percent of the total of all other human 
food production from the land, except for the Great Slave 
Lake and Beaufort Sea regions, for which best estimates have 
been made. Table 2.6 indicates that official records seem to 
underestimate the weight yield of the n~corded species by 
about one-third and further, that these recorded species 
account for little more than one-half of all native food 
production. 

Table 2.7 attempts to show the probable proportion of gross 
food production that is actually consumed by humans. This 
estimate is based on sources in the literature, but the data arc 
so sporadic that some extrapolation has been necessary. I have 
tried to err on the side of caution and to underestimate the 
proportion that humans actually use. Of the total production 
of meat and fish, about two-thirds is used as human food and 
one-third as dog food, an estimate that takes into account the 
very great decline in the dog population throughout the 
Mackenzie Valley and Western Arctic during the 1970s. The 
amount of food production that is not used at all is thought to 
be very small and seems to be restricted chiefly to marine 
mammals and edible furhnarers. 

The value of human food production is estimated in Table 
2.8. The total consumption of about 3.36 million pounds is 
valued at nearly $10.2 million. Assuming a native population 
of 14,000, the anmwl per capita consumption of meat is 240 
pounds, which would have a replacement value of $726. The 
figure of 240 pounds is slightly higher than the figures earlier 
estimated by Asch (Exhibit F605) and Usher (Exhibit F676) 
for the Central Mackenzie and the Western Arctic respec
tively. Surveys conducted in 1974-1975 hy the james Bay and 
Northern Quebec Native Harvesting Research Committee 
(1976) reveal much higher per capita harvests in northern 
Quebec: 327 pounds by the Cree Indians and 1,026 pounds by 
the Inuit. The figure for the Inuit is augmented by substantial 
harvests of marine mammals ( 40 percent by weight), not all of 
which may be consumed. Nonetheless, these figures, based on 
comprehensive research in northern Qucht:c, suggest that my 
estimates for the Northwest Territories a:-e conservative. 

The proportion used for dog food, valued conservatively at 
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$.50 per pound on a replacement basis, would be worth about 
$750,000. The use of inedible viscera and oth£~r waste products 
for dogs might bring the total value of dog food in kind to 
about $1 million. 

TOTAL PRIMARY HARVEST 

Finally, some account must be taken of domestic produce 
other than food or furs. such as caribou hides used for bedding, 
moose hides used for clothing and. in particular. wood used 
for fuel and construction. There is little quantitative informa
tion of these uses, and the total imputed value of these 
products might be in the order of 10 percent of all other 
production values. By far the greatest proportion of this 
amount, estimated at nearly $1.25 million, is accounted for by 
fuel wood, which, in heuting value equivalent to fuel oil, is 
worth about $100 per cord. 

Table 2.9 summarizes the values of all types of country 
produce. Deducting estimated production costs, we obtain a 
rough estimate of the average annual net valw~ during 1970-
1975 of the primary harvest in the Mackenzie Valley and 
Western Arctic of over $10 million. Now this is quite 
evidently not a definitive evaluation of the output of the 
native economy. Rather, the purpose here has been to outline 
the methods and considerations that would enter that 
evaluation and to demonstrate how far we arc at present from 
being able to make that evaluation. Until there are improved 
reporting systems and firmer conversion factors, I think this is 
the best estimate that can be made. 

Yet whatever modifications may result from more thor
ough documentation and analysis of the traditional economy. 
some conclusions may already be drawn. The level of 
participation in the traditional economy, and the volume and 
value of production from that economy, arc considerably 
greater than estimates upon which government policy 
relating to resource development in the North has hitherto 
been based. 

Comparison with Other Economic Sectors 
The estimates offered above are valid only in considering the 
contribution of the primary harvest in the native sector to the 
economic welfare of native people. Adjusting the Gemini 
North data for the region defined here, native income from all 
sources in 1972 and 197:1 was aL most $'12 million. Gemini 
North's estimates fur native income (again regionally ad
justed), however, suggest a gross income of just over $1.5 
million from tl'ilditional pursuits, or little more than 10 
Jlt!fcent of the total presented in Table 2.9. By a welfare 
measure (and I use this term as economists do: an indication of 
personal or social well-being mther than in the popular sense 
of a subsidy), native income in the region would in fact havl) 
IH,cn about $20 million, of which roughly half carne from 
primary production. Whatever may he tht: nt~cd for more jobs 
and more cash, it must he made quite clear that in economic 

terms alone the renewable resources make a vital contri
bution to native \'vcll-being throughout the region. 

It would not he valid, however, to use these estimah~s in 
direct comparison with the output of, for example, the mining 
sector. The market value of primary production in the native 
sector would be considerably lower than its welfare value, but 
for the reasons outlined at the end of section one of this 
chapter, I do not belit:ve it is either practically possible or 
theoretically valid to attempt any direct comparison of the 
market values of output in the native and non-native sectors. 

Recommendations for Data Collection 
It is evident from tlw foregoing discussion that conventional 
measurements of the output of the traditional economy may 
produce estimates that are in error not just by a few 
percentage points, but by factors of up to ten. In no other 
st!ctor of the Canadian economy would such a situation be 
allowed to occur, much Jess persist - but that reflects the 
cultural bias of southern Canadians. Few native people would 
think of measuring their economic production, much less 
devise elaborate mdhods for doing so. They arc well aware of 
the value to them of thc land and its resources, and the need to 
measure the output of the native economy exists only because 
of external encroachments on that economy. Yet, if the need 
for such measurernc~nt is external, the ability to meet it is 
internal. The systems of data collection in usc at present do 
not meet the purpose: of measuring or evaluating output, they 
do not work well, and they will probably work even less well 
in future. Output cJn he accurately totallc~d only on the basis 
of individual reporting by hunters and trappers, supple
mented by regular surveys and observations. But this form of 
rc!porting \Vill never work unless native people find that it is 
in their own interest to undertake these efforts. 

4. Reporting systems used in other jurisdict.ions, for example, 
1 hose recently dcvdnpcd in Northcrn Qucbcc, should I"' 
cxwnined, parliculurly I hose that rely on voluntary reporting 
by hunters themselves. 

The problem of measuring the performance of the traditional 
economy will be clostdy associated with both the future 
control and direction of game management and the settlement 
of native claims, especially if the settlement contains 
provisions or guaranh)t)S for the maintc!nance of the tradi
tional economy. 

5. Becuusc f uturc reporting systems, if llwy ore to be effective, 
will require the oppmvol and, indeed, the uctive support of 
hunters and truppers, holh the inslilulionul ond technicul 
problems inherent in such systems should he examined 
without dciCJy. 

Thc! institutional questions are certainly political, and the 
initiatives must come from native people's own organizations. 

I am aware that nc~ithcr the federal north() territorial game 
management agencies arc ignorant of the deficiencies in data 



collection that I have discussed, and that Hwy are now taking 
steps to improve harvest reporting. I would emphasize, 
however, that harvest survf~ys ;:anrl rPiah~d research to 
measure native resource usc havt~ objectives and implications 
that go well beyond game management or economic develop
ment. What is being measured is the use of a resource that 
native people consider their own by law, right and tradition, 
und it is, therefore, intimately related to the settlement of 
native claims. 

6. All aspects of horvest rcsc<Jrch, including technical Gspects, 
must be devised in full consultution with, und implemenled 
with the full ogreement nnd cooperation of both the notive 
people's orgcmizotions thnt ore concerned specifically with 
go me, and their political orgunizotions. 

Harvest surv1~ys or any otlwr means of measuring tlw 
traditional economy will surely founder and produce ques
tionable results if those most concerned have reason to 
question the motives or objec:tiv!!S behind such research. 

In order for native people~ to find it in their own interest to 
report their harvests accurately, several conditions must be 
satisfied, among them the following. 

7. Native people must be involved in the direct management 
and control of the reporting system, through whatever bodies 
they designute or establish for that purpose. Technicul 
expertise should be made avuilc!h/e to such bodies os required. 

8. Harvesturs must be w:>sunxl of anonymity in reporting. 
Accordingly, t.he reporting system must be entirely indep!!/1-
dcnt of regu/otory and enforcement agencies, such as the Fish 
und Wildlife Service and the RCMP, in lhe some woy tho! 
information collected from individuo/s for nuliono/ censuses is 
neither collected by nor ovuiloh/e to f f}t! Depurtment of 
National Revenue. Aggreguted dato niust of course he 
uvoilablc to oil government ugencies ond to I he public. 

9. Notive people must be ussured of I heir conlinued right ond 
obi/ily to horvesf lhei r trod il icJtJul resources. 

This 11ssurann~ will presumably n~quirc tht~ tmshrincm1~nt 
of native hunting rights, guarantt~t~s of control over acu~~;s to 
the resources, and possibly guaranteed harvest levels. These 
guarantees, of course, arc all matters for claims negotiations 
between native people and the Govt~rnmcnl of Canada. Wt~ 
can he sure, how1:ver, that if tlwrc is any suggestion that full 
disclosure of harvests will in any way thn~att~n existing liSe 
and enjoyment of traditional rcsourr:es, or lead to restrictive or 
punitive action on the part of government authorities. a 
voluntary n:porting system will never work. On the otlu~r 
hand, a satisfactory settlcm!:nt of native claims, as \veil as 
appropriate guarantees of compensation, should tmsure that 
th1! interests of hunters and trappt~rs would not ht: served by 
deliberately overrcporting tlu:ir harvests. 

10. Standurd definilimls, IIWUSLII'CJJWnls. conversion fw:turs 
und methodologies must u/so IH! devised. Significunt pmgn!ss 
in nutive hurvest.ing rt!seun;/J lws lu:t:n mude in ol/u:r 
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jurisdictions, unci the experience then; should bt: hroughl to 
beur hen:. There is olso much cxpcrtisc in both fedt:rul und 
tcrritoriu/ government ogencics tu ussist in the solution of 
tcchnicul problems. Ht:seurch needs should he hh:nlified as 
soon os possible und CUOJWmlive ormngernenls should bt~ 

made between nutivtJ organizations und the uppropriate 
governments to undertake the nect!ssnq' rescurch. The 
technicol groundwork cun lw uccomplishccl before ony new 
reporting systems om estuiJJishcd. 

Potential for Renewable Resource 
Development 

An asscssnwnt of pottmtic-d 1-~conomic developnw11t in the 
North must begin with an examination of the endowment of 
natural resources. For the purposes of this volum!~. when I 
speak of the renewahlt~ resouJTt~s of the North. I mean 
specifically the natural I't!souru~s that native pcopk have 
traditionally used, us well as resources they can develop 
largely undl!l' local initiative, managt!nwnt and contml. The 
two categories togdh!~r include the full range of fur. fish and 
game rcsouJ·ccs, timber resources for selected purposes. the 
environmt~nt itself us a rer:reational and aesthetic resource, 
and agriculture. They do not inclwl!~ the development of 
\Vatt~r rt:sources for hydro-electric powt:r or the lurgt!-scale 
processing of wood for pulp and papt:r. I am not suggt!sting 
that the native people \vould not, undt!r some circumstances, 
wish to take some part in such ventures (for example, as 
renticrs), but only that the people \vho addressed tlu~ Inquiry 
clearly indicated that direct participatlon in such economic 
df!vr!lopnwnts would b1: incompatible with their style of life 
and their aspirations. However. as I pointed out in Volume 
One. tlu: sort of dt~vclopment we arc discussing htTe could 
extend ht!yond renewable resources to include r:crtain small
scale, non-renewablt! n!source devPlopmcnts, such <IS gravel 
pits and 4uanics. 

The resource itself is of prime impmtance in determining 
whctlwr or not the native people would wish to include an 
activity bastxl on it in their economy. Tlw scale of tcc:hnology 
and organization that exploitation of the rcs!Hli"CI~ would 
demand is also an important factor. For native pcopl!\ the 
sea it~ <d. <Jrg<J n ization should not exct)cd I he framework within 
which they mak1: cl!~cisions in th1:ir comnHJnitics. The 
community must always be able to control the venture and 
ddt:rminc its development. The vt~nturt: should not ht: of a 
kind or scale that would cnahl1~ it to dominate the Ctlllllllllllity. 

There an~ 1\vo main aspt:cts to tlu~ development of rcncvv
ahle rcsouru~s: the first is to increase lwrvcst levels and the 
second is to improve the markt~ting. prou~ssing and st:rvicc 
activities thnt are hast:d on thest~ n~sour·ccs. Unfortunately 
there arc no adequtltt: or compn:hcnsivt: asscssnwnts of the 
potcnti<d of rcne\Vllhlc resources in the Mackt:nzit: Vallt:y and 
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Western Arctic. I can only suggest here. on the basis of limited 
evidence from biological research, historical harvest statistics, 
and previous northern experience what are likely to be the 
most promising directions fo.r more detailed assessments. 

Increasing Harvest Levels 

FUR 

Both Dr. Nick Novakowski and Robert Ruttan suggested in 
evidence that many furbcaring species in the Mackenzie 
Valley are underharvcsted. a view that is widely expressed 
within the region as well. It appears to be a reasonable 
inference. if not a well substantiated fact, for we have 
virtually no quantitative data on the actual populations or 
sustainable yields of any of the northern forbearers. 

Of the major fur bearers, muskrat seems to offer the greatest 
promise for increased harvests. Annual returns of over 
500,000 pelts, of which a much larger proportion than at 
present consisted of the more valuable trapped (rather than 
shot) muskrats, were frequent in the1940s and 1950s. There do 
not appear to be any biological impediments to reelizing such 
harvests again. Beaver and marten harvests have been double 
their present levels for extended periods in the past, although 
both species have been overt rapped in the past as well, which 
has led to highly restrictive quotas or closed seasons. Yet in 
some areas the potential for greater harvests of these species 
appears to exist, and beaver yields can be improved through 
management techniques. Lynx populations are cxtremdy 
cyclic, and they appear to be vulnerable to overharvesting at 
their low points. The feasibility of increased harvesting is 
unknown, although lynx may be underharvested in some 
areas. Coloured fox harvests are at present only a small 
fraction of what they were many years ago, and there appears 
to be great scope for increasing their catch. Squirrels and 
ermine are thought to be underharvested, although their 
values per pelt are low. The remaining terrestrial furbearers 
do not appear to offer any significant potential for improved 
harvest. 

No increase is foreseen for polar bears, and the seal 
situation is uncertain. Possible increases in muskox quotas 
will make more of their hides available for sale. 

Ruttan and john T'Seleie, in their evidence, estimated that 
the overall fur harvest at Fort Good Hope could be increased 
threefold. Taking the Mackenzie Valley and Western Arctic 
as a whole, I believe that a doubling of the present output, 
assuming constant prices, is probably possible. Much of this 
potential can be realized only by harvesting areas that are at 
present unused, although improved game management 
practices will be important for some species. The cost per pelt 
retrieved will therefore be higher, given present trapping 
arrangements. 

Fur farming provides additional possibilities of raising 
production. In the Soviet Union, the world's leading producer 
of arctic fox, feeding stations on the tundra and summer 

feeding of young foxes in captivity have raised pelt yields. In 
the 1950s, a mink farm was operated in the Mackenzie Delta 
under private ownership, but it failed because of the lack of 
feed. This problem should no longer be an impediment to 
successful mink ranching because the decline in the dog 
population has made available large amounts of food that are 
unsuitable for human consumption and much of which is at 
present wasted. 

FOOD 

Fish and wildlife arc essential sources of protein in the North 
and, with improved management and development, they 
could supply both a growing population there and a limited 
export market. The most beneficial use to man of vast areas of 
land and water in northern Canada is for the production of 
protein. The regional potential for improving food harvests 
cannot readily be estimated, partly because many of the major 
food species found there are migratory and are, therefore, 
shared with users outside the region. The problem of game 
management is therefore also complex. A useful discussion of 
the economic potential of a number of the major food 
resources, based on research sponsored by Inuit Tapirisat of 
Canada, is contained in a recent report by B.F. Friesen (1975) 
and in another by FrieS<m and J.G. Nelson (1975). They do not, 
however, deal with the major freshwater fisheries in the 
Mackenzie Valley nor with terrestrial species common only 
in the southern Mackenzie District. 

There are marked differences of opinion on the ability of 
the caribou herds in the region to withstand significantly 
greater hunting pressures, especially in view of increasing 
encroachment on caribou range by various developments in 
the northern parts of the provinces as well as in the 
territories. Nevertheless, improved management and harvest
ing practices should permit greater yields in at least some 
areas. The reindeer herd, despite its checkered history, 
continues to provide food and employment in the Mackenzie 
Delta region, although its full potential has never been 
realized. Moose and muskox harvests could be increased in 
certain areas. Experiments in other parts of the North indicate 
that muskoxen can be raised domestically to provide milk and 
wool as well as meat. Recent reports by G.W. Scatter (1970) 
and Scatter and E.S. Telfer of the Canadian Wildlife Service 
(1975) assess these possibilities in more detail. Other big game 
species do not appear capable of sustaining much larger 
harvests than at present. The potential for increased bird 
harvests is not known. Increased beaver and muskrat yields 
would, of course, result in additions to the food supply. 

The best prospect for increased food production in the 
North is almost certainly fish. The annual potential fish yield 
in the North has been estimated at 20 million pounds, of 
which only about 7 million pounds arc harvested at present. 
This harvest includes commercial fisheries, which have not 
been mentioned in the previous discussion of domestic food 
production. The decline in the dog population appears to have 



led to a marked n!duction in the domt!stic fishery, and this 
slack could be taken up by harvesting fish for otlwr purposes. 
At the same time, there may be as ytt untouched fish 
populations, chiefly in marine waters, which could be 
harvested to advantage. The possibility of significantly 
increased yields through management techniques or {Jquacul
ture appears to be more promising with the fish resources of 
the North than with uny other food source. 

Quite apart from whet her or not the kill of marine 
mammals can or should be increast~d. a reduction in the loss 
rate by sinking of all species through impmved harvest 
techniques would yield a great incrense in tlu~ food supply. 
The decline in the dog population has reh~as1~d large quanti
tics of marine mammal protein, as well as of fish, for other 
uses, and no advantage has been taken of its availability to 
date. There are available also large unused, but potentially 
valuable, quantities of murine oils. 

OTHER RESOURCES 

The forest resources of the Muckenzie Valii!Y am, by and 
large, at present underused. Most of the harvestable stands 
are located south of South Nahanni Riv1>r. North of Fort 
Simpson, the available timber is concentrated in narrow 
stands on alluvial soil in river valleys. However, whether or 
not the more northern stands can provide a sustained yield is 
questionable because oft lw very long time- up to 200 years
that an average tree takes to reach maturity und because of 
the uncertain quality of timber. A method for successfully 
reforesting cut-over areas in much of the North has not yet 
been developed. In the Mackenzie Delta, there is evidence that 
once a wooded area has b!!en cleared, tundra takes it over. In 
many ways, then, the northernmost parts of th1~ forest can be 
functionally non-renewable. 

Any program for increasing timber yields must therefore 
be based on careful management of th1! forest for long-term 
production. Large, short -term construction projects such as a 
pipeline, which might require substantial quantities of 
lumber and pilings, could lead to local depll!tion of the fon!st 
in some parts of the region and jeopardi7.c tlw future viability 
of locally controlled enterprises that might he hascd on this 
resource. 

11. Precipitous cxp/oit.nfion of forest resources must be 
avoided, and the long-term value of /he forest. must no/. /}() 
sacrificed to meet the shorl.-term requirements of un industri(J/ 
development. The cdlowohle cut should be estob/islwd before 
making any largc-scu/e horvcst, such us o pipe/inc moy 
require, to ensure thol the forest resource con be mointained 
for future loco/ usc. 1/owevcr, policies should recognize thut 
short-term demands, if not excessive, could provide a starting 
point or boost for loco/ forestry enterprises. 

12. Future forestry progrums must (J/so recognize tlw 
importonce of the forest us hobitul, not only in terms of its 
ecological significance for wildlife, hut olso, and os u 

consr!qLwllce. in ler111s of its cu//unll ond cuHHJillic significance 
lo nulivc people. Its ueslhctic und wcrcutiono/ uses must olso 
he considered. On hulw !CI:, tlwse values uppcur to out weigh tlw 

benefits of timber culling in mosl urcus. Yet, even where 
timber is to be horvcsled, the nutivt: pcoplt:'s interest in the 
wild lift! hubitol thut tlw forest provides II! US/ receive adequofc 
considerution. Any progrwn for incrcosed forest use should, 
I herefom, be consistent wi!h fur unci gwnc conscrvntion and 
horvest i 11g. 

N1!vertheless, fort:sl resources in some an:as offer an 
I!XCeilenl opportunity for integrated local dcvdopment. A 
complex of small-scale t!nterpriscs based on logging, tht! 
production of logs and lumber, and the construction of houses 
(both locally and in other communities) could provide some 
communities with a substantial additional sourer~ of income 
and employm1~nt. Th1!rc is alwady n serious housing shortage 
in the Mackenzie Valley and Western Arctic, so it cannot hr! 
argu1!d that there would hP- no markr:l for an integrated 
n!gional housing construction industry, <In industry that 
could be based on small-scale local units. Tlwn! arc already 
housing cooperatives in some of the communities, hut to date 
thuy have conccntrah:d entirely on the final assembly of 
prefabricated housing modules shipped into the North by 
southern suppliers. Thr! considerable economic and social 
rewards that might be offered by the use of local materials for 
housing have been largely ignored in official policies. 

Limited agricultural prospects exist in the Mackenzie 
Valley, mainly in small-scalt~ gardening for local markets. For 
example, in 1943 the Mackenzie Valley was largely self
sufficient in potatoes, having then a production of almost 160 
tons from an estimated total cultivated area of 300 acres, only 
part of which was used for potatoes. However, the experience 
with both lumber and vegetables has been that, as transport 
links with the South have improved, imports have become 
cheaper than local produce. In part this is a result of public 
policy and economic accounting systems, and they are subject 
to change. New techniques in small-scnle gardening operu
tions in the South might be usefully applied in the Mackenzie 
Valley and, if a pipeline is built, the use of industrial waste 
lwat for greenhouse operations, as Professors Ed Maginncs 
and George Green suggested at this Inquiry (C6092ff.), should 
he considered. I am by no means suggesting that native pP-oplc 
ought to become farmers, in the wuy that the federal 
representatives who framed the Prairie Tmaties had sup
posed. Small-scale agricultural enterprises are merely one of a 
variety of ·options that are open to community-based and 
community-controll,~d enterprises in the Mackenzie Valley. 

An exhaustive review of the potential for expanding 
renewable resource production in the North is unnecessary. 
Many reports have examined these possibilities at greater 
length, and I recommend for further consideration the 
following: the submission of Ruttan and T'Selcie to this 
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lnqttiry (Exhibit Ftlll:l): tlw rt~ports of the Renewable Re
sources Project sponsored h.v Inuit Tapirisat of Canada (19/~): 
the report of the Spt)ci;d St;:dl Croup ol' the Lkpartmcnt of 
Ind i;m ;\Hairs and Northern IJcvclopm{!n\ on Dvvc/opnwnl 
J\gc•ncius for /he Norlhwcsl Territories: tlw lkporl of lltc 
Boyul Colllmission IJII Luhrudor: Norllnvurd Looh:ing. u 
Slru/r1gy und u Science l'ulicy for Northern DtJvnlopmcnL by 
tlH! Scir~nce Council of Ctttwda: and l\\'o documents pruduet)d 
hy the Canadian Council on R.ural Or:vrdopmcnt. A Develop
men/ Strutegy for tlw Mid-Norllt of Cunudu. and Working 
P11JJI.'I'S, Scminur, El!Vii'IJI!J!IOIJ/u/ly t\ppnlfll'ifllr: T1:chnology 
for II w M hi- North of Cu nw lu. 

Nt~ithcr biologists nor n:souro: managers doubt this general 
polt:ntial fur an expansion of the northern r:conomy based on 
n~nf:wahlt~ wsourccs. f!Vf:n though our knowlt:dgc of the 
n:soun:c base is inadequate in its specifics. II need hardly be 
added that prescriptions for expanding production arc not 
univl~rsally· applicablt: to tht: entire Mac:kcnzit: Valley and 
Wt:slt:rn Arctic. Some ttl't:<Js arc richr:r lhtlll others. and some 
spt:cics in some ;:m:as ;Jrc ;:drcady harvt:stcd to e<lpacity. 
Pr:rhaps some groups of native people. \Vho live in areas that 
arc rci;Jtivcly poor in renewable resoun:t:s. cannot hope to 
incrt:ase their production of fur or food in any significant way. 

13. Whercus there is un uveru/1 necessity lo t:nr:ouruge und 
ex pond resource product ion. specific c!J"orls Jnusl he toilorcd 
lo I Jw needs 0 r indiv iduu} (;()/Jl/llU nities Ulld I I wi /" lucu} rcsou ret: 
pol u nl iul, in uccordo net~ w i I h sound II!Ullugt :/l!I:JI/ pri nci plus. 

THE NEED FOR CASH 

The basic problem is not tlw cJdcquacy of the n:sourcc base but 
the realization of a cash income from iL To illustrate this 
point. let mt~ return to my· t!stimates of gross und net value of 
fur, fish and game production. The calculations in section two 
or this chapter imply th;:Jt persons participating in the 
traditional economy ~;pt:nd a total of almost $:t5 million a year 
to outht themsdvcs with nels. snovvmohilcs.canocs. outboard 
motors. rilles and ammunition. gasoline. aircrtJft charlcrs. and 
so 011. These expensr:s amount to nearly $l.GOO for each 
Gcnr:rul Hunting Lict!llct! holder. a sum thi.ll appt!ars to he 
consistent \Yith the few estimates that have hecn bas~;d on 
detailed rest~arch into the operating. mcJintcnance and 
d!!prcciation costs for hunting. trapping and fishing. The most 
active participants would certainly spt:nd more than this 
amount, but there must he many licr:nce holders who spt~nd 
less: us an average figun!. $"1,(100 seems to he n:ast11whlt~. and it 
adds weight to our gcm:ral t:stimatc that production costs 
amount to ubout 25 pt~rct!nt of the gross valul~ of total 
production. By far the gn:ater part of this estimated S:i5 
million is spent within tlw Northwest Territorit~s. and it is 
there fore evident thaI an expansion of act i vi I ics based on 
rcnt!wahlc resources will benefit the local husincssl~S that 
st:rvt: I ha I sector. 

It is important to note that this t:stinwtcd s:t5 million is 
thn~c times the prcst)nt cash ~.ricld from trapping and 

substantially mort: than tlw most optimistic potential yield 
from this activity. Wt: have no P-stimates of the net income 
th;ll is at present dt:rivr:d from secondary activities based on 
renewable n!sou1u:s, such as commercial fishing, handicrafts 
and garment manuf<.Jclure. but it would at lt!asl partly make 
up the diffcrencr~. This differential dm!s. however. highlight 
tlw ll(!ed for cash from other sourcr.s to support the viability of 
thr~ t raditiunal st~ctor as it now t~xists. and it dtmwnstrates yet 
ag;lin why so many pt!rsons who identify themselves as 
trappers also work - indeed. may havr! to work -for wages. 
In some smallt~r communities, transfer payments. such as 
family allmvanu:s and old age pensions. can he important 
sourr:t)sofcapital for htJnting. 

Too often it is supposed that the dcvdopnwnt of rene\·vable 
rcsouJ·ccs simply nwans more hunting. trapping and fishing, 
and that those \\'ho argue for it st~f~k only to preservr: an idyllic 
but irrelevant way of life in a museum environment. I cannot 
OVC!l'f)lllphasizc the fad that this point of vit!\V has nothing tO 
do with the goal of dt:vrdoping a sound economy based on 
n:nr:wahlt: resourct!S. Evt:n tht~ most OJllimistic estimates of 
tlu: harvest potential of l't!newablc rcsouru:s do not suggest 
that cvt:ry man. woman and child in the territories cnn 
hurvesl enough. not only to t~at. but also to pay for all the other 
things they might w;:~nl. I have made it quilt: clt~ar that there is 
a nct:d for cash that got:s far br~yond what is at present earned 
from that sector. i\n t:r:onomy based on renewable resources 
docs not mean simply a subsistencr; t)r:onomy. although it 
would certainly cnctllllJlilSS a subsislt:nce component, tlw 
ht:ndits of vvhich. as I havt! noted. have hcr!n so often 
u ndr:rt:stima tee!. 

The ohjc~ctivc of incn!asing renewable resource production 
is not. in the main. to increase domestic consumption of 
country food. for it st!{!tllS clear that most native people 
already eat well off the land. Expanded production makes 
sense primarily if the IH!\V pmdur:tion is, in fact, surplus to 
dtlmt:sl ic rc~quiremt:nls. 

Surplus production would have two beneficial uses. The 
first is for redistribution: native people. particularly those 
who live in larger et!nlrc!s. who do not have good access to 
country fond. could then obtain the nutrition they require and 
dr:sin! at reasonable prices. This arrangemt:nt would increase 
tlw possibilities for inlr:rscttlement trade. The second use, 
which is the: real key to succe3sful rt~nc\vable resource 
development iJS a b;Jsis for the northern native r:conomy, is to 
gcncrak cash income. This result can he achieved by 
marketing the surplus directly for commercial sale, not only 
for n:distrihution among native people. but also to non-native 
northern residents. and by using th!! surplus in further 
prncr:ssi ng as a basis of sma ll-scalc indus! ria I en terpriscs. 

MARKETING 

Tlu: success of any allt~mpt to expand n~ncwable resource 
production fur commercial purposes will (it;pcnd heavily on 
the ability to market these commoditir:s. In the case of raw 



furs, the markets arc international and, on this scale. 
territorial fur production is s!llall. Because it is virtually 
impossible for tnlppt!rs to ohtuin adequate Cl'l!dit from local 
fur buyers, tlwy havt! turm!d increusingly to s1~1ling tht~ir furs 
directly at auction. The Cov1~rnmcnt of the Northwest 
Territories has taken positive slqm to cncoura~:W this tt~nd
~~ncy, although further evaluation of the situation is m~ccs
sary. lmprovcml!nt of the prio!s paid to tmppers can com1~ 
only through cooperativt! !!~'forts on IIH! national level: it 
would he impossible: for El territorial mElrkcting hoard, if such 
u thing existed, to affect auc!ion prices significantly hy its 
own dforts. 

Marketing food is a d i ffercn I problem. \IV it h the except ion 
of some species of fish. it is gt!nc1·ally considered that tlw 
production of food for export is impractical, for both biological 
and economic rt!asons. There is. ho\vev{~r. a growing market 
for local sale, and it is not now satisfied by commercial 
caribou hunting, cropping the reindeer herd. and small-scale 
commercial fishing. This local market offt!rs by far the most 
attractive prosp{!Cts for commcn:iul harvesting because it 
rt!quircs less marketing effort und lower transport costs to 
reach. It is also about the right size because, unlike the export 
market, successful entry into it would not creal£! a <kmand so 
far in excess of supply that unchw pressure would be placed 
on both the supply its£~lf and on the supptit:rs' caprJcity to 
produce and dis! ribute it. 

14. There should be u thorough exuminutio11 of' /he possibili
litJs of murlwling foods /ocolly.Bol.h /he fednml ond tcrritoriu/ 
governments hove the option of giving prcfurtJnce to locul 
produce wherever the resource lmse mighl permit incrcosed 
production for /ocn/ su/e. 

Secondary Activities 
Processing and manufacture of locally product!d commoditi<~s 
could add significantly to employment and income. The chid 
opportunities in this direction appear to be fur trJnning, 
garment manufacture. food prt>cessing. marine c>il processing, 
sa\vmilling, log and lumber construction. handicrafts Elnd 
similar cottag{~ industri{-~s. and tourism. Enterprises that 
alreudy exist in these areas could he incn!iiSI!d or expanded. 
Others that have been tri1!d in Hw past and fail{!d should he 
re-examined in the light of pn!sent circumstances. Otln~rs 
that hHve never bt!cn tried may require innovativ{! design and 
techniques. Many ideas for this sort of dt~V{:Iopmcnt have 
been suggesl<!d in the past, and HH!re is no nc1~d to n;vic\v 
them individu,lly here. 

Opportuniti!)S for native employment exist in the manage
ment of renewabl{! resources. as well as in the design. 
ll!chnology. manufacture and maintenance of {!quipment for 
the harvesting and processing of th{!SC resourct~s. Virtually no 
serious examination has ever IH:t!n given to these latter 
possibilities and, although any major attt~mpt to consider and 
implement these possibilities must await the settlement of 

native claillls. thought slunlld in the lllt'illltilllc be gi\Til to 
tlwm. 

15. VVc nws/ no/ ussunJt: /!Jul. folluwin.'..', t/w selllt:nll:nl of 
cluims. r:vun/.<.J will logicully und r:usily /u/-;c their cour.<.Jc. 
Pn:puru/ory work /lot'V will fw:ililulo r111 urdcr/y Ull(} hu/wic:t:d 
devclopnH:nl uf' /he 110/ivr: I!COIIOillY i11 dw! coursn. 

/mp/icCJtions for Emp/oynwnl und Income 
I have n:colllllWJHlecl nothing here th;ll is rcillly llt:\Y. Mt1ny 
knowkdg{!<lhlc and cap<lhle pt!oplc in liolil tlH~ public ilnd 
private st~clors have SC{!ll and discussed tlu:st~ possibilities. 
Some t!xpcrinwnts have been tried, with mix(~cl success, ;1nd I 
shall examinr! snm1~ of the reasons for their pi!rtial failun· in 
the next section. 

It should lJ~, now he t:vidcnt that an economic sector hilsl~d 
on rcm!wabln n:sourccs. \Vhich cncomptlsses most or all of the 
{!nterpriscs listt:d above, is much mon~ than subsi!1tcncc 
activity that relics solely on traditional skills. The develop
ment of this economy will n:quire scientific. t{;chnicaL 
clerical. administrative. managmial and husin{:ss skills. It will 
need the ahilitii!S and ambitions of younger pt~ople whiJ h;Jv<: 
n:cciV{!d schooling and trt~ining, and il \viii providt: opportu
nity for th1:m tn stay in the North, to rc111ain in their honw 
communitiPs. The oil and gas industry dot!S not now ollt!r 
these advantages in the sanw measure. and pipeline construc
tion cou lei n1 11 under any ci rcumstanu~s offer I hem. 

It is not my purpose to estimate~ lH:rc hmv many jobs might 
he created hy any particuli.Jr occupation or enterprise or how 
many then: might be in aggregate. Nor do I suggest that this 
sector could provide all tlw jobs that 111<1Y lw nr;t:d<!rl in tlw 
North of the future. The point that I do wish to nail down is 
that a hea It h y cr:onomy based on renewable n~sou rces off{!rs 
employment and opportuniti{!S for S{:condtJry l!mploymt~nt 
far beyond primary production. and it is employment of a 
type that native people n!p{~ilh!dly and evcry·wherc told I his 
Inquiry they want. Such an economy wotild off{!!' a real choice 
to native people. not simply the imposed choice hdwcr!n 
industriall!mploymcnt and welfare. 

It is impossihlt; to estimate at present th1: inconw lcvtds, 
n;gional or individual, that might hi! g1~1wratcd by ;1 fully 
dt~velop1~d n:JwwahiP r·csou1u~-hascd economy. hut it \vould 
hf! nons{;nst~ !o prett!nd that tlwse could compete \Yi!h wagt:s 
{!arned on pipdint~ constntclion. Not many jobs anywhi!I'C do! 
But that choiu; is open to cvt~ry Canadian: to work at honw 
among family {J!ld friends <JJHl community, in a secure job <HHI 
environment- or to go 1!lsc\v!wrc in search of high-paying. if 
ll~mporary and uncomfortahlc. even dang{!['{HJS, t~mploym{!nL 
That is exactly why high wagt:s are paid on the fronlit~r. !o 
induce pcoplt! to work und!~r these conditions. If native people 
are to have the choice that all oth1:r Canadians enjoy, then 
their mvn local l!conomy rnust he strong ~~nottgh to offer a real 
altcrnatiV{!. They will not he satisfied with less. nor would 
southern Canadians be satisfied if their only choice of 
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employment lay between front icr oil development and 
subsistence agriculture. 

Problems in Developing the Renewable 
Resource Sector 

This is not the first report to emphasize the great potential 
that exists for devclopmcnt and modernization of the 
nmewable resource seclot· of the northern economy, a 
potential that cannot be doubted and, that is greater than i.s 
commonly supposed. Yet potential is one thing, its realization 
is another. We sa\v in Volume One that the rt!lative failure so 
far to realize this potential has been caused by the devalua
tion of renewable resource development in public policy and 
in federal priorities. Development policy fm· the North has 
proceeded on the premise that only the non-renewable 
resources found there can mak1: a significant contribution to 
the national economy. By comparison. the maximum poten
tial output of the rene\vablc resource sector is small inde1~cl. 
Yet, to suppose that·the only hope of the native people of tlu: 
North for their economic future also lies in non-renevvahlt! 
resource development flies in the face of the ovnnvhelming 
weight of evidence heard before this Inquiry. 

With the legacy of past policies and dev<:lopments, the 
realization of the renewable resource sector's potential will 
not be easy. In this section, I shall examine some of the 
problems and their implications that must bt~ faced. Previous 
difficulties with renewable resource development have 
occurred at two levels: individual enterprises and th1: 
renewable resource sector as a whole. The evidence of Ruttan 
and T'Seleie, Donald Snowden, Ralph Currie and Sam Stanley 
provided many useful observations on these problems at both 
levels. There is also the problem of access to the resources on 
which this development is to he based. 

Problems ot the Enterprise Level 
Northerners, and those who know the North, are highly 
conscious of the failures of many small-scale projects or 
enterprises based on renewable resources. Almost all of them 
have been associated with government, which to many is 
explanation enough, and some of them an~ remembered as 
having been simply ludicrous in conception, design and 
implementation. To many ears, the very mention of renew
able resource development carries with it the sound of failure. 

This Inquiry heard a great deal of evidence and many 
opinions about actual renewable resource-based enterprisi!S, 
in many cases from persons who were directly involved in 
them. Successful or not, they faced many of the same specific 
problems. The list is long and it includes inexperienced or 
even incompetent managemt~nt and personnel, failure to 
develop appropriate technology, poor quality machinery and 
facilities, inadequate maintenance, slow resupply, inadequate 

or insecure financing, lack of local involvt!ment and control, 
improp1~r understanding of the local situation, failure to take 
advantage of local expertise and skills, jurisdictional prob
lems within governments, rapid turnov1~r of udministrative 
personnel in Ottawa or Ydlowknift\ hun~aucratic red tape, 
and inability to make quick decisions and to take quick action. 
Many of thcS<, problems can be attributed to the difficulties 
inherent in direct government involvemt:nt and administra
tion of local projects. Other problems are probably soluble 
with greater experience and understanding of local circum
stances. Yt~l it appears that the solution of problems at the 
level of individual enterprises will be of little consequence 
unless the larger issues that face renewable resource develop
ment in the North are also resolved. 

Problems Related to the Northern Economy as a 
Whole 
Little attention has been given to the much larger forces that 
work to the detriment of successful development of renew
able resources and th1~ reason is clear. Because this kind of 
development has for so long had such Jow priority, those 
responsible for it or for promoting it have been distant, either 
geographically or hierarchically, from the centres of power. 
Ilut what arc these larger problems and how might they be 
overcome? 

A variety of jurisdictions with difh:ring and changing 
philosophies has initiated locally based development in the 
North. Sonwtimes cooperatives have bt~cn promoted, some
times individual enterprises. A project may be started with 
overriding social goals, then abandoned because it does not 
make an economic profit. Some projects are nominally 
conceived as having distinctively Inuit or Dene objectives, 
then arc exp1~cted to com pet!~ with non-native enterprises on 
the latter's terms. In all of these enterprises, native people are 
subjected to the whims of outsiders who have control. They 
are not told of the conflicting objectives that underlie 
otherwisl~ mysterious changes in policy or abandonment of 
enterprises. If their objectives are both unclear and imposed, 
the participants can hardly be expected to work toward them 
cffcctivdy. 

16. The finuncia/ profit and loss of on individual enterprise 
should not />e I he only criteria of success. Socia/ goals such as 
training, lcudership, community solidarity and well-being, 
personal sutisfaction from useful employment and reduced 
welfare dependence must ulso be counted against economic 
losses or subsidies to the enterprise. Too often the measure of 
success is imposed onlocol enterprise by the external agencies 
that control it, ruther than being developed and understood by 
the community itself. Wlwtcvcr the meosures of success ore to 
be, they musl be consistent. 

The same observation can be applied to the northern 
economy as a whole. For example, although the unit capital 
cost of housing may be cheaper as a result of importing 



prefabricated modules, the total benefits to the North in terms 
of local enterprise, training, ~~mploym1mt and income, would 
be far greater if houses \vcrc built from local logs and lumber. 
Louise Clarke, in her evidence, pointed out that the success of 
log construction in the North will depend on developing new 
technology and designs. Lack of adequate housing is one of the 
most serious social and economic problt:ms in the North, and 
its solution could bring many social and l!conomic benefits. 
Nevertheless, narrow ceo nomic accounting systems and 
narrowly conceived policy obj1~ctivcs stand in the way ol' this 
praiseworthy goal. 

Renewable rcscmrce dcvelopml!nt has always been bedcJvil
led by piecemeal approaches. The very idea of an integrated, 
locally based 1~conomy implies an interdqJ1~ndcnce among 
1~ntcrprises and supporting agencies that has never in fact 
1~xisted. An entt:rprise that could nourish among other relat!:d 
and healthy enterprises could just as easily wither and die 
alone in a hostilt~ cnvironm1:nt. Snowden, in his evidence to 
the Inquiry, stressed the ne1:d for an integrated approuch to 
renewable resourc1) development in terms of thr: multiplicity 
of resource opportunitif!s as well as of the combination of 
skills, innovations and organization needed to bring such 
projects to fruition. The example of housing illuslrales lhe 
need for the integrated approach that has been lacking so far. 
In the case of fur marketing, piecemeal solutions at the local 
level will never amount to much unless the problem is also 
considered at tlw territorial and, indeed, the national level. 

The Problem of Capitol 
I have already pointed out I hal subsistence activity combined 
with trapping usually cannot generate enough capital lo 
sustain itself. Additional inflows of capital have in the past 
come from transfer payments and wage employment, in
creasingly from the latter. The mixed economy, which the 
majority of native people have lold this Inquiry they want to 
maintain, means a continuation of something like this 
situation. For those who chmJSI) to trap full-time, grants and 
loans may be rt!quircd, although they will St!rve the purpose 
only if they an: large enough lo outfit I he !rappers properly. 
Insufficient provision of capital for trapping (or, indeed, for 
other similar ventures) is a sure prescription for failure. One 
way in which this problem may be solved is for hunters and 
trappers to control the distribution of funds through their 
own organizations, because they are in the best position to 
know their members' ne1!ds. For many hunters, however, 
occasional trapping may provide a welcome addition to 
income, but the bulk of their cash requirements will have lo 
come from employment. If this t~mploym1mt is to be generated 
by the renewable resource sector, then the kind of enterprist~s 
we have discussed must be established. 

Employment, loans, grants and so on can meet only the 
individual's investment requirements. Investment at the level 
of enterprise or infrastructure cannot al lhc outset be 

general!!d by the personul savings of hunters and trappers or 
by any surplus they might generate by those activities. 
Financing at this high1~r level will have to be more g1mcrous 
than it has been in thl) past. Mon: important, howt~VI)T', this 
financing must also havt) both greater administrative flex
ibility and longer-term stability and continuity than has 
characterized previous govl:rnment-<Hiministered entt!rprises. 

The various native claims proposals include provisions for 
the transft!r of capital to native control, chiefly through 
royalti1~s em non-relll!wablc rcsouJ'CC dt~vdopmenl. Evidence 
from Alaska suggm;ts that this is not without problems: it can 
create rat her than red uc1! depcndf~ncc on externa II y control
led rapid industriul d1)vclopmcnt. Capital transfers will not, 
in tht:msdves, assun: ttw appropriate financing of n!nl)\vable 
resource development unless specific provisions for that 
purpost~ are incorporal1)d in nativt: claims scttll~rncnts. 

Ultimately, renewable resourcc-bast!d enterprises and, in
deed, tht~ sector as a \vhole may bf~ abk to generate their own 
capital n!quirements, hut that is not possibk now. 

17. UnUI Uw rcncwulJle resourcH-bused sector in the north is 
able to generate its own cupitul, government could nwlw funds 
uvuilulJ/e us Cl mutter of public policy pursuant to such 
progrwns us the Western Northlumls, estoblishcd under the 
Oeporlnwnl of Regional Economic Expansion (DHEEJ, or 
pursunnllo I he Agriculiural Rural Development Acl (AROA). 

The Problem of Access 
Renewable resource development raises difficult l}Ucstions 
about access to the resources themselves. There are at least 
three points of view about access to fur, fish and gamf! in the 
North. One is to give open access to all northern residents 
regardl<:ss of ethnic origin, economic status or occupation. 
Another is to limit access to only native people, hut again 
without distinction m.:cording to economic. status or occupa
tion. A third is to limit access to only one class of native 
people; those who are hunters and trappers by prof1~ssion. 
Public policy has veered from one to another or to a 
combination of all of these options at various times in the past. 
The first option prevailed until the late 1920s in most of the 
Mackt!nzit! Valley and Western Arctic, but was then n!placed 
by the second. Since I he 1960s, there has been a gradual shift 
back Inwards the firs! option. In the mid-1960s, serious 
considi)I'tilion was givt~n to a limited version of Hw third 
option, that is, to restrict trapping rights to native people who 
\'\'ere without wage employment. 

Native people have gmwrally opposed the first option and 
have had mixed fedings about the third. Certainly all of the 
current claims proposals are at om) in seeking to enshrine 
native hunting and trapping rights and to transfer control 
over acct:ss to native people themselvt$. The federal govern
ment's statL'mcnt on the Politicul Development in the 
Northwest Territories, released Augusl :J, 1977, contemplated 
that land and renewable resources will in some instances be 
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turned over to the Governm£:nt of the Northwest Territories 
and in other instances to native people. Whether or not aco:ss 
to fur, fish and game- or indt!t!d to other renewable resources 
-ought to he in the control of or limited to native people will 
dt-!pend on the conditions that an~ attacht:d to any transfers 
made by the federal government and on the decisions that the 
territorial government and the native people are disposed to 
mJke thereafter. 

The choice between the S!:cond and third options is ag<Jin a 
matter on which native pcoplt~ \'vill have to pass judgrntmt, 
but it is nonetheless worthy of some comment here. Ar.r.ess to 
resources is an essential feature of a subsistence economy. To 
limit that in any significant way must necessarily undermine 
the traditional basis and the continued viability of the 
subsistence t~conomy. The idea of specialization and prof!!S
sionalization of harvcstt:rs. on the other hand, implif:s a 
division of labour and in such as case thcr£: might wdl he 
persuasive reasons to limit aco~ss. 

Options for the Future 
Whatever th£: course of rt!JWwable resource development in 
the North, two fundamental points should he made ckar. 
Although these points havt: already betm slated in the course 
of the argument in other chapters of this n~port. they are 
matters that should he emphasized in ndalion to the whole 
question of renewable resource development. 

First, I am not assuming that such development should be 
the sole form of economic d£:vclopmenl in the North. Large
scale industrial development is obviously going to occur in 
parts of the North, and all northerners will h(;comc involved 
in some \Nay with such devtdopmcnt. It is the prior develop
ment of renewable rcsouru:s that is of n~ntral importance: 
unless that option exists and unless it is ahle to offer n!al 
opportunities to nativ(: people of th£: North. the undue 
dependence on the non-n:ncwablc sector that I discussed in 
Volume Om: will occur. 

18. The critir;u/ thing is IIHII priority lu: giveiJ to the 
strengthening of the rencwuiJic sector now. Purullel clcvL'I()p
ment is not, of course. without ils problems: conflicts of lund 
use and conflicts of interest be/nleen southern und norllwrn 
ob;ectives ~vi/1 occur. But tlw terms of u sctl/ernent of nulive 
clnims must secure for thosti whose interesls lie within /he 
rencwuble resource economy on cfieclivc voice i11 how such 
conflicts arc to be resolved. 

I have discussed this suhj<!r:t in Chapter 'I" of Volume Orw. 
Only in that way can the long-term viability of an economy 
hased on ren(!wablc rPsouru~s be assured. 

Secondly, nom-~ of the argunwnt hP-m should be understood 
to be a nostalgic look back towards some idyllic era in the 
recent or rP.motc past to which nativP northerners should be 
urged to return. That was no part of their submission to th(! 
Inquiry. it was no part of the argument of Volumn One. and it 
is no part of the argument of Volume Two. In tlw wake of a 

settlement of native claims. native people \..vill themselves 
manage the renew a hit; resource economy. They will effect the 
balance between suhsistence-orientcrl hunting and fishing, 
individual trapping for trade, and more elaborate develop
ment projects that an: hased upon n:newablc resources. In 
each of these activities there \viii he modernization. Indeed, 
such modernization has been taking place. at the individual 
level, throughout this century. Dcne and Inuit adaptability as 
rent!wahlc resource harvesters ha'' been remarkable, and, 
given appropriate institutions and possibilities, they will 
continue to adapt. 

19. If renewable resource development is to succeed, then the 
continuing cmd serious impediments to it must be clearly 
ocknowlf!clged, understood and removed. A favourable cli
mo1e must ocl.ively lw created for such development, other
wise individual pro;ec/.s and cnt.crprises of the type I have 
discussed will be operuting in a hosli/e t~nvironmenf that will 
jeopurdizc their success. 

I havt~ already reviewed some of the specific impediments 
that hobhled earlier attr!mpts to dcvr,Jop renewable resources. 
It must also he recognized that, to some extent, the ideology 
and objt!clives of a native economy based on renew'able 
resourC£:s are not the same as those of non-native economic 
enterprises in the North. Today. as in the past, we hear the 
suggestion that public support should be withdrawn from 
native enterprises because they constitute unfair competition 
to non-native business. Some people £:xpect native enterprises 
to show quick profits to justify their existence. Some suggest, 
explicitly or implir.itly. that enterprises based on renewable 
resources merit support only if they can generate large 
surpluses and tax n:vt~nucs to support the existing structures 
of commerce and government in th!: North. These attitudes, 
vvhich arc clearly at odds with native people's objectives and 
their economic future. appear to b1: widely held, and they 
explain. in large measure. the lack of enthusiasm for 
renevvablc resource development. If they continue to prevail 
among the persons who make or innuence policy, then an 
economy based on renewable resources that so many native 
people desire has no viable future. and native people will 
nevt:r havt~ a rca! choio:. 

20. T/w prncluclion uml processing of renewable resources 
must ht) mgurdcd pnsil ivc/y os o desiruhle socio/ und economic 
gnu/. Nol only should llw resource bose be protected, but the 
well-h<!ing of the hurvesters should ulso be promoted. Just as 
good {urmlond in llw South needs oble und willing formers to 
muke use of it, so the northern fur. fish, game and timber 
resources con lwconu: useful only with compet.ent and 
wlequu/e/y fino need l!urvuslcrs om/ processors in the North. 

This approach will be far mon; beneficial to northern 
people than a patchwork assemblage of individual assistance 
programs for one or ant1ther industry or tmterprise.ln the case 
of the fur industry, for example, lloor prices, production 



suhsidi1~S, unemployment insurance for lmppcrs - all of 
which have been proposed in the pw-;1 -may serve to channel 
additional funds to individual hunh~rs and trappers, hut tlwy 
c<Jnnot ensure the long-term health of tlw fur economy <IS a 
whole. Even the outpost camps and small settlem1:nts could 
eventually wither and disappear. despite assistanc1~. in the 
face of an ovtrwlwlming orientation and drive towards 
industrial development based on th1: non-rcn1:wahln re
sources of the N111'lh.l d1l not want l<l lltHicreslimatc Ot' !Jclitlll~ 
th1~ importance of th1:sc specific programs, which arc com
mendable in their inknt and an: p['(:sently meeting a real 
nc1:d in many parts of the North. N1:vcrthel1:ss, on their own 
they are not enough. Hmvcver. in th1: context of a generally 
ravourabJe climate ancJ policy towards thP l'f!IWWlliJlc I'C

SOUIU~ s1~r:tor, 1:v1:n t IH:sc programs could IH: mad1: hot h mon~ 
errective and mon: efficient. 

The creation of this favourablt: climate will depend not 
only on a reorientation of government policy and programs 
towards that objective. but also on i.l ch:ar understanding and 
commitment that an economy based on renevvablc rcsouJu:s 
must h1! developed und1:r nativ1~ control and on naliVI! 
initiative. Even the outpost camp and trappers· assistance 
programs cannot n:alize their full pol1:ntial as long as their 
administration remains exclusiv1:ly or 1:ven largdy in tlu! 
hands of government. 

21. The rules by which ou! post cwn ps und I ruppers· ussistunce 
progrums opernlt: musllu: c/uurly IIJHI!:rslood cmd ucceplt!d by 
1/wir ust:rs, ond 1/wy JJJtJsl nwelw:eds I llul huvc been idt:nli/i"ed 
/Jy purticipcmls in I lw pmgrums. 

22. Nc1tive pcopl!: consider rcJJCV\'uh/e n:sources. purlicu/ur/y 
fur, fish, gwne und limber. to be csscntiul /o their idt!IJiily und 
I heir wuy of life. Tht:se resources II!Usl /Jc I he corners/rill!! of 
noliv1: economic dcvtdopnu:nl, UIJ(l!ll!itllcr I he iniliuliv1:s nor 
tlw benefits cunbe oppmpriutcd hy o/ hers. It follows I hut uny 
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uUcmp/lo dt:vclop these msourccs by mcun:-; or progrums /hoi 
ure IHJII-IIUiive in design und execution om no/ only destined 
to fuil in tlw long run. hut IIley will ulso gunerule rcsentnwnl 
und hostility. 

23. A proper role of governmenr. lvhether fcderul or 
tcrritoriul. is to fucilitulu /he uvuilubility of cupito/ nne/ of 
tcchnicul ossistunce to the puoph) under ils cure. The proiJ/cnJ 
of copilo/ should, us l hove uln:udy suid, IJc n:so/v1:d prinwrily 
through llw selt/emenl of nulive cluims, ui/Jwugh funds from 
opplicoh/e existing goverwncnl progrums should be mode 
uvui/uhle in the interim. If. however. funds continue to he 
rnudu uvuilublc. und prognnn.'·i contiiHH! /o !Jf.' dnvulopud uml 
udminislered only UJHit:r light governlllf!lll control u/Hl 

rcgu/utiOIJ, t.hen nut.ivr: JWop/c will be suspicious of both the 
moUvt:s (1/l{/ the benu/'ils, und these pmgrwns will end in 
fuilul'fJ. Thu control uml wlminislrutioiJ of sw:h developnu:nls 
must lie it1llw hundsof JJ(J/ive people. 

The viability of the native economy. based on rencwahil: 
resource development. must depend on its being largely 
separatt:, both gcogmp!Jic<dly and in orientation, from the 
operations or the non-renewable J'(!SOI!J'C(! S!:ctor. Till~ 

movcnH:nt of native pC!I]Jie hel\vecn tlu: l\Vfl cannot an<l 
should not h1: excluded. hut. if the rencwahle sector thrives, 
such movcnwnt will be minimized. Each nativ1: community 
ond every individual will have to decide on which economic 
mode primarily to rely. Although the two c:conomics may not 
he mutually 1:xclusive, tlu:r1: will be a l!~nsion h1:tween them. 
Hard choices will have to h1: made both by individuals and !Jy 
the organizations that rcprPscnl them. 

The task of dc\tcloping the renewable resource sector will 
not he easy. either for native people or for gov1:rnmcnts. Both 
th(~ history of failure and the potential for futun: failun: llJIISI 

be overcome. Hut the evidl:i1C(! before this Inquiry leads me to 
the conclusion that, if native people an~ to he full citizens and 
participants in the North of tomorrow, it C<lll and must be done. 



THE REPORT OF 
THE MACKENZIE VALLEY 
PIPELINE INQUIRY 

The Pipeline Guidelines call fur an employment system that 
would give northerners, particularly native people, prefer
ence in obtaining employment during the construction of the 
pipeline. Such a prefercnct~ is based on th1~ assumption, which 
the government has followed during the past decade or more, 
that northern native people should be encouraged to take 
wage employment on large-scale industrial projects. 

The native people h[]ve not entered industrial employment 
in large numbc•rs. The reasons for this were set out in Volume 
One. Suffice it to say that the industrial system has presented 
native people with a wide range of connicts with their own 
land-based economy. In Volume One, I proposed a series of 
measures by which these connicts could be mitigated, and by 
which a diversified northern economy, based on both renew
able and non-renewable resources, could be established. 

In Volume One, I also commented on the contradictions that 
are implicit in the government's policy on employment, and 
on the statistical and analytical mistakes on which it is based. 
In this chapter, I deal with the question of employment at two 
levels. Because of the broad thrust of the evidence placed 
before this Inquiry and because of my own apprehension that 
the experience of the native people with the industrial system 
has not been adequately understood, I feel compelled to 
comment here on some of the fundamental problems that 
affect northern employment. They in turn lead to specific 
recommendations regarding manpower delivery and the 
principles on which any manpower delivery system should 
be based. 

We are, of course, considering the construction of a pipeline 
that is not going to be built immediately hut may well be built 
ten years in the future. When the time comes to build it, no 
doubt many of its technical characteristics will have changed, 
and its construction will require a different mixture of labour 
and capital than it would require today. Such a change would 
alter the demand for Ia hour, including northern Ia hour. If, as I 
have recommended, the development of renewable resources 
is given priority, then the supply of local northern labour 
available for pipeline work might decrease considerably. That 
result is greatly to be wished for: my thesis throughout has 

PART ONE-
PEOPLE: SOCIAL AND 
ECONOMIC CONCERNS 

Employment 
and Manpower 
Delivery 

been that we should creal!: tiH~ conditions that would cnahlc 
the native people to sln!ngttwn the n!ncwable I'l~sourcl! 

economy in the North and tfH!rcby reduce t!wir vulnerability 
to the social and t~conomic sln~sses that industrial employ
ment has, in the past, visited upon thmn. 

There is a strong possibility that r.vcn the most careful 
forecast of labour supply and demand will not prove reliable 
over time. The following analysis therefore uses present -day 
information on the construction of pipelines, on the kinds of 
labour requin:d, and on tlw quality and availability of 
northern labour. This is the h!!St information we have: hut it 
will have to be updated in th1! future. 

In Volum1~ One, I estimated that the present population of 
the Mackenzie Valley and Western Arctic is about :!0,000, 
consisting of approximatdy ~~qual numbers of native and 
white people. Ten years from nmv, this population may have 
increased considerably. But the proportion of the total 
population, or more accurately, of the total labour force, that 
will want jobs on the pipeline is difficult to predict. I would 
suggest that only a small part of the permanent white 
population of the North will not already be fully employed. 
Some of them may wish to work on the pipeline, but I think 
that most of them will prefer the security of the jobs they 
have to the possibly more lucrative, but certainly (for ttwm) 
short-term jobs the pipeline may offer. If tlwrc is a negotiated 
settlement of native claims, and if the n:ncwable resource 
economy is successfully developed and enlarged befon) the 
pipeline is built, then it seems unlikely that a large number of 
native people would want pipeline jobs, or would feel 
compelled to take them because they had no other means of 
livelihood. Thus the underlying rationale for widesprmd 
recruitment of native people on pipelim: construction will. I 
hop(~, no longer apply. This will mean that lhP numh1~r of 
native people who will be working on th1: pipeline if it is huilt 
in ten years' time will be r:onsid1~rably less, as a percentage of 
the vvork force. than we would expect to sec if th1~ pipdim~ 
were built today. 
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The Demund for Northern Lubour 
Governrlll~nt and industry have plao~d considerable emphasis 
on the efft~cl the pipeline could havt) in solving lht~ problems 
of unemployment and unclcremploymt~nt in the North. How 
much employment could the prnjt~cl provide to northern 
residents? Could such t~mployment help northerners, particu
larly nativ1~ northPrncrs, to obtain careers as skillt~d trades
men or industrial workers? Could it provide them with the 
kind of certification that would be acceptable in tht! labour 
markets of the South? Or would the pipt!line employ northern 
residents only as short-term labour? 

Arctic Gas' plans called for the construction of a pipeline 
along the Mackenzie Valley during four or fiv1! winter 
seasons, each se(:lson lasting about four months: actual pipe 
laying would take place during two of these winter seasons. 
Some additional time will be required to build compressor 
stations and other facilities, but this will not greatly <;xtend 
the life of the project. Thus, although such employm<!nt could 
be beneficial to the northern resident in terms of experience, it 
would not go very far in helping him to meet the standards 
that have been laid down for apprenticeship and training. 
Some kinds of work associated with pipeline construction, 
such as skilled labourers, some classes of heavy equipment 
operators, and welders, do not have a designated apprentice
ship period. The ease or difficulty of entry into these jobs 
varies considerably. but it is unlikely that native northerners 
could readily gain entrance into trades that require .substan
tial experi£~nce and skill. The employment of nativ1~ northern
ers would be largely restricted to work as unskilled labour, 
and such employment would bring th<!m into the industrial 
economy at a relatively low level and without any proSfR!r.l of 
permanent employment, 

Many skills and trades require an apprentiu!Ship that 
extends well beyond the time needed to build the pipeline and 
related facilities. For example, plumh<!rs, painters and sheet 
metal \vorkers require a four-year apprenticeship. Cement 
masons, insulators, and gasfitters require a three-year 
apprenticeship, In general, construction of the pipclin" will 
not offer a period of continuous employment long enough to 
enable a northern resident to attain the status of journeyman. 
Of course, some apprentices might move south when the 
pipeline is completed, but the number of persons likely to do 
so would not be large. Some promising northern apprentices 
might be retained on contructors' payrolls all Y'"'r round, 
rather than only seasonally, or they might find srm1<' related 
work during the off-seilson, but again the numlwr of such 
persons will not be large. 

Turning then to pipeline employment as short-term 
employment, as opposed to a means of acquiring a trade or a 
skill that would equip a northerner for permanent wage 
employment in the North: the project would offer short-term 
employment to many people. Many of the jobs on the pipeline 
will require low to moderate levels of skill. Les Williams of 

Arctic Cas divided the total pipelin£~ labour force into four 
groups. Group one respn!St)nts the highest skill levels, such as 
those requirn_l hy operating engineers, hot-pass welders and 
\Varehousenwn; group two includes equipment operiltors, 
cler.tricinns and carpenters: group three includes apprentice 
equipment operators. welder's helpers and swampers; and 
group four includes r.ommon labourers and bull cooks. 
Williams said that 100 peru:nt of the jobs in group one and 90 
percent of Uw jobs in group two require extensive industrial 
experience. 1-lowcver, no extensive industrial experience was 
necessary for any of tht: jobs in the other two groups. 
"Extensive" has not be£~n defined, but it seems cleilr that 
northerners who have had at least some experience of 
industry or wage employment could probably qualify for a 
considerable range of pipeline jobs. 

Williams did not translate his skill categories and percent
ages into actual numbers in the evidencn that he gave, but 
there is a usdul breakdown, based on Arctic Gas data, in a 
study prepared by MPS Associates and fil<!d with the Inquiry 
as Exhibit F727. MPS Associates indica!" that the mix of skills 
in the pipeline labour force. as meusurcd by the average 
number of workers required on northern spreads during the 
winter construction season, would consist of 2,313 skilled 
workers (or 5G percent of the average winter labour force), 
1,280 semi-skilled work,rs (or 31 percent of the average 
winter labour force). and s:m unskilled \vorkers (13 percent of 
the average winter labour force). Most of the jobs that would 
be available to native people arc to b" found in this latter 
category, although there could also be some jobs available in 
the semi-skilled category. 

According to MPS Associates, there would also be an 
average of sonw 1,780 jobs available in the North during the 
summer, of which 211 would be unskill<!d and 479 would be 
semi-skilled, Presumably all of the unskilled jobs and some of 
the semi-skilled jobs would be open to native people. It is 
unlikely, how<!ver, that many of the 1,090 skilled jobs 
available in summer would be filled by northerners (MPS 
Associates, 1976, pp. 7-8). Neither the winter nor the summer 
estimates include jobs on related projects, such as the 
construction of gas-gathering facilities, or jobs in continued or 
accelerated oil and gas exploration. 

Now, what about the operating phase? It is said that this 
phase will offer the prospect of the acquisition by northerners 
of long-t<!rm jobs, useful skills, and tradesman's status. But 
only 200 to 250 workers will be needed as permanent staff to 
operate the pipeline and man the northern administrative 
and maintenance facilities. Thus the number of northerners 
who can make a permanent career on the pipeline will 
necessarily be smalL Moreover, most of the jobs associated 
with the operations phase require high levels of training, It is 
not likely that very many native people will be able to meet 
the high entry standards. The number of opportunities open 
to a particular trade at any given facility, such as a pumping 
station or a maintenance headquarters, is limited. Some 



exceptions may be made in order to accommodate northern 
native people, but the young nativ" worker who may initially 
have found employment at Inuvik may, within a few years, 
find himself and his family in Alberta - if he wishes to 
advance his career. In the past, native people havl! often 
rejected such a move or, if they havr! not rejected it, they have 
found adjustment to it very difficult. 

In general, then, the northern labour force is not likely to 
figure prominently in the skilled jobs that the pipeline will 
provide during either the construction phase or the operating 
phase. Only a limited number of northerners would be in a 
position to use the pipeline as a first step on a career ladder; 
this would be esp!!cially true of native people. They might 
learn much about the labour market and about working in an 
industrial setting but, for the majority of northern workers, 
the knowledge and experience they may gain will not result 
in certification or enhanced status \'vit hin the lahnur force. 

Labour Supply Considerations 
White northerners should not hav" much difficulty in fitting 
into pipeline employment. Most of them are used to meeting 
job-skill requirements, joining unions, and working standard 
industrial hours while on the job. But this is not typically the 
case with northern native people who come from a non
industrial culture. Only very recently have they attended 
schools, and, in the schools, levels of achievement have been 
disappointing. In terms of the requirements that prevail in the 
modern labour market, most young native people, and 
virtually all older nutive people, urc regarded as underedu
cated, unskilled, inexperienced and, to a great extent, 
immobile. 

Arctic Gas commissioned a study undertaken by the Boreal 
Institute at the University of Alb"rta on the question of 
recruiting native people for pipeline employment. The results 
of the study arc of interest. or th" 8,:J58 residents of the 
Mackenzie District that this study classed as nativ" people in 
1969 (Treaty Indian, Inuit and Metis), 162 had completed 
grade ten; 112 had completed grad" "'"vcn; and only 118 had 
completed grad" twdve. Only z:J pmple had obtained a first 
university degree or technical diploma, only five had gone on 
to a second dcgret: or diploma. and only three had completed a 
third degree or diploma. (Vol. 14.f, App. D, Part I, pp. 16-21, 
26, :J4.) It would appear from the Boreal Institute's data that 
not a single person had compl1~1l!d a graduate university 
df:grt!l!. In percentages, these figuri!S mean that only 1.4 
pt:rccnt of the total native population had completed grade 12, 
and that only 0.28 percent had gone on to complctt: some kind 
of formal post-st:conclary training. Although the situation has 
improved since 1969, the levels of educational achit!Vcmcnt hy 
native people, when measured against those of northf!rn 
whites, are still low. 

T}w problems of the native people an! all th1: more obvious 
\Vhcn compared with national standards. According to 
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Gemini North, in 1970, B:J percent of the native population of 
the Mackenzie Vall1:y and WPstt:rn Arctic had attaint~d an 
educational level of grade eight or less. Two-thirds of this 
population had no schooling at all. In Canada as a whole, in 
1973, only about 30 percent of tlu~ population had attained 
grade eight or less, and of this numh1:r, only a Vt!ry small 
fraction, perhaps five percent, had no schooling at all. Just 
over 70 percent of th1! national population had completed 
high school, technical school or univl!rsity, whereas in 1970 
only seven percent of the northern nativf! population had 
completed high school or technical school and none had 
completed university (Gemini North Ltd., 1974, Vol. 2. 
Tobie 7.38, p. 723). Thus, in a labour market in which 
emphasis is placed on educational attainmf!nt, the native 
people are at a very serious disaclvantag1~. 

Yet it would he wrong to suggest that native people have no 
knowledge or experience that would h1~ useful in an indus
trial setting. Many native people have had expcricnct~ of 
working on exploration crews, on highway projects, and in 
otlwr industrial roles. During the 1900s, many of them Wl!rl~ 
involv1!d in one of the largest projects undertakf!ll in the 
North up to that time, the Great SlavP Lake~ Railway: ttwy 
worked in varied jobs, including somt: that required unusual 
powers of comprehension and skill. BcfiJJ'c that, they had been 
involved in the construction of the DEW Line stations, the 
building of lnuvik, and in a number of mining ventures. 

The problem is not, therefore, that Jli:ltive peoph: cannot 
perform industrial jobs. It is more complicated than that. On 
the onl! hand, government and industry have. in many ways. 
encouraged native peopl1! to take industrinl wage employ
ment. One of the results of this encouragement has hccn that, 
in some ports of the North, mnny native people havt: ht~en 
dislodg1!d from their own economic base. On the other hand, 
the t:ntry standards that government, industry and thr: unions 
hav1: set for various kinds of jobs in the industrial and 
bun:aucratic labour markets place native people at such a 
gn!af disadvantage that they are unablr: to compete. Tht:y are, 
thcn:fort!, simultaneously drawn into a particular path ami 
then prevented from following it. Until a more rutional 
appmach is takt:n toward the whole qtwstion, native pt~oplc 
will continue to have great difficulty in participating in 
employment programs, and many will find it impossible to do 
so. In Volume On1!, I outlined th1! nature of the pmhlf!m in 
SO!ll£! detail and I proposed changes in our approach to 
1:ducation and to industrial developnwnt in the North that 
would enable the nativ1: people to come to grips with the 
prohll:m. 

There is. moreover. a cynicism about industrial employ
ment that will have to he overcome if native people arc to 
work effectively on projects such as tlw pipeline. Many 
northern native people have already had wage cmploymf:nt, 
but it has rarely lasted long t:nnugh in any one locality. or paid 
well enough. to pmvitk them \vith pcrmam~nt jobs and 
ad1:quatP incomt!. Such work has come and gone. at tim1:s 
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slowly, at times quickly, but it has never lasted. Given such 
experiences, people are disinclined to believe that wage 
employment offers greater security than their own way of 
life. The study prepared by the Boreal Institute says that: 

A reality about employment in the North is that most job 
opportunities generally provide employment for periods 
averaging from a few weeks to about four months. Many 
employers pay more than the minimum wage requirement 
stipulated by the government (which appears extremely low 
relative to living costs in the North). yet fail to provide the 
common labourer with a living wage. Thus. one poorly paying 
job is seen to be as good as another and the present job is 
regarded as a temporary event. If consideration is given to the 
kinds of labouring jobs offered to the northerner, [for example] 
unloading cement from barges or other menial chores requiring 
little more than brute strength, one becomes a\varc of some of 
the reasons contributing to the formation of present attitudes 
toward work held by the northern labourer. [Arctic Gas 
Application, Vol. 14.1. App. D, Part I. p. 54] 

The prevalence of such a pattern of employment makes it 
difficult for northerners to form any strong or favourable 
impressions of such terms as "permanent wage employment" 
or "careers in industry." Moreover, the cyclical and volatile 
nature of northern industrial activity has had its effects on 
the employability of northern native people. Ironically. it is 
the northern worker, and not tlu: ~~rratic manner in which 
industrial activity has been carried out in the North, that has 
come to be viewed as unstable. The Boreal Institute study 
explains: 

Part of the problem of hiring people in the North. either for jobs 
or for training, is that the \vork history (if available) of the 
"successful southern employee" may very \'\'ell, be completely 
different from that of the "successful northern employee." The 
nature of employment in the North is generally short-tl!rm and 
seasonal (logically following from tlw "boom or bust" cycle of 
industrial development), and thus. work history showing short 
periods of employment followed by unemploymf!nt arc. by 
southern standards. not looked on ns favourably ilS a work 
history of unbroken employment. It even goes deeper than this 
when personnel managers, concerned about lowering the 
labour turnover rates and tlwrcby decreasing costs, are 
understandably less apt to take a chance on the person with a 
broken history of work than the p{!rson from the South who has 
a continuous \'\'ork record, even though the employment 
opportunities in the North may well necessitate spotty 
employment histori{;S. [Arctic Gas. op. t-it.. p. 57] 

Manpower Delivery 
The pipeline project, enormous by any standards, will bring to 
the Northwest Territories contractors that rank among the 
biggest in the world and which have vast assets and resources 
at their disposaL It will mean that. for a period of some years, 
major international unions will b1: active in the North. All of 
this activity will bf! on a scale and of a complexily that is far 
h(~yond the expcricnCl! of norttwrn people, hoth natiV{! and 
white. These organization~, both the corporations and the 
unions. have commitments to !h(:ir shareholders and their 

members- commitments that extend well beyond the North. 
For instance, though the unions have offered their cooperation 
to the development of programs for northern hire, the attitude 
of the unions toward preferential treatment of northerners 
may be expected to vary with the national employment 
situation in the trades they represent. It would be difficult to 
imilgillf! that it could be otherwise. 

Let me turn then to the question, how is northern labour to 
be recruited and given an opportunity, where they wish it, to 
work on pipeline construction? The answer is that a man
power delivery system must be established, and northern 
preference in hiring must be enforced. Whether a northern 
resident gets a fair deal with regard to pipeline employment 
will depend on the effectiveness of the rules that are worked 
out beforehand between government, industry, the unions, 
and the native people. Unless the rules are clearly spelled out, 
understood and accepted by all parties, and made known 
right down to the first line supervisors and union officials, a 
northern employm1:nt preference system simply will not 
work. 

A new manpower delivery system should be established to 
handle the employment function. The task of referring 
persons for pipeline employment should not be given to 
existing agencies, such as the federal Commission of Employ
ment and Immigration. or to the territorial government's 
Employment Division because they will be busy enough 
supplying manpower to employers other than the pipeline, 
and providing training and other assistance that the northern 
labour force will continue to require. 

The function of the manpower df!iivery system will be to 
deal only with the emergency situation of pipeline construc
tion. It should not overlap or intrude upon the responsibilities 
of the Commission of Employment and Immigration and the 
Employment Division of the territorial government. To find 
employment on the pipeline for northern people will require 
a special concentration of expertise and know ledge. During 
the construction period, the manpower delivery system will 
often have to react quickly and vigorously; that kind of 
reaction would be difficult if parts of the system were diffused 
throughout the bureaucracy or if there were jurisdictional 
conflicts among tlwm. The entities with which the manpower 
df!iivery system will have to deal represent enormous power. 
To ensure that they do what is required of them, it will be 
necessary not only to lay down well defined rules but also to 
ensure that they can be enforced. 

Those in charg1) of the manpower delivery system should 
deal directly with the pipeline company, the contractors and 
the unions with regard to the employment of northerners on 
the construction spreads and at the compressor station sites. 
They should have complete access at all times to the Agency 
in charge of the regulation of pipeline construction, so as to be 
in a position to call for the assistance of the Agency in 
securing compliance with terms and conditions established to 
ensure northern hin!. 



The Problem of ln-migmtion 
One of the most difficult aspects to plan for and control in 
boom economics is the large movements of population that 
they induce. The North American frontier has always 
attracted large numbers of people to relatively unpopulated 
regions. In cases such as the Klondike Gold Rush, most of the 
people left when the boom furkd, but in other cases, such as 
the Alaskan gold rushes, a large number of people stayed to 
settle permanently. 

David Boorkman, an urban sociologist, gave evidence on 
Alaskan population growth, focusing particularly on the 
recent growth induced by the Alyeska pipeline. The construc
tion of that pipeline attracted many tens of thousands of 
migrants to the state because of three factors: the special 
character of Alaska as a romantic frontier, the magnitude of 
the Alyeska project and the widespread publicity that it 
received, and the prospect of obtaining high-paying construc
tion jobs. These factors were enhanced by circumstances that 
arose from Alaskan legislation on local hire, by the fact that 
most of the union hiring halls for the pipeline were located in 
Alaska, and because the state did not fully enforce its 
legislation on local hire. Even for a region as developed 
(relative to the Northwest Territories) as Alaska, the popula
tion inflows were large enough to cause serious problems, 
which I discussed at length in Volume One. 

Other population movements occurred within Alaska. Of 
particular note was the migration of native people from the 
smaller towns and villages of Alaska to centres such as 
Fairbanks, Anchorage and Barrow to seek jobs on the pipeline 
and in related work. A study undertaken by Professor Larry 
Naylor and Dr. Lawrence Gooding of the University of Alaska 
indicates that substantial numbers of native people from all 
parts of Alaska went to the main recruiting centres to obtain 
pipeline work. The distance of their home community from 
the pipeline did not seem to have much bearing on the 
numbers of migrant workers. Probably factors such as 
regional employment opportunities (or lack of them) and 
previous experience with the industrial labour market were 
important, but Naylor's and Gooding's material does not go 
into this. 

In Alaska, the movement by native people between the 
pipeline, the larger urban centres, and their home communi
ties, must have been substantial. The study indicated that 
4,888 native persons {out of a native population of about 
60,000) held a total of 20,280 pipeline jobs, which works out to 
an average of about four jobs per person. When one considers 
that some native workers would have been much more stable 
employees than others, a significant part of the native labour 
force must have been highly mobile during the period of 
construction. 

In the evidence that Arctic Gas presented to this Inquiry, 
comparisons between Alaska and the Canadian North, 
including comparisons of in-migration, were downplayed. 
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But even if it is granted that the in-migmtion resulting from 
pipeline construction in the Northwest Territories may prove 
to he of a small!~r scale than it was in Alnska. it \vill still bP 
enormous in J·dation to the population and to the economic 
base that exists there now. Migration to the pipeline region 
and movements \Vi thin the area of construction are likely to 
dwarf all experience in northern Canada so far. Ttwsc 
movcm!:nts of p(:ople will ruisc problems notwithstanding a 
claims settlement and despite strong ameliorative mcasun:s. I 
comment furtlwr on the problems that migration could cause 
in the chapter en! itl!~d Action Communities. 

Recommendations 

Not all of the recommendations that follow can he appended 
to a permit fur a right-of-way. The responsibility for some of 
them clearly lies with governn1ent. and others may !'!~quire 

extensive negotiations involving government. industry. the 
unions und the native people. 

Residency Requirements 
Evidence 1m!Hented to the Inquiry suggests that there is a 
consensus among government, industry, the trade unions and 
some oft h£: native organizations on the need for a prcfercnt ial 
hiring system for north£:rn residents. 

Arctic Gas supported the idea of a preferential hiring 
system. Indeed, they have already had discussions with 
govcrnm£:nt officiuls and with representatives of the Cana
dian Pipeline Advisory Council (a joint union-management 
organization), and some informal contar:t with native organi
zations and native people. Frank Hollunds, General Manager, 
Employee Relations and Public Affairs for Arctic Gas. 
dcscribcrl some of the problems assodated with a norlh£:rn 
preference system. Because they lack education, experience, 
skills and mobility, native northerners might have difficulty 
meeting standards for union membership, and qualifications 
for jobs. To overr:omc these obstacles, special membership 
considerations could be extended to native people, and job 
qualifications and standards could be relaxed in some cases to 
ar:r:ommodatc northerners who do not have adequate experi
ence or cclucat ion. 

jack Witty, Chid of the Employment Division of the 
Government of the Northwest Territories, outlined a priority 
placement system based on residency criteria, that the 
territorial governnwnt felt should he applied to individuals 
seeking johs. First priority consideration would go to persons 
who were born in the Northwest Territories and had lived 
there all their lives; second priority, persons who were born in 
the Northwest Territori!:s and had lived there for most of 
their lives; third, persons who were raised in the Northwest 
Territories and had lived there for a substantial part of their 
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lives: and fourth. Jlf)rsons who had liv!~rl in th£~ Northwest 
Territories for at least four years. 

The United Associ;_dion of JmH-rwymen and Apprentices of 
the Plumbing and Pipe Fitting Industry of the Unihxl Stat£~S 
and Canada, rcpn~scnlt~d at the Inquiry by Russ St. Elni. 
dcfinnd a mH'th£~rn rt:sid£mt as a person born in the northern 
areas when~ the pipdine is being built. that is, the Northwest 
Tcrritorit~s or the Yukon '1\:rritory, or born to a family 
originally from th£~ North, whose sons and daughters were 
born in the South and hav(~ returned to their family 
homeland. Jar.k Dyck of Th£! Labourers' International Union 
of North America. lrv Nessel of the International Union of 
Operating Engineers, and Jm: Whiteford of the International 
Brotherhood of Teamsters, Chauffeurs, Warehousemr:n and 
Helpers of America uq.wd that a northerner be defined as a 
person resident in the North for six months. 

The Canadian Pipeline Advisory· Council expressed confi
dence that every bona fide northern resident gcnuintdy 
interested in pipeline \\'ork would have the opportunity for 
employment in construction or related work. The Council, 
recognizing the problems associated with in-migration, urged 
strict control of hiring policies. It rejected the idea of a quota 
system, but accepted th£: principle of priority placement in 
training and cmploynwnt for qualified northern nativ£~ 

people. 
All parties agreed that some sysh~m - but nut the quota 

system - would hav£: to be devised to ensure that the 
preference system actually placed native pt~ople in jobs. Th£~ 
preference syskm would require components to trilin, 
evaluate and counsd, and would have to include serviens 
such as transportation to and from the empluyen's hom£~ 
community. A priority placement system would apply to all 
northerners, based on the length of residency in the North. 
Residency would have to be defined, and several definitions 
were suggested. Finally, inasmuch as union membership 
presents a problem, the cooperation of unions would be 
needed on the admittance of northerners who cannot meet 
normal union standards. 

Commission Counsel's proposal for a manpower delivery 
system did not specifically differentiate between native and 
non-native workers, but it did suggest the development of a 
hierarchy of preference that would favour persons with 
longer residency. This hierarchy of preferences would give 
native northerners a significant degree of preference over 
other northerners, without cmating a classification system 
based on race. Commission Counsel proposed that pipeline 
jobs be extended first to qualified permanent northern 
residents, and then to other northern residents. 

1. To qualify for preferential treatment with respect to 
pipeline employment, ll person must have resided in the 
Northwest TerrHories or Yukon Territory for a period of five 
years prior to the commencement of pipeline construction. 
Preferentioltreolmenl should proceed on the basis of "righl. of 

first refusu/." UIJ(J quot(J systems should not be used in its 
up p lieu t io II. 

Some of the disadv;_mt<:~ges that native people experir.ncP. in 
the labour market are caused not by deficilmcies in their own 
skills and expcricnc£~. but by a rigid approach to the 
classification of jobs and to the application of job standards. A 
solution to this problem lies in a thorough review of entry 
rcq u i rem en Is for I he various ca tcgories of employment t hilt 
nat i v£~ people might he able to undertake. 

2. A pwuJI composed of representotivcs of government, the 
contrucfors, the unions und the nutive people should be 
f!SI.uhlis/wd by the monpowcr delivery system and should be 
responsible for determining the entry standards that would 
opply to nor! herners. If entry stundc1rds for some jobs arc 
Uflrt!usonub/y high, they should be lowered, and preference in 
hiring should lw given to notive people. 

3. It is esscnfiu/ thcll unions udmil as members all qualified 
northern residents found CJcceptab/c by the employment 
system for pipeline work The unions have offered their 
support in I his endeuvour. 

Single Agency Referral System 
The Committee for Original Peoples Entitlement suggested 
the establishnwnl of a single agency with strong powers of 
enforcem£:nt to deal with all aspects of pipeline employment, 
recruitment, training and union membership. The Canadian 
Pipclim: Advisory Council also supported a single agency to 
dt"d with all employment matters. This agency would 
include rqJrcs£~ntativ£~s from the pipeline company, the 
contractors, the unions and native groups, but it would be a 
government ag£~ncy and would coordinate the pipeline 
employm£:nt activities and requirements of all other govern
ment d£:parlmcnts and agencies. Although Arctic Gas 
strongly favoured the concept of a manpower delivery 
systtm1, tht!y opposed the proposal to set up a single agency. 

In their study. Aloskon Native Participation in the Trans
Aioshon Pipe/in<! Project, which was prepared for the 
Ot!partment of Indian Affairs and Northern Development, 
G£~mini North proposed a manpower delivery system that, 
although separate from contractors, unions and existing 
government agencies, would rely on the resources of these 
existing agencies. 

I do not share the view that a manpower delivery system 
should be dt!velopcd solely from existing government agency 
programs. A pipeline employment service will certainly draw 
extensively upon these programs, but existing agencies 
should concentrate on their non-pipeline and continuing 
functions; otherwise, there will be a tendency to neglect the 
non-pipeline sector. Moreover, I am not convinced that 
compliance and enforcement provisions would he adequate in 
a manpowl!r delivery system operated by existing agencies. 



4. A new nwnpower delivery systum for pipeline construc
tion, that is, u single rcfr:rrul system to deed with the pipeline 
contractors, the pipelin{) compuny, the unions UIJ(} the 
potentiul clientele of w1 employment system, should be 
established. It should huve onu cent rul o/Tiee thai would hold 
the whole system to get her und provide u point of reference for 
both employers ond employees. 

5. The nutive people 111usl huvt~ coni rol ovur those us poets of 
the manpower delivery system thut mosl oJrcct their commu
nities, and over the relutions bctwrJe/1 the system ond the 
communities. Eoch commw1ity, for cxumple, should hove the 
right to del.ermine wlwt.her llw nwnpower delivery system 
would be allowed to providt: infornwlion ubout pipe/inl~ jobs 
and to recruit within thot community. 

Native workers could. of course. still go to \vork on the 
pipeline as individuals. The point is that the manpower 
delivery system should not enter a community without the 
agreement of the community itself. 

Functions and Establishment of the Manpower 
Delivery System 
Commission Counsel's submission dl:als specifically with the 
functions and organizational structure of the manpower 
delivery systt:m. Although I accept the general intent and 
scope of the recommendations, they are more applicable to a 
pipeline that is to be built immediately rather than in ten 
years' time. The general functions that I consider appropriate 
for a manpower delivery system arc as follows. 

6. The monpower delivery system should establish, stoff und 
operate a central office und associuted services; ncquirc and 
operate support services us required; cstublish oclive linison 
with line agencies responsible for the delivery of I ruining und 
related manpower services; and coordinutc and dimct pro
grams to disseminate information, and orientation programs. 
It should register applicotions from northern residents for 
pipeline-related jobs and troining; assess, screen, evo/uote and 
process those opplications in terms of skills and experience; 
and, where necessary, refer clientele to truining progrums. If 
necessary, it should proscribe and initiutc pre-employment 
training. In o// these functions, the manpower delivery system 
should assisllhe unions in their dispotch of northern residents. 
Finally, it should assemble doto umJ monitor the performance 
of the f!rnployrncnt system, with purticular ultent.ion to 
northern purticipotion in pipeline employment and truining. 

7. There should be o two-yeor plc111ning period for the 
establishment of o rnonpowcr delivery system. The Company 
ond its contructors should provide I he manpower delivery 
system with detailed infornwtion 011 their Jolwur force 
requirements before I hey mqucsf personnel for purticular 
positions. The usc of existing commwlity employnwnt and 
lobour pool services should be mundotory. 

B. The monpowf~r delivf:ry system should be prcpured, ul ony 
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I inw. In inform its client groups or the genem/ public o/}()u/ its 
work and how it ope rules. Tl!ut is, uny ugn:emenls I hoi ore 
nHJdn with tlw Compony. its contwclors, tlu: unions, or tlw 
nul ive peop lc, s l!ou ld be mul I cr . ..,· of puh /ir: n.·r:ord. 

Hiring Halls oncl!n-migrotion 
Although they expected the piprdine to cause sonw in
migration, ArclicCassaid they would try to prevent an inllux 
of non-northern vvorkers seeking employment on the pipe
line. One deterrent propoSI!d by Arctic Cas was that non
residents would be hired only in southern centres. In other 
words, only northern residents would be referred to pipidine 
employment from a nortlwrn manpmvt~r delivery system. 
Arctic Gas anticipated that the estahlishnwnt of a coordinat
ing council of rcpmsentativf!S from the government employ
ment agency. unions, native mganizations and employers 
would eliminal1~ the need for hiring halls in the North. 
Foothills proposl!d to enforce a nmthern prdercnce policy by 
ensuring that all southl~rncrs wcre hired through halls in the 
South, for example, in Vancouver or ~\lmonton. This. they 
said, would pn!vent southern contractors from hiring anyone 
otht!r than northnrn residents in the North. The Committee 
for Original Peoples Entitlement also argued thot hiring halls 
for non-residl!nts should not IJe establisht~fl in the Nlll'thwest 
Tcrritori!~s: southern workl!I'S should be hired only in 
stn1thern locations. 

Strong measures will be n!quired to control migration from 
southern Canada to the Mackenzie V<lii!~Y and Western 
Arctic during the pipeline boom. As in Alaska, there will be 
many people who will want to go north in the hope of finding 
work with high pay. These p!!Ople will not only hinckr or 
prevl~nt northerners from .St!curing employment. they could. 
cause a variety of difficult problems for the territoriul and 
local administrations. 

I have already proposed that tlH~ minimum pt~riod of 
northern rcsidtmcc should be five years: that is. a person 
should havu livt!d in the Northwest Territories for at least five 
years befon~ becoming eligible for prefenmt ial treatment with 
respect to ~~mployment on tlw pipeline and related projPcts. 
This residency qualification provides tlw primary mcc1ns of 
controlling undesirable in-migration: but it may not be 
adequate. 

9. To control in-migration, hiring halls inllw North should he 
uvuilable only to northern residents; ull other persons who 
wont to work on the pipeline should hove lo opply for 
employment ol southern hiring holls. 

The government should publicize this fncl In all Cunndiuns, 
und inform them, in cleur ltJrms, of the slcps they muslluke to 
secure Cl job on the pipeli1w. Prospectivt~ pipeline worl'lcrs no/ 
resid.,nl in the North rnusl he convinced tho! Iiley c<Jnnol 
expect lo secure jobs on tlw pipeline und directly ndutcd 
projects by going North. To I his end. then~ should be o publicity 
cumpaign tho/ would nwke extensive use of Uw mediu. 
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Detailed information provided by other employment ugencies, 
especially the Commission of Employment and Immigration, 
should be incorporated. 

During the construction period, migration within the 
Mackenzie Valley and Mackenzie Delta will take two forms: 
from small communities to larger communities and from one 
area within Hw region to another. Control of such migration 
could be managed in several ways. To control migration from 
one area to another, zoning for employment purposes might 
be considered. Under such a scheme, persons living in the 
central Mackenzie Valley could apply for employment at 
only a single place, say Norman Wells; they would be 
discouraged from applying at other locations. Of course the 
most important factor in l!nsuring that there is not excessive 
outward migration from the smaller communities will be the 
development of a strong local and regional renewable 
resource economy after the settlement of native claims. 

10. The manpower delivery system for Uw pipelinc should not 
require a northern resident to be present ut o hiring hull lwfore 
dispatch to o pipeline job. In southern Cnnada, most unions 
con dispatch o member directly too joh by using a telephone 
or telex referral, and the same facility should exist in the 
North. 

Training 
Arctic Gas suggested that prospective employees who could 
not meet even related union qualifications should be given 
special training to upgrade skills to a lt:vcl satisfactory for 
employment. Arctic Gas also intended to provide an orienta
tion and counselling servict: to meet the needs of employed 
northern workt~rs. 

The preference system for northern n:sident employment 
outlined in Commission Counsel's submission should also be 
applied, in tht~ same manm~r. to on-the-job and pre-employ
ment training. Commission Counsel suggt:sts that emphasis be 
given to the acquisition of skills in the apprenticing trades, 
preferably matching thcst! to the long-term requirt!m!!nts for 
skilled labour in thn r1!gion. Commission Cnunst!l also 
suggested that contractors and unions he required to suhmit a 
joint plan of procedure outlining the number of training slots 
that would be available, the ratio of journeymen to appren
tices on the job, and proposed programs of trainee supl!rvision 
and assessment. This approach would lw workable only if the 
single agency responsible for a manpower delivery system 
has the power to initiate and coordinate training. 

11. Government, with tlw m/vice of tlw Com pony, the unions 
and the nCJtive orgonizufions, should lw responsible for the 
conduct of I ruining progrwns. 

12. Preference in pre-clllploymenl oil(/ o11-lhe-;ob /ruining 
should be offcwd to northern msidenls. 

13. In some speciol cuses, employees muy huvc to lu~ I ruined 
outside I /w North, hut f his numlwr should he kepi lo a 

minimum; training should he available as close as possible to 
the home community of the trainee. This may mean the 
estoblishment of training focilities at mojor northern commu
nities- which will be an expensive proposition, but if we are 
serious about employment. preference for notherners, those 
costs will have to be borne. 

14. On-the-job training must, of necessity, be o large part of 
t./w ovcra/1 training program. Journeymen, tradespeople and 
other personnel who provide on-the-job training must have a 
special awareness of the problems that may be encountered in 
twining native people for employment in industry. This may 
behest accomplished hy having native organizations partici
pufe in the presentation of orienl.ution und training programs. 

Conditions of Employment 
Arctic Gas proposed to extend to all northern residents 
employed in pipeline construction the benefits and privileges 
offered to non-n!sident employees. In an effort to accommo
date the personal and community commitments of northern
ers, Arctic Gas planned to ensure flexible work schedules for 
northerners working on sections of the pipeline close to home 
areas. As well, transportation would be provided to native 
communities during the scheduled rotational leaves of 
northern workers. 

The Canadian Pipeline Advisory Council did not endorse 
the idea of preferential treatment for northerners while on 
the job. They took the position that northerners should be 
subject to tlw same disciplinary mP.asurcs as all other 
em ployecs. 

15. Stondurds for on- the- ;oh conduct and deportment. should, 

for mosons of sufety and non-discrimination, he the same for 
o/1 employees. 

Nevertheless, in the Mackenzie Valley and Mackenzie 
Delta, several cultures exist and scverallanguages are spoken. 
This will mean the provision of an interpreting service in all 
of the languagt!S and, where there is a written form of the 
native languag1!. it will mean that printed materials, includ
ing forms and manuals, must be provided in the native 
languages. It is essential that terms under which native 
p<~ople arc employed, and which recognize that they are 
culturally distinct, are fully observed. 

16. Conditions of employment must reflect the fact that r.otive 
workers ore people of distinct cultures speaking distinct 
lunguuges. Serious efforts should he mude to provide support 
services and cowlsl!lling l.o nufive people t!lltering on indus
triul employment situotion for the first time. The woy in 
which workers ore occommodoled, fed und entertained in the 

cons/ ruction comps must reflect native us well os non-notive 
vulues. 



Labour Pools 
A labour pool or cluster hire system can be an effective way to 
ensure that a local work force. particularly native people, is 
retained on components of large projects that arc amenable to 
the pooling concept. Commission Counsel, in his submission, 
outlined the advantages and disadvantages of a labour pool 
system. For the employer, the principal advantage is the 
ability to control labour attrition. For employees, the principal 
advantages are the closeness of work activities to the home 
community, flexibility of working hours and flexibility of 
tenure. The principal disadvantage is that work suitable for a 
labour pool system is limited to low-skill and labour
intensive activities. 

17. Where northern residents indicolc thot this is wlwt they 
wont, efforts should be nwde ro develop commuitity IC!bour 
pools for work on the pipeline projccl. 

Accommodation, Food ond Recreation 
I have assumed that unions twgotiating contracts with 
pipeline contractors will make adequate provision for 
acceptable accommodation. food and recreation standards in 
camps, and that these provisions will, in turn, reduce labour 
turnover. The standards specified for accommodation, food 
and recreation in such contracts have typically been high. 
However, the employment of native people on the pipeline 
will require special provisions that will have to be incorpo
rated through collective bargaining. 

18. The Compcmy ond its controclors should conform to the 
industry norm wilh regard lo Uw provision of uccommodu
tion. Rooms should be designed for singles or couples; 
accommodcJtion for couples ond for women should be in 
separate sections of the camp foci/ity. All rooms should be 
bright and cle<m; they should he equipped wilh electrical 
outlets, proper locks for security, cmd umple ond modern 
shower, washroom and toilet focilities. Adnquute laundry 
fm;ilities for pcrsono/ use and sepCJrot.c woshroom focilit.ies for 
women should he provided. 

Collective agreements in the construction industry are 
extremely specific in terms of the quality, quantity and type 
of food that is to be served to all personnel on the site. The fact 
that there will he native people living at the construction 
camps must not he overlooked in the negotiation of 
agreements. 

19. The Compcmy and its coni wclors should nwke odequatc 
provision for !he food prcfcn:nces of native people in 
construction comps. This should include provision of country 
food. In this regnrd, the Compony ond the unions should 
consult with the notive associu!ions. 

In recent years, there has been a trend toward better and 
more complete recreation facilities in construction camps. 
However it may not be possible to install in th1: tf)mporary 
and mobile camps of the Mackenzie Valley pipi!line project 

recreational progmms and facililit~s that arc dt~signed for 
more permanent camps. 

20. The Com puny U)l(l its coni rw:tors should pruv idt) mlequute 
recrcutionu/ fucilities unci recn:ulionu/ progrwns for \vor.kcrs 
in construction cmnps. Fucilitics nwy include television, 
Jllovies, /ifH·ury services. reuding roollJs, S!Jpcrvisecl cCJrd 
rooms, gumes rooms und equipnH:lll such us s/HJ{'f/e/)()urd und 
pool !oblcs. Provision for other spor!s uctivitit~s. such us cross 
coun!ry skiing, und for self irnpruvernent pro,~rwns, such os 
cmfts, public speuk.ing oJHI culturu upprcciution. should /w 
considered. Fuci/it ius should lw prov idcd }'or tlw coni rolled ust~ 
of ulcohol. 

21. Any negoliu!ions regonling recN!utionu/ progmms cmd 
fucili!ies must consider the rccreutionu/ modes und wwcfs of 
the nut ive pcop/u. 

22. Cump security provisions should not lw so sl ric! !hut 
pipeline wodwrs und other co11sl.ruct ion stuff will 1101 
occosionuJ/y be ollowed oul of cump hounds. II would be 
unrcolistic to expect tlwt tlwre would he 110 pressures from 
workers towurd pursuing sue/! oc!ivities. Of course. the 
circumstonces under which they cun lcuve cwnp !o pursue 
recreation must /Je corcfully controJ/cd su thut tlwn~ 1s no 
CCJ/ltrOVCllti0/1 (J { 110! ive CJllcf (;JJV j J"(JnllW Jl/o/ i n!Crt~StS. 

Security 
Both pipeline companies have stated that they will giv£: full 
support and r:ooperation to the RCMP with J'!)Spu:t to normal 
polir:e activitic:s, but they both intend to lwvt~ a privati) 
S!)curity force to police camps and construction st:curity. Of 
course, the duti!:s and authority of these pl'ivatc guards must 
he completely defined. Their ability to dctain and search 
work!:rs over security matters will be vcrv /imitc~d. and 
problems relating to contraband (liquor. dt'ug;·and weapons). 
for c~xamplc. will remain within the control of tht: n~lnvant 
police authority in the region. Mon~over, tht)SC guards will 
have to work carefully and diplomatically if tiu~y arc not to 
have a negative dfc!cl on cnmp moral. Th1~ major task of the 
private security force relates to the ar:tunl policing of criminal 
acts, fights and so forth in camps. 

23. Atoll times, there muslim comp/ct.c cooperulion between 
I. he relevonl. police uuthoritics und the com p security force. 

24. At all Unws, the Compuny shnll cooperule with the 
oppropriatc outhoritics with rogurd to policing und security 
aspects of the project und its impm;ts. 

Police Cllll horit ies shall hove complete access lo cons I rue I ion 
sites. All molters outside normul guurcl entry und t)Xit security 
shed/ be referred to the relcvonl police nul hori! ics. The 
Com pony shoJI provide the oppropriute uuthorilies with ony 
informo!ion it hus relating !o the disclwrgc of undcsiwhlc 
persons from the project (JJld lo knotvn or c.mlicipoled il/egul 
uc!s within the construction urcos. . 

The Compnny shoJI implcnwnl odequotc f!ducolion pro-
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grwns for security sluff l.o ensuw !hut they ore uwure of their 
ovv 11 rcsponsibi lilies i 11 re/olion fo I hose of of her uuf !Jorilics. 

Work Schedulus 
Work schedull~S and periods of rotation have not yet been 
t~stahlished: tlwsc questions <Jre normally ldt to the contra<:
tors and unions to negotiak. It has been suggested that 
workers on the projt~ct may work twelve hours a day. sr~vcn 
days a week. 

Although these questions h<JV{: to be settled through 
negotiation, then: an: some recommendations that I bdieve 
should beconsidcn:d by the parties involved. 

25. The work schedule should genemlly be long enough to 
ensun~ sufficient. overtime to cncourugc workers to occept and 
coni inue to endure the rigours of pro;ect employment. 

26. Ncgofiutions re/oting to hours of work should recognize 
lht: need to providt~ on-thc-jo/J I mining, CIPIH'I~IIIicus!Jip ond 
clossroorn troining us purl oj' I lie nonnu/ worh:ing duy. 

Rest and Recmation Leovr; 
Construction of a pipeline in t)w cold and clark of winter. in 
isolated locations, for a 10- or '12-hour day. sev1m days a week. 
is Vf)ry taxing on workers. The psychological c!Tt)C\ on peopl{~ 
working in such conditions can he f)Xt n~me. Rcgultl r periods of 
rest and recreation at intervals that are fn~qtwnt f!nough to 
f!nsure that psychological prnhl1~ms do not dt!velop arc 
essential: they are essential for snfdy reasons <lnd for camp 
morale. In Alaska, the work schedule was nine weeks of work 
and then onn or two weeks of rest and recreation. The average 
period on the job, hmvever, vvas bet Wf!en five and six weeks. 
After six weeks in camp. the average worker ldt the job and 
either went to his home community or to one of the major 
centres such as Anchorage or Fairbanks. All too often. he 
failed to return to the job. With regard to the Mackenzie 
Valley pipeline, there have hecn various recommc'IHiations for 
rotational periods, both from the pipeline companies and from 
the unions. 

The pipelinf! companies hav1! indicated that they would 
pay transportation costs to fly all southern workers to and 
from Edmonton for their rotational leave and, in addition. 
they will return all southern workers to Edmonton when 
employment is terminated. I should point out that there is 
usually a stipulation in the contmct that a workt:r spend a 
certain time on the job hefore return transportation to point of 
hire is paid. 

Whatever the normal rotation is to be for employees from 
the South, the pipeline companies have indicated that they 
would permit a more flexible rotation period for northf~rners. 
The pipeline companies plan to pay northern employees C.l 

sum equivalent to the cost of rotating a southern worker to 
and from Edmonton. This sum will be pro-rated over the 
normal period scheduled for a term of employment in the 
North. Thus, if the rotational p1~riod is six weeks and it costs, 

on average, $250 to lly a person to and from Edmonton, a 
northerner who leaves after thJu) wet:ks employment would 
be credited $"125 for his transportation to and from his 
community. Anything in excess of that would be charged to 
the northerner and deducted from hi:; pay entitlement. 

27. 1\ nor! /wrnnr who /euvt~s llw work site before llis normal 
lour of duly is completed should report /o u munpower 
delivery system ofj'ice when lw is rcudy to return to work. The 
JJJWlpower delivery system should refer such workers to 
c111p/oyment positions on a firsl-come first-served busis. (A 
nor/ herner wllo worKs his full term und Iukes his norma/ rest 
und rccreulion pt~riod would return to his job Wilomoticully ot 
/he end of thul period). 

The question of a bonus system to encouragt! both northern 
and southern employees to remain beyond their normal 
rotational tfTm has been discussed. I cannot endorse this idea 
because such workers may become a danger to themselves 
and to the p1~oplc with whom they work. 

Sofety on the Job 
Both the pi pel ill(~ companies and ltw unions have stated their 
positions regarding the safety of workers on the project. It is 
!!XJ.Wcled that <~dlwrence to stipulations in collective agree
ments and to various safety ordinances, together with briefing 
sc;ssions befon~ workc~rs begin their employmc~nt, will deal 
adequately with the issue of job safety. There will, no doubt, 
he safety committees. scheduled meetings and established 
procedures. But there seems to he a need to channel safety 
information to the men on the job through sp1~cial training 
programs, and in particular to native persons who may not 
have had expt)ricnce with the construction industry and its 
hazards. It will be necessary to ensure that such safety 
training information can be provided to native employees in 
thdr native languagt~s. 

28. Industry prw:Uces with respect to sufety on the job and 
rruining for sufe pmcUces cwJIH: expected to be muintained on 
this project. Nevertheless, the nwgnitude of Uw project, the 
iHilure of /he clinwte and environment in which the project 
will be cuncluctecl. und the presence of less experienced, 
northern worKers und trainees, make it necessary to initiate 
speciu/ soj'ety /ruining and lo maintain rigorous safety 
stundards 011 1/w job. 

29.1 nstruct ion i 11 t ruining and orie nlation progrums re/oted to 
sofely should be given to nutive employees in their native 
lunguuges. 

Conduct of Employees on the job 
The unions have stated emphatically that there should be 
only one standard of conduct for all workers, whether they 
are northern or southern. native or nun-native. This position 
is a matter of principle for the unions because they believe 
that all workers must be treated alike and that it is unfair to 



permit one group to follmv a less severe standard of conduct. 
Furthermore, the adoption of double standards implies that 
the individual worker is not ITsponsible or accountable for his 
actions, and this, in turn, lr:ads to bad work habits. This, tlw 
unions say, would hinder, not help the native p(~ople, hecaus£: 
other employers will not apply a prcferrr~d standard to native 
people. 

At the same time, vve must rr~cognizc that a native worker 
on a construction site, particularly a person who has had only 
limited exposure to wage employment. is in a situation in 
which he faces new and difficult problems of time, punctual
ity, supervision and so on; his pn:dir.amr:nt must he viewed 
with flexibility and compilssion. The dang£:r is that too 
flexible an approach could create a double standard that could 
lead to abuse. 

Some of these problems can be solved through training 
programs and orientation for job stewards, supervisory staff 
and employment advisers. In large measure, however, the 
successful participation by native northcnwrs in the pipdim~ 
project will depend on a positivt~ response to their needs. 

30. There should be one s/undnrd of condw:ifor all employees 
on the pipeline project. The su11w degree of compussion I hut is 
extended to soul hcrn workers with special problems should he 
extended to nor! hern workers inn similnr position. Bccnuse of 
the incxperit)llCt) of f he nor! lwrn work force, nor! !Jen1 
employees muy fm:e more Uum the usucd JHJI!lber of problems. 
Extra attention should be given to these. 

Money Management 
Although individual rights with respect to the disposition of 
pay cheques must bf~ muintuincd, workt)f'S, particularly 
northern workers, would probably benefit from orientation 
and training programs that deal with mon£~Y management. 
There must also he facilities and services for workers to 
dispose of their earnings. The problems arising from the 
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failun; to provide money managenwnt counselling and credit 
union or banking services are appan;nt from an examination 
of the Alaska expt:ricncc and of construction experience in 
other parts of Canada. In contrast. tlu~ Labourers' Interna
tional Union indud!!d money manag1~ment in its !if£~ skills 
training program at K£)yano College, Fort McMurray, iliHl this 
program has been partially successful in helping native 
work1~rs on the Syncrud!! Project m;_mag£~ their earnings more 
effect i vd y. 

31. Bonking and of her Ji nonciul SfJ rv ir:t~s should lw provided in 
comps so /hal workers CUII spend. suve or invest their 
eornings or send morwy huck to tlwir fwnilies. Thu exact 
forms of these fncilities unci serviens must IJc drJit:rmincd 
through discussion Ull(l ll(~gotiotion /Jt)fween the unions ond 
con/ r(l{:/t Jrs. 

32. Money manugcnwnl L'fHJilst;l/ing ond orienlulion pro
gmms should be uvuiluhle to ull employuns, whether northern 
or smtllwrn, nativn or non-nutivu. Counselling should include 
discussion of union nwmlwrship dues, ohligulions, t-vithdrmvol 
dues und iniliution fct;s. i\s purl o( u puy policy, I he unions om/ 
conlructors should mu/-w provision for dt)ft)rrcd or instol/ment 
poynwnl of initio/ion {t:(!S. 

Women in the Work Force 
Hundn:ds of women wt~n: £~mploycd on thP construction of 
the Alycska pipeline in n£~arly all types and lcv£ds of work. 
And in Canada, too, 11Hll'£! and more women arc 1<1king part in 
construction. At Kt:yano Colleg£:. \\dH!rt: wnrb)rs on the 
Syncnuh: Project at Fort McMurray are train£:d. approx
imately one-half of th£! students graduating from courses for 
laboun~rs art: wom<:n. 

33. The Com puny sllu/1 ensure t/](J//hcre will IJc JH/ discrimi
nulioll uguinsl women und I hut ucc£:ss to !ruining, nortlwrn 
prefcrencu ilml the munJJfHvcr duliv1~ry sys!em. union mem
bershiJJ und clispatchin,~ shu// be uffonled equully to lvonwn 
und lo men. 



THE REPORT OF 
THE MACKENZIE VALLEY 
PIPELINE INQUIRY 

Once construction of the pipeline and related projects is 
underway, those communities that have become the centres 
of urban, industrial and bureuucratic growth in the North 
will undergo a special impact. These communities include 
lnuvik, Norman Wells, Fort Simpson, Yellowknife, Hay River 
and, because of its role as a transshipment centre and its 
emerging importance to Beaufort Sea oil and gas exploration, 
Tuktoyaktuk. I think it will be useful to refer to these 
communities as action communities. 

The action comffiunities represent major forces for social 
and economic change in the northern hinterland. It is there 
that white society and native society come face to fuce and 
what happens in and around them will have a large bearing 
on how northern society as a whoh~ will evolve. It is by means 
of the agencies and institutions that it has located in the 
action communities that the dominant society has brought the 
northern hinterland under the sway of the metropolis. It is 
through the action communities that decisions about govern
ment services or industrial development, taken thousands of 
miles away, are implemented. The growth of these communi
ties and a dependence on services that they provide have 
drawn the native people closer into a way of life dominated 
by government and the industrial system. 

With the great build-up of governmental institutions and 
the growth of mining and oil and gas exploration, the action 
communities have grown substantially in recent years. The 
growth of their populations, based largely on in-migration, 
has outstripped that of the native communities, (which can 
rely only on natural increase). During the 1961-1971 Census 
decade, lnuvik grew at an annual rate of 7.82 percent and Hay 
River grew at an annual rate of 6.19 percent. 

In some of the action communities, the native population is 
at present a significant part of the total population. They are 
the majority in Tuktoyaktuk, about half the population in 
Inuvik and Fort Simpson. In Hay River, Yellowknife, Pine 
Point and Norman Wells, however, they are a minority (their 
numbers were never significant in the case of the latter two 
communities). Present native populations in the action 
communities comprise both persons who have traditionally 

PART ONE-
PEOPLE: SOCIAL AND 
ECONOMIC CONCERNS 

Action 
Communities 

been located near the communities, and persons who have 
migrated to the communitit$ from smallr~r sdtlements o1· 
from the land. The white population of tlw action communi
ties consists of a mixture of government t!mployees. people! in 
local business, and representatives of business interests from 
the South. 

As construction of the pipdinc proc:ct:ds, action communi
ties will encounter two kinds of problems: those that derive 
from the mixed white and native populations within the 
communities, and thost! that derive from the physical nnd 
financial capability of such communities to nbsorh more 
people and activity than they have to cope vvith at present, 
and to provide fur future growth. The first category encom
passes several pathologit!s that have bc1~n observed with 
incmasing- even alarming- frequency during recent years 
in the cities and towns that have horne the brunt of tlw 
northerly expansion of the urban, industrial and bureaucratic 
frontiers. The second category encompasses a number of 
issues critical to the question of how communities might meet 
the costs of, and derive benefits from, the pipeline. Thest! 
issues relate to such things as town planning and impact 
funding. 

Not all of the problems and issues I discuss affect only tlw 
action communities, and. to some extent, the points that an: 
made in the following pages apply to all of the communities 
of the Mackenzie Valley and Western Arctic. But they derive 
from a consideration of tht~ impact of piptdiiw construction in 
the action communities. 

Consequences of Rapid Growth 

The r!!lationship between white and nativt! pt!oplc is complex, 
hut the oveniding fact is that white l""'ple have been 
dominant and native pcoplt~ subservient. Native people havl! 
had to give way before the imperatives of tlw \vhite man, and 
they have been urged to modify their values, attitudes and 
social structures in response to white society. At times, such 
as the long years of the fur and mission era, this challenge was 
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not overvvhdmingly difficult to meet. Even today. in tht! 
outlying nntivt! communities, where native cultun: is still 
highly visiblt~ and wht:rc the white presence is limil!~d. native 
pt!oplc have found it possible to make accommodations and 
adjustments. In the action communities. however. where the 
white presence is dominant. and where it has intnult~d so 
completely into th£! native peoplt~·s lives. the native people 
have found it far more difficult to adi!pl. In thest! communi
tif~s. they have ht:come hcmmt:d in; their cultun:s and 
languages have become surroundt:d and have been over
\Vhelmed by the dominant cultun~ and language. They have 
a !so lost some oft hci r access to the Ia nd and its resources. 

The native peoplt: of the action communities have bt!come 
split off from their own means of production, are unable to 
move out of tht! way of the dominant society, and are 
incapable of fully understanding ot· striking back at the forces 
that have come to cramp them into restricted physir:al and 
psychological ghettos. Their response to these pressures has 
been violence directed against themselves: drunkenness and 
alcoholism, beatings. child neglt)Ct, nnd suicides. It is the 
violence of people who take out their anger and frustration on 
one another. Death by violence, including suicide, is many 
times more frequent among nativt~ people than among other 
Canadians. It is currently the leading cause of d!-mth in the 
Northwest Territories. and most violent deaths are alcohol
related. Even the most cursory examination of the causes of 
social pathology rt!veals how esst~ntial it is to strengthen 
native society hc!fore the next wnvc of white in-migration 
ta kcs place. 

In addition to the violence, the pn!dicament of the urba
nized native people has had other. less obvious. consequences: 
greatly reduced access to their traditional diets and substitu
tion of less nutritional foods, C.l weakening of the extended 
family leading to the breakdown of the support systems, such 
as care for indigent and aged family members, on which 
native people one<) relied. In fact, many of the health and 
welfare measures that government has initiated and r~x

panded throughout the North arc direct responses to this 
breakdown, which has coincided with the spread of the 
industrial system thrnughou t the North. 

I dn not mean to imply that nativl! pmple are the only group 
that finds the action communities difficult places in which to 
live. Many white people do not fel!l at home in tlwm either, 
even though these communities represent frontier extensions 
of mainstream North American society. The severe climate. 
the tensions between white and native people, remoteness 
from their own home and fJmilies, and difficulties in 
adjusting to new and usually very different circumstances 
have led to problems such as alcoholism among white 
northerners. But their condition is in no \'Vay compamble to 
that of the native people. 

Many well-adjusted native individuals and families can be 
found in these communities to prove exceptions to what I 
have been saying. My thesis must always he understood as 

referring to thr: dominant and overriding patlt~rn, to the husic 
connict that is fundamental to life in tlu: action communities. 
To point only to the succt~ssful native tmtn~prcncur or bush 
pilot is to overlook the fact that most nntive people vvho live in 
the action communities live on the margins and often in a 
statt~ of continuous crisis. 

Whal!~vcr occurs in the North, many native people will, 
eithPr hy choice or hy nt:ct:ssity, contimw to live in the larger 
communities of the Mackenzie Valley and Mackenzie Delta. If 
there is a movl!ment back to villagl!s and the land, it will take 
time to gather momentum to have any real effect on the 
distribution of population. Meanwhile. oil and gas exploration 
and dt~vclopment will continue, and \Ve may assume that a 

pipt!lint) will be built in due course; tlu: impact of such 
industrial dcvclopmt:nt on the populations of the action 
communities \Vill be large. And, in these communities, it will 
be necessary to try to mitigate the problems that these 
impacts <.lfe likely to cause for all residents. both native and 
whit!:. 

Pathology of Rapid Growth 

The mitigation of socially related medical problems, such as 
malnutrition, alcohol-related injuries and deaths, injuries due 
to violcnr,c, and suicidt:s, is CJ major concern of all northerners, 
but especially of the native people. The conditions that breed 
such pathologies will likely intensify in the ar,tion communi
tics if the pipeline and related projects arc built: houses will 
bccomt! more crowded. the already high costs of living will 
increase. and the native people of the action communities will 
have even ll!ss access to the land. There will be an intensified 
need to provide and maintain the, at times, inadequate level of 
health services now available in the Northwest Territories. 

1. Every effort should he mode now to identify the kinds of 
problems in health core delivery thot will undoubtedly occur 
during pipeline canst ruction. Funding mechanisms and special 
progrmns should be in p/oce well before the construction 
phose lo ensure that the health care and delivery system will 
be ohle lo r:ope with Uw problems brougl1t by the pipeline. 

2. In the action communities, planning for health care 
delivery during pipeline const.ruction should involve not only 
both senior levels nf gnvernment, but also local white ond 
notiw) spokesmen. 

3. Control of native heolth care delivery should be in the 
hands of the people themselves. This would allow them, for 
example, l.o estoblish programs for the training of native 
porn-professional heolth workers. Models that could be useful 
in the Co nod ion North include the North Slope Borough health 
progrom in A/oska, which trains and employs residents in 
each community to be primary providers of health care in the 



communHy; and t.he tmdition in GreenlunJ of pow-profes
sional involvement in health care servict~s. 

The Alaska Community Mental Health Services Act of 
1975 was enacted to help communities plan, organize and 
finance community mental health services through locally 
developed, administered and controlled programs. 

4. Legislation similar to that enm:ted in Alaska should be 
enacted in the Northwest Territories lo help the people of the 
action communities deal with the stress that will inevitobly 
accompany the chcmgcs brought by pipeline construction ond 
related activities. 

Mental health will not be the only area of health care that 
will require substantial r;ommunity action and partidpation. 
However, there is a lack of understanding generally in society 
about the problems of mental health and particularly in a 
cross-cultural setting like that of the North. The practices that 
arc applied - if any arc applied at all -arc often culturally 
irrelevant and may be based on serious misconceptions of 
what the problems arc. This is why community involvement 
in mental health treatmnnt is so important: the community 
often understands itself much better than does the outside 
professional. 

Crisis intervention centres, also called distress lines or 
suicide prevention lines, exist in about 95 communities in 
Canada. The entire Northwest Territories are served by the 
distress lines established in Yellowknife in 1972. The 
telephones are manned by volunt!:ers who provide a listening 
and referral scrviu~; some callers need help with a personal 
crisis, and others simply need referral to another agency. 
Ideally, the lines should he staffed on a 24-hour basis, hut at 
the very least they should be operating when other services 
arc not available. However, the lack of permanent, stable 
funding (the line was orginally operated with Local Initia
tives Program (LIP) funds) has meant irregular hours of 
service and may lead to a complete shut-down of the facility. 

s. At a time when the stress of clwnging lifestyles in the 
North is becoming grcuter, there is o vitol need for at lcost one 
crisis centre, staffed hy a paid co-ordinolor and sufficient 
trained volunteers. The effectiveness of u crisis hcmdling 
service for northern communities during pipeline construction 
depends upon eurly funding so tlwt distress lines will he a 
wcJJ-estab1ishcd ond fmniliur service to those in need of help. 
For those without u telephone or not fumilior with its 
operotion, friendship centres, \·vhich ure described lotcr in this 
section, should be uvoi/uble, purliculor/y during the height of 
construction. 

Tht~ fact that most dt~aths among native pcopl1~ urc e<IUSt~d 
by alcohol-related injuries, accidt:nts and violence indicates 
that the problem of alcohol a bus£) is t~xlensive. The dft)cts of 
alcohol abuse art~ also reflected in tht~ incidence of child 
nt:glect, crimes of violt~nce, violations of the liquor ordinance, 
family breakdowns and other SIJcial Jll'tJbl,;ms. The t:vi<hmu~ 
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sugg1:sts that, because of increased access to alcohol and 
becaust: of changes to the social and cul1urul fabric of the 
community at a rate that exceeds ttw capadty of the 
community to adapt, we should anticipate a rise in alcohol 
consumption during pipeline construction. 

The decrease in alcohol consumption that has occurn:d 
since 1974 may be attributl:d to a new av\'arcncss by th1: 
native pt~ople and their determination to solvt: their alcohol 
problem. Recently enacted legislation on local option has 
resulted in some communilit:s t:lecting to go dry by prohibit
ing the sale of alcohol in their communities. Unfortunately, 
this approach is unlikely to be effectivt~ in the action 
communitit~s where the non-native population is predomi
nant, and where drinking is socially acct~ptcd. Even if the 
native people of thcst: communitiP.s choose to go dry, 
bootlegged liquor will be available, and there will be strong 
pressures on people to continue drinking. 

Adequate lP.gislation and enforcemt~nt policies may lw 
useful preventive mcasun:s in matters such as serving liquor 
to minors and to those already intoxicated. 

6. To conf.rol liquor sules ond consu111plion to und among 
pipeline personnel during Uw construction of tlw pipeliiw, tlw 
Com pony ond its contruc/ors should opemlt: licensed premises 
within the camps, in full compliunce with the Northwest 
Tcrriloriol Liquor Ordinunce. Pipeline workers should huve 
only restricted occcss lo communitict>, espvciolly those 
communities that pro/1ihit ulcoho/. Workt:rs found toking 
liquor or drugs into ony communit.y, or lmotlf:gging to loco/ 
peop/t\ should be fired i111mediottdy owl rdunwd to poinl of 
hire. The enforcement of drug-use lcgis/ution within cumps 
should he curried out hy the RCMP. 

The Alcohol and Drug Co-ordinating Council of the 
Govt~rm<!nt of the Northwest Territories provides funding for 
an approach to alcohol problems that involves grt~td<:l' 
community control of alcohol usc and thn consequences of its 
alJUS<!, in accordance with the perceptions of l~ach community 
or of Pach group within a community. Tht: success of thesl: 
programs to date indicates that if native people are given Hw 
time and the opportunity to develop Hwsc programs hefon~ 
major industrial developments begin in tlw areas, there is a 
good chance of some success. 

7. Funding fur community-bused progrwns to control ulcolwl 
use should be continued und slrengthtnwd. By rdying on tlw 
support systems thai ore ovuilablc in uny community. sonw 
progress in coni rolling ulcoho/ dependence cunlw mode. 

In Volume OnP., I rdcrn:d to evidence that I heard on this 
subject in communitit~s such as Fort McPiu~rson and Fort 
Simpson. Alcohol abuse cun be beaten if tlw people them
selves arc fighting it,arHl if they feel that t!Jt!y have at least an 
even chance of winning. But they will not always win. 

B. Funds for fucilities such us dc/oxificutioll und rehuhilitu
lion centres will be needed if the communi/ins uw to be oh/c /o 
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cope with new problems created hy the pipeline or existing 
problems aggravolf)d hy it. 

Development of the native economy, enlargement of the 
renewable resource sector, and participation by native people 
in the orderly development of the non-renewable resource 
sector will greatly reduce welfare dependence among native 
people in the action communities. In the meantime, however, 
those people who cannot cope with the pressures of change 
and development will need support. As well. in-migrant job
seekers who are unable to secure employment will also likely 
require \velfare. 

We can expect the cost of living to rise during pipeline 
construction, just as it did in Alaska. This would create new 
strains for people on fixed incomes, and for people receiving 
relatively low non -pipeline wages. 

9. Government sociol ossistance puymcnts must be increased 
to meet the higher cost of living thot pipeline construction will 
bring. 

Communities in the Mackenzie Valley and Western Arctic, 
particularly the smaller communities. could lose, at least 
temporarily, significant parts of the local work force. This 
may put great pressure on the social welfare agencies: for 
example, women who take jobs directly on the pipeline, or 
who replace local men who have done so, would require day 
care services; and family and marital stress may increase 
under the pressure of difficult work conditions. 

10. To strengthen und expand progrwns and stoff to deul with 
such problems, locul people should he trained to work with 
professional sochil workers. NoUve puro-professionols should 
be trained to work with the families of native workvrs tlwt 
have accepted pipeline employment. As .well, finoncioJ 
counselling should be available during I his period of increosed 
wage employment and cash flow to give native northerners a 
bet.tcr understanding of money mnnogement. 

Solutions offered for the social problems of the Northwest 
Territories are typically those that have had some success in 
the South, particularly in urban areas, \vhere the practice of 
social work and social administration has developed, and 
where the social workers have be<:n trained. Such solutions 
may have little rdevancc in the North, where distinctive 
cultural conditions have resulted in different behavioural 
patterns and respons<!s. 

Physical and Financial Aspects of Growth 

Several attempts have been made to predict how rapidly the 
major communities of the Mackenzie Valley and the Macken
zie Delta will grow during the construction of the pipeline 
and related gas gathering and processing facilities. In 1975, 
Stanley and Associates, an Edmonton consulting firm, 
prepared a fairly detailed forecast for the Northwest Territo
ries Association of Municipalities. This forecast relied heavily 
on forecasts contained in community plans that had pre
viously been prepared for Mackenzie Valley and Mackenzie 
Delta communities by a number of consultants. 

In the case of Inuvik, Stanley and Associates predicted that 
under conditions of normal growth - that is, if a pipeline is 
not built - the population would increase from a projected 
figure of 3,500 in 1975 to 5,800 in 1985, and that thereafter it 
would continue to grow at an annual rate of 5 percent. Under 
conditions of accelerated grovvth - that is if a pipeline and 
associated developments are undertaken - the population 
would increase from a projected figure of 4,100 in 1975 to 
10,000 in 1985. With the pipeline, therefore, the 1985 
population is expected to be almost double what it would be 
\'Vilhout the pipeline. Similar patterns were projected for Fort 
Simpson and Hay River. Normal growth in Fort Simpson 
would sec the population increase from 1,180 in 1975 to 2,120 
in 1985, whereas accelerated growth would raise it from 1,310 
to :J,O~O in those same years. At Hay River, normal growth 
during the period 1975-1985 would sec the population 
increase from 3,730 to 5,960, whereas accelerated growth 
would take it from :J,920 to 8,740 (F26981-82). 

Since the Stanley ;·eport was published, construction of a 
pipeline along the Mackenzie Valley has been postponed for a 
period of years. But when the pipeline comes, we can expect 
the rate of population increase to be similar to that indicated 
by the accelerated growth figures. In Volume One, I cited 
evidence on the rapid growth of Alaskan communities, 
particularly the city of Valdez. Figures collected by the 
Fairbanks North Star Borough Planning and Zoning Depart
ment, and presented by Susan Fison as evidence before the 
Alaska Highway Pipdinc Inquiry in july 1977, indicate that 
the Fairbanks regional population ruse from 50,450 in 1973 to 
73,519 in ·1976, an increase of about 2~-J.OOO, or 46 percent 
(Alaska Highway Pipdine Inquiry, Exhibit 124, p. 5). 

The predications made by Stanley and Associates appear to 
assume smooth growth at a relatively constant annual rate 
for both normal and accelerated growth situations. In reality, 
the growth of a frontier community that is experiencing a 
boom is quite different. If a pipeline is built, there will 
probably be large annual variations in the rate of growth in 
the action communities, with the highest growth rates 
probably occurring just before and during the initial years of 
pipeline construction. When construction is completed, 



population growth willlik"ly taper off substantially, but this 
will depend on what other projects arc anticipated. in Alaska, 
for <!Xample, growth has slow<!d t<!mporarily now that the oil 
pipeline is completed, but with the advent of projects such <:Hi 

the construction of the Alcan gas pipeline, drilling on the 
outer continental shelf, and exploration in Naval Petroleum 
Reserve Number 4, the popubtion is expected to increase once 
again. Typically, there is nothing smooth about growth on the 
frontier. 

The Stanley report docs not say where tlw new residents of 
the Mackenzie Valley and ]).,Ita communiti<!S will come from, 
nor who they will h<!. A reading of th" reporl indicates that it 
was assumed that the grmving population will be relatively 
homogeneous. Pipeline construction workers arc not included 
in the population growth figures, because these people will be 
housed in camps away fmm the communities. The report is 
concerned only with those people who will remain in the 
communities for some period of time, hoW{!vcr variable. Some 
of these people will bl) employees of large corporations, such 
as banks and department stores and of government; they and 
their families will be moved there by their t!mployers. This 
group should not cause many difficulties for planners and 
local and regional governmt!nt officials because the employers 
would normally providt! their housing. Moreover, when lElrge 
employers have a suhslantial body of local employees, they 
often invest in a community and providt! facilities that the 
community itself cannot easily afford. Property owned by the 
companies can be a significant source of tax revenues for the 
community. As well, th" employees arc usually well-paid, 
responsible residents who often take an active part in 
community affairs. 

Many of the new residents, however, will be persons who 
have come to the region on their own in the hope of finding 
some kind of work, but with no commitment lo stay.lf they do 
find employment, they might remain for a lime; but fre
quently they would leave after a few months or even weeks, 
only to be replaced by others like themselves. It was 
transients like these, and the families they brought with them, 
that created a wide range of problems in Alaska: they put a 
strain on community resources, but contributed little toward 
meeting community costs. 

Transient workers should be viewed as an unattached and 
highly mobile body of labour that moves around within a 
large region in the hope of finding short-term employment. 
Although it should he possible to estimate the size of this 
population and to predict its movements on a regional basis
fur example, Western Canada, the Maritimes - it would be 
impossible to predict how many of th"m might arrive at any 
particular northern community as it hccanw the scene of a 
boom. Much would depend, for example, on preconceptions 
about the community itself, and about employment condi
tions elsewhere, and on attempts made to discourage in
migration. Even then. the must careful predictions of local 
impact could be wrong by a considerable margin. 

Act ion Com I! lUI Ji! ies {)"! 

Anutht~r component of population in a northern boom 
community will bt! native people \vho have conw from the 
smaller settlcnwnts in search of !~mploymcnl, und who 
decidt!d to stay for a time. Uccausc it \-viii be a lmv income 
population, its demand on community resources will proba
bly exceed its contributions to community revenues. It will 
probably put additional pressures on housing. which \\'ill 
already be in V!!I'Y short supply. Native areas within th1! 
act ion communi I it!S vvill no dou hi lwcome even more 
overcrowded. 

Planning rcquin!d for the n;gular growth assunu;d by 
Stanley and Associates differs substantially from that 
required by the disjointed growth that is likely to tak(; place 
on the frontier. Growth of the type projt!dt~d in the Stanlt:y 
report, whether normal or nccelcratecl. involves simply 
looking ahead along a growth curvt) to determine wlu~n tlw 
capacity of municipal infrastructure and SPrvices needs to bt! 
!!xpanded. Even with normal growth, tlwn: would he sonw 
miscalculation, hut by anct large, tarwds \VOuld be met. 

Planning for the rupid and disjointed growth induced hy a 
pipeline and relul!~d projects will be far more difficult. A 
flexible approach is needed that allows for smooth growth by 
some parts of a community's population and for crT;llic: 
growth by other parts. in addition, there must be ready access 
to both expertise and funding, and lhcrt: must be <J vvay or 
obtaining quick und reliable data on vvhal is happening to tht! 
community. These data will assist in determining the 
proportion of the in-migrant population that will remain 
after the pipeline project is complctt:d. and the proportion that 
is Ira nsien t. 

Fairbanks. Alaska, because it has t!Xpt!rienced more boom
induced growth surges than most North Anwrican communi
tics, provides an l!xamplc of how to handle community 
planning during periods of rapid and unpn:dictable growth. 
With the coming of the Alycska piptdinc. the Fairbanks Nor! h 
Star Borough established a Pipelim! Impact Information 
Ct!nlcr, whose job was to define and measure the various 
components of growth, and to present this information to the 
city and borough in a manner that \vould provide a basis for 
planning. The Fairbanks North Star Borough is one of tlw 
wealthiest in Al~1ska, and had substantial resources to back 
up its planning. It also received impact funding from the slate 
government. 

Some things, however, the borough did not handle well. 
Housing was a major difficulty throughout tht~ pip!!iiiw 
project, but no satisfactory system of providing additional or 
l!mergency housing was devisr!d. Those persons that could 
afford high rents or mortgage payments obtained housing, 
otlwrs did nut. The transient nativr: pt)oplc \Vho came into the 
main hiring centres from the remote villages of Alaska 
simply hung uround town while tht!y were wailing for jobs 
on the pipeline. No special hostel or half-way facilitit!s wt~r'l! 
provided for them. Indeed, the borough gave no spt:cial 
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attention to the difficulties that tlmsr: culturally different 
pr:ople fmcounterr:d in an urban setting. 

Information, Plunning cmd lmpuct Funding 
PostpunPmcnt of the pipeline project hus given us the time \Vc 

need to initiate and establish processes that will hr:lp 
northerners copr~ with the pipeline. nnd the transformation 
that it \·viii bring. Tlw conditions r~xist now fur information 
gathering, planning and impact funding in a vvay that ndlr:cts 
th!! wishes of th!! local p!!ople. 

The planning process that I outlim; in the following 
paragraphs gives residents of the action communities a 
substantial role in planning. The people of the communities 
must be fully involved in the identification of issues, and the 
formulation of measures to deal with them. The peoplP. must 
also be involved in setting priorities so that impact funds. 
whir:h will inevitably be limited, can h£; spent most efff:c
tively. A real concern about the future of their communities 
will ensure that planning that is undr:rtaken locally is 
responsible and realistic. By the time we arc ready to build n 
pipeline in the Mackenzie Valley. we should be in a position 
to set up the machinery needed to carry out the recommenda
tions that follow. 

11. Impact infornwUon centres, modelled on the Foir/J(Inkt> 
North Star Borough lmpuct Infornwlion Center of Aluslw, 
should be established. Them should perhops be one centre for 
the Mackenzie Delta, one for the middle Mockenzie undone 
for the Great Slave Luke urea. The centres should be funded hy 
government; they should be estob/ishcd well before construc
tion of the pipeline begins ond should continue for un 
appropriate foiiow-up period, such us two years. after 
construction is completed. Eoch centre should operate openly. 
and should distribut" its informal.ion l.o government, to I he 
pipeline company, ond to any other person or group tlHJf 
needs it. 

12. The centres should gulher and distribute data on voriohles 
such as employmcnf, income_. prices. costs. shifts in locul 
supply and demand, the changing slot us of pmticular groups. 
incidence of crime ond violence, und u/coho/ consumption. 
Em:h impact informuf.ion centre should be concerned no/ only 
with the action community in which it is locu!cd, but also witl1 
ony nearby communit ics that mig hi he influenced by I lw 
pipeline project or by the impact of ropid growth in the oction 
community. In this woy, information gulhered by the centre 
could assist in regionally coordinated plunning, as well u.s in 
loco/ planning. 

Planning is difficult in an area in which the future is as 
uncertain as that of th" Mackenzie Valley. Before planning 
can start, a number of basic questions need to be answered. 
What is an appropriate time frame fer planning: will the 
planning be concerned only with short-range problems, or 
will it apply to a prolonged period, say ten years? What 
geographic or societal unit should planners deal with: should 

they plan for individual communitif!S, for groups of commu
nities, or for a broad region. 

13. P/clllning wlutccl to the pipdillf: project should hl! kept, os 
simple us possiblr:; it should huvu o /occd focus and deed with 
those comHHmifit!s thut will lu: inlllwdiatcly offected by the 
pipeline. A purl from a rcusonable period for follow up, such 
planning should not extend beyond the period of pipeline 
construction. 

In this rr:port, W(; arc conccrnr:d vvith planning for extra
normal circumstances thJt may be caused by the pipeline and 
related dcvclopmnnts. These circumstances will have their 
greatest impact ut the local community level, and local people 
should, therefore. he in a position to modify and control them. 
We are not concerned here, for example, with the planning 
and cunstl'uction of normal community facilities. Rather, we 
are concerned with hmv communities should meet extraordi
nary demands that could occur rapidly and that could be 
transitory. If. for cxJmple. rnore classrooms Jre needed, the 
community vvould decide. on the basis of what it considers 
best for its children. whether to use portable facilities or to 
double-shift existing facilities. 

I am not saying these difficultit!s can be resolved before 
construction of tlw pipeline begins, hut I hope that we can 
make a good start toward their r!!solution.lf they are not dealt 
with, the divisions that presr!ntly characterize the ilCtion 
communiti!:s of the Mackenzit! Valley may become 
aggravatnd. 

There remains the definition of planning objectives. Whilt 
exactly arc wr: trying to resolve? At what level of government 
must action h!! taken? Will the problem respond to short -term 
solutions, or is it something that will go away or turn into 
some other kind of pmblcm with time? Can the problem be 
solved with money, or is it a physical bottleneck that no 
amount of money can alleviate in the time available? What 
institutional factors impinge on the development of a solution 
to the prohl!!m7 

14. Local planning to ameliorate or modify the impact of the 
pipeline should he closely related to the procedures of the 
Agency Cllld to the activities of regional and territorial 
governmcnl.s. II should be undcrwoy well before construction 
of the pipeline begins and should be an integral port of the 
final review of the pipeline design. 

Local planners should assess the data assembled by the 
impact information centres, as well as other pertinent 
information and, with the help of professional staff from 
government and the Agency, should develop programs to 
moderate the local impact of the pipeline. Thereafter, as 
pipeline construction proceeds, the programs should be 
revised to mulch changing circumstances. In this way, each 
community would be able lo evaluate the local effects of the 
project and draw up its own measures to deal with them, both 
before and during construction of the pipeline. 



Planning, no matter how dctail!~d. is useless unless it leuds 
to a practical program. Moreover, in the communities that 
will be affected by the pipeline, tlw practical results will have 
to come swiftly: the time between the identification of needs, 
the setting of local priorities, th£~ n:view of thcs1~ priorities, th£~ 
release of funds, and the implementation of the particular 
proposal, must be kept short. Some projects, such as the 
provision of additional housing, additional hospital h1!ds, 
additionul detoxification centres, and additional professional 
staff to man such facilitif:.s, may involve substantial sums of 
money. 

15. To ensure that ameliorative meosures con he implemented 
without delay, someone in the plonning sequence should he 
empowered to hold funds, including nwjor funds, and to 
release them quickly os the need orises. 

Current plans call for the major part of pipeline construc
tion to take place in winter. As a consequence, significant 
numbers of people could be without jobs for a considerable 
part of the year. Projects to moclt:rate the impacts of tlw 
pipeline could be carried out during th1: slack season, 
providing that the technical and resource conditions govern~ 
ing them permitted this, and tlwy could thus be used to 
counter the cyclical nature of pipeline construction in the 
region. 

Specific Problem Areas 

There are a number of major problems that could only become 
aggravated, unless steps to resolve or at )east modify them ar~ 
taken before construction of the pipeline begins. 

16. Although the medicCJ/ requirements of pipeline workers 
and other in~ migrants will probCJbly impose CJ severe stroin on 
existing hcolth facilities ond services in lhc North, the 
provision of medico/ services to pipe/inc employees mus/. nol 
be allowed to jeopordize the lwo/th focilitics or lwolth 
programs of the communities of the Northwest Territories. 

Under the Northwest Territorif~s Public 1-kalth Ordinance, 
the pipeline company and its contractors will he l'esponsihle 
for providing m£~dical services for their employees. Although 
the pipeline companies have said they will not usc commu~ 
nity facilities and staff, emergency situations and pressures 
on the Company's facilities may n~quirr: them to do so. It is 
especially imporb:1nt to establish tlu~ nature and extent of the 
facilities and servic!!S that the Company will need. Ttw 
pipeline is to h1~ built during th!! arctic winl!~r when dark1wss 
and inh!nsc cold impair not only productivity, but also 
alertness and awareness. Under such circumstances. and 1~vcn 
with the best pm;sihl1~ sa fdy llli)<ISIII'I:s. then) will ht: accidents. 
medical problems rdut1!d to 1~xpos11rf~ to cold temperatun~s. 
and pyschiatric problems arising out of n:actions to cold, 
darkness and isolation. The Company should h1~ p1'1!]1HI'I~d to 
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cope with all of these problems, and cannot be allowed to 
burden facilitil:s in nearby communities because of inadequa~ 
cies in its own planning. 

17. R.eolistic projections of both the pipeline employees' and 
the public's needs should he uvoilable lwfore cons/ ruction of 
the pipdinc lwgins, so tho! the medir:ul problems that will 
huve to he met during cons/ ruction con lw properly estimated 
and provided for. 

As I said r:arlier, it is difficult to r!stimate the size and 
distribution, and therefore the demands, of the transient 
population, and of the native population that will be attracted 
to the action communities. Planning for these populations 
should focus on the devclopmnnt of quick and flexible means 
to ITII~et their requirements. Portable facilities, such as hospital 
units and nursing stations may be one solution. 

18. Although some upgruding and exponsion of hospital 
foci lit ies in the nw jor communities w i lllw ncccssory lo hand lc 
pipe/ine~rcloted eJJects, th(~ /ong~term 11£)eds of the communi~ 
tics must tCJke precedence over tlw s/wrt~terrn needs of 
pipe/inc personnel. 

19. Demands on sonit.ution programs will, without. doubt, 
increusc during construction of the pipeline. Mon) environ~ 
mentCJ/ health officers for inspection ond enforcement scrvic£~S 
will be needed os the wotcr and sewer requirements of 
consl.ruction comps arc mlded to those of rapidly growing 
commut1ities. Thu problems of humun wostc disposu/ must be 
addressed now to ensure tho I. conditions of good public heolth 
prevuil before pipeline~ induced rapid growth occurs. 

The pipelin1: project and rdat~d ar:tiviti!~S will undoubtedly 
impos1: a hurd1~n on the school facilities of th£! major 
communities, and it is likely that it will he possibh~ for only a 
part of the increased enrollment that may result to be 
acccJmmodat!!d in existing classrooms. 

20. Plonning /o accomnuJJotc in I /w school sysU:m the 
increosed numher of pupils thut will result frolll pipeline~ 

induced growth should sturl soon ond should include forecusts 
of I lw numbers und needs of pupils. 

Accurate for1!casting should beconw !!asier as the final 
design stage is approached. Planm~rs must always distinguish 
between shurt~term problems, for example. temporary over~ 
crowding, which may be resolved by nwilsures such as douhlc 
shifting, and problems resulting from long~tcrm population 
growth. which could require tlw expansion of school facilities 
and st"ff. 

Construction of permt11wnt schools anrl classrooms fi~ 

nancccl out of normal government revcn1IP must. t:vcn during 
pt!ak pipldirw construction, n:l11:r:t tlu~ !ong~term needs of the 
individual communities. Students entering the school system 
during population surges that accompany pipeline construe~ 
t ion could be acc:ommoda t1:< I in modular r:lnssrooms. 

In /\Iaska, it prov1:cl difficult toamr~liortlk tlw housing crisis 
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that accompanied the construction of the trans-Alaska 
pipeline. not because the United States lacked the resources to 
build houses, but because housing. traditionally. is not an area 
of government involvement. Housing is regarded as an area 
for private initiative, and government, to a great extent, lacks 
the agencies and funds necessary to deal effectively with 
housing shortages. Because Canadians tend to regard housing. 
especially in the North, as more of a public responsibility than 
the United States docs, the problem might not be as severe in 
Canada as it was in Alaska. Nevertheless, there could be 
significant housing problems. 

The influx of people into the North with the advent of 
pipeline construction \'vill put pressure on the poor housing 
situation that exists at present. The Northwest Territories 
Housing Corporation. which uses federal funds through the 
National Housing Act and through Treasury Board directly. 
has inadequate funds to redress the housing situation. Indeed, 
the corporation cannot keep pau~ with new family formation, 
cannot match the existing shortfall, and does not have 
sufficient funds to rehabilitate and repair the existing housing 
stock. As the housing demand grovvs, overcrowding, use of 
substandard units, inflated building costs, and in geneml, an 
inadequate housing supply are likely to become more 
common. In addition. the supply of land to meet the present 
allocations of housing is restricted. and servicing is falling 
behind because of lack of planning. 

21. The fundorrwntu/ requirement to ensure the smooth 
delivery of serviced lund is u survey of current housing 
adequacy, and a land use ami site development pion for each 
community. A/though the Compuny intends to provide its 
own housing for pernwnent stuff, its housing ;pions must be 
consistent with community development objectives um/ must 
be subject to community regululion. The Company ond the 
federal nnd territoriu/ government should shore cquolly in the 
cost of ussembling und developing serviced /nnd in the uction 
communities. 

The Northvvest Territories Housing Corporation's housing 
policies to encourage home ownership an~ still inconsistent 
with its staff housing policy. which offers considerable benefit 
to persons who rent. Also. the Housing Corporation ·s policy of 
charging 25 percent of incomt~ for rental conflicts with the 
low maximum n~nts that exist in housing provided hy 
government and major privatt~ sector employers. Ttw Com
pany should provid1~ low-interest mortgag£~S in place of and 
at better rates than rental allowances, which vvould £!ncour
age home ownership and stability. Rental subsidies to 
Company employees should conform with existing public 
housing subsidies in the Northwest Territories. 

There must be safeguards to ensure that the supply of 
materials for housing construction in the Northwest T!~rrito
ries is not adversely affected by heavy dr·mand that pipeline 
construction places on norttwrn transportation systems. 
Funds for housing construction should not be reallocated 

from other parts of the Northwest Territories or from smaller 
communities to larger ones. Mobile housing units that could 
he transferred rapidly from one location to another offer one 
solution to the problem of extraordinary surges in accommo
dation demand that will occur. The impact information 
centres, described above, should advise in-migrants on the 
unavailability of housing in the communities, and zoning 
regulations should be strictly enforced to avoid indiscrimi
nate trailer and camp sdtling, which, on unserviced land, can 
create serious health problems. 

Government's first priority is to ensure adequate housing 
for northerners at a time when pipeline construction activ
ities will create a high demand and short supply. Estimates of 
housing needs should be frequently reviewed, in light of the 
difficulty of predicting the overall level of future activity in 
such an unstable region. 

Camps and Communities 

In the chapter Employment and Manpower Delivery, I dealt 
with the conditions that should prevail within pipeline 
camps regarding such matters as food, recreation, accommo
dation and security. I shall now consider the relationships 
thJt should pn~vail bet\veen construction workers housed in 
the camps and residents in ncar-by communities. My 
recommendations apply to all communities in the Mackenzie 
Valley and Mackenzie Delta. and not only to the action 
communities. 

Many misconceptions have arisen about construction 
camps and tlwir occupants. The fact is, construction workers 
are decent human beings who arc trying to make a living and 
to save some money. and who must work long hours to do so. 
According to Professors Bering-Gould and Bennett, the 
attitudes and aspirations of the thousands of people living in 
the pipeline camp near Valdez, Alaska did not differ 
significantly from those of the residents of Valdez. 

Workers who have comfortable housing facilities, good 
food and accommodation, proper recreational facilities and 
access to liquor (under controlled conditions) present fewer 
problems than workers who are poorly housed, badly fed, and 
treated like adolescents. The collective agreements that 
govern pipeline construction and that will apply to the 
Mackenzie Valley pipeline require a high standard of 
accommodation for pipeline workers. The quality of life in 
camp is not the only thing that determines whether a labour 
force will be easy to manage or not: treatment on the job and 
conditions of lt!ave are also important fJctors. Nevertheless, 
the quality of camps has a major inlluence on the behaviour of 
workers during off-hours both in camp and in nearby 
communiti!!S. 

22. Construct ion comps must be of o high stundun.l and should 



meet the n:quiremnnf.s sci oul in 1/w clwpter on Employment 
ond Munpowt)r Delivery. 

Persons living in even the best or camps will want and. 
under certain conditions, should have access to ncurhy 
r:ommuniti1~s. However. the degi'l)l: to which communities or 
groups within communities can accommodali! or tolerate 
visitors varii)S. Although larger communities, such as Inuvik 
and Hay River, have had long experience with l!xploration 
crews, barge crews and construction crews and a considerable 
part of the local economy is based on expenditures by 
transient populations. not all parts of the populations of thes1! 
communities are equally tolerant of outside intrusion. Native 
populations of the action r:ommuniti1!S have proved vulnera
ble to exploitation by unattached and irresponsible transients. 
However, in general, and within certain limits, action 
communities have established nw<.~ns of dealing vvith 
transients. 

The smaller communities of the Mar:kenzie Valley and the 
Mackenzie Delta, those in vvhich native people form the 
majority of the population, are far less able to withstand the 
influx of considerable numbers of visitors. The stability of 
relationships within such communities is important to their 
continuity and harmony. The intrusion of a few visitors, 
under conditions which the community can control, will not 
generally pose a problem, but should such visits occur at a 
frequency and under conditions with which the community 
cannot cope, the community may be presented with social 
problems of the most serious kind. 

23. Jnsofor as technical construints governing pipeli11e 
construction will allow, cmnp facilities should be located for 
from communities, so thot access to towns und villages is 
difficult and camp residents ore discouraged from going. 
However, access to the oction communities should not, om/ 
probably ccmnot, be rvslricted; workers who wont. to go t.o 
town will find some meons of getting there. 

24. Behaviour on the port of pipeline employees I hot is anti
social and disruptive to the well-being of thv communities 
should not hr. condoned. Employees found guilty of disorderly 
and drunken behaviour, ossoult, ond destruction of property, 
should be dismissed and returned to point of hire. 

25. In action communities, focilities such cJs bars thot. 
pipeliners would frequen't should he located away from 
residential areas. 

26. Pipeline workers should be discouruged from visiting the 
smaller, largely native communities of the Muckenzie Volley 
and Delta. Meons of restricting uccuss to the smull communi
tics should be the subjecl of discussions between the notivn 
people, the Company, the unions, unci the Agency. 

People from the communities will be attracted to pipeline 
construction camps for a variety of n!asons. Local people who 
wish to learn about the pipeline or the camp, or who wish to 
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visit rclalivcs who an~ working on pipeline construclion 
should no I Ill! prohihitt:d from visiting camps. 

27. Acct!ss to comps. und to fw:i/ilics for visi!ors wil /Jin 
camps, must he of u Kind I hot is not lwzorclous to the visitors. 
ond t lmt does no/ infnrfere with I he normul opero/ions of tlw 
comp. Acct!SS to cwnps must lw curofully I!HHtilorcd unci 
controlled by the Cmnpuny. 

28. At ouch cmnp. u comfortohk• /o!lnge. or simi/ur fuci/ily, 
should lw provided in which piptdine ~vorlwrs unci locul 
people cun meet und visit wilh ew:h ollwr. I{ o sufTicicnl 
number of loco/ people won/ /o visit u p(Jr/icu/or cump, 
perlwps because severed laced people ore wod-ting I hun:, 
speciol orrungemcnls should he 11Judr: ~vith n:specl to tmns
portalion und to occommodation of visitors. 1/owever, IW such 
orrongemcnts should/)(: ullowed lo inlr~rfcrc wilh the prime 
purpose of I he cmnp, which is to /JouSL' people who ure I here fo 

build the pipeline. 

Community Energy Supply 

A gas pipelint~ in the Mackenzi1~ Valley should provirlc two 
things for northerners an assured en1~rgy supply and a 
reduction in enP-rgy costs. At least that is the way northerners 
feel about it- thny believe it would not be right that gas from 
the North Bhould pass by nortlwrn communities only to 

service industries and homes thous11ncls of mil1:s a \vay. I think 
the case I hey have made is a good IJ·nc. 

29. To ossure energy supply to communities close to I Jw 
pipeline, the Company should either provide valves ond 
fittings ot appropriate locations cdong the trunk line or 
guorontee to provide them ot a future time but ot costs curn!nl 
at the time of the trunk line construction. The Company slwulcl 
enter into a commitment that will last as long os the opcroting 
life of the pipeline lasts, to make gas avoilable to communities 
as and when it is requested to do so. 

The reduction of energy costs could be more difficult to 
accomplish. Evidence presented to this Inquiry suggests that, 
if gas were made available to communitit~s. only Inuvik, 
Norman Wells and Port Simpson would clearly experience a 
cost reduction over currently available 1:rwrgy sources. 
Benefits to smaller communities arc likely to h!! insignificant 
or non -existent. However, economic studies an: very scnsit ive 
to assumptions about oil (and gas) prices and market growth. 
nnd it is therefore impossible to be pr!!cise in marginal GIS!!S. 

Whether energy costs to communities will be reduced or 
not depends not on tlw price of the gas itself !Jut on the capital 
cost of installing lah:r;d lines and distribution grids. Capital 
costs an: heavily inflw!nced by economics of scale: the higher 
the volume in any market. the lower the per cup ita co.st. This 
fnct. of course, benefits the action communiti1:s and works 
against ttw smaller communities in the North. However, cvt:n 
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the largt~sl communitir~s of the Northwest Territories repre
sent markets of minimal size in terms of rccovr~ring the full 
costs of supplying natural gas to them. 

A numh1~r of subsidy schemes have been proposr:cl to P.nsurc 
that natural gas would be more widely available in the 
Mar.kenzie Valley and Mackenzit: Delta. Foothills propost~d to 
lm·ver tht~ price of gas st:rvicc to n:sidt~ntial and c:omm1:rciul 
customers in several communities by passing the cost on to 
southern ust:rs of northern gas. The Northwest Territories 
Assodation of Municipalitir:s showed that if lnuvik. Norman 
Wells and Fort Simpson, all of which would experience 
substantial energy prier: ITductions through the usc of gas. 
were to pass some of tlwst: gains to other communities. r:ncrgy 
costs in most communitit:s in tht: region could he lowered. In 
addition, the Association recommended that any royalty on 
non-renew<Jble resources ought to he applied first to achieve a 
reduction in energy costs throughout the Northwest Territo
ries, to a level equal to the average energy cost reduction that 
is experienced by communities that can be economically 
supplied with natural gus. 

Anotlwr factor is that energy costs vary COI'Isiderahly 
throughout the region. Norman VVnlls provicl(~S its custom(~rs 
with lower oil-product prices than arc paid almost anywhen! 
in Canada, and in some northern communities and for certain 
classes of consumers, the price of f~lectrical energy is lower 
than in many major southern Canadian cities. 

In my opinion. northt:rncrs should n;r.eivc the benefit of 
redur.ed energy costs from northern gas production. This 
reduction could be achit:vcd in two ways: through an inter
regional pricing policy that would nnsure that southern users 
subsidize northern customers, and a system of cross-subsidi
zation in the North within partir.ular regions. 

30. Some form of reiJ! or spcciul lux should IJe levied ogoinsl 
gus owners, gas field opt~rutors and pipeline opcmlors and the 
returns should he used /o /ower ent:rgy costs on u per unit ol 
consump!ion hasis by c/uss of cus!onwr. througlwu! the region 
(lndustriu/ customers ore chorged less for gus und uccording/y 
would receive a snwl/er subsidy IIH!fl resiclenlh!/ Cllslomers.J 

Costs should he reducnc/ to lhe point w/wrc residents, 
businussf!S ond indus/ rics in 1/w mosl fovoured communiUcs 
(from UJJ unsubsidized energy cos/ slondpoinl) in the North 
would puy energy prices cquivulenl /o tlw most favoured 
commu11ilics in UwSoulh. 

This docs not mt~an that annual energy costs for northern 
consumt~rs will r~qualthost~ of tlw southern basing-point. The 
severe climate and longer winkr of the North would still 
militatf) against northerners. But it would nwan a considcm
bh~ reduction in ust~r-costs ovPr those that apply in the North 
at prescnl. 

The ht:ncfits from r~xtf~nsivc subsidy sdu:mcs that vvould 
result in an {;qual priu: for natural gas or. inde1:d. any form of 
energy to alllarg{)J' communities urc. in my opinion. question
able. There is already an artificiality and distortion of regional 
activi I y p<Jt terns. u nd the im posi I ion of em~rgy pricing policies 
that do not to some degree reflect local cost variations would 
further aggravate this trend. Tht~n: is not much to be gained 
from action communities subsidizing each other's energy 
costs. 1\nd. in the same way that it is inappropriate for Hay 
River to share totally with Inuvik the {~conomic benefits it 
derives from br~ing a rail terminus. so it is undesirabl£! for 
Inuvik to share totally with Hay River the economic benefits 
it receives from its proximity to a pipeline. Hut it does seem 
appropriail~ for action communitics to subsidize the cost of 
supplying energy costs to the smaller communities in their 
local area of influence. 

Thus [nuvik would subsidize communitit~S in the Macken
zie Delta. Norman W{dls would subsidize Fort Good Hope and 
Fort Norman, a!ld Fort Simpson would subsidize Wrigley. I 
am not saying that energy priu)s should bt~ the same in all of 
thest: communities but that natural gas-imluu:d cost reduc
tions in the largt)J' communities should bn used to reduce 
energy pricr.s in tht! smaller communities. 

31. In tlw rugion, there should lu: WI urec1 pricing scheme for 
energy by which the cos/ savings ob!oined hy /urger commu
nities from usc of nolum/ gas would be possed on to the 
smulle r co 111 I! lUll it ies in their /ocu I u reu. 



THE REPORT OF 
THE MACKENZIE VALLEY 
PIPELINE INQUIRY 

This Inquiry heard a considerable body of evidence on the 
present state of northern business and about the expectations 
that northern businessmen hnd formed with respect to the 
proposed Mackenzie Vaii£)Y pipeline. On the basis of this 
£~vidence, I now advance several recommendations designed 
to promote the orderly long-term growth of the northern 
business community and to ensure that it \'Vill d!:rive 
appropriate benefits from the pipeline project whenever it 
may be built. Some of my rcr.ommendations are made to 
protect existing northern businesses; others are connJrned 
with the promotion of a healthier and more comp!!litive 
regional business economy. 

Northern-based firms are in a poor competitive position 
relative to firms that do business in the North but whose main 
operations an: in the South. Firms that are exclusively or 
largely dependent on the North normally operate in small 
and uncertain markets, und they do not huve such a large 
volume of sales, over which they can spread overheads and 
other fixed costs, as their southern-based competitors have. 
Their markets are, moreover, likely to be distinctly seasonal, 
purticularly in construction. Typical northern firms do not 
earn revenues during as much of the year as do southern 
firms. Northern firms ure less favourably located with respect 
to suppliers, which means they have higher transportation 
costs and a more limited choice among suppliers of certain 
goods or services. Their lahour costs an:, on the average, 
higher, and the local labour force is often less skilled and less 
productive than the labour force in the South. Services that 
southern firms take for granted are frequently unavailable to 
northern firms, or available to them only at considerable 
expense. 

Southern firms have generally left Hw northern murkd to 
northern firms when business in the South has been thriving 
or when projects in the North have not appeared attractive. 
However, when business has been slack in the provinces, or if 
a particular project is regarded as attractive, southern firms 
have vigorously entered the northern market. I do not suggest 
that existing northern firms can at present handle tlw full 
range of business opportunities that may occur in tlw North. 

PART ONE-
PEOPLE: SOCIAL AND 
ECONOMIC CONCERNS 

Northern 
Business 

There arc many projects they simply cunnot Iuckie becaus1~ 
they lack the necessary resources and cxpericnct~. However, in 
certain fields, espt!cially construction. southern-based firms 
haV!! often been able to underprice northern firms hy a 
consiclt!rable margin even on jobs that northern firms could 
undc1·takc. Suutht:rn firms arc thus in a position to skim tlu: 
cream off the northt!rn market, to move in and out as scl:ms 
favourable to Hwm. to take advantage of only the most 
rewarding projt:cts, and to avoid the less attractive ones. 
Nortlwrn firms do not have this 11t~xibility; tlwy must W()['k 

within their limilt:d market and take advantagt: of whatever 
opportunities may come their way. 

Not all problems far:ed by northern firms can he attribult!d 
to the market and to location. Although tlwrc are many 
competent businessmen in the North, thf:re arc somt~ that arc 
relatively inexpcrit:nced in identifying invcslnwnt opportu
nities and in running a busin!:ss. Native norlht:rners, \Vhosc 
entrepreneurial traditions an: mainly based on trapping, 
trading and riverboat transportation, do not fit t!<lsily into tlw 
busim~ss sector that is now taking shapr in the North. 

Tht: northern economy, mowoVt!r, is and has always hcf~n 
pervaded by UilCt)!'tainty, primarily becaust! the region's 
major resources un: sold in distant markets and because there 
is virtually no control within the North over these markets m 
ovt:r the development of tht:se n:sources. Most of the dtcisions 
that affect the growth and dcvclopmcn! of thf: rcgionnl 
economy and that dt:terminc, therefore. whctlwr or not its 
businesses will thrive are tak1!n far beyond tlw region's 
boundaries. Ry the time these decisions have bt~f!ll transmitted 
to the northern business community. they have often hct:n 
distorted by rumour and spt!Ctliation and tlwy generate 
unn:alistic expuctc:1 lions. 

My recommcnc\ations, therefore, recognizl~ the need to 
improve the quality of northt:rn management and to incruas!~ 
tlw range of services that nrc available to the nortlH!rn 
businf~ss sector. Mon! grnerally, !hey pertain to the growth of 
the northern economy as a whole because it is important that 
this t:ctmomy should develop hl:yond its pn~sent limited 
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capabilities and capacity if it is to survive the pipeline and. 
more positively, to benefit from its construction. 

The nat urc and scope of the settlement of native claims will 
greatly inlltwnce the df)gn:f: to \vhich, and the mdhods by 
which, tlw native peoph! of the Mackenzie Valley and 
Western Arctic will be able to participate in economic 
activity relatf:d to the pipeline project. It may well be that, as a 
result of the settlement of native cluims, native enterprises, 
whether thf)Y are cooperatives, corporations, or proprietor
ships, will become an important elemf:nt in the providing of 
goods and services in tlw North. As they evolve. they should 
fmjoy the same advantag£!S that I am recommending for 
northern resident firn1s, provided, of course, that this is 
consistent with the wishes of the nativ£) p£:ople. 

The pipeline will introduce many nt)W elements into the 
North for which most northern businessmen are. at present, 
ill-prepared. Not only will the project be one of the largest 
ventures ever undertak£;n by private capital, it will bring 
north powerful international unions. If a negotiated settle
ment of native claims has hy then been achieved, there will 
also be a much larger native presence in the economic affairs 
of the region, the nature. scope and cff£)ci of which cannot be 
predicted at present. Thus, within a short time. the northern 
businessman's world will he reshaped and transformt~d, and 
he must be prepared to me£!t the challenge that these changes 
pose. My recommendations are aimed to help him in this 
adaptation. 

Definition of a Northern Resident Firm 
For the purpose of this chapter, I accept the definition of a 
territorial firm offered in Report of the Tusk Force Formed to 
Study Problems Encountered by Northern Businessmen in 
Obtoining Federo/ Controcts. The government of the North
\Nt~st Territories applies this definition to determine whether 
or not a firm is eligible for favourable treatment with rcsp£!ct 
to bid differentials. It requires the head and the administrative 
offices of a firm to be located in the Northwest Territories, that 
more than half of its business be carried out in the Territories, 
and that 50 percent or more of its capital assets be located 
there. Although this definition has given rise to certain 
problems and should he re-cxaminined, it is in principle a 
sound one. 

1. Northern resident firms should be defined as those whose 
head administrative offices me located in the Northwest 
Territories, who corry out more than hcllf of their business in 
the Northwest Territories, ond who have at least 50 percent of 
their capitol ossets located there. 

The definition of a northern resident firm is less of a 
problem than its application. If government seriously wants 
to create a viable northern business sector, it must be prepared 
to deal with resident firms on a preferential basis and should 
make exceptions to rules, such as the residency requirements, 
only when there are very special reasons to do so. 

Bid Differential 
The territorial government has maintained for some time a 
bid differential in ktting contructs fur construction. Late in 
1976, the federal government announced that it would 
continue to follow this practice, hut it has since retracted this 
statement. All contracting firms that meet the criteria set by 
the Tusk Force on northern business in its definition of a 
northern resident firm are given a 10 percent preference on 
territorial government contracts under $500,000 and a five 
percent preference on contracts over this amount. Preference 
here means that the bid of a northern resident firm can be 
higher, up to the relevant percentage, than the lowest bid by a 
southern firm. Thus far, only construction firms that are able 
to mcd the residency criteria set by the Task Force on 
northern business are eligble for this preference. 

2. The federal government should establish" bid differential 
and extend it to oll northern resident firms that bid on 
government contructs or on contracts with private sector 
projects that require government approvul. This change 
should be made soon so that it will have had a real impact in 
strengthening northern business well before the pipeline is 
buill. 

3. During pipeline construction, the bid differential should 
apply lo the construction of all project facilities, as well as to 
those contracts defined obovc.However, to prevent a situation 
of purmonent or potentially dcmwging dependence on mea
sures such os bid differentials, there should be a thorough 
review of the subject both before "nd after construction of the 
pipeline project. The review before construction should focus 
on the odequocy of the measures that. have been taken to that 
time. The review ufter construction should exCJmine the need 
for I he continuation of" bid d iff erentiai. 

Regional Purchase of Goods and Services 
Industrial and commmercial growth usually depends on the 
ability of a few key industries to grow rapidly and to create 
capital and income for additional growth. For this reason, 
governments have typically encouraged the growth of 
leading industries and sectors of the economy by a variety of 
incentives and by market protection. 

In any regional economy, the leading industries are usually 
those associated with exports from that region. In some cases, 
they include industries that are particularly vulnerable to 
shifts in market forces or that are under the control of 
external decision-makers who have little interest in the 
region beyond its resources. The result is that, instead of the 
relatively smooth growth that can be predicated on economic 
models, growth takes on an unpredictable character. This 
kind of growth has certainly been characteristic of the 
northern economy, where economic activity has been cyclical. 

The purchase by the pipeline company of goods and 
services from firms resident in the Northwest Territories 



should not lead to a situation in which, by the time that the 
pipeline project is over and the regional purchasing programs 
have ended, a large proportion of the region's commercial and 
productive capacity depends solely on the pipeline project. 

4. The regional purchase of goods ond services requires 
careful planning by the Company, all levels of government, 
and the regional business community. Well before the final 
design phase, the Company and regional businessmen should 
hold a series of meetings to determine the details of the 
procedures the Company will usc for local purchases. 

Plonning should focus not only on how some firms may 
benefit directly from the Company's purchases of goods and 
services, but also on how other firms may benefit from 
performing services for each other. Planning should also 
consider how the pipeline project might contribute to the 
growth of regional capacity cmd the quality of regional 
services, without making the northern business sector unduly 
dependent on the pipeline. 

In planning the purchase of goods and services from 
resident firms, care should be token to ensure that the volumes 
these firms undertoke to supply arc realistic. Resident firms 
should not undertake to supply goods and services to the 
Company in volumes that are likely to create shortoges in 
locnl markets. 

s. The pipeline company shall instruct irs prime contractors 
to ensure payment within 30 days to northern resident firms. 
This promptness is necessary because, among other things, 
northern subcontractors may havo to meet conditions in their 
collective agreements that could impose strains on their cash 
flow position. 

Local purchase procedures for the pipeline may be complex 
and difficult to work out; the more experience that northern 
businesses have with such procedures before the pipeline is 
built, the easier it will be to apply them when the construction 
of it begins. 

6. Before the pipeline is built, government should cstabHsh 
and adhere to a /om/ purchase program, and it should require 
large private companies in the North to do the same. 
Government should be flexible and willing to experiment 
with such programs, although not in a manner !hot would 
impose costs or confusion in the private sector. 

7. Regional purchasing and other programs, including 
education programs, should encourage innovative solutions, 
such as the joint venture, in which two or more firms combine 
to provide goods or services or to bid on a particu/or controct. 
Joint ventures between northern firms, and between northern 
and southern firms, should be encouraged both in the long cmd 
the short term. They could provide the means of securing the 
risk capital that will be needed to complete special projects of 
limited duration, and they could fcu;i/itatc the participation of 
northern resident firms in development projects. 

Northern Busiw~ss G9 

B. Crown corporutions, such us tlw Northern Transportation 
Company Limited, when they perform services for the 
pipeline company, should ensure tlwt they involve local 
private firms to the muximum degree. In the meonlinw, and 
well before the pipeline is buill, crown corporaf.ions should 
contract to northern resident firms some of the services t.hey 
currently provide for themselves so that adequote local 
services, such as trucking, can be devdopcd be fum construc
tion of the pipeline begins. 

Tendering Procedures 
Construction and the supply of materials are key activities in 
the North. Firms active in these ,fields provide considerahle 
employment and income in the larger communities of the 
Mackenzie Valley and Mackenzie Delta. They could, more
over, be one way whereby significant numbers of northern 
residents could find their way into pipeline-related employ
ment without being employed directly by the pipeline 
company or its major contractors. Excessive reliance of 
northern resident firms on the pipeline would be undesirable, 
but nevertheless assistance to northern suppliers and con
tractors is necessary to give these firms a position of equality 
with their southern-based competitors. 

9. Before pipeline construction begins, the pipeline com pony 
unci its major contmctors should prepme a list of goods and 
services they will require. This list should be developed with 
th(! assistonce of the Government of the Northwest Territories 
ond representatives of northern businesses and should be 
made ovailable to northern suppliers and construction 
controctors. 

Where possible, this list should be broken down into 
increments or lots that coincide approximately with the scale 
and volume at which the northern firms can operate. It should 
also indicate how exacting the tolerances for a particular item 
or service may be and what substitutes may be allowed. 

10. All contractors and suppliers, whether they urn hosed in 
the North or in the South, should be required to submit bids 
FOB point of usc rother than FOB point of supply; that is, full 
transportation costs should be included in all bids. 

11. Contracts that ore compotible with the copocity of 
resident northern businesses should he tendered first in the 
locality in which the goods and services in question are to be 
consumed. To focilitatc this recommendation, a fist of pre
identified, registered northern resident businesses should be 
compiled by /oculity. 

12. Stondard procedures for tendering should be developed. 
All notices for lenders thot ure within the C(Jpohi/Hy or 
competitive runge of northern resident firms should be 
published in the North. 
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Bid Depository 
A bid depository is usually opt~ratcd under tlw auspices of a 
contractors' association. Tt~ndt~rs an: submittt:d ht~fore a 
specified time. and they are opcnt~d before an impartial 
committee. Strict rules ensure that all bids are submittnd and 
opt~ncd by idt:ntical procedures. The cost of opt:rating a bid 
depository is not great, and it should be financed through the 
salt: of envelopes to contractors. 

!\bid depository has been in opcrntion in Whitd10rse for a 
number of years, hut thcrt: an: none in the Northwest 
Territories. The hid depository most frequently used by 
contractors in the Northwest Territories is in Edmonton, and 
that is anotlwr rt~ason why contractors resident in the 
Northwest Tcrritorif:s arc ut a competitivt~ disadvantage, 
relative to non-rcsidt~nt firms, in bidding on contracts for 
construction projects within tht~ Northwest Tt:rritorit:s. This 
competitive disadvantilge is enhanced by tlw distances 
between contractors and their suppliers. Because the suppli
ers' bids are usually not available until momnnts before the 
bid depository clost~S th1~ nnrtlu:rn contractor must often 
travel to the bid depositor.'l to sulunit his bid on time. If bid 
dqmsitories were located in Hw major communitit:s of the 
Northwest Tcrritorif:s. they could he used, as well as those in 
southern centres, for the deposit of bids for major clcvclop
mt:nt projects in th1~ North. 

13. One or more hid depositories should be estublis/wd in the 
Mw:kenzie Valley. During pipe/i1w c:onslrucl.ion, bid deposito
ries should be ope ruling in u// of Uw mujor centres \>\..rithin the 
Muchenzic V ulley. 

Because the initio/ volume of envelope sales will be low, the 
Government of the Northwest Territories should provide seed 
funding to a territorial construcl.ion ossociat.ion to develop a 
bid depository. 

Labour Relations 
It is federal policy, as stated in thc Pipeline Guidelines, that 
any work that is directly associated with the construction of 
the proposed pipeline and its ndatcd facilities will be subject 
to collective agreements between prime contractors and a 
number of unions representing workers in the pipeline and 
building and construction trades. Thh; regulation \viii. of 
course, have important implications for northern workers, 
who will have to join unions to ht~ eligible for direct pipeline 
employment. The northern businesses thut seek contracts 
associated with pipdinc project construction will also be 
affected, because there will he provisions in collective 
agreements that stipulate that all subcontractors working on 
site for prime contractors are to be bound by the provisions of 
tht~ collective agreements. In othl~r words, the northt~rn firm 
will have to pay the wages, offcr the benefits, and provide the 
working conditions that are outlined in collcctivt: agn:cments. 

With a few exceptions, this will bt: a nc\v and perhaps trying 
CXJWricncc for northt:rn businesses. 

A report prepared by Man force Research Associates, Trude 
Unions und the Northern Business ConJmwJity, suggests that 
ttw presence of unions in the North and the stipulations of 
collPctive agret~nwnts could significantly illter the hiring 
p1·act ict~s of nortbt~rn IJusincsses. Businesses directly associ
ated with the project will have to ensure that the members of 
tlwir \Vork force meet union entry requirements. The in
creast~d expectations arising from union-negotiated wage
ilml-bt~nefit packages could make it difficult for northern 
busincsst~s to attract or to keep workt)rs during the period of 
pipeline construction and to maintain worker satisfaction 
after it is compldt~d. The report also indicates that adminis
trativt) and bookkeeping chon~s '-HI~ likely to increase: most 
collt~ctive agreements stipulute, for example, that workers 
must be paid on a weekly basis, that a cheque-cashing service 
must he provicbl. and that dues must be deducted from 
wagt~s and forwardt~d to the union. 

To the extent that construction of the pipeline will 
stimulate contimwd dt)velopment of hydrocarbon resources 
in the Western Arctic and promote the growth of infrastruc
ture in its larger communities, the stronger union in
volvt)ment in the North will bt~cnmt~. Representatives of the 
northern business community, in their submissions before the 
Inquiry, expressed concern over the impact that trade unions 
and collective agn~tmwnts could have on their present 
operations and on their ability to obtain contracts associated 
with pipeline construction. 

14.1n preparing for pipeline construction, the Government of 
the Northwest Territ.ories, in consu/tuUon with the northern 
busi11ess community umJ the frude unions represenUng 
workers in pipeline construction, should undertake a compre
Jwnsive review of !rude union pructices and their potential 
impucl upon business fJj)erul ions in f he North. 

15. Before construction of the pipeline begins, a program 
silou/d he created to inform northern businesses more fully of 
fcderul government policy with regard to unions and collec
tive ugreements. A similar progrum should be established to 
inform I he t rude unions ubout business conditions in the North. 

Information and Forecasting 
Many uncerl8in and unpredictable elements in the North 
aff(~ct thl~ course of economic life in the region and make it a 
vt~ry difficult plac1~ in which to op(:rate a business. These 
uncertilinties are particularly strong in the region's major 
communities; their dependence on the hydrocarbon industry, 
the mining industry, and on government projects and 
activities has in tht~ past led to large variations in activity. 
This problem has two aspects. First, northern businesses need 
better information about the plans and prospects that are now 
affccting the behaviour of industry and government both in 



the North and elsewhere. Secondly. hdlcr forecasts of what is 
likcl y to happen in I he f u lure arc n"cdcd. 

Large corporations and government havf~ always been Vl!ry 

selective in choosing the information they wish to make 
available to northerners, and they have tended to release only 
the information that could help them achieve a pnrticular 
end. When they believe that no information is likely to 
further their inten!sts, no information is made availabll). Not 
surprisingly, such bdwviour has had a whole range of 
negative consequences. It has led to Hw excitement of gn!at 
expectations about projects such as the Mackenzie Valley 
pipeline, which in turn has led to the misallocation of regional 
labour and capital resources. 

It is very difficult to forecast with any degree of accuracy 
for a region such as the North, but it should be possible to 
separate out from the f!normous range of events that might 
occur those that arc· most likely to occur. Even the roughest 
indications of what the likely course of events is going to be 
could give businessmen and potential investors something on 
which to base their decisions. Such crude forecasts would nut 
only be helpful to the husiness community, all northerners 
could also benefit from their availability. However, they 
would have to be conducted in a responsible and professional 
manner to be of any n~al usefulness. 

It is therefore appropriate to make recommendations with 
respect to the degree to which both government and large 
corporations should supply more and better information to an 
interested public. Fuller access by the public to such informa
tion will probahly come about only with time and, even then, 
probably only with legislation. 

16. There is, at present in the North, a great need for better 
information so that the people there mn comprehend the 
implications of a vast undertaking such as the proposed 
pipeline. Procedures to supply this essential information 
should be formulated and implemented as soon as possible. 

17. The Government of the Northwest Territories should 
continue its efforts to assemble northern businesses into 
regional associations so that it will be easier to supply 
information to individual businessmen and to provide a forum 
in which the problems of the businessmen themselves can be 
discussed with representatives of government and industry. 
These organizations may require initiol government support.. 

18. With assistance from the Government of the Northwest 
Territories, these regional business a.ssociotions together could 
operate a business information centre, wl1ich should work 
closely with the impoct information centres I recommend in 
Action Communities. The business information centre should 
be staffed by persons who are familiClf with northern business 
and with the operation of both the territorial and federul 
governments. Under the direction of the business community, 
the centre should serve as o liaison with government ond 
industry and inform businessmen of developments thut ore 
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likely lou fiiJCI I hci rope rut ions. rev icw forecusl s w ul muintuin 
slotisl.ics. 

Shills of Munugemen! und Enterprise 
Although northern busincsst~s have economic and gl~ographi
cal problems, tlw calibre of nmtlwrn cntrqJrcnt~urship and 
managem1mt is not always high. and these qualities could be 
improved in the long term hy l)ducational and management 
devclnpnwnt programs, eSJH~cially in the mon~ isolated 
communities. 

Several programs related to the development of managerial 
skills arc now available to northerners through tht~ Govern
ment of the Northwest Territories and the Federal Business 
Development Hank. The ttrritorial government has dtJsigned 
a series of teaching modules on small business manugtmwnt. It 
may be difficult to persuad1~ owners and manag1~rs of small 
businesses to set aside the time required to complete the 
sections of the course that an~ relevant to their own specific 
needs. A small businessman may he busy just making ends 
meet and he may be reluctant to undertake work that he 
considers llll~rt~ly academic. And, even with good manage
ment, probably mcmy small northern lmsim~ss!!S will not 
become more successful bccaust~ of the geographical and 
market difficulties facing the nmthcrn economy. The north
ern businessman must, therefon!. bn pnrsuad1~rl of two things: 
that his business has a better chance of survival in the long 
run if he learns to run it mme efficiently and that the 
management development courst~ will be of real usc and 
benefit to him. 

Some inc1mtives could be provided to induc1~ the northern 
businessman to take a course to improve his rnan;1gcrial skills. 
For example, employees ill the management level could be 
given bonus pay for successfully completing busim~ss man
agement courses that their employers think may be useful to 
them. In addition, individuals could be reimbursed for course 
fees and costs. 

19. Businessmen should be encouruged to tuke udvontoge of 
the courses on manugeme11t Uwt are already uvuiluhlc in the 
Northwest Territories, and new courses covering subiects that 
would prove useful in the event of pipeline construction 
should be devised and made ovailable. 

20. The government should assist northern firms t.o procure 
better monogcment expertise. This could be done hy providing 
funds to hire persons with mmwgement skills who could 
work with the resident owner und operator for u period of 
time, or by p/ocing young northerners who show promise of 
business ubility in manogemenllminee positions in the South, 
to obtuin nwnagement expertise through on-the-job 
experience. 

21. NorUwrn businessmen seeKing contracts will require 
knowll!dgl) of u variety of speciu/ techniques uml urrange
ments tlwt nre peculiar to i11dustry, such as preporing bids, 
tendering procedures, bonding opplications, job costing and 
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labour relations. An uJvisory service for these procedures 
should be available within the Government of the Northwest 
Territories. 

Availability of Loan Capital 
Loan capital is essential to the operation of a small business to 
ensure that sufficient funds are available for the acquisition of 
assets, the provision of working capital, and the financing of 
inventories, which must necessarily be larger in the North 
thiln in the South because of isolation and transport cost. 
Although there is now a special Agricultural and Rural 
Development Act (ARDA) program for the North, through 
which grants are made available to northern businessmen, 
loan capital will still be needed for equity and bridge 
financing until enough work has been accomplished to meet 
the requirements under which ARDA grants are made. The 
expansion of loan funding is important to the development of 
a healthy business community in the Mackenzie Valley. In 
the long term, and in anticipation of the construction of a 
pipeline, it is essential that sufficient funds are available for 
the establishment of new resident northern businesses and 
for the expansion of existing businesses. 

At present, there are five major sources of capital available 
to residents of the Northwest Territories. The chartered banks 
and credit unions supply only limited loan capital because 
they have stringent collateral requirements and, in the case of 
credit unions, loan capital is in short supply. The Federal 
Business Development Bank is a major lender for the 
purchase of fixed assets in the Northwest Territories. The 
Small Husiness Loan Fund of the Government of the North
west Territories lends capital for the purchase of fixed assets 
and the financing of inventories. This fund allows limited 
guarantees and limited grants. Upon being transferred from 
the federal government to the Government of the Northwest 
Territories, it was restructured, and the ceiling on loans was 
raised from $50,000 to $100,000. The fund will be replenished 
by $600,000 annually to a maximum of $5 million. Loans arc 
amortized over a maximum period of 15 years at an inten~st 
rate set by the Federal Business Development Bank. The fund 
is now administered by a board made up of four businessmen 
and two government officials. The Eskimo Loan Fund 
provides financing to Inuit for risk and inventory capitai at an 
interest rate well below the prevailing bank rates, and tlw 
Indian Economic Development Fund, which is administered 
federally, provides financing for risk and inventory capital 
for Indian and white entrepreneurs active in native economic 
development. 

Thus limited risk capital is available through the Federal 
Business Development Bank, the Eskimo Loan Fund and the 
Indian Economic Development Fund. All other financing is 
limited to the purchase of fixed assets and, in the case of the 
Small Business Loan Fund, to the financing of invt~ntorics. 
There is a serious need, particularly in the construction 

industry, for loans to finance working capital. If a diversified 
service sector is to be developed in the North, it is absolutely 
essential that such capital be made available. Moreover, to the 
extent that business risk is a function of poor management, 
that problem can be met by providing incentives to business
men who are willing to couple their borrowing with 
management training. 

22. When pipeline-related activity begins, the Small Business 
Loan Fund should be expanded and the ceiling on loans should 
be raised to allow for the financing of the expansion of 
businesses so they can participote in primary and secondary 
pipeline activities. Such funds should be directed particularly 
toward activities that are likely to remain important in the 
pattern of regional employment and income base following 
completion of the pipeline. 

23. Offices to administer the various northern loan funds 
should be St)t up in the main communities of the Mackenzie 
Valley and Mockenzie Delta, and perhaps throughout the 
North, to ensure that all rcgionol businessmen have access to 
them. 

24. The Federal Business Development Bank should be 
directed to locute and staff one or more regional offices in the 
Mackenzie Volley and Muck~>nzie Delta. 

Bonding 
Northern contractors who testified before the Inquiry stressed 
the difficulties they have encountered in obtaining bonding 
from surety companies. Rid bonding is usually required on 
tenders above a minimum value of between $5,000 and 
$10,000. This requirement is based on the need for owners and 
prime contractors to be assured that a contract will be 
completed in the time and manner specified in the contract. It 
is a form of jJrequalification of bidders in an industry that has 
long been troubled by defaults and bankruptcies. Owners 
obtain their protection through the bonding of prime contrac
tors, and they in turn require the same protection from their 
subcontroctors. A contractor who can obtain a bid bond will 
have no difficulty in obtaining the required performance and 
material bonds. therefore a bid bond has come to be regarded 
as a means of separating qualified from unqualified bidders. 

Surety companies examine the applications for bonding to 
ensure that the contractor is not only in a financial position to 
complete the contract, but also that he has the capability and 
expertisf~ to perform the work in a satisftlctory manner. 
Applications must be supported by financial statements, 
summaries of experience on previous contracts, references 
from suppliers and bankers. and any other information that 
will persuade the surety company that the contractor has the 
experience and resources to fulfil his contractual obligations. 

The northern contracting industry is still young and it 
shares the prohlems inhen~nt in new business operations. 
Many contractors lack experit)net~ and management expertise, 
and they cunnot provide the necessary assurance of their 



capability to execut" a contract properly. Moreover. tlw 
contracting industry in the North is very compt!titivc and has 
grown rapidly, thereby placing a greater demand on the 
surety industry to finance bonds. Competition for a limited 
amount of bonding capital plac1~s an additional obstacle in the 
way of new northern-based r:ontracting firms. Furthermore, 
the surety compani!!s do not have bonding agencies 
throughout the Territories, and tlu:y are not familiar with the 
special problems of northern contractorS. 

25. Pipeline contractors should ww regional contractors, so fur 
as possible, without requiring them to obtoin bonding, 
provided thot the pipeline controcfor beliHvcs that commit
ments con be met and provided !hot. those commitments will 
not place undue stroin on the regionul firm. 

Bonds are not insurance, and a surety company has the 
right to recover from a contractor the full extent of its loss on 
a defaulted contract. The contractor should not, therefor"· be 
bonded on contracts that are larger than he can handle. 

Pipeline and Economic Problems 
I have already said that the effects of the pipeline will intrude 
heavily into all aspects of economic life in the Mack£mzie 
Valley and Mackenzie Delta. Major problems that may take 
years to resolve could arise out of the introduction or the 
extension of such massive new forces as large corporate 
interests, big unions, and unprecedented government inter
vention into the northern economy. Locally, these new forces 
could lead to permanently higher cost structures. price 
inflation, particularly in rents, and shortages of skilled labour. 
To counter such effects, I could recommend such measures as 
the subsidization of some costs, the indexing of incomes, and 
the establishment of rent control boards, but I am not 
convinced that these measures would be effective or benefi
cial. However, some problems can perhaps be modified or 
made less severe if action is taken now along the following 
lines. 

26. In every possible way, government must ensure that 
unrealistic expectations are not built up in thP- minds of 
northern residents around the ideo of the pipeline project. 

In the early 1970s, the federal government's promotion of 
the Arctic Gas project, at a tim£! when gas reserves in the 
Mackenzie Delta were questionable and the environmental 
and social impact of the proposal had not been subjected to 
independent scrutiny, led to great "xpectations of growth and 
expansion among businessmen of the region, expectations 
that have not been fulfilled. The proposals that I have already 
made with respect to the provision of fuller information and 
to forecasting would help to avoid disappointments in future. 
Other steps include an information program that would 
describe the negative as well as the beneficial aspect of the 
proposed pipeline and continued research on the probable 
local effects of the project. By placing local people in direct 
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communication with union officials and corpomlc t~xecutivcs 
and by ensuring that their questions an! properly answered, 
much confusion can he avoided. It will also be useful to report 
on conditions in regions, such as Alaska and latt!J', the Yukon, 
that have experienced the construe:! ion of a pipeline. 

!n)cognizt! that postponing Hw construction of u Mackenzie 
Valley pipeline has cretll£~d hardship for some northern 
businessmen who may have believed that tht: project was 
imminent and who may have made investments they would 
ordinarily nut have made. Of course, IIHJSI~ who invest with a 
view to making a profit must expect to bear losst:s when they 
occur. So there is little that government can be expected to do 
directly about the prohkms of these firms. Howcvt:r, indirect 
measures could alleviall! their plight and that of tlw local 
labour force that may hav£~ come to d£!pcnd on them. Some 
local construct ion programs, propos£~d for the f u lure. could 
perhaps be undertaken now to case the transition for 
northerners who had expected the pipeline to be built almost 
immediately. I am not advocating unnecessary proj£~c:ts nor r1 

round of pump priming for a pump that does not work Such 
local projects should make sense in terms of the ordinary 
community and regional growth and renl!wal. 

27. Procedures should lw estublislwd to avoid, us fur us 
possible, the bunching of mujor projects during peuk pipeli11e 

construction. If they arc not taken in udvunce of pipeline 
construction, vorious public worhs I hot government would 
normolly unJcrlnhc should lw deferred, if possible, until tlw 
pressures generoted by the pipeline hove pussed. Privo/1~ 

vcntums should be discoumged in /he region during pcok 
coiistruction. 

To some extent, this proc1~ss vvill occur automatically: then: 
will be severe shortages of lahour and industrial capacity 
while pipeline construction is underway, and the resultant 
higher costs should discourage any but the most immediately 
profitable or, in the case of public works, the most necessary 
proj1~cts from going forward. Some public and privati~ projects 
may have to proceed, despite their possibly disruptive effects 
and high costs. If, for example, there is a seven~ housing 
shortage, more houses will have to he built, and it may he 
impossible to postpone the construction of badly needed 
municipal structures. 

28. Government should always be fully informed ohout when 
om/ where additional copocity exists in the Cunadiun 
economy so thot, if necessory, it can draw quickly on goods, 
services and expertise. Where practimble and in i<eeping with 
other recommendations mode in this report, the development 
of such capacity should be fostered in the North. 

There is a widespread view, well-grounded in economics 
and law, that procedures such as norllwrn prcfcn~nces and 
bid depositories restrict the free functioning of industry and 
commerce and that they inhibit rather than enhance the 
operation of tlw market system. I ugn~c with this view. No 
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rcstric.tivt~ measures should be adoptf:d -indeed, tht~y should 
nut he ncu~ssary- in a mature market where competitors arc 
in a position of approximatt) equality. But the northern 
market is not such a market. 

Northern businessmen, although they affirm their belief in 
free competition, insist at the same time on govt)I'llmcnt 
assistance and enforced preferenu:s. I do not see how they crtn 
do otherwise. Firms that must operate exclusively or lt~rgely· 
in the North are at st~rious disadvantage in comparison vvith 
firms that do only a part of llwir busi1wss in tht~ North. 
Northern-based firms operat£: at much higher lr!vtds of 
uncertainty and cost. anrl they do not generally have the same 

access to institutions or government, such as udministrative 
tribunals, or to privute professional st:rvices, such as lawyers, 
consulting engineers. and man[]gement consultants, as firms 
that arc based in the South. 

lkcausf~ of this disadvantage, I fed that northern businesses 
n~quire assistance in tht: fmm of protective and supportive 
measures of limited duration. The purpose of such assistance 
is to give the northern businessman a reasonable chance of 
surviving the pipeline pmject and to continue to serve in the 
private sector of the northern economy in the future. In other 
words, this assistance is primarily din:cted toward business
nwn who arc able to demonstrate that they have a long-term 
commitment to the region and its f~conomy. 



THE REPORT OF 
THE MACKENZIE VALLEY 
PIPELINE INQUIRY 

Project Logistics 

The transportation associated with the pipclin1~ construction 
will have a broad rnnge of impacts on the n~gion. Pipeline
related freight moving north from Hay River will more than 
double the total volume carried on the Mackenzie River in 
1972, the peak year to date. If the pipeline is to be completed 
according to schedule, the region will have to accommodate 
similarly increased transport requirements in passenger 
truvel and in the use of small aircraft and helicopters. 

The existing regulatory machinery of tlw federal and 
territorial governments and the plans put forward by the 
pipeline companies arc not adequate to ensure that the 
necessary protection against adverse effects is given. Past 
events have demonstrated the inadequacy of regulatory 
mechanisms and planning to cope with boom-and-bust 
situations in the North, situations that have invariably 
involved transportation. During the oil and gas exploration 
boom of the early 1970s, aircraft flying at 1mvironmentally 
hazardous low levels could be controllerl only where there 
was a project-specific basis for such control and when land 
use or similar project-specific regulations coulrl be applied. In 
the same way, because of large annual variations in the 
volomcs of freight, the planning of transport capacity has 
proved to be difficult. A part of the Mackenzie River fleet. 
expanded with government approval during the period of the 
oil und gas exploration boom, is now in storag1:. 

In considering th1~ logh;tics of the proposed pipeline in 
relation to the regional transport system, w1: must remember 
thut construction of the pipeline is likely to he postponed for 
ten years. By that tinw, transport systems and pipeline 
construction techniqtws will probably have changed consid
erably, but we must base our present view of this problem on 
the proposals put fonvard hy Arctic Cas and Foothills. 

i\ny 1:xamination of the 1:nvironmcntal and the socio
economic impm:t of Hu~ pip!dine project must consider the 
sp1:cific location, scheduling and method of operation of 
transport fuciliti1:s. Inadl!(jtHH:ies in consultation. phmning 
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Transportation 

and site-specific studies for transport facililies and inade
quate control of the facilities during operation could create 
seriously adverse effects on northern people, northern 
business, existing and future patterns of land usc, fish and 
wildlif1~ resources and ill'l:ha!~IJlogiu.Jl sitPs. 

The response of communities to plans for transportation 
facilities may range \viddy. Action communities, particularly 
Hay River, Fort Simpson and Inuvik. may want improved 
facilities, whereas oth1:rs may not wish to hav1: anything to do 
with wharves or stor:kpile sites. 

1. During review of the design plluse of lllc project, 
consulfulion with Uw puoplu of eocfl comnHJJJily n:gurding the 
fuci/ilief> f.o be conslrucl!~d or used ot or m~w· /hut community 
willlw essential. 

Construction of a pipeline vvill require the transportation of 
enormous volumes of materials and cquipnwnt from the 
South to mnny sites in the North. Arctic Gas' plans called for 
the movement of about 1.5 million tons down the Mackenzie 
Hiv1~r ov1~r a three-year period. The transshipment operation 
at a typical Arctic Cas wharf and stockpile sifl: would include 
L..n million gallons of fuel, 45,000 tons of pip1:, 500 tons of 
cxplosiv1~s, and 9,500 tons of miscellaneous camp facilities and 
h!~<H'.Y equipment. These materials and equipment will be 
moved by various means, and the necessity of transporting 
tlwm will bring about improvements in and additions to the 
transportation infrastructure that exists at pn~sent in the 
Mackcnzic Valley. New wharf sites will bc built and others 
will!"' up-graded, and therc will be new stockpilc sites, both 
at vvhurv~:s and at compn~ssor stations. n1~vv airstrips and 
heliports, and new UCCI!SS I'OHds to serve tiH~SI~ and othf!r 
facilities. 

Both Arctic Cas and Foothills proposed to liS£: the Macken
zil~ River and Arctic Ocean routes for !wavy £:quipment 
supplies. During the shipping season. cquipm1:nt and supplies 
will h1~ off-load£:rl 111 whiii'VI~S along these wah:rways and 
ston:d !)it her at tlw whurf site or at the s!ockpilt: sites farther 
inland until the vvinll~l' construction season begins. Both 
Arctic Gas and Foothills concede that use of tlu: Mackenzie 
Highway, whilt: not ubsolutf!ly necessary to them. would be 
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an asset during the construction and particularly during the 
operation of the pipeline. Futhermore, witnesses from Alaska 
expressed the view, based on their experience with the oil 
pipeline built there, that an all-weather road is essential for 
pipeline construction and operations. Thus, whether or not 
the highway is extended is an important variable. 

Both pipeline companies plan to make extensive use of 
snow roads. I have recommended that sno\v roads must be 
used if terrain damage is to be kept to acceptable standards. 
There are, however, two fundamental problems- scheduling 
and the sufficiency of snow. In Volume One, I described these 
problems and the techniques that have been proposed to 
overcome them and I consider them again in the chapter 
Terrain Considerations: Snow Roads. 

I am particularly concerned by any plans that may be 
advanced to rely on helicopters rather than on fixed-wing 
aircraft. Helicopters have a limited freight capacity, they are 
much less able than fixed-wing aircraft to cope with bad 
weather conditions, and they arc more likely to disturb 
wildlife. Contingency procedures will have to be developed 
for any plans that rely hf~avily on helicopters for pipeline 
construction and operation. 

The proposals of Arctic Cas and Foothills for transporta· 
tion are~ in many respects, preliminary and tentative. Arctic 
Gas has drastically alten!d its logistics plan, first to accommo· 
date the concept of multiple staging areas, Hwn to accommo
date a development plan that Hay River proposed for itself. 
Both pipeline companies have based their plans. at least in 
part, on overly optimistic and unproved (or invalid) assump· 
tions, such as the capacity of the winter road between Fort 
Simpson and lnuvik to carry high levels of traffic." the ability 
of helicopters to fly under adverse weather conditions. and 
the availabilty of community wharf sites and airstrips. 
Neither Arctic Gas nor Foothills have offered any con tin· 
gency planning. Both proposals depend on a vnriable but short 
summer shipping s1~ason on the Mackfmzie River. Other 
transportation routes and modes of transportation are 
available. but the companies' planning has not reached the 
stage in which these other possibilities might be used to 
handle major freight movements. 

Nevertheless, although the pipeline companies· proposals 
for transportation arc still in a preliminary form, many of the 
measures that will be necessary to minimize the undesirable 
effects of pipeline construction and operation on the regional 
transportation system can already be disu)rncd from them. 
They are described below. 

Existing and Proposed Public Focilit.ies 
The difficulties in planning logistics stem in part from 
uncertainty about government programs, ~~specially with 
regard to facilities that will be availabl1) to the pipeline 
company. For example, in their original applications, the 
pipeline companies assumed that the Mackcn7.ie Highway 

would extend as far north as Fort Good Hope. During the 
course of this Inquiry, however, the federal government 
changed its highway program. Extension of the road is still 
included in the government's long-term plans, but the 
northern terminus of the highway will be, for an indefinite 
period, a location ncar Wrigley. However, work on the Fort 
Simpson-Fort Nelson Highway, which had been suspended, 
is now under consideration. This road could serve as an 
alternative to supply routes through northern British 
Columbia. 

2. Government should make an early statement as to its 
policy for the public facilities in the North that will be 
available to the Company. This statement should include the 
exact nature, location and standard of all public works that 
government or crown corporations will undertake, a defini
tive timetable for such works, and a description of the 
locations and the principles of cost-sharing for major new 
focilities or additions lo existing facilities that may be required 
by the Company but tlwt would be of value to the region after 
pipeline construcl.ion. 

At the same timc the Company should make its own 
transportation plans known so that government can assess 
them and integrate them into long-range plans for the 
Mackenzie Valley. In this way, government can ensure that 
the natural and socio-economic environment is disrupted as 
little as possible. 

At the hearings, Foothills stated that they hope to make 
considerable usc of th" Fort Simpson-lnuvik winter road and 
Edward Mirosh, Manager of Engineering, even declared that 
it "\vould serve the same purpose as the Mackenzie 
Highway" (F9746). The grades, route and width of this winter 
road limit the speeds and loads that can be carried on it, and, 
in its present form, the road does not appear to be suitable for 
the requirements of transportation during pipeline construc
tion. Any proposal for using it should be looked at carefully, 
for it will probably then require up-grading and rerouting, 
with consequent environmental and socio-economic impacts. 

3. The govcrnmenl should explicitly dec/ore its plans for an 
all-weather road in the Mackenzie Valley. lf the government 
docs not intend to continue the Mackenzie llighway, it should 
stote clcurly its policy with regard to the Fort Simpson_lnuvik 
winter road. 

Facilities 

Transportation activities generated by pipeline construction 
will create both opportunities and problems. The project will 
provide useful additional facilities, such as the airstrips, 
wharves, wardwus1~s and stockpile sih)s that the Company 
will have to install. But these facilities will have to be 
maintained. Morcov1!r, they are an extension of non-native 



activities into the northern fronti!!l': they will increase the 
mobility of outsiders within the North and will interfere in 
many ways with traditional native activities. 

Operations related to the construction and operation of th!: 
pipelines may disrupt the normal resupply of the communi
ties along the Mackenzie River. The demands on transport 
during pipeline construction huv!: been forecast only on a 
theoretical basis, and there is no information on the amount 
by which this demand may be exceeded. The National Energy 
Board has already pointed nut that an additional volume of 
freight will he required to counter the problem of frost heave. 
Because it takes time to bring into service some forms of 
equipment used along the Mackenzie River, especially tugs 
and barges, the impact of excess demand on the existing 
transportation system and on the people who now depend 
upon it could be severe. 

Problems and opportunities must be considered from the 
point of view of the users, the carriers and the uffected 
communiti{$. Each may be significantly affected, but in 
different ways. To reduce this complexity, I shall discuss 
pipeline-related transportation problems in terms of facilities 
and services. 

From the standpoint of facilities, the construction of a 
pipeline in the North could be similar to earlier construction 
projects there related to national defence. Facilities were built 
with little or no thought given to their short- or long-term 
advantages. Many of these facilities, however, proved to be 
useful, and some of these are now 1:sscntial to the regional 
transport system. At the same time, these legacies an~ not 
without their costs: the Alaska Highway, for example, has 
required expensive maintenance and rebuilding over the 
years, and some of the airports are poorly located and too big. 
A facility created by this means is oftl'O too expensive to keep, 
but too good to throw away. 

The pipeline project will require considerable augmenta
tion of existing marine and air far.ilities and, although present 
services may be improved and of us1! in the longer term, we 
must ensure that, as far as possible, new or up-graded 
facilities created to serve the pipclin1: will not be only an 
added burden to the North. 

4. The Compony should provide oll the facilities ond 
equipment that are required to increose the regioncll trcmspor
tation system's capacity to accommodate pipclinc-rclntccl 
traffic, and so far us is feasible, in o woy tho! will ultimotely 
reduce the costs of serving normol troffic and thot will 
improve the quality of service. 

This should be the general principle, but there will be 
problems of implementation unless there are also available 
sufficient details about the Company's plans, firm commit
ments by the government with respect to transport infra
structure, and at least the basic dmTlcnts of a multi-modal 
plan for the infrastructure of transportation in the Mackenzie 
Valley. One special aspect relating to the improvement of 
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transport facilities in g!!ncral is th!! improvement by the 
Company of existing l'acilitics. Improvement and !:xpansion 
that do nut disrupt thr: social and economic fabric: of till! 
community is clearly cil!sirahle. but they could lead to 
connicts in demand between the Company and the 
communities. 

5. The cost of expunding or improving existing fuci/ilics to 
w:c:ommodatc trufTic rclulcd to pipeline cnnslruclion shu/J lw 
horne entirely by tlw Compony (J/ld shed/ not be usscssed 
ugui nst troffic to resupply tlw com munitics. 

6. During the period of pipeline construction. coJJJillllllily 
resupply traffic shoJI huve priorily \.vherever fw:ilit it!s ure 

jointly used. Nornwl opemling und maintenonce jJI!/'Sonrwl 
shell/ not be displnced in fuvour of pipeline employees. 

The remaining problem is one I mentioned earlier: a nt!W or 
improved facility may be too expensive to kct!p, but lou good 
to throw away. This prohll!lll can he alkviahxl if tht! pipeline 
facilities are integrated into transport plans for the n!gion. 
Nevertheless, the question of who will maintain facilities that 
are not required regionally n:mains unanswered. 

7. The design for impmving UIICl cxpuncling existing fucilit ies 
und the woy in which they ure built should permit thern fo be 
reudily scaled down when they ore no longer needed for /he 
pipeline project. All improvement und cxponsion should bu of 
n high enough stondord to ensure thol long-run muinlenunce 
costs ure minimized. 

In addition to th!!S{! general recommendations, SJH!cific 
problems include the use of community airports, the dcvclop
tn!!nt of pipeline staging areas in the southern part of the 
Northwest Territories, and the usc ;:md maintenance of roads. 

Community Airports 
/\relic Cas originally intended to make major improvements 
to the airports at Fort Good Hope, Fort Norman and VVriglcy. 
Thf~se improvements would have had to be in place bdore 
pipeline construr.tion began and would have supplanlf:cl those 
planned by the federal govl!rnml!nt as part of its Nortlwrn Air 
Facilities Program. Suhseqw!nt ly, Arctic Gas indicated that, in 
rcSJXlllS!~ to mpn~scntations made at community hcurings, 
they would locate the m!U!ssary airstrips away from these 
settlements. 

Throughout my report, I have stressed that pip!diiW 
construction must not intrude on native communities against 
the wishes of the comnHJnities. This principle should apply to 
government agencies as w!dl as to the Company. The revised 
Arctic Cas proposal to construct the airports away from 
communities, in respons1! to local desires, is entirely appropri
ate; it should be taken as a mod!!! in similar situations and 
should he formalized as a prou~ss during the preparation of 
plans. 
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Staging Sites in the Northwest Territories 
In the chapter on Action Communities. I discuss some of the 
problems and benefits that will accrue to these communities 
as a result of development. Two of these communities. Hay 
River and Fort Simpson. could be greatly affected hy tht~ 

choice of staging sites in the Northwt!st Territories. 
Hay River, at the head of rail, is the more important of the 

two staging sites in the Northwt)st Territories. Some of the 
residents, local businessmen and the town council want it to 
retain this pre-eminence, and they have prepared a master 
plnn according to \vhich Hay Rivt!r will be the staging sitt) for 
all pipeline traffic. If this plan wcre implemented, it would 
cost more than $30 million und create duck space and other 
facilities that would far exceed the foreseeable needs of the 
community, the transportation industry, or indeed Hw 
pipeline company. Future maintt:nance costs of these largt! 
installations would also he high. Fort Simpson, the other 
staging site, is the present terminus of the Mackenzie 
Highway fur all practical purposes. Fort Simpson has not 
actively sought to expand its transport facilities, but business 
has gone there both because of its position at the end of road 
and because it has an enterprising barging company based 
there. Although Fort Simpson ha.s not proposed plans similar 
to those of Hay River, it would like to retain at least its present 
share in the staging business and perhaps to expand it. 

Both pipeline companies have proposed to establish a major 
marine staging area at Axe Point, a good natural site for such 
a purpose with enough flat land for associated facilities and 
fairly close to the Mackenzie Highway. Barge traffic going 
from Axe Point down the Mackenzie River would avoid the 
hazardous crossing of southwestern Great Slave Lake and the 
Providence Rapids. If this new staging area is built, Hay River 
and Fort Simpson will be able to handle all of the regular 
traffic, and the normal community resupply requirements 
will not be disturbed during pipeline construction. Both 
pipeline companies propose to deactivate Axe Point when the 
project is completed, but that may not happen: not only will 
the investment in Axe Point be substantial, but the leases 
there are held by Northern Transportation Company Limited 
(NTCL), and it is likely to have its own interests in view 
rather than those of the communities. If Axe Point is not 
deactivated, continued use of its facilities could reduce by as 
much as 12 percent the transportation costs on freight that 
enters the Northwest Territories by truck for furtherance by 
barge. These savings would be effected at some cost to the Hay 
River economy and to the governments that would have to 
serve the new community at Axe Point and deal with the 
socio-economic problems of Hay River. 

Two other factors complicate the picture. Hay River has a 
major economic advantage as a port because it is also the head 
of rail. But vessels moving down the Mackenzie River from 
Hay River must navigate the Providence and Green Island 
rapids above Fort Simpson. If the channel there is not dredged, 

and if costs for moving dry cargo by truck and air continue to 
decrease through better transportation techniques, the ad van
tage for trucked-in dry cargo would pass to downstream 
locations. such as Axe Point and Fort Simpson. Hay River 
would maintain its superiority only \·vith respect to petro
leum products, which arrive by rail in bulk. Petroleum 
products accounf· for about half the freight moved on the 
Mackenzie River. If indigenous natural gas replaces imported 
petroleum for heating and electrical generation, transport 
requirements and associated facilities will be drastically 
changed. 

The solution of problems related to staging sites must be 
sought in a long-term plan for transportation facilities in the 
southern part of the Northwest Territories. However, such a 
plan cannot be drawn up until native claims have been 
settled and until decisions are taken regarding the use of 
indigenous energy supplies and the dredging of shallow areas 
in the Mackenzie River. 

Although I cannot settle the controversy over staging sites, I 
can recommend that the following steps be taken toward 
achieving a resolution. 

B. Government should develop a plan for transportation 
focilitics in the southern Northwest Territories that tokes into 
account both energy supply and river dredging. 

9. The Company should not be permitted to construct 
facilities at Hay River or Fort Simpson that do not conform to 
the principles of the government's transportation plan. 

10. Facilities that will not be required to support the demand 
for trunsport in the Mackenzie Valley during the foreseeable 
future should be constructed nway from communities and 
should be deactivated on completion of the project. To ensure 
that such deactivation tokes place, the federal and territorial 
governments should hold us crown land, until they are 
required, all potential port sites between Hay River and Fort 
Simpson and reacquire all such sites that are now leased. (The 
NTCL leases at Axe Point expire between 1978 and 1982). In 
addition, the federal government should control any roads 
that extend from the Mackenzie Highway to potential port 
sites. 

Roads 
The major effects of pipeline-generated traffic on roads are 
maintenance costs and dusty conditions. Evidence from 
Alaska indicates that there was a substantia] increase in 
maintenance costs on some state highways because of 
increased traffic on them during pipeline construction and, in 
some places, highways had to close daily for extended periods 
so that they could be maintained. Construction of a pipeline 
along the Mackenzie Valley will be based on river transport 
rather than on road transport, so the impacts in Canada, 
although similar, will probably be less severe. In the Yukon 
Territory and Northwest Territories, government revenue 
generated from fuel taxes and licence fees approximately 



balances the costs of road maintenance. If care is taken to 
maintain this balanct~. maintenance costs should not pose a 
problem. However, the time required to carry out mainte
nance activities may well become a problem. 

11. Before construction of the pipe/inc hegins, permanent 
roads that will he used for projeet purposes should he 
reconstructed to o stondard comnwnsurote with Uw tmjfic 
that. is expected on l.hum during the construction period. The 
Company should bear the cost of any reconsf ruction that 
exceeds foreseeable loco/ needs. Where the reconstruction 
represents an occelerotion of plonned improvenwn!s, the 
Company should bcCJr the cost off he acceleration. 

12. The territoriol government should develop o highwoy 
maintenance policy for the period of pipeline construction 
that will give adequotc considcrotion to the Compuny ond to 
residents of the Northwest Territories. 

Except for a few short paved stretches, nnrthern roads arc 
surfaced with gravel. In dry, unfrozen conditions, vehicles 
passing over them raise great clouds of dust; meeting or 
overtaking a vehicle in these conditions is unpleasant and 
dangerous. Dust abatement through the application of 
calcium chloride is carried out wh(~re traffic warrants it and, 
if higher traffic levels arc reached, the road is paved. 
According to present policy in the North\vest Territories and 
subject to the availability of funds, dust abatement is 
introduced when traffic reaches 250 vehicles per day, and the 
road is paved wh(:n traffic rcaclws 500 vehicles p(!r day. 
Application of calcium chloride is considered to ht~ a 
maintenance expense, and it needB no special consideration 
beyond that given above to road maintenance generally. 
Pnving, on the other hand, is a capital program. It would be 
wrong to charge the total cost of paving a road to the 
Company, if use of it hy a fP-w vehicles caust~d the arbitrary 
number of 500 vehidt~s per day to b(: cxu!£~d(~d. 

13. If traffic is foremsf lo exceed oOO vehicles per duy during 
pipe/inc construcl ion, llw rood should be p(JVCd befom pipeline 
construction begins. The Com puny should bear the full cost of 
any paving thot would not be required in the foresf:eob/e 
future; where puving represents Ufl uccdemlim1 of p/uwwd 
improvements, the Compony should hcor the cos I of I he 
occe/crution. 

In Aluska, much of the highway north of Valdez had to be 
rebuilt because of frequent usc by heavy vehicles during the 
period of pipeline construction. Permanent roads in nortlwrn 
Canada might rcquin~ similar work after construction of the 
pipdinc is completed. 

14. After pipeliw! cons/ruction is complf~ted, tlw Compuny 
should be required lo n:s/ore tlw higllwuy system in norllwrn 
Cmwdo to its previous stundurd. Tlw UlllOUIII of retollslruclion 
om/ mujor muin!f!li<Jllet; lo bt~ currit:d oul should lw specified 
hy government, und the worh sh01dd /Jc complelt:d within 
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three yeurs of the dote lhul gus begins lo flow through llw 
pipeline. The Com puny shu//lwur the cos/ of I his work 

Services 

The completion on sclwdulc of the propos£~d pipeline \viii 
depend on a transport system that opcratt~s vvith clockwork 
efficiency. The pipeline companies hav" stated that they 
would rely on dedicated st:rviccs, which they would provide 
for th(!mselvcs to whatever extent might prove necessary. It 
seems clt!ar that the Company will hav1! to provide at least 
some of ttwir own transportation to avoid ovt~rstraining the 
existing services. 

Although probably tlw basic requirenwnts of the Company 
can be prcrlicted and handled by the existing transport 
system, emergency situations will no doubt have to he 
accommodated. They \\'ill include emergcncit!S during pipe
line construction and during pipelin!~-ndatt~d activity, such as 
government monitoring, gas plant construction, and oil 
exploration. There will also he increased demands hy 
northern businesses that arc responding to pipeline upportu
nitit$ and increased sp1:ncling by Mackenzie Valley re.sidt)nts 
based on income derivt~d from work associated with ttw 
pipeline. The transport system must continue to meet tlw 
normal demand of northern communitit~s. hut then~ arc 
justifiable fears that cmt!l'gcncies may caust: a shortag(~ of 
freight and of air transport capacity und drive the pn~s1~nt 
rates upward. 

SUHFAC!~ FREIGHT CAPACITY 

Th(~ tug-and-barge system, which is the lifeline of the 
communities down river from Fort Simpson. will Pqually bt~ 
the liftdin!! for pipeline and gas plant construction and for oil 
and gas exploration. lkcaus!~ NTCL, a crmvn corporation, has 
a ncar monopoly of the freight business along the Mackenzie 
River, tlwsituation may not h!~difficult to control. 

15. Northern Tmnsporlution Compony Limil1~d should he 
directed to give Ji'rsf priority fo the delivery uf shipments tu 
resupply I he nor I hern communities. NTCL should olso sui u 
guurunl1~cd delivery schedule for uny dry curgo ond fur 
cnwrgeJI(:y shipments of luJ/k petroleum ussigtwd lo it. 

l make the following JTcommeJHialion to ensun~ that 
emergency requirements of tht~ project do not disrupt tlw 
normal resupply of tht~ communitit!S. 

16. Wlwlluver the Compuny or its sulu:onlruc/ors WWXjWcl

edly require tmnsporl SI!I'Vicc, the us1~ of which would mcun 
/he witlldruwul of service fmm lcrriluriul residents, rlw 
Compuny should be n~sponsih/u for the fu/J cos! of providing 
enwrguncy replucemenl st:rvice to COJJlllllJllilics. The repluu:
ment service (for cxwnpk uircruft lo repluce wotcr lrwls
port) should he provided through /he Agency ufter consultu
tion with tlw Co1npuny. 
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The problem of pipeline-related activities remains un
solved, and it should not be underestimated. Between 1971 
and 1972, barge traffic on the Mackenzie River increased more 
than 40 percent because of increased oil and gas exploration 
in the Mackenzie Delta. The barge traffic that is related to 
hydrocarbon £~xploration and development should be inte
grated with the traffic for pipeline construction. 

11. AI/ items of freight destined for I. he nil and gas industry in 
the North that weigh more thon 100 pounds should be 
forwarded by the Company, through o joint-industry Irons
port group. 

Such a group would ensure that critical development-related 
and construction-related shipments do not compete with 
discretionary shipments related to exploration and that the 
ultimate allocation of priorities for tht! hydrocarbon sector is 
not left to the carriers. 

I am not impressed by arguments about the difficulty of 
distinguishing between shipments for the oil and gas industry 
and shipments for community resupply. Cargo destined for 
Swimming Point is cargo for the oil industry, whether it is 
shipped by Gulf Oil or by a food wholesaler. Nevertheless, 
some cargo ultimately destined for hydrocarbon activities 
may be handled through the communities. This is not of great 
concern, because such routing will benefit business in the 
northern communities. 

The problems of truck freight have received somewhat less 
attention than those related to barge freight, However, the 
potential problems are just as great for communities, such as 
Yellowknife, Rac-Edzo and Fort Simpson, that rely on truck 
transport, and for communities, such as Fort McPherson and 
lnuvik, that will become more dependent on tliis mode of 
transportation if the Dempster Highway is completed. As 
with barge freight, the problem of truck freight could be 
solved by the use of a crown corporation. 

18. The three previous recommcndutions should also up ply to 
NTCL's subsidiary, Grimshow Trucking cmd Distributing Ltd. 
To ensure that this corporation cun curry out its tosk, it should 
be grontcd temporury uuthority to operulc in the Yukon. 

In making these recommendations, I have been concerned 
about effects on local businesses, especially on trucking 
businesses, which, h!!Cause of low capital requirements, lend 
themselves to northern entrepreneurship. The thrust of rny 
recommendations is to ensure a base level of service rather 
than to establish monopolies responsible for carrying out the 
resupply of communities. If NTGL and Grimshaw Trucking 
are required to carry only the traffic that is offered to them, 
the field will be held open for northern transport businesses to 
compete, if they wish to do so. 

AIR PASSENGER AND AIR FREIGHT CAPACITY 

The problems related to the availability of air services differ 
from those associated with freight services in at l1~ast two 
ways. First, becaust! both companies plan to use dedicalt!cl air 

services, the problems of air freight capacity - indeed, the 
problems of the availability of air services in general - are 
less likely to be caused by the Company's actions than by the 
boom in related activities, such as oil and gas exploration. 
Secondly, there are two distinct parts to air services: mainline 
jet service to the action communities, and the use of small 
aircraft, in many cases on an irregular basis, to native 
communities. It is difficult to separate vital air services from 
those that may be said to enhance the quality of life. I do not 
consider this distinction useful in a northern context; I believe 
that transportation services, whether in support of real or 
perceived needs, must be as readily available to northern 
residents as, for example, health care. 

19. Northern residents shall have priority as passengers and 
for cargo on main/inc flights that fa/low o published schedule 
for up to 12 hours before flight time. 

20. To ensure that air services to small communities are not 
affected, carriers providing non-scheduled unit-toll services 
shall be required to convert to scheduled unit-toll service 
during the period of pipeline construction, and northern 
residents shall hove the some 12-hour preference on these 
carriers us well. The Hclwduled service should be at least as 
frequent os the service that is in effect when the National 
Energy Board grants o certificote of public convenience and 
necessity. 

RATES 

Many northerners fear that pipeline construction and related 
activities will create a supply shortage and exert upward 
pressure on rates or cause the withdrawal of common carrier 
services, if they convert to private or contract carriage. 
Previous recommendations should make the latter alternative 
unavailable. The problem of increased rates, hmvever, is more 
difficult because the carriers will argue that they must be able 
to pass on costs caused by pipeline-induced inflation. The 
effect of passing on these costs, of course, will be an 
inflationary spiral, \vith costs and prices chasing each other. 

21. Becuuse of the pervasive effects thot the means of 
transportation have on oll ospccts of life in northern Canada, I 
consid1!r u f rcczc on tronsportation rates to be an essential and 
intcgrol port of u progrum to control inflation in the North 
during the period of pipeline constructio11. Legislative author
ity to control rules n/rcndy exists. The bosi<; philosophy of the 
freeze on fronsportotion rutes is that only increases in fuel 
costs. depreciation costs on the acquisitions of new equipment 
not related to pipeline activity, and wages up to the national 
average could be possed on through rute increases. The 
Company must be held responsible for other costs and must 
ensure that the carriers' financial positions do not deteriorate 
from what they were wllen the certificate of public con
venience is issued. 

It would be unfair to the Company, however, to leave the 
above provisions entirely open-ended. 



22. To ensure prudence on I he port of the curriers, f he Agency 
should designote which northern curriers nwy be eligible to 
porticipote in the program to control ruins described uhovc. 
The Com puny should have Uw right to uppeul to I he Agency if 
it believes tlwt excessive costs ure cuused hy imprudunt or 
inefficient practices by a corricr. 

23. When construction oft he pipeline is completed, the f reczc 
on tronsportotinn rates should be reviewed. Any suhsnquent 
increase in rutcs must be relc1tcd to geJwrcll mte increuses in 
southern Conodct 

POSTCONSTRUCTlON PROBLEMS 

After rates, surplus vehicles, particularly tugs and barges, 
will be the mujor transportation problem in the postconstruc
tion period. Trucks, because of their short life, and aircraft, 
because of their mobility, present no significant problems. 
However, when the two peak shipping seasons proposed by 
the pipeline companies are over, there will be a large surplus 
of floating equipment that was specifically designed for 
operation on the Mackenzie River and that will be useless 
during years of normal shipping. Arctic Gas have estimated 
that $57 million will represent 80 percent of tbe amortized 
cost of the 13 barge sets they will require. Only another major 
construction project, such as an oil pipeline, would give this 
equipment more than salvage value. 

There are two fears with respect to this equipment: first, a 
large part of its cost may find its way into increased rates for 
the resupply of communities; and secondly, the equipment 
may find its way into contract or private carriage, thereby 
destroying the economies-of-scale that exist in the present 
system of near monopoly by a crown corporation. 

24. Project-related barging equipment should be casted as 
part of the pipeline project and controlled hy the Company. In 
turn, the Company should be enjoined from disposing of this 
equipment under ordinary circumstances except to a common 
corder company who had prepurchase licencing opproval 
from the Canadian Transport Commission. To gain such 
approval, the carrier should have to demonstrate puhlic 
convenience and necessity as defined under the federal 
Transport Act. 

Reference was made above to disposal of the equipment 
under ordinary circumstances. However, it is possible to 
foresee extraordinary circumstances - the construction of an 
oil pipeline. To accommodate such a situation, it would also be 
appropriate to permit the Company to dispose of its equip
ment in any manner that met the approval of the Minister of 
Indian Affairs and Northern Development. 

Tmnsportution WI 

Communications 

Communications, although equ.:dly as pervasive in the socio
economic environment of northt:rn Canada as transportation, 
are not nearly as visible. This may be because high-speed 
communications are recent p}wnomena in th!! North: only a 
relatively few years ago the airplane that brought in 
paSS(:ngers, freight and mail represented the most common 
method of communications. Until fairly reet!ntly, the only 
voice communications along th(! Mackenzie Valley were thost: 
set up by private orgunizations or government agencies to 
serve their own requirements. Canadian National Telecom
munications, the common carrier for the region, has systemat
ically been expanding public facilities to make the services 
there comparahh! to those available in southern Canada. 
Despite major and rapid improvements in various phases of 

communications, unique features in the North have made 
expansion difficult. The markd area is small and docs not 
gent!rate sufficit!nt revenue to support tht! high cost of 
technologically advanced systems. As a result, cross-subsidi
zation from revenues generated in the South and assistance 
from the federal government through such programs as the 
Northern Communication Assistance Progrdm has been 
necessary. 

Operations of the pipeline will offer littl" opportunity to 
improve public facilities because the systems proposed by the 
pipeline companies cannot be fully integrated into commu
nity service. Both the satellite system favoured by Arctic Gas 
and the terrestrial system favoured by Foothills are to be 
private, dedicated systems. Improvements could be made 
during the construction phase, however, because the telecom
munications system will require expansion to support both 
the general increase in economic activity and the specific 
needs of pipeline construction. Such expansion could be 
carried out so that private dedicated systems are kept to a 
minimum and can easily be interconnected with the public 
system. 

25. The government should ensure that the pipeline project 
does nof_ cause upheavals in tdecomrnunicutions and thul 
pipeline construction serves as o vehicle for improvement of 
telecommunication services for oil residents of the North. 

Telephone and Business Communications 
During construction of the trans- Alaska pipeline, telephone 
systems in Alaska were unable to cope with the demand; 
indeed, they were barely adequate before pipeline construc
tion began. During construction, the systems bogged down, 
not because of excess use by the pipeline company, which had 
its own telecommunications system, but becaus1! activity in 
the state increased generally. At Valdez, for example, a person 
might have to dial 80 or 90 times to complete a telephone call. 
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26. To avoid the problems mused by an inodequote telephone 
system in northern Canada, the government should establish 
contingency plans for cxpunsion, based on onticipotcd troffic 
demand patterns. 

We must also consider the communications requirements 
of businesses in northern Canada. Because the market for 
advanced telecommunications services in the North is small 
and scattered. these services have been available to northern 
businesses only slowly. Telex. for example, is still not 
available in many communities. During pipeline construction, 
small businesses in the North will be faced with a wide range 
of opportunities; it would be unfortunate if they had to let 
these opportunities fall to large, non-resident firms because 

communications techniques were unavailable or because 
their financial resources were inadequate to order specialized 
services on a dedicated basis. 

27. To ensure thot improvements and advances in telecom
munications are provided, as for as possible, by the common 
carriers and broadcasting componies, and to ensure that the 
dedication of services is kept to a minimum, the federal 
government policy in this regard should continue in the North. 

28. Improvements and expansion should be carried out in 
advance of construction to ensure that common carrier 
services ore not relegated to a low priority position and thus 
possibly not become available generally until pipeline con
struction and induced demands have levelled off. 
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THE REPORT OF 
THE MACKENZIE VALLEY 
PIPELINE INQUIRY 

Many people assume that the vast ness of the North and the 
sparseness of its human population prccludt: the possibility 
that its land, water and air could ever become polluted. This 
assumption, l believe, is false. Although large areas of the 
North still remain relatively pristine, there is ample evidence 
to suggest that they may not always remain unpolluted. Over 
the years, and esp~eially during recent years, human activity 
has progressively extended disturbance from small, isolated 
centres to much larger areas. We can now see a marked 
contrast between the untouched wilderness on the one hand 
and, on the other hand, the lands and waters that surround 
the settlements and the extensive areas in the Mackenzie 
Valley and Mackenzie Delta that have been subjected to 
intensive exploration and development. 

There is a tendency to underestimate the dimensional and 
cumulative aspects of human impacts on the northern 
landscape and to overestimate the capacity of the environ
ment to absorb them. The concentration of polluting activities 
that follows projects of a linear nature, such as seismic lines, 
the proposed pipeline, highways, and transportation corridors 
in general, means that such impacts arc not only becoming 
more extensive but also that they arc becoming interlocking 
and interdependent. People and their polluting activities are 
generally found together, and the overlap and cumulative 
build-up of successive environmental changes they create 
tend to be longer lasting in the North than they are in more 
temperate regions. Our technological needs and capabilities 
are leading us to undertake very large-scale projects in the 
North, and these projects necessarily involve very large-scale 
environmental impacts and risks. 

For these reasons, l do not believe that the vastness of the 
North and the relative sparseness of its population will be any 
protection from serious degradation of environmental quality. 
Furthermore, northern ecosystems are vulnerable because 
certain important species within them have critical habitats 
and critical life stages; thus, some human activities and some 
areas of wilderness will have to be excluded from industrial 
development, if we are sincere in our commitment to protect 
the northern environment. Some kinds of environmental 
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damage that arc self-healing in the South, or are at least 
capabl1~ nf rehabilitation. are, in the North, virtually pcnna
nent, and they therefore tend to be cumulative. It is this kind 
of cumulative effect, however slowly it may develop. that I see 
as the most serious threat to ttw northern environment in the 
long run. 

Environmental Priorities 
The evidence of hundreds of witnesses at the community 
hearings makes it quite clear that cumulative environmental 
impacts in the Mackenzie Valley and Mackenzie Delta have 
already reached a level that disturbs the people who live 
there. It is impossible for me to compare analytically past and 
probable future mtl~s of accumulation of environmental 
impact. ln the past, the rate was no doubt hastened by a 
general insensitivity to environmental concerns, and our 
ability to mitigate these effects was less advanced than it is 
today. ln the future, the rate may be slowed by a greater 
corporate, governmental, and personal concern for the 
environment, but it might equally be intensified by our now 
greater technological ability to advance massive industrial 
developments. 

Subject to the recommendations in this volum1:, I am 
convinced that a pipeline can be built in the Mackenzie 
Valley with an acceptable level of environmental impact. But 
we must bear in mind that any individual "acceptable" level 
of impact may be the beginning of a significant impact that 
will result from insignificant increments. How often and in 
how many locations can "acceptable" levels be tolerated 
before cumulative impact has produced an "unacceptable" 
level? This question is important. It seems to me that an 
"unacceptable" level is determined by, among other factors, 
both the absolute extent of the change involved and the 
public's perception of the environmental quality base that is 
being changed. lt may be that undamaged areas arc likely to 
be regarded as worthy of prot1!r.tion from Pvcn minimal or 
"acceptable" damag1:. On the other hand, areas that have 
already been changed and that need protection to preserve 
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their remaining environmental qualities may not be consid
ered worthy of such protection. Ofttm a crisis situation has to 
develop before action in the form of ameliorative measures is 
thought necessary. 

Environmental protection cannot be viewed in isolation 
from man's perception of what is right and proper. It involves 
decisions on which elements of the environment warrant 
protection for their own sake, which elements should be 
protected to meet man ·s needs for renewable resources or his 
desire for aesthetic enjoyment, sport or recreation, and how 
far protection should be relaxed to meet his priorities for 
industrial development. Thus, priorities for environmental 
protection depend upon individual attitudes, and they will 
differ among the various segments of any society. 

1. Priorities for environmentul protection must reflect not 
only those of government and of the Company, but also those 
of native people and of other residents of the North, together 
with those of citizens of other parts of Canada. Of necessity, 
standards and measures for environmental protection must be 
developed and implemented. In proctice, public officials will 
carry out this function, but interested segments of society must 
be permitted to have a voice in the formulation and the means 
of implementing controls. This is in recognition of the fact 
that, in the North, regulation of lund use and protection of the 
environment are closely related. Environmental impact of un 
industrial development pro;ect wiii involve not only the 
proiect itself but it will also leod to changes in the renewable 
resources and lands and wiii therefore affect their ongoing use 
by others. 

I am aware that there are many codes, standards, and 
regulations that apply generally to the environmental 
questions raised here, and that there are guidelines and 
standards specifically designed to apply to pipelines in the 
North. It is not my intention, in this report, to supersede such 
existing standards and regulations; rather, my purpose is to 
place on record some of the insights gained during the Inquiry 
process. I hope that my comments will supplement and 
complement existing measures and that they will be useful in 
the drafting of an environmental code and guidelines for the 
pipeline. (See Project Regulation and Review.) 

Environmental Atlas 
The interrelationships among the elements of an ecosystem 
are complex. Once one of the primary elements, such as land, 
water, vegetation, air or wildlife, is badly abused, it is difficult 
to prevent that damage from spreading to the other elements. 
Also, effects within an ecosystem are often felt in time and 
space far from the point of initial impact. For these reasons, 
damage to a highly visible element in the environment cannot 
be ignored or used as an excuse to avoid taking action that 
would prevent further degradation of that element. The 
northern environment must be viewed as an integrated 
entity. 

Except in a very few localized situations, development in 
the North has not yet greatly abused the environment. 
Nevertheless, few large areas apart from the Northern Yukon 
can justify absolute protection measures t:1ulely on the basis of 
their wilderness condition. Most of the Mackenzie Valley and 
Western Arctic environment is in a state of early develop
ment and of sporadic impairment, a state that unfortunately 
evokes a somewhat apathetic response in any consideration of 
its environmental values. This apathy facilitates and serves to 
condone incremental damages that can, in the areas of critical 
habitat and life stages, quickly surmount the threshold of 
accepta bili ly. 

As an aid to understanding the wide range of environmen
tal issues, I have been impressed with the usefulness of the 
environmental and wildlife maps prepared by the two 
pipeline companies and, in particular, by the atlas prepared 
by the Environment Protection Board and subsequently 
revised by Carson Templeton (Exhibits F135, F834 and F835). 
These documents present the various elements of the north
ern ecosystems, of present and projected land use, and related 
subjects in a visual format that is easily understood. 

2. I recommend that a lnrgc-scale, detailed, environmental 
atlas be prepared iointly by the Agency and the Company to 
show environmental sensitivity and land use priority for the 
use of all interested parties during design review, construction 
surveillance and project monitoring. 

Environmental Quality Index 
How much "acceptable" damage can be tolerated before the 
situation becomes "unacceptable"? This question could be 
answered if we understood both the nature and extent of the 
accumulated damage and the public's perception of that total. 
I heard much evidence on the need for and the means of 
project and environmental monitoring, often of a subject
specific, species-specific or site-specific nature. However, I 
heard very little about how this valuable information could 
be used to appraise in a general way changes of broad 
environmental quality or changes over broad geographic 
areas. 

Statistics bearing on changes in environmental quality 
already exist but they are frequently inaccessible, irregular in 
coverage and in lime, or isolated from other related data. We 
need some measure of overall and cumulative environmental 
change to which the expert and layman alike can refer. In 
final argument, such a measure was proposed by Commission 
Counsel in his recommendation for environmental quality 
indices along the lines developed by Inhaber (1974) in Canada 
and by the Council on Environmental Quality in the United 
States (Thomas, 1972). Properly developed environmental 
quality indices would permit trends to be easily seen, would 
not hide assumptions, would be easily understood, and would 
be meaningful indicators of changes in, for example, air, 
water, land, and in biological and total environmental quality. 



Air quality indices already exist for some metropolitan areas, 
for example Toronto, and the principle is firmly entrenched in 
our everyday lives by such well-known, continuously 
updated measurements as the gross national product (GNP) 
and the consumer price index. 

Research by government and industry in the Mackenzie 
Valley has provided adequate environmental data to begin 
establishing indices for water, air quality, land and various 
biological components. Many measurements upon which 
such indices would be based are purely scientific. They are 
free from the cultural bias that the Committee on Original 
Peoples Entitlement stated, in its response to Commission 
Counsel's recommendations, would result from the imposi
tion of non-native values on an index. Indices relating to 
things such as renewable resources could possibly be estab
lished that would take into account both the values of native 
people and their interaction with the environment. 

Arctic Gas criticized severely the idea of indices, saying 
that it is "nothing but a futile attempt to portray in simple, 
meaningful ecological terms the complexity of ecosystems" 
(Responses of Canadian Arctic Gas Pipeline Limited to 
Commission Counsel Submissions, Vol. I, p. 11-91). I think that 
response misses the point. An index is not an attempt to 
provide a model of a system; rather, it is designed to give a 
general overview of a complex situation without an immense 
volume of reports, studies or detailed statistics. It is one means, 
admittedly a general means, for experts to communicate with 
both their peers and the layman. 

3. The government should cstabHsh a syslcm of environmen
tal indices for the Mackenzie Valley and Western Arctic so 
that there will be a readily available and easily understood 
measure of the state of the regional environment and a 
baseline against which short- and long-term changes can be 
assessed. 

The Northern Landscape 

During pipeline construction and operation, large and widely 
distributed parts of the landscape will be subject to major 
disturbance. Compressor station sites will be the foci of 
activity, with associated wharves, gruvcl pits, landing strips, 
roads and other facilities affecting large areas around them. 
Permanent disturbance unci sources of pollution will be 
introduced for the first time into areas where land, water and 
air are now virtually unimpaired. Large blocks of land, still in 
their natural state, will be split by the pipeline and held open 
by permanent access routes and sources of pollution. 

We have been assured by the pipeline companies that 
deleterious environmental effects associated \vith short- and 
long-term disturbances of land and waterbodies, degradation 
of landscapi! vulues, and incn)ascs in air and noise pollution 
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levf!ls will be held to "minimal" or "acceptable" levels. 
Nonetheless, I believe theS<' effects will be significant. 

Of course, som1~ environm1mtal damag1~ is acccptahll~ <md 
some is unavoidable. However, this fact docs not negate the 
need for protective measures; rather, it emphasizes such a 
nc1~d if we are not to forcclos1! other uses of the environment 
during the selection of land for a pipeline and the pipeline's 
us1~ of it. Similarly, conflicts over land usn can be exacerbated 
by environmentally inappropriate selection and use of land. 
Clearly there is a need for broad measures that will help 
mitigate these kinds of problems. 

4. As a general principle of environmen/o/ conservation, /.he 
orms of land ond water used by ony purl of the project or 
physically disturbed by it should be kepi to a minimum. 
Furthermore, the right-of-woy, roads und sites for focilities 
should be selcclcd so that their geographic distribution ensures 
minima/ infringement upon other existing or potentia/uses of 
land. This principle of minimal pre-emption and disturiJuncc 
applies to the routing, siting, design, construction, opcrution 
and, ultimately, the obandonmcnt phases of the project. 

Sensitive Terrain 
In Volume One, I described the characteristics of northern 
terrain that make the Mackenzie Valley much more sensitive 
to engineering ventures than topography alone would 
suggest. The Valley was formerly flooded by extensive 
postglacial lakes, which means that much of the region is now 
underlain by silts and clays. These soils cause engineering 
problems that are made yet more difficult by the presence of 
permafrost, which increases northvvard in the Valley. Under 
permafrost conditions, fine-grained soils frequently contain 
excess ice. When such areas are disturbed, the thermal regime 
can be altered so that the ice melts and the soil loses its 
strength and stability, leading to subsidence, slope failure and 
erosion. 

5. For environmental as well (JS for purely technicol rcosons, 
the pipeline route and facilities should ovoid, wherever 
practicable, a reus of sensitive terrain and purticulur/y ureus in 
which terrain disturbance could adversely affect neorhy 
woterbodies or lunds importunl In wildlife. 

The importance of the insulating propertit~s of the organic 
mat that overlit~s permafrost is well-known. Irrcvcrsiblt~ and 
pmgressive ~~nvironmental damage is often the inevitable 
result of disturbance of this mat. 

6.ln permafrost terrain, ond purticulorly ill ureos of sensitive 
fine-grained soils, disturbance of lhe orgnnic mol ond lhe 
vegetation thnf protects it sl10uld be minimized to ovoid or 
reduce a wide runge of environmentuJ und engineering 
proh/ems tlwt could develop from permufrost degrudolion. 
(See Terrain Considerations: Ground Surface Preparation.) 

7. i\ny urgonic mol and surfucc vcgelulion that hus heen 
disturbed should bu reslomd, rehobililoled umJ stobilizt!d. In 
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permafrost terrain with fine-grained soils, the progressive 
nature of thcrmokarst degradation, slope failure and erosion 
requires quick and efficient remedial measures. 

Importance of Valleys 
In Volume One, I noted the special importance of valleys in 
the landscape: 

Although the valleys crossed by the corridor may constitute 
only a small proportion of the total landscape. they are the 
locations of disproportionately high land use and are of 
particular environmental. aesthetic and recreational values. 
They define essential fish and mammal habitat and the 
vegetation along them is more varied and abundant than 
elsewhere. Valleys have always been and still are the preferred 
areas for many native people . ... Valleys ... are the foci of the 
regional ecosystem.{pp. 78-79] 

One of the most important elements of any valley, in 
environmental terms, is the bank of the river or stream. Here, 
the "edge effect" brings together for many species, including 
stream dwellers, their complex requirements of food, cover 
and water; it is a zone of very high biological productivity and 
diversity. The setting - the collective land-water contrast -
is also a vital element of the scenery. From this perspective, 
shorelines can be considered to be environmentally sensitive 
areas that, if damaged by construction, will tend to broadcast 
the effect far out of proportion to the immediate and local 
circumstance. 

8, The potential for the pipeline project to cause land use 
conflicts, unacceptable damage to aesthetic values, or degra
dation of wilderness or areas important for recreation is 
particularly great in valleys and around waterbodies. The 
project should be adjusted to avoid or minimize impacts of this 
nature. Careful consideration must be given to the location of 
pipeline crossings, roads, water intakes, sewage and waste 
disposal sites, wharves, stockpile sites, work pads, camps, 
compressor stations and borrow areas where such fucilities 
may impinge on valleys and waterbodies. Wherever possible, 
facilities (particularly groups of facilities) should be kept out 
of valleys and away from waterbodics and buffer strips 
should be left undisturbed. The land-water interface should be 
accorded special attention because of the special environmen
tal values and geotechnical sensitivity associated with them. 
Water crossings should be kept to a minimum, and the 
pipeline route and roods should avoid closely pnrallcling 
watercourses. 

Wetlands 
Swamps, marshes and wetlands constitute a unique natural 
landscape. Although they arc recognized by some as vital 
habitat with high values for wildlife and water conservation, 
they are more often treated as wastelands or nuisances -
something to be drained or filled in. 

Wetlands must not be regarded simply as wastelands. In 
this regard, I cite the following statement made by President 

Carter to Congress on May 23, 1977, in a message about the 
environment: 

The important ecological function of coastal and inland 
wetlands is well-known to natural scientists. The lasting 
benefits that society derives from these areas often far exceed 
the immediate advantage their owners might get from draining 
or filling them. Their destruction shifts economic and environ
mental costs to other citizens ... who have had no voice in the 
decision to alter them . ... We must now protect against the 
cumulative effects of reducing our total wetlands acreage. 
[p. 13) 

9. To protect the hydrologic and biologic values of wetlands, 
they should be accorded the same level of protection as other 
elements in the landscape and environment. 

Aesthetic Values 
In relation to the amount of direct evidence presented on 
aesthetic impacts of the project, the Inquiry heard a dispro
portionately large amount of cross-examination and discus
sion. This reflects the difficulty of coming to grips with such 
an abstract concept. The cross-examination was unsuccessful 
in demonstrating the existence of clear ameliorative mea
sures, but it was useful in highlighting gaps in our knowledge 
and in delineating various aspects of the problem. 

Arctic Gas stressed the subjective nature of aesthetic 
judgments, saying that perceptions vary so much from 
individual to individual that contradictory assessments can 
be made of the same situation. This extreme view tends to 
down play the importance of aesthetics. I agree that aesthetic 
judgment has a strong subjective component and that, as 
appeared in cross-examination, we know little of the influ
ence of culture on aesthetics, particularly with regard to 
native people. However, whatever subjectivity and cultural 
influence there may be in aesthetic judgment, I believe there is 
a general consensus on what is pleasing and displeasing, on 
what is good practice, and on unacceptable aesthetic design. 
Although difficult to quantify or to protect, aesthetic values 
are an important component of environmental quality, and 
they must be viewed in this way in all aspects of the project. 

10. All aspects of the pipeline project should be designed and 
the right-of- way and facilities should be located to protect the 
natural aesthetic attributes of landscapes and waterbodies. All 
installations (and not simply those in areas of high sensitivity 
or visibility) should be constructed so that, as far as possible, 
the surrounding area is left in its natural state. 

Cumulative Effects of Development 
Although the Mackenzie Valley covers a vast area, it will not 
be long before conflicts over land usc within it intensify. The 
wildlife of the region has certain requirements. The native 
people will continue to need extensive lands for their own 
purposes. Industrial developers will need land, and still other 
areas may be designated for conservation and recreation. Each 



designated use will diminish the availability of uncommitted 
land, and competition for such land will incrcuse. 

The environmental effect of industrial development will 
often preclude or inhibit the ongoing use of the land by others. 
This problem is exacerbated by a tendency to view and assess 
each industrial development as a single and exclusive event. 
In considering the effect of a project like the pipeline, not only 
its direct and immcdiatt! impact but also the effect of all 
ancillary and spin-off activities. and the effect of other 
developments that can be reasonably anticipated over the life 
of the project, must be taken into account. 

11. The pipeline project should be designed und lor:uted so that 
its effects on the ongoing usc of the region by others, such os 
the native people, are kept to a minimum. In so doing, the 
cumulative effects of all construction, opcrution and ubandon
ment activities shall be considered, along with the effects of 
other developments that cun be rcasonobly onticipofcd in the 
region over the life of the project. 

Two particular aspects of the pipeline project that arc 
related to cumulative environmental impact warrant special 
mention. The first deals with the operation of the project after 
construction. It is established engineering practice to mini
mize long-term costs by judicious allocation of costs between 
initial capital construction costs and annual maintenance and 
repair costs. An essentially maintenance-free project is 
generally not feasible. In many locations, however, environ
mental considerations may render maintenance and repair 
activities too unacceptable to allow standard economic trade
offs to be employed. If the environmental protection of 
sensitive areas is to be taken seriously, there must be a shift in 
the ratio that normally exists between capital costs and 
annual maintenance costs to reflect more firmly the impact of 
maintenance activities on the environment. 

Let me cite one example. Pipeline maintenance and repair, 
particularly in summer when the active layer is unfrozen and 
the ground surface is soft and when waterfowl or fish may be 
concentrated nearby, could be much more damaging and 
disturbing than the original construction activity. 

12. The Company should locate, design and construct the 
pipeline and related facilities so that maintenonce ond repair 
activities that could damage the landscape ond disturb 
wildlife over the life of the project ow kept to a minimum. In 
permafrost and other sensitive terruin, the Compony's designs 
may, as a result, have to be significuntly more conservative 
than is usuo/ in established pipeline engineering practice. 

The second aspect related to cumulative environmental 
impact is of broader concern. It refers to both the current usc 
of local resources by others and the possible future demand on 
those resources by further development. It is likely that there 
will be sections along any route where water, gravel and 
other resources that are essential to virtually all develop
ments will be in short supply, or where they will be 
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regionally dt~pleted before there is a comprehensive plan to 
share a scaru~ resource among present and future users. 

13. The use of resources such us gruvel and wulf~r by the 
pipeline projr~ct shall be compotible with the dcmund mode on 
such resources by loco/ oc!ivities om/ by developments that 
curl be rcasonobly onticiptlled in the future. In pur!iculur, the 
pipeline Compony slwll employ dusigns ond cons/ruction 
pruclices lhul rninimizu the use of limited locul nulurul 
resources so fur os procticuhle. 

Water 

Water, as an clement of the physical environment. has 
innumerabh! domestic, commercial and industrial uses; as an 
element of the landscape, it is tht~ essential clr~mcnt of 
marshes, ponds, lakes, stn~ams, rivers and springs. In both of 
these functions, the quality of water is a prime r:onsidcration 
and it is this aspect that I rluvclop in this section. 

Much of what I have to say about other aspects of water is 
contained in other parts of this report. In the chapters on Fish 
and Wildlife, I deal with the biological aspects of watcrbodies. 
Elsewhere I recommend measures to proh~ct the land-water 
interface - the shorelines. the river banks ~md the stream 
edges - measures that would indirectly protect the water
bodies themselves. 

Just as I recommend that the pipeline should avoid 
wilderness areas and specific, important natural areas to 
protect their intrinsic values, I also recommend that: 

14. Wherever possible, Jokes should lw avoided, und the 
crossings of wotercourses should lw minimized lo protect 
water resources. For exornple, the pipeline route should be 
odjusted whore procUco/Jle so thot meondering rivers are 
crossed only once. 

Fluctuations in flow and water lt~vels are natural, and 
certain plants and animuls find tht~ir habitat in intertidal 
zones. floodplains, intermittent stream channels or sloughs 
that result from such changes. On the other hand, drastic 
changes in water levels, either natural or man-induced can 
cause destructive environmental changes. Although aquatic 
vegetation, forbearers, waterfowl and fish can tolerate a 
certain range of natural or seasonal fluctuations in water 
level, untimely changes may cause effects ranging from 
significant to severe. After a severe disruption, populations 
depending on such an environment may take gcm~rations to 
attain previous stable levels. It would be prudent, therefore, to 
eliminate or to minimize largc-scnle, man-induced effects of 
this kind. Such man-induced changes could occur if streams 
were overused as water sources, particularly in winter when 
flow is low, or if surface and subsurface drainage were 
impeded by the construction and operation of a chilled gas 
pipeline. 
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15. Site-specific review of woter withdrawo/ proposals shall 
he required to ensure thut any drowdown of water that 
exposes shorelines, shrinks channel now or dep/e/es stream 
pools does not cause unacceptable vegelotivc or founal 
changes. (See Water Withdrawals.) Similarly, designs or 
construction activities tlwt result in ponding or flooding shall 
be deemed unacceptoh/e practice, cmd they shall require 
modificotion to mitigot.c these adverse impacts. (See Terrain 
Considerations: Drainage and Erosion.) 

It is the pristine quality of water in the North that gives the 
waterbodics their great value. To the extent that southern 
Canadians have some idea of an undefiled northern land
scape, it is probably based on their impression of pure lakes 
and streams rather than on unspoiled tracts of land. But the 
waterbodies in the North arc highly susceptible to industrial 
pollutants. Permafrost restricts downward filtration so that 
spilled contaminants move laterally into surfact~ waters 
rather than into deep soils and bedrock. where sdf-cleansing 
might take place. Permafrost also restricts groundwater 
movement so that many waterbodies arc separate and 
isolated, rather than forming parts of a connected system, as 
they would in a region lacking permafrost. The cold tempera
tures also greatly inhibit biodegradation of pollutants, so they 
persist longer and often have a more devastating effect in 
northern waters than they would in the South. 

Our experience with water pollution, competing demands, 
and conflicting interests over water resources in southern 
Canada should provide the motivation necessary to avoid 
these problems in the North. In southern Canada, we are now 
learning the great environmental, social and economic cost of 
water pollution and the difficulty of trying to restore the 
surface water to an acceptable quality. In the North, except 
for a few isolated localities, the surface waters have not yet 
been badly polluted. In allowing development to proceed, we 
have an obligation to maintain the high quality of water 
where it now exists. We must emphasize that here we would 
be maintaining the relative purity of northern water, a 
contrast with the current emphasis on water pol1ution control 
programs in southern Canada. Such a maintenance program 
must have two parts. The first is to control what goes into the 
water. My recommendations in this regard are found under 
Waste Management and, to a lesser extent, in other chapters 
such as Management of Fuels and Hazardous Substances. The 
second involves monitoring the quality of the receiving 
waters. 

Following waste management procedures and adhering to 
effluent standards will not in themselves guarantee that the 
quality of receiving waters will be maintained. The treatment 
of effluent is limited by current technology, and it relies to 
some extent on the natural assimilative capacity of the 
receiving waters. Effluent standards are only one part of the 
administrative mechanisms directed at environmental (and 
public health) protection. They are not an end in themselves. 

Each waterbody in its natural state has its own unique 
chemistry - its own unique quality. The development and 
use of effluent standards require judgment to determine how 
effluent can be released without adverse impact. Watercourse 
and effluent volume, flow or exchange rate, method and 
timing of effluent discharge, downstream water use and, of 
course, receiving water quality must all be considered. 

I have not found a fully satisfactory compilation of tbe 
limits within which receiving water quality parameters must 
be kept, but Commission Counsel has examined a number of 
sources and combined the findings of three excellent and 
authoritative works: Water Quality Criteria, 1972, U.S. 
National Academy of Sciences and National Academy of 
Engineering: Surface Water Quolity Criteria, Province of 
Alberta, Government of Alberta; and Standards Methods for 
the Examinotion of Water and Wastewater, American Public 
Health Association. Commission Counsel's compilation is 
included below as standards for the Agency and the 
Company. 

Many of the streams and waterbodies that will be selected 
to receive effluent discharges are likely to be used for this 
purpose far into the future. There is no reason to believe that 
eitber the period of pipeline construction or the life of the 
project itself will terminate effluent discharges into them. 
Only by long-term monitoring will it be possible to make 
rational decisions that will maintain ambient water quality. 

16. To ensure that receiving wnters maintain the water 
quality standards imposed by the Agency, a program to 
monitor the streams and waterbodics into which effluents are 
discharged shall be established. Both the Company and the 
Agency should take into account the information made 
available by the Deportment of the Environment's Water 
Resources Document Reference Centre (WATDOC) and the 
National Water Quality Data Bank (NAQUADAT). These 
two computerized services shall be supplied wjth all relevant 
new information that is assembled during the design, con
struction and operation of the pipeline project. 

Water Quality Standards 
17. Unless otherwise specifically approved by the Agency, 

wherever effluent is released into a waterbody the Company 
shall adhere to the following limits for water quality: 

a) Bacteria: at least 90 percent of the samples (not less than 
five samples in any consecutive 30-day period) shall have a 
total coliform density of less than 5000/100 ml and a fecal 
coliform density of less than 10001100 mi. These standards 
are the upper limits; in certain cases, they may have to be 
substantially altered to guarantee that public health is 
protected. (See Waste Management.) 

b) Dissolved oxygen: shall not go below 6.0 mg/1./f natural 
conditions are below 6.0 mg/1, effluent shall not be released 
into the waterbody unless the Company can demonstrate 
that discharge will not adversely deplete the oxygen level. 



c) pH: shall not be altered by more them 0.5 am/ shall be 
maintained in the 6.5-8.5 rcmgc. 

d) Temperature: shall not be altered hy more than ace. 
e) Odour: shall not exceed the threshold odour number 8 at 
20°C (sec American Public Health Association, op. cit., 
p. 252). 

t) Colour: sholl not he increased more thcm 30 co/our units 
above background. 

g) Turbidity: see Fish. 

h) Phenolics: shall not exceed O.OOo ports per million. Fish 
flesh shall not have any detectable change in taste or odour 
as determined by a government agency taste pane/. 

I)Oils and greases: no visible iridescent sheen shalllw present. 

}) Inorganic chemicals: s/wll not exceed the following levels 
expressed in mg I I: 

Boron 0.5 Nitrogen 1.0 

Copper 0.02 Phosphorus 0.15 

Fluoride 1.5 Sodium 30- 75 

Iron 0.3 Sulphide 0.05 

Manganese 0.05 Zinc 0. 05 

k) Pesticides: only air-fogging pesticides shall be permitted. 
No persistent chemicals shall be used. 

I) Toxic chemicals: shed/ not exceed the following levels 
expressed in mg I 1: 

Arsenic O.Dl Lead O.D15 
Barium 1.0 Mercury O.OUJ 

Cadmium O.Dl Selenium O.Dl 

Chromium 0.05 Silver 0.05 

Cyanide 0.01 

18. Samples for the water quality criteria shall be tal<en al 
points determined by the method oullined in Fish. Dissolved 
oxygen shall be measured in stream pools and locutions in 
lakes where depleted oxygen levels could be expected because 
of organic loading. 

19. Testing for the pammeters /isl.ed above shall be carried out 
according to the methods outlined in Standard Methods for 
the Examination of Water and Wastewater, Amt)ricun Public 
Health Associulion, 1974. 

Air 

There can be little doubt that. from a global persp<!ctive. there 
is little man-made air pollution in the North. However, the 
contrast between localiz!~d areas of human activity and the 
largt! intervening wilderness an)as illustrates the high 
potential that exists for problems related to air quality, even 
with limited human activity. These pmblcms rallgt! fmm the 
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emissions of certain industries, to icc fog in communilif!S and 
dust problt!lllS along tht! gravel highways. While tht! pipelint! 
project would cause many problems that would have to be 
dealt with by the Agenr:y. my principal concern here is the 
environmental effect of major sources of pollution at given 
points, such as compressor stations. Unless we formulate 
comprehensive standards for such permanent emissions now, 
we will be faced in tht! future, aftt!r successive industrial 
developments, with the problems and costs of trying to clean 
up these emissions. 

Most of us do not think about problems of air quality when 
we have clean air, but quickly becomt~ obsessed by the sight 
and smell of pollution wlwn, apparently from nowhtTe, the: 
re\..vard of our negligence is innicted upon us. It is not 
surprising, therefore, that pure air is taken for granted 
throughout most of the Mackenzie Valley. wlwreas the 
residents of Toronto keep an anxious eyf! on their air quality 
index, and tlw citizens of Fairbanks and lnuvik sufff)I' through 
the inconvenience and hazards of icc fog. 

We can sometimes conceal or \vcdk away from lands and 
waters that have been degraded, but \1\1 [~ cannot walk away 
from air pollution. It envelops and pervades all a.sp!!cts of our 
lives. No doubt that is one reason why, during the growth of 
environmental awareness in the 1960s, air quality \vas among 
the first aspects of the physical environment to n~ceivt! 
widespread attention. Air quality is an issue that is p!!rsonal, 
n!gional, national and international in scope. 

Air Quality Objectives 
The Department of the Environment has t)StCiblislwd National 
Ambient Air Quality Objectives for a number of common air 
contaminants. These ohj!!clives are divided into tlu!!f! h!vels
maximum tolerable, maximum acceptable and maximum 
desirable - with standards applicahk for various periods of 
discharge. The most stringent standard, the maximum 
desirable level, is meant to "define the long term goal for air 
quality and provide a basis for an anti-degradation policy for 
tht! unpolluted parts of the country and for the continuing 
dt!velopmcnt of control technology" (The Conudu Gozette, 
Part I. August 7.1976, p. :J898). 

In uninhabited areas, where there is no foreseeable threat of 
air quality degradation, an anti-degradation policy means 
little. If an anti-degradation policy is to be implemented 
anywhere. it should, I think, be applicable in the Mackenzie 
Valley and Western Arctic where tlw present air quality is 
high but is threatened by industrial developm1~nt. The 
following recommendation therefore s1:cms to nu: to he in 
keeping with stated government policy. 

20. Emissions from pipeliiw developnwnt sholllw controlled 
in the Modwnzie Volley so thut umbifnlf uir quolity figures do 
not excet)d "111uximwn ch:sim!Jie lcvu/s" us clcfinod in the 
Clean Air Act: Am bien! Air Quality Objectives (The C:onadu 
Guzelte. Purl//. Vol. 1011. No. 11. und Vol. 109. No. :!). 
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But is this control practicable under normal conditions? 
Temperature inversions must be regarded as normal, for this 
condition prevails from one-half to two-thirds of the time in 
winter in the Mackenzie Valley. During a temperature 
inversion, pollutants are discharged into the air as though into 
a closed container, the lid of which is removed only when the 
weather changes. As a result, under inversion conditions, 
emissions often accumulate for days at a time, and ice fog 
forms spontaneously if the temperature drops below -40"C. 

21. Constraints placed on the pipeline project to maintain air 
quality must reflect northern conditions, such as temperature 
inversions, which inhibit dilution and dispersal of atmo
spheric pollutants. (See Facilities Complexes and Equipment 
Operations.) 

Noise 

The control of noise is as much a part of environmental 
conservation as the maintenance of water quality and of 
natural landscapes. The only redeeming features of noise 
pollution are that it is often of short duration, and that it 
usually leaves no visible scars when it stops. Nevertheless, 
intermittent or sustained noise has an overwhelming influ
ence on overall environmental values from both a human and 
a wildlife perspective. Noise cannot be ignored because its 
effects, although not necessarily the sound itself, can and do 
linger on in the form of abandoned wildlife ranges, staging 
areas and nesting sites, and a general lessening of the 
usefulness of the region. In yet another sense, ~nd one that I do 
not discuss here because it is adequately dealt with in existing 
codes, noise can be an occupational hazard for health and 
safety reasons. 

Environmental Aspects of Noise 
Noise is measured in decibels (dl.lA) on a scale that is not 
Jinear, but is based on doubling the apparent loudnl~ss of noise 
to the human ear with every additional seven to 10 dl.lA. Zero 
dBA, the lower end of the scale, is at the threshold of hearing. 
The level of conversation is about 65 d!JA, and 120-140 dBA is 
at the threshold of pain. To place environmental noise levels 
in context, in a tundra environment under calm conditions, 
natural noise levels are less than 15 dllA (Dr. George Thiessen, 
National Research Council, Ottawa, personal communication, 
August 1977); in an open alpine meadow, with the rustling of 
grasses and brush and the distant sound of trc1~ movement, 
Dailey and Redman reported the background level to be about 
30 dBA under low wind conditions of three to five miles per 
hour, but to increase to about 35 dBA in a mature coniferous 
forest under the same conditions (Guidelines for Road/ess 
Area Campsite Spocing to Minimize Irnpuct of Human
Related Noises, 1973, p. 12). They also pointed out that noise 
must be reduced to 15 elBA less than the background level of 

the setting before it is muffled by background noise (p. 16). 
Generally, noise levels decrease by six dBA for each doubling 
of the distance from its source. This figure may be increased or 
decreased by topography, vegetation and meteorological 
conditions. 

In recent years, environmental noise pollution has received 
increased attention from the public and law-makers, a fact 
attested by the proliferation of arcticles and studies on the 
subject and by noise control legislation at all levels of 
government. The sound emission standards for construction 
equipment recently passed by the Province of Ontario, 
(Ontario Ministry of the Environment, Publication NPC-115 
in Schedule 1 of Model Municipal Noise Control By-Law, 
Revised May 1976), are a good example of an approach that 
aims at maintaining environmental, and not simply occupa
tional, quality. This trend toward noise abatement as part of 
the maintenance of overall environmental quality is directly 
applicable in the North and to the pipeline project in 
particular. Despite the present use of planes, trucks, snowmo
biles, outboard motors and diesel motors in many communi
ties, the North is still a relatively quiet place. This silence is a 
vital aspect of the habitat for many species of wildlife and is 
also one of its main attructions for both residents and visitors. 

I shall not discuss here the complexities of the production, 
propagation, attenuation and measurement of sound and the 
enforcement of its control. But central to all these problems is 
the fact that sound is both a physical phenomenon and a 
perceived sensation. The first is objective, scientific, measur
able; the latter is highly subjective and personal. 

The recommendations I make, here and elsewhere in this 
report, require compliance with certain standards - in this 
case, with noise levels measured in decibels. It is a quantita
tive approach, such as regulatory agencies have traditionally 
felt bound to use for public health. The approach is not as 
satisfactory as a protection of environmental quality, but I 
nevertheless advocate its continued use for that purpose. 

This approach, however useful it may be to quantify the 
problem, is quite inadequate to solve it. It seems to me that the 
crucial difference is the perceived difference between sound 
and noise. The distinction should not be made on the basis of 
intensity or of a decibel reading on a sound meter. The 
distinction should be made on the basis of acceptability or 
non-acceptability- on the basis of pleasantness or disagree
ableness, of annoyance or disturbance- however difficult it 
may be to assess these qualities. 

Low intensity sounds - lower than noise standards are 
ever likely to be set -can still be perceived as noise, and they 
can therefore be considered a disturbance. Disturbance to 
wildlife need not be manifested in fright or flight reactions to 
be real and harmful. 

Subjective judgment must therefore be added to the 
quantitative approach to noise control. In attempting this 
change, we shall have to follow the advice of wildlife experts 
and to accommodate the feelings of the public. A solely 



quantitative approach to noise is limited in its application by 
the very fact that response to it is subjective according to 
species. 

The Environment and Project Noise 
It is clear that pipeline construction and operation in the 
Mackenzie Valley, which will have noise levels in the range 
of 90 to 140 elBA, will often produce noise that may be 
considered environmental pollution ovt~r an area scvl~ral 
miles from its source. Noise will pervade a greater area than 
any other form of pollution generated by the project. The 
commonly held impression that transportation by pipeline is 
quiet is no doubt based on the public's t:xpcricncc with gas 
mains, water mains and sewage systems in urban areas. But 
such an analogy is wrong. The pipeline will be a noisy 
business, both in its construction and in its operation. 

Of course, I cannot recommend that pipeline construction 
and operations should be silent: that is patently impossible. 
No technology exists (and it may never exist) that would 
eliminate the variety of noises associated with the construc
tion and operation of industrial developments. But technolo
gies do exist to reduce noise levels. Although noise is 
increasingly attenuated in the interests of public health and 
worker safety, we must begin to consider the importance of 
attenuating noise as a means of mitigating environmental 
pollution. 

When compressor stations are operating, the gas turbine 
engines, which are comparable to jet aircraft engines, will 
emit constant noise of very high intensity. Maintenance 
blowdown (depressurizing the pipeline), with its intermittent 
but startlingly loud noise, will be confined mainly to 
compressor station sites. but similar noises will be generated 
elsewhere along the line, for example during purging. My 
recommendations on pipeline operations noise arc dcal1 with 
more fully in the chapter Facilities Complexes and Equip
ment Operations. As a general principle however: 

22. The pipeline project should be designed in accordance 
with good noise obatemcnl practice to minimize environmen
tal disturbance, particularly at times and at locations that are 
critical to wildlife populations and to traditional land usc by 
local people. 

Pipeline construction will employ thousands of pieces of 
heavy equipment, machinery and vehicles that have the 
potential for environmental disturbance by making noise. 
Crawler-type tractors, earth -moving and ditching equipment, 
air compressors and drills, to name only the most familiar 
machines, generate noise in the 85-115 dBA range. These noise 
levels will be generated at wharf sites on the Mackenzie 
River, at borrow pits, which are scattered over a wide area, 
and along the right-of-way. Only slightly lower intensities 
will be generated by road construction and haulage activities. 

There seems to be no justification to diminish environmen
tal quality through noise pollution because noise reduction 
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technology is available. Sound emission standards for con
struction equipment are common in the South, and new 
standards have bt)t)n d£~velopcd for 1980 (Ontario Ministry of 
the Environment, op. cit.). so tlwn: is amph: nnd pmcticable 
prect~dent for sta nda rcls of noise at tent ua I ion in construct ion 
activities. 

23. Environnwnlo/ stondurds for noise ussociutcd \·villi t lw 
operution of construction equipment_ slwuld lw developed hy 
the Agency in Keeping with Uw best prw:l icuiJ/e technology. 
Specio/ noise ulmtement pmcticcs should he developed for 
oc!ivi!ies in sensitive arms for wildlife. (See Wildlife.) 

Construction noise will be accornpanit:d by noise from 
associated transportation activitiPs. ThP movement of sup
plit~s and personnel will incrcas£~ barge, vt~hicular, helir:optnr 
and fixed-wing aircraft traffic, and commercial air traffic will 
also increase greatly. These sources of noise arc discussed 
further under Facilities Complexes and Equipment Op!)!'a
tions and under Wildlife. Blasting, anotlwr construction
related noise, is separately discussed under Terrain Considt!r
ations: I3lasting. 

Monitoring and maintenance activities. which will be 
carried out mainly by aircraft, will produu) most of the 
transportation noise during the post-construction period. Tlw 
major concerns ubout this form of contimwd disturbance are 
discussed at some length in the chapters entitled Wildlife and 
Aircraft Control. 

Archaeological Sites 

Archaeological sites are one aspect of t}w physical environ
ment that \VC often overlook. In Volume Ont), I referred to the 
prehistory of the North as it is known through archaeological 
discoveries that hav£) so far been made in, for t)xamplc. tlw Old 
Crow Flats, but I said nothing about the impact of the pipt:!ine 
upon the part of our national heritage that is represented by 
as yet undiscovered sites. 

Archaeological sites constitute not only an irrepluc1:able 
element of our national heritage, they are also an integral part 
of the history of northern native peoples. The little that we 
know of the prehistory of the Mackenzie Valley and the 
Western Arctic suggests that sites there may be rare and 
small. Their smallness makes them hard to find and particu
larly susceptible to destruction. As J.V. Wright wrol<: in his 
article, "The Destruction of Canada's Prehistory," "Any 
human or natural force that alters, buries, or noods the earth 
can be regarded as being potentially destructive to arcluwo
logical data" (p. 5). Obviously, such fon:<:s include pipeline 
construction and associated activity. Preliminary studies in 
the Mackenzie Valley and elsewhere havf~ shown that some 
disturbance and destruction of archaeological sites is inevita
ble in a project the size of the proposed pipeline. 

Paradoxically, the very process of disturbing the northern 
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landscape is often the means of finding an archaeological site. 
The numerous borrow pits, the ditch excavation, and the 
excavations for other facilities involved in the pipeline project 
will provide unprecedented opportunities for archaeological 
and paleoecological studies that would further our knowledge 
as much as, if not more than, the disturbances would hinder it. 
This is an opportunity not to be taken lightly. Sites are 
difficult to find in the boreal forest and logistics are often 
complex and expensive. Moreover, the density of human 
population may always have been quite low so that archaeo
logical sites may, in fact, be relatively scarce. We must, 
therefore, take advantage of any opportunity to provide 
future generations with a more complete record of past 
human occupation and environmental evolution in the North. 

Existing legislation clearly stipulates that archaeological 
sites should be protected from both wilful and negligent 
destruction. The Territorial Land Use Regulations prohibit 
industrial excavations or other land use operations within 100 
feet of a known archaeological site, and whenever an 
operation encounters a previously unknown site, the operator 
is instructed to suspend his work and notify the engineer or 
an inspector of the location and nature of the occurrence. 

Embodied in the Yukon Act and the Northwest Territories 
Act are Archaeological Sites Regulations that stipulate that 
all archaeological investigations must be conducted under 
permission of the MinLstcr of Indian Affairs and Northern 
Development. 

It appears that existing law provides a legal framewcrk for 
the protection of archaeological resources from construction 
projects, but on a large-scale venture such as the pipeline only 
the organization of an adequate archaeological project can 
ensure that this will be done. It is certainly in keeping with 
this position that the pipeline companies have proposed 
archaeological work as a complement to the pipeline project. 

25. An archaeological program shall be established to 
identify, protect, excavate and investigote orchaeological sites 
nnd associated paleoecological materioJs on or adjacent to 
lands used by or for the pipeline project. This archaeological 
program should be funded by the Company and organized 
under an arrangement betwNm the Company and the Agency 
with the especiol involvement of the Archocological Survey of 
Canada, National Museum of Man. The program should be in 
operation from the time field operotions of the Company 
begin until the pipeline is commissioned and all archoeological 
field studies and reports ore completed. 



THE REPORT OF 
THE MACKENZIE VALLEY 
PIPELINE INQUIRY 

A number of the principal environmental conr:crns identified 
in Volume One of my report will be alleviated by implemen
tation of the major environmental recommendations in that 
volume. My recommendations that no pipeline be huilt and no 
energy corridor be established across the Northern Yukon, 
and that a wilderness park be created in that area, arc 
designed to protect this uniqw' wilderness region. This region 
includes vital habitat for wildlife and migratory birds on th!! 
Arctic Coastal Plain and Old Crow Flats, and, in particular, 
the critically important calving and summer range of the 
Porcupine caribou herd. 

My recommendations that no pipeline be built and no 
energy corridor be established across the Mackenzie Delta, 
together with the recommendations for the white whale 
sanctuary and bird sanctuaries in the outer Delta area, arc 
designed to protect the unique land-and-water ecosystems 
that characterize the Delta and the littoral of the I3caufort Sea. 
Only in this way will it be possible to safeguard the critical 
life stages of the migratory birds, whales, and other mammals 
and fish that depend upon this fertile and productive area. In 
addition, the bird sanctuaries that I proposed along the 
Mackenzie Valley are designed to protect major populations 
of migrating and nesting birds at critical localities. 

Beyond these recommcndutions, there must be a wide rangf! 
of specific measures designed to avoid or to mitigate the 
adverse effects of construction and operation of a pipeline on 
mammals, birds and fish. In this chapter and the following 
chupter on fish, 1 present the criteria, approaches and 
standards thut I consider appropriate for tiH) protection of 
these valuable hut vulnerable n!sources. 

Of course, th" pipeline project will inevitably have some 
environmental impacts that cannot he mitigatf!d. So I empha
size the importance of minimizing disturbance and of 
muintaining land, water and air, insofar as possible, in tlwir 
natural state. With regard to mammals, birds and fish, I focus 
my concern on critical habitats and criticalliff! stages- on the 
tracts of land and water of limitf!d size that are vital to the 
survival of \Vhol£~ populations of certain species at certain 
timf~S of the year. The recomnwndations I mmlr; regarding 

PART TWO

ENVIRONMENT AND LAND 

Wildlife 

withdrawals of land for a wilderness park, a whale sanctuary 
and bird sanctuaries offer the firmest protection to such 
habitat, but further measures are neerlf~d. My recommenda
tions for the protection of birds relate to their migration routes 
and their nesting, moulting and staging areas; those for 
mammals concentrate on calving, lambing or den sites, on 
winter habitats, and on travel routes. I emphasize protection 
for species that are harv£!Stcd by local people, as wrdl as rare 
species, such as the peregrine falcon, tlw survival of which is 
of national or international concern. 

The great challeng£! we face in th£! Mackenzie Valley is to 
maintain its living resources, a r.hallf)ngc that demands the 
same n~solve with which we plan the developnwnt of 
northern energy and transportation syst£)111S. 

Mammals 

Caribou ond Reindeer 
In Volume One, I discussed in some detail the importance and 
vulnerability of the Porcupine caribou herd and why I was 
convinced that a gas pipeline should not be built across the 
Northern Yukon. My major recommendations that no pipe
line be built across that area, but that a wilderness park be 
established there, were designed to offer the firmest protection 
for the habitat of this herd. I also mentioned the Bluenose and 
Bathurst caribou herds, which winter close to the Mackenzie 
Valley; ttw woodland caribou, which ar£) year-round Valley 
residents; und the semi-domesticated reindeer, which live in 
the Tuktoyaktuk pf~ninsula. 

According to testimony before tht~ Inquiry, the Blw!nose 
herd onu! wintered in thf: Mackenzie Delta and ranged west 
across to tlu: foothills. In r£)Ccnt yr:ars, this herd has been 
reoccupying winter rangr: ncar tlw Delta, and it is possible 
that gas production facilities and ttw pipeline may disturb the 
herd in that region. Tlw lwrd's apparent increasr. in numbers 
and its r~xpansion of rangr~ is and will r.ontinuc to be an 
important feature in the rr:newabk resource economy of the 
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people of the Mackenzie Delta and of the lower Mackenzie 
Vallev. 
Th~ large·scale movements of migratory caribou herds 

allow them to use a wide range of habitat and environmental 
conditions. Nevertheless, the loss of any particular portion of 
a herd's total range may reduce its vitality and potential 
population. 

The construction of a gas pipeline, the completion of the 
Mackenzie Highway, other developments, and increased 
access along the east bank of the Mackenzie River may, in my 
opinion, halt the continued westward expansion of this herd. 
The reduction of territory into which this herd might expand 
is, of course, significant, but it does not have the same serious 
implications for the future of the herd that the Dempster 
Highway and a pipeline along it would have on the Porcupine 
herd. 

DEMPSTER HIGHWAY 

In my discussion of the Porcupine caribou herd in Volume 
One (pp. 42·43), I drew attention to the impacts on the herd 
during migration and on its winter range caused by the 
existence of the Dempster Highway, by traffic on the 
highway, and by increased hunting related to the highway. 
These concerns have now been reinforced by the National 
Energy Board's decision to favour the possibility of a gas 
pipeline along a Dempster Route as well as by recent 
experience on the Dempster Highway. 

The Dempster Highway and any pipeline along· it would 
dissect the herd's winter range and might cut the herd off 
from a substantial part of that range. Although the Dempster 
Highway is not yet complete, there is evidence that the ,access 
it now provides to the herd's winter range and migration 
routes has greatly increased both subsistence and sport 
hunting in the region. Canadian Arctic Resources Committee, 
the Yukon Conservation Society and others, including Ronald 
jakimchuk, a biologist who has spent years studying this 
herd, believe that the Dempster Highway poses a threat to its 
well·being. The threat comes from uncnntrnlled harvesting 
and from the obstruction to herd movements that the 
highway itself and traffic along it represents. 

The whole point about the Dempster from an cnvironmen· 
tal point of view is that the decision to build the highway was 
made without adequate environmental assessment. But the 
highway is in place now. It is virtually complete, so we shall 
have to devise measures to cope with it. The highway must be 
our principal concern so far as protection of the Porcupine 
caribou herd's winter range is concerned. 

I consider !hat measurt!S are needed now to protect the 
Porcupine herd on its wintering range near the Dempster 
Highway. If we can devise measures to cope with the 
highway, we may. in due course, be able to cope with a 
pipeline along the same route if it comes. I deal with these 
measures in detail in the section on Wildlife Management 

and Research, but I think this recommendation is appropriate 
here. 

1. A restricted hunting zone should be established that 
extends two miles on either side of the Dempster Highway 
and of all connecting access roads and seismic Hnes within the 
winter range of the herd, but with provisions made for 
continued traditional use of this land by native people. All 
vehicle traffic and construction activity on the Dempster 
Highway should be controlled during the caribou herd's 
seasonal migrations through the region. 

The Alaska Highway Pipeline Inquiry, in its report, made 
this statement on our present knowledge of the environment 
along the Dempster Highway: 

First, there is not sufficient information, nor has there been 
adequate study, of the Dempster Highway as a pipeline route. 
Further environmental, economic, and social research is 
necessary before this route may be seriously considered as an 
alternative to a pipeline along the Mackenzie Valley. There is 
an urgent need for detailed and extensive studies on the 
Porcupine caribou herd, and for studies of the probable impact 
on the herd of increased human activity along the Dempster 
Highway. Time is essential to permit adequate study of these 
subjects. 

Apart from the Porcupine caribou herd, there are other 
environmental consequences of a pipeline along the Dempster 
Highway that must be studied. No doubt much may be learned 
by the experience of constructing a pipeline across the southern 
Yukon, but, until we know much more about the Dempster 
Highway route, we cannot make an informed comparison of the 
advantages and disadvantages of that route and the one along 
the Mackenzie Valley. We therefore recommend that at least 
five years be given to studies of this nature. [p. 130] 

I cite this recommendation because it is fundamental to the 
protection of the caribou herd and to the pending decisions 
regarding a pipeline along the Dempster Highway. 

2. Before a pipeline along the Dempster Highway is given 
further consideration, the recommendation of the Alaska 
Highway Pipeline Inquiry should be implemented and a 
thorough comparison should be made of the alternative routes. 

BARRIERS AND DIRECT MORTALITY 

The possible effects of roads and other obstacles as barriers to 
caribou herds vary from minor diversions in the line of travel 
to delay in herd movement, increased exposure to hunters or 
to predators in unsuitable habitat, and abandonment of part 
or all of a traditional range. It has been demonstrated in 
Scandinavia and Alaska that highways and railways do not 
in and of themselves cause reindeer or caribou to abandon 
their ranges. However, in conjunction with heavy traffic and 
with hunting, which is of special concern (See Wildlife: 
Wildlife Management and Research), the herds are likely to 
abandon their ranges, with the result that a herd's population 
declines- perhaps drastically. 

During construction, it should be possible to avoid most 
contact with the migrating caribou by the careful scheduling 



of work, including conling£!ncy planning, and by continu
ously monitoring Hw progn:.ss of the migration. Despite! wide 
annual and seasonal variations in th£: US£! of ranges and of 
travel routes, the traditional use of certain locutions, such as 
river crossings, allows observers to make some predictions 
about migration. 

A number of activiti£:s related to pipeline construction 
could constitute both a physical harrier and a direct threat to 
caribou. An operating spread, complete with open ditch, 
strung pipe and operating equipment, or a well-travelled 
highway or haul road could present a formidable hazard to a 
migrating herd or to individual animals. Snow fences in 
unbroken lines perpendicuhH to a migration path, deep
drifted snow associated with roads or fences, steep road 
embankments, and elevated portions of the pipeline and 
feeder lines could also be serious baniers to caribou 
movements. 

The main concern, as I emphasized in Volume One, is the 
Porcupine caribou herd. There is no similar large migruting 
herd in the Mackenzie Valley, although the fact that the 
Bluenose caribou herd winters not far east of the proposed 
route and part of the herd winters in the vicinity of the route, 
suggests the possibility of some impact on it. Woodland 
caribou in the Mackenzie Valley could also be affected, but 
their low density and relatively local migrations should keep 
the impact on a minor seal£!. 

3. The Company shall schedule construction and all other 
activities associated with the project so thot borriers to groups 
of caribou during migrotion or on their winter range ore 
minimized. The Company shall, therefore, prepare detailed 
schedules, including contingency plans, to handle annual 
variaHons in the puUerns of migration ond occupation of 
wintering grounds. These schedules shall be approved by the 
Agency before the Company proceeds with construction. 

4. Before and during construction, o monitoring program 
shall be maintained to define the scasonol distribution and 
day-to-day movements of caribou during critical periods. This 
monitoring progrmn will form the basis of the Company's 
contingency plans to sufeguord the well-being of caribou. 

5. The Company shu// submit to the Agency for approval, 
measures that will prevent caribou from being obstructed or 
entrapped by project-relotcd activities. These measures may 
include but are no! limited to the scheduling of construction to 
minimize the time lapse between trenching and backfilling; 
the construction of earthen plugs in open trenches to permit 
the animals to pass across or to escape from the trench; and 
the skewing or stacking of pipe strung out u/ong the right-of
way to enable the animals to move freely. 

6. The Company sholl submit for approv<!l by the Agency 
steps that will be taken to minimize ony disturbance of, or 
interference with, the movement of concentrutions of caribou 
that approach a construction site. These measures mny 
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include, hut ore no/limited to, huck/l.lling purls of the trench, 
moving pipt: strung outu/ong the rig/J/-of-woy, und shu/ling 
down operu I ions. 

7. The Agency should ensu rc tho/ tlw design ond nwi nlnnw !Ce 

propnsu/s for ony of tlw projecl's rights-of-woy guurunlt!t! 
fn!e and eusy pussugu to the curi/)()u. In purlieu/or, the 
Com pony shu// design und muinluin rouds lo ensure fret! und 
eusy passuge of curibou. Snov··/ shul/ he con/rolled und clt:ored 
so thul coribou llloVf!IJJt!IIIs ore no/ impcdud hy long, unhroke11 
stretches of snow funce or of det:p drifts or snow/)(Jnks coused 
by snow fcnc(!S or IJy rood c/coring. Snow fences shu// lw 
removed in spring lwfore the curiiJOu urrivc. 

B. To keep too minimum the number of cnribou killed us u 
direct result of increosed hunting in the project un:u, the 
Agency, in cnoperulion with the C()ftJjJOny and lhe rdovunl 

government. dl:purlmenls, should rest riel uccess to tlw pipeline 
right-of-wuy wul relutcd fuci/ili£:s to perscm1wl directly 
ossociotecl wil h 1/w project. (See Wildlif£!: Wildlif£~ Manage
ment and Research.) 

9. To ovoid dislur/)(Jncc and mortulity to curibou, o highwoy 
truffic monugenwnt pion should IJe developed by the oppmpri
ote authorities for orcus in which there ore concentmlions of 
caribou. Such nwusures as speed limits, convoying und 
sl,uggercd scheduling of traffic, OJ!(l periodic dosun:s of 
highwuys should he uHlsidcrcd. 

HABITAT AND DISTURBANCE 

In the Mackenzie Delta and Mackenzie Valley, th£~ construc
tion of gas plants, feeder lines, compressor stations and the 
main pipeline will not pre-empt any significant portion of the 
range of the woodland caribou, the Bluenose caribou herd or 
the reindeer. Tlwre are, however, sonl£! overall concerns about 
habitat that arc r!!lated to fire and to emissions from faciliti£!S, 
especially because the production facilities and the pipelirw 
are concentrated in the Delta, whew n major part of the 
reindeer range and part of the Bluenose caribou herd's rang£: 
is located. 

The destruction of critical winter range by wildfin:s must 
be considered, although such fires will not necessarily be 
caused by activities associated with tlw pipeline proj£!ct. 
There is sam£~ disagreement over what US!! caribou can make 
of recently burned areas, but it is evident that the animals 
avoid areas that have recently burned. The regeneration and 
growth of the lichens that are a major part of the caribou diet 
is very slow in the North, and for many years burned an!as 
are unsuitahlc for pasturage. Although thc numbcr of fircs 
may increase! ht!causc of activity associatt!d with the pipeline\ 
better communications and improv!~d acn!SS may lwlp to 
reduce the total acn!age burned. 

10. The Cnmpony shall develop contingency pluns for the 
suppression of fires und give high priority to fire prcvuntion 
ond control in ureos of importont C(Jrihou hobitot. (Sec T!!rrain 
Considerations: Fon!st Fire Prevention and Suppression.) 
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Disturbance from a number of pipclinc-rdated sourCf)S, 
including aircraft flights, machinery, human presence and 
compressor station 110ist;, is potentially one of the most serious 
impacts on birds and mammals and is particularly significant 
for caribou. Although construction is sclwduled for vvintt)r, a 
time when most animal species arc widely dispersed, it is a 
tinw when the food supply is low and tlw animals' em!rgy 
reserves are becoming depleted. The effects of disturbance can 
he severe. 

Uncontrolled aircraft flights arc probably the most serious 
form of disturbance. I dt)i.il with this in dt!tail in the chapter on 
Aircraft Control, and make only onr~ gt~nt~rtli recommendation 
here. 

11. To minimize aircruft disturbonce to coribou, the Com pony 
shell/ control the flying heights and the frequency of project
rtJloted air traffic over occupied cnribou runge. 

Hunting and the increased presence of humans, which 
follows from easier access to a region, an: other major forms of 
disturbance. both of which I discuss in mon~ detail in Wild lift:: 
Wildlife Monagement and Research. 

If disturbance of wildlife is to be kqJt within acceptable 
levels, a number of regulations will have to be imposed. Many 
of my recommendotions on this subject opply equally to birds 
and fish, ond they moy be found in relevant sections. Others 
that are related to project activities arc contained in the 
appropriate chapters of Part Three: The Project. 

White Whales 
In Volume One, I dealt extensively with white whales and 
recommended that o whale sanctuary be established in the 
west Mackenzie Bay an!a and that no pipdine be built across 
Shallow Bay. These measures arc necessary if we are to 
protect the calving areas of the 13eaufort Sea population of 
white whales, but they will not totally protect the whales. 
The sanctuary is, in itself. a compromise between the needs of 
the oil and gas industry and the necessity for preserving 
critical hobitat of the whales. Thus, my concern for the well
being of these marine mammals does not end with those 
measures. As I explained in Volume Onf\ there is a great deal 
of gas and oil exploration going on in tlw Ddta and offshore in 
the Beaufort Sea. This activity will not cease, even if a gas 
pipeline is delayed or is not allowed to cross Shallow 13ay. 
Exploration and other activities, vvhich will extend well into 
the future, continue to pose a danger to the white whales of 
the Beaufort Sea through increased disturbance from wall!!' 
and oir traffic and because of the risk of oil pollution. 

Investigations to date have not been detailed enough to 
draw firm conclusions about the effects of disturbance on 
white whales. In The 1975 White Whole Study, Sloney and 
Company summarized their four years of investigations on 
the impact of construction of offshore drilling islands and of 
barge traffic on the whales in this way: 

Boat traffic has, in some instances, resulted in short-term 

changes in whale distribution. Reaction of \Nhalcs to boats is 
variable. probably fh:e to the intmaction of a complex of 
factors .. 

The possibility of adverse effects on whales and whale hunting 
as a result of current levels of industrial activity does exist, 
however. then~ is no evidence suggesting that the overall 
pattern of whale movement and/or hunting has been affected. 
(p. 411 

Dr. David Sergeant ond Wyhrand Hock, in their testimony 
before tlw Inquiry, suggested that more detailed studies of the 
effects of watmborne noise on whales are required. They cited 
evidence from Churchill, Manitoba, where whales, because of 
increasing and continued disturbance, are believed to have 
abandoned th!:ir traditional calving area in favour of another 
area when! they are not disturbed. The evidence stated that 
the white whales were most sensitive to waterborne distur
bance during calving and were somewhat less sensitive to 
airborne disturhanct~. 

Many aspects of the white whole's life cycle are not yet 
well understood. My concern is that whales outside of the 
proposed sonctuary may be advcrsdy offccted by the host of 
activities that are, and will be, impinging upon the white 
whale habitat in the Beaufort Sea as a consequence of oil and 
gas exploration, dt!velupment, production and transportation. 

Although existing levels of activity arc producing only 
short-term effects, increased activity could result in long
term changt)S in Hw whale's pa1tt)rn of behaviour, with 
consequences that could lead to a decline in the Beoufort Sea 
population of the species. Such changes could, of course, have 
a serious effect on the economy of native people who harvest 
white whales. 

12. Shipping corridors should be established in the waters 
udjoining the outer Muckenzic Deltu to avoid disturbing white 
wholes, purticulurly during their calving season. 

13. The Com pony, the Agency and the responsible govern
ment deporlnwnts shall protect the white whales from 
disturbance hy prohibiting harassment by low flying aircraft 
and water croft. Also, because information on the effect of air 
cushion vehicles on white whales is locking, these vehicles 
should nof_ be OJWroted near the wholes during their critical 
seasons. 

Oil spills. whether from a blowout or from a tanker 
accident, ore another potential thrcot to the whales. Although 
most adult whales could probably avoid an oil slick, females 
that are calving or nursing might be reluctant to move from 
the warm estuarine waters. And, if they did move, probably 
many newborn calves would lose body heat and die in the 
cold oceanic waters. An oil spill could also taint the whales' 
food. 

14. Oil spill contingency plans prepared by government and 
industry shall outline measures to protect and clean up areas 
used by white whales for calving. (See Management of Fuels 
ond Hazardous Substonces.) 



15. The design ond cons! rue lion of feeder lines thot connect 
offshore wells to the onshore pipeline shall avoid the orens 
ond seosons thot. ore of criticu/ importance to the white whole 
population of the Beaufort Seo. 

Moose 
Throughout the Mackenzie Valley, moose are an important 
species in the native economy. Moose range widely and are 
found throughout the forested region and, or.r.asionally, above 
the tree line. The greatest cause for concern is that improved 
access will lead to increased moose hunting during and aft!!!' 
pipeline construction. According to Dr. Peter Lent, a biologist 
with the University of Alaska. this has already happened in 
Alaska. 

16. To help control access uml hunting, the Cornpony, tlw 
Agency, and the relevant government. depnrf.ments should 
restrict access to the right-of-woy ond to related fneilities to 
personnel performing work on the project. (Sec Wilcllil'e: 
Wildlife Management and Research.) 

During winter, when the movement of moose is impeded hy 
deep snow, weather and limited habitat, they gather in an!as 
such as river valleys that provide shelter and food. Moose ar1! 
sensitive to disturbance at this time, when, likt! the caribou, 
they are in a negative energy situation. Additional stress 
caused by disturbance would be detrimental to their well
being. 

17. Wherever practicable, Uw pipeline right-of-way ond 
focilities, such us haul roads and compressor stoUons, shnll he 
located to minimize disturbcmcG to critical moose wintering 
areas and, in particular, to class 1 moose habitot (us defined hy 
Watson et. ai.,197:J.) 

18. The Compcmy shall minimize disturbonce to moose by 
instituting mcnsurcs such ns those recommended inl.he section 
on Caribou und Reindeer above und in the chapter on Aircmft 
Control. 

Foxes and Wolves 
Many witnesst!S from northern r.ommunities t!xplained their 
fears of hydrocarbon developments in generul and of oil spills 
in particular by describing what might happen to the arctic 
food chain. I dealt with this subject at some length in Volumt! 
One, but foxes and wolves are good cases in point. Arctic foxes 
are known to scavtmge the seal kills of polar bears. Seals could 
be regionally depleted as a rcsult of an oil spill, so although 
not directly involvcd, the arctic fox could certainly be affected 
in a serious way by activities associated with industrial 
development. Similarly, the ckcline of any of the ungulate 
populations, especially the barren-ground caribou herds, 
would affect the wolf population. We have to view foxes and 
wolves - indeed all animals - in the overall context of the 
food chain, but my discussion of them here will bc limited to 
the species themselves. 
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The piptdinc project will affect only local populations of 
arctic foxt~s. coloured foxt~s and wolves. The concerns for 
these species arise mainly in two areas: llH~ disturbance of t\w 
animals and their habitat; <~nd the attraction of these animals 
to wastt! disposal sites. 

All thn!t! or these spccit!S den in high, \Vtdl-draincd soils
soils that frequently provide prime bormw materials for 
construction. l_kcausc the pipeline will be constructed during 
the winter, disturbance during tht! denning period may not be 
a problem since these species occupy their d1ms in the spring. 
However, the danger remains that denning sites may he 
altered physically or destroyed by the alignment of the right
of-way or by their exploitation for borrow material. This 
could be significant because all three species tend to US<' the 
same den sites year after year. 

Many of the reported arctic fox dens are on the Yukon 
Coastal Plain. My recommendation for a wilderness park 
there should protect tht~ habitat of that .spccit~s as well as of 
the wolf population. Throughout the Mackenzie Valley and 
Western Arctic the dens of arctic fox, together with those of 
the r.oloun!d fox and wolf, \viii need protection. 

19. During finn/ design, tlw Company shul/ identify all urcUc 
fox, coloured fox ond wolf dens within olle-hnlf mile of tl"' 
right-of-wuy ond other pipe/inc foci/ities so /hut the pro;cct 
cm1 be designed, located cmd scheduled to uvoicl prime denning 
nreos. Unless aut.horized /Jy /he Agency, consf.ruction shulf 
uvoid such w·eus by a dislunce of c1t leusl100 yurds. 

The habituation of foxes and wolves to waste disposal sites 
and other camp facilities has always bet!ll a problem in the 
North and it was of concern during the construction of the 
Alyeska pipeline. Concentrations of these animals around 
campsites may become a nuisance, and could cause probh!ms 
associated with rabies. 

20. Every effort shall be mode to prevent foxes and wolves 
from becoming o nuisance oround compsites. To this end: 

The feeding of foxes and wolves shed/ be prohibited. 

The Com pony shall manage all domeslic nnd other wosl" in 
o manner thot will minimize the ottruclion of foxes und 
wolves to construction sires und facilities. Fencing shul/ he 
installed nround oil incinerator, food slorug" und donwstir: 
wuste huncHing Clfeos. (Sec Waste Management.) 

Bcurs 
Grizzly, polar and black bears inhabit tht! Mar.kcnzie Valley 
and Mackenzie Delta in varying densities. The grizzly bear of 
the Delta and central Arctic, referred to as the barren-ground 
grizzly, may be taxonomically distinct from the grizzly bear 
of the Yukon. If this is tlw case, the barren-ground grizzly 
bear would he considered !!ndangered. Its special relation to 
the tundm environment gives the SJWcies evolutionary 
interest and significance, and !!very effort should be made to 
maintain a healthy population. 
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Interactions between men and bears are usually viewed as 
threats to human safety, and bears arc therefore usually 
eliminated from areas in which there is human activity. As is 
the case with foxes, the concerns for bears arise mainly in two 
areas: the attraction of waste disposal sites and disturbance of 
the animals and of their denning habitat. 

Because of ineffective waste management practices in the 
North, bears have been attracted to areas of human activity 
and many of them have been destroyed in the name of human 
safety. This is a problem that can be solved only by improved 
techniques of waste disposal. Except when human safety is 
immediately threatened, only an authorized government 
representative may dispatch the animal as the last resort after 
all other possibilities have been exhausted. 

21. The Company shall collect, store ond dispose of ull 
domestic waste in a manner that will minimize the attraction 
of bears to construction sites and facililics. (See Waste 
Management.) 

22. The feeding of bears should be regorded as an act thot 
threatens human life. Any person feeding hears should he 
immediately dismissed, reported to the Agency, and then 
returned to point of hire. Persons or com ponies who, through 
negligence or otherwise, provide bears wHh un opportunHy lo 
become habituated to waste mote rials should he prosecuted. 

23. The Company shall ensure thul each working unit (survey 
crew, right-of-way clearing crew, etc.) likely to encounter 
bears is equipped and familiar with the usc of approved 
devices to score bears awCJy from centres of ·hunwn activity. 
Each working unit shed/ he equipped with only one sealed 
fireorm for usc only when there is a real ond immediate threut 
to human safety. Each firing of this fireorrp should be 
reported, and it must be rescaled without delay by an 
authorized representative of the Agency. 

24. The Company shall immediotely report to !.he Agency any 
bear that moy be considered a nuisance or thot threatens 
human safety. 

Although construction of the pipeline will alter bear 
habitat only minimally, certain critical habitats must be 
protected. Denning sites are found on high, well-draint~d 
slopes, which are also good locations for borrow material. 
Bears occupy their dens during winter, and any occupied dens 
must be protected from disturbance. If a hear is disturbed and 
forced to abandon a den in winter, the lack of food, inability to 
dig a new den in the frozl~n soil, and the cold would certainly 
kad to the hear's death. At other times of the year, extended 
harassment might deplete ston~d reserves of t!nergy or caust! 
death by physical exhaustion or overheating. 

25. During fi !l(d dt)sign, the Com puny shull idenU f y heor dens 
within one-lwlf mile of the righl.-of-wuy ond other pipeline 
fucilHies so I hot. I he project con Iw designed, loco ted Ofl(/ 

scheduled lo ovoid these silt!S. To prt!Venl disturbonce /o 
dcnning /wors, co11st rue/ ion w:l ivil ies, especio/ly bios/ ing, 

shall avoid occupied dens by a distance of ot least 500 yards, or 
as otherwise approved by the Agency. 

26. The Company shall institute measures to ensure that there 
is no harassment of beors by aircraft and vehicles and that 
encounters or conflicts between men and bears are minimized. 
(See Facilities Complexes and Equipment Operations, and 
Aircraft Control.} 

All three species of bears are hunted for food and sport, but 
the polar bear and grizzly bear arc regarded as prize trophies. 
The harvest of polar bears is controlled by a quota system, 
whereas the harvest of grizzly and black bears is controlled 
by Territorial Game Regulations. Improved access, increased 
numbers of people and better facilities could have an adverse 
impact on the grizzly bear population. 

27. To prevent overharvesting, the government should 
review exisl.ing game regulations respecting grizzly bears. 
Particular GOnsidcration should be given to suggestions made 
by Pearson (1976) regarding new game regulations that might 
reduce overhorvcsting ond permit bear populations to be 
maintained. 

Birds 

It may be diftlcult for many Canadians to understand why it 
is necessary to make recommendations to preserve birds and 
their habitat. There has been a tendency to downplay the 
concerns expressed about northern bird populations by 
biologists and by others for whom birds are important. In 
most cases, I think this dismissive attitude is based on a 
misunderstanding of what is now at stake in northern 
Canada. The distribution of birds in the North is very 
different from what most of us have seen in southern Canada. 

As I explained in Volume One, the Mackenzie Valley and, 
to a lesser extent, the shores of the Beaufort Sea, are major 
flyways for millions of geese, swans, ducks, gulls, terns and 
the many other species that converge on this region every 
summer to nest and raise their young. During these critical 
periods of their life cycles, these international bird popula
tions rely on the habitat provided by the Mackenzie Valley, 
the Mackenzie Delta and the Beaufort Sea coast. Nature, 
political boundaries and treaties have made these populations 
a Canadian responsibility. 

At least 2:JO species in 41 families of birds arc nesters, 
migr<.mts or casual visitors in the Western Arctic. Many of 
these species are continental in their distribution, so the 
proportion of their total population that might be affected by 
pipeline-rdated activities is small. Some species, however, arc 
vulnerable to pipelinl~ construction and operation either 
becaust~ a total population is rclativdy small or because a 
significant proportion of a total population gathers within the 
project area at some vital stagt! of its lifl! cycle. For some 



species, a significant proportion of their critical habitat lies 
within the proposed project area. 

Every species of bird that is found in the area is an integral 
part of both northern and r.ontinental ecosystems. A rational 
upproach to the problem of protecting these birds requires us 
to define exuctly what is at stake and then to devise a 
practical means of ensuring that what must be protected is 
protected. No amount of research and certainly no recommen
dations that 1 can offer will afford complete protection to all of 
the birds everywhf!re in the n!gion. Our objective, therefore, is 
to permit both international migratory populations and local 
populations to continue to use this region year after year 
without having their numbers progressively diminished. 

With this in mind, I turn now to the critical habitats and 
critical life stages of northern birds, to those tracts of land and 
water that are vital to the survival of whole populations of 
birds at certain times of the year. 

There are three major groups of birds that must be 
protected and, if measures arc taken to ensure their protef> 
tion, many other species will also be protected. The first group 
comprises the rart:; or endangered species, such as the 
peregrine falcon, the whooping crane and the Eskimo curlew, 
that are of national or international concern. Raptors and, in 
particular, the peregrine falcon, gyrfalcon, bald eagle, golden 
eagle and osprey make up the second group. Finally, there arc 
the waterfowl, especially the species that nest in colonies or 
form large, vulnerable congregations during moulting and 
staging. 

Areas Important to Birds 
In Volume One, I made recommendations to protect critical 
habitats and life stages of birds by specially designating 
certain land areas that are vital to them. It was, in part, the 
very heavy avian use of the Northern Yukon that led me to 
recommend the creation there of a wilderness park. I also 
recommended that human use of certain areas be strictly 
regulated to protect important waterfowl and falcon habitats 
and I proposed the outer Mackenzie Delta, the International 
Biological Programme sites at Campbell Hills-Dolomite Lake, 
Willow (Brackett) Lake and Mills Lake as bird sanctuaries. l 
also noted that many islands in the Mackenzie River arc 
important to migratory waterfowl and, I suggested that, at 
some time, some of them should be designated as hird 
sanctuaries. 

The designation of lands on which industrial activity 
should be prohibited or appropriately controlled is only one 
way of protecting birds. When we have in view a specific 
project, such as a pipeline, a second method -that of specific 
regulations - is also appropriate. In my opinion, the protec
tion of birds and their habitat can be achieved in three ways. 
First, the pipeline route and the location of its associated 
facilities can be adjusted. Second, engineering designs that 
minimize impact can be used: noise attenuation devices fall 
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into this catf!gory. Third, the timing of construction activitit!s 
can be scheduled so that birds would not IH! disturbed during 
their seasonally critica IIi ft~ stages. 

28. Birds und their lwiJilut shull be protected from udverse 
effects ossociuted with survt)ying, conslruclicHJ, opemlion und 
maintenum:u of the pipelint). Bnfore cons/rue/ion begins, the 
Agency shu/1 identify imporlunt unci rnslricled oreos und 
periods for birds, particultJrly for roplors. um/ wolerfow/, und 
sholl devise whotcvcr res/ ric/ions nwy he neccssory on 
project loco/ ion, engineering design, pro jer:t sc hcduli ng. w:cess 
and aircru{l uctivities in 1./wse nreos nnd during these periods. 

PROTECTION FROM SPILLS 

Spills of oil. fuel and othm hazardous substances an! one of 
the greatest threats to birds and their hahitat. Biologists spoke 
at length at the Inquiry about the clcvas!aling impact of oil 
spills on birds and emphasized that \'\'(~ arc not able to 
rehabilitate birds that conw into contact with oil, even in 
temperate clilnates. Waterfowl in particular an~ thn:atcned 
by such spills. If extensive areas of \\·aterfowl habitat or small 
areas used by large numb1:rs of individual birds are affected 
by a spill, thl! effect could he catastrophic. 

I dealt with the probl!!m of spills at soml! l<>ngth in Chapter 
Six of Volume One and I makP specific n!commendations 
elsewhere in this volume on the means of minimizing the 
chances of a spill. Ilut because our ability to handle large spills 
is rudimentary and because the effects could be so severe, l 
make the following recommendation vvith spL"cific reference 
to birds. 

29. The Company's plans for the tmnsportation, hundlit1g, 
sloruge und disposal of fuels, lubriconls und other toxic 
materiuls shnll demonstrole t hot bird huhilol, und particulnr ly 
waterfowl lwbitat, will he ovoided or in some other wuy 
protected from the risks of spills. Cool.iogency plans shol/ 
demonstrute thot the Compnny has fully considered U/1(/ /ws 
the technicu/, logistical ond finuncial ohilily to protect criticul 
waterfowl habitat. (Sec Management of Fuels and Otl"'r 
Hazardous Substances.) 

PHYSICAL DISTURBANCE OF LAND AREAS 

Other general issues related to bird habitat warrant mention. 
The bars and islands of the Mackenzie River constitute 
important mating and resting areas for migrating birds in the 
spring. Physical alteration of these areas may affect the birds' 
chances of hrncding success and survival during the sumrm~r. 
I have aln~arly recommended in Volumt~ Onn that !ht~s~~ 

islands be designated as bird sanctuaries. 
Specific activities related to the project will affect various 

aspects of terrain and vval!!r that are important for birds, 
particularly waterfowl. which tend to congregate in large 
numbers at various times in their life cycle. For example, 
trenching trnd other activitif~s in wetland areas may lead to 
the draining or drowning of waterfowl nesting and fef!ding 
habitat, and excess siltation from stream crossings could 
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affect waterfowl food supply. The mouths of th£! tributaries of 
the Mackenzie River are particularly important habitat. 

30. Degradation of importunt bird habitat such us !he river 
islunds of the Mackenzie River, the beuch hors of the Arctic 
Coast, wetlonds ond the riporion vegetation of streams and 
lakes shall be avoided, wherever possible, and shu// otherwise 
be kept to a minimum. Criticcll lwbitat that has been degruded 
shall be restored following the construction period. 

DISTURBANCE FROM NOISE AND PEOPLE 

There is much more to the disturbance of birds than simply 
startling them. If that were the only problem, the birds would 
probably fly from the area, alight elsewhere and carry on as 
normal. The problems of disturbance are far more complex. 
The disturbance of birds during critical life stages or in 
critical areas may lead to abandonment of nesting sites and 
death. Take the case of the snow geese: because they nest in 
colonies, any continuous disturbance of them during their 
nesting season could cause the loss of one year's brood 
through exposure of the eggs or young to the weather or 
predation; similarly, if snow geese were harassed on their fall 
staging grounds and were, therefore, not able to store up 
enough energy, large numbers of them could die on their 
southward migration. 

Most construction activity will take place in winter when 
there are few birds in the area. Nonetheless, during the 
summers of the construction period, there will be movements 
of aircraft and barges, activities at stockpile sites, compressor 
sites and airfields, and perhaps operations at gravel pits and 
other activities along the pipeline route. During the operation 
of the pipeline, there will be noise from compressors and from 
pipe blowdowns, aircraft and barge movements, vehicles, 
and repair and maintenance work. I make specific recommen
dations on many of these activities in Part Three: The Project, 
but it is worthwhile to review here the scope of the problem in 
its ornithological context and 'to make appropriate recom
mendations to mitigate the adverse effects. 

31. As far as practicable, construction and maintenance 
activities shall be scheduled for winter or for other times of 
the year when birds are not present. Activities undertaken 
when birds are in the area shall be strictly controlled to limit 
the extent and level of disturbance. 

There will be substantial numbers of people working at 
wharf, stockpile and compressor station sites during the 
summer. The amount of disturbance to the bird populations 
near any given facility will depend on the type and frequency 
of the disturbance emanating from the site, its effects on 
surrounding vegetation and topography, and the sensitivity of 
particular species to disturbance. 

The location of pipeline facilities and of ground-based 
activities will be critical to the well-being of raptors and 
colonial nesting birds. Any source of disturbance that is 
immediately adjacent to the nesting areas of these birds could 

hove a serious effect on them. Both groups <He particularly 
sensitive to human presence when they are nesting and 
rearing their broods. Unrestricted human access to their 
nesting an!as could lead to reduced n!production of these 
species. 

Compressor stations located near sensitive wildlife areas 
are of particular concern. I note that the National Energy 
Board has accepted Foothills' undertaking to keep noise from 
compressor stations down to 60 decibels (diJA) at the fence 
line. However, research commissioned by the pipeline 
companies has suggested that even that level of noise can 
have significant effects on bird populations. Staging snow 
geese vacated an area within 1.5 miles of a compressor
station-sound simulator that had a noise level of 50 dBA at 
1,000 feet, and it was suggested that a level of 56 dBA at 1,000 
feet would cause geese to vacate an area within a 2.5-mile 
radius. Exhmsive observations of geese during the drilling of 
Imperial Oil's gas well at Taglu suggested that staging geese 
would vacate an area within 1:1 5- to 10-mile radius around a 
compressor station, depending on the amount of aircraft 
disturbanC!! associated with the site. 

32. The Company shall /ocate all facilities and design all 
devices associated with those facilities to minimize distur
bance to birds. In particular, noise attenuation devices shall be 
installed on all appropriate equipment to reduce noise to the 
lowest practicable level. In certain locations and at certain 
times that are deemed to he sensitive for birds, the Agency 
may require special noise attenuation equipment and proce
dures. (Sec Facilities Complexes and Equipment Operations.) 

33. Upon request, the Company shall provide the Agency with 
all data used to assess the cost-effectiveness·of various levels 
of attenuation and to assess the impact of various levels of 
noise on birds at any construction site. 

Of all the forms of disturbance to birds that may be caused 
by industrial development in the North, uncontrolled 
movement of aircraft is potentially one of the most serious. 
The degree of susceptibility to such disturbance will vary 
among the species, depending on the season, weather and 
location. 

Ornithological studies submitted to Arctic Gas have 
suggested that aircraft disturbance may cause gyrfalcons to 
abandon their nests and that staging snow geese may be 
disturbed within nine miles by a light aircraft flown at an 
altitude of 10,500 feet. The results of many of these studies are 
inconsistent, and firm conclusions based on them are not 
possible. However, because aircraft will be a major means of 
transportation during construction and operation of the 
pipeline, some form of control will have to be exercised tu 
regulate the altitudes and frequencies of aircraft flights. 

The protection of birds through the regulation of aircraft is 
such an important issue that I discuss it in a separate chapter 
entitled Aircraft Control. There I make proposals for flight 
corridors and the regulation of flight ceilings and schedules so 



that critical locations and lift: stages of the bird populations 
that are susceptible to disturbanct: may be avoided. 

Increases in river traffic during the construction and 
operation of the pipeline and rclat!!d facilities are also a source 
of disturbance for birds. The Mackcnzic Vallcy is onc of North 
America's most important flyways. In spring, tht! northward 
migrating birds gcner·ally pass through bcforc the barging 
season on the rivf~r begins. But in years when wah~rfowl, 
especially geese and swans, m<~y not have stored up enough 
energy for their flight south, thc islands and bars in the 
Mackenzie River become extremely important to them as 
resting and feeding areas. Barge traffic at this time might so 
disturb the birds that many of lhcm would fail to complete 
their flights south. Increased barge traffic may also disturb 
ducks in the Bcavcr and Mills Lakes areas, but it is in the 
Mackenzie Delta that disturbancc from such traffic would be 
most serious. There waterfowl use the river islands and 
channels for moulting and staging sites from July to 
September. 

34. The routing cmd scheduling of water truffic shall be 
regulated to minimize the impucl on hirds ond their habitats 
during sensitive periods in !.he Mackenzie Delta and else
where along the Moclwnzie River. Woter twjfic shull ovoid 
areas identified us critimJ to bird populotions. Similarly, 
docking and other shoreline facilities shall be located to avoid 
the disturbance of such oreus. (Set! Facilities Complexes and 
Equipment Operations.) 

Rare or Endangered Species 
At present in Canada, there is no official federal recognition of 
any rare or endungnred specit!s, and because there is no 
national policy or legislation for dt!ttling with such species, the 
designation of a species as rare or endangered may be highly 
subjective. Under these circumstances, it is difficult to 
ascertain the relative significancf! of the designation of a 
species as rare, uncommon or endangered. 

During the Inquiry, mention was made of many species, the 
majority of which are birds, that biologists consider to be rare 
or endangered. The peregrine falcon, whooping crane and 
Eskimo curlew arc the best known of this group, which also 
includes the Hudsonian godwit, bull-breasted sandpiper and 
Thule white-footed goose. Exccpt for the peregrine falcon, 
little attention was focused on any of these spccics, perhaps 
because our knowledge of them is limited. My concern for the 
peregrine falcon is dealt with below in my rccommendations 
on raptors. The breeding habitat of the whooping crane is 
already protected, and it is unlikely to be affected by the 
present alignment of the pipdinc. So little is known of the 
ecology of the other rare and mdangered birds that it is 
impossible at present to make recommendations to protect 
them. Continuing research will 1·eveal more information 
about these birds, but in the mf!'-llltime recommendations to 
protect other species will hopefully protect rare species. 
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W!~ have an obligation to do all we can to ensure the 
survival of spccit:s of birds that may be in danger of 
extinction, cspt:cially if that danger is caus!!d by human 
disturbance. 

35. The government should dt~vc/op o nulionu/ policy UIJ(l 

should druw up /ugislution UJ provide for the protection oj 
rurc ond endungtmxl species of hirds. 

Of course, the problem of rare and endang(~rcd species goes 
well beyond bird species. The bowhead whale inhabits the 
offshore watcre of the Beaufort Sea and is listed by the 
International Whaling Commission as being endangered. The 
barren-ground grizzly bear that I mention in Wildlife: 
Mammals may also be considen:d ran~ or endangered. 

Raptors 
The raptors (birds of prey), that nest in the Western Arctic 
constitute a significant proportion of the remaining North 
American populations of these sp.,cics. There are nesting sites 
all along the Mackenzie Valley and, in particular, in the 
Campbell Hills and Franklin Mountains. 

Raptors such as the falcons, bald eagles, golden eagles and 
ospreys arc fairly common in the North, although their 
populations clscwhere in North America are low. It is 
necessC~ry to give northern populations of all raptors atten
tion, but it is the peregrine falcon that requires particular 
protection. Here is what Finney and Lang said in a report 
prepared for Foothills Pipe Lines Ltd.: 

The population !of the peregrine falco'nJ is at a dangerously low 
level and there is no indication that recovery is imminent. Due 
to the sensitivity of the peregrine population, developers have 
to face the fact that the destruction of a single nest site or 
interference with nesting in a single year is a serious and 
unacceptable impact. These constraints apply to no other bird 
species regularly nesting along the proposed pipeline corridor. 
!Finney and Lang, 1975, Biological Field Program Report: 1975, 
Vol. VI Section 4, p. 32] 

The recommendations I make for raptors therdorc apply 
primarily to the peregrine falcon. 

The maintenance of wilderness within critical distances of 
the nest sites is of paramount importance because raptors arc 
extremely S£!nsltive to disturbance by men, machinery and 
aircraft. Such disturbance could cause direct destruction of 
the eggs or young by exposure, predation or accidental 
ejection of the £:ggs or chicks from the nest, or it could reduce 
the wilderness scclusion of the area around the nest so that it 
was no longer acceptable to the breeding pair. Low-intensity, 
repeated distur:mnce over a period of time frequently has a 
cumulative effcct that leads to permanent desertion of the 
ncst. We can hcst protect raptors by isolating their habitats 
from the disturbances caused by the project. 

36. The pipeline ond its relutcd facilities shoJI be located, 
designed, constructed and operoled in a mcmner that avoids 
disturbunce f_o roptors and their Jwhitat. 
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37. For purposes of project review and cont-rol, the Agency 
sho/1 designate Raptor Protection Zones around regularly and 
irregularly occupied raptor nest sites that arc considered to be 
threatened by project activities. Such zones should be applico
ble to peregrine falcons in porticu/ar but may also apply to 
other roptors. These zones should be opproximately two miles 
in radius or of the size that is required to protect the nest site. 
Access to these zones shall be prohibited unless authorized by 
permit. 

Applications for on access permit to Raptor Protection 
Zones shall be accompanied by sound biological evidence that 
tlw proposed activity will not jeopardize the raptors during 
their nesting period and will not adversely affect the nest site 
itself. 

Because of the need to provide compleh~ protection for 
raptors and their habitat, the Company must understand that 
there may be lengthy delays if it plans to undertake activities 
in a Raptor Protection Zone. 

38. To limit disturbance to raptors, barging opemtions and 
other movements of pipeline molerio/ that infringe on any 
Raptor Protection Zone during the periods of occupancy shed/ 
be subject to site-specific limitations imposed by the permit. 

39. The frequency and altitude of oircraft flighl.s over Raptor 
Protection Zones shall be controlled by the Flight Control 
Group. (See Aircraft Control.) In general, aircraft shall 
maintain an altitude of at least .1,000 feet above ground level 
over any Raptor Protection Zone during a sensitive period. 
Flights at lower levels shall be diverted around the zone. 
Airstrips and heliports shall be loco ted so thot opprooches and 
take-offs avoid Roptor Protection Zones. Pipeline surveillance 
flights at less than 3,000 feet above ground level, helicopter 
landings and motorized terrcslriol occess for mointenance or 
repair shall be prohibited within u Raptor Pr'!tection Zone 
during the period of occupancy, except as specifically 
authorized by the Agency. 

Waterfowl 
The Beaufort Sea coast, particularly the Blow River-Shallow 
Bay area and, to a lesser extent, the coastal plain out to 
Herschel Island, provides important nesting habitat for 
whistling swans. Brant, many species of ducks, loons, gulls, 
and other species use the coastilllagoons, beaches and islands 
of the Beaufort Sea as resting, nesting and moulting areas. 
From June through August, the tundra lakes of the Yukon 
Coastal Plain are important nesting, feeding, brood-rearing 
and moulting areas for many species of sv\mns, geese. ducks, 
loons and shorebirds. At any OIH) time in the late summer and 
autumn, between :mo,ooo and 500,000 geese, swans and ducks 
gather on the Yukon Coastal Plain and Shallow Bay for a 
period of concentrated feeding to build up their energy 
reserves for the long southward migration. Snow geese are 
must numerous during this period and, on any one day in late 
August, almost the entire Western Arctic population of this 

species might be gathered on the coastal plain between 
Bathurst Peninsula and the Canning River in Alaska. Old 
Crow Flats, in the Yukon interior, are second only to the 
Mackenzie Delta as a critical waterfowl production area in 
northwestern Canada. 

In Volume One, I recommended that no pipeline be built 
and no energy corridor be established across the Northern 
Yukon and that a wilderness park be created in that area. This 
recommendation was intended, in part, to protect vital habitat 
for waterfowl there. 

The Mackenzie Delta is also an important waterfowl 
production area and it has breeding populations of several 
hundred thousand ducks and geese. Of particular concern are 
the snow geese at Kendal! Island, where there is a colony of 
1,200 to 8,000 breeding birds; approximately 20,000 whistling 
swans nesting in the Eskimo Lakes-Liverpool Bay area; and 
the rare trumpeter swan, which has been reported nesting 
near Moose Channel. Many parts of the Delta are critical for 
moulting ducks, swans and geese during summer. For 
example, in any given year the Delta may be as vital as the 
Yukon Coastal Plain to the snow geese. Normally, the 
majority of the snow geese stage on the Yukon coast, but, in 
1975, when the geese arrived in early September it was 
covered with snow and most of the geese moved into the 
Shallow Bay area of the Delta. The peak number of geese 
there, at that time, was an estimated 325,000 out of the 
region's total population of 375,000. Snow geese are easily 
disturbed by aircraft movements of the kind that would be 
associated with the construction and operation of a pipeline 
and production facilities. 

In Volume One, I recommended that a bird sanctuary 
should extend across the outer part of the Mackenzie Delta, 
thereby giving the Canadian Wildlife Service jurisdiction to 
regulate industrial activity in the area. 

The Mackenzie Valley, one of North America's major 
flyways, is used by many species of birds that breed in the 
Western Arctic and sub-Arctic. In May and early June, large 
numbers of migrating waterfowl find the only available open 
water around islands in the Mackenzie River between 
Camsell Bend and the Mackenzie Delta and in some of the 
lakes near the river. At this time, these areas of open water are 
heavily used for mating, nesting and feeding. As many as 
100,000 northbound geese and swans may be concentrated on 
sandbars, spits and island fringes. These same areas also 
provide resting areas vital during the fall migration in years 
when young birds have been unable, for any reason, to store 
adequate reserves of energy to complete their long southward 
migration. With so short a season, the waterfowl cannot be 
delayed, and disturbance of them must be kept to a minimum. 

Large numbers of ducks, some Canada geese, sandhill 
cranes, loons and various other species, nest in the forest and 
forest-tundra habitats of the Mackenzie Valley. The Ram
parts River, Mackay Creek, Willow (Brackett) Lake, Mills 
Lake and Beaver Lake areas are the most important nesting, 



brood-rearing, moulting and staging areas for water-oriented 
birds in the Mackenzie Valley between Great Slave Lake and 
the Mackenzie Delta. 

In Volume One, I recommemhl that Willow Lake (llrackett 
Lake) and Mills Lake, which were identified under the 
International Biological Program.mc as sites important to 
waterfowl, be designated as bird sanctuaries. 

In addition to the designation of sanctuaries, regulations 
will have to be developed to control the adverse effects on 
waterfowl of activities associated with pipeline construction. 
Disturbance to populations of waterfowl could increase stres!:i 
cmd alter normal behaviour patterns during critical life stages, 
such as spring migration, nesting, moulting and staging for 
fall migration. Disturbance could also decrease reproduction 
succe!:i!:i and cause bird!:i to dest:rt traditional areas, such as 
nesting sites for which there may be no suitable alternative. 
The impact of disturbance on a particular species is a function 
of the type and intensity of the disturbance, as well as of the 
time of year, location, distribution of the species, and its 
sensitiv'\ty to disturbance and its ability to avoid the sources 
of disturbance. These variables become more important 
farther north, where shorter summers impose even tighter 
limits on the hatching and mising of healthy young in time 
for the fall migration. 

40. The Com pony shall control, restrict and ullwrwisc alter its 
terrestrial and oirborne acUvWes cmd those of oil its contrac
tors and subcontractors to avoid disturbance to waterfowl and 
their hobitot cmd to comply with restrictions of access ond 
octivity in importont waterfowl areas, as defined by the 
Agency. Such measures should include the designation of 
corridors for air trcJffic and the designation and regulation of 
flight altitudes. (Sec Aircraft Control.) 

a) Habitat critical during the spring migration throughout the 

Mockenzie Valley, including islands, deltas of tributaries, 
ond adjacent marshes. Within these critical hobitat areas, 
concentrations of birds should be protected from disturbance 
by a two-mile-wide buffer-zone. The period of restriction 
would generally be from May 1 to May 31. In addition, if 
these areas are used in the fall by migrating geese and 
swans, contingency plans should provide for the adequate 
protection of the birds and this habitat during such periods. 

b) Areas in the Mackenzie Delto where there are concentra
tions of migrating, nesting, rearing, moulting ond staging 
geese and other waterfowl. ln general, construction activ
ities should be minimized ond personnel should be restricted 
to their immediote work areos from May 5 to October 5. 
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c) Areas critical for snow geese. All construction and other 
activity likely to cause disturbance and oll humon occess 
should be strictly controlled within two miles of occupied 
areas from obout August 15 to October 15. 

d) Waterfowl habitat in the Mackenzie Volley forest orms 
between Great Slave Lake and the Mockcnzic Delta. 

41. Bccouse of the extensive disturbance creotcd by clir 
cushion vehicles to waterfowl while they ure nesting, reuring 
t.heir young ond staging, 1./wse vehicle!) shull be prohihil.ud 
within the critical waterfowl oreus described obove, while 
birds are concentrated in I hem. 

Wildlife Management and Research 

It became evident during the Inquiry that, although the North 
has abundant wildlife resources, relatively little scientific 
information is available about wildlife populations. Jn this 
respect the North is still very much a frontier area. Much of 
the information that is available has been gathered as a result 
of gas and oil exploration and the propo!:ial for a gas pipeline. 
As I stated in Volume One, much more information is needed 
if the populations of northern birds and mammals arc to be 
managed scientifically for the benefit of northerners and 
conserved for all Canadians. 

At present, five separate agencies are responsible for the 
management of northern wildlife resources. The Yukon Game 
Branch and the Northwest Territories Fish and Wildlife 
Service arc responsible for the managemf!nt of mammals and 
non-migratory birds, including raptors, within their respec
tive territories. The Department of Indian Affairs and 
Northern Development is responsible for land management 
within the Yukon Territory and the Northwest Territories. 
The Canadian Wildlife Service, Department of the Environ
ment, is responsible for the management of migratory birds, 
and the Fisheries and Marine Service, also part of tht! 
Department of the Environment, is responsible for the 
management of marine mammals. 

During the Inquiry, I heard from representatives of all of 
these government agencies. The general conclusion was that, 
without more intensive wildlife management, a gas pipeline 
could have severe and long-term effects on many wildlife 
populations. Although there has been industrial development 
of various kinds in the North for some time, the pipeline is 
regarded by many as the first in a scrit~s of large-scale 
industrial dt!velopments there. I concur with this view; as I 
stated in Volume One, construction of a gas pipeline will 
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trigger a series of other activities, and the pipeline should not 
be viewed in isolation. Without effective wildlife manage
ment programs many of the now abundant populations will 
decline. 

Northern Wildlife Management 
The essence of wildlife management is the manipulation of an 
animal population or its habitat for the benefit of man. The 
territorial government's wildlife management programs are. 
for the most part, directed towards the benefit of native 
people. Dr. Norman Simmons, Director of its Fish and Wildlife 
Service, described territorial policy to the Inquiry: "Tiw 
management programs of the Fish and Wildlife Service arc 
designed primarily to satisfy the food and psychological 
requirements of [the] indigenous people." (F20898) Whereas 
management policy may have these objectives at present, that 
has not always heen the case. Commission Counsel summed 
up what I think has been, and is still. an essential fact ahout 
wildlife in the North: 

The recent history of the North is replete with examples of the 
ability of mechanized man to decimate animal populations. 
These include not only the well-known nineteenth and early 
twentieth century examples, such as fur seal, sea otter, balc:cn 
whales, muskoxen. and caribou, but also more modern instances 
of wildlife depletion by northern residents, \Vitnessed by the 
wildlife vacuums surrounding all northern centres of habita
tion. Where abundant wildlife populations still exist in the 
North, it is generally due in large part to limited human access. 
This isolated position of large areas in the North is rapidly 
being reduced. Without corresponding large scale increases in 
wildlife management efforts in the North. this loss of isolation 
will be accompanied by rapid depletions in many animal 
populations. !Commission Counsel. 1976. ··wildlife Protection: 
Wildlife Management and Monitoring.·· p. 1] 

In the previous sections that describe individual species, I 
repeatedly mentioned the two most important causes of 
impact: disturbance and increased access. These causes may 
have long-term effects and may cover a much larger area than 
the actual right-of-way of a pipeline. Having already 
discussed this problem as it relates to individual species. I 
shall discuss later the measures necessary to mitigate 
disturbance from specific aspects of this project. 

Increased use of many areas that arc still virtually 
wilderness areas will be a direct result of the greater numbers 
of people and of better and more facilities in the North. This 
threat to many wildlife populations is recognized by, and 
accepted to be, the responsibility of the wildlife management 
agencies. The success of a game management policy, whatever 
it may be, depends to a considerable degree on the staff and 
the funds that are made available. Even today, these agencies 
do not have adequate resources to meet their full range of 
responsibilities. 

If northern wildlife is to be preserved, funds for manage
ment aii.d research are required, whether or not a pipeline is 
built tomorrow or ten years from now. Not only will the 

wildlife aspect of the Agency have to function during the 
construction of the pipeline. but the management functions of 
the various wildlife departments will have to be increased to 
meet a broad range of demands stimulated by the pipeline 
development. 13ecausc these increases will in part be directly 
attributabl1) to the pipdin1! construction, it is logical that at 
least some of these costs should be borne by the Company. 
This is not a new concept: the development of the james 13ay 
hydro-electric project has involved Hydro-Quebec financially 
in the surveys of native harvests now going forward. 

42. In addition to funding I. he Agency so tho I. it may undertoke 
its functions related to wildlife, the government should ensure 
that the funding of various other ogencies and organizations 
before, during and after pipeline construction is sufficient for 
them to meet increased responsibilities related to wildlife 
manugement and research in the face of o mojor industrial 
development. In so doing, the government should ensure the 
meoningful involvement of native organizotions in all aspects 
of wildlife management in the region ond should specify the 
extent and noture of the financial ond professional in
volvement thut will be required of the Compony during the 
life of the pipeline. 

In Volume One, I indicated that certain areas should be 
excluded from industrial development and that certain other 
areas, such us bird sanctuaries, should he closely managed by 
the responsible government agency. The wilderness park in 
Northern Yukon and the whale sanctuary in the Beaufort Sea 
come into the first category, whereas tlw expansion of the 
Kendall Island Hird Sanctuary and th" designation of the 
Mills Lake and Brackett Lake sites as sanctuaries come into 
the second. So far. in this volume, l have recommended that 
protection zones be set up uround raptor nest sites, especially 
those of the peregrin" falcon; that a game preserve be 
establish<!d along both sid<!s of the right-of-way and around 
all pipclin<! facilities; and that a similar game preserve be 
established along both sides of the Dempster and Mackenzie 
highways. These areas of excluded or restricted access that I 
have identified arc a major tool of wildlife management. 
There arc, however, a variety of other means to effective 
management that must be used to protect wildlife popula
tions so that they may continue to be used as renewable 
resources. I shall deal more explicitly with these other means 
in the following paragraphs. Because aircraft are considered a 
major source of impact, I have dealt with this subject in a 
separate chapter entitled Aircraft Control. 

Wildlife Management and Pipeline Regulation 
During the Inquiry. it became apparent that, at all stages of 
the pipeline project, programs dealing with the enforcement 
and adaptation of regulations, the rehabilitation of habitats, 
and contingency plans are central to ongoing comprehensive 
wildlife management. For example, advice from wildlife 
specialists will be needed to review designs and to approve 



schedules, the location and reloculion of facilities, and 
l:q u i pmlm t. 

Th1! inspection and cnforu~mcnl of regulations governing 
pipeline construction activities will he very rlifficult tasks. 
especially since they may lead to delays or work stoppages. 
Field inspection staff will have to be given pragmatic training 
and the autho~ity to carry out their duties dh~ctively. If th1~y 
do not have that authority. there will be needless delays, 
frustration and non-compliance. The gn~al!)sl emphasis must 
be placed on having knowledgeahll: and !!xpericnced p!;ople 
in the field while construction is underway. 

During the construction phase it will be necessary to 
document changes in the numbers and the movements of 
animals, damage to habitat. success of mitigative meastH'f!S, 
and so on. Without colil:ction and assf~ssment of this type of 
information, the impact of the pipclim: would not be apparent 

nor would mitigatiV(! lf~chniques and methods be progres
sively improved. 

43. To ensure thol the concerns for wildlife thut huve /wen 
expressed arc considered ond incorporuted during ull .sfuges 

of design and tlwt mgulations concenling wildliftJ ure 
enforced during tlw construction of Uw proposed pipeline, tlw 
Agency stuff shull include specialists uml high-level mlminis
trutors to review and upprove designs, to inspect om/ lo 

enforce rcguloUons. to design mitigutive mcosures, und fo 
collect and evaluule dntn on both tlw project ond wildlife 
ucUviUes. These uclivHies must be done in close coordinotion 
wHh the appropriofe wildlife nwnug,m1wnt. ogencius of 
government and must involve cunsu/lution with ond input 
from notive organizof ions. 

The regulation of the pipeline operation will involve 
protection of mammals and birds from the noise and 
disturbance involved in starting up the pipeline, in the 
routine operation of compressor stations and other faciliti(~S. 
in routine maintenance and repairs, and in contingl!ncy 
repairs. I assume that the Agency will be terminated soon 
after construction of the pipeline is completed and, therefore, 
that the regulatory tasks necessary during operation of the 
pipelin'c will become the responsibility of the permanent 
wildlife regulatory bodies under whatever arrangements 
may apply after the settlement of natiV(! claims. 

44. Before the Agency is disbundrn/ ul the end of I he 
construction period, the roles of ongoing wildlife ogencies om! 

the responsibilities of the Comp"ny should be est"blished. 
Consideration should be given to fucfors such CIS who will 
assume specific Agency functions during the operufion und 
obondonment plwst!s of Uw pipeline, uml llw funding wtd sluff 
requirements necessury lo nwintuin n comprehcnsivu moni

toring and management program. 
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1-lunt.ing om/ Access 

Om~ of the maior conu~rns that I have nwntiotwd throughout 
this chapter and in Volume One is that the construction of 
this pip£dinc will afford easier <H:o:ss to ar1~as that havn. until 
now. been relatively inacccssihlc to man. This improved 
access. together with the incn:asing number of residents and 
tourists in llw North, will undoubtedly incrl)i!St! stress on 
many wildlife populationH through dirt:ct morltdity (hunt
ing), by increased disturbancL', lind by hilhitnt loss or 
alteration. 

Both Foothills and Arctic Cas havP stated that movement 
of pipeline personnel will he n!strictt:d and that they will not 
be allowl~d to hunt on company propr~rty. The pipeline 
companit)S will similarly rt)S\rict acet~ss to lhl~ right-of-way 
and to the pipeline facilities to compc:~ny personnel. Hovvever, 
in view of t I w Ia rgc num bcr of pl:oplt~ that w iII he all mch~d to 
a major project of this sort. it will ht: difficult fur llu: Company 
alone to cnforu: these good inh)ntions. Therdorc. to protect 
the wildlift) populations and the traditional harvest of them. a 
number of measures arc required that will go heyond the 
Company's jurisdiction. 

It will he necessary to control in some mannf!l' ;u:u;ss to the 
right-of-way and to all Hcccss roads, wharves and other 
pipeline facililit)S. Otherwise many wildliff) popul<1tions will 
decline or thtJy will ahandon cvrlain areas. 

One particularly important aspect of game managt~mrmt is 
the need to protect the Porcupine caribou herd in tlw vicinity 
of the Dempster Highvvay, both from the adverse effects of the 
high\vay and its traffic and from increased hunting pt·nssure 
that has followed the highway. In Volume One, I quoted 
Ronald ]akimchuk on this subject. After publication of 
Volume One and of the National Energy Board rt)port, he 
wrote to nw about his observations along the Dempster 
Highway this spring. He said. "The herd is in existing and 
continuing jt:opardy from the Dempster Highway." He urged 
"a commilnwnt by government to implement timely n~gula
tions ... to t!nsurc free and unimpeded movement of migra
tions and to monitor and n:gulalf~ the kill," and he added, 
"The proposed wildlife range dOt$ not solve these prohlt:ms as 
it does not l!ncompass the Dempster" (Jakimchuk, personal 
communication. June 17, 1977). 

In view of the continued work on the Dempstr" Highway 
and the undouhtr~d incwase in traffic and huntt~rs on it when 
it hos been completed and particularly .in vil:vv of the 
endorsem!~nt that the National Energy Roard·hus givfm to the 
idea of a pipeline along tlw Dl!!llpstf!r Highway, I consider 
that it is of gn!at importance for government to institute 
measures as soon as possihlc to protect Uw lwrd whtm it is 
near the Dl:mpsl!~r Highway and to reinforce tht:St) measures 
whcthf!!' or not a pipdine is built along the highway. 

45. A /wo-miltJ restricted hunting zone should lw es/uhlished 
ulong holh sidt!s of the pipt:/inu rigltt-of-wuy und u/1 uccess 
roads und uround ull pipe/int! fucililies. t\ simi/ur restricted 
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hunting zone should be established along the Dempster and 
Mackenzie highways and all access roads that are within the 
winter range of the Porcupine caribou herd. Within this game 
preserve, traditional native harvesting would be allowed to 
continue, provided that the wildlife populations can support 
such harvesting. 

46. The government should develop a traffic management 
plan for the Dempster Highway and other rights-of-way in 
areas that are important to caribou. When caribou are present 
in such areas, regulations such as slower speed limits, 
convoying or the staggered scheduling of highway traffic, and 
periodic closures of sections of the highway that may be the 
locations of large-scale caribou crossings should be instituted. 

47. During construction the Company shall limit access to its 
facilities to only those persons who, in the course of their 
employment, need to be there. All haul and access roads, the 
right-of -way, and all airstrips and helipads built and operated 
by the Company shall be closed to public access, except in 
emergency situations or as approved by the Agency. 

48. After pipeline construction is completed, the Company 
shall remove or otherwise make unusable (in an approved 
manner) all access facilities and structures that are not 
necessary to the continued operation of the pipeline. 

49. To help control hunting during and after pipeline 
construcHon, revisions to the hunting regulations should be 
contemplated. Measures such as increasing the length of the 
residency requirement to obtain a hunting licence and 
restricting hunting areas and seasons, should be actively 
pursued. (See Renewable Resources.) 

Wildlife Research and Monitoring 
ln Volume One, I drew attention to our lack of knowledge 
about northern birds and mammals, which, according to the 
biologists who gave evidence before the Inquiry, has ham
pered them in predicting the impacts of pipeline develop
ment. This lack of knowledge will also hamper the develop
ment of measures for the protection and management of 
wildlife during construction and operation of the pipeline. 

so. Wildlife studies should be undertaken before, during and 
after pipeline construction to gauge the nature of populations, 
to develop comprehensive mitigative responses and to assess 
the effectiveness of ameliorative measures on both a short
and long- term basis. 

MONITORING 

The monitoring of animal populations involves repeated 
checks or surveys of the populations to determine whether or 
not there are changes in the health, demography or distri
bution of a population. Monitoring is also used to document 
the movements of migrating animals. Should a migrating 
population come into contact with development activities, the 
knowledge gained from monitoring permits appropriate 

precautions to be taken. Both short-term and long-term 
monitoring programs are necessary in any management plan 
to protect wildlife. 

Obviously it is not possible, at this time, to specify which 
mammal or bird populations will have to be monitored, or 
where and when the monitoring will have to be done. These 
matters will have to be worked out by the relevant wildlife 
management bodies, the Agency and the Company. 

51. Because a wildlife monitoring program is vital to any 
successful plan to observe and to mitigate impacts on wildlife 
resources, a comprehensive short-term monitoring program 
shall be an integral part of the work of the Agency. This 
program shall be designed to locate migrating mammals or 
birds and sites of concentrated wildlife activity and, on the 
basis of this information, to alter pipeline project activities 
that may cause unacceptable impact. This monitoring should 
also be used to assess the effectiveness and improve remedial 
measures. 

52. The long -term monitoring program associated with 
continuing wildlife management in the region should be the 
responsibility of ongoing wildlife management agencies. Such 
a program should start before construction and continue 
through the life of the project and afterwards, to determine 
the health of populations and to develop comprehensive 
management programs that relate to all aspects of the wildlife 
resources in the region. This, of course, must include a harvest 
monitoring research component. (See Renewable Resources.) 

WILDLIFE RESEARCH 

The Inquiry was presented with a variety of proposals 
regarding the research that is needed to understand the 
impact of pipeline development on mammals and birds and to 
serve as the basis for programs of wildlife management and 
protection. Such proposals can be found in material presented 
by Canadian Arctic Resources Committee, Committee on 
Original Peoples Entitlement, Environment Protection Board 
and Commission Counsel, in the evidence of witnesses, in 
exhibits filed with the Inquiry, and in the final arguments 
before the Inquiry. For example, Canadian Arctic Resources 
Committee's "Final Arguments and Recommendations" 
contains a multitude of recommendations for wildlife studies, 
including 39 separate research proposals related to caribou. 

The studies that have been proposed differ greatly in 
urgency, practicality and utility for wildlife management as 
it relates to pipeline development. But it is clear that there are 
important gaps in the knowledge that is required for effective 
wildlife management and that a great deal of field research is 
needed to fill these gaps. 

53. Concrete plans for research that is essential to wildlife 
management in relation to pipeline development should be 
prepared by the agencies that regulate wildlife. The govern
ment should make funds available for this purpose so that 



independent government reseurch nwy be sturfcd well uhcud 
of the commcnccrncnr of construction of the pipeline. 

To those charged with planning this research, I particularly 
commend Commission Counsel's proposal for disturbance 
studies (Commission Counsel, 1H76, "Wildlife Protection: 
Wildlife Management and Monitoring," p, 7), 

54. The cJrects of vurious forms of disturboncc, such as 
aircraft, noise from fixed fucilitics, blosting, ground transport 
and watercraft, on wildlife populntions should be studied in 
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some detoil to ollow more pmcist) pn:diction of these ejfects. 
The following groups of onimo/s ond birds ore pointed out us 
species that clescrw? purlieu/or uttcntiun in these studies: oil 
species of geese, sww1s und eider-ducks, espcciolly ot their 
moulting und spring (Hld fn// stnging silcs; u// species of 
ruptors, but purticulorly peregrine fulcons, because more 
precise definition of the zone of protection for them and the 
degree to which rupfors muy odopt to various disturbunccs is 
required; und coribou, including bchuviourol and physiolog
ico/ reoctionto vurious disturhunces. 



THE REPORT OF 

THE MACKENZIE VALLEY 

PIPELINE INQUIRY 

The problem of fish and fish resources is complex because the 
aquatic data are incomplete for areas that are of critical 
importance to fish. We also tend to view the problem too 
narrowly: we are inclined to concentrate on fish rather than 
on the ecosystems of which they ane part. A species-specific 
approach is undoubtedly necessary but we must not forget 
I hat a broader view of the aquatic ecosystem will lead to more 
effective identification of problem areas, and development of 
pmtf)Ctivc measures. 

My principal concern for fish is similar to my principal 
concern for wildlife: we cannot protect every fish, but we 
must safeguard those areas where fish concentrate and we 
must avoid fish populations when they are sensitive to 
disturbance. 

1. To ensure that the fish resources of the Mackenzie Volley 
and Mackenzie Delta arc maintained, measures shoJI he 
employed to preserve aquatic habitat and to uvoid disturhunce 
of fish during critiml life stages. 

The evidence I have heard tends to fall into three categories: 
fish protection, monitoring of the aquatic environment, and 
fisheries management. I shall deal with each of these topics, 
but first we need to know the characteristics of northern fish 
if we are to understand the significance of the measures that 
arc necessary to protect them from the impacts of 
development. 

Characteristics of Northern Fish 
Because of their specific life cycles and biological characteris
tics, the species of fish present in the Mackenzie Valley and 
the Mackenzie Delta arc particularly sensitive to man-made 
disruptions of their aquatic habitat. Northern fish typically 
have slow growth rates, are large for their species, and reach 
sexual maturity at a late stage in their development. These 
factors mean that in most areas there is a large standing stock 
of the fish, but a low rate of productivity to maintain that 
stock. 

Most northern fish have specific migration routes and 
limited spawning, overwintering, nursery and feeding an!as. 

PART TWO

ENVIRONMENT AND LAND 

Fish 

Northern fish can spend their livt)S entirely in fresh water or 
in salt water, or movt~ hdwt:cn the tvv·o during V!lrious stages 
of their lift! cycles. Populations of some species. such as the 
arctic char. spend their lives in fresh \Vater. \Vhcrcas other 
populations of the same spu;ics migrate to se.:1. Throughout 
much of the Arctic, many populations of whitr~!"ish and lake 
trout usc productive lakes as substitutes for the sc<L 

The Mackenzie River, hcc;:Iust! it originates in warmer 
latitud£!S, is more productive and therefore supporls more fish 
species- :~4 species have hccn found there- than most arctic 
rivers. The Mackenzie Delta and adjacent coastal ~~stuary and 
lagoons are particularly important to fish: nincll:t~n fresh
water and four marine species arc known to usc these areas 
extensively. 

Fish can he classified as either spring spawners or fall 
spawners. The t!ggs of fall spawners have to survivt: llH! rigors 
of the winter environment; tht!y li1~ in the gravel from October 
until break-up the following May or June, when lite fry hatch 
and move to nursery areas. Spring spawners deposit their 
eggs at break-up and the young emerge within a few weeks. 
Consequently, there is an important difference in thr~ lr~ngth of 
time the eggs of the two groups ane vulncraiJI<, to environ
menta I disrupt ion. 

In the Mackenzie River, fall spawners constitulc U2 percent 
of the fish population, and spring spawners constitute 35 
percent. The burbot, or freshwater cod. is the winter spawner 
in the system. Major spring spavvning species are arctic 
grayling, yellow walleye, northern pike, longnose sucker and 
flathead chub. The arctic grayling, which is distributed 
throughout the system, is probably the most sensitive species 
of spring spawner. 

Fall spawners in the Mackenzie system""' dominated by 
the Corconid (whitefish) class. the humpback. broad and 
round whitefish, arctic anrll£~ast cisco, and the inconnu. \1Vith 
the exception of the more exlt!nsive lakes. these spccit!S have 
larger populations in tlw north end of th" Mackenzie 
drainage. Well-defined spawning migrations of the vvhitdish 
family take place in the Mackenzie Delta chantwls and tiH' 
Arctic Red, Pe!d. Great Bear nnd Mountain rivers. Arctic and 
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least cisco live in the sea during much of their lives. 
Populations of all of these species use the Delta channels and 
brackish Mackenzie estuary as feeding, nursery, and over
\Vintering areas. 

Lake trout occur in significant numbers in the deep lakes of 
the Mackenzie tributaries and the Delta. They do not appear 
to be a major species in the flowing waters of the system. 

Fish Protection 

Principles of Protection 
The basis of all fish protection is to safeguard critical aquatic 
habitat and life stages. In Part Three of this report, l deal with 
many of the specifics of protection as they relate to the 
pipeline project, hut here l want to define biologically 
appropriate terms and conditions, and emphasize the two 
fundamental principles. 

2. Measures to protect fish should focus on importonl fish 
populations rather than on scattered individuals. 

3. Fish protection should be designed to minimize dislur
bunces where and when fish are most sensitive and most. 
numerous, particularly in spawning grounds and overwinter
ing areas, and along migration routes. 

Spawning and rearing areas, overwintering sites and 
migration routes are probably the most critical habitats for 
fish in the North. In addition to the physical sites, suitable 
water quality and food sources arc also essential. Habitat 
areas and parameters are particularly important in the Arctic 
because of the generally limited ability of fish populations to 
recover their original levels after a severe environmental 
disruption has reduced their numbers. 

Most northern fish species need spawning grounds that 
have the correct substrate - usually gravel or cobble -and 
suitable water temperatures. The gravel must be free of silt so 
that water can percolate around deposited fish eggs and 
permit gas exchange with the surrounding water. Clean 
gravel also provides good substrate for juvenile fish food. and 
suitable living space. A pipeline project could disrupt 
spawning and rearing areas by removing the gravel used for 
spawning or rearing; by changing the water temperature or 
chemistry conditions in a way that would be harmful to fish; 
by causing suspended sediment loads in streams to increilS!!. 
which would induce silt to settle out on spawning beds and to 
smother eggs; or by polluting streams with toxic fuels or 
chemicals. 

To survive the severe conditions of the Arctic winter, fish 
must stay in waters that are sufficiently deep that they will 
not freeze to the bottom. The flow of water into these nrcas 
must be monitored and that water must have tolerable 
chemistry. dissolved oxygen levels and silt loads and must be 

free of toxicants. The eggs of fall spawning fish must be in 
clean, well-oxygenated water during their incubation time. 
Fish or egg overwintering areas could be damaged by the 
same pipeline activities that could damage spawning and 
rearing areas, and by ditching or water removal that could cut 
off the intragravel flow into the overwintering areas. 

Any disturbance of river beds that prevents or delays fish 
from migrating to normal life cycle areas can affect survival. 
Some species do not feed en route to spawning arms, and any 
significant delay in the migrating time might leave them with 
insufficient body energy to move to these areas. Project 
activities that could disrupt migration routes by creating 
barriers in rivers and streams include the installation of 
culverts, river diversion structures or ice bridges, and the 
lowering of water levels. 

Northern fish also have a limited tolerance to changes in 
water chemistry -that is, to changes in temperature, in the 
levels of suspended solids, dissolved oxygen, and pl-l, and in 
salt content. They also have a limited tolerance to toxic 
substances, such as methanol, fuels and pipe-coating materi
als.lncreased levels of suspended solids, for example, could be 
abrasive to fish gill membranes, and could be toxic to some 
invertebrate fish food and to fish eggs; and increased water 
temperatures could make important habitat areas unsuitable. 
And changes in all of these parameters could result from 
pipeline activities. 

Some changes in aquatic t~nvironments may not affect the 
survival of the fish but they may leave the fish either 
unpalatable or unsafe to eat. A pipeline project could disrupt 
sport, r:ommercial and donwstic fisheries hy introducing 
persistent materials, such as pesticides, ·reB's, or heavy 
metals, into watercourses. when' they could be picked up by 
fish directly or through the food chains, and accumulate in 
body tissue. 

The ecological balance in a particular aquatic system can 
also he disrupted by reducing certain species, by removing 
food sources through chemical contamination or siltation, or 
by introducing a new species into a watershed in which it is 
not native. Because there are relatively few species in the 
North. and because food chains are short and the relationships 
between species are simple. northern populations are parti
cuarly susceptible to disruptions of this kind. 

Different fish species vary in their ability to tolerate 
disturbance. Arctic grayling, arctic char, pacific salmon, lake 
trout, inconnu, humpback and broad whitefish, and arctic and 
least cisco, because of their relatively low tolerance to 
siltation, particularly during spawning, appear to have the 
least resistance to disturbance. Slow growth and narrow age 
classes delay recovery. Economically, however, these are the 
most important species in the domestic, commercial and sport 
fisheries. Northern pike, walleyes, longnose and white 
suckers, flathead, chub and burbot have a broad habitat 
tolerance and relatively wide distribution. and they are, 



therefore. probably more resistant to the effects of environ
mental disturbance. The piscivorous or fish-eating species. 
such as pike. cbar. inconnu and burbot. would be most 
susceptible to chemical contamination because many biolog
ical contaminants pass up the food chain and concentrate in 
such predator species. 

4. Pipeline construction and other activities should not be 
allowed at sensitive times near areas used by fish for 
spm/vning. rearing, overwintering and migration. 

Spawning and rearing orcas should be protected from 
siltation. gravel removal. fuel spills, and from changes in 
water temperature. \VOter chemistry. und levels of dissolved 
oxygen. 

During the winter. ovenvintering orcas should be protected 
from any decrease in water level and flow caused by 
construction or water intake. They should also be protected 
from excess siltation. chemical pollution, changes in water 
temperature and decreases in dissolved oxygen levels. 

Migration routes and times should not be disrupted by any 
blockage or diversion of flow, lowering of water level, 
significant increases in suspended sediment, or spills of fuels 
or toxic chemicals. 

THE USE OF NUMERICAL STANDARDS 

Much of the evidence I have heard suggests that it is not 
enough to state the principles of fish protection: it is often 
difficult to translate them into specific and workable mea
sures. l\'umcrical standards. it seems. are needed as a guide for 
all who are concerned with the design. review, construction 
and operation of the pipeline. However. Arctic Gas and. to a 
lesser extent. Foothills do not agree. They argued that a 
competent biologist should make site-specific decisions. I 
agree in principle with their argument, but I do not think it is 
practicable for a project of this size. Indeed, a protection 
program founded entirely on such individual judgments may 
result in unnecessary delays. and unwarranted confusion 
and. most important. may fail to protect the fish. 

It requires a certain academic na'ivete to believe that 
thousands of site-specific design and construction situations 
can be evaluated satisfactorily by competent biologists. The 
principle of numerical standards should, therefore, be vigor
ously promoted. Such standards will inform design engineers 
of the criteria they must meet: they will show construction 
personnel the permissible levels for environmental disrup
tion: and they will indicate to operational personnel the 
operating specifications that must be followed. 

I recognize that. in isolated situations, it may be impractical. 
and perhaps even harmful to the environment. to comply 
with the numerical standards. If the Company can demon
strate to the Agency that certain numerical standards should 
not be expected in a particular situation. the Agency may 
grant an exception. Nevertheless, the principle of numerical 
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standards should. I believe. provide the cornerstone of a sound 
fish protection program. 

Suspended Sediment 
The construction of the pipeline will cause increased siltation 
of waterbodies through the direct disruption of the water
body, or through increased run-off from adjacent land areas. 
Although concentrations of suspended solids must be ex
tremely high before they cause direct. short-term damage to 
fish, finely divided material may settle to the bottom and 
blanket out normal fish food organisms. or they may spoil 
spawning beds by decreasing the percolation of water 
through the substrate. If siltation damage to spawning beds or 
fish food occurs in only one year. recovery of the stream bed 
can be expected in successive seasons. and the overall damage 
to fish populations would probably not be great. 

To predict the impact of suspended sediment on the aquatic 
ecosystem requires an awareness of the seasonal variation of 
sediment loads: what may be tolerable in spring. ,,·hen 
natural sediment loads arc high. may be unacceptable in the 
winter. when most northern rivers are relatively clear. 
\t\'inter construction of a pipeline may. therefore. cause 
special suspended sediment problems in watercourses. 

5. The construction and operation practices of the Compnny 
shall be such as to minimize the release of silt info wot-erhodics 
frequented by fish. In areas that are important to fish und 
where silt loads from project activities can be expected to be 
significant. the Company shall institute silt conlrol measures 
before construction activities start. 

6. Specific standards shall be established by the Agency to 
measure the natural silt load in watercourses, ond to set upper 
limits for increased silt loads. If silt loads exceed the upper 
limits, erosion and silt control measures shall be put in place, 
or existing ones shall be improved to ensure that the critical 
habitats and life stages of aquatic resources arc protected. 

GUIDELINES FOR SUSPENDED SEDIMENT STANDARDS 

In his final submission. Commission Counsel proposed a 
turbidity and macroinvertebrate standard for estimating the 
increase in finely-divided solids in waterbodics and for 
assessing the effects of any increase on bottom macroinverte
brates in a stream. These standards and the rationale behind 
them are given extensive treatment in the submission 
(Commission Counsel, 1976, "Fish Protection: Suspended 
Sediment Standards"). I endorse the standards proposed by 
Commission Counsel and I recommend that experts in the 
Agency and in the Company refer to that document to 
appreciate the approach I have adopted h!!low. I must 
emphasize at the outset that thr,ge standards and methrxls of 
measurement need further refinement. In particular. they 
have yet to be tested under winter conditions in the North. 

7. The stondards for suspended sediment should he tested by 
the Company and the Agency under field conditions in the 
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pipeline wuJs and should he refined so that w:ceptoble and 
procticoble suspended Sf~diment crHeriu for monitoring the 
pipeline project con /)() developed. If other slundards ore 
considered. lhev should hove the following c/wroclerisl.ics. 
They should b~ quonlilulive and objective; they should he 
pructicu/ enough to be used ond to he enforced inlhe kinds of 
conditions !hut will he encountered by the pipe/inc project.; 
they should be routinely workub/e by" smull stuj)' !hut is nol 
highly skilltnf in scientific scdimenllood assessment proctices; 
ond they should meusure both shorl-lerm om/ /ong-lerm 
increosfJS in sediment lood. 

A standard that sets limits on changes in suspended 
sediment is necessary to prevent widespread or continued 
damage to aquatic life. Because it is fairly easy to determine in 
the field and because the results arc known immediately, 
Commissinn Counsel recommended that a turbidity standard 
be adopted. 

Before the turbidity standard can be implemented, the 
following problems may have to be resolved. First, results 
may vary across the width of a stn~am river, or from day to 
day because of wind on lakes. The standards arc intended to 
apply at any point that is the recommended distance from 
operations. Secondly, the collection of samples will be difficult 
in winter; it will require well-designed equipment for 
penetrating the ice and retrieving samples. Finally, if 
turbidity exceeds the standards, it will be an indication that 
construction practice is not satisfactory. This situation will be 
difficult to correct quickly because of the lingering effects of 
the causes of siltation. 

A macroinvertebratc standard assesses tlw biological 
effects of an increase in sediment. Because the status of the 
resident macroinvertebrate community reflects conditions 
over previous weeks or months. it serves as a continuing. 
cumulative monitor, aod to a large extent it will reflect aoy 
problems that are not detected by the infrequent turbidity 
measurements. Since the diversity of the aquatic community · 
also monitors environmental effects other than siltation. the 
Agency could use the biological evaluation as an overall 
check. In questionable cases, findings of the biological surv£:y 
should take precedence over the physical and chemical 
surveys. 

There are many \vays of interpreting ecological data. and 
Commission Counsel recommended that the Shannon Diver
sity Index be used because we have experience with it and 
because it is sensitive, reliable and conducive to usc by both 
professionals and laymen alike. However, two problems may 
be encountered when implementing the macroinvertcbratc 
standard: it may be difficult to take samples of benthic 
invertebrates during periods of high discharge in rivers, and it 
may be difficult to separate benthic invertebrates into 
individual species. 

B. The fn,quency ond locations for suspended sediment 
sumpling in rivers, streams, /okes (Jnd ponds shall be us 

defined hy the Agency. The direction of the smnp/ing site from 
the construction ocl.ivity shoJI lw thut of muximum effect, 
depending upon currents and wind. A control smnp/e shull be 
fa hen in on unaffected pmt of the same waterbody or, if tho! is 
not possible, in a simi/ur, nearby wulcrbody. 

Swnp/es shall be Iuken frequnntly enough to provide 
adequute assessments of the omounts of finely-divided solids 
generated by construction both during the construction phase 
and immediately afterwurds. In particular, turbidity shall be 
measured ut the l.ime of peak activity and during changing 
disc/wrge. 

9. Turbidity shall he mcosured in ncphelomcl.ric turbidity 
units ( NTU ), using any reliable, commercially available meter. 
Procedure for measurement shu// follow part 214A of 
Standard Methods for the Examination of Water and 
Wastewater, prepared by American Public Health Associa
tion el. u/. 

10. The following standard should be used to determine 
allowable levels of finely-divided so/ids in water: at the 
specified distance from operations, turbidity of the water shall 
not average more th(Jll 27 times the noturallcvel during uny 
8-hour period, or more than 9 times the natur'!l level during 
any 96-hour period, or more th'm 3 times the natura/ level 
during any :JO-day period. (For rationale see Commission 
Counsel, 1976, "Fish Protection: Suspended Sediment 
Standards.") 

11. Benthic macroinvertebratc somp/es should be taken in 
stremn riffles using u reliable quantitative device. such as the 
Surber smnpler. The some apparutus shall be used to tahe both 
control sumples ond test somp/es, und bccuuse macroinvertc
brate communities may vary seasonally, the samples shall be 
taken ul the same time. The test and control sampling areas 
must be us similar as possible, particularly with regard to 
bottom type and velocity of water. 

12. The following standard should be used to determine 
eco/ogim/ damage: at the specified distance from operations, 
the Shannon Diversity Index for bottom-living aquatic 
macroinvertebrates shall not be changed more than 25 percent 
from the nutura/ value as a result of the addition of finely
divided solids. (For rationale see Commission Counsel, 1976, 
"Fish Protection: Suspended Sediment Standards.") 

13. The suspeoded sediment standards shall apply during 
construction activities, and for two years after they have 
ceused. 

14. In the year that starts 12 months after completion of a 
construction activity, turbidity should not exceed one-half of 
the levels recommended above and diversity shall not be 
chonged more than thf! 25 percent recommended above. 



Barriers to Fish 
During construction and operation of the pipeline, u variety of 
structures that could become barriers to the normal 
movement of fish will be placed in watercourses. There will 
he culverts beneath temporary and permanent roads, dykes 
and coffer-dams to divert river !lows, and icc bridges, 
wharves and work pads at river crossing sites. These kinds of 
installations, vvhich arc a vital part of any construction 
program, could prevent or delay fish migrations by constrict
ing the channel and thcn~hy increasing the vvater Vf~locity, hy 
altering the river regime, or by physically obstructing the 
migration routes. 

15. Inslullutions and octivitics in wcJ!ers thai Ort) inhabited hy 
fish shall ovoid fish-sensitive oreus, und shall be designed und 
scheduled to provide for uninterrupted movement. und sufc 
possage of f'ish. Any slnu:lure or slrmm channel clwnge thul 
may cause blockage to fish, or Uwt may creole velocity 
borriers to fish movements, sholl lw provided wil h o fish 
possoge structure or focility up proved by the Agency. 

16. The Company sholl submit to the Agency, for design 
review, complete plans for dredging, trenching, diversion 
structures, or rood crossings of wolerbodies. The pions shu// 
include such matters os: schedules for activities: umounts of 
spoil mote rio/ to be removed or p/oced; designs one/ methods 
of construction; data on pmsent flow regime or hoi hymetry of 
the waterbody in which work will be done; dolo on the fish 
resources I hot are present in the walerbody at all limes of I he 
year; infornwtion on how flow regimes or bathymetry of I he 
wulcrbody will be altered hy construe/ion; and w1 nsscssnwnl 
of how the fish species that are present in the system will/,, 
offected. 

DESIGN GUIDELINES: BARRIERS TO FISii 

17. On fish migration routes, bridges with large spons c1cross 
watercourses shall be used, wherever practicahlc, insteml of 
culverts. 

18. Cu/vert.s in watercourses that r;nntoin fish shed/ be of such 
a size and gradient that. the peak woler velocity und minimum 
water depth will not inhibit the possoge of mig ruling fish. The 
lower ends of culverts in stream beds will be so p/uced us to 
eliminate any drop. The opplicub/e slundards for f'ish possage 
requirements and culvert design sholl be us outlined in 
Guidelines for the Protection of the Fish Rc"ourccs of th" 
Northwest Territories During Highway Construction and 
Operation by Dryden and Stein. 

19. Subject to the approval of I he Agency, designed fords moy 
be used for temporory strewn crossings. 

20. Winter road ice bridges sholl be removed from smull 
wotercourses before breuk-up. 

21. Construction and usc of ternpomry coffcr-doms, berms 
ond diversion dykes in cmy watercourse thai is frequented by 
fish shall be done in stoges or shall be l.ime-stogg.,red lo ensure 
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thnl W!ilcr velocity dot~s not pn:vcnl /l'sh pussr1gc. J\lmndont:d 
wulur diversion sl ruclums shu// IH: plugged unci slu/Ji/izc•d lo 
ovoid t wpping or strw1ding fish. 

22. If horrow nwlcriul sites ore upprovud udjw:t:nl to or in 
wulerbodit:s, the CrHlljJWIY shed/ provide levees. berms or 

other slrw:fures lo prolt:ct fish uml fish pussuge. owl lo 
prevent sillution of such wulerbodios. 

23. Wuler inlukes shull lw inslul/ed und screunud in .sw;h u 
wuy thul the inluk" will nof hnrm f'isli. (See Wiilc:r 
Withdrawals.) 

Underwater BlCisting 
Some underwater blasting will he twcessary in the course of 
pipeline work. Throughout the hearings. tlwrc wc1s freqw~nl 
commcn I, partir.ula rl y in the communi t i1:s, on I he del rim en I a! 
effects of underwater blasting on fish, rnuskrttl and ht:avcr. 
Although I am conccrnt~d here only with fish. my obser
vations may also apply to aquatic mammals. (I discuss 
terrestrial blasting op1~rations in the chapter on Terrain 
Considcrat ions.) 

The cff1~cts of blasting on fish include d i rcc:l r:onseq ucnccs 
from the blast. and siltation from th" blasted mal.,rial. 
Blasting affer:ts th1~ swimbladdcr. an organ pn)scnl in most 
frcshwal!~r fish to aid in swimming: thu shock wavPs rupture 
the bladder, often bursting blood vcssds and damaging tissue 
organs ncar the hladd1:r. Furthermore, it has been suggeslt!d 
that chemicals present in the wal1:r immediately after ttw 
1:xplosion may also IJI: detrimental to fish and r:ould disrupt 
fish migralions. 

Factors that determine the extent of damugc to fish include 
water dl!pth, distance from the blast, stn!ngth of charge and 
position. and type of bed. The most Sl!rious damage or:r:urs 
clns1~ to a blast site, in gravel-bottom or rock-bottom stn~a1ns. 
Silty or muddy stream beds absorb sonw of th1) shock waves 
that arc g1!nerat1!d by a blast, whereas hard stream h1!ds 
reflect the shock. Detonations under icc arc more damaging to 
fish than those in np1~n water because ice tends to contain tlw 
shock waves. 

Blasting could significantly r"duce fish populations if il 
took place in breeding or overwintering areas at limes of high 
fish concentrations. Simultaneous activity in a watercourse 
could increase the damage to fish populations hi~CCHJSI! it 
would reduce the number of an)aS that fish could movr? to 
during a blasting opera linn. 

24. Blusting in wolerlwdies should be uvoided ncur fish
sensitive ureos. Where blusting must IJe curril~d out. CVI!ry 
effort should he mod" lo schedule file uclivily so llwl fish 
concentwlim!s ure uvoided, espccio/ly ut crilicul sloges of 
I heir /if., cycle. 

25. Blosling shuii not he pennillcd in wuli!rhodies wi!hir! 
1,000 feet of nreus in which conr:enlmlions of fish eggs ure 
present in the bed, fish ure spuwning in restricted urcus, fish 
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ure overwintering in restricted arcus, or fish (Jre migroting in 
concentrutcd schools. 

26. Where a requirement for blnsting in a wutcrbody is 
identified during design and planning, the Compony shu// 
submit to the Agency an application for permission to blost, 
together with the infornwtion needed to assess the potentiol 
impact on fish, and a statement of meosures to protect the fish 
during blasting. 

Where o requirement for b/osting in a watcrbody is 
identified during construction activities, the Company's 
blasting proposal, its potential impact, and fish protection 
measures shu// be subject to approvol by the Agency in the 
fie/d. 

27. Blasting sha/1 be permitted in water that is frequented by 
fish only if effective mcusures arc taken to protect the fish. 
Such measures could include adjusting the time of the blast, 
moving fish and keeping them out of the blast arm by means 
of nets, using blast deflectors (sand bags) or obsorbers (air 
curtains), using charges of minimum size, and detonating 
charges in sequence with sufficient delay between firings to 
permit dissipation of the shock wave. 

28. Underwater blasting shu// conform to the same siltation 
standards as other in-water pipeline activities. (See Fish: 
Suspended Sediment.) 

29. Underwater blasting shall be prohibited within one mile of 
fishing sites that are being used by local people and local 
fishermen. 

Monitoring of the Aquatic Environment 

In the chapter on Wildlife, I stated that a monitoring program 
is essential to ensure both the maintenance of populations and 
the effectiveness of any protective measures that may he 
adopted as part of a pipeline project. Monitoring of the aquatic 
environment is particularly important: the aquatic environ
ment is less accessible to observation, and problems are often 
not evident until they reach intolerable levels. In some cases, 
postconstruction monitoring will be particularly important. 
The monitoring of siltation levels, for example, is probably 
more important after construction than at any other time. 
Such monitoring may be necessary for several years after 
construction ends. 

30. During the construction and operation of the pipeline the 
aquatic environment shall be monitored. The Agency, in 
cooperation with the government agencies responsible for 
ongoing fish protection, should develop the monitoring 
program and establish what the responsibilities of the 
Company will be before, during and after construction. 

1 recognize that the development of a monitoring program 
will require a detailed knowledge of local conditions and 

project activities. Although I cannot say what form such a 
program would take, 1 can suggest aspects of monitoring that 
may be necessary and appropriate.! have based my guidelines 
on those contained in Commission Counsel's final submission 
(Commission Counsel, 1976, "Fish Protection: Monitoring of 
Aquatic Environment"). 

Monitoring Guidelines 
31. An aquatic environment monitoring progrom should be 

divided into three phoses- preconstruction, construction and 
postconstruction - ond should incorporate the following 
obscrvuf.ions and factors: 

Turbidity should be used to compare postconstruction levels 
of suspended sediment with preconstruction levels. During 
construction, turbidity levels downstream from construction 
should be compared with turbidity levels upstream. 

Dissolved oxygen levels should be monitored to ensure 
adequote oxygen levels in water where fish resources are 
P>esent. These levels. which are most critical in winter, should 
be measured in woters that may be disturbed by construction 
or operation of the project. 

Water levels and flows should be monitored where and 
when water quantities ore limited, to ensure that adequate 
quantities are maintained for fish. 

Nutrient levels should be monitored in waste disposal areas 
to prevent overenrichment of fish habitat or high biological 
oxygen demand. 

Fish and bottom sediment r:ontaminant levels should be 
monitored as a baseline measure that will warn of any 
contamination of a fishery resource. 

Water temperature should be monitored to ensure that 
tolerable limits for aquatic resources are maintained, and that 
water temperature is low enough to maintain adequate 
oxygen levels. 

Gravel removal sites should be inspected before, during and 
after construction to determine the suitability of the site for 
removal of material, and to assess conformity with extraction 
plans, adequacy of restoration of site, and return of site to a 
stable state. 

Chemical water quality parameters should be monitored in 
locations where pipe/inc-related activity might create chemi
ca/ changes in water quality that could adversely affect fish. 

Water velocities through culverts and some diversion 
structures should be monitored to ensure that velocities do not 
exceed the capabilities of fish migrating upstream. 

Use of explosives in water should be checked visually to 
ensure that local fish populations are not affected by shock 
waves from blasts. 

Pipeline crossing site inspections should involve visual 



checks to ensure Uwt erosion control devices ore working, and 
tho! disturbed urcos do return ton s!nb/c stale. 

In addition to general monitoring, a few comprehensive 
studies may be necessary in certoin oquatic environments that 
ore sensitive to environmental disruption, or to the extensive 
use of resources by man. For exomple, it may be nec;essory to 
establish parameters such as benthos productivity and 
diversity, and the popu/otion dynornics of a domestic f"ishcry 
resource, and to monitor the abundonce of rare species. 

Fisheries Management 

Man's Use of Fish 
In the North, the domestic. commercial and sport fisheries 
overlap in some areas as each fishery competes for the same 
species. This overlap will probably increase in the future. 

The government's management programs are, for the most 
part, directed towards the benefit of native pcopl<!. Accord
ingly, the harvesting of fish for domestic purposes has 
precedence over commercial or sport fishery development. 

The domestic fishery is traditionally an important source of 
protein in the Mackenzie Valley and Mackenzie Delta. Native 
people depend on fish for part of their dietary requirements, 
and as food for their dogs. The domestic fishery has ckclined 
somewhat since the snowmobile replaced dogs in many areas, 
but the catch is still important as a supplement to other 
wildlife sources of food. 

Since its start in 1945 on Great Slave Lake, commercial 
fishing has continued uninterrupted in the Mackenzie 
drainage. Whitefish is the most important species harvested. 
At the present time the only other commercial operation 
outside the southern lakes of the system is a small, experi
mental commercial fishery on the East Channel of the 
Mackenzie Delta. 

Sport fishery for arctic grayling throughout the Mackenzie 
drainage, and for char and lake trout in the Mackenzie Delta, 
n~presents a great tourist potential. 

Fisheries and the Pipeline Project 
Pipeline construction will make accessible many domestic, 
commercial and sport fishing locations that were previously 
isolated. Access will be provided by •ww roads, the location of 
construction and operating pcrsonnd in remott! a mas, and an 
increase in air and water traffic along the route. TlH! increase 
in sport and commercial fishing activity could aflect the 
ongoing domestic harvest. River traffic, fishing hy construc
tion personnel, spills, the location of facilities such as 
stockpile sites and wharf sites, and ttw general r:onst!qucnces 
of constructing the pmjPct on fish biology will nil have a 
significant effect on fishing activities. 

As I explaim!d carlit!r. northern fish populations havf! a 
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limited capacity to recover from unnatural losses. if fishing by 
pipdine personnel is not regulated, short-term rcducli()ns in 
fish populations along the route may occur. Long-term 
reductions could result if permanent acr:t~ss rout!~s arc op!~iwd 
up, and if fishing is not adequately contro)J.,d. 

32. Cons f. ruction umJ operotion of tlw pipeline unci ussociufed 
activities shall not inlerff!re with ongoing domestic, comnu:r
ciul or sport fishing octivities of tlw nJgion. Pipeline w:tivities 
shed/ not disturb fishing ureus or cuusn chunges to wuter, with 
the result thul fish ovoid cerloin fish in,~ orcos. Protection shell/ 
he ufforded first und foremost to donwstic ji'shing uctivities 
und domestic fish resources. 

33. Unless otherwise opproved by /he Agency. piptdine
relufcd facilities and uctivitics shulllw loculed u/ Ieos/ 1,000 
yords from any existing, we/1-d!!fined domestic. sport or 
commerciol fishery. Where pipeline m:tivities or fm:ilities ore 
within one mile of such u site, the Com puny shall providr! the 
/owl people with u d"scription of its p/onn"d nclivili"s in/he 
oreu. Any modificulions r"qu.,sled l>y the /ocnl people shu/1 IJ" 
worked out in consultution with n~prcsentutives from the 
locul people, the Com puny, und Uw Agr~ncy. 

34. Where loco/ people und gover1JI1Wfll m1t horit ies ugret~ t hut 
project access roods ure beneficiul /o locul fislwries, they 
should be left intact when pipeline construe/ion is coi!Jp/eted. 
All ol.hcr project occ.,ss shu// he h/och"d ond the disl11rhcd 
ureus shed/ be rcston)d when pipe/inn ust: of tlw nccess route 
hos f~nded. 

Throughout the Inquiry, biologists told me that tlwrc arc 
lnsufficit~nt data on fish, particularly the domestic fishery, to 
dnvclop a compreh1~nsive managi!Jllent program. In my 
opinion, both the proponnnt of a major frontier c_kvcloprnt~nt 
and tlw govcrnml!nt have an obligation to cnsun~ the 
continuation of fisheries in the rt!gion. Tht~ pipeline company 
has an obligation to show that it has properly rescarclwd the 
impacts of its project on resource harvesting activiti1:s. 

In order to draw up workable and detailed plans for 
protecting fishing activities during pipeline construction. 
specific information is necessary. 

35. To pion for the proter:lion of fish.,ries, the Cnmpuny, in 
cooperofinn with oil ogencies responsihlt: for fisherit~s nHJn

ogemenl- ond the nutive orgonizutions. shall compile u 
cu/ologuc of fishing ureos ond fishing octivitics ulong the 
route. (See Renewable Resources.) This cololuguc should 
provide o cornpldf! /isling of oJJ fish species cuughl in the 
domestic, commcrciol ond sport fisheries, us weJJ us informu
lion on the man/wrs of fish cough!. th" lime of Y"m und 
locution of culches. I he fishing methods usee/. nn uppmximute 
eslimole of catch per unit of fishing effort. the woy fish ore 
used uftcr being cnughf, und the num/)(~rsof people involvt:d in 
t!uc/J fis/H!ryund I he locutions of fi's!Jing r:urnps. 

36. ll"fore pipe/in" m:livily begins. tlw Agency shed/ esloh/ish 
regulutions to contml tlw level of fishing uclivily hy Cmnpuny 
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personnel during cons I ruction, und shu// develop progrurns to 
monitor chonges in fishing octivity that result directly or 
indirectly from the pipeline project. 

37. During the pipeline construction period, no sport fishing 
shull be permitted from pipeline structures or within the 
pipeline right-of-wuy. Personnel enguged in pipdine con
sl rw:t ion, uperuUon or maintenoncn sho// not fish w i I hi n 1,000 

yurds of uny domestic or commerciul fishery, or ony urea, 
such as a well-defined fish overwintering region, thut is 
vulnerable to overfishing. Mops and descriptions of prohibited 
ureus shu)) be posted in pipeline camps, and explained to 
personnel in worker-orientation programs. 

38. The Company shu)) ensure thot oll fishery reguiotions ore 
observed by all persons working on the pipeline project .. 
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THE MACKENZIE VALLEY 

PIPELINE INQUIRY 

A Northern Conservation Strategy 

With the rejection of the Arctic Cas pipeline proposal, there is 
now an opportunity to plnn for land use in the Mackenzie 
Valley and the Western Arctic without the pressure of 
imminent, large-scale industrial development. This opportu
nity should not be lost. Clearly, comprehensive land usc 
planning can only emerge from a negotiated settlement of 
native claims - indeed, a settkment of native claims is the 
keystone of land usc planning in the North. At the same time, 
significant natural and cultural resources can be protected by 
conserving areas of various types. And areas can be conserved 
in a manner that does not prejudice native claims. In fact, as I 
explain below, some withdrawals of land may be necessary if 
claims are not to be prejudiced by industrial development. 

Conservation areas should not be selected only from those 
lands that arc of no value to industry. Conservation is itself an 
important land use and areas should be identified and set 
aside while the options are still open. In Volume One, I 
recommended the establishment of a number of conservation 
areas, including a wilderness park in the Northern Yukon, a 
whale sanctuary in west Mackenzie Bay and bird sanctuaries 
in the Mackenzie Delta and the Mackenzie Valley. Planning 
for these ond other conservation areas can and should proceed 
now. 

In the last century, at a time when western lands were 
wholly under federal jurisdiction, the Government of Canada 
established the great national parks in the Rocky Mountains. 
An act to establish Banff National Park was passed by the 
House of Commons in 1887, during the administration of Sir 
John A. Macdonald. In the North today, we have the same 
opportunity to set aside conservation areas in perpetuity. 

The possibility of an energy corridor across the Northern 
Yukon and along tlw Mackenzie Valley has focused attention 
on this region and I have recommended that specific areas be 
set aside to protect the Porcupine caribou herd, the white 
whales of the Beaufort Sea, migratory waterfowl and raptors. 

PART TWO

ENVIRONMENT AND LAND 

Northern 
Conservation 
Areas 

While I attach great importance~ to these SJH~cific recommen
dations, I am anxious that then~ should he ad<~quak planning 
for all northern cons<:rvation areas hcfon: pmposals for new 
large-scale frontier projects arc n<lvanccd. 

Evidence presented to the Inquiry indicat!!s the n<:cd for a 
northern conservation strategy - a strategy that recognizes 
the claims of northern native people, as wc!l as the consti!u
tional situation in the North and the special characteristics of 
the northern environment. Such a stratf!gy would includt! not 
only the setting asidn of land and water for scenic. scir!nlific 
and recreational purposes, but the prolr!ction of critical 
habitat for fish and wildlik which a['(! essential to th" 
welfare of native people of the North. 

1. As port of comprehensive plonning in Cunudo's North, llw 
federal government should devtdop o nor:lwrn consr:rvulion 
strategy to protect oreus of noturu/ or cu/turu/ signifkunce. 
This strulegy should comprise inventories of rwltiml und 
culturol resources, identification of unique tJJJ(l rcprcst~J!Iutive 
ureus, und withdruwul und protection of such un:us under 
uppropriute /cgis/ution. 

2. A northern conservation slrulegy should he implcnwnted 
by distinguishing the d iff erenl I y pes of conscrvot ion oreos nnd 
matching the degree of protection to the nul.urc and irnpor
lance of /he resource. Such conservation oreus nwy include 
wilderness porks, notiono/ porks, notionul murine purks, 
nutiono/londmarks, wildlife on~us, wild rivers, historic wofcr 
routes, hisf_oric land /roils, ecological reserves, rer:J't)ufion 
oreas, and urchaco/ogicul und historic sites. 

3. There should be full consu/tution with lllltive people before 
lands ore wil.hdrawn for any conservation oreu in the North. 

4. As fur us possible, the pipeliiH' route silull uvnid oil orcus 
identified us hoving notura/ or cu/turul significoncc ~v/wthcr 
they hove been formully wilildruwn or not. Where such urcus 
eunnot he uvoided, tile Compuuy siln/l prcpurt!, for J\gi!ncy 
opprovul, pions for special protection nHJosurtJs lo luJ used 
during construction, operntion und ulwndonnwnl of the 
pipeline so rhnt the noluro/ or cu/turul vultws of the w-ec1s ore 
nwintui ned. 
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Major Environmental Recommendations (Volume One) 
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Proposals Made by the United States in 
Alaska 

Since Volume One was released in May of this year, the 
Government of the United States has made certain proposals 
for the conservation of lands in Alaska. These proposals give 
an enhanced timeliness both to tlw recommendations I made 
in Volume One for the establishment of conservation areas 
such as a wilderness park in the Northern Yukon, and to the 
rccomml!ndations I make in this chapter. 

In September 1977, the Carter Administration proposed 
amendments to Bill H.R. 39, called the Alaska National 
Interest Lands Conservation Act. Those amendments call fur 
sam{~ 90 million acres in Alaska to he set aside as conservation 
lands. This is in addition to the nearly 30 million acres in 
Alaska that arc already dedicated as national parks and 
wildlife refuges. The President's proposals include designat
ing 2.5 million acres as wild rivers, 45 million acres as new 
wildlife refuges or expansions to existing wildlife refuges, 
and 42 million acres as new national parks or expansions to 
existing national parks. The area to be devoted to conser
vation lands in Alaska will total 120 million acres - almost 
one third of the entire state. 

In the United States, wilderness is a designation overlaid or 
superimposed upon those existing conservation areas, such as 
national parks, wildlife refuges and national forests, that 
qualify under the Wilderness Act. The Carter Administration 
has recommended that 43 million acres of existing and 
proposed conservation lands in Alaska be designated immedi
ately as wilderness. This includes the Arctic National 
Wildlife Range, which lies entirely in Alaska. The Adminis
tration also proposed a non-wilderness addition to the Range 
that would double its size to about 17 million acres. The 
proposed Yukon Flats National Wildlife Refuge (in Alaska)
some 8.5 million acres- would be contiguous with the Range 
on the south. One hundred miles of the Porcupine River west 
and downstream from the Yukon-Alaska border is also 
proposed for inclusion in the Wild and Scenic River System. 

I cite the United States' initiative in Alaska to illustrate the 
appropriate dimensions, timeliness and feasibility of a 
wilderness park in the Northern Yukon and of a broadly 
based conservation and land reserve program in the Canadian 
North. In Volume One, I proposed that we should not only 
establish a wilderness park in the Northern Yukon, but that 
we should seek to establish an International Wilderness Park, 
comprising the Northern Yukon and the contiguous area of 
northeastern Alaska, that is, the Arctic National Wildlife 
Range. Given the United States' proposal to designate the 
Arctic National Wildlife Range as wilderness, the establish
ment of an international park lies within our reach. 
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Wilderness Protection 

Wilderness is a non-renewable resource. If we are to preserve 
vvilderness areas in the Canadian North. we must do so now: 
the areas available will diminish with each new industrial 
development on the fronlil)f'. Wildt)rness areas, if ltwy il/"1) to 
be preserved, must be withdrawn from any form or industrial 
dcvdopment. That principle must nut be compromise( I. 

I have already stated in Volume One the case lor tlw 
establishment of a wildenwss park in the Northern Yukon -
a case based upon the most authoritative and f)Xhaustivl! 
examination of environmental protection in any n!gion of 
Canada. But the wilderness does not stop at the boundary 
between Alaska and the Yukon. In fact, the calving grounds or 
the Porcupine caribou herd 1~xt1~nd well into Alaska, along I he 
cnastal plain as far as Camden Bay, 100 miles to the west of 
the international boundary: the area of concentrated llSI! by 
staging snow geese and by nesting and moulting waterfowl 
also extends far into Alaska. So we must cooperate with the 
Government of the United States. That is why I urged in 
Volume One: 

If a decision should be made in favour of a pipeline along the 
Alaska Highway Route, or over any other southerly route 
across the Yukon Territory, I recommend that any agreement in 
this regard between Canada and the United States should 
include provisions to protect the Porcupine caribou herd and 
the wilderness of the Northern Yukon and Northeastern 
Alaska. By this agreement, Canada should undertake to 
I)Stablish a wilderness park in the Northern Yukon and the 
United States should agree to accord wilderness status to its 
Arctic National Wildlife Range, thus creating a unique 
international wilderness park in the Arctic. It would be an 
important symbol of the dedication of our two countries to 
environmental as well as industrial goals. [p. 50] 

An agreement has been reached between our two countries to 
build a pipeline along the Alaska Highway Route. Now we 
should work toward an agreement for the establishment of an 
international wilderness park. 

It may be sa.id that means already exist to protect 
wilderness areas such as the Northern Yukon und<:r the 
National Parks Act and under the Canada Wildlife Act. 
Without doubt, these statutes are useful, but they have 
weaknesses that could undermine the wilderness concept. 
Under the National Parks Act, permission, leases and permits 
may be granted for a wide range of activities, many of which 
are incompatible with the wilderness concept and wilderness 
values. Within national parks, the area used for intensive 
visitor activities is normally quite smaii and most of Hw park 
area is reserved in its natural state. Rut zoning of national 
park lands can be changed without consulting Parliam<:nt. 

A cooperative wildlife sanr;tuary established under the 
Canada Wildlife Act would also have fundamental limita
tions with regard to protection of the wilderness. Tlw Act 
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docs not provide for exclusion of development. At the 
discretion of the Minister. permits for various industrial 
activities may be granted. Furthermore, no conditions at
tached to a permit could protect the wilderness valw;s of a 
wildlife sanctuary - the Canada Wildlife Act was never 
intended for that. 

Wildr~rness and wilderness values (]f€ too important to be 
offctwl anything less than the protection that only Parliament 
can confer or withdraw. Our present legislation is not 
adequate, so our National Parks Act should be amended to 
provide for a new statutory creation: the wilderness park. 

Wilderness protection should he granted to the whale 
sanctuary in west Mackenzie Bay that I proposed in Volume 
One. Like the Porcupine caribou herd, the white whales of the 
Beaufort Sea are an international resource. and the establish
ment of a whale sanctuary in which development is excluded 
is the only means to protect the population that calves in 
Mackenzie Bay. In Volume One, I discussed this proposal at 
length and I found it possible to limit the boundaries of the 
proposed sanctuary to waters where no discoveries of gas or 
oil have yet been made. Thus, if present trends continue, a 
whale sanctuary can be set aside, and oil and gas activity can 
be forbidden there without impairing industry's ability to tap 
the principal sources of petroleum in the Mackenzie Delta and 
beneath the Beaufort Sea. 

The wilderness concept has the potential for wider 
application in the North: other, as yet undisturbed. areas may 
also merit such strong legislative protection from the activ
ities of industrial man. The identification and protection uf 
other wilderness areas should be a significant component of 
the northern conservation strategy that I have recommended. 

5. Lands for the wilderness park in the Northern Yukon 
should be withdrawn immediately under section 19(c) of the 
Territorial Lands Act and accorded strict legisla!Jve protec
tiOn through an appropnate amendment to the Natwnal Parks 
Act. Agreement should be sought with the United Stutes 
regarding the establishment of on international wilderness 
park in the Northern Yukon and n(}rtheastern Alaska. 

6. Wilderness protection should be offorded the urea of west 
Mackenzie Bay that I proposed be set aside to protect the 
calving grounds of the white wholes. 

7.ln the future, wilderness protection should be provided for 
uppropriute conservation Junds in the North, following 
consultation in this regard with northern governments ull(-J 
northern peoples. 

National Parks 

National parks are intended to protect areas that are 
representative of a broad natural region, including geological. 
physiographical, geographical. oceanographical and biological 
features. 

Parks Canada has identified :19 terrestrial and nine marine 
natural regions across Canada and the long-range goal is to 
identify and protect in national parks at least one area within 
each of these natural regions. In a policy statement issued in 
1972 under the authority of the then Minister, jean Chretien, 
the Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development 
said: "At least 30 more National Parks are needed [across 
Canada] to preserve that which is best in our natural 
environment'' (Byways und Special Places, p.44). The exten
sion of the national parks system to the North should be an 
essential part of u northern conservation strategy. 

Pre-emption by industrial development is a very real threat 
and may prove an almost insurmountable impediment. It 
may mean that only smaller or second best areas will be 
available for park purposes. And it may mean years of effort 
and negotiation before agreement can be reached. Such land 
use conflicts have already been encountered in the North: 
with mining interests in negotiations for Kluane National 
Park in the Yukon and with hydro-electric development in 
negotiations for Nahanni National Park. Nnrthvvest 
Territories. 

National parks have a valuable role to play in preserving 
representative natural areas. Some of the natural n~gions in 
the North arc now represented in three existing national 
parks - Kluane, Nahanni and Auyuittuuq - and other 
natural areas of Canadian significance are being studied. 

8. As part of a northern conservation strategy, national parks 
should be established so tho! each of the major terrestrial and 
murine natural regions of the North is represented and 
protected in Cunoda's system of national parks. 

Other Conservation Areas 

Notional Heritage Areas 
Parks Canada has a mandate to establish types of conser
vation lands other than national parks. In 1972, jean Chretien 
announced the Byways and Special Places Program. which 
set out new initiatives to preserve our national heritage. 
Particularly relevant to the Mackenzie Valley and Western 
Arctic were proposals for national landmarks, wild rivers, 
historic waterways and historic land trails. Although consid
erable planning has taken place, no conservation areas of 
these types have been established that were not in existence 



prior to 1972. The Mack.,nzie Valley and the Wesl!!rn Arctic 
offer many possibilities for impl!!menting thcst! new 
initiatives. 

National landmarks are intended to pmtect small, unique 
natural features. After ten years of d<!liberation and negotia
tions, it appears that Canada's first national landmark may he 
established among the pingos east of the Mackenzie Delta on 
the Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula. Other unique natural sites 
should be given appropriate protection as soon as possible 
before land use conflicts arise. 

Parks Canada has made a preliminary survey of 65 wild 
rivers across Canada, including 22 in the Yukon and North
west Territories. It is unfortunate, in my view, that this 
inventory has not been used as a basis for creating a system of 
protected wild rivers in Canada, similar to the United States 
National Wild and Scenic Rivers System. Certain proposed 
national parks may contain outstanding rivers, but in the 
absence of specific means of protection, important natural 
waterways may be altered or obstructed without due 
consideration of their value. The best opportunity to set aside 
unspoiled rivers in Canada today is in the North. 

Conservation Areas of Internotiunallmportance 
Canada is a participant in major cooperative programs- the 
International Biological Programme (IIlP) and its successor, 
the Man and the Biosphere (MAB) Program - to preserve 
genetic and biological resources and to study man's rdation
ship to his environment, including measuring the impact of 
major development projects. Basic to these programs is the 
establishment of natural conservation areas that can serve 
hoth to protect important ecological features and as perma
nent outdoor laboratories for baseline and comparative 
studies. For example, under the IIJP. which terminated in 
1974, a large number of candidate ecological reserves were 
identified in the Mackenzie Valley and Western Arctic. In 
1975, the Minister of Indian Affairs and Northern Develop
ment gave his support in principle to the concept of ecological 
sites in the North, but no sites have yet been established. 
Action to protect areas identified by the IHP and the MAH 
Program should be an essr~ntial part of a northern conser
vation strategy. 

Wildlife Areas 
Provisions for wildlife protection and wildlife sanctuaries arc 
vital to any comprehensive conservation strategy in the 
North. The idea of sanctuaries is not new: Constance Hunt, in 
"The Development and Decline of Northern Conservation 
Reserves," traces the history of the public reserve system and 
game regulations in the Northwest Territories since 1877. 

Today, formerly inaccessible wildlife populations and 
critical habitnt are subjcr;t to disturbance and arc threatened 
by the advance of a wide range of frontier developm""ts. The 
En vi ron men tal-Social Program's Wild li fc Habitat In vcn tory 
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and the Biological Report Series prcp,ll·ed for !\relic Cas 
provide a new foundation on which to build; and then~ is nevv 
kgislation, the Canada Wildlife Act. This 1\ct rcllccts new 
knowledge about the sensitivity of wildlife to disturbance 
and the critical role of habitat and life stages. It oflr~rs the 
protection that I said must be afforded the bird sanctuaries I 
mcommcndcd he established in tl1<' Mackenzie Dcdla and 
Mackenzie Valley. That is, the Canadian Wildlif1~ Service, 
through the Canada Wildlife Act, can control activities even 
when the birds are absent, so that tlw habitat. not just thc' 
birds, is protected. Let me add thai withdrawal under this 
h!gislation will not result in the exclusion of explomlion and 
development; rather, the Act controls activities so \hal they 
arc compatible with wildlife protection. 

Many of the populations of birds and wildlife in the North 
are international in range. The Canadian \.Yildlifc Service has 
the mandate and the nwans under the Migratory Birds 
Convention Act and the Canada Wildlife Act to fulfil its 
national and international responsibilities. The Yukon and 
Northvvest Tcrritori!!S are also n~sponsible for preserving 
game under Territorial Ordinances. 

As part of a northern conservation strategy the federal and 
territorial governments should identify and set aside wildlife 
conservation areas. 

Recreation Areas 
Outdoor recn!ation by local people and tourists is <In t~sSt!nlial 
ingredient or northern life, and one that will increase 
substantially in the future. Development activities in gt~nP.ral 
will assuredly lead to a sharp increase in outdoor recreation 
in the Milckenzie Valley. With increased acc1~ss. a growing 
population and a wider knowledge of the region, will come a 
m~cd for recreational facilities, such as roadside parks and 
camping areas. These recreation lands should be idt~ntified 
now before the choice becomes further limited. 

Archaeological, Cultural and 1-l ist.oric Sites 
A strategy for northern conservation should also include 
historical. cultural and archaeological sites. Places of cultural 
significance to the native people are being irkntifir~rl in their 
claims and, through a negotiated settlement, such places can 
he protected. It is important, noncthch~ss, that Parks Canado 's 
program for commemorating persons. places and ~~vents of 
national historic significance should give greater recognition 
to native history. 
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Native Claims Aspects 

To what extent will a northern conservation strategy bear on 
native claims? I dealt with this question in Volume One in 
relation to the proposal to dedicate the Northern Yukon as a 
wilderness park. I said that such action would not prejudice 
native claims because preservation of the wilderness and of 
the caribou herd is plainly in keeping with the desires of the 
native people. The rights that the native people would enjoy 
throughout the area covered by the park would have to be 
negotiated between themselves and the Government of 
Canada as part of a comprehensive settlement of native 
claims. These rights would include a core of essential 
conditions such as hunting, trapping and fishing rights within 
the park. The people of Old Crow, who live within the 
boundaries of the proposed park, have already announced 
their support for the park. So what will the strategy mean 
elsewhere as far as native claims are concerned? 

I do not think withdrawal of conservation lands will 
prejudice native claims. It is not the withdrawal of conser
vation lands but rather the activities on these lands under 
existing or future permits, that prejudices native claims. 
Withdrawal would protect these lands from incompatible 
exploratory and industrial activities until a settlement of 
native claims is reached. The government cannot have a 
double standard; it cannot refuse to withdraw lands on the 
grounds that that would prejudice claims, while at the same 
time grant land use and exploration permits and allow 
consuming uses of land - alienations that clearly prejudice 
not only the claims of the native people, but the interest of all 
Canadians in the preservation of northern lands. 

The national parks already established in the North were 
withdrawn under Section 19 of the Territorial Lands Act, and 
were later established as reserves for national parks pending 
the settlement of native claims. They are also subject to native 
hunting, trapping and fishing rights. This is clearly spelled 
out in Section 11 of the National Parks Act. 

Native people must be guaranteed their hunting, fishing 
and trapping rights in all conservation lands in the North. As 
I said, the full extent of their rights to the lands in question 
must be negotiated between the Government of Canada and 
the native people; but I go further. I think a northern 
conservation strategy offers an opportunity to involve native 
people in the whole conservation lands program in the North. 

This involvement should be formalized through a claims 
settlement, but there is an opportunity for immediate 
involvement in fish and game management, in compiling 
inventories of environmental and recreational resources, and 
in management of wilderness parks, and wildlife and other 
conservation areas. This would offer native people employ
ment, training in skills that are relevant to the preservation of 
their northern homeland, and in a livelihood that would 
allow them to remain in their own communities and regions. 
There is no reason why management of northern conser
vation areas by native people should not be an objective of the 
Parks Canada Program and other conservation lands 
programs. 

9. When government withdraws conservation lands, it 
should formally guarantee to the native people that such 
withdrawals will not prejudice their claims and that no final 
disposition of these lands will be made until there is a 
settlement of claims. 

10. Government agencies that have mandates relative to 
conservation lands must offer guarantees of traditional 
hunting, trapping and fishing rights within conservation 
areas. 

11. A principal objective of claims negotiations should be the 
development of joint programs between the Government of 
Canada and native people for the management of conser
vation lands and of renewable resources. 

Conclusion 

In this chapter, I have urged that the federal government 
adopt a northern conservation strategy. In so doing, I am 
simply pulling together federal policy in a number of areas. 
The policy I have enunciated is not my policy: it is the 
Government of Canada's policy - and it is opportune to 
implement that policy in the Mackenzie Valley and the 
Western Arctic now, before new proposals for industrial 
development on the frontier come once more to the fore. A 
northern conservation strategy will not prejudice a settlement 
of native claims; rather it can, for the reasons I have given, 
enhance it. 

Finally, although a range of proposals are made in this 
chapter, the area of land they en com pass is small when 
measured against the vastness of the Canadian North, or even 
when it is measured againsi comparable proposals made by 
the Carter Administration for Alaska. 
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Location 

The first issue I shall addmss in this discussion of th!~ proj!!ct is 
the location of the pipelint! right-of-way and its facilities. 
Throughout the course of the Inquiry, tlw general routing of 
the Mackenzie Valky pipdine !Jctween the Mackenzie Ddta 
and the Northwest Tcrrilories-Al!Jerla border has, for the 
most part, been taken for grunted. But for riiany people, the 
proposed locations of the pipdinc right-of-way, ancillary 
facilities and access routes arc unacceptable. In particular, the 
native people have insisted on their right to reserve decision 
on routing pending settlement of their claims. 

Apart from minor differences, ttw alignments of tht! 
mainline. as proposed by Arctic Cas and Foothills, arc 
virtually identical and their pot!!nlial for impact is, conse
quently, very similar. 

Both pipeline companies have made changes in tlwir 
original routing and locution proposals for a varidy of 
reasons. For example, the first change made by Arctic Gas. 
which moved the alignment e'ISI of Fort Simpson. is an 
improvement in environmental tt:rms: tlw fact that the 
amended route would pass through the proposed Ebbutt Hills 
International Biological Programme site does not present a 
major problem. The social concerns. howevt!r, arc more serious 
because now there will be a compressor station and a wharf 
site very close to Fort Simpson. In addition to largt:-scalc 
amendnH!nts, then! have bct!n mon! modt!st clwngt!s. Both 
companies have modified the locations of rivt!r crossings, 
wharves, stockpile sites. and access roads: and hoth havt! 
introdur:erl the Niglinlg"k lateral pipeline. Arclic Cas 
changed the routing of their Parsons Lake lateral pipeline and 
abandoned many of their communications towers and 
assuciotcd access rout£!s. Foothills have made minor adjust
ments in pipeline routing north and south of Norman Wt:lls. 
Most of tht!Se changes rcpn!scnt some dcgrt!c of socio
economic or environnwntal improvclllt!llt but much mon: can 
obviously he done by furtht!r adjustlllcnt of the roulr~. Ow 
location of facilities and other areas used by the project. 
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Native people in all of the communities along or rwtrr the 
proposed route have expn:sscrl solllt! basic fears about the 
location of the pipeline and associated facilities in the 
Mackenzie Valley. These fears arc spcr:ifically conccrnt:d 
\·vith the location of pipdim; lands in rcl;rtion to the 
communities themselves. to traditional land usc <Jn~<rs and 
silt:s of religious importance. and to gt:ographic fcaltrrcs of 
special significance to native people, such as Creal Hear Rivt:r. 
In response, both pi pel inc com panics ha vc r:i I hr:r madr~ 
changes in location or indicated their willingness to do so. For 
instance, to avoid the communities of Fort Good Hope. Fort 
Norman and Wrigley, Arctic Cas propost:d to ndoctrtc 
wharves, stockpile sites, access mads and a irficlds. 

To date, such changes have been introduced uni!alrTa!!y. 
and there appears to have been no progn!ss towards institut
ing a review process for resolving conflicts on pipeline routing 
and location. In fact, there has bt!en little dfcctivc communi
cation on this matter between local pcoplt:. the pipclint: 
companies. government and other intt!I'I!stccl groups. None
theless. the 1972 Pipeline Guidelines stale: 

... \\·here the pipeline construction is planned to he located in 
proximity to a settlement- particularly a native scltl!!lltcnl m 
localized tJ.rea subject to intensive usc- then the location nf 
construction cnmps, associated activities and the dctaih~d siting 
of the pipeline will be decided by government after consulta
tion with the Applicant. and the settlement council. m local 
government body. or the native organization. [ p. L~J] 

In terms of minor changes. as oppost:d to major altt!ralions. 
tht:n: is no convincing evidcnt:t! that the locations chosen for 
the pipeline and related facilities arc the ].,est. ci!ht:r t:nviron
mcntally or from the point of view of land usc. Nt~itlrcr 

pipeline company has responded to criticisms of specific 
locations raised by various participants. t:xu:ptto say thattlw 
present locations are not final. Nor hus tlu'!n: been a commit
ment to any proc1~ss of rout~! location refinement in final 
dPsign that will ensure adequate considcnrtion of cnvimn
mcntal and land usc concerns. Indeed. during tlw Inquiry 
I i tile progn~ss was mmh; on ;r nwa ns I u cnsu rc t lr;r! I oc;rl it ir~s of 
concern arc avoidPd, and that location rcfincnwnls \viii movt~ 
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the alignment to areas of less rather than more environmental 
and socio-!~conomic sensitivity. 

1. The government should udnp! policies that afford max
imum protection for wildlife and fish in !he vicinity of the 
pipeline route, und that preserve as much of the nearby land as 
possible in its nulurul state. These policies should opply to 
nearby governmental und indus!riul octivitics in the vicinity 
os well as to the pipeline project. 

The Agency should ensure that the location, construction 
and operotion of the project are consistent with these policies, 
and are acceptable to loco/ people. In particular, the pipeline 
project should be modified to ovoid interfering with local 
fishing, lropping and hunting pullerns, am/ to sutisfy the 
environmental concerns identified elsewhere in !his report. 

2. Routing must not be decided simply in terms of engineering 
and cost. Proposals relating to the locution of the right-of -way 
and foeilities should be progressively refined by a process of 
successive Compony proposnJs und Agency ond public 
responses that takes oll environnwnlul ond socio-economic 
factors into account. (See Project Regulation and Review.) 

3. Before the fino/ review phase, the Company s/wll submit to 
the Agency for approvul the mlionule behind the locution of 
its route and facilities in terms of potential impacl on birds, 
mammols and fish and on !rmlitionol lund use by notive 
people. The Company shell/ o/so submit. proposals for modify
ing the route and locations to meet environmcntu/ concerns. If 
requested by the Agency, the Cornpony sholl include social, 
environmental, engineering ond cost. cornpurisons of alterna
tive right-of-woy and focilitics locutions. The Compony 
should address such muliers os the following: 

Adjustment of the pipeline route and locutions lo ovoid 
conflict with areas designated os present or future conser
vation /onds. (See Northern Conservation Areas.) 

Adjustment of the locution of compressor stotions. und the 
groups of facilities associated with compressor stotions, to 
avoid the valleys and rivers tributary to the Mockenzie River, 
ond the mouths of !hose tribu!mics. If o compressor station 
cannot be moved, then the ossocio!ed focililies - wharf, 
stockpile site, airfield. borrow pits, road, comp, one/ waste 
facilities- should be kept away from tribu!ory valleys and 
rivers and river mouths. 

Adjustment of the locution of wlwrves am/ stockpiles ulong 
the Mackenzie River to avoid interference with communities 
and domestic, commerciol and sport fishing sites. 

Modification of the lomtion of borrow pits to avoid ony 
borrow resource conflicts. (Sec Tcrrain Considerations.) 

Adjustment of route one/ lomlions ond estoblishcd aircroft 
flight corridors to meet the conccrns outlined in the chapters 
on Wildlife ond Aircmft Control. 

Adjustment of the pipeline route to minimize the length of 
pipe on termin !hot is polentio/ly susceptible to frost heave, 

thaw settlement, slope stability, buoyancy and erosion. (See 
Geotechnical Considerations.) 

A review of the location of the Mackenzie Valley pipeline 
and associated facilities in terms of their potentiol for separote 
or cumulative environmental impact. Any relocations of the 
pipeline or other corridor developments thot could reduce 
environmental impact should be included. 

Construction Plan and Scheduling 

In Chapter 3 of Volume One, I described how the pipeline 
project North of 60 will challenge the engineering and 
logistics capabilities of designers and builders. The challenge 
relates not only to the size and complexity of the project but 
also to its remote setting, to the arctic climate and terrain, and 
to those components of the project and its design that lack 
precedent. There are, for example, the fundamental and 
unresolved design problems associated with frost heave. 
These problems illustrate the deficiencies in some aspects of 
the pipeline proposal and the inadequacy of the information 
that is available to the Inquiry and to the government -
information that provides the basis for an assessment of the 
precedent-setting or innovative engineering aspects of the 
project. 

The innovations and problems arc not confined to design: 
the construction plans and proposed schedules for the 
pipeline also involve techniques that lack precedent. Volume 
One outlined the major issues related to winter construction
snow roads and productivity- and focused primarily on the 
Northern Yukon. Similar problems will face a pipeline in the 
Mackenzie Delta and Mackenzie Valley. The environmental, 
social and economic assessments made by the pipeline 
companies were predicated on the assumption that the project 
would, in fact, be built as proposed. However, any substantial 
modification to the schedule or to the methods of construction 
will obviously alter those assessments. if a schedule cannot be 
met and plans have to be changed, each party concerned 
would respond in a way that reflects its own area of interest, 
and the result could be ad hoc solutions, loss of quality control, 
and an increase in accidents. Despite original intentions, it 
might become impossible to protect the environment and the 
local people. 

We must be careful to confirm all of our assumptions and 
contingent evaluations. With regard to any potential impact 
of pipeline construction on the environment - namely. the 
direct disturbance of wildlife, fish and whole ecosystems - a 
schedule limited to the winter months should have the least 
impact. This does not mean that there will be no impact 
during winter construction, nor does it mean that the 
potential impact of modifications to the construction sched
ule will automatically be unacceptable in the Mackenzie 
Valley. For reasons set out in Volume One, an extended 



summer season or an all-year schedule would be unaccept
able in the Northern Yukon; indeed, it was one of the concerns 
that led to the rejection of the proposed Arctic Gas route 
across the Northern Yukon. The consequences of a change to 
summer and winter construction in the Mackenzie Valley 
would he substantial because, for one thing, an all-weather 
road would have to be built. In fact, such a change would 
invalidate nearly all of the planning and assessments 
presented to this Inquiry. 

Although both pipeline companies have indicated their · 
willingness to accommodate delays for environmental rea
sons, neither company has developed a contingency plan in 
case of a delay in schedules. No allowance has been made for 
delays in the delivery of supplies and materials, or for failure 
in the river transportation system; but most important of all, 
no allowance has been made for the possibility of any labour 
problems such as strikes, or even a lack of skilled labour. The 
most serious potential problems for the northernmost part of 
the pipeline that could delay the project from the very outset 
are insufficient snow and a shorter winter season because of a 
late fall or an early spring (See Terrain Considerations: Snow 
Roads). At the very least, a contingency plan to counter these 
events would seem to be an essential part of any construction 
plan. 

Delays in construction activities will involve more thun 
additions to the number of men on the line: each man brought 
in will require extra food, fuel and equipment and this, in 
turn, will add to the number of aircraft flights. Extra men will 
most likely be needed towards spring, which means that any 
extra flight activity might well take place at a time that is 
critical for some wildlife activities. As well, extra flights will 
put more pressure on traffic control programs, on airstrips and 
community airport facilities, and on local operators. At a 
glance, we can see the cumulative impact that could result 
from even this incomplete chain of events following a change 
in the work schedule. 

To resist pressures from the Company to take shortcuts or 
to change its basic plan in any way, the Agency must identify 
very early any problems or potential trouble spots. The key 
factor is to avoid the basic problem in the first place through 
careful construction. planning and scheduling. 

One of the unique features of the Mackenzie Valley 
pipeline project is the need to consider "extraordinary" or 
non-project occurrences, such as migrating or staging birds at 
the site of construction activity. These atypical occurrences 
will restrict construction activities just as much as any of the 
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usual and foreseeable difficulties, such as labour problems, 
ddivery failures, and extended periods of had weal lwr. While 
these events can be anticipated and altcrnaliv<! plans 
prepared, some of the environment-related incidents may not 
be so amenable to planning. Nonetheless, environmental 
constraints must be seen as equally important, and must be 
incorporated into project plans from the very beginning. The 
pipeline companieS' studies, which were suhmitt<!d as 
background information to their applications, and the 
information available through the exhaustive hearings 
process, have emphasized the possibility that fish. mammals 
and birds will, in the course of their own natural cycles. 
preclude use of some land or water areas at C£!rlain times fur 
construction of the pipeline or related facilities. The land
based activities of the native people may a !so raise con llicts. 

Every aspect of the Company's plan that might lead to 
pressure to avoid or ignore some environmental or socio
economic restriction must be scrutinized from the point of 
view of the need for contingency planning and scheduling for 
potential spillovers. 

4. The Company shall develop u construction sc!wdu!e tho! 
minimizes the adverse impact of the pipe/inc proiucl on the 
socio-economic fabric of the region und on l.he physico! unci 
living environment. To this end, the Compuny slwll solnnil to 
Uw Agency for approval a pre/iminnry construction und 
logistics pion for each spread, ond shoJI dt:monsfrufc their 
lechnicu! feasibility and environrnentol ucceplohilily. 

5. As pari of its final design submission to tlw Agency. ond 
before commencing ony work other Uwn cluuring. thu 
Company slwll provide the Agency with a sequenliol octivily 
mwlysis in o form that is acceptahle lo the Agency. The 
cliiulysis shall consider all construction-rc/nted oclivi!ics, CJS 

well us u// possible environmental ond other co nsf mints, 
together with the courses of action !hut will he followed if 
such conslruints do occur. 

6. During construction, the Company shall pre pure omonlhly 
progress n:port for each spread or part thereof, us prescribed 
by the Agency. The report should detail such nHJtfers us I he 
construction progress to date on eoch spreod, keyed to on 
updutcd sequcntioJ activity program; construe! ion deloys und 
proposed methods for overcoming them, inr:luding o revisvd 
forecosl of project scheduling and activities I hot show how oil 
physico/ constraints and all stipuloliom; will lw 111e/; /he 
physicuJ condition of snow and ice roods; ond !.lie '"'"d for uoy 
octual or planned additions to the work fore" I hot is 
accommodated in construction and other cwnps. 



THE REPORT OF 
THE MACKENZIE VALLEY 
PIPELINE INQUIRY 

General Approach 

The design, construction and operation procedures for a 
refrigerated natur01 gas pipeline in the North are unprece
dented and must be novel, effective and economical under 
exceptionally adverse conditions. At the same time, we must 
protect the northern environment from any possible perma
nent damage. Many of the unprecedented aspects are related 
to geotechnical matters. The existence of permafrost along the 
pipeline route makes it necessary to depart from the engineer
ing design and construction procedures commonly used by 
the pipeline industry. Some of these departures involve the 
innovations discussed in Chapter Three of Volume One. 

Geotechnical considerations have a direct bearing on three 
areas of concern: engineering feasibility, the need for remedial 
construction on a threatened portion of the pipeline, and 
environmentally undesirable effects of geotechnically related 
activities. I shall deal briefly with each of these areas before 
turning to specific geotechnical problems. 

The feasibility issue which, in Volume One, was central to 
my discussion on engineering and construction of a buried 
refrigerated gas pipeline in the North, is important because 
several aspects - including chilling the gas - lack precedent. 
For example, the pipe is expected to heave differentially as it 
passes through several hundred miles of discontinuous 
permafrost. Arctic Gas have undertaken an extensive labora
tory and field research program into the phenomenon of this 
frost heave, and during the Inquiry, the mechanism and 
extent of the heave was the subject of much debate among 
many experts. Nevertheless, fundamental differences of 
opinion remain. 

It cannot be said that a gas pipeline cannot be built and 
operated along the Mackenzie Valley, however, the limits 
within which the pipeline must be designed and built to 
ensure acceptable performances have yet to be determined. 
Some uncertainties will doubtless still exist at the start of 
construction, and they may be resolved only hy observing the 
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Geotechnical 
Considerations 

pipeline in operation. A comprc!wnsivt~ overview of such 
asp!:cts of the work will obviously he n:quircd. 

1. These geotechnical uspects of the proposed project thcll 
Jock precedent ond experience should he ind"'u:ndently 
reviewed by u boord of cornpelenl experts nppoinlnd by the 
Agency. The boord should consist of three experts, such us u 
permof rost geologist, o cold regions geotechnicu/ r:ng i neer ond 
a gas tronsnlission engineer, with spcciaJisl udvisers uvuilablt: 
as required 011 temporory ossigwnent. 

The evidence I have heard shows that. because of lack of 
precedent, important geotechnical engineering dt:cisi<Jns have 
been reached using empirical formulae d!:rivcd from labora
tory tests and the interpretation of site conditions that arc not 
well-known. Schedules have been established on the basis of 
assessments of situations that are not well-understood. It is 
important to determine the s1~nsitivity to !~!Tor of such 
decisions. For example, towards the end of the hearings, 
Arctic Cas disclosed that certain testing equipment was 
faulty. casting doubt on the accuracy of information about 
feasibility of deep burial and surcharge as a practical method 
of controlling frost heave. 

2. The Company should estoh/ish the seosil.ivity lo r:rrnr of 
decisions based on empirical fnrmulcw ond site condiUnns and 
evaluations /hot are not well-known. Where llw basis for 
decision is found to be sensitive to error, its reliuhility should 
be estob/ishcd by the use of thorough cross-checking proce
dures /hut ure sotisfuctory In the Agency. 

My concern with the second issue- rem1~dial construction 
- relates primarily to the environmental consequences of 
emergency repairs to the line. If these repairs have to be 
carried out during spring thaw or at a time of year when 
wildlife is sensitive to disturbance, they could cause unac
ceptable damage. For example, the Applicant, using for the 
most part statistics for the operation of warm gas lines in 
areas without permafrost, predicted a probable pipeline 
breakage frcqtwncy of once in ten years. Such statistics, 
however, do not necessarily apply to the operation of 
refrigerated gas pipelines in perrnafrost an,as: the actual 
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p"rformance may h" better or wars<!. Clearly, the lack of 
pr<!c<!d<!nt, togeth<!r with engin<!<!ring innovation and the 
possible environmental consequences of untimely repairs 
make it desirable to use design and monitoring methods that 
will reduce risks. 

3. The approach to d<!sign, construction method and control 
should be more conservative than is customary in pipe/in" 
engineering pracl.ice. In particu/or, the Company should 
prepare environmental contingency plans to cover a wide 
range of project conditions that may orise during consl.ruct inn 
ond operation of the pipeline. 

Finally, there are several circumstances that, although 
acceptable from a geotechnical viewpoint, may be environ
mentally undesirable. For example, the development of the 
frost bulb around the refrigerated pipe could, without 
threatening the pipeline, interrupt drainage and cause terrain 
damage through permafrost degradation; or it could result in 
the blockage of low winter flows to downstream pools in 
creeks where fish overwinter. Although not serious with 
respect to pipeline operation, the consequences could be 
environmentally significant. 

4. In order to minimize geotechnicolly related environmenl.ol 
disturbance, the Company should, before construction, obtoin 
as much data as possible on surface and subsurface conditions. 
Because of the size of the project and the remoteness of the 
area, it is inevitable that much important information on 
geotechnical design will be discovered only during construc
tion. The pipeline design phase shall, therefore, be considered 
as part of the construction phase, to be terminated only at the 
end of construction. The Company shall establish a workoblc 
lioison between those responsible for design and t.hose 
responsible for construction, and slwll demonstrate, to t.he 
satisfaction of the Agency, that all the engineering and 
environmental implications of the design concept are being 
carried through into construction. 

s. Bearing in mind the proposed rapid puce of construction, 
the Company should establish, in cooperation with the 
Agency, an appropriate and reliable means of carrying out 
desiroble design changes. Such changes would probably be 
done by a field design staff, with recourse to the main design 
office for major design changes only. 

The need for a well-selected and organized field team for 
inspection and construction control is ohvious. Bearing in 
mind the considerable number of p<!ople required on this 
team, and the seasonal nature of the construction schedule, it 
will be difficult to find and keep qualified personnel. As I 
mentioned earlier, the work must be as error-proof as possible 
by conservative design, but a reliable system for checking the 
work is also needed. 

6. The Company should establish an educational program to 
ensure that all geotechnical field personnel fully appreciate 
the environmental significance of their work. 

The first six recommendations are general, and deal with 
geotechnical problems in an overview fashion. Given below 
are descriptions and recommendations on the major geotech
nical design aspects: frost heave, slope stability and pipe 
buoyancy. 

A great deal of information on major geotechnical issues 
was brought before this Inquiry and the National Energy 
Board; nevertheless, much uncertainty still remains about this 
critical aspect of the project. I intend to review the evidence so 
that all parties will know, without laborious research into 
applications, transcripts, evidence and cross-examination, 
where the issue stands. I have relied to a great extent on the 
information in Commission Counsel's final argument and on 
the subsequent work of my staff in reviewing and updating 
information. They, of course, referred to the National Energy 
Board transcripts when doing this. 

Frost Heave and Thaw Settlement 

One of the most important geotechnical design factors 
examined during the hearings was frost heave in unfrozen 
ground, that is, the upward movement of a buried pipeline 
resulting from freezing. To avoid melting the permafrost, the 
pipeline companies propose to keep the gas flowing through 
the pipeline at temperatures below the freezing point of 
water. However, the permafrost is not continuous, and when 
the chilled pipeline crosses unfrozen ground freezing would 
be induced in the soil around the buried pipeline. The frost 
penetration could, under certain circumstances heave the 
pipeline in these areas. 

A buried refrigerated pipeline through discontinuous 
permafrost is without precedent. The phenomenon of frost 
heave applies to a significant length of the proposed pipeline 
and the control of frost heave is therefore central to the 
feasibility of the proposed pipeline. The evidence given on 
frost heave and thaw settlement, as they relate to the 
construction and operation of the proposed pipeline, reveals 
that uncertainties still exist in four areas: prediction of frost 
heave and the effectiveness of the preventive and remedial 
measures; location of the southern limit of refrigeration; 
confirmation of design assumptions during construction; and 
monitoring of frost heave after construction. These four 
considerations arc basic to the geotechnical design of the 
pipeline, and the resolution of any problems they may cause is 
essential for an engineering design that is environmentally 
acceptable. 

Prediction of Frost Heave and Effectiveness of 
Preventive and Remedial Measures 
A reliable prediction of frost heave is central to the design of 
effective frost heave control measures. Attempts to predict the 
magnitude of frost heave must be based on a complete 



knowledge of the freezing processes involved. As I described 
in Volume One, a full understanding of these processes does 
not appear to exist. 

To study the frost heave phenomenon, Arctic Gas carried 
out a series of laboratory tests and a full-scale field test in 
Calgary. From these tests they derived a set of empirical 
equations that they believe encompass the signficant parame
ters governing frost heave. Their study reveals that the 
growth of ice lenses where frozen and unfrozen ground meet 
is governed, in part, by the effective stress in the soils at that 
location. Once a critical effective stress - the shut-off 
pressure- is reached, the ice lenses will not grow at the frost 
front, and the problem of heave is considered solved. Because 
the shut-off pressure varies with soil type, Arctic Gas 
determined its value for the range of soils likely to be 
encountered along the route of the pipeline. 

Although heave is the central phenomenon, it is differential 
heave, - that is, the relative heave of adjacent locations with 
different soil properties - that requires most attention when 
considering the adverse effects of heave on the pipeline. A 
parametric study carried out by Arctic Gas indicated that the 
time to reach the point at which differential heave became 
critical, that is, at which rupture of the pipe would occur, is a 
function of length of heave section, and of the uplift resistance 
of the frozen ground at each end of the heave section. The 
study indicated that the minimum time to rupture, assuming 
frost heave is not controlled, ranges from about eight months 
to several years. Assuming that the empirical method for 
predicting frost heave and shut-off pressures is valid, the 
study concluded that increasing the effective stress at the 
frost front would be an effective technique for keeping 
differential heave within acceptable limits. 

Based on this understanding of the frost heave problem, 
both Arctic Gas and Foothills proposed two techniques to 
limit the effects of frost heave: first, surcharge the ground 
surface with an earthen berm so that the overburden pressure 
at the frost front below the pipe approaches the shut-off 
pressure; secondly, bury the pipe deeper so that higher 
effective pressures are achieved at the frost front. For special 
circumstances, and as contingency measures, they proposed a 
number of other techniques: the excavation and replacement 
of frost susceptible material; the use of insulation around the 
pipe, along with granular backfill below the insulation; dual 
pipelines at river crossings so that gas flow can be run 
alternatively between each pipe; local increase in the 
temperature of the gas to relieve the stresses from frost heave; 
localized freezing to accelerate the growth of the frost bulb so 
that the frost front beneath the pipe penetrates rapidly to a 
depth where the overburden pressure is close to the shut-off 
pressure; and use of slip joints or pliant clay around the pipe 
to reduce pipe stresses where critical differential heave is 
anticipated. 

Arctic Gas concluded from their test data that the max
imum shut-off pressure in the field would be in the range of 
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4,000 to 5,000 pounds per squarr' foot (psf) and the primary 
mitigative measures would include either deep burial, or a 
non-erodable surcharge berm with maximum height of about 
10 feet or some combination of both measures. to limit the 
heaving to an amount acceptable from engineering and 
environmental viewpoints. They also indicated that berm 
heights of over 11 feet, and burial deeper than 15 feet, were 
impractical. 

Arctic Gas and Foothills said that, before construction, they 
will identify areas of potential frost heave along the route and 
decide on specific measures to limit it. For this purpose, they 
have characterized the potentia I for frost heaving of a number 
of terrain types. They also propose to determine the distri
bution of unfrozen soils along the route by geophysical 
profiling immediately after right-of-way clearing. Arctic Gas 
claim that their geophysical profiling has successfully 
distinguished between frozen and unfrozen ground. 

On October 7, 1976, Northern Engineering Services, engi
neering consultants to Arctic Gas, informed both this Inquiry 
and the National Energy Board of a previously undetected 
leak in their laboratory test equipment. This flaw seriously 
affects the validity of the test results used to predict the shut
off pressures for various soil types. In their evidence, Northern 
Engineering Services stated that the shut-off pressures may 
exceed 7,000-10,000 psf, which is significantly higher than 
their initial estimate. 

In February 1977, Arctic Gas filed with the National 
Energy Board information regarding their plans for control
ling frost heave. In this evidence they conceded that, for 
virtually all soils to be crossed by the refrigerated pipeline, the 
depth of burial and the height of berm required to control 
frost heave would exceed practical limits. Moreover, Arctic 
Gas indicated, for the first time, that frost heave would be a 
problem where the pipe passes through shallow permaforst. 

According to the new plans presented with the foregoing 
evidence, insulated pipe with heat trace would be used in all 
overland sections where the ground is unfrozen, or where 
permafrost is less then 15 feet thick. Heat probes would be 
used to prevent the build-up of ice lenses where permafrost is 
15 feet or more thick. At river crossings in frost susceptible 
soils, a heavy casing would be placed around the insulated 
pipe and heating cables would also be used. Foothills, on the 
other hand, propose to use insulation, with replacement of 
frost susceptible materials, to control frost heave. There are, 
however, no experimental or field observations to confirm 
that Foothills' approach will work. 

A review of all available evidence reveals a number of 
uncertainties and concerns. First. it is apparent that the 
phenomenon of frost heave is not wdl-understood. and that a 
reliable prediction of frost heave magnitude under various 
terrain conditions is not yet possible. The major redesign of 
frost heave mitigative measures by Arctic Cas during the 
hearings reflects this prohh!m. An erroneous prediction 
resulted in an unsuitable initial design. 
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The absence of 1~mpirical verification of frost heave 
predictive methods, the lack of information on the behaviour 
of pipeline insulating materials, and tlw lack of precedent for 
frost heave under op,rating conditions make it difficult to 
examine the effectiveness of the redesigned mitigative 
measures, including insulation and heat tracing. proposed by 
Arctic Gas. There is also some concern about the environ men· 
tal effect of the 1~xtensive overhead electrical transmission 
syst!~m required for h<!at tracing. However, the criteria for 
r"d"sign of frost heave mitigative measures focus on the 
elimination of frost heave in most areas, which appears to be a 
prudent approach at this time. 

Performance of the insulated pipe proposed by Foothills is 
particularly sensitive to design errors and standards of 
construction. The design philosophy is to limit the penetration 
of the frost front to a depth of about 2.5 feet below the 
insulation, and, where necessary, to replace the frost suscepti· 
ble soil within this depth with non·frost susceptible material. 
Should the frost front penetrate beyond this depth and into 
frost susceptible material, the resulting total and differential 
heave, because of relatively low overburden pressure and 
close proximity to the pipe, could be greater than would have 
been experienced without insulation. Ttw initial performance 
of such a pipe could be deceptive in that it may take sev<!ral 
years for heave problems to develop; once started, however. 
th<!y could advance rapidly. 

To date, insufficient information exists on where critical 
conditions for differential heave will be encountered in the 
field. It is uncertain if the worst conditions were understood 
and allowed for in the analysis. In extreme cases, lack of 
information could result in increased maintenance over the 
life of the pipeline. with alt<!ndant environmental 
im pi ica lions. 

Furthermore, no full·scale tests have been carried out to 
assess the problem of differential heave. Th" Calgary field 
tests were conducted in nearly homogeneous soils, and total 
h<!ave only was measured. Evidence P"'""nt<!d at th<! Inquiry 
"'vealed a concern that the devdoping frost bulb in th" 
prototype \VCmld have both strong and weak sections, 
d<!pending upon the heterogeneity of the surrounding soil. 
and that any pipe deformations would be concentrated in the 
vveak sections. The concern is apparently unresolved at this 
tim£!. 

Although it is g"n"rally agreed that ic" h'nsing and hcav" 
can occur in soil alr<!ady frozen, that is, bd1ind th" frost front, 
dS well as in soil as it freezes. experts discJgree on whet!H:r or 
not this phenomenon is of engineering significance to the 
pipeline over the long term. The study of water migration in 
frozen soils is a new area of research, and the disagrecnwnt 
""ults in part from a lack of scientific knnw ledge. 

7. Bccuuse the isstw.<; involved in the geolechnicol uspecls of 
Uw e11gineering OIHl cons/ruction of /he pipclirw arc unprvr:c
dented. und because I he clf:tuiled P-xperience goined by those 

ossocioted with the Mackenzie Volley Pipeline is unusually 
valuoblc both in itself and (JS " base for further necessary 
inves!igotions and studies, the Company and the Agency 
should make a sincere effort to use the existing expertise. At 
the same time, the Inquiry has shown !he merits of new and 
indcpendt~nt appraisal, and this should be encouraged 
throughout the geotechnical design "nd review process. 

B. The Company should adopt an approach to unprecedented 
geotechnical issues that will ensure a suitably conservative 
design. ln particular, the design and construction contract 
arrangements for the project. should be flexible enough to 
permit substontioJ changes as more understanding is acquired 
of geotechnic"l conditions and techniques. 

9. Emphasis should be placed now on further theoretical and 
field investigation into the effectiveness of insulation plus heat 
!racing in controlling frost hmve. 

10. The field drilling progwrn and geophysical profiling 
should be completed before the final design phase. Detailed 
subsurfocc investigations should be carried out at locations 
typical of those where severe differential heave is anticipated. 

The Location of the Southern Limit of Refrigeration 
The main reason for refrig,rating the gas below the freezing 
point of water is to prevent permafrost regression and 
associated environmental and thaw·settlement problems. In 
northern areas where th<! pipcline passes through predomi· 
nantly ice·rich permafrost, potential problems caused by 
thawing of the ground are a more serious consideration than 
any probl<!ms that could arise from frost heave in occasional 
segments of unfrozen ground. In such areas, the merit of 
chilling the gas is obvious. In the southern part of the 
discontinuous permafrost zone, however. the amount of 
unfrozen material along the pipeline route increases to the 
point wh<!re potential problems from frost heaving are more 
serious than problems associated with the thawing of 
permafrost. Therefore, it is nec,ssary to establish a geographic 
limit for rd rigeration that is, in <!fleet, a trade·off between the 
problems caused by chilling and the problems caused by 
thawing of permafrost. 

A final tb;ision on the location of the limit of chilled gas 
transmission is difficult to make. During the Inquiry, Arctic 
Gas chang"d their southern limit, which meant that the gas 
tcmperalurt~ would have remained below freezing to a point 
approximatdy 50 miles south of the Northwest Territories
Alberta border. Following the discovery of the flaw in their 
freezing test apparatus, Arctic Gas again mov"d the southern 
limit of refrigeration, this time to a point north of Fort 
Simpson. This change meant that the section south of Fort 
Simpson would be kept abov" rather than below freezing, and 
any permafrost encountered would be thawed. To maintain 
pipe stability wher<! this thawing occurs, Arctic Gas proposed 
deep burial of th" pip<!; and. in critical locations, they 



proposed supporting the buried pipe on piles fixed in stable 
material beneath the thawed area. 

Foothills reported that their tentative location for the limit 
of chilling is just southmst of Fort Simpson. Drilling anrl 
terrain analysis fmm this point towards the Alberta border 
for a distance of approximatdy 100 miles indicates that one
third of the route is in permafrost. Some of this permafrost 
can be expected to have high ice content and, therefore, to be 
thaw unstable. Foothills' consultants, and the National 
Energy Board have concluded that additional exploration 
work is necessary before a fimll design for thaw settlement is 
prepared. 

A review of the evidence indicates to me that neitlwr 
pipeline company has sufficient field information on which to 
base a final decision on the best location for a southern limit of 
chilling. Sufficient information may not be available until 
construction begins and evidence is obtained from an 
examination of the trench walls. Furthermore, the two 
companies have not developed a "trade-off" approach that 
will mitigate tho adverse effects of chilling and not chilling. 
Although they investigated the problems of chilling, 1\rctic 
Gas have not thoroughly investigated the problems resulting 
from thaw settlement. There is evidence that problems 
resulting from permafrost thaw could occur over a longer 
period of time, and hence involve greater maintenance than 

those problems associated with frost heave. As well, surface 
ponding caused by settlement could result in thaw conditions 
more adverse than those predicted. For this reason, a wrong 
choice for the southern limit of chilling would increase tlw 
need for maintenance and thus the environmental impact. 

11. Areas where significont thow seUlement ond frost lwuvc 
could occur should be reliobly identified by the Compony. 
Before construction, meosures for reducing the impocl of I how 
settlement should be studied in detoil one/ submitted to the 
Agency for opprnvol. Where necessory to resolve technicol 
problems related to frost heove one/ thow sel!lenwnl, tlw 
Company should conduct supporting field tests to the solisfoc
lion of the Agency. 

12. Bused on dctoilcd fidd studies, tlw Compony should usc 
conservotivn design procticns to sdcct n tentotivc sou/horn 

limit of rcfrigcmtion. This limit is a locution south of which 
the need for cooling equipment is considered remote, using 

thaw settlement designs with a high factor of sofcty. If 
necessory o fino/ decision on the location of the limit of 
chilling should be postponed until construction, when midi
tiona/ detailed soils datu will be available. 

13. The design of the cooling equipment should be such I hot 
the locution of the southern limit of gas cooled below O'C can 
be modified, depending upon the behaviour of the pipeline 
when in operation. 

Ceo Icc I! I! ir :u 1 ( :1 1 ns id L' m I io I!S l: IG 

Cunfirmotion of Design Assumptions During 
Com;tructiun 
Arctic Cas planned to prepare design nwnllllls <lnd li!hlcs lhal 
vvill sp!!cify tht! mitigative measures n~quin~d for si!c-spt~cific 
fcalun~s such as terrain type and line kmpcrallll'c.llccilusc it 
is impossible to anticipate all tcnain ctmdilions, llw.v fH'opt)St~ 
a design-change manual that will he avail<lhlc IH)fon) 
cons! ruction begins. This manual is inlcndt~d to cover Jllosl of 
thr! changes found necessary because actual conditions di!Tt~r 
significantly from those anticipalc)d before the start of 
cons! ruction. 

As I said earlier, Arctic Cas intended to identify !host! 
locations where permafrost is not prcscnl by unrlcrlaking 
w~uphysical pmfiling shortly after tht: pipdinc right-of-way 
has IH!t!n cl1~ared. They also intended to catalogue permafrost 
and soil conditions adjacent to and along the right-of-way. 
and to record, on a mile-by·-mile basis. geotechnical conditions 
in the ditchwall. The frequency of recorded ohst!rvations in 
the ditch will he determined by tlw natur"l v<ll'iilhility of 
com! i I ions and pot1~ntially trou bksomt~ sect ions. 

UJl(kr the schedule proposed by Arctic C:ils. tlu: pip<:line 
would he constructed in three wintc!r st!asons. t!;H:h st:ason 
hdng three to five months long. During each winlcr st:ason. 
tlwy propose to construct a maximum of 450 miles of' pipr:lint~ 
in lhn~e spreads in the discontinuous pcrmafrosl area. Thus, 
an avt!rag!! of some 3.75 miles of pip1!linc per day an: to In! 
inspected; problem areas vvill be identified <Jnd appmpria!J) 
dt~sign changes implemented hy cxpt!ricnc:ed gcolt:chnical 
ins(l!!ctors. 

With the rapid pace of construction. it may he difficult to 
'"""re that all geotechnical problem am<S arc dctccterl and 
;ulcquattdy dealt with. Even an examination of the ditch 
walls may not be sufficient. While the mile-by-mile inspec
tion of the ditch will be helpful. it will not indica!<: the natur<! 
of the soil below the bottom of the ditch. The presene<! of frost 
susceptible material may not be established during construc
tion. Furthermore, very highly experienced personnel may 
havt~ difficulty identifying the nature of frozen soils in a 
ln,nch wall. Finally, it may be difficult to meet th<: d~:mand for 
~~xperit!nced geotechnical inspectors. For these reasons, l'rozt!n 
Sf)i Is, fn1st susc!!pti hit! material, and areas of cl i llr)rr~n I i<J I IH~a vc 
and thaw settlement may go undetected. 

14. The Compuny should demonslmte, wd/ in wlvuncc of 
cons/ ruc/ ion, how it proposes to cope will! //11~ prohh1m of 
selecting, orgonizing and odministering consfrw:lion control 
ond inspection personnel. (See Project Regulation and 
Review.) 

15. The Com pony should hove on site. os th<: work proc~JIJds. 
on udequutc teum of geotechnicul personnel ~villi /he uppro
priule experience to muke decisions on tlw need for dusign 
modificutions or for further invcsligulion. This lewn siHJJlid /Je 

efficiently orgunized ond hove u working urmngenw11/ with 
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contructors thut will ensure prompt imp/ementotion of the 
correct design modifications. 

16. Before finu/ design, the Company should dcmonstrote to 
the Agency thot its investigutions of soil conditions o/ong the 
route huve been sufTicicntly detuilcd to permit the prcpurution 
of u design thor is reliub/c ond that would require a minirnum 
of changes in the field. The design engineers should develop u 
systematic fcedboch of dota from the geotechnical field 
inspector's Jugging during construction to confirm previous 
exploration of soil conditions and the site-specific design 
measures. 

17. To ensure thot there is a satisfoctory mechanism for the 
prompt identification of problem areas and implementation of 
design chonges, an independent review of the field organi
zation for engineering supervision and construction control 
should be undertaken periodim//y by the Agency as construc
tion proceeds. 

Monitoring of Frost Heave After Construction 
Both Arctic Gas and Foothills stated that they will monitor 
the pipeline in all areas where frost heave may occur, and 
Arctic Gas will also monitor all areas south of the limit of 

·refrigeration where frozen soils may thaw. 
To measure pipe curvature, Arctic Gas intended to use 

inclinometers or settlement profilers at river crossings, and 
risers or other conventional survey techniques in overland 
areas. They also intended to check the pipeline visually at 
regular intervals and to use aerial photographs. They estimate 
that extensive monitoring of frost heave would be required 
over a 400-mile length, although this calculation may now 
have changed because of their frost heave redesign. 

Because most differential heave will normally occur in the 
initial years of operation, both pipeline companies recognize 
that frequent monitoring may be required during these years. 
The proposed methods of pipeline monitoring may not be 
suitable for the frequency of observation that may be required 
during the initial year or two of operation. Some sections of 
the pipeline may require monitoring monthly. Visual inspec
tions and surveying risers are not only time-consuming and 
potentially difficult in winter months, they may not detect all 
locations where differential heave is causing significant 
change in pipe curvature. If monitoring is not effective or if it 
is not carried out frequently enough, problem areas may 
develop undetected, or with insufficient lead time to plan 
permanent remedial measures. Thus emergency situations 
may arise, with associated environmental problems. 

18. The performance of the pipe should be monitored by the 
Company on a routine basis in accordance with a schedule 
approved by the Agency. This schedule should allow for 
frequent inspections during the first years of operation, with 
the frequency of monitoring reduced thereafter, depending on 
the observed behaviour. 

19. A study of alternate methods for monitoring the perform
once of the pipeline, porticularly those methods that are 
feasible for frequent observations, should he curried out by the 
Cornpuny to the satisfaction of the Agency. The usc of an 
instrumented "smart pig," a device that con detect changes in 
pipe curvature at frequent intervals, is unespcciully promising 
n/ternative and should be given o high priority. 

20. Because the monitoring program is wit.hout precedent, 
and hecouse it is an important aspect of the project from on 
engineering and environmental point of view, hath the 
intended procedure and the results of the progrorn should be 
thoroughly reviewed and approved by the Agency. 

Slope Stability 

Slope stability problems involve complex geotechnical con
siderations that were discussed in some detail at the Inquiry. 
For the purposes of this report, slope failures in permafrost 
soils are divided into two categories: shallow failures 
involving thawed soils, and deep-seated failures involving 
frozen and thawed soils. 

Typical of shallow failures arc skin flows, which involve 
movement of the active layer - the zone of soil above the 
permafrost that freezes and thaws seasonally - over the top 
of the permafrost. Skin flows occur in many types of terrain 
and can be caused by even minor disturbances, such as 
clearing of the right-of-way. They may also occur in the 
backfill placed above buried pipe in sloping ground. Arctic 
Gas stated: "While this type of landslide cannot immediately 
threaten the integrity of the pipeline. it has been studied in 
considerable detail because, if left unchecked, unsafe condi
tions may develop after several thaw seasons" (Northern 
Engineering Services Co. Ltd., Some Aspects of Natural Slope 
Stobility in Permafrost in Relation to the Applicants' Pro
posed Pipeline, 1974, p. 3). 

Deep-seated slides involve displacement of a large mass in 
the form of blocks of relatively intact material. In the 
Mackenzie Valley, these slides have affected slopes in the 
range of 100 to 260 feet high, with an overall slope angle after 
failure of 9.5' to 20'. Such a large slope failure on the pipeline 
right-of-way would likely lead to breakage of the pipe. 

Creep of frozen soils is a form of slope movement not 
normally categorized as slope failure. It involves the downhill 
movement of relatively intact material at a very slow rate. 

21. In deciding on the pipeline right-of-way alignment and 
Gny subsequent changes that may become necessary during 
construction, the Company shall avoid, wherever possible, 
areas of questionable slope stability. Before construction, the 
Company shall demonstrate, to the satisfaction of the Agency, 
that it has undertaken adequate field surveys of the route to 
ensure the identification of unstable areas that might be 



affected by project activities and that the necessory mitigative 
measures have been developed. 

A review of the available slope stability information 
indicates four broad areas of concern: prediction of flow slide 
activity; behaviour of deep-seated landslides; effect of 
interference of subsurface drainage; and creep of ice-rich 
slopes. 

Flow Slide Activity 
Skin flows will likely be the common form of slope instability 
to occur along the pipeline right-of-way. Both Arctic Gas and 
Foothills have stated that the direct geotechnical and 
environmental implications of skin flow failures are not 
severe. However, if these failures should occur to a greater 
degree than anticipated, and if they are left untreated, 
additional permafrost regression and subsidence may occur 
and significant erosion could develop as a result of surface 
run-off. 

Arctic Gas stated that "skin flows can occur for a wide 
variety of reasons but recent research has stressed the 
dominant influence of thawing in promoting instability" 
(Canadian Arctic Gas Pipeline Ltd., Responses to National 
Energy Board for Additional Information, Vol. V, No.4, Q.B, 
p. 4). Accordingly, they have developed a method of analysis 
based upon the theory of thaw-consolidation. This theory is 
concerned with the development of excess water pressure in 
the pores of a thawing soil; it considers the rate at which 
water is produced by thaw with the rate at which water can 
be squeezed out of the thawed soil. Excess pore water 
pressures can result in slope failures. For the purpose of 
analysis, a slope stability equation was developed to permit 
computation of the factor of safety against sliding. Although 
Arctic Gas recognizes other mechanisms that also control skin 
flows, they have not evaluated them in detail. 

By using the slope stability equation and the theory behind 
it, Arctic Gas intend to identify all potential areas of flow, 
slide or backfill instability. This equation is also basic to the 
design of the proposed stabilization measures, and if this 
equation does not correctly predict actual field behaviour, 
numerous areas of instability may appear unexpectedly. The 
slope stability equation is based on the thaw-consolidation 
theory. Although this theory is supported by valid reasoning 
and laboratory research, there is only one well-documented 
case history, which is contained in "An Analysis of the 
Performance of a Warm-Oil Pipeline in Permafrost, lnuvik, 
N.W.T." by Morgenstern and Nixon. The authors conclude: 
"Clearly many more well-documented case histories arc 
required for differing soil and thermal conditions to increase 
the level of confidence in the application of the theory" 
(p. 208). 

Foothills have challenged the approach taken by Arctic 
Gas. They argue that the natural variability of the parameters 
required in the thaw-consolidation theory can be so great as 
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to render the theory unreliable and of doubtful practical 
value. Other witnesses before the Inquiry expressed similar 
criticisms. Foothills have emphasized field observation and 
measurement of actual pore pressures, but have not carried 
out sufficient field work to demonstrate the practicability of 
their approach. 

22. The Company should conduct detailed field studies on a 
number of selected flow slides to consider the effect of 
variation in topography, slide geometry, soil type and cause. 
The purpose of this work should be to clarify and extend 
undcrstonding of flow slide mechonisms in relation to the 
construction and operation of the pipeline. 

23. The Com pony should develop a plan for reliobly detecting 
the occurrence of flow slides along and adjacent to the 
pipeline right-of-way. Monitoring during construction and 
operation should be carried out by Company experts experi
enced in the investigation and assessment of slope stobility 
hazards in permafrost terrain. 

The Behaviour of Deep-seated Landslides 
The pipeline route crosses several relatively high, steep slopes, 
usually at river crossings where there is a possibility that a 
large, deep-seated slope failure may occur. Arctic Gas identify 
33 slopes that are higher than 100 feet and have slope angles 
greater than 9°. They believe that not all 33 slopes arc 
susceptible to deep-seated failure, because other factors that 
they consider to be necessary for failure are absent. 

The stability of these slopes is assessed using the same basic 
geotechnical techniques and principles employed in non
permafrost areas. Some modification of these principles is 
required where the ground is completely or partially frozen. 
A number of the aspects of deep-seated landslides in 
permafrost areas are not well-understood, and their beha
viour is apparently unique to frozen ground. In particular, 
uncertainty exists about the magnitude of available strength 
along potential failure surfaces within frozen ground, and the 
role of potentially high pore pressures at the permafrost base. 

There are no well-documented case histories. The only 
published analysis of such a slide is found in "The Stability of 
Slopes in Frozen Soil, Mackenzie Valley, N.W.T." by McRob
erts and Morgenstern, and it is based on circumstantial 
evidence about the soil and thermal condition of the materials 
actually involved in the slide; as well it lacks topographic 
data and pore pressure measurements. McRoberts and 
Morgenstern concluded; 

Geomorphological evidence and experience during drilling at a 
slide on the Mountain River suggest that substantial pore 
pressures exist \Vithin the unfrozen materials beneath the 
permafrost. Unfortunately attempts to measure these pore 
pressures have not been successful and data obtained in the 
future will be of considerable value in this regard. [p. 572] 

Although the preliminary studies conducted by Arctic Gas 
and their consultants indicate that the deep-seated failure 
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mode can be successfully analyzed using the approach 
indicated. definite conclusions regarding the reliability of the 
approach must await the collection of more field evidenC<!. If a 
critical condition is overlooked, either hecause fit:ld data are 
inadequate. or because the failun~ mechanisms arc not fully 
understood. the ensuing landslide would lead to nngirwering 
and environmental problems. A large landslide. which could 
occur rapidly and without apparent warning. might result in 
emergency repairs with attrmdant environmental damage. 

24. The Compony shoJI investigulc ond onu/yze in d(!luil 
every slope olong the right-of-woy with a potentio/ for deep
seated instability. Such slopes should he selected conserv
otive/y to ensure that polentiol fuilure orcm; hove nof hcen 
overlooked. Because of the lock of detoiled investigolions of 
deep-seated landslides involving frozen nwterio/, geolechni
cal investigotions to assess the stobility of Uw higher slopes 
along the route should be more intensive them those normo//y 
undertaken for simi/nr situulions intJ0/1-fl(~rmofrosf. urcus. 

25. Becouse of the lock of prer:edrmt in ono/yzing high, steep 
slopes involving frozen muleriuls, tlw dcsig11 for uny protec
tive or remedial meosures such os benning should involve u 
higher safety factor and o generu//y mom conservulivc design 
than is usual for non-pernwfros/ un~us. 

Effect of Interference of Subsurface Drainage 
Where the chilled pipdine crosses slopes in non-pennafrost 
areas, the frost bulb will disrupt the natural subsurface !low 
of water. It is conceivable that. under some conditions, 
especially where the pipe lim! is on a cross slope, the pres<! nee 
of the frost bulb could cause a significant increase in vvatcr 
pressures upslope from the piprJine. Any resultant landslide 
would tend to occur unexpectedly, and the slick r:oulrl he large 
enough to threaten the integrity of the pipe or to cause 
environmental problems. Emergency nwasurcs muy also he 
required, \Vith their attendant <~nvironm<!nlal' prohl<!ms. 

The possibility of slope failures that result from inl!!rfer
ence with subsurface drainag<! has not IH!{~n adcquat{!ly 
considered by either pipeline company. 

26. The Compony shall dr:sign onrl test the fcnsihi/ity of 
methods for relieving suhsurfuce woter pressun!s 011 I he uphill 
side of the frost bulb. During constructiott, gcotcclltlir:u/ field 
personnel should he (!WOre of !his potentiu/lruzttn/. Evirlcttcc 
of significont subsu rfoce seepoge od jw:f!lll lo t/w righ I -of- wuy 
should be reported, unci protect ivc me!Jsurcs should lw 
implemented as required. 

Creep of Ice-rich Slopes 
Although initial thcordical work indicates that. under som{! 
circumstances. ice-rich permafrost soils on slopes can crm!p a 
significant amount over a number of years. then! is little 
evidence to show whether or not this acutally takt:s place in 
the field. It is recognized. hoW{!\'C:I'. that the cru!p would 

probably be most significant on the steeper slopes or soils that 
have a relatively high ice content. Creep may thus be an 
important consideration at only a limited number of locations. 

Creep movements. if they do occur, would likely proceed at 
a relatively slow rate. It is probable, therefore, that suitable 
field instrumentation could detect such movements at an 
early stage and suitable remedial measures could be imple
mented before the pipeline is affected. 

Arctic Gas believe that creep would likely not be a 
significant factor affecting the pipeline: nevertheless, they 
have proposed a numher of methods to overcome the problem 
if it should occur. In 1975, they initiated a testing program to 
determine the creep properties of a range of frozen soils. Other 
studies done previously were reportedly carried out at higher 
stress levels than would be encountered on the pipeline. The 
purpose of the testing program is to provide data for "less 
conservative final designs" (Canadian Arctic Gas Pipeline 
Ltd. "Written Direct Testimony, Phase 1A, National Energy 
Board Hearing," Exhibit N- AG-3-81, Sec. 4. p. 12). 

The two pipeline companies have not stated how they 
would identify areas where significant creep might be 
anticipated. Given the lack of field information on the creep 
behaviour of ice-rich slopes, it is unlikely that any reliable 
method to anticipate creep now exists. Arctic Gas have 
recognized the need for designs to combat slope creep, but 
they have so far discussed only concepts: and no specific data 
"xist on the effectiveness of these concepts. 

27. Tire Company's research into the creep of ice-rich slopes 
should continue until the Agency feels that sufficient informa
tion exists to make a confident engineering prediction of those 
slopes wit.h o potential for significant creep movements. 

28. !\ detailed onnua/ inspection of a// slopes that may be 
unslob/e shu// be included in the postconstruction monitoring 
progrum. In their monitoring, the Company sho/1 make use of 
slope instrumentotion techniques acceptable to the Agency. 

Pipe Uplift Problems Unrelated to Freezing 

Tlw pipeline companies considered two potential causes of 
pipe uplift not related to chilling of the gas: buoyancy, and 
pipe stresses that result from the thermal expansion of the 
pipe and from the high gas pressure. 

An analysis of Arctic Gas alignment sheets indicates that a 
potential buoyancy problem may exist along 44 percent -at 
most - of the route from Richard's Island to the Alberta 
border. In non-permafrost terrain, buO)'ancy problems may 
occur in rivers, open bodies of water. muskegs. peat swamps 
and low-lying flat areas that have a high water table. In 
p{~rmafrost terrain. additional buoyancy problems may occur 
in h<:acled streams, thcrmokarst ponds and icc-rich slopes. As 
identified by Arctic Gas. the three basic conditions under 
which buoyancy could occur are: open water flotation, for 



example, water crossings or wherever free watm is encoun
tered in the ditch; delayed flotation following naturalllooding 
of a backfilled ditch where there is inadequate n:sistancc to 
uplift; and pipe flotation following the melting of permafrost 
in silty or organic soils that have a high ice content. 

In their application, Arctic Gas listed seven nwthods of 
restraining buoyant pipe; nevertheless, they have slated that, 
except for open water areas, they will rely as much as possible 
on deep burial of the pipeline. They intend to make limited 
use of anchors. 

There are basically three consequences of uplift clue to 
buoyancy. Uplift before pipeline start-up will interfere with 
the schedule; uplift south of the limit of chilling, during 
operation, may interrupt surface drainage and necessitate the 
mobilization of a substantial work force and a temporary 
shut-down of the pipeline; finally, uplift after abandonment 
would interrupt surface drainage with its attcnrlant environ
men tal problems. 

Uplift due to stresses in the pipe, induced by temperature 
changes and high gas pressure, can occur where the pipe 
bends, but it is a particular concern at overbends- perpendic
ular bends in the pipe, such as at the top of a hilL Although a 
very real problem, the portion of the pipeline likely to be 
affected is believed to be considerably less than the portion 
affected by flotation. Uplift from this cause could affect the 
construction schedule and interrupt surface drainage. 

Design of Control Measures 
Pipe flotation problems are a well-known difficulty in the 
pipeline industry. l was told about a portion of the Pointed 
Mountain Pipeline located in muskeg that floated in tlw first 
year after completion of the pipeline: the saddle weights had 
slipped off the pipe. A group of Canadian experts that 
included members of my staff visited the Soviet Union in 
October 1975, and in Northern Russia they observed sections 
of large diameter pipeline floating with inadequate weights. 

The problem of re-installing an uplifted or floating pipe is a 
serious one, and Arctic Gas have stated that they intend to 
avoid the problem by taking a conservative design approach; 
they arc depending primarily on burial to control overland 
buoyancy problems. The selection of design value for the 
submerged unit weight of the backfill placed over the pipe is a 
critical aspect of the present design approach. For backfill 
soils with submerged unit weight in the 20 to 40 pounds per 
cubic foot range- a range that is common - the size of the 
backfill mound and its integrity, particularly with regard to 
erosion of the mounds and slumping of icc-rich backfill, are 
criticaL A design approach vulnerable to change in field 
conditions may cause frequent pipe flotations in areas where 
soil conditions differ only moderately from those assumed 
during design. In view of this, Arctic Gas' safety factor of 1.25 
is probably too low. 

It is also apparent that some backfill soils will thaw and 
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behave as a thick slurry. This problem may go unrecognized 
when the soil is in the frozen state. The work Norllwrn 
Engineering Services carriPd out for Arctic Cas in August 
1974 (Depth of Overburden Cnver over the Pipe und Pipe 
Anchorage, Technicul uml Cost CoiJsiderulions) is not appli
cable because it would lead to a result on the unsafe side. 

It is important to b1!a!' in mind that pipP- flotation normally 
occurs during thaw Sl!asons. This means that. if emergency 
repairs became necessary. they woulrl have to he ca1Ti1!d out 
during a period that is usually difficult from a logistics and 
environmental standpoint. 

Although the potential for pipe flotation could be severe 
south of the limit of refrigeration, ndther pipf~linc company 
has investigated this aspf~ct in any detail. Most of tlwir work 
has involved the potential for uplift bdore slart-upnorth of 
Hw limit of chilling. 

Although uplift and exposure of the pipeline cotdd pose 
serious engineering prohkms, in some areas tuwurds !he 
south it may be possible, from an engineering standpoint. to 
tolerate an uplift condition. However, there may wt~ll ht~ 
unacceptable environmental ramifications if the condition 
goes unattended for any length of time. 

The design of field pipe bends must take into account 
unprecedented gas pressures and thermal conditions in a 
large diameter pipe. Faulty pipe bends, if not identified during 
pressure testing, will likely become evident immedialt!ly 
upon start-up. The risk of problems developing from !his 
source should lessen after start-up. 

29, The Company should conduct detailed drilling ood ro11le 
investigations to identify the Jocot.ion of those wu1s rectuiring 
uplift control meusures not reluted to freezing, ond to 
determine the most suituble design. In particular, uplift d11e to 
buoyoncy should be tc1kcn into or:count when selecling Uw 
southern limit of chilling. 

30. Greater emphasis should be placed on the depth of pipe 
buried in arcus subiect to uplift caused by buoyancy. 1'hc wst
benefil approach initiated by Arctic Cos should he expuncbl 
to cdlow for foctors such as the cost of design unct;rluinl ies, 
possible effects on schedules and maintenance costs. 

31. The prudent approach to the design of buoyoncy coni rols 
and pipe bends is the use of a suitably high foetor of sofety. 
The Compony should consider the use of a varying sufcl.y 
foetor with reference to the reliability and dctoil of site 
informotion, nnd Llw loco/ consequences of uplift- or lmoywu:y. 

Design Mudif'icatiun During Construction 
The selection and dt~sign of buoyancy control mcasun~s 
depends upon site conditions. Decisions will be made wt!ll 
ahead of construction on the measures to be used wlwre 
buoyancy problems may occur. For example, Arctic Cas have 
already decided to usc a continuous wire-reinfore~~rl concrdt! 
jacket for the twin 36-inch lines at river crossings. 

Despite the additional subsurface investigations to be 
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carried out along the route prior to detailed design, it is 
reasonabl1~ to expect that some buoyancy problem arcus nut 
irll)ntifit)d at the design stage will be encountered during 
construction. Under the proposed construction schedule, such 
areas would have to be identified by field inspectors, and 
apprupriat!! design changes implemented. 

With t)w rapid pace of construction, it will he rlifficult to 
ensure that all potential areas of pipe buoyancy not identified 
during design are recognized, and the IWC!!ssary design 
changes implemented. Because of the great demand for 
gcott,chnical inspectors on this project, they may not be 
sufficiently experienced to detect, under wint<:r conditions, 
changes in site conditions significant enough to affect pipe 
buoyancy and pipe bend design. 

32. Becuuse it is desirable to limit the possibilifir!s of pipe 
uplift, the Company should examine, from the slmulpoin/. of 
buoyoncy control, the difficulties ossocioted with field check
ing and inspection. The Company should r.Jcmonstwle to the 
satisfoction of the Agency how it in/ends to overcome these 
difficuliics. There is a need, for exomple, to csloiJJish loco/ 
guidelines to assist the inspectors in recognizing und cvnlunt
ing, under winter conditions. site focts thnt ore conducive to 
pipe uplift. 

Monitoring and Remedial Measures 
Even with a proper design approach and effective field 
control, it is possible that areas with potential buoyancy 
problems will be overlooked during design and construction. 

Significant changes can also occur during operation; for 
example, erosion and slumping of the backfill mound, and the 
melting of permafrost south of the limit of refrigeration, could 
result in buoyancy problems. llecause most problems arc 
expected to arise during the initial years of operation, the 
pipeline companies propose to include in their monitoring 
program an inspection of all aspects related to buoyancy. 

33. The Com puny should study in detail the engineering and 
environmentol problems that could result from on uplifted or 
floating pipe, the feasibility of vorious remedial meosures, and 
the impact of these meusurcs on the environment. 

Buoyancy of Pipe Following Abandonment 
Roth Arctic Gas and Foothills propose to leave the pipe in the 
ground following abandonment. They have suggested that 
those portions of the pipe that may become buoyant could be 
filled with water. This concept has not been studied in detail. 
In one sense, any buoyancy problems that might develop after 
abandonment have the greatest potential for adverse impact, 
because it is not yet decided who will be responsible for 
remedial actions. Without decisions and agreements in this 
area, problems may well go unattended. 

34. Before start-up of the pipeline, the Company should 
submit to the Agency a detailed plan on the problems and 
remedial measures for pipe flotation after obondonment. 

35. The Agency and the Company should reach a formol 
ngreement on who will he responsible for any necessary 
remedial actions ufter pipeline abandonment, ond on how 
these actions will be funded. 
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Ground Surface Preparation 

Terrain disturbance is an inevitable consequence of a 
construction project such as the proposed pipeline, but this 
disturbance need not be environmentally unacceptable if 
adequate mitigative measures are followed. In this and the 
following sections, I discuss clearing and grading techniques 
that will reduce environmental damage. Attention is concen
trated on the pipeline right-of-way and on access roads to 
borrow pits, quarries and the sites of facilities associated with 
the pipeline. 

The borrow pits, quarries and the sites of pipeline facilities 
arc themselves not of great concern in this context. By their 
very nature, these locations will be reshaped and they will, 
therefore, require major rehabilitation measures that will go 
well beyond the ameliorative measures required by areas that 
have been cleared and graded. The pits and quarries will not 
normally he opened in materials that arc erosion- or thaw
sensitive. The sites of facilities can be relocated to some extent 
to minimize terrain damage, and, in addition, the surface of 
these sites will be protected by pads of granular fill. 

The pipeline right-of-way and the access roads to it are 
different: they are continuous and they must have smooth, 
hard, working surfaces throughout their length to permit the 
transportation of supplies and the operation of specialized 
mechanical equipment. They will cross areas of sensitive 
ground and areas with vegetation that arc important either as 
wildlife habitat or as commercial timber. Sometimes such 
areas can be avoided by changing the alignment of the 
pipeline, hut often other solutions, such as those I discuss in 
this section, are required. 

1. Some disturhuncc to terruin is incvituble, so the cnviron
mcnto1 objective during clearing om/ grmling shed/ be to adopt 
the mel hods ond schedules of work to mi nimizv dist u rho nee to 
the vegdolion ond the ground surfuce. Purliculor attention 
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shcd11w given to areas in which cuts ore required in the crest of 
slopes, in valley walls and in the hunks of rivers ond strcoms. 

The first step towards minimizing disturbance is the 
construction of the pipeline during winter. The many 
advantages of winter construction arc discussed throughout 
this report, but the principal advantage is that the ground is 
frozen and snow covered and it is, therefore, able to withstand 
the passage of heavy traffic without st~VPrt! damage to 
vcgdation and terrain. 

The usual procedure for laying pipe in winter begins with 
the removal of vegetation and grading to provide a suitablc 
ground surface on which to work. This procedure is unsuit
able in the North because of widespread fine-grained and ice
rich soil. There, care must be t[]kcn to preserve the lowt!r 
vegetation and organic mat so that disturbance of the 
permafrost is kept to a minimum. In this way it is possible to 
avoid engineering and environmentc.J! problems associated 
with slumping and thermal degradation of the ground 
surface. Other special procedures, such as snow access roads 
and snow working surfaces, have been developed to avoid 
damaging the permafrost. These procedures are essential 
principles of what Arctic Cas has callcd arctic construction. 

Although the purpose and methods of arctic construction 
arc clear, the specific locations at which it will be used arc still 
a cauBe of concern. Sensitive tcrmin occurs all along the 
proposed route, a fact borne out by the experience of 
constructing the Mackenzie Highway: problems related to 
slope stability and erosion occurred, even though special 
construction methods were used. lkcamH~ conventional 
construction methods arc simpler and cheap<" than the 
special procedures mentioned above, there will be an under
standable tendency for engineers to ust: them despite 
scnsitivr~ local conditions and thcrdorc, to cr'catc environ
nwntal pmblerns. 

2. All working arcus shed/ he pmpomd hy use of cleo ring und 
gruding techniques thot minimize dislurlmnce to the ground 
u IJ(/ surf uce vcgctalion. Cons! rucl ion p/uns shu/1m i ni mize cui s 
und grueling of the ground surfuce, und I he urc:o disturbed 
shu// be the minimum necessury for the execution of the 
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project in u sofe manner. Arctic construcUon techniques, such 
as snow roads and snow work surfoccs over ungraded ground 
shoJI h., I he standard procedure for all construction spreads 
working North of 60. Conventional procedures that involve 
grading nwy be permitted by the Agency for selected stable 
orcas on I he basis of site-specific tcrroin data provided by the 
Com pony. 

3. Construction of the pipeline at any time of the year other 
th<m winter and construction from a gravel-fill work pad 
shall not be permitted, except when specific approval has 
been granted by the Agency. The Company shall demonstrate 
lo the satisfaction of the Agency the need for, and the 
advontogcs of, such a departure from arctic construction 
practices. 

Clearing 

The Forest: Resource, Habitat and Aesthetic Values 
Trees must be felled if the pipeline and facilities arc to be 
built, hut the loss of wildlife habitat within the project area 
need not be of major concern, provided certain precautions are 
taken. 

4. Habitol change caused by clcoring operations shall be 
minimized by limiting the extent of clear-cot areas, by 
avoiding critical habitat areas wherever practicable and by 
managing the disposal of debris. Particular attention shall be 
given to protecting fish populations and their habitat from the 
adverse effects of siltation caused by erosion of cleared areas 
and by the disposal of debris adjacent to watercourses. Special 
considerations shall be given to reducing or modifying 
c/coring uctivities within arcus of port.icu/ur concern to 
wildlife, such as raptor protection zones. (See Wildlife: Birds.) 

Northern forests may be described as patchy, slow growing, 
and difficult to reach for lumbering. (Sec Renewable Re
sources.) Nevertheless, stands of timber of use to local 
communities may occur on the pipeline lands. 

5. Community interests shall he scrvcd by ovoiding stands of 
timber that are valuable for locul usc. If mcrchantob/e tirnher 
is felled, local communities shall be offered first ref uscll of if. 
The tirnhcr sholl be suitobly col. and tmnsported by the 
Compony to easily accessible locutions us defined by the 
Agency in consultation with the communities. 

S!!rious environmental damage can be caused by distur
bance of the surface organic layer, particularly on slopes, 
where the organic layer and a network of plant roots combine 
very effectively to resist water erosion. In permafrost areas. 
this protective cover also limits the depth of the active layer 
(the lay<!f that thaws during summer) and prevents the 
undmlying permafrost from melting. thereby preserving the 

stability of the terrain and guarding against a variety of 
hazardous erosion processes. 

6. Bccouse trees are an important element in the aesthetic 
quality of the landscape or scenery, as well as important in 
controlling drainage and erosion, stands of undisturbed timber 
shall be preserved within cleared areas wherever practicable. 
For example, stands of undisturbed vegetation should be left 
between cleared areas and waterbodies, and trees should be 
preserved near buildings and roods, and at campsites, 
compressor station sites and other facilities. 

Clearing Procedures 
The clearing procedures proposed by the pipeline companies 
arc expected to be adequate because they resemble present 
regulated practice in the region, but the scheduling of clearing 
operations and the use of machines, rather than clearing by 
hand, arc of serious concern. For instance, if the right-of-way 
is cleared a year or more in advance of construction, there will 
be a disturbed surface exposed to at least one spring thaw and 
summer melt. This exposure will be especially critical on 
slopes where there could be subsidence, slope instability and 
stream siltation. 

7. The period between the beginning of disturbance by 
cleoring ond the implementution of erosion control procedures 
shu!/ be us short as practicable. Where the right-of-way will 
he cleorcd a year in advance of construction, temporary 
erosion control measures should he implemented immediately 
nfter clearing, and there should he no clearing of vegetation 
from river and stream banks, valley walls or erosion-sensitive 
slopes, except to allow the movement of men and equipment. 
The clearing of sensitive permafrost areas should be delayed 
until immediately prior to construction. 

B. Only the minimum area essentiol fur the construction of the 
pipeline or of a particular facility shall be cleared. 

9. Trees and shrubs may be cleored either by hand or by 
nwchine, depending on the locality. Where it is necessary to 
muillf.uin on undisturbed orgoniG cover on sensitive soils 
cleo ring shall be by hand, unless otherwise approved by the 
Agency. Clearing by hond may be done at any season, but 
cleuring by machine should be restricted to the winter 
construction season. It sholl not begin until the frost has 
penetmted deep enough and the snow cover is sufficient to 
permit use of clearing equipment without adverse effects on 
lerruin. (See Terrain Considerations: Snow Roads.) The shut
down of machine-clearing operations in the spring shall be at 
t lw discretion of the Agency. 

10. The blades of bulldozers used in clearing shall be equipped 
with mushroom shoes, except in ureos where grading will be 
olluwed. In permafrost orcas, bulldozers shall use high
illuding techniques to minimize disturbance of the ground 
surfoce during clearing opcrolions. 

11. Mochine clearing sholl be discontinued if clean breaks of 



trees cunnot be achieved, or if I he numher of uprooted trees 
exceeds the limit deemed envirolln"'"tolly occeptublc by the 
Agency. 

12. To minimize drainage and erosion problems, alterotiun of 
the ground surface, such as by removed of the organic mal and 
by levelling of hummocks to focilitole vehicle movement, shell/ 
be de Joyed until construction is uboul lo begin. 

13. All elm red trees, brush and ol.her woody mote rio/ shed/ be 
cut so that the stumps ore no hig/wr Uwn six inches, measured 
from the ground on the uphill side. All trees, snags, brush om/ 
other woody material resulting from clearing operations 
should be disposed of by burning, with the exception of survey 
lines and winter trails, where lopping and scattering will be 
sufficient. The use of chippers moy be outhorized by the 
Agency. The disposal of c/eorcd woody material shall be 
concurrent with clearing, except. where burning would be 
hazardous, such as in summer, in which case disposed shall be 
as specified by the Agency. 

14. Debris from clearing operations shu11 be burned on rucks 
or sleds designed for the purpose, on rock surfaces, or in any 
other a reo where tl)ere is no dongcr of subsidence because of 
thawing of permofrost. To minimize the impoct on the aquatic 
environment, burning sites sholl be at least 300 feet awoy 
from rivers, streams or lakes, except where burning sleds or 
rocks are used. 

Snow Roads 

Except for preconstruction activity and for the construction 
of major water crossings and compressor stations, the pipeline 
companies propose to build the pipeline in winter so that they 
can move heavy equipment along the right-of-way when the 
ground is frozen, thereby making all-weather roads unneces
sary. All-weather roads are expensive to build and maintain. 
Moreover, their environmental and social impacts may be 
greater than those of the pipeline itself because of the 
increased access into remote areas, permanent effects on land 
and waters, and the use of gravel, which is a scarce resource in 
many parts of the North. 

To protect the vegetation and the permafrost from heavy 
traffic, both pipeline companies propose to use snow roads and 
snow work surfaces. Snow pavements for the pipeline will 
have to be built to a higher standard than the conventional 
winter roads that are used in the North. They will be made of 
snow densely compacted over the naturally frozen, but 
undisturbed, ground surface. Adjacent to the snow road on the 
right-of-way there will be a snow work surface along the 
ditch line; it will be similar to the snow road, but its pavement 
will not need to be so densely packed because it will have to 
sustain only a few passes by slow-moving equipment, such as 
a ditcher. 
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I d1~scribed in some cl!!tail in Volume One my fundamental 
concerns about the usc of snow roads and snow work pads. 
but I have no doubt that. once in place. these snow surfau~s 
will work and that thi!Y will limit terrain damage and 
environmental disturbance in permafrost regions. If a pipl:
linc is built in the Mackenzie Valley, the usc of snow roads 
and snow work surfaces in place of conventional, lcmporary, 
graded winter roads will be essential. Th,ir usc will help to 
overcome the problems caused by the complex distribution of 
permafrost in the southern part of the Mackenzie Va I i<y 

15. Snow roads sholl be ndopted for all construction rdutcd lo 
the proposed pipeline North of fiO. except where o di/)crcllt 
mode (for example, o gruded winter road) is spncificolly 
opprovcd by the Agency. 

In theory. the winter construction scheme seems to ht~ an 
ideal solution to terrain degradation problems. In practice. 
however, the performance required to minin1izc terrain 
dc~gradation from the construct ion and usc of snow n)atls and 
snow work surfaces will he difficult to achieve. Tlu:rc arc two 
assumptions underlying the winter construction concept. Tlw 
first is that the pipeline trench can be backfilled and the right
of-way restored with frozt~n material in vvinter. thus pn~vt!nt
ing thermal degradation and controlling erosion. The second 
is that the operation and maintenance of the pipeline system 
can be carried out without permanent road acu:ss to the 
compressor stations and other facilities. These assumptions 
have yet to be substantiated. (See Location, Construction Plan 
and Scheduling.) 

Scheduling and Sufficiency of Snow 
There are two problems related to the construction and 
operation of snow roads that are different from those related 
to the possible effects they may have on the terrain. once they 
arc built. 

The first is scheduling: can the snow roads be ready early 
enough and can they be used long enough to enable the 
season's construction program to he completed on schcclule? 
There is a definite and limited period of time for winter 
construction, determined on 1~ach side by the start or rn:1~zing 
in the fall and thawing temperatures in the spring. If the 
pipeline company tries to follow a fixed schedule in preparing 
snow roads, there may he considerable damage to tl~rrain and 
consequent disruption or construction plans. Schedules must 
take into account regional and annual variations in climate, 
snowfall and frost penetration. 

Before snow rmds can be prepared in the fall, the ground 
must be frozen deep enough to support heavy vehicles and 
there must be sufficient snow to protect the surfac1~ Vt!gda
tion. Frost penetration varies from place to place and rmm 
year to year. Streams, drainage channels and wet areas will 
delay road preparation because they feeeze mon' slowly than 
I he drier, intervening areas. If it is impossible to vvait until the 
frost has gone deep ~nough in wet areas to support the 
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movement of vehicles, temporary crossings vvill hnve to he 
built. 

Construction activity in the spring will also be of gn~at 
environmental concern. There will be compelling reasons to 
try to extend the use of snow roads as long as possible. 
particularly if the project is running behind schedule. But the 
shut-down date of a snow road will depend on the onset of 
spring weather, which varies from year to year. Construction 
activity must be able to stop at short notice without harm to 
the environment. 

16. The Company shall demons!rn!e to !he satisfaction of the 
Agency, that its construction schedules based on snow roods 
uncJ snow work surfaces toke inlo occount regional and 
on nun/ voriations in the frost penelrotion ond in the tempcru
tures thot are essential for snow rood construction and 
maintenonce. The Company shall o/so tailor its construction 
pions so that, in the spring, pipeline construction con stop of 
short notice, before the environment is damaged by !he use of 
deteriorating snow roads. 

The second concern is the quantity of snow: in the 
northernmost parts of the region, particularly in the Macken
zie Delta, early winter snowfalls may not give enough snow 
to build the road and the work surfaces required by the 
construction schedule. Snow fences, snow harvesting from 
lakes, and snow manufacture have all been proposed to 
supplement the available natural snowfall, but these mea
sures have had only limited testing on a small-scale. 

17. For each construction sprcod yeor, the Company shed/ 
demonstrate to the satisfaction of l.he Agency the !echnico/ 
feosibi/ity and environmento/ acceptability of accumu/oting, 
harvesting and manufacturing snow, ossuming full wcutlwr 
conditions as defined by the Agency. Some aspects to be 
considered are the location, method of placement ond 
orientotion of snow fences, the anticipated rate of snow 
accumulation, the uses of the occumu/uted snow, and the 
method and time of removal of snow fences; snow harvesting 
techniques on /and and woterbodies, including details of 
location and of times and means of occcss to harvest locutions: 
snow manufacturing techniques, including details of quanti
tics of water, locations of water sources, and the times and 
means of access to those sources; und the impoct of snow 
fencing, harvesting and manufacturing operations on terroin 
and wotcrbodies and on wildlife ond fish and their hubital.s. 

Overall Plan 
To coordinate planning and consultation by both the Com
pany and the Agency, Commission Counsel has suggested 
that overall plans should be prepared for various aspects of 
the pipeline work. (See Project Regulation and Review.) Such 
a plan for the construction and usc of snow roads and snow 
work surfaces would provide an excellent means of tying 
together some of the logistical, scheduling and technical 
problems that were raised during the hearings and, at the 

same time, it would provide essential background for the 
recommendations I have made nbove. 

18. Before the fino/ design phose, the Company shall prepare 
for approval by the Agency on overall plan for all snow roads, 
snow work surfaces oml winter trails that arc expected to be 
used during the construction, operotion and abondonmcnt of 
the proposed pipe/inc. Subject to the direction of the Agency, 
the overall plan shell/ be in cartographic form, and it shall be 
compatible with the other overull plans requested elsewhere 
in this report. The Agency may request !he Company to 
n"uhmi! parts of the overed/ plan that do not meet with its 
approval. The Company shall undertake !o keep the uveroll 
p/on up to date so tho! it reflects the latest policies and actions 
of I he Company, the Agency ond government. 

19./n oddition to the requirements of recomrnendotions listed 
under Scheduling and Sufficiency of Snow above, the overall 
p/on shall specify such items as the general timing ond extent 
of pipeline activities; the location of all snow roads, snow 
work surfaces ond winter trails, and where they cross 
s!reoms and rivers; the design standards !o be applied, 
including those for srwom and river crossings, snow 
paw~mcnt properties, ond nwximum grades; and the water 
withdrawal requirements for snow rood construction. (Sec 
Water Withdrawals.) 

20. The overed/ p/on sholl be approved by the Agency before 
site-specific opp/icotions ore submitted fur construction 
octivities. 

Site-specific Information 
21. The Company shall file with the agency separo!e site

specific information for the usc of snow roods and snow work 
surfaces for eoch winl.er by construction spread, or as 
specified by the Agency. This information should include such 
items as the exact location of snow roads, potential water 
sources, and snow harvesting locations; the methods and 
equipment to be used for right-of-way preparation (including 
enhancement of frost penetration), snow harvesting and 
hcw/ing, snow compoction and icc capping; the date when 
snow road construction can be expected to begin, the date 
when it will be required for use, and the flexibility of this date. 
The informotion should also detail the nature, number and 
locution of wet areas (including, but not limited to, rivers and 
streams) that will require special measures during the 
construction, maintenance or abandonment of a snow road, 
the methods to be used to cross these areas, and the required 
crossing dates for each area; the methods and equipment to be 
used for the construction of icc bridges and the approaches to 
them; and the methods ond equipment to be used to maintain 
snow roads. The information should include the anticipated 
date when use of each snow road will be terminated at the end 
of the winter construction season, and should detail the 
procedures for terminating their use, for abandoning them 
and for rehabilitating the orcas over which they have passed; 



in particular, the procedures for ensuring that snow roads that 
cross rivers and streams do not interfere with normal break
up and that overland drainage is not blocked or concentrated 
shall be specified. 

Where it is necessary to augment natural snowfall, the site
specific information shall specify the access routes to all 
water sources and snow harvesting areas; the equipment to be 
used, and how it will be placed and used so that it does not 
cause unacceptable terrain damage. Where snow harvesting is 
planned, the location, dates and methods of harvesting, ond 
the measures to be taken to protect wildlife and fish and to 
rehabilitate any area so used, especially damaged lake 
margins, shall be given. Fences to collect snow shall be placed 
so they do not interfere with wildlife movements and shall be 
removed by the end of each construction season, unless 
otherwise approved by the Agency. 

Snow Road Guidelines 
l have heard a great deal of evidence about snow roads, and l 
think that it is important to summarize here some of the 
pertinent guidelines. l do so, of course, in the belief !hilt 
continued research by the Company and by the Agency will 
lead to further refinement. 

22. Snow road preparation shall not begin until frost has 
penetrated at least eight inches into the ground and four 
inches of snow has accumulated on it. However, the Agency 
may approve plans to accelerate frost penetration and to 
manufacture or haul snow in advance of its planned usc. All 
types of equipment for the preparation of snow roads and the 
uses to which they are put shall be approved by the Agency. 

23. Snow roads will be maintained to prevent contact 
between the wheels or tracks of vehicles and the ground 
surface. Generally, snow roads must hove a compacted 
thickness of 10 inches of snow and a density of at least 0.5 gms 
per cubic centimeter before traffic other than low ground 
pressure ve/Jic/cs will be allowed. In arcos of hummocky 
terrain, the depth of compoctcd snow will he measured from 
the crests of the hummocks. 

24. Frozen stream crossings shall be made of snow or ice or 
both. No earth, timber or brush shall form ony port of such 
crossings. 

25. An Agency-approved technique or structure for o 
temporary crossing shall be required for I he crossing of uny 
unfrozen stream, both during the prcpumlion of snow roods 
and during the construction of the pipeline. 

26. Access to woterbodies for the purpose of snow horvesling 
or water rcmovcll sholl not durnuge their nwrgins or honKs 
unduly. Cuts should not be ollowed, and oil fi"l/s should he mode 
of snow or ice or both. Termin damage shed/ be repoired us 
soon as practicob/e. (See Water Withdrawals.) 

27. When the snow road povcment begins to deteriorate, the 
Com pony sholl he ready to lerminote its winter construclion 
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activities on a week's notice and slwll he prepared to cease 
using the road on 48 hours' notice. 

28. Unless otherwise opprnvcd by I he Agency, tlw Corn pony 
shall remove all material ond equipnwnl from the work orcas 
that are serviced by snow roods before I he roods dclerinrule. If 
such removal is not practicable, the Com pony shall sf on> such 
material and equipment at u location up proved by I he Agency. 
Stored mote ria/ and equipment shol/ not be moved f mm such u 
/ocotion without the Agency's clpprovo/. 

29. All snow roads ond tempomry winler crossings of 
slreoms ond rivers sholl be removed In the sotisfaclioo of the 
Agency before spring break-up. 

30. In areas where the concentration or diversion of overland 
flow in spring could result in erosion, snow romls shoJI he 
cross-ditched before spring hreok-up. 

31. Tcrrnin damaged during the construction. ope rut ion ond 
abandonment of snow roods shall be repaired ns soon os 
procl icolilc. 

Drainage and Erosion 

Measures to control drainage and erosion arc especially 
important in the construction of a pipeline because, to u large 
extent, ttwy will ensure the pipeline's uninterrupted service. 
Such measures, therefore, normally rnccive Cilrefu I considera
tion in the design and maintenance phases of the pipeline. 
Obviously the construction of a chilled gas pipeline in the 
North poses special problems because of special geotechnical 
considerations, such as permafrost ilnd the growth of a frost 
bulb around the pipe. I think there is ample evidence to show 
that engineers understand how to protect the pipe: my main 
concern is not with the safety of the pipeline itsi!lf. but with 
the protection of the environment from adverse effects that 
may he caused by drainage and erosion. 

One of the most important means of mitigating the adverse 
environmental effects of pipeline construction and operation 
will be tlw effective implementation of measures to control 
drainagt! and erosion. Terrain damage, obstruction and 
alteration of watercourses, and siltation must be vit!wcd, not 
just from I he point of view of the pipi!line's integrity, hut also 
from the broad perspective of their effects on the physical and 
living environment. A wash-out on a cut river bank, for 
exampk, may not threal<m the pipe itself. but it could i<>ad to 
siltation and thereby thn!alcn important fish-spawning or 
overwintering habitat. 

32. During design, cons I rue lion, operu/ ion und ubu ndr HJmcnt 

of the pipeline, meusures to control dmi11ugc and tJrosion shell I 
toke inlo w:count protection of tlw physicul uwl living 
envirollnwnt cJs well os truditionn/ c;onsidemtions of design 
ond cosl i/HJI ore ossociolcd wilh the pipeline's sufcly. 
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I recognize that the selection and design of measures to 
control drainage and erosion are complex matters that 
involve a wide variety of site-specific, physiographic factors. 
These decisions must, by necessity, be left until late in the 
design and construction process. Nevertheless, there must be a 
clear methodology and a timetable for implementing them. 

33. The Company and the Agency shall agree on the schedule, 
the level of detail, and the scale of presentotion, review <mel 
upprovol of submissions regarding mcosures to control 
druinage and erosion before the fino/ design phose. 

I have heard a great deal of evidence on the environmental 
aspects of drainage and the control of erosion. I summarize 
this evidence and present my recommendations below under 
the headings: Surface Drainage and Erosion, and Subsurface 
Drainage. The next section, Revegetation, deals with a 
particular mechanism for rehabilitation. 

Surface Drainage and Erosion 
From our everyday observations, most of us can understand 
the problems associated with surface drainage and erosion. 
The ponding of water, the !loading of land because of 
interference with natural drainage courses. the gullying efft~ct 
of rainwater on cleared slopes, and the siltation of water
hndies by increased erosion arc not uncommon events. On a 
limited scale, these effects do not cause alarm, but the pip<!line 
and its numerous ancillary facilities will have the potentia I to 
disrupt surface drainage on a scale that could lead to 
unacceptable environmental damage to both land and water. 

My concern about surface drainage focuses on three 
interrelated issues: the approach to the design of the pip<!line, 
the methods of its construction, and the nafurc of the control 
methods. I shall deal with each of these issues in turn. 

DESIGN APPROACH 

The volume of surface run-off dictates to a great extent the 
measures to control drainage and erosion that must be 
employed. But the prediction of run-off in the North is not an 
easy task because of the lack of long-term meteorological data 
and because of permafrost, which alters the standard 
coefficients of run-off used by engineers in the South. To 
surmount these problems. both pipeline companies have 
devised their own methods to arrive at a general approach 
and an estimate of the cost of controlling drainag!~ nnd 
erosion. 

One of the main disputed issues is the selection of criteria to 
determine surface run-off. My discussion of this topic in the 
chapter on River and Stream Crossings and the principles I 
advance there for the selection of the project-nood apply to 
this problem. This theoretical dispute must he resolved to the 
satisfaction of the experts involved, but it is apparent that. as 
with the construction of conventional pipelines elsewhere, 
the criteria arc based almost completely on capital cost and 
the maintenance cost associated with the pipeline's integrity. 

I am not satisfied that environmental concerns have been 
adequately integrated. 

34. The selection of design criteria and the theoretical 
approw:h to the design of works to control drainage and 
erosion sholl be on Uw basis of principles agreed to by the 
Company and the Agency before final design. In developing 
such principles, the usual economic considerations that are 
associated with pipeline integrity shall be augmented to 
include considerations !hot are associated with the preser
vation of !he physico/ und living environment, with emphasis 
on the clements of the environment thot arc critical for 
popu/otions of mammals, birds and fish or are otherwise 
important from a local/and use perspective. 

CONSTRUCTION CONSIDERATIONS 

Different approaches to the control of drainage and erosion 
and to the maintenance of surface stability will be required 
along various sections of the right-of-way, depending on the 
sensitivity of the terrain and on the degree of ground 
disturbance. Areas in which arctic construction techniques 
arc used will probably present less serious problems than 
areas in which conventional winter construction techniques 
are used because, in the former cas!~, a smaller area of ground 
will be disturbed- only the ditch line- whereas most of the 
right-of-way will be disturbed in the latter. However, the 
consequences of erosion and the difficulty of stopping it, once 
started, may be much greater in areas of arctic construction 
techniques because of the sensitive nature of the terrain there. 

35. Design and construction plans sh<Iil reflect the potential 
dangers of erosion and the necessity to select sites with 
minimum slopes. The pions shall show the measures to be 
taken ID minimize disturbance to the ground surfucc during 
clearing and construction, particu/orly in sensitive areas with 
permafrost and fine-groined soils. 

36. Measures to control drainoge and erosion shall be 
implemented as construction proceeds from the first clearing 
and site preporotion through to project completion. In 
part.icu/or, enough s!il/ing ponds, sct!ling basins, sediment 
trops and other devices shall be installed to ensure that 
sediment created by construction activities does not adversely 
affect m1uat.ic hobitat. 

37. Sepurote proposu/s for the control of drainage and erosion 
along the pipeline righ!-of-woy shall be prepared for areas in 
which different construction modes are proposed to be used. 
Proposuls sholl be prepared for orcas of arctic construction, in 
which the pipeline will be built from a snow road (1/ong the 
right-of-way; areas of conventionul winter construction, in 
which the pipeline will be built from o graded winter road; 
and arcus of summer or fall construction, in which the 
pipeline will be built from a gravel work pad. 

38. Purlieu/or attention shol/ be poid to the maintenance of 
worHs lo control droinugc ond erosion ot all sites that ure used 
during !.he construct.ion of the pipeline but that ore then closed 



down and not used during I he operation or nwinlcnancc of I he 
pipeline. Such sites include, but ore not limited to, borrow sites, 
spoil disposol sites, wharvtJs, stockpile sit.es, und work pods 
used during Uw construction of mujor river crossings. 

SURFACE INSTALLATIONS 

The objective in controlling drainage and erosion at all 
surface installations along the pipeline is to maintain, as far as 
is practicable, existing natural drainage patterns. Many 
methods to control drainage and erosion are derived from 
conventional engineering practice in the construction of 
highways and piplines, and they can be expected to work 
along a Mackenzie Valley pipeline if they are conscientiously 
applied. Extensive research has been devoted to revegetation 
as a primary method of controlling erosion, and I deal with 
this aspect in the following section. Howevt~r. other methods 
will also be required to maintain drainage and to prevent 
erosion especially during and after construction of the 
pipeline and before revegetation is effective. 

39. To avoid the odverse environmental effects of paneling 
woter and of mechonicol or thermal erosion that may lw 
coused by channelized overland flow, natural druinoge 
patterns shall be maintained, so for as proclicoble, in ull 
aspects of the proposed construction. 

40. Structures to control drainage and erosion sholl be 
designed not only to complement the stabilizing effect of 
revegetation, but also to achieve the required control unaided 
by new vegetation. These structures shall be kept in good 
repair until their function has been complct<:ly taken over by 
vegetation. 

Recent experience during construction of the Mackenzie 
Highway northwest of Fort Simpson and around lnuvik has 
provided examples of methods to control surface drainage 
and erosion in northern conditions that arc applicable to the 
pipeline and its ancillary facilities. Concern for the environ
ment led to the use of fill over sensitive soils, the avoidance of 
ditch excavation for road drainage, the usc of ditch blocks to 
prevent water from flowing parallel to the road berm, and the 
usc of non-erosive blankets and of ditch checks to prevent 
erosion. In addition, the use of vehicles away from prepared 
gravel surfaces was strictly controlled and kept to a mini
mum to avoid the disruption of drainage on sensitive soils and 
perm a frost. 

These and similar methods must be used during construc
tion of the pipeline. Probably the best way to handle surface 
run -off caused by the spring melt or by summer storms is to 
guide the water across the right-of-way by low diversion 
dykes that have breaks in the backfill mound over the ditch. 
In addition, the sides of the diversion dykes, the backfill 
mound, and the floors of the mound breaks will have to be 
specially treated to inhibit the erosive action of running 
water. This treatment will be supplemented with baffles and 
diverters to break up and disperse any concentrated flow of 
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water bdore it drains onto undisturbt~d land off the right-of
way. 

Gravel pads for such ftlcilitics as compressor slutions. 
stock pi it~ sitt~s and airl'iclds must be givl!n special considera
tion. Tht! areal extent of these installations wil! cause some 
disruption of surface drainage and may lead to ponding. 
thcrmokarst failures and erosion. cHch of which would have 
its effects on the local environment. Druinagc from such pads 
may r:ontain considcrahlt: quantiti1:s of fine st:dinH:nl, and it 
must he prevented from n:ar.hing any wutcrbodics. If there is 
any risk that this drainage contains toxic chemicals. such as 
fuel or other petroleum products. the problems will he greatly 
aggravated. Permanent gravel roads present similar problems. 

Pipelines and facilities in the northern part of the Macken
zie Delta will be subject to flooding either hy storm surgt!s or 
by icc jams during spring break-up. This danger, of courSt\ 
\viii be of particular concern in the d1!sign of gas plants anrl 
feeder lines, and in any proposal. such as that put forward by 
Foothills, that requires an extensive gravel work pad for 
canst ruction purposes. Br~cause all a hovt!-ground stnu:l u l'!!S in 
the Delta area, including structures to control drainage und 
erosion, will have to withstand the damaging effects of waves 
and icc jams, there will have to he extensive usc there of 
gravel and riprap. This demand in itself could have a 
considerable impact through incn!aSt~d usc of borrovv pits, of 
blasting and of the necessity for long roads to iicr:cptahle 
borrow sites. 

41. Surfoce droinoge shall be provided ocross llw l"'ckfill 
mound of I he ditch, the surchnrge berm ond I he grovel work 
pad along the right.-of-wuy and elsewhere for roods, uirstrips 
and similnr structures occording to criteriu approved by the 
Agency. 

42. Pcrmonent project roods and lemporory roads I hot nrc to 
be in ploce during the summer shull incorporotc the best 
design slondords for the control of druinogc nnd erosion 
practised in northern highway construction. In purUcular, 
enough through-grade culverts or bridges shall be instulled to 
allow overland dminuge and fish to move freely. (S'"' Fish.) 
Each culvert should he equipped with a ditch block or 
diversion structure t.o minimize the flow of wot.r.r ulong the 
rood herms, und ditches shul/ incorporute measures lo pnJvcnt 
erosion. 

43. Pions shall be presented for the design and instnllulion of 
measures to control erosion at all strewn crossings desigrwted 
by the Agency. In porticular, pions will be required ror ull 
crossings of major rivers during sumnwr construct ion. 

44. Enough stilling ponds, settling husins, sediment Imps or 
other devices sholl be installed to ensure thol sediments, 
particu/urly silt particles, in wafer flowing from flu: right-of
way or from facilities do not adversely elf eel the surrounding 
terrain or woterbodies. Particulur ull.ention shall he poid to the 
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prevention of erosion on the bunKs of rivers nnd strewns. 
vu /ley s/opr:s, cut-slopes, uml i 11 cuts ulong the right -of- wuy. 

45. All druinuge water thot contoins petroleum products or 
other chcmicu/s shell/ be trupped, contained und disposnd of 
uccording to I he provisions out lined in the clwpter l~nt itltJd 
Munagcmcnt of Fuels and Hazardous Suhstwu:es. 

46. The structures to control droinage und erosion shn/1/w 
curefully mointained ond observed eoch ycur os port of the 
procedure for potrolling the ope ruling pipeline. The Com pony 
shu II be rP-sponsibh) for constructing omJ nwint.uining dl!vices 
to control droinagc ond prevent erosion on u/J /unds /hoi huve 
/wen disturbed during the construction of the pipeline. 
including not only lunds under /ease by the Compony, hut ulso 
lunds not under /eose, such us borrow sites or stockpiles. In 
:some instonces, the Compony's responsibility muy extend to 
lam/ adjacent to the land under its cure. even I hough this lund 
wus not directly disturbed during the const.ruction or operu
tion of the pipeline. 

47. Drainage and erosion control devices shoJI be designed 
(lnd construct.ed in o manner t.lwt will fuciJitule travel u/ong 
the right-of-way. These devices must not be rendered 
ineffective by the passogc of operation und maintcnanu~ 

vehicles. 
48. All droi noge woys ond control structures s/w/1 be designed 

ond maintained in a manner thut will occommodute uny 
changes in ground level that might be caused by frost lwuve, 
growth of the frost bulb, thuwing of the ground or surfucc 
subsidence along the right -of- woy. Allowonce sho/1 olso be 
made for disruption of drainage patterns by the growth of 
stream icings ond surface icings along the right-of- way. 

Subsurface Drainage 
The problems associated with subsurface drainage for a 
rdrigerated gas pipeline remain controversial. and because a 
technical solution is lacking, they give rise to a numb"r of 
environmental concerns. 

The frozen ground around a buried refrigerated gas 
pipeline will create an underground barrier along the length 
of each section of refrigerated pipe that passes through 
previously unfrozen ground. This barrier will block the 
movement of shallow subsurface water across the pipeline's 
route. Ponds or surface icings might be created. or water might 
begin to move along or parallel to the pipe. Such movement of 
groundwater on sloping terrain could lead to erosion or to 
slope instability and. at certain places. it could create 
problems related to pipe buoyancy. In addition, many rivers 
and streams have flow within their granular beds. When the 
pipeline passes beneath such watercourses, the frost bulb 
created by the chilled pipe could block or divert flow in the 
streambed. Where streams freeze to the bottom, this stream
bed flow of water may be vital to the survival of fish that 
overwinter in the stream"s deeper pools. 

49. Before the fino/ design phuse, the Compony shall 
demonstrole to the sotisfaction of the Agency thut the frost 
bulb creuted by a buried refrigerated pipeline will not create 
adverse effects on druinuge or on terrain, wuterbodics or 
oquolic /wbitut. Documcnlntion slw/1 include theory, site
specifi'c uppraisals ond tests, construcUon techniques, and 
plans und procedures for operation, nwintenance and moni
toring. Porticular ottention shall be given to the rnuintcnance 
of suhsurfoce flows tho I moy he essentiul to aquatic resources 
in winter. 

Revegetation 

Vegetative cover, with its underlying organic mat and 
network of roots, plays a vital role in terrain stability and 
hence in the control of drainage and erosion. In permafrost 
areas \vhere soils are finc-tf~xtured and ice-rich, disturbance 
of the vegetative cover can cause thawing and lead to 
problems of instability. such as subsidence and slumping. In 
both permafrost and non-permafrost areas, the plant cover 
prevents wind erosion and various kinds of water erosion. 
Therefore. the maintenance of plant cover is a key to the 
mitigation of terrain damage and related impacts such as 
silted watercourses. 

Erosion of disturbed surfaces can be prevented by revegeta
lion, but only in conjunction with the non-biolagicalmeasures 
to stabilize the surface that I have described in the preceding 
section. Permafrost degradation cannot be prevented in the 
short term by newly established vegetation. Other means 
must be used. 

50. Revegetation shall be planned and implemented as a 
complement to non-biological rneosurcs to control drainage 
and erosion. 

The objective of a revegetation program is to control erosion 
by promoting the re-establishment of plant communities 
natural to the area. There are, however, fundamental differ
ences between the proposals of the twa pipeline companies. 
Arctic Gas propose to depend primarily an agronomic 
varieties of grasses to provide the initial ground cover, and on 
shrub cuttings to revegetate slopes. Native species have only a 
limited and secondary role in this plan. Foothills, on the other 
band, propose to usc only native species in their revegetation 
programs. and to rely to a greater extent than Arctic Gas an 
vegetative methods of erosion control, including cuttings. In 
neither case is the effectiveness of large-scale revegetation 
programs on the right-of-way and at abandoned barrow 
areas. stockpile sites and other disturbed areas fully proved. 

51. The Company shell/ revegetate oil lands disturbed by the 
construction, operation, and maintenance of the pipeline, first, 
to control erosion and its environmental impacts, and 



secondly, to re-establish native plan! communities and to 
restore aesthetic values. 

52. Before the final design phose, the Company shall submit 
for Agency approval a general plan for implementing the 
revegetation program on all lands disturbed by the project. 
Evidence on the effectiveness of the rcvcgctution program to 
control erosion, together with criteria and a schedule for 
evaluating the effectiveness of the revegetation program, shall 
be included in the plan. The usc of native grasses, shrubs and 
naturalized varieties of introduced grasses is encouraged. The 
plan shall specify the various types and conditions of terrain 
to be revegetated and shall incorporate the vegetative 
methods and schedules, the types and mix of seeds, the types 
and quantities of fertilizers, and the types of equipment to be 
used. The revegetation plan shall also describe how the 
procedures, seed mixes and fertilizers will be adjusted to 
accommodate changes in topography, soil ond drainage. 
Information shall also be provided on the source of supply of 
the plant material required for revegetation, on manpower 
and aircraft requirements for these plantings, and on support 
camp locations, timing, and potential conflicts with wildlife 
populations. 

Revegetation plans shall include measures to he imple
mented following forest fires on lands under permit to tlw 
Company. (See Terrain Considerations: Forest Fire Prevention 
and Suppression.) 

53. The Compony shall ensure that revegctolion, together 
with the necessary clean-up, regrading, and preporation of 
droinagc and erosion control structures, is completed 
promptly after the terminol ion of pipeline construction 
octivity or other usc of land. 

The speedy establishment of a continuous cover of new 
vegetation along the right-of-way and in other disturbed 
areas is the best long-term protection against the adverse 
effects of erosion and sediment[ltion. However, it may he some 
years before the vegetation cover is sufficiently thick and 
continuous to provide this protection. The success of a 
revegetation program· depends on a stable soil surface. 
Although there have been some small-scale tests. neither of 
the pipeline companies has demonstrated that a stable surface 
for revegetation can be achieved everywhere, especially on 
slopes or in cuts through ice-rich soils.lt appears that a large
scale test of any proposed revegetation procedure should be 
carried out on slopes in an area that has a high potential for 
erosion. 

54. Before tlw final design phose, the Cnmpuny shoii 
demonstrate to the Agency, by menns of approved fi"eld tests 
in the project a reo, the suitability of its proposed n:vegctoUon 
procedures for the control of erosion on slopes und in cuts 
through ice-rich permafrost soils. 

Because the initial revegetation program \viii not at once 
establish a complete vegetation cover, follow-up programs 
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will be required. These programs will take place primarily in 
the summer, and they may possibly disturb wildlife popula
tions. In any adjustments to the n~vegetation program because 
of such conflicts, or for any other reason, priorities should be 
established to protect the areas that are most susceptible to 
erosion. 

55. In all revegetation progrnms, priority shulllJ" given to the 
ureus thot ore most susceptible to erosion. Where I here moy be 
conflicts between revegetation nctivities and the disturboncc 
of wildlife, the Compony sholl prepore for Ag"""Y opprovol 
specioi techniques to minimize such disturbcmcc. 

56. As an integral part of its revegetation progrum, the 
Com pony shall monitor I he success of I he initio! revcgelulion 
program and sholl repeat the meusures required for revegelo
tion until they (Jfe successful. 

57. The Compony shall monitor, us port of its construction, 
opnrotion ond mointenonce progrnm, the succt:ss of its 
revegetation progrum. To limit Uw long-term persistnncc of 
non-nutivc species along the right-of-woy und lo encouroge 
the re-establishment of native plnnt species, supp!emcntory 
seccJings will be limited to those tlwt ure required to control 
erosion; they will not be allowed solely for uesllwl ic rcusons. 

Forest Fire Prevention and Suppression 

In the Mackenzie Valley where forest fir<!s are common, a 
cross-country construction proj1~ct such as lht: pipeline will 
inevitably become involved with forest fires and tfu:ir control. 
My concerns focus on cnvironnu:ntal impacts during and 
after a fire, especially with respect to thermal disturbance of 
p1:rmafrost areas, to slope stability and drainage, and to the 
cl<!struction of critical wildlife habitat; and on the people, 
t:spccially with respect to indin:ct impact of fin:s on rcncw
abh; resource harvesting. 

There arc two main issues - fire prevention and fin: 
suppression -and a corollary issue- the restoration of areas 
aftt~r a fire. Let mt~ deal with each in turn. 

Fire prevtmtion during the construction and operation of a 
pipeline is, in gt~neral, the application of technical procedures 
and the control of employees in a mannt~r that is good practice 
anywhere. Most of these procedures are routine and do not 
warrant extensive discussion here. Hmvever. tfu: scale of tht! 
pipeline project and the nature nf its activities. which will be 
scattt~red along a corridor through remote and uninhabited 
arm1s, parts of which comprise critical wildlife habitat, \viii 
add to tht! normal problems of controlling activiti(!S and of 
educating workers in the usc of prcvcntivt! IlW<Jsurcs. There is 
also the Vt!I'Y n!al possibility that some summer construction 
or maintenance activities will havt! to he curtailed or delayed 
wlwn tlw risk of fiiT is high. The greatly increaS<'d risk of fire 
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during summer must be recognized in all construction 
planning. 

Fire suppression must consider the possibility that forest 
fires may be caused by project activities, either through 
can!lessncss or accidents, such as a ruptured line, or by 
natural or other causes not related to the pipeline. Obviously 
fires, whatever their cause, must be suppressed if the pipeline 
and its facilities arc threatened, yet the matter seems to have 
received less than adequate attention by the pipeline compa
nies. I am concerned by the lack of agreed procedures for the 
suppression and control of fires, because hasty and impro
vised measures, such as bulldozing fire-guards (a common 
approach in the South), can cause extensive environmental 
damage in permafrost areas. 

The restoration of burnt areas. particularly those underlaid 
hy icc-rich permafrost. also concerns me. Firr; can reduce the 
insulating effect of the surface cover and lead to terrain 
i.nstability; increased erosion could lead to problems of 
siltation in adjacent waterbodies; and, of course, the pipeline 
its!df could be threatened, in which case extraordinary 
corrective measures might be, without cardul planning. the 
cause of serious consequences to the environment. 

The proposals made by the pipeline companies for fire 
prevention and suppression do not deal adequately with these 
issues. The consequences of forest fires go well beyond the 
project to involve government, local people and local indus
tries. Clearly. there is a need here for a comprehensive and 
coordinated plan to deal with such fires. The following 
recommendations, developed from the evidence before me, 
should serve as the basis for such planning, at least in the area 
affected by the pipeline. 

58. Before the commencement of ony construction activity 
rcloted to the pipeline, the Compuny shall submit for opprovol 
by the Agency a pion for the prevention, detect ion and 
suppression of forest fires thut ure related to or tlwt nwy affect 
the construction ond operation of the pipr)Jine. This pion 
should be developed in colloborution with t.he Northwest 
Londs ond Forests Service ond. where app!icuhle, with the 
Yukon Forest Service. Because wildlife is of grcoter value us u 
resource than timber in the North, the primary environmental 
object of the plan should be the protection of wildlife hubitot. 
not timber-harvesting interests. 

The plan shall detail fire prevention measures, such os 
mnployee education and troining: operation und muintenance 
of equipment; conduct of all pipeline octivities ussocioted with 
burning to minimize fire hozords, with speciol oltenlion given 
to preventive measures in summer und winter; ond restriction 
of personnel om/ curtailment of w:tivities during periods of 
high risk 

The plan shall detoi! fire suppression measures, such os fire 
detection and reporting procedures that toke into account 
existing practices in the North; p/ocemenl of tlw necessary 
equipment und the uvui!obility of properly truincd teums for 

fighting fires ot construction sites, camps, stockpile areas and 
all lands adjacent. to the pipeline right-of-way; and avai!obil
ity of on-site personnel of both the Company and its 
contractors to fight fires, if required. 

59. The Company shall keep the fire prevention and suppres
sion plan up to date to reflect conditions along the right-of
woy, changes in government operations and procedures, and 
the success or failure of fire prevention and suppression 
methods that have been applied on the project or elsewhere. 

60. In conjunction with the fire prevention and suppression 
plan, the Com pony shaJJ prepare measures designed to protect 
porticularly sensitive components of lands under permit to the 
Company from degradation foJJowing a fire. (See Terrain 
Considerations: Revegetation.) 

Blasting 

Blasting is fundamental to construction of any pipeline, and 
the Mackenzie Valley pipeline will be no exception. Blasting 
will be extensive and will occur in all seasons for a variety of 
activities that include quarrying, construction of facilities and 
river crossings, preparation of the right-of-way and exca
vation of parts of the pipeline trench. The variability of 
terrain conditions and the need to make decisions in the field 
combine to make certain that blasting will occur at unantici
pated places at unforeseen times. All blasting has the 
potential for causing unacceptable disturbance to terrain, 
wildlife and fish. 

Existing standards, which mainly relate to aspects of 
engineering and human safety, already exist for blasting, and 
they will certainly apply to the extensive construction 
operations that have been described to the Inquiry. However, 
if we are to protect the northern wildlife and fish, then 
environmental standards are needed for blasting, too. The 
ddinition of most of these standards will follow naturally 
from the sensitivities that I have described in the chapters on 
Wildlife and Fish and the usc of these resources by native 
people.! have offered specific recommendations for fish, many 
of which apply equally to aquatic mammals, such as 
muskrats, beavers and whales. In this section, I expand the 
subject to include wildlife and to human use of wildlife 
resources. 

My primary concern is that blasting will disturb wildlife
particularly raptors, waterfowl and whales - during the 
sensitive periods of their life cycles when they are concen
trated in certain areas, and that it will disturb aquatic 
furbearers. Destruction of habitat is also involved. 

61. The adverse effects of blasting on wildlife shaJJ be kept. to a 
minimum, either by scheduling blasting when vulnerable 
species are not in the area or hy controlling the frequency and 
level of the blast. 



62. T lw Com p(my shuJI confine u 11 of ils hlus/ i ng ope rut ions to 
lunds covt!red hy penni/ from the Agency. 

Throughout the North, I he native people are conu~rn(~d OVt)r 
tlw effects of blasting on wildlif<, because of their past 
experience vvith the petroleum industry's seismic op(:rations. 
t\1 the community hearings, the Inquiry heard many com
plaints about the adverse effects of this blasting. Tlu! nativt! 
p(~oplc fear that blasting activili!!s associated vvith ttw 
pipeline will further ruin the land and ups!!! the natural 
conditions for their traditional pursuits. 

63. In planning any blusting uctivil.ics, the Compuny shell/ 
toke into account truditiono1 pursuits of the native people. This 
consideration shall not he limited to orcas in which people 
hunt and trop, bul if sholl olso include considcwtion of 
lwrvestcd species during periods when the uninwls arc 
concentrated or are otherwise sensit.ive to disturhunct!. 

With these broad principles in mind, I propose the 
following recommendations to mitigate the adverse effects of 
blasting on wildlife, fish, birds and the traditional usc of the! 
land by native! people. 

Overall Plan 
64. Before the fino/ design stoge uml before any site-specific 

opprovuls ore granted, the Compony sholl prepare for 
opprovu1 by the Agency on ovewll plun for blosling during 
construction of the pipeline. The form and content of the pion 
sholl be subject to the direction of the Agency, bul generally il 
should nul/inc the Company's proposals to minimize adverse 
effects of h/nsting on the environment. The overoll plun should 
indicate such items us: the approxinwre JucuUcllJS, dotes, 
churge sizes and durution of blasting activities; general land 
use in the surrounding ureu, porticulurly as it may be related to 
wildlife and to traditional use by local people; mclhods om! 
procedures that will be used to prevent dmnagc, defocemenl. or 
destruction of the landscnpe and wnterbodics hy eli minuting 
the scatter of blasted moterial beyond the immediate working 
area; procedures to minimize shocK or instunloneous peuk 
noise levels thot may be disruptive to locul people, wildlife and 
fish; and pions to train personnel (who must hc qualified lo 
corry out hlusting work under existing regulations) in the 
special environmental impucts thul. blasting may hove and in 
the mitigative meosures thai are to he employed in the field. 
The Company shall undertake to keep the overull plan fur 
blasting up to dote and lo reflect tlw latest policies ond acl.ions 
of the Com pony, the Agency and government. 

65. The overall plan for blasting shall be approved by I he 
Agency before the Company submits any site-specific coll
struction pluns that illV(Jlve hlosting. 

Site-specific In for motion 
Although sit£!-spccific: applications for blasting per sc may 
not b(~ l'l~quin1d by the Agency. the Company will havr~ to 
submit information on blasting as part of tlw other site
specific upplications rcquin~d ldscw!u~rl! in this report. 

66. Ddoils on blusling locolion.r..;, duln"l, clwrgt: size, dum/ion 
und environmenlul procedurus shull he suiiJni!/ud /o 1/u: 
Agency us pur! of the silt:-specific r:onslruc!ion p/uns. 

Blasting ond Trudit.ionctl Activities 
Land usc hy nortlwrn naliV(! people is extensive, unci it should 
not be unduly int!!J'rupt(~d. altcn:d m prevcnt1)d by blasting 
activities. It is the Company"s responsibility to develop a 
blasting schedule and a program of local comnwnications to 
amcliomlc this prohh~m to th(! satisfaction of the Agency. 

67. Tlw Com puny slwll notify /()(;u/jwoplc u/ leusl one mont II 
in odvonce of any blusting opemlions pluniH:d for ureus /hut 
urc used hy the people. Where unforeseen circtHnslunces nHJI.w 
such notict: impossible, the Compuny shuHnolify /ocul pt:op/t: 
us soon us possible W](l, in uny t:venl, u/ lt:us/ 4B hours in 
udvum:e of nctuo/ hlusling. 

68./f u b/osting opemtion in uny wuy puts ul risK u cump, lrup 
line or uny other ospcc:l of lhc: locul people's lund-IJC/sc:d 
uclivily, 1/w Agenc:y shell/ prohibit if or shedlprc:vcnl if (ro111 
tuhing p/uce until m/eqtJ(Jfe corn petts<J! ion is IIHH It:. 

Blasting and Wildlife and Fish 
69. BlusUng operulions sholJ no/ he permil/()d within 1,()()() 

feet of rivers, lakes or strmms lliul ore freqtwnlcd !Jy fish or 
uquutic mwnmals wilfwul sile-spt:cific nppmvu/ frorn thr: 
Agency. Therefore, the Compuny must npply /o /Jw Agt:nc:y 
for permission to blust emy site lhul is within 1,11110 feel uf u 
wulerlwdy und demons/.rof!: eitl11:r I hut fish und mJIHJI ic 
mwmwds (Jre nol present, or !hut the pmposed hlusting 
uctivily will nol hove significontly udverse effec:ls on IIH! fish 
und nHJ/11/llO/ populnlions, fish-spuwning beds und ovcrwin
l.ering urens, hunk sl.uhi/ity, si/1/o(l(/, nnd other compoiwnls rHI 

the specific wuterbody. 

70. The Compwty shn/l limit und othcrwist: <lppropriuldy 
control its b/usting uctivities u/ times nnd in un:us tlwt ore 
import.unt for wildlife. Unless ol.herwise upproved by lh!! 
Agency, t.Jw following recomnu:Jtdutions sltull upp/y lo 
protect purl.iculur wildlife species. 

Blasting oclivity within ruplor prolee:lion wnes shu// lw 
prohibited during Sf:nsitive p(:riods und ut otlwr lillles, if 
blusl ing would dwnuge I lie ncsl si l.c:. (Sec W i lei I i fc:: lli rds.) 

Blusling uctivily in ureos us(:d by concenlmlions of nesting, 
moulting or stuging wulerfnw/ shu II be prohibited or S(:vt:re/y 
cons/ruined fo limit disturlmnct: so tlwt the birds' IlOI'IJHJI 

uc!ivilies ore not interrupted in uny wuy. As u ge1wrul 
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guideline, b/osting within five miles of woterfow/ r;oncentru
tion areas sholl be considered to be potentially disl.urhing. (Sc" 
Wildlife: Birds.) 

Blasting octivity shall not occur within one mile of murine 
or estuorine waters when they are being used by schools of 
migrating, ccllving or nursing whiUJ whales. {See Wildlife: 
Mammals.) 

Biosting octivity sholl he prohihiled in any /or:olion where if 
might disturb or alorm migrating, colving or nursing carihou 
or Dol/'s sheep or any herd or band of either onimai. As u 
general guideline, any biusling within five miles of concentru
tions of these species sh<Ill be considered to be potentially 
disturbing. (See Wildlife: Mammals.) 

Blasting activity in habitat populo ted by aquolic f urbeurers 
shall be conducted in u manner that assures the continued 
well-being of the local populations of furbeoring species ond 
the continued harvest of these popuiutions by no live people. 
(See Wildlife: Mammals.) 

Borrow Operations 

In the North, borrow pits are generally of two kinds: pits in 
upland areas and pits in river channels. !loth k;nds were 
discussed extensively at the Inquiry. In his final submission, 
Commission Counsel dealt at great length with borrow 
operations in river channels, largely because Arctic Gas 
proposed to mine gravel from rivers in the Northern Yukon. 
Borrow pits in river channels are not a cause of concern in the 
Mackenzie Valley: their use was prohibited in the guidelines 
prepared by Dryden and Stein (1975) for construction and 
operation of the Mackenzie Highway, and those guidelines 
have become generally accepted practice. The discussion that 
follows focuses, therefore, on upland pits. 

In general, there should not be any serious shortages of 
burrow materials, but because they are unevenly distributed 
over the landscape, in terms of quantity and quality, there 
could be local shortages. And such local shortages could be 
exacerbated by competing demands from community devel
opment, for construction of the Mackenzie and Dempster 
highways, and from such things as petroleum exploration and 
development in the Mackenzie Delta and Mackenzie Valley. 

The development and operation of borrow pits and quarries 
must, by their very nature, disturb terrain and they may also 
have secondary, but severe, impacts on waterbodics, aquatic 
organisms, mammals and birds. An enormous amount of 
borrow material from a large number of pits will be needed if 
the pipeline is to be built: this cannot be avoided.lt will not be 
possible, therefore, to eliminate all impacts on the land and 
the environment. But if the pits are properly developed and 
operated, these impacts can be controlled and kept to an 
acceptable level. 

71. Tlw Company sh<lil select, develop, operate, close and 
restore oll pits and quarries in a way that minimizes 
disturbunce to land ond the environment ond that. minimizes 
the omount of land used ond the amount of moteriois 
extracted. 

Impacts of borrow operations depend on the local terrain 
and biota and on the proximity of the pit to communities or 
other developments. Terms and conditions for borrow 
operations should, therefore, be designed to meet particular 
concerns about individual pits and their operation. Unfortu
nately, site-specific recommendations of this kind cannot be 
made now because neither pipeline company has made a final 
decision on which pits to use and on how they should be 
developed and operated. As a result, my recommendations 
take the form of advice for those persons who will be 
responsible for developing and reviewing site-specific plans. 

Overall Plan 
Because many decisions still havt: to be made with regard to 
borrow pits and their operation, an overall plan, similar to 
those I have described elsewhere in this report, will be needed. 
This plan will enable the Agency to review borrow pit 
operations in the context of overall project activities, to make 
proper environmental assessments and to request site-specifc 
ameliorative measures. 

72. Before the final design phose, the Company shall prepare 
for approval by the Agency un overall p/un for borrow 
operutions. Subject to the direction of the Agency, the overall 
pian sh<lil, as far as possible, be in cortographic form and it 
shall he compatible with the other overall pions requested 
elsewhere in this report. The Agency may request the 
Company to resubmit parts of this overall pion that do not 
meet with its approwil. The Company shall undertake to keep 
the overoll plan up to date so that it reflects the latest policies 
and octions of the Com pony, the Agency and the government. 

73. The overall plan shall list all the sources of borrow 
male rio] proposed for use, the quontities and grades that will 
be token from each source, the time of year !hot the sites will 
be worked, the general purpose, liming and point of use of the 
materiols removed, und the plans for access, development, 
closure, restorotion ond abandonment of borrow sites. In 
addition !he overall pian, shall include such items as the 
mitigotivc measures thot will be used to control the adverse 
effects on the physical and Jiving environment, and non
pipeline requirements for borrow materials in the project area. 

74. The overall plan sholl be approved by the Agency before 
site-specific applications are submitted for usc of borrow pits. 

Site-Specific Applications 
The Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Develop
ment is at present revising the Territorial Quarrying Regula
lions that govern the opening and operation of pits and 



quarries in the Northwest and Yukon Territories. The 
stipulations made by Dryden and Stein (1975) that relate to 
the operation of borrow pits for the Mackenzie Highway have 
become generally accepted practice. And the Department of 
the Environment, Fisheries and Marine Scrvicf~ has also 
developed guidelines to control borrow pit operations, such as 
Guidelines Concerning Applications to Remove Gravel From 
or Adjacent to Streams Frequented hy Fish. These documents, 
together with our extensive experience with northern borrow 
operations, provide a solid basis for the implementation of 
practicable, site-specific terms and conditions. There are, 
however, a number of points that need to be dealt with in the 
context of the very large scale that will apply to borrow 
operations on the pipeline project. 

The pipeline project will require large volumes of borrow 
materials and a wide range of those materials. To ensure that 
the most appropriate sources arc exploited, an exhaustive 
search and categorization of borrow sources is necessary. 
Some geotechnically suitable and conveniently located 
sources may not be acceptable from an environmental 
standpoint. Other sources may be inappropriate because they 
conflict with the needs of communities in the region. In many 
cases, trade-offs will be necessary to ensure that sufficient 
high-quality borrow material is left for future developments 
in the Mackenzie Valley and Western Arctic. To enable the 
Agency to judge if the Company's pit operations arc the best 
possible, in terms of local needs and conditions, site-specific 
plans for borrow extraction must be submitted for review. 

75. The Company shall file with the Agency a separate site
specific application for permission to open and develop each 
borrow pit or quarry necessary for the construction of the 
pipeline and associated facilities. Each application shall be 
accompanied by a site plan, a mining or extraction plan and 
sufficient geotechnical and other information so us to demon
strate clearly the viability of the proposed borrow pit 
development. In particular, the Company shall carry out 
sufficient geotechnical investigations in the area to ensure, to 
the satisfaction of the Agency, that the borrow site it has 
chosen is the most appropriate for the purposes intended. 

The site-specific application should include details on such 
matters as the borrow source arco; the thickness, quantity ond 
grade of materials; test pit and bore hole data; the placement 
of the pit and its boundaries with estimates of the quantities 
and grades proposed to be used and to be left behind; the 
occurrence of permafrost, ground icc and ground water, and 
the location of the water table. The applications should also 
give details of the machinery the Company proposes to use; 
the timing of the various operations; the details of any 
processing operations that may be used; details of access to the 
pit, and from the pit to the point of use of the material; plans to 
control drainage, erosion ond sedimentation during opem
l'.ions; the final form of the pit or quorry; restoration proposuls, 
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including spoil dispoS<d, uml rcvegetution; und ony other 
informolion requested by the Agency. 

Guidelines for Borrow Operations 
The following nine reconlln!~ndations apply to all proposed 
pits and qu<JITies. They an! followed by n:commendalions 
that apply to operations in river channels and llood plains. 

76. Wherever possible, existing borrow sites shull he used in 
preference to I he opening of oew sites. 

77. In developing access /o horrnw sites, flu: l.ompony shoJI 
use existing roods, truils or cutlines wlwrever possih/e. 
Temporary (H;cess roads slwlllw construcft~d of packed snow 
or icc. (Sec T<nain Considerations: Snow Roads.) An nll
weother, gmvel access rood with culverts shnll he provided to 
nny pit designoted for sur1mwr operntion or for continued use 
during the operations phose of t.he pipeline. 

78. The Cum puny shall opero/.e its borrow siles in occordum;e 
with the principles detailed in ''Genero/ Cri/(~rio For Gruvel 
Borrow Pits in Upland Amos" and in "Gerwrol Cri/erio for 
Quarry Sites" (Canadian Arctic Gas Pipeline Limited. Re
sponses to Pipeline Application Assessm1:nt Croup, Reqw~sts 
fur Supplementary Information, Appendix A, pp. 45-49 OIJ() 

59-62). 

79. Deposits of high ice-content material, of mnterial covered 
with high ice-content overburden or of borrow mulerinl 
overlying high ice-content silts ond cloys sholl be used only if 
no other muterioJ is avuilohle. 

80. Wlwre processing of borrow materinls is necessary, it 
shoJI be done in an environmcntully responsible morH1cr eil her 
in the burrow urea or at the site of use of the material. Where 
processing ot these sites is not possible, it slwll be done ut sites 
approved by the Agency. 

81. To protect. the physical ond living environment borrow 
sites sho/1 he selected, operated and restored in locutions und 
in u monner thut complies wi'h the recommendations in Port 
11 of this report. 

82. Unless otherwise approved by the Agency, buffer zones of 
not less l.hon :JOO feet shall be left between ull waterbodies wul 
I he perimeters of pits and quarries; buffer zones of not less 
thon 100 fee! shall be left between all public roads and the 
perimeters of pits and quorries. 

83. When closing or abandoning borrow sites, the Com pony 
shall promptly stabilize and rehabilitate the oreo ond oll 
access roads so that the pit is not left in " derelict. state. The 
rehabilitation of any pit or quorry sholl not unduly hinder 
other portics from re-opening the sites for future use. Any 
port of o closed borrow pit or quurry where waste moteriol 
other them spoil or slash lws been buried sholllw permonently 
marked. 

84. Borrow pits and quurries sholl be opened ond used in o 
woy that permits archaeological surveys to be carried out 
during all stages of development. 
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BORROW OPERATIONS IN RIVER CHANNELS AND FLOOD PLAINS 

Sp!!cial concerns arise OV!!f the proposals to extract gravel 
from the channel zones and flood plains of some rivers and 
stn!ams. (The terms "channel zone" and "flood plain'· arc 
dnfinPd in th!! chapter RivPr and Stream Crossings.) Borrow 
operations in f.luch areas pos1! threats to aquatic resources and 
riVI!r regime stability. From a fif.lheries viewpoint, water
courses, particularly the channtd zone, are a highly undesir
able source of gravel because that gravel is important for 
!ip;nvning heels and as habitat. 

85. The Compony shell/ not open any borrow pits in river 
chonnel zones in the Northwest Territ.ories. 

86. Wlwre o borrow site is opened in a flood plain, dykes and 
river troining works shell/ he constructed to ensure that the pit 
does not become connect.ed wil h the river nnd to prevent the 
river from changing its course through the pit. A 300-foot 
wide buffer zone of undisturbed flood ploinlerroin s/wll be left 
between the chunnel zone und the pit. 

87. Because flood plains ore occasionolly inundated, future 
water levels sho/1 be token into occount in planning the 
rehobilitotion of abandoned pits on flood ploins. 



THE REPORT OF 
THE MACKENZIE VALLEY 
PIPELINE INQUIRY 

The crucial importanc£: of stream crossings from social. 
environmental and technical points of vi1~w was highlighted 
by expert and lay witnesses throughout tlu~ Inquiry lwarings. 
I was told that several technically favourable sites proposed 
for crossings arc a threat to fish, are ncar areas traditionally 
used by local J1f!ople,,arc llf!iH some important archaeological 
sites or would disturb local environmental or socio-economic 
values. 

To a great !!xtent, the choice of th£: pipeline rout!: will be 
governed bY tlw location of favourable (or l£:ast unfavourable) 
stream crossing sites. Th1: objectives in selecting a stnmm 
crossing site are similar to those of route selection that I have 
described earlier, namely to choose a safe and economical 
pipeline route that will have minimal social and environmcn
tul impact. However, the technical considerations involved in 
the selection of sites for river crossings are different from 
those that involve the rest of the route. The main technical 
points that I have heard about include the stability of the 
valley wall, of river bank slopes, und of tlw river bed, \..vater 
levels, floods, scour depth, and river icf~ phenomena. And, as I 
have said in Volume One and in the chapter on The Physical 
Environment, river valleys arc not only important to fish 
populations, and to fish harvesting, they arc also biologically 
more productive than the surrounding terrain. The social 
importance of river crossings is evicif:nt from the native 
peoples' traditionally high dependence on fishing, on trapping 
beaver, muskrat und other aquutic furh!!arers, and on rivers 
for travel routes. 

The choice of sites for river crossings must be made \'Vith 
regard to scv1~re technicul constraints as well as many 
important environmental and socio-economic concerns. The 
possibility of conflict in such choices is great, and these 
choices will be among the most troublesome along the entire 
route. 

1. A specioJ review pron~ss for the seli)c/ion of siles for river 
crossings and their design, construction and monitoring 
should be established within the f romcwork of the Agf!ncy. 

The design of river crossings is not regulated by a specific 
design code, and the general pipeline design code, Canadian 

PART THREE
THE PROJECT 

River 
and Stream 
Crossings 

Standards Association {CS;\) code Z-JH4-.ID75, does nol touch 
upon the hydrological aspects of crossing d~~sign. It is obvious 
from the evidence that considerable controversy t~xists 

concprning thcs1~ hydrological dt~sign cri!cria. For ~~xamplt), 
sonH~ of the crilcria propost!d hy fhe pipeline companit)S diff1)r 
significantly from those impost)d on tlw lrans-Alaska pipe
line, and I have heard vigorous objections to the imposition of 
the stringent criteria used in Alaska. Tlu~re is. howr:vt~r. 

g!!Jwral agn)cmcnt that specific hydrological design crit1~ria 

can be and should be drawn tlfl. 

2. A design und construe/ion code deuling with the engineer
ing, cnvironnwnto/ one/ /ocul /ond use t:ri/uriu for sl mum 
crossings should lw developi!d immediutcly in consu/lution 
willl theCompony. 

IJI)Vclopmenl of this code will involve experts from vvidely 
di!Tering backgrounds. Geotechnical and pipeline engi1wr~rs 
will provide tlw detailed project rcquircnwnts; biologists and 
land us1~ specialists will under lint~ the issues that relate to the 
physical and living cnvironmm1t. A useful starting point in 
this task will !Jc the hydrological information contained in the 
evid1mce. cross-examination and final argunwnts before I his 
Inquiry. Commission Counsel's final argunwnt is particularly 
usdul. Therefore, I present below a compendium of the 
information availahlc to me under five main headings: 
definitions, dt~sign flows and levels, design criteria, construc
tion, and monitoring. Before these guidt~lincs are incorptH'<Iit)d 
into a code. they should he reviewed and expanded by the 
broadly based group of experts I have just m1~ntioned. 

Definitions 

Fundamental to any discussion - particularly one involving 
st~v1~ral disciplines- is a common understanding of technical 
tcrms. It became apparent early in th1! discussion of river and 
stn!am crossings at the Inquiry that there wem di!Tcn~nt 
und1!rstandings of basic terminology. Furthermore, in thP. 
technical literature the us!! of certain l!!rms related to 
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hydrology and fluvial land forms is not consistent. To provide 
clear regulations, some clarification of thc~se terms is required. 
I huve, therefore, assembled definitions of the fluvial terms 
that arc used in this report and I present them here -
although some of them are used mainly in connection with 
mJtters other than stream crossings. 

Watercourses 
Strictly speaking, any identifiable trace of concentrated run
off \Vater can he called a stream. Pipeline construction. 
however, involves at least four levels of effort in crossing 
streams, and it is useful to tie regulations to thesf~ four levels. 
The Company should not, of course, be~ in a position to define 
these four classifications for regulatory purposes. 

At the lowest level. Hwre are small intermittent drainage 
courses. which require the provision of berm breaks. Howev
er,these drainage courses do not involve the pipe itself Dnd 
they are, tlwrcfore, considered to be problems of drainage and 
erosion control. The remaining three levels invo!v1) som{~ type 
of stream-crossing design. The second level comprises small 
streams for which ordinary crossing designs should be 
adequate. Crossings of streams in the third level arc likely to 
require site-specific designs and procedures. All crossings 
within the first three levels arc usually carried out as part of 
the main pipeline construction by the spread contractor. The 
fourth level comprises the large streams: these crossings may 
be built under separate contract and possibly before the main 
pipeline itself is laid in that area. 

The reason for classifying streams along the proposed routP 
is to ensure that the Company will undertake appropriate 
hydrological and biological studies and will evolve design and 
construction procedures that do not damage the stream. The 
definitions presented below are intended to serve as a basis for 
specifying the extent of the studies that will hav{~ to be 
undertaken before a stream is approadwd and the procedures 
that will have to be followed to obtain a permit to proceed 
with construction across it. 

3. The Company and the Agency should usc the following 
definitions of wntercourscs in river cngi1Jecring design. 

Watercourse: a comprehensive term for any iclcnlifiohlc 
trace made by concentrated run-off woter 011 tlw earth's 
surface. 

Drainage course: ony w11tcrcourse smullcr than u streom ( c1s 
defined below) for which drainuge ond erosion control 
procedures ore obviously necessary, but which do not_ require 
hydrologrca/ or biologicol work beyond initial identificotion 
through mopping and field work 

Stream {olso river or creek): any watercourse Uwt seuson
aHy offers hobitot suitoble for fish or Uwt has an overogc 
width of channel grcoter than three feet or thot curries 
perennial flows of water in excess of 0.05 cubic feet per second 
or that hus o drainage bosin greoter thun one squure mile. For 

pipeline cons/ ruction purposes. streams require hydrological 
und biologicul study. The groups of designated streams and 
designated major rivers ure introduced to subdivide further 
Uw streams und rivers. 

Designated stream {ulso designated river): any stream or 
river for which site-specific crossing designs and procedures 
ore required by the Agency. The foHowing streams will be 
included in this colcgory: stremns with droinoge areas greater 
them 10 square miles; s/rcums with /he potential for signifi
cun/ channel shift ond scour ol the crossing site; streums that 
support significonl fish populotions ot some time of the year 
neor the crossing site; and streoms the crossing of which may 
involve significunt technicol or environmental hazards. 

Designated major river: ony river that will probably be 
crossed under o separate construction contract or that will be 
crossed of o time significantly different from the main pipeline 
construction there. This cotegory includes Great Bear River, 
Peel River und Mockenzin Hiver. 

4. Before Uw submission of the preliminary river crossing 
design, the Agency (in consultotion with the Company) 
should prepore n complctu listing of u/1 designated streams 
ond all designuled mujor rivers to serve as a reference in 
design review. 

Fluvial Landforms 
s. The Compuny ond the Agency should use the following 

definitions of valley components in river engineering 
plonning. 

Stream channel zone (ulso river channel zone): it is 
gcncrolly the smaller of the following two areas: the area 
hctween the top of distinct stream bunks or between distinct 
trim-lines of forest or tundra vegetation; or the area of the 
stream channel that is covered by flowing water at least once 
in two ycors over o/ong-terrn overage. In the case of braided 
st.rcams, which are characterized by multiple, lateraHy 
unstable chunne/s, the chunnel zone includes the entire 
broided zone. 

Flood plain: u low-lying urea adjoining o stream channel 
that. is underlain by olluviol (river-deposited) materials and 
subject to nonding ot least once in 100 years over a long-term 
overage. 

Terrace: m1 urea that wcJs o flood plain at some earlier 
period in geological time hut that is now relatively higher than 
the stremn und therefore not subject to flooding or that is 
subject to only very infrequent and minor flooding. 



Design Flows and Levels 

A basic consideration for the design of a project ri!lated to a 
natural waterbody is the establishment of the worst condi
tions that the project will have to vvithstand over its useful 
life. Except in the case of major civil works, such as large 
dams or dyking projects, the V'llorst conditions that arc 
assumed are always well below the worst field conditions 
that can be expected to occur. This fact implies that some risk 
is accepted. Generally spc~aking, then~ arc three aspects to 
such risk: cost, safety and environment. 

The Company will handle problems related to cost, but it is 
widely accepted that the Agency should state the general 
criteria regarding safety and environment. The primary 
reason for presenting cngim~1~ring evickncc befort) the Inquiry 
was to discuss the environmental consequences of any failure 
of the pipeline and subsequent repair operations. In setting 
the criteria for risk, we must remember that the stiffer the 
criteria, the larger the engineering structure is likely to be and 
the greater the initial impact on the environment. In the long 
run, it may be environmt!ntally preferable to accept the risk of 
occasional failures in return for less initial disturbance. The 
converse could also be true, depending on the magnitude of 
the initial disturbance nnd the cumulative disturbance 
associated with maintenunce and repair. 

In any event, one of the basic determinations to be made is 
the design flow at pipeline-crossing sites. Other !low criteria 
to be determined include the maximum flmvs to he expected 
during the period when the crossing is to be built, di)Sign flows 
for road crossings (culv1~rts or bridges), design flows for gravel 
mining in channel zones and on flood plains. and drainage 
design flows. In situations that may involve severe ice jams, 
fluctuating lake levels, and tides or storm surges in coastal 
areas, water levels rather than flows will have to be 
"valuated. 

To ensure conservativt! design and to reduce potentially 
adverse environmental impact, there must he uniform design 
flow and design level criteria. However, there is little 
information about strcam!low and water levds from the 
northern purl of the region the pipclint: will cross. Meteoro
logical observations arc more ahunclanL so it seems reasonable 
to adopt a meteorologically based design flood criterion 
(standard Jmlj<,ct 11ond). 

6. Pipeline crossings of (1// design(/ fed rivers shu// he designed 
to withsfund slnndord project j1ood conditions. Tlw slundcJnl 
project J1ood is u strewn flmv eslimule bused 011 tlw ussump
Uon that the most sevt:m storm or other mclt:orologico/ 
condition I hut nwy rcusonuh/y be considered CIS clwruc/crisUc 
of the specific region is occurring (Br:urd, 1975). The icH·gcsl 
{'/nod thnt is considcn"l physicolly possible, if oil f'loocl
producing fnctors were lo combine. is tlw pro/)(!h/e muximum 
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flood. It is roughly twice the s/oll(/ord project flood under 
normal circumsfonces. 

7. Design woler h!Vels /hut take into uccount ice jwnming, 
storm surges or uny ol her meteoro/ogicul or hydrologicu/ 
phenomenu uffecting tlw design of the designuled stream 
cros!:lings !:!hull be at leus/ us conservutive CIS /he s/.undard 
project flood. The most sevurc me/eoro/ogicol or hydrological 
conditions thot may reusonoh/y he considered us clwrucleris
tic of the gerwrul region huvc to lw ussumed in delermining 
such design levels, and this estimate is generally uchicvcd hY 
inwgining tlwt the most severe conditions ever observed 
unywlwrc in Uw region llluy possi/1/y occur uf I /w site of 
interest. 

B. Design f'lows and levels for ull other (thut is, non
designated) stream crossings shall he selected so /hut they 
hear the some degree of risk as 1/w slundord project j-Jood; 
however, in these cases individual sfundurd project floods do 
m1t need to I>(! determined. 

9. Permwwnt strewn crossing!:! by uccess roods shu// be 
designed to withstand u 1-in-50 yeur condition of f7ow or 
wuter levels. Temporury facililies, such us work pods in 
rivers, perimeter dykes of grovel-mining operotions in 
clwnnel zones, Gnd coffer-dums arc to be designed on I he basis 
of the probubility of levels tho/ ore Gppropriute to tlw work in 
question, beuring in mind the siting, liming und unticipoted 
life of t.hc sl.ruelure concerned. 

Return periods, sur:h as the 1-in-50 years floods may be 
difficult to determine accurately with the della that is at 
present available, but the intention lwn~ is that these return 
periods should be used as rough guides in applying engineer
ing judgm1!nl. The dt:sign flows for culverts along the 
Mackenzie Highway, for t:xample, urc based on 50-year flood 
return periods besides having to meet several requirements 
for the passage of fish, that are often more stringt:nt. With 
time, the data base for final design vvill he much h1~1tcr, and 
the specifi1)d return pt!riods can ttwn be evaluated more 
precisely. 

10. In odd it ion to design flow specificutions, structures shu// 
o/so meet hydrnulic criterio for fish possuge. (See Fish.) 

11. Before I he fino/ dt~sign phase, tlw Company shu// submit l.o 
I he Agency I he supporting do to cmd computations I hot havu 
/)(:en used to determine design flows om/levels. 
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Design Criteria 

Generally. the design for a river crossing incorporati)S criteria 
for avoiding or reducing environmental impact. These criteria 
should be adjusted to n'rlucc the possibility of a failure of the 
crossing, for that would lt:ad to environmental disruptions 
and to the need for emt:rgency repairs. The criteria I propose 
below are rtdated to the location of crossings. Inca lion of sag 
bends, river training works. groundwater flow. overhead 
crossings, buoyancy control, scour computations. and dual 
crossings. All of what is said below about thest! criteria is 
intended to st!rve as tht~ hasis for discussion among the parties 
concerned. 

Location of Crossings 
Some of the most difficult geotechnical problems in pipelint~ 
design are caused by strcarn crossings and. to a considerable 
degree, the alignment of the right-of-way is governed by th£: 
availability of suitable sitt!s for stn~am crossings. J\n associ
ated problem, which I discuss in the chapter entitled 
Geotechnical Considerations, is to maintain tlu; stability of 
river banks or valley wall slopes. Otlwr probl£~ms that 1 deal 
with here are more directly related to rivers. 

12. In the selection of sites for crossing rivt)fS und river 
valleys, sites that are unsuitoh/e for fnchnical. environmenlu/ 
or lund ust: reasons shu II he ovoidt!d. The srdecl ion of these 
sites should precede fimd selection of I he pipeline route. 

13. Crossings shalllw curefully sited in reoc/ws of rivers in 
which the stream flow is reusonuhly stable und stroighl. 
Crossings of flood p/oins und chwHwl zones slwl/ he us short 
ns procticnble. 

14. A sile-hy-sitc evoluolion shcJ!/ be underluhen/o determine 
the approoch to be ndoptcd of sites where hi,!.!,lnvuy und 
pipeline crossings uw close together. Sufely, ucsthclics und 
gcotechnicul problems lend lo fuvour wide scpurutiiJ/l IJul, in 
some locutions, close fipucing could minimize tlw impucl ol 
these crossings on fisheries u nd fuci I it ute future mui nt cnunce. 

Location of Sag Bends 
A buried pipeline that must cross an obstacle. such as a riv£:1' 
or a valley. is desigr11:d with what the industry calls 
overbends and sag hends to permit the pipe to run under tht: 
obstacle. f\ typical river crossing involves l\\'o of each: tlu~ 

first overb£:nd directs \ht.' pipe from tlH! horizontal down tlw 
slope of tlw river bank, then a sag h£:nd cnahlc!s tlw pipe to 
pass horizontally under the obstacle. the second sag hend 
turns the pipe up the hank. and tlu; s£:cond ovcrhcnd enables 
the pipe to continue horizontally. as he fore. 

If a river to he crosst:d !lmvs in a single. \vdl-dcfincd and 
stable channel, the sag bends an: located a rclalivcly short 
distance landward of the river hanks. thus allowing for n1inor 

bank erosion and channel shifts during the life of the pipeline. 

But the problem is not so t~asily solved when crossing wide, 
bmidcrl channels or dwnnds that migrate at significant rates 
ar:ross a llood plain. Thew the designt!r has two options: he 
can either locate th£: sag benrls outside the present and 
potential future channel zone. burying the pipeline deeply all 
across thcs£: channel zmH:s. or he can squeeze the channel zone 

with rivPr training works and build only a short river 
crossing. The tmvironmcntal effects of the t\vo alternatives 

differ because the first involves considerably more initial 
work. but I£!SS permanent interference with the river. than the 
second. From an environmental point of view, the first 

alternative- placing the sag bends well outside the present or 
any future channel zone- is usually preferable because it 
reduces tlw risk of h<Jving to und£!rtake major repair or 
maintenance work. 

15. Tht: sug hcnds of ull designated sl rrom crossings sholl be 
locuted fur enough beyond !he chwme/ zone to ensure !hut 
I hey ~vi// s!i// be o soft: dis/cmcc outside the chunne/ zone after 
50 years of nut ural, unimpeded migrulion of the dwnnel zone. 
The Agency muy woivt! this requirement if deep buried 
beyond /he clwnncl zone will do more dwnuge thun the 
construction of the river /ruining \Vorks thut will he needed to 

ovoid deep buried. if chunne/ zone migrution cunnot be 
predicled, or if if would /Ju t!conomicully unrecJsonoh/e. 

River Truining Worhs 
River training works arc structures that arc used in a variety 

of circumstances to alter thr. din~c!ion of river flow or to 
contain it within a particular location. For instance. by the ust: 

of river training works. lh£: channtd zone of a river can be 

narrowed to reduce p£!rman£mtly the length of river crossings. 
or it can h£: confined t1:mporarily to make room for a borrow 

opcrution in the chann1d zone. River training works can also 
lJ!; ust:d to arrest th£; normal process of the migration of 

channr:l meanders to provide a stable river-crossing site, and 

they can he built on the flood plain to prevent future meander 
cut-offs or other chan ncl chd nges. 

Besides tlw <.wsth£:tic considerations involved in despoiling 

a naturul river. training works may· interfere considerably 
with t1 river by obstructing the passage of fish or causing 
siltation. i\'lorcover. tht:~' H!CJ.Uirf; continual maintenance. and 

many of lht;m can fail. thereby magnifying dt!trimental 
cnvironmt:ntal cffu:ts. 

16. Pcrnwnunf river I mining works in/he clwnncl zone shoJI 

be avoided \Vherevcr pructicaiJ/c. \I\! here I ruining works are 

necessury to prevent (J river from flowing along the right-of
woy of tlw pipeline or from entering u grovel pit on the flood 

p/oin. or to prevent cul-o/"fs or uvu/sions, they shulliJe /occlled 
on f1ood ploins rothur I hun in chunnd zones. 



Groundwatur Flow 
There is a certain amount of groundwater flo\v in the 
materials below most rivc:t·s and their llood plains. The 
quantity of water involved is normally very small compared 
with the river flmv but, in the case of rivers thilt have little or 
no flow during certain parts of the year, it may have biological 
significance. In many parts of the North, rivers freeze to the 
hottom in shallow places, thus severely n!sl ric:ting or stopJling 
normal channel llow. Under such circumstances, ground
water flow may maintain pools of water in the deep parts of 
the river or it may emerge as springs at certain locations along 
the channel. These groundwatc~r-fcd areas can he crucial for 
overwintering fish and eggs {sec Fish).If a chilled gas pipeline 
is huried in alluvial materials, the groundwater flow needs to 
be maintained. 

The effects on groundwater of various construction techni
ques for crossing rivers ~md tlw possibility of obstruction by a 
frost bulb below a stream an) matters for st!rious conct~rn (sec 
Geotechnical Considerations). These problcms are not yet 
adequately understood. Whdher or not there may be a 
problem with the groundwater flow at a river crossing cannot 
be known dcfinitely without site-specific knowledge of river 
and groundwater flow during winter over a number of years, 
the aquatic ecosystem, and thc design for the crossing. This 
same detailed knowledge is also necessary before mitigative 
measures can be prepared. 

17. Design proposals for oil designated sl.rewn crossings ( und 
for any other crossings us required by Uw Agency) slwll be 
accompanied by conclusive evidence Uwt the maintennnce of 
winter groundwoter flow in the generol ureu of the crossing is 
not of environmental imporlunce or thut Uw maintenonce of 
such flow is of cnvironnwntcd imporlonce but tlwt the 
installation of c1 crossing wHhou/_ speciul mitigative meusurcs 
will not have miverse environmentuJ effucts. Where special 
protection measures are known to be needed or where there is 
no conclusive demonstration t_hat they ore not needed, the 
crossing design shall incorporate measures that ensure 
continued winter groundwul.er and r:humwl flow ocross the 
installation to provide odequote protect ion for fish popula
tions and the aquatic ecosystem that supports them. 

18. The Com pony sholl build u test strewn crossing of o t y pica] 
site that has I itt lc or no winter channel flow but that does have 
significant groundwater flow. This t"st installation should 
show that the structures CUll he installed without signifir:untly 
increasing the environmentu/ impncl of the construction 
process. The test shall dcmo11strote the effectiveness of the 
crossing design to moinluin o flow of water around the 
pipeline to points downsfruwn similor to Uw flow tho! would 
occur noturolly; normal physico/ chumcleristics of wotcr 
quality, such CIS suspended sudimenf, dissolved oxygtnJ, und 
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lemperuture: nornwl cfwmicul r:huructeristics ()f wuler quul
ity, such us pl-1. conduclivify ond colour: und nornHd invcrtu
brult! und fish conlnwnilics including eggs in tlw ovcrwinlcr
i ng wu1s downs/ reum from the crossing. 

Overheud Crossings 
Generally speaking, pipeline dt)signers are nductant to US!) 

overhead crossings- even though they providl~ a technically 
feusiblt: alternative for crossing most streams- bt~cause thf!J' 
introduce construction and mainknance problems that arc 
quite different from those found along the rest of the buried 
line. Overhead crossings are not part of either of thn pipeline 
companies' proposals for the main pipeline. Nonetheless, 
there an~ at least four reasons why they muy he l~nvironmf~n
tally preferable to buried crossings at ct)rtain sites. Such 
structures would avoid the problems of slope stability and 
erosion in narrow. dt:ep valleys. difficult scour problems in 
rivers, frost bulbs that might intt)rft~re with gmundwatcr 
flow, and frost hca vt~. 

19. Where prcliminury design mvit!W indicntes tlwt o buried 
crossing would involve major unresolved environmentul 
concerns, the Agency should instruct the Com puny to pre pore 
o comporison of the buried crossing with w1 overheml 
crossing und to justify Hs choice of the mod() of crossing i11 
both engineering uml environment.ul terms. 

Buoyanuy Control 
Buoyancy control at river crossings involvt!S standard 
procedures thi::lt arc not expected to cause direct pnvironmen
tal concern. Huwevt:r, if the tf!chniques used to control 
buoyancy prove inadequate - a concern of particular 
importance with regard to the periodically innundated flood 
plain- then the pipe will float and will have to he repaired. If 
these repairs art~ necessary in sensitive locations or at 
sensitive times, tlwn the possibility of environmental damagt) 
is greatly increased. 

20. Buoyancy control weights slw/1 be required at river 
crossings for the entire length of pipe that, under design flow 
condil.inns, would he submerged. 

Another buoyancy control problt!m, although not one that 
exclusively concerns river crossings, is the tendency of saddlt: 
weights (concrete blocks that straddle the pipe) to slip off. 
This slippage may be caused by their having been incorrectly 
installed, but the problem seems to he particularly acute in 
muskng areas, wlH!n~ !here is insuffir:itmt latf~ral rcsistanr.c in 
thc soil to keep thc weights stablc over the pip<:. 

21. W lw re weigh Is ure used for buoyoncy con/ ro/. techniques 
shui/IJe used to ensure thot the vvuights will no/ slip off the 
pipe. Where smldle weights om used, the Compony slwll 
denwns/rute to 1/w suUsfucfion of tlw Agency thol tlw 
cons I ruction procedures used will ensure proper centring of 
the weights und thut, ufter buckfilling, the soils will hove 
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sufficient Juterul resistunce to prevent nwvenwnl of the 

weights. 

Scour Computations 
1\ considerable amount of t:vidence \vas presented to the 
Inquiry about the unusual and poorly understood phenome
non of the scouring of river beds by icr: along the proposed 
pipeline routt:s. Scouring occurs under massive icc jams, such 
as those observed upstn~am from Point Separation on the 
Mackenzie River. Relat1!d probluns includ1~ the migration of 
ver)l deep anrl not well-und1:rstood scour holes that occur in 
the Mackenzie Delta and scouring dSsodated with spring run
off that flows over and bi!IH!ath icings. In addition to scouring 
by run-off, up-ended r:akcs of icc can scour or gouge the river 
hcd during th1: break-up IWriod. These kinds of scouring could 
threaten the integrity of the pipe and cause engineering 
problems that would have significant environmental 
consequences. 

22. At the request of the Agency. the Comp<Jny shall suhmit 
the duta and computations it hos used to culculate scour ond 
the general degrodotion of the river bed ul streorn crossings. In 
general, the security of oll crossings slwll he ossured to u level 
of risk comp<Jrab/e to that of the stond<Jrd project design flood. 

Dual Crossings 

At certain times of the year, such as at freeze-up and break
up and during spring flood. it would be impossible to repair 
pipeline failures at some of the largr:r rivers. These are, 
however, tht: times at which failures an~ most likely to occur, 
because then various fluvial processes, such as scouring and 
bank erosion, are most active. 

Although Arctic Gas proposed dual crossings for economic 
reasons, they may also have an environmental advantage: 
with dual crossings, repairs in the river or on river hanks 
would not need to be done on an immediate or contingency 
basis. but they could be scheduled in an orderly way. and due 
allowance made for environmental protection. Of course, the 
chance of major environmental degradation caused by 
emergency repairs at an unsuitable time at any particular 
single crossing has to be weighed against the detrimental 
effect of building two pipelines there rather than just one. 

23. The Company, in submitting prcliminory designs to the 
Agency for each designuted major river crossing, shell/ 
explain the reasons, including cnvironmentol considerutions, 
that were involved in deciding whether to use a single or a 
duo/ crossing. The Agency rnoy extend this requirement to 
crossings of other large rivers. The prcliminory design for ony 
dual crossing shall include the approaches to it as well <lS I he 
crossing itself. 

24. If the project involves long sections of dual pipeline, on 
adequate number of cross-overs or connections between the 

t~vo pipes should be inslullcd during construction to increase 
flcxiiJility in the scheduling of repuirs. 

Construction 

The problems that are encountered in carrying a buried 
pipeline under riv1:rs and thP techniques us!:d to overcome 
these problems set the construction of slr!!1lm crossings 
distinctly apart from the rest of the pipeline construction. 
Although river crossings amount to only a small fraction of 
total pipeline construction. they are a major factor in terms of 
polfmtial environm!!ntal impact. 

Timing of Cons! ruction 
Most of the pipeline will be built during winter, but the 
construction of the major river crossings is scheduled for 
summer. In permafrost areas with ice-rich soils, summer 
construction activities on the approaches to the river crossings 
could cause problems of terrain instability, erosion and 
siltation. 

The construction of a large river crossing, whether in 
summer or winter, involves a fairly rigid sequence of different 
activities. of which the most important are discussed in 
subsequent sections. These rmginecring requirements must 
also be scheduled to accommodate seasons of environmental 
sensitivity and of land usc activity by local people. My 
concern is that, evl!ll with the best of intentions on the part of 
the Company, unforeseen delays, which are common in any 
level of construction, combined with very rigid overall 
deadlines, could disrupt any schcdule that was organized, in 
the first place. to take environmental considerations into 
account. Unforcsccn delays arc even more likely in the North 
than in more temperate latitudes. 

25. The Comp<Jny shall prcp<Jre detailed schedules for all 
cons I ruction work ossociuted with crossings of designated 
strcums and sho/J submit evidence to show that the schedule is 
rcolistic and contoins odequate ollowances for contingencies. 
In porticulur. Uw Company sholl show thot the proposed 
schedule for consl ruction ond its logistics does not unduly 
interfere with significant biological resources or with tradi
tionul hunting und fi'shing activities. 

26. On request from the Agency, the Company shall draw up 
construction pluns for the crossing of selected designated 
stremns at times other than in winter, and it shall evaluate 
these pions for fcosibility. cost and environmental impact. 
These plans shell/ be implemented if so requested by the 
Agency. 

27. Summer construction of river training works shall be 
avoided unless oil necessary materials and equipment can be 
brought to the site without danwgc to sensitive terrain. 

28. The work pods and approaches to river crossings to be 



constructed during summer slla/1/m built in winter unless the 
Company con demonstrate that summer construction is more 
desirable at a particular site. 

Installation of the Pipe 
The various methods of installing a pipeline below a stream 
bed give rise to a number of closely related concerns. Eusiest to 
cross are streams that dry up during winter, particularly if 
the excavation for the pipe ditch does not encounter taliks 
(unfrozen zones) below the channel. Such crossings can be 
carried out as part of the normal pipe-laying procedure. 
However, if the ditch intersects taliks, they will complicate 
construction. Any excavation through them will fill with 
water, which will then freeze rapidly. 

In the chapter on Fish, I have outlined the environmental 
problems that are involved in winter crossings of streams that 
carry limited flows and contain overwintering fish or eggs. It 
may be impossible to predict which streams will he flowing, 
particularly because there may be marked diffcrr>ncr>s from 
year to year. Nevertheless, crossings must be installed 
without interrupting stream flow and without damaging 
downstream reaches of the river by increased sedimentation. 

29. The Company shall endeavour to moke or have available 
periodic observations of winter flow over at least two yenrs 
for all designated strcom crossings before the completion of 
final design. 

30. To minimize the adverse effects of sedimentation and the 
interruption of stream and groundwoter flow, the time 
between the excovolion of the ditch and backfilling it shall be 
kept to a minimum. 

31. All winter cor~sl.ruction ucross wotercourses tho/ contoin 
overwintering {'ish or that hove foil spawning oreas 
downstream, which could possibly be offected by the con
struction, is to he done under dry conditions. These conditions 
may be achieved by waiting for the stream to dry up, by 
diverting the strewn, or by stoging construction t.hrough the 
use of coffer-dwns. Water flow, including flow through the 
gruvel under the strewn bed, slwllbe muintoincd to UllY cJreas 
where there ore fish or eggs overwintering, and siltulion shall 
be controlled lo the levds outlined in the clwpfcr on Fish. 

Much of the material excavated from the ditches at stream 
crossings will be used as backfill, but any material that is left 
over must be dispos1:d of in a manner that dues not interfere 
with the stream. Ttw proposed summer crossings of large 
rivers may create prohlems of spoil disposal. The excavation 
by drndgc that has bc:c:n propos1:d for crossing large channels 
will primarily involv1~ the removal of sand and silt. The 
disch<Hge of th1:sc materials into tlw river downstream leads 
to two basic concerns: an incrcas1~ in tlw s1~dim1mt load of the 
ri vcr and ohst rue! ion of the ri vcr. The CXGI V(ll ion of a d it ell by 
drag! inc provid1~s much lc:ss llcxihility in lhf~ disposal of spoil 
I han d rc:dgi ng, and I he ohst rue! ion of the ri vcr dw n ncl hy this 
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mdhod could be u concern. Spoil from both draglinf~ and 
dredge operations can b1~ disposed of on land or by barging it 
to suitable dump sites. Selection of the method to be used 
should involve n careful review of locnl environmental 
factors. 

32. DHch plugs sholl he left in pluce on hoth sides of o sf reom 
crossing until Uw i<Jst pos.'lihle momclll lo ensure thut little or 
no flow from the ditch can r.nter llw streom ond tlwt no 
sf rewn flow con enter I he ditch. 

33. The interference with aquifers he low chonncls t hot nrc 
dry in winter slwll be minimized. In purliculur, the Cumpony 
sholl ovoid plugging oquifers with silt or contuminoting the 
groundwater in a significont woy. '/'he construction lime of 
crossings that might interfere with such oquifcrs sholl be 
mc1de as short as possible. 

34. The ditch ocross the strewn shull he bockfiJ/ed with 
material from the chonnel bed unless otherwise upprovud by 
the Agency. 

35. As part of the pfonning for crossings /1J be built iii summer 
and for any other crossings that arc not built in dry conditions, 
the Company shall, <Jt the request of the Agency, evulu<Jtc 
olternotive schemes for excavation ond spoil d isposcll from nn 
engineering ond environmental point of view. If it is proposed 
to dispose of spoil in the river channel, the Compnny must 
show thut such disposul will not inc: reuse the channel velocity 
enough to interfere with navigation or with fish migrulion 
and tlwt it will not leud to an incrcuse in suspended sediment 
thCit moy be huzurdous lo {ish. (Sec Fish.) 

36. BJosting should conform to the recommendations list.ed in 
the clwpfer on Fis/1: Undcrwufer Blnsling and in Terrnin 
Considerations: Blusf_iiJg. 

Work Pads and Berms in Channel Zones 
At rivers to be crossed in summer, the pipe should he 
assembled into segments of several hundred feet on a work 
pad, then pulled across the river. This operation can be done 
in stagf:s, depending on the size of tlw work pnd and on the 
width of the crossing. Dr>pcnding on the topography of the 
valley, the work pad may be built on a flood plain beside the 
channt~l. which is the preferred location, hut it may have to be 
built in the channel zone itself, when: it might interfere with 
stream flow or might g1~t washed away during a flood. If the 
river erodes part of a work pad, it may cause siltation 
problems that may h1: more or less serious, depending on the 
materials that hav1: bc1~n used in constructing the work pad. 

Similar problt:ms Ci.lll arise if the channd or parts of it arc 
dyk1:d off by a cofft:r-dam to permit pipe laying in dry 
conditions. An obstruction in the chann1!1 will incrcas1: the 
vt!locity and 1:rosiv1: powt:r of the remaining flO\\.', which 
could intcrfcn! din~c:tly with navigiilion or \Vith fish migra
tion, and it could tdso caust! erosion of the c:hanncl bed and of 
the banks. 
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37. The size of work pods or of /he dyked areas intlw chunnel 
sh(Jl/ be limited at uny one time so !hey will nof interfere with 
nuvigution or with fish migrulion ond will no/ co usc signifi
C(!Ilf erosion CJ/ the design nood condil ion. 

38.ln generol, a work pod or u dyked nnw should IIOI occupy 
more than two-fifths of the wid/ II of I lw channel zorw. 

39. Any borrow or spoil materiuls tho! ore left in I he river 
after the removal of o work pod und ony other mutt:riols thot 
the river moy erodf! shall no/ uller /he morphology of the 
clwnnel, bank or river bed in o woy that nwy be del rimcntol to 
fish or wildlife or lo uny other use of the watercoursf!. 

Sedimentation 
Many of the conet~rns related to fish and fisheries have to do 
vvith the possibly harmful introduction of sediment into 
streams. The effects of suspended sediment on stream biota 
an! complex and by no means fully understood. It is, therefore, 
difficult to state in simple terms what may be harmful to fish 
and what muy not. Whether or not a certain st~diment 
concentrution is harmful depends on when~ and when it 
occurs. The introduction of fine sediments (silt and sund) into 
a stream is. however, likely to bt~ harmful -certainly it will 
not be beneficial- so it should he avoided so far as practicable. 

If concentrations of suspended sediment are kept within 
the natural rungl~ typical for the stream site, the time of the 
year, and the prevailing discharg1~, no harmful effects an: 
likely to result. Discharge is particularly important because 
naturally high concentrations of s1~diment are associated with 
flood discharges that rapidly wash the sediment dowo the 
channel without significant deposition. i\ similarly high 
concentration of sediment during <I period of no-rmal or lovv 
dischurge would settle out on the sln!am hed with environ
mentally unacceptable conscqu1~n1:t:s. 

Many of the recommendutions in this section and in other 
sections of this report that dtnii with river crossings have tht~ 
control of sedimentation as their main objective. Further 
recommendations relating to suspended sediment occur 
throughout the chaptt:r on Fish. 

Restoration of River Beds nm/ /3nnks 
The ditch across a stn~am channel is normally backfilled with 
the materials that \YCI'C prt)vious~~~ excavated from it. If the 
backfill is made to correspond roughly to tht~ original shape of 
the stream hed, the stream will regrade its bed during ltw next 
llood. Th.-~re is lit! II) potential lu~rc for significant lo11g-term 
c!Tt~cts. apurt from the initial impacts caused by construction 
work which I have discussed ahov1~. Fills placed on top of 
streambeds for work pads. r;lrnps and so forth. must be 
removed. but th!~ir n~mnval generally has litt!t~ polt:ntial for 
long-term effects on tlw cnvironnwnt as long as the work is 
done properly. 

The rt$toration of river hanks may have dfccts in the 
longer term. Poor restoration is un<u?stlwtic and it could l1~ad 

to slides of earth into the river uncl associated siltation, or the 
river might break through a cut bank to find a new course. 
Rivers with broad nood plains and riv1~r channels in deltas 
are normally contained by natural levees. Such levees tend to 
be very resistant to !~rosion and arc rarely breached by flood 
flows, although thcy may be frcqucntly submerged. All of the 
distributaries in the Mackenzie Delta have such levees 
associated with them and it is particularly important that 
they be properly restored at all pipeline crossings. 

If the river bank material is ice-rich, a cut into it that is left 
exposed could initiate a lengthy cycle of thaw erosion, The 
proposed method for dealing with such cuts is to backfill them 
with native rnatt:rial, then to blanket them with select backfill 
to prevent gullying and thaw erosion. If the installation of the 
river crossing has r1~duced the resistance of the river bank to 
erosion, riprap or other measures to control bank erosion, such 
as gabions and spurs. must be used. My concerns for these 
problt~ms hav1~ been discussed nbovc under the heading River 
Training Works. The pipeline will frequently approach 
stn~ams through a cut in the bank, und the cut will naturally 
attract run-off watt~r. Many river hanks are too steep to be 
restored to their original shape and. unless properly protected, 
ttwsc cuts will dt~vclop into df~eply scoured gullies und the 
pipe may heconw ~~xposed. The Kotant~elee River crossing of 
the Pointed Mountain pipeline, in the southwestern part of 
the Northvvest Tt~ITilories. was cited at the Inquiry as an 
t~xumple of this sequence of events. 

Tlw danger of erosion to steep river hanks and valley walls 
is one of the mosl important and most freqw~ntly stated 
en vi ron menta I conu)rns related lo the proposed pipeline 
project. The means of preventing such erosion an~ well
known: they includ1~ granular backfills and blankets, insula
tion. revegetation. and diversion of storm run-off away from 
tlw pipeline right -of -way (sec Terrain Considerations: Drain
agl~ and Erosion Control). These measures are relatively 
t~XJll?nsivc and tht~y un~ not, thcrcfon~. always applied. The 
prohlt:ms at rivt;r hanks are not intrinsicully diffcn!nt from 
those on any other slope. 

40. On the complr:lion of pipeline construction (Jcross a 
s/ n~um. t lu: st rcwn bed must be reslon)d to its original shape 
using nulivc or c/osdy similur mu/l)riuls. On request, the 
;\gcncy muy relieve 1/w Compuny fmmlhis rcquirenwnt if the 
(;olllpuny CUll s!Jow /hut the s/mulll in question is su!Jkiently 
uclivn lo ensure n:sloru!ion of ils !Jed during the first freshet 
fo/lmving cons/ruction. und thut it tv ill no/ interfere with the 
biulugicu I rcsou reus of I he sl reum. 

41. St mom bun/-;s ore to br. reston.•d us close to tlwir originol 
s/)(!pL' us druinnp,e UIJ(/ slope stuhilily will permit. The restored 
hunKs IIIUSI be us crosion-rcsislunl os the nolurul banks 
i JJllllcd iul rdy ups/ l'f)Uill ond dmv nst rewn from I he crossing. 



Monitoring 

Although a river crossing is designed to withstand changes in 
flow and the position of the channel, and to avoid disturbing 
the natural processes of fluvial evolut i1in, not all changt~s can 
be predicted accurately in advance. Prediction of the beha
viour of rivers in tlw North is particularly uncertain hn:ausc 
it involves processes I hat are not cnciJUillf!I'Cd clscwht!I'!!, such 
as the formation of icings and the thermal erosion of in!- rich 
soil along the banks. Although catastrophic changes must be 
dealt with as contingencies, slower chang1~s can be monitored 
by repeated measurements that will provide a basis for the 
planning of countm·mcasurcs. Changes that arc seasonal or 
cyclical, as well us those that are progrcssivf:, must be 
monitored. Parameters to be recorded include the rate of 
channel shift, changes in channel depth relative to tlw 
position of the pipe {scour depth), ice jams and their effects, 
river icings and subchannel flow in streams that hav1: low 
winter flow, changes in suspended st:dimenl, and pipe 
movements caused by buoyancy and frost heave. 

41. A monitoring plun und schedule shull he submittl!d to the 
Agency for approvul with the final design for each dcsignutcd 
river crossing. Site-specific adjustments to the plun nwy be 
submitted up to the time the pipe is commissioned. During 
opcrotion of the pipeline, the nppropriute govermnentul body 

Hivcr uml S/ rcwn Crossings 10:1 

muy r:urry out or inslrw:l I /Je Com pony lo r:urry out mldilionul 
monitoring ul purtir:ulur river crossing situs. 

42. T/w follmving colll)HliH:nls should be purl oJ' !lw monitor
ing progrwn. Vt~rticul sl1:n:oscopic twriul photugruphs ut w1 
opproprifllc scule should lw Iuken uncc u yeur ur, for uny 
crossing of u strewn /hut shows signi/"icun/ pus/ chunnel 
migrulion or bonK emsion. IIHJJ'e frr:qtwnlly. Clwnnel sound
ings should IJc mude onc:c u ycur in dcsignulcd 111ujor strewn 
crossings lllul huve nwiJih: beds or ure su/Jjt:c:l to scour; tlw 
soundings should extend over u chunncl n!w:ll of ubout lt:n 
chunncl widths, both upstn:un1 und dmvnsi/TUJJJ from tlw 
pipeline. Soundings uml other ohscrvulions s/](Ju/d be mudc u/ 
Grossi ngs w hem nw jor ic:e jwns occur; us soon us possible uftcr 
euch icc jwn /ws forlllcd, tlw crossing sit() should lw snumll:d 
for scour lloll!s; u proct)(/ure for detecting scour depth hcncuth 
ice jwns should he developed. Wutcr f1ow Ullllluvels slwuld he 
mcusured during winter ut cmssings vv /wn: /mv \Voter flow or 
the flmv of grounchvuter is importnnt to ovt:nvintering fish; 
these /llt!USUfe/Ilents COUld include Wllfcr yield of Sf)tings, 
piezometric mccJsurtmH!IJis of grounclwul1!r und ohservutions 
on icings. Suspended st:diment conccnt rut ions should lw 
observed us outlined in Fish. The position of I he pipe wlutivt: 
to an cslu/Jlished dntum should he 111eusured u/ crossings 
where uny freezing of the soil urouncl the cldllud pipe could 
encou 11/er f ros/-suscepl i/J/c srJils. 

43. The Compuny muy request perlllission to drop ils 
monitoring progrmn ot uny crossing for which there is 
enough evidence to show lhul u reduced JJIOIIi/oring progrwn 
is nnllilwly /o /eud to engineering und onvironnwntul proi>lcn!.<;. 



THE REPORT OF 
THE MACKENZIE VALLEY 
PIPELINE INQUIRY 

There arc many practical administrative problems associated 
with water resource management. One of these is the 
withdrawal of water. Quitl) early in the hearings, it became 
apparent that water withdravvals during construction and 
operation of the pipelinr~ could have substantial cnvironmcn~ 
tal and socio-economic cons1~quenccs. 

Construction of the pipeline will require hundreds of 
millions of gallons of water. And \Vater requirements for the 
operation and maintenance of the pipeline, while substan
tially less, will still be significant. Although there are large 
volumes of water along most of the proposed corridor, there 
will be localized shortages and conflicts with other, competing 
uses. The shortages may affect fish and fisheries, and th"y will 
be accentuated by the scheduling of major parts of the 
construction work during winter, when stream flows and 
water levels are at their lowest. There will inevitably be 
competing demands for water hct\vccn the project on the one 
hand and elements of the local environment on the other. 
There will be a host of other major and minor considerations, 
ranging from other human demands on a water resource, 
concerns over waterfowl and aquatic furhcarers, to recreation 
and aesthetics. The effect of many other project-related 
activities on watcrbodics must also be considered. I have 
discussed elsewhere wastewater, river crossings, and spills, 
all of which overlap considerations relatt~d to water with
drawal. All of these considerations should be taken together 
to form a comprehensive \Vater resource management 
scheme. 

The water resources of the Northern Yukon were of 
particular concern to many witncss1:s before the InquiTy. My 
recommendation against a pipeline across that region was 
partly based on this concern, particularly because of localized 
water shortages and the effects of low water flows on 
overwintering fish. The problems of water withdrawals 
elsewhere along the pipeline route warrant careful attl!ntion. 
Water will be required to test the pipeline hydrostatically. for 
camps, and for the construction of snow and ice roads, 
particularly along the northern part of the route where 
snowfall is low. But whatev"r may beth" project's ne.,ds, the 

PART THREE-
THE PROJECT 

Water 
Withdrawals 

constraints impost~d by tht~ competing uses of the living 
environment must be considcn~d. These ctmsl raints go ht:yond 
the obvious limitations of supply, \vith which i~nginccrs and 
contractors an) familiar, to encompass the li~ss obvious, but 
~~qually important, requirements for fish protection, habitat 
maintenance and iwsthetics. 

1. The objer;live in reguloling water willldrnwa/ shell/ be to 
control the locution ond time of withdrowo/, the volume 
removed, and ussociotf?d w:l iviUes so I hut they will not 
odverscly afj'ed: other indus/ riul, or donwsl ic: or rccreu/ ionul 
uses of the wotcr; tronsporfotion on, or uccess to, the 
wolerbody; fropping or fishing in or ncor it hy /occi/ pt~op/e; 
populations of fish and ond other oquulic; biotu in the 
wolcrbody; om! wotcrfowl or wildlife tho I USt' the wulcrl)()dy 
or its nwrgins. 

The need to regulate water use is recognized in existing 
legislation such as the Inland Waters Act and the Fisheries 
Act. However. it may be that the proposed pipeline, becaust) of 
its scale, may require measures not considen~d in the existing 
statutes. The project will involve hundr.,ds of withdrawal 
sites and hundreds of millions of gallons of water, all within a 
vmy short period of time. Each water withdrawal activity 
will be linked to the next by very pressing schedul"s for 
project design, construction, operation and abandonment. The 
sites will be spread over an extensive area; the volumes used 
at some sites will be small but at others very large. Each 
withdrawal will have broad implications on project activities, 
on regional environment in general and on local water 
sources in particular; applications cannot, therefore, be 
considered in isolation. 

The cumulative effect on the environment of all the water 
withdrawals could well be greater than the sum of the 
individual withdrawals. So, in planning and regulating the 
project, we must take a regional overview, as well as look at 
si te-speci fie det u ils. 

2. The Compony's woler withdrowu/ schemes shu// be 
comprehensive hy considering the immediute nnd cumulutivc 
cnvironmentu/ impuct of o// uspccts of the preconst.ruction, 
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construction, operufion, muinterwiJc:e ond ulwndonmcnl 
phuses of the proposed pipdinc. 

Overall Pion 
We have available som£: outstanding cnvironmcntul studies 
that relate to water withdrawal but this work has not been 
brought togdher to giv1: u comprehensive overview of the 
nature and scope of water withdrawals und their possible 
effects. It is !!sscntial that the concerns emphasized in the 
chapters on fish and Hw physical environment be considered 
together with such requil'l~ments of the project as pipe testing. 
snow roads, camps, and rivm crossings so that their ndation to 
the problems of water withdrawal is cl1~ar to cvc~ryonc 
involved with the design and approval of plans. 

Overall plans have been rccommf~mlt~d for various aspects 
of pipeline construction and operation. Because of the 
interrelationship bet\veen water withdrawals and tlw other 
uses of water resourc£:s, these plans must all he concisely 
keyed to each other. This could not h£~ done during I he Inquiry 
hearings, but it seems to me that it will have to h£: carried out 
before the government or other inl£:n:stcd partir:s will be able 
to provide meaningful direction or comment. An overall plan 
is a means by which the vi£!WS of experts and specialists in all 
fields can he incorporated into the planning and review 
process. I therefom endorse the approach taken b~/ Commis
sion Counsel in his final argument that. as in the GIS£! of all 
other aspects of the management of water resources. there 
should be an overall plan as well as silr:-specific applications. 

3. Before the finol design phuse. tlw Com pony shu// prcporc 
for approvul by the Age11cy on ovcnd/ pion for tlw vvotcr 
withdrawuls for ull cons/ruction w:tivitius unci o/1 pt]rnwrwnt 
facilities over the life of I lw pipeline up !o und including its 
ubondonmenl. Subject to the direL'/ion of the Agi]/IC'Y, tlw 
overall plun shall, us fur os possible, he in curfogruphir: form, 
shall be presented by druinugc 1Jusi11 (or a purl llwrt:of) CIS 

designated by the Aguncy. unci shu/1 luke into uccounf. by 
means of overlays or otlwr gruphic lec:hniquus ut the some 
sccde or by notations, I he other overu/1 pluns requested 
elscwhen: in this report. The Agency muy request the 
Company to resubmit purls of tlli.'-i overull plun if. for ony 
reuson, they do no/ nwt:l \Vii h its upprovu/. The ( ,'()1/1/)C/IlY 
shall und1?rlukc to ke£:p the overu/1 plun up to dult: so tlwt it 
reflects I Jw lutes/ pol ic ics u ml oclions of I he Com puny. the 
Agency um/ government. 

4. The ovuru/I plun shull specify such ilcrns us I lw gcrH:nrl 

timing und the extent uf pipeline-relutcd uclivities: the source 
of u/1 wuter to be ust.•d wrtl the proposed mt:lhod of its 
withdruwul, nww1s of /mnsportulion. s/orugf:. ln:uiJncnl uml 
use; the unlicipulcd volu11rr: und tlw rules und periods of 
withdruwul; t lw generul physico/ OIHiilio/ogicul c:lrurw:leris
tics und the· domes/ ic or (,'( J/11/llt:I'L'iu I l/SL'S {) f I he ~vu ler sou /'Ct.': 

uml other detuils thu t\~cw:y nwy mquin:. such us ultt:rnutivc 
withdruwul sites unci plcrns. 

s. The overu// plon sholl he opproved hy the Agency before 
site-specific upplicutions ore submitted for water 
wit.hdrawuls. 

Site-specific Applications 
6. The Com puny sholl file with the Agency o separate site

specific app/icution for euch water withdruwul, regardless of 
its rote or durul.ion. Euch of t.lwse applicuUons shall he keyed 
to the overull plun. For udministruUve purposes, such individ
uul opplicotions nwy be group-filed by eoch spread year, 
except when they ore no/ related to ony specific spread 
locoUon. In I his event, they shu// be filed on em individual basis. 

7. In ull circumstances, the Compuny shull supply to the 
Agr?ncy oil infornwtion thut is required or requested regarding 
the potentiul effect of o woter withdrowol on the environ
ment. porticulurly us it n:lutes In fish or to the usc of a 
wulerbody /Jy other people for domestic or other purposes. In 
purUculor, t:w:h upplicotion sholl outline Uw need for water 
und shall spt!cify such ilt:IIIS os the source of the water und the 
locution of its ust!: the moximum rates of withdrawal: the total 
volume to /w \-vithdmwn or. in the cuse of a continuing 
withdrowul, lhu volume per unit of time; the design detuils of 
t./w means of lulling, trunsporting und lreuUng the woter; the 
porliculor envirolllncntul owl lcmd ust! choructeristics of the 
\-\'Ufcr supply source (including its use by fish, wildlife, 
truppers, fish£:rnrcn or hy uny people for recreotional, 
professionul or other uses) on which the Company's ussess
rwml of the site und oft lu: efTt:cts of I /u: pmposed withdrf1wo/ 
ore based: I he proposed nrc/ hods for ond the I inws of 
monitoring H'ulcr wilhdnnvuls OlHl their effects on the 
t:nv i ronnw Ill: w 1d ol her dr:tu i /sus requested !Jy I he Agency. 

The uppliml.ion shu// pn:dict lhe physical chonges lo the 
wulerbody thut nwy result from the withdrowal. In the case 
of watcrcours£:s, this will include the percentage decreuse in 
Jlow rate. wuler deplh und water level: ond, for winter 
wi!hdrowuls when fish or r:ggs arc present downstrcom, the 
chunges in dt:pl h und oren of pools during minimum flow und 
JJHiximum ice cover. ~or lakes, it will include the J)f!rcr:ntoge 
decrease in the water volume, the maximum water 
drowdown onlicipuled, ond the length of time the wutcrbody 
will toke to n:cover its nu!urullcvel. 

8. Applicu/icJIIS thut ure upproved slrull he vulid for only the 
quuntities, loc:uticHJS und periods of wilhdrowal specified. If 
tlw conditions un: ultered in uny wuy /hut would increuse or 
c:lrwrgt: the lnc:ution of tlw impnct. the Compuny slw/1 submit 
un unwndt:d upp/icution fur UflfJrovol. 

IJrJsign Guidelines 
Many principles of design and operation were placed before 
nH: in evidt;ncc that will assist the government and the 
Company in the preparation {lnd t~xr:cution of their plans. I 
h<Jvr: asked Ill~' staff to develop guidelines from this evidence, 



and I commend tlwm, togctht:r with the recommendations I 
have made elscwlwre in this n:porl. to cvcryon!! concerned, as 
a common starting point in the ckvdopmcnt of a comprehen
sive approach to water withdrawals. 

9. All water wilhdrowals shulllw mode only in occordonce 
with site-specific pions prepwu/ IJy the Cornp"ny, signed und 
sealed by a professiorwl engineer ond opproved by the 
Agency. 

10. To protect the physico/ ond living environnwnt. the design 
of oll water wilhdmwaJ facilities sholl be in uccordonce wHh 
!he following puromefers: 

a) Water shall not he removed from Cl wnterlmdy frequented 
by fish, wolerfowl, or oquolic furbeorers, unless the Com
puny has denwns/roled lhut this withdrowul will not be 
detrimental lo Uw fish, wulcrfowl or oquulic furbeamr 
populations wu.l resources in und around /he wotcrbody, 
either at the time of remuvul or u/ ony subseqtwnt time. If the 
Company suhmils thot o wuterbody is no/ frequented by 
fish, it must he able to denwnstrote tho/ cloim to the 
sotisfuction oft Jw Agency. 

b) No water intolw sholl he locuted within 1,000 feet of fish 
spowning or overwintering W'l!OS Uwl huve well-defim!d 
boundaries. Woter rcmovcll frolll Iorge woferbodies thuf 
hove scattered fish overwintering and spowning a reus shGII 
be permitted, if proper screening ond opproved velocities 
ore maintoined. 

c) Water renwvol shull no/_ exceud 10 percent of llw rninimwn 
quantity of wutnr in the wulerbody during llw period of 
removal. ln ony cosc, water sholl not be removed from ony 
Juke that conluins fish. unless it is deeper thclll 12 feel, or 
from any flowing woterwny /hut conluins fi'sh, if removed 
would reduce ve/or;ity below 7!i pr;rccnt of tlw normal flow 
or to a depth of less them O.li feel. In ull wolc;rwuys thul 
contain overwintering ji'sh, I he flow mle slwll be moin
f(Jincd at leost ul I he noluru/ nwdiun monthly minimum flow 
level between November und April. The monthly minimum 
flow calculut ion shc!ll lw h"sed on tlw flow normcd/y 
expected in sl reums during nim! ou/_ of 10 yeurs in euch oj' 
Uw winter months. 

d) \!Voter removul shell/ not ClHJSl! siltufion or turbidity in 
excess of I he s/undonls sel oul in Fish. 

e) Intoke structures shull brJ locultnJ ond designed so tho!. Uw 
mcrximum inlet velocity is OWJ fool per second oro velocity 
tlwt is demons/ruled to ovoid interference will! indigenous 
fish populutions, osswning u worst-cuse situulion with ice 
uccumu/ntinn on tlw screen uml in flw wu/IJr. Where if is 
necessory to ovoid udversc cf{1:cls lo migruling juvenile fish. 
inlokes shulllw recessed info sl n:wn bunks. 

t) Stofionory inlulics shu// conform to tht: spccificolions 
outlined in "lntuke Screen Guidt:lines (1fJ7L)." prupured by 

\!Voter Wit hdruwuls H-i7 

the Fisheries WlCl Murim: Survicc (VunctHJvorJ, I.Jepor/nwnl 
of the Environment. 
g) Movuhle intokes shoJI IJe ussessed und upproved on w1 

individuul /)(Isis, but tlwy should meet spccificufions tho/ ure 
compom/Jlt: lo those for s/u/ionury inl_ukcs. 
11. The design of wnter withdruw"/ fm:i/ities shall inclnde 

mcosures to lu: Iuken during use und upon u/)(Jndonnwnl to 
stabilize the (Jpproochcs to tlw source so thtJI soil creep (JIJd 
erosion will not occur. 

12. Where pt:rmwwiJily submerged wulnr wilhdruwul 
structures ore USt)d, the Compuny shu// urrunge to huvc u 

governnwnt ugency inspt:cl 1/w structure on site before il is 
inslulled. 

13. The Compuny shall design u/1 H'Uicr-n:/uled systems for 
construction uctivitics, cwnps or pernwncnl focililics to 
incorporufu pr(l(:/ices ond 1:quipment /hut wi/J minimize the 

usc of wulcr. This pructice will/w purticulurly impor/un/ in 
oreas that urc ecologiccd/y sensitive or thul ure without un 

nbundunt wotcr supply. 

Operating Considerutions 
14. An individuul quulificd /o supervise wult~r wirhdmwul 

operntions shull be at the wii/Jdi'(Jwul site ul u/1 times during 
withdrowuls of water tho/ will be used for industriul wul 
relutcd opcmlions during pipeline conslrw:lion ancl testing 
(for exumple. pipe testing. ditch nooding. (JJld snow roud 
cons/ rue/ ior1). 

15. An individuul qualified /o supervisr: wulcr withclruwul 
slwll be u p1:rson who hcJs ht)t:IJ so designulcd by I he Com puny 

unci opprovt:d by the Agency und who hns u dcnwnslruted 
Knmvledgc of tlw crilicul /Jio/ogico/ feu/ures of the wulcr 
supply sou/u:. including tlw hohitul ft)o/urcs lhul musl ht: 
protected umlllw presence unci movement of (ish; the dtJ.'lign 
uml opcml ion of 1/w wult:r wit lulruwul fuci lit y: und soft:/_ y. 

16. The individuul qucdifl'ed to supervise wuter withdruwul 
shu// be given uulhority IJy the Compony lu slop oll ~-vult.'!' 
~-vilhdruwflls. should he IJe uslwd to do so on site hy the 
Agency's rcprt:sent.oUvc or should he deem it necessary on tlw 
basis of his own judgment. 

17. If an intuJ.w impoirs fish llobitat or inltJrferes with fish 
movements, directly or indimclly, it shull lw shut down ond 
either redesigned or moved to u more suiluhle /ocu/ ion t hoi hus 
been upprovcd by the Agency. 

18. If the minimum flow or duplh in Uw wulurcourse or lul-u: is 
opprooclu:d during wult:r wilhdrowul, /hf.' ex/roc/ion of 
wuter shcJ!J he reduced until u sofe wuler lt.~vel lws IHJf!ll 

res/nrcd. 
19. Upon uhundonment of u wuter witlulrmvul fucilily. or 

when such u fucilily will not lu: used for WJ ex/ended period of 
tinw, u.'i dr:lcnnitwcl hy IIH: Agency. t/11: (:ompony shed/ 
remove /he inlukc ond ull n:lu/1:d equipll!l!/1/ und s/nl(;/un:s 
fmm tlw l.vuler. 



THE REPORT OF 
THE MACKENZIE VALLEY 
PIPELINE INQUIRY 

The collection, handling, treatment and disposal of wastes are 
not issues that attract much public attention during the 
review of a huge project such as the proposed pipeline. They 
are regarded by most people as matters of routine. However, 
the evidence now before me demonstrates that explicit 
directions must be given to avoid unnecessary problems that 
may arise through misunderstanding rather than from 
conflicting objectives. · 

1. Wuste from construction cmnps und permnncnt focilitics 
associntcd with the pipeline must he collected, treoled und 
discharged in a monner that wHI diminuf.e ony lwzard to 
puhlic heoHh, ovoid the creation of u nuisuiJ(:tJ, muintoin the 
quality of the environment, und protect the indigenous flora 
and fauoo. 

Everybody will agree with this recommendation, but 
problems will arise as the Agency tries to quantify, and as the 
Company strives to meet, these broad objectives. 

The northern environment poses special problems for 
waste management engineers. For example, the prolonged 
cold inhibits biological degradation of waste and extends the 
survival period for many pathogenic organisms. Natural 
dissolved oxygen levels in northern watercourses are often 
very low, so that the introduction of project-related waste
water (which consumes dissolved oxygen during its decom
position) may locally reduce the oxygen to a level below that 
necessary to sustain aquatic organisms. Tlw attraction of 
wildlife to domestic solid waste is a matter of particular 
concern. 

In the North today, there are relatively few major sources of 
pollution: the rivers, lakes and streams arc among the cleanest 
in North America, and the land has not yet been much altered 
by man. These qualities are, in themselves, worth preserving, 
but in attempting to preserve them, we must be realistic, 
particularly in view of the limited duration of most pipeline 
activities. There are limits to environmental control: we 
cannot protect every blade of grass. We cannot guarantee that 
there will be no losses to fish and wildlife populations. 

On the oth1~r hand, we must work with tlw environment as 
much as possible to reduce total impact. For example, if waste 

PART THREE
THE PROJECT 

Waste 
Management 

were allowt~d to he disposed of without the usc of daborate 
treatnwnt facilities, its short-term impact c;()uld he great, but 
its long-term impar.t might be less than tlw total <~rwironmen
tal conscqw!nC!!S that would result frorn the fabrication, 
construction and abnndonment of such faciliti<~s. \/Vi! must 
understand the costs and limits of practicable technology and 
we must know what is the environment's natural assimila
tive capacity. For example, some of thl! large wtlll~rhodi!!S in 
the North, particularly the Mackenzie H.iv<!r, can assimilate 
substantial quantities of domestic wtrslc\val!~r without 
environmental harm. Prudent usc of such assimilativ£~ 
capacity, particularly on a temporary husis, may h1~ good 
en vi I'llllllll~n Ia I nw ru_tg£mwn t. 

Waste Management Plans 

For a realistic and comprehensive approach to the manuge
ITllml of waste produced by the pipeline project. tlwn! must be. 
at the outset. agreement between the Company and the 
Agency about tlw nature and ext1:nt of the subject. The 
preliminary nature of the waste m<magemcnl proposals that 
were put h1~fon: the Inquiry makP-s it impossihll:, at this stage, 
to piece together an overall picture. How1:vcr, it is important 
to say som1:thing about the relation of the locations, volumes, 
and periods of discharge of all wastes~ liquid and solid- to 
other aspects of the project, especially if they may have a 
cumulative or compounding effect on the rec1!iving ~~nviron
mcnt. Sources of water and the points at which pipe test 
liquids are discharged should be considered, as well as 
environmental constraints, such as the naturul characteristics 
and fluctuations of dissolved oxygen levels in \Vaterbodir.s, 
permafrost soils, fish spawning and overwintl!ring areas, and 
the usc of vvali!l', land and rcnewabl1~ rcso!lrccs hy people. In 
this \vay, tlw pmhlcms posed by wasll~ disposal may h~: s1~cn 
from tlw OVI!rall perspectives of both the projn:t and the local 
en vironn11:n t. 

Consequently, I endorse the approach taken in the submis
sion of Commission Counsel in his final argunwnt, which 
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rcquin~s tiH) Cornp<lny to develop an overall \Vast!~ manage
ment plan before submitting sitc-sp!)cific applications. 
Commission Counsel's proposals. which I present here in a 
slightly revised form. should be aclol>tc!l. 

Overed/ Pion 
2. Buforu llw fincll design phose. tlw Cmnpuny shu/I prcpore 

for upprovu/ by tlw Agency W1 ovum// p/un fort lw disposu/ of 
wustnLvutcr und solid Lvoste {mill u/1 etJ/lslnu:tion uctivities 
nnd from ull pcrmonenl {w:ilitit:s rdu!cd /fJ thu pipeline 
pmit:c/, up to und including u/)(J/ldoni!W/11. Suhiuct to the 
direction of lfw Agr)m;y, the ovurull plun sho/1. us fur os 
possible, he in curtogruphic forll!, shu// be presented by 
droinugc IHisin (or o purl 1/wmof) us dcsignoled by the 
Agency. unci shu// toke info accounl, by nww1s of overJoys or 
other gruphic techniques ut the some scu/u or by notutions, the 
other ov!~ni/1 pluns requested clscw/wm in/his document. The 
Agency nHly request the Compuny lo rusuiHnil purls of this 
overul/ plun if, for uny reuson. they do not nwcl with its 
npprovul: the Compony shuJJ under/uJ.w /fJ keep Uw overull 
plun up to dutc so I hot it rcf/eL'Is tlw Jutes/ pulicius um/ uctions 
of tlw Com pony, the Agency cmd govt!rnnw nt. 

3. The overall plun shuii specify such items us the gcncwl 
liming und the ex/en/. of pipc/ine-ndul!:d uclivilius; the points 
nf ge/H)/'Oiion and disposul of wnste; 1/w pmposed methods of 
co//cclion, sloruge, trenlment und disposul of ol/ wuste; tlw 
!1IllicipoltH1 volumes, the physico/, clwlllicul ond IJiologicuJ 
chGruc/!nistics, umJ the periods of disc/wrge of u/1 wusle; the 
generu/ physical ond biologico/ churw:t!!risl ics oft lw environ
ment in the vicinity of ony woste dist:l!urgc· sites: the locution 
of ony communities or comps in tlw vicinity of the proposed 
activity. with Cl description of the usc tlwy 111uke of the \voters 
one/ lunds that rnuy be nffected by the Lvuste disposu/ oct ions 
of the Compony: unci other detoils tlw Agency muy require. 
sue h us u lternative waste d isposcll sitvs o /1(1 plu ns. 

4. The overall plun sholl be up proved by I he Agt~m;y before 
sile-spt!cific app/icutions ore subllli/lcd for wustewuter 
dis!:hurge. 

Site-specific Applications 
s. The Company shu/l file with the 1\gtnJCy o seporule site

specific upplicalion for each disclwrge site of solid unci liquid 
wosle, regurd/css of the quulify, role or duro/ion of the 
disclwrg!~. Each of these upplicutions shu/l be keyed to the 
ovew/1 .plun. For odministrotive purposes, such individuul 
npplicutions may be group-filed by coch spreod ymr except 
whun Iiley (Jre not rcloted to ony spt)cific spreud locution. /n 
this t!Vf!/11, !hey shu// he filed on the /)(Isis tJ{ tlw uctivity or the 
geogruphicu/ a reo involved. 

6. Euch upp/icufion shoJI specify .'iucll items us tlw normal nnd 
muximum popu/ution of all focilities ut which donwslic wostn 
will he generated: the complete dt)sign purunwters of the 

{w:ility pmposcd to dispose of wusle. inch/(ling u documented 
esl inw/1~ of I he quonl it y, its clwmicul. physh:u/ und biologico/ 
churucterisl ics. und I he Jocul ion, nw/ hod uiHI pt)riods of 
dischurgt:; tlw dvs(~n unci operclling considerutions for 
hund/ing upset conditions such os surge flows. hydraulic 
over/owling. equiplllent fuilures und the collopse of biological 
processus; tlw purliculur physico/ churw;terislics of the 
receiving enviro11nwnt. its use h'!l fish ond wildlife species ond 
by hunters. I ruppers or nnyone ulsc for recreolionol. profes
siono/ or other use. together ~vifh the Compuny's osscssment 
of the dt!gn!e of trcotmenl thut is net:dud ut o porticu/ar 
disciHll)!,l: site; und /he proposed me/hods und limes hoth for 
tlw JJ10JJiloring of recl!iving /onds und wufcrs, ond for their 
rdwiJi lilo/ ion u ft u r Uw dischorgt) lws slopped. 

7. 'J'Iw Colllpuny lllUSI be uh/e to solisfy tlw Agency that the 
cuJJeclion ond /reolnwnt processes will he performed to the 
stu ndu rds specified tinder the prevoi /i ng field condif ions. 

B. The l\!..wncy /Jlusl opprove un upp/iculinn hefore ony on
site consfnu:lionlw,~ins. Approved upplicutions shoJI be valid 
for only the quunlilics. quolilies, locutions ond periods of 
disc/wrgl! SJHH:ificd. If the conditions ore n/lered in ony way 
tlwl would increuse or chcmge the locution of the impact, the 
Colllpu ny shu II sub mil u n omencled opp/icut ion for upproval. 

9. Tlw Cmnpuny slw/1 supply In I he Agency oll information 
I Jwt Ill! 1y IH~ rcqui red ond requested regurd i ng I Jw t~ f'{ect of any 
woste disc hu rgc on I he env ironnwnl. 

Wastewater 

The primary purpose of any scheme to manage wastewater is 
the establishment and maintenanct~ of diluent standards that 
will achiPvc tlw objectives I set forth in my first recommenda
tion. This task is not as straightforward as it may ilt fi1·st seem, 
and it could l!~ad to misunderstanding among all the parties 
that \Viii ht~ involved in the construction and regulation of a 
pip!dinc. 

The Applicul.ion of Standords 
It is worllnvhilc to place the subject of wastewater treatment 
in p!~rspcctiv!~ so that we can understand the application of 
rekvant standards in the North. Everyone agrees that it is 
important to treat sewage to protect the environment. In 
urban and industrial areas. where most of us live, the volume 
of wasl!!w<ltt!r is greater than the local environment can 
obsorh. Thus. treatment of sewage is desirable - if not 
P.ssential- to our well-being. 

Most wastewater technology and programs tend to focus on 
the urban and industrial problems we face in the South. This 
pcrspcctiv!~ is often transferred to the treatment of waste
water problems in frontier regions. Furthermore, we all tend 
to feel satisfied with forms of technological responses that 



result in measurable improvem£!nts. But is this the right 
approach in the North? Is there an <!nlrcnched administrative 
approach here, an approach that is strengthen£!d by urban
industrial attitudes, that views with suspicion any softening 
of southern regulations in the nortlH!rn context? 

Presumably there arc economic, l£~chnical and administra
tive limits to environm£mtal protection programs. Are we not, 
then, obliged to define our concerns on th£~ basis of the actual 
priorities of the northf!rn environment rather than on the 
basis of the problems and the tu:hnology applicd in othcr 
parts of the nation? Are not oth£!r fn!sh wal£!1' issues more 
important in the North than elaborate sewage tn!atment? Is it 
not, for example, more important to eliminate harriers to fish 
by installing more bridges and larger culverts. to reduce the 
problems of siltation by using more elaboralt! df~vic~s to 
control erosion, or to institute corniH'chensive procedures to 
prevent and control toxic substances? 

I am dismayed by tlw huge amounts of money and effort 
that have been spent on sewage treatment in connection with 
the Alyeska pipeline. Many of the sccondary treatment plants 
did not meet their design spn-:ifications, and oft1!n the effluent 
produced by secondary trcatmcnt was only slightly better 
than it was after primary treatment. The Aly!!ska Pipelin1~ 
Service Company did not, thercfon~. achieve the environmen
tal benefits of secondary treatment, yct they pourcd hundreds 
of thousands of dollars into thc dfort. Tlw friction that 
resulted between the surveillance and administrative author
ities seems to me to have been far out of proportion to the 
importance of the subject. In considering the Alaskan 
I!XperienC!\ W£! must look not only at the reasons vvhy tlw 
secondary treatment plants failed to operate properly, hut 
also at the justification for these plants in the first place. 

Commission Counsel said that "proc1~durcs to minimize th£! 
adverse cff£!cts of waste disposal on the receiving rmviron
ment are not ... well understood" (Commission Counsel, 1970, 
"Construction Services and Activili£)S: Wastf)\..Vater and 
Sewage: Camps and Facilities." p. "I). Archil! Pick, of the 
Environmental Protection Service, lJ£!partment of the En
vironment in Edmonton, after n~vi1~wing lhf! argument, 
disagreed: 

The aspect that is nut well understo!Jcl is a method of rational 
analvsis to dt!termine the level of treatment efficiency required 
in e~ch site-specific case. The gap is more in tlw ability to 
interpret the receiving environment <md its limitation.<; and the 
time requin:d to do so, !'ather than vvith the vvastc treatment 
systems available. In fnct. it is this gap that has led most 
jurisdictions to ndopt a strategy similar to "Best PnJcticahle 
Technology." which is bast:d on a concept of incremental 
improvcmr:nt mther than doing nothing because rational 
f:nginccring una lysis is not ftilly <W<Jilal>!c. The difficult part o! 
the concept is to ddinc technology that is "pr<lf:licabk" 
Practicabilitv infers that the svstcm is availnblc. pnn't!n and 
does not c:n~ato nn unnct:L'S.S<;ry !~t:onomic or tc:c:hnological 
hardship .. 

Conceptually I do not objt!cl to tlw 1wcd In consider the 
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assimilative capability of the n;cciving cnvironnwnt: hmvcvcr. 
the difficulty that has been cxpericnccrl in arriving at wnslt! 
treatnwnt requirement this W<Jy should he n:cognizcd. I 
challenge the second statement [in Commission Counsel's 
submission] which states that "it would be irn:sponsible to lay 
down blanket-type dOuent stnndards that ignore the influent 
characteristics and tlw site-specific charac:lt!ristics of tlw 
receiving t~nvironmcnt.'' It has been the cumttlntive experience 
of pollution control agt!ncics thnl allt:mpts to rcgul<ltc on a site
by-site basis lead to intcrminnhlc delay ;:md a faihm~ tu achieve 
pollution abatement goals. 

In effect, I am saying that the assimilative approach, while: 
scientific<dly desirablt!, is vir!U<1l!y un\\'orkablc from <Ill 

administrative perspective. I believe such a rcquircnwnt \Vould 
ensure that no decisions of consequence could he reached unti! 
after a pipeline was completed. VVith the large ntunber of sites 
involved, the Agency would bcconw bogged down in rhetoric; 
and altcmatives.jPick, personal communication, June 28, 1H77J 

I am persuaded that these are vital points: wt: must sp1:cify 
standards that are attainable with practicablt! l£!chnology. as 
suggestml by Mr. Pick, and hc prcpan!d to specify the 
standards without th1~ 1~xtensivf! sitc-specifk analys£~s nt!u:s
sary to define scientificully the assimilutivc capacity of the 
local envi1·onment. In doing so. we must recogniZf! tlu: 
temporary nature of most of tlw discharges associated with 
the project and the time constraints that all parti1:s will havt; 
to meet during the design and cons! ruction perio<ls. 

I hav!! }ward eviclf!ncc on the problems of managing tlu: 
wastewater associal!:d with the 1\lyeska pipfdine. Th1~n~. the 
high cost of treatment. and th1~ d1~sign and Olwr;Jting problems 
encountered secn1 to be tied. in part. to the nature of 
wastcwa!l!r produced by the camps: it is SI!VI~ral times mon: 
conu~ntrated than that produced by cities and tmvns. Tht~ 
standards applied. however. ofl1:n do not takt: this fact into 
account. 

The pipeline companies initially told me that they vvould 
provid1~ s1:condary treatment for all wasl!:s from largt: C<Jmps, 
and the quality of lhf) effluent from them would have ht!l!ll 
close to the standard specified in Guidtdines for Ef17Lif:nl 

Quality am/ Waslewuler Trcutmcnl at Federo/ Esluh/ish
mcnts und in Rccomnwndud Environmento/ Slundonls for the 
Design und Cons! ruction of a Mudwnzic Vullt:y Gos Pipeline, 
both published by the EnvironnH!ntal Pn1tcction Sl!l'vicc. 
Department of the Environment. 1-Iowevl!l'. the companies 
later modi ficd their statements and suggested a lowu· qual i I y 
of effluent. The National Erwrgy Board has n:jcclcd this 
modification and said that the standards set out in the fcdt~ral 
guidelines must be mel. 

I think that. in our efforts to pro!!:ct the £:nvironnwnt. \\'t! 
must ht! t:ardul that wt! do not lost: sight of our ovt:rall 
objectives and of the limits of lll'ilclicablt~ technology. TIH~ 
federal guidelines \Vcn~ intl!nch:d ns an 1:xamplc. and they arc. 
therdon!. !!qual to. or mon! stringent than. the t:stahlisht:d 
standards or requirements of an~' otiH!r fcd£!ral or provincial 
rcgtdatory <Jgcncy.l <Jill advis1:d !hut lht! df!ttcnt!imits set ott! 
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in the guidelines are ha::;ed on the quality of municipal 
effluent attainable with well-opr"·atcd. standard secondary 
treatment technology, which is considered to he the best 
practicable technology. This technology is considered to 
remove at least 85 percent of suspended solids and five-day 
biological oxygen demand (BOD). For domestic wastewater at 
the federal establishments for which these guidelines arc 
intended. the specific diluent limits are, therefore, 20 milli
grams per litre (mg/1) BOD and 25 mg/l suspended solids. 

However, if we recognize that camp wastewater \Vill lw 
several times strong£~r than municipal wastewater, it is 
obvious that a practicable reduction hy 85 peru~nt of camp 
wastevvater will yield an effluent that exceeds the limits 
specified in the federal guidelines. If the numerical limits of 
the guidelines arc applied, we shall, in fact, he asking the 
Company to reduce its wastes by over 96 percent- und that is 
not practicable. In most instances, it would place an unneces
sary burden on the Company and its enforcement would 
cause considerable difficulty for the Agency. Quite simply. 
such an appmach to the prohlem will be unmanageable. 

James J. Cameron of the Northern Technology Centre. 
Department of the Environment. in Edmonton has writt£:n 
the Inquiry on this subject. 

I do not believe the Guidelines for Eff1uenl Quo/ity and 
Wostewutcr Trentrncnl (Jf Federo/ Estohlishmenls (EPS-1-EC-
76-1) ha vc direct application in these ci rcumstanct:s. I agree that 
the wastt:water management requirements should be site
specific to allow flexibility in engineering and administration 
and tailoring to the characteristics and uses of the receiving 
environment. Domestic wastewater effluent quality require
ments should be cognizant of the prtsent and f.utun~ very hrw 
population densities, and industrial and agricultural activities 
\vithin northern watersheds. However. wastev .. ,ater disposal 
must not adversely affect the local environment. Northern 
effluent guidelines must consider ttw rdatively long survival 
time of pathogenic organisms in cold (~nvironnwnts and the 
resulting potential health hazard \Vhich is enhanced by the use 
of receiving waters by local people in their extensive land usc 
activi I ics. 

Unfortunately, it is generally impracticable to assess scientifi
cally and to define clearly the assimilative capacity and public 
health requirements and to administer strict rec(:iving water 
quality regulations. This is particularly tru(~ in the northern 
environment. \Vhich is kss studied and understood. ami when: 
there an~ few relevant precedents. Also. the transient nature of 
this project's activities Iwgotcs incn~nwntal respons1:. Therefore, 
I belit~vc that it is prudent to present a precise, conservative. yet 
rational gcncrol effluent stcmdard. However. these should not lw 
based on the Federal Establishment Guidelines. R;llhcr. their 
intention of a we\1-opcrnted secondary treatnwnt system 
should be applied to tht~ characteristically concentrated nature 
of the camp wastewalt~r. 

Efflw~nt BOD from normal camps is expected to be approx
imately 600 mg/1. Higher \'alucs would be produced where 
kitchen wastes and gn;tlst; Lire not SL'gn~gated or when: \\·atcr 
conservation measures an~ implemt~nted. In contrast. the BOD of 
domestic I ype effhwn Is from normn I mu n icipa I it ic:s is general! y 

Jess than 200 mg/1. The higher strength wastewater is 
relatively easier to treat and normal secondary treatment 
technology can achieve a 90 percent reduction in BOD. I 
understand that on this latter point there is precedent in the 
Great Lakes reguiutions for ships. In these circ.:umstances, a 
strong waste with BOD of 500 mg/1 is anticipated and the 
effluent guidelines specify a maximum effluent BOD of 50 mg/1. 

If this "best practicable technology" concept is followed, then 
maximum effluent requirements for BOD of 60 mg/l and 
suspended solids of 75 mgll with a minimum of 90 percent 
removal and fecal coliform count less than 400 per 100 ml 
would be appropriate. If such a reasonable general effluent 
guideline were presented, I believe that it would be adopted 
without dispute for the majority of camp locations. Indeed, to 
standardize the design and to show good corporate citizenship 
and leadership. the pipeline company may choose to adopt 
these at all but the smalL temporary camps, even though such 
standards were not required on environmental grounds. In 
those instances \vhere the receiving environment could not 
readily assimilate such a loading. then flow management 
lagoons to prevent discharge during critical times of the year 
will probably be the most economical and environmentally 
sound solution. [Cameron, personal communication, July 15, 
19771 

Effluent ond Disposo/ Stondords 
Before giving my recommendations, I want to dispel any 
misunclerstandin'g that m8y aris£~ from my general conclusion 
that, although the sumc principles of waste treatment should 
he applied to the pipeline project as would be applied to a 
federal establishment in snuth£~rn Canada. less stringent 
numerical standards should he used. This conclusion does not 
contradict my g1~n~~nd view that ambient water quality 
standards, which I proposed in The Physical Environment: 
Wnter. should be muintained. The temporary nature of most 
discharges. the design and location of camp facilities and the 
natural assimilative capacity of water bodies will help to limit 
most of the adverse impacts on wuter quality. Of course, if 
there is any danger of overtaxing the natural assimilative 
capacity of watcrbodies, higher effluent standards can be 
provided or the discharge may be held until it can be released 
without harm. My point here is that we must not try to apply 
standards that we knovv from the outset are virtually 
unattainahl£~. 

In the chapter on The Physical Environment. I said that 
wetlands should h£: accorded the same level of protection as 
other clements of the landscap!~. Thus, although I recognize 
that the Company may. in some circumstances, use wethmds 
to receive sewage effluent, the quality of the effluent that may 
be discharged into swamps must he strictly controlled, as 
outlined below. Tht! value of W£!tlands, in this context, lies in 
their capacily to hold water and as habitat for aquatic and 
other wildlife sp£)ci£)S. Their v~Jluc as habitat would not be 
decreased - in some cases. it could be enhanced - by the 
addition of nutrients. Also, if W!!tlands arc used as natural 
scwag£! lagoons, then! will be no need to dig artificial lagoons, 



which would remain, after tht~y were abandoned, as scars on 
the landscape. My recommendations aim to prevent tlw ubuse 
of all northern lands and waterboclics and to t:nsurc the 
continued viability of their ecosystems. 

Obviously a balance must ht~ struck that will ensure the 
attainment of our objectives in a practicahlt: way under the 
field and administrative conditions of the projcr.t. I have asked 
my staff to pursue this issue. They huvc reu~ivcd usdul 
information from the Environmental Protection Service, 
Department of the Environment, in Edmonton. on which l 
have relied. in part, in writing the foregoing paragraphs and 
in what follows. 

10. The Minimum Ejfluenl Si.undmds for u/lfncilities slw/1 be 
bClsed on prinwry treolnwnl, which shall consist of the 
removal of settleable, j1outoble and Hllspended solids ond 
grease and of appropriate disinfection lo ensure lhul public 
lwolth stondords arc met. Prinwry lreCJtment could be 
occomplished hy screening, grit removol, pre-oeruUon omJ 
primory sedimentation, with surfoce sKimming to mduce 
grease and flooloble solids. 

11. The General Waslewuler Treutmenl Hequiremenls that 
ore applicublc to nlCJjor consU·tu:Uon cmnps und to permonenf. 
facilities thot discharge into environments thot hove u 
relatively limited assimi/ulive copocity shed/ be bused ou the 
best practicable technology nnd on I he copabi/ilies of u well
operated secondCJry treofnwnt technology. In view of the 
relatively high concentrotion of cwnp wust.cwolf)r, the 
eff/uent may hove a nwximum BOD of liO mg/1 nm/ sus
pended solids of 75 mg/1, bul the maximum must not exceed 
10 percent of the inf/uenl vu/ucs and the fecul coliform count 
must be less than 400 per 100 mi//i/ilre (m/). The Agency may 
specify more or Jess stringent eff1uent sl.ondords in view of the 
volume of ejf/uent. its quulil.y, the timing of its dischnrge or 
because of other developments in the om(J (Jf1d the noture and 
uses of the particular receiving environment 

12. Unless otherwise noted by the Agency. uny applimlion lo 
dispose of effluent in a wuy that deviutes from the Genera/ 
Wastewater Treatment Requirements shoJI be supported by 
site-specific information. 

13. The discharge of an effluent without disinfection shull be 
permitted only when it. has been proved beyond rcCJSollable 
doubt that it poses no thmut lo public lwollll. The Company 
may be required to institute higher stondords of tmotmenl. on 
a site-specific bosis to ensure thot the eff1uent is mlequutely 
disinfected. 

14. The use of chlorine us " disinfectonl is discourugcd. hul 
where it is used the Compony shall demonstrate tho/. t.he 
chlorinated e /fluent is not toxic to aquul ic orgonisms. 

15. The wastewater effluent sholl be dischCJrged only into a 
receiving environment 1 hut can ussimilote the residual 
po//utants. Outfa// works sha// be designed to disperse the 
efTluent. Particular attention slwll be given to the prol.ect.ion of 
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tvulerbodics from uxccssivc fJ/'gunic loucling during periods of 
icc cover or low wuter levds und to pn:vcnling dischurges 
into wutcrlmdics /hut ore qui1:scunt or /!Jut could IJnc:o/Jif) 

tlwrmully slruliji'ed, thereby cw1sing loculized concenlrulions 
of ejj"/uenl. 

16. Unless otherwise dcnHJnslru/ed us cnvironmcn/ully 
occl:ptoh/e, swumps, bogs or fens sholl no/ lu: used to n•ceive 
frculed cjJ1ucJJI for mom /hun /i.ve yours, und they shuJJ lw of 
su/J'icient size to ollow upproxinmlt:ly 120 squure yurds per 
contributing nwn-yeur. The disposul of treu/l)d effluent should, 
if possible, be info swamps, hogs und fens /hut hove sub~ pools 
I hut mui ntoi n flow throughout I he ycur ( 1/u rtlund- Rowe und 
Wright. 1974). All swornp, hog or fen url!tls used for dj"/ue111 
disp(:Jscd shall be cleurly poslt~d fo ulerl I ruppers ami ollwrs 
thul sewoge cjj7uent is present. 

11. All solids und sludges in. or resulting from. the tn:utnwnl 
of wostewater or suwugc sho/1/w hundlcd und disposed of in u 
IIIW!ncr approved /Jy tlw Agency und consistent wilf1 it.s 
requirements for solid wos!e disposul us dr:luiled in Wusle 
Munugernent: Solid Wuste. 

18. To ensure proper operotion of ull trcutnwnt focililies, o 
quuliji'ed operutor or other dusignuled individuo/ sho/J <If lend 
u/1 wosl.cwuler ond sewugc oJwmtions ul such times us llw 
Agency may designutc. The Agency must upproVI) I Jw 
troining progrwn und quulificutions of such un opemlor or 
individual. 

Sampling and Records 
19. The procedures for cff7uenl sumpling Ufl(l unu/ysis shu//IJe 

in occordonce with !he latest edition of Standard Methods for 
the Examination of Water and Wastewater ( Americon Public 
1-Ieolth Associul.ion, 1974). 

20. During periods of ef/1twnl dischnrge, compositf~ swnples 
shulllw taken nm/ onCJiysed duily or as otherwise specified IJy 
I he Agency for /JOD and suspended so/ids lo ensure llwt the 
specified stondords ore not heing violotcd. Heferee sumples 
shell/ be token of limes specijled by the Agency and ono/ysed 
by personnel up proved by I he Agency. The results s/io/1 be 
incorporated into the plant records. 

21. The Com pony shall conduct oddilionu//ests, such us fecCJ/ 
coliform tests, chlorine residuullests (when chlorine is used (JS 
o disinfectCJnt in t.Jw effluent strewn), ond nutrient, chemicul 
oxygen demund (COD), toto/ orgcmic curiHHJ (TOC ), und of her 
tests, CJS the Agency may require to me(Jsure I he impact of the 
effluent on the receiving environment. 

22. If an effluent is dischurg1!d directly or indirectly into uny 
sfwmn, the Compuny sholl swnple the wo/r)r IJol.h ulmvu und 
lwlow tile disclwrge point. These sornples shu II be Ioken ullhe 
sw1w time cJs efflu;ml somp/es, or os otherwise directed !Jy t}w 

AgL'ncy, and they shull he unu/ysed for BOD. suspended solids, 
tolol coliforrns, chlorine residuul ond other puromefers, (JS /he 
Agency muy specify. The results shoJI be incorporut.ed into flw 
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plant records. Sampling points shcJ// be t:stGblislwcl us outlined 
in the chupter on Fish or us otherwise directed by the Agency. 

23. For bol h composite ond grab sw11p/t)s tuken cJt wustewater 
I reotmcnf sites, the or it l11nc! ic mean for ony conset:uf.ivc 30-
doy period should nol exceed the limits specified; in account
ing for minor disturhuncc to plant opemfions, the seven-day 
orithmctic mean shall not exceed 150 percent of the limits 
specified. lf the effluent does not meet these limits, the 
treatment system slw/1 be declared de/i"Gient, OIJ(l the Com
pany shall immcdiote/y luke corrective measures I hut arc 
ucceptab/e to the Agency. 

24. Adequute records und reports of the wastewutcr treat
ment ope rut ion shall be muintuined on sile in a form up proved 
by the Agency. They shall indicnte the chnrncl.crislics of the 
row wostc: I he amount of waste lreulecl, chcmicols used and 
sludge produced; fined deposition of sludge; cff?uent quulity: 
nwintenonce done: and choroctcristics of the receiving 
cnvironmt!nL During pipe/inc construction, o copy of all 
records, duly certified by the opcrolor und camp superintend
ent, sholl be forwarded to the Agency ot the end of each 
month. During operation of the pipeline, these records sholl be 
made availuble upon reqUt!SL 

Design Guidelines 
The terms and conditions I have outlined above to deal with 
plans for wastewater mcmagement and with effluent stan
dards should provide tht~ basis for the preparation, implemen
tation and assessment of comprehensive measures for the 
management of wastewater. How1~vcr, further guidelines 
may be needed to clarify various details. To assist the 
Company and the Agency. I includt~ below guidelines taken 
from Commission Counsel's final argument. revised to 
accommodate the views of participants, and others. 

I must emphasize that the objectives of wastewater 
treatment will be best met by having a plant design that is 
appropriate to the type of waste expected from camps and by 
ensuring that the system is operated well. The quality of 
operation is of paramount importance because excellence of 
design cannot fully compensate for a poor operator. A good 
operator, on the other hand. can often compensate for minor 
shortcomings in design. 

QUALIFIED OPERATOR 

25. A qualified operator for the wostewater and scwoge 
operations shall be on site at all times when construction and 
related operations exceed 200 man-dctys ot one locotion; one 
day a week, with a minimum of two visits per site, when 
construction and relat.ed operations urc less than 200 mon
days at one location; ond os required cJt permanent facilHies on 
the operating pipeline to perform normal maintenonce and 
repairs, except that there shall be a minimum of two visits a 
year (one of which sholl be in winter) or once every 200 
occupied mon-days. 

26. A qualified operator sholl have successfully completed a 
training program approved by the Agency. The operator 
t.roining progrum being developed by the Water Pollution 
Control Direclornte, Environmental Protection Service, De
purt.ment of UlC Environnumt, and the guidelines for the 
clnssification of treatment facilities and certification of 
personnel developed by the Committee on Training and 
Certification, Federation of Associotions on the Canadian 
Environment, should be used in developing a program to train 
operators for worh on the pipeline project. Qualified opera
tors should have o demonstrated hnowledge of wastewater 
treatment processes; wastewater sornpfing procedures; 
wastewater tests, such as those for BOD, COD, suspended 
solids, pH, dissolved oxygen, und chlorine residual; interpre
tntion and opplication of laboratory results; equipment 
opcrotions, /Josie repairs ond preventive maintenance; basic 
public henlth proctices; and safety. In particular, the operator 
must be oblc to deal with stort-up and upset conditions such as 
surges and the collapse of biological processes. 

27. At locntions where a full-time qualified operator is not 
required, one individual shall be designated to ensure the safe 
ond proper functioning of all wastewater and sewage 
systems. Thut designated individual shall have a demon
strated hnowledge of wastewnter sampling procedures; steps 
to be tahcn to deal with start-up and upset conditions such as 
surges and the collapse of biological processes; equipment 
operations, basic repairs ond preventive maintenance; testing 
und reporting responsibilities; basic public health practices; 
uml safety. 

DESIGN 

28. Before disposal, all wnstewoter and sewage shall be 
collected and treoted in accordance with detailed site-specific 
plans prepared by the Compnny, signed and sealed by a 
professional engineer and approved by the Agency. 

29. Each wustcwater and sewage treatment system shall be 
designed to /wndle maximum possible peak flows and surges, 
plus 20 percent, to minimize the chances of hydraulic 
overloading of the system. The use of flow equalization 
systems shall be mandatory for all mechanical treatment 
plunts. Continuously recording flow meters shall be included 
nt the effluent points of clll treatment facilities. Biological 
treatment plants at facilities that experience wide variations 
in population should usc parallel treatment plants to ensure 
that organic ond hydraulic loading arc within the acceptable 
range for optimum treatment. 

30. To ensure proper operation of the facility, all treatment 
plants sholl include o laboratory adequately equipped to make 
the routine influent and effluent. analyses. 

31. All continuous-flow wastewater treatment facilities that 
depend upon the operation of mechanical equipment shall 
hove temporory emergency storage ponds or tanks with a 
capacity sufficient for a 10-day flow of untreated effluent. 



Pump facilities to return such stored wo.ste to the treatment 
facilities shall be provided. 

32. All domestic water ond sewage systems used in camps or 
in permanent facilities sholl be evaluoted so that proctices and 
equipment may be incorporated to minimize the use of woter 
and thus to reduce the volume of wastewater produced. This 
evoluation will be particularly importont in eiwironmentally 
sensitive areas and in locutions without obundant water. 

These design considerations are based on the use of 
conventional systems of water supply and sewage collection 
and they should be applied accordingly. Where the Company 
uses a system to conserve water, as it is actively encouraged to 
do, the Agency should give special consideration to proposals 
for the adjustment of specific effluent quality limits and to the 
disposal of any special effluents, such as concentrated sludges 
and grey water. 

33. Sufficient spare parts and equipment shall be stocked in 
appropriate locations to provide for the timely maintenance of 
wastewater treatment and disposal systems. 

LAGOONS 

34. Lagoons for wastewoter ond sewage treatment shall be 
designed for a minimum retention period of one year under 
the worst case of infiltrated water conditions and with 
maximum population, plus 20 percent., to account for unfore
seen variations and to ensure, as far as possible, thot hydraulic 
overloading will not occur. The Company shall limit discharge 
from lagoons during critical periods of the yem, such as the 
period of icc-cover, to ensure compliunce with the criteria for 
the quality of the receiving water. (Sec The Physical 
Environment.) 

35. Lagoons shall include a seporate primary cell. The sludge 
shall be clccmed out of it as often as required for good 
operation and disposed of in a nwnncr approved by the 
Agency and consistent with the requirements os specified in 
Waste Management: Solid Waste. 

36. All plans for sewoge lagoons slwll be accompcmicd by 
detailed, site-specific, geotechnical and thermal (permafrost) 
wwlyses. The materifJls /.o be used for waste-impounding 
embankments, their source, permeability and stability shall be 
specified. Measures to control seepogc sholl be described. 

37. Naturol wot.crbodics shull nut he used as lagoons unless the 
Company CUll rlcmons/.rule the sitc-.specific benefits of such o 
practice. 

38. Unless otherwise opproved by the Agency, sewage 
Jogoons sholl not be locotcd wit.hin 1,000 feet of any 
watcrbody tho! supporf.s fish, thot is o source of wuf.er supply 
or that is used by local people for hun ling, tropping, fishing or 
for recreational purposes. 

39. When .submissions ore mode for /he initio/ uut/wrizotions 
to work, the Compuny shell/ suhmil for opprovul specific 
detuils of the HWosun~s /hut will he /ul-;cn w/wn cw:h /ugoon or 
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wostcwoter retention pit is to be u/)(Jndoned. Upon terrnino
tion of use, /ogoon storugc facilities sholl be muinluincd for u 
minimum of one yeur or until the water quolity hus suffi
ciently recovered to permit the disc/HJrgc of its Iota/ contents 
into the receiving environment. The f.opogrophy of the Jogoon 
orca shoJI be restored t.o be compuliblo with llw surrounding 
terrain und it shall he rcvcgctated. Ahum/oned/(]goons shu// he 
posted. 

INDUSTRIAL WASTE 

40. Wusl.lJwoter und sewage from non-domestic operutions 
associated with the pipeline shall he discharged info sanitmy 
sewers only if they do not interfere with the treatment 
process. Subject to site-specific upprnvols by the Agency, the 
wastes should comply with Uw guidelines given below. 
Indus/rio! ejJ1uents shull not be di/u/ed to comply with these 
maximum levels. 

a) The temperature of industriul wuste dischorgc sho/J nul 
disrupt the treatment process or the receiving environment. 

b) The industrial wostc tlow sholl not exr:~,:d twiCI: flu: 
designed overoge doily flow. 

c) The pH of the indus I rio/ waste .shu// be between :J.:i und !JS 

d) Orgonic and other industrin/ wuste concentrutions shul/ 
not overloud the treotment system. 

e) Toxic moteriols discharged info sunifory sewurs shall no/ 
exceed the following levels(expresscd in rng/1): 
CmlmitHn 3 

Chromium 3 

Copper a 
Cyonidc us HCN 2 

Lead a 
Mercury 0.005 

Nickel :J 
Phenolic compounds 1 

Zinc :J 

Prctreutment to reduce toxic muleriuls to this level will 
result in sludges, the disposal of which mu.st be described to 
and approved by the Agency. 
f) Flammuhle or explosive mutvriuls shall noi/Jc disclwrgtJd 
into sunilory sewer systems hut sholl be contnined owl 

treated os hazardous materials. 

g)Animul or vegc/(JIJ/e futs or oils shu// he limited to 1SO mg / 
1; minl!rcll oil effluent levels shu /I not exceed 1:J mg /I. 

h) Subslunces emitting huzurdous or noxiou.s guses, such us 
hydrogen sulphide, corbon monoxide ond unJmonio, shu/1 
not be di.sc:horgcd info tlw suni!ury S)'Siem. 

i) Wosfes contoining dissolved soils in excess of 1,500 mg /I 
shu// he pml reo led hlJforc disclwrgc. 
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j) The dischurge of rm/iouctive nwlt:riuls into sunilory sewer 
systems shu /I be prohihilt~d. 

Solid Waste 

The particular natuw of both the proposed pipeline proj1)cl 
and the northern environment make it difficult to us1: a 
standard approach to meet objectives for the management of 
solid wast!:s, such as domestic garbage, and industrial non
combustihl!: refuse. Here again, permafrost, low tcmperatun: 
and remoteness severely limit and, in many cases, precludt) 
the use of conventional southern techniques for the handling 
and disposal of solid waste. 

During the construction of the pipeline, large volumt~s of 
various kinds of solid waste will be produced during a short 
period from centres of activity that arc spread over a vast 
area. Wildlife, particularly bears. foxes and rodents. will ht: 
attracted to the organic waste, unless it is properly handl1:d 
and treated. The disposal of excavatt:d soil and rock will also 
pose special problems. Much of it will have high ice cont!:nt. 
thereby inducing erosion and siltation. 

The pipeline companit:s have said that combustible wast!:s 
from camps and facilities will be incincrat{;d and that non
combustible wastes will be stockpiled until tlwy can be taken 
to previously designated areas or can be buried. In areas 
without permafrost, the companies have said that they will 
usc sanitary landfill. Scrap metal and machinery will h{; 
stockpiled in designated areas approved by tlw Agency or 
will be returned to the South. Site-specific details for this plan 
arc Jacking. and the need for the overall plan tliat I have 
recommended is obvious. Hmvever. of all the pn1lJicms related 
to solid wastes, the attraction of wildlife to domestic wast1~ is, 
in my opinion, thP. most important. It is a common problem 
throughout the North and the South. and the only sure 
solution to it seems to be incineration. 

I commend to government. the Agency and tlw Company 
the following set of guidelines n:lating to all aspf:cts of solid 
waste management. 

Waste Guidelines 

WASTE HANDLING: GENERAL 

41. The Compuny shu II mllwre lo 1 he Code of Cood Pract ict~ 
for Handling Solid Waste at Federal Establishments (En
vironmcnlul Protection Service. Dt:pur/mcnl of the Environ
ment), unluss it cun dtJ/llonstrule to the Agency thut other 
pructices ore preferuhh 

42. All domestic solid \voslc prodw:ud u long /lit: right-of- wuy 
or anywhere awuy from u comp or JHJrmonenl fucility shcll/IJe 
incineroted dui/y on locution or stored in li~hl. uninwl-proof 
containers for rcgu/ur shipmen/ to I he nt:<Jresl upprovcd 
dispos'd fw:ility. 

43. Scrup metal, oil drums, discorded equipment and other 
non-flwnmablc wustes shall he stored temporarily in dcsig
nol.ed oreos. The volume of these wastes shu// be reduced by 
compoction, and the materiol sholl be tmnsported to pre
viously designated und approved disposcii or storage sites, 
unless l.he Compuny cun demonstrotc that other methods of 
bundling them ore preferable. 

44. Sludges from sewoge or from the treatment of water shall 
be Jwndled at eoch locution according to methods developed 
by I he Company ami approved by the Agency. The preferred 
method of disposol is inr:inerulion. 

INCINEKATION 

45. All combustible wustes sho/1 he incineroted in on opproved 
incinerolor, unless I he Com pony con demonstrate, on a site
specific /Josis, lhul olher nwuns of disposing of these wastes 
arc prcfcmbie ond will not attrw:t wildlife. 

46. Open incincwlion shall be prohibited except with prior 
outlwrizution of the Agency. 

47. Unless otherwise upproved hy the Agency, emissions 
from incincrotors shullmeel the stcmdards prescribed in Air 
Pollution Emissions and Control Technology, Packaged 
lncin!:rat<>rs ( McC(J/gnn, 1976 ). 

DISPOSAL SITES 

48. T(J uvoi</ nuisu1JCtJ u nd I he Ctllli<Jmi nul i<JIJ <J f streams, lakes 
or groundwater. solid ~voste disposu/ sites shcJ!/ be located at 
/eost 1,000 feet owoy from wnlurcourses, hunwn settlements 
or cump sil.cs, un/t)SS ol/wrwist~ upprovcd by Uw Agency. 

49. Solid waste disposo/ sites sholl be munoged in accordance 
with the Code of Good Practice on Dump Closing or Conver
sion to Sanitary Landfill at Federal Establishments (Environ
meniul Protection Service, Depur/ment of the Environment), 
unless 1/w Com pony con demonslmte to the sul.isfaction of the 
Agency I hot ol Jwr pructiccs arc prefcrohlc. 

so. If borrow pits ure to be /oler used as solid waste disposal 
sites, I hey must lw so described on the opp/ication to use 
matcriuls from Uwlll und shuJJ he upproved as such by the 
Agency. 

51. lluzurdous or /oxic wastes, us dcfi·ned in Management of 
Fuels und I Jozurdous Substances, sholl lw excluded from 
normullundfills, un/!!SS specificul/y up proved by the Agency. 

52. Storuge ureus und disposal sites shu// he odcquatcly fenced 
to pruvunl or res I rict. so for os pructicoblc, access by 
scuvcngcrs, such us /wors, foxes, wolves cwd wolverines, und 
to conluin wind-blown rubhish. 

53. U pm1 cnmp/el ion of disposu/ opcrutions ul. a purlieu/or 
site. the Compuny shu// grwle om/ revegelolc the arcu in 
Keeping with loc(Jl ropogrophy und dmirwge clwroctcristics, 
und if shu// post pr.rmunent signs lo indicote the extent of the 
obundont:d site nnd its elutes of usc. 



WASTE DISPOSAL: CLEARING AND EXCAVATED MATERIALS 

54. Trees and shruhs mode wosff) hy cleo ring or cutting sholl 
be burned or chipped. (Sec Terrain Considerations.) 

55. An undisturbed ureu of nu/uru/ vegetation o/ Ieos/ .100 feet 
wide shall be left_ between uny disposal site thut contains 
wuste soil or cxcovuted motcriul wul uny wofcrhody or public 
right-of-way. 

56. Waste soil, rocK and other materials resulting from 
construction, uperotion or nwinfenuncc activities slwll not be 
deposited in any wolerbody, ice-covered or not, unless 
specifically approved by the Agency. 

57. Waste soil from the pipeline trench or other excuvutions, 
stumps and other excavated residue should be deposil.cd in 
designated borrow pits. Waste soil nwy be sprem/ over the 
right-of-way or other upprovecl sites, if the Compuny con 
demonstrate tlwt this meuns nf disposed wi11 not ccmse 
si/t.ution of adjucenf waterbodies or interefere with nutural 
clruinuge, lonll vngetotion or cmy /ocuJ progrom of revegeto
tion. To reduce the risk of erosion ond si/tution, the waste 
excovoted materiol shall he sprem/ out in /ayers not greuter 
than six inches thick ond on slopes not greater th(Jn three 
degrees, unless otherwise approved by thf! Agency. 

58. Small amounts of waste orgonic moterial, such us pcut. 
muy be spread on deored arcus, provided it is spreud inlcJYers 
not exceeding six inches thick WICI is covered with soil or 
rendered harmless us a fire lwzorcl in some other way 
opprovcd by the Agency. 

59. If the amount of woste soil exceeds the cupucity of the 
designated borrow pits and of the right -of- woy, the soil may 
be disposed of in spoil mounds. The Compcmy shull pmpurc 
pions for spoil mounds on u site-specific busis und include 
such details as clcoring and stripping of topsoil of the site; 
topography und druinage before nnd after disposo/ occurs; 
nature of the substrato; properties of the soils or other 
excavated material to be disposed of of the site; height, side 
slopes and droirwge features of the spoil mound; crnd mcosures 
for rehabilitation of the oreo, including groding (llld 
revcgetotion. 

60. Disposol of unstob/c, ice-rich excovoted moterio/ shu11 be 
completed before it lws detcriorofed by thawing. 

61. Unstoblc. ice-rich excovotcd rnutcrio/ shuH be disposed of 
only in designot.ed borrow pHs or os otherwise upproved by 
the Agency. The whobi/il.otioiJ und revegetation of df)Signated 
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borrow pits shu/1/u: curried ouf in such u woy I hut the oreus 
will he sf(Jhilized. 

Hazardous and Toxic Wastes 

I heard evidence about the problems of handling, storing, 
transporting and disposing of hazardous and toxic substances. 
In the chapter entitled Management of Fuels and Hazardous 
Substances, which contains a full definition of these sub
stances, I discuss specific aspects of these problems. In this 
section, I want to cover the probkms of disposing of thes1! 
wastes. 

Procedures 
No comprehensive approach to the disposal of sur:h wastes 
was presented to tlw Inquiry. The problem involves a wide 
variety of waste products and many special procedures and 
appmvals. The Environmental Protection Service has pre
parcel a comprelu:nsivc description of hazardous and toxic 
wastes, and I recommend its use in disposing of such wastes 
produced by activities related to the proposed pipeline. 

62. All Jwzordous und toxic wusles ossocioted with the 
project shoJI be humJied in complionce with the Code of Good 
Practic1: for Managem1:nt of Hazardous and Toxic Wasl!:s at 
F1:dcral Establishnwnts (Environnwnto/ Protection Service, 
Depurtment of the Environment, 1!!77}. 

63. Suhstunccs used on the project shu// be selected, so fur us 
pruclicuh/e, occording to their /cost toxicity ond persistence of 
their wosfe products in the living environment. 

64. H(Jzurdous ond toxic wastes sholl/Je listed ond CSJU~ci(Jlly 
noted in Uw overoll UIJ(/ site-specific pions. Eoch (lpp/iculion to 

the Agency for " permit or approved for any purpose shoJI 
specify the use of uny or all hnzurdous ond toxic wnstcs 
ussociutecl with the activities included in the opplicutinn. 
lnformution will include detoils such us the name, properties 
ond usf~ of eoch suhstunce; the volume or weight. of wustf:; the 
toxicity of eoch substonce (if known); t./w proposed method of 
pcJCkoging, trunsporling, transforming nnd stowing of wuste; 
ond the proposed method of disposed. 

65. RmJiouctive nwterio/s shall be lwndlcd, stored, tmns
porled and disposed of according to the lotest government 
regulations and occording to specific plans developed hy the 
Ct;mpuny ond opprovecl by the Agency. 
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PIPELINE INQUIRY 

There is a great tendency to underestimate the magnitude of 
th1~ prohl!!ffiS associated with the .storage anrl handling of 
fueb and hazardous substances that will h<! used during 
construction and operation of a natuml gas pipeline. From the 
evidence before me, it appears that th1~ pipeline compani1~.s 
have not given this problem the kind of consid!!l'alion that it 
warrants. This causes me some concern, becaus1~ r:asual 
handling of these substances could pose extremely serious 
risks to the northern environment. 

The problem centres on the storag" and handling of th" 
various fuels that will he transporli)d in bulk to power till! 
machines necessary to build the pipeline and to support th<! 
enormous infrastructure necessary to feed the construction 
pror:css. But it also involves otlwr substances. such as 
lubricants, solvents, alcohols, paints and a host of olht!r 
chemicals in a variety of forms. Moreover, if mt!lhanol is tlw 
antifreeze in tht! water mixture used to test the pipdine under 
pressure when it is completed, large quantities of it will havt! 
to be transported north and stored there. Tlw specific 
problems associated with the use of methanol in tt!sting the 
pipeline ar" dealt with in the chapter <!ntitled Pipe Testing. 

Hazardous and toxic substances arc defined in the Environ
mental Protection Service's publication Code of Good Pmctice 
for Munugenwnt of Huzurdous und Toxic Wus/es ul Fcdcml 
Estub/ishnwitls, to include any pmduct or substancn that is or 
contains a poisonous, toxic, inflammable, explosive or corro
sive product or any substance of a similar nature that. upon 
release or t!scape to tht! t!nvironmnnt. may cause or may 
contributt! to a harmful dfcct on the environment and on 
human health and safety. Liquid and solid municipal wastes. 
non-toxic and non-hazardous commercial and industrial 
solid waste. and construction debris. are not included in this 
definition. Tlwy arc dmlt with in the chapter cntitlr>d Wast<! 
Management. 

The management of f'wds and hazardous substances 
involves two aspects that must he addressed propt!rly from 
the outset: first, to avoid spills by careful and comprehensive 
planning, and, secondly. to minimizt~ t!nvironmcntal damage 

PART THREE

THE PROJECT 

Management 
of Fuels and 
Hazardous 
Substances 
caust-!d by spills by putting cfft~ctivP contingency plans intu 
action. I wish to emphasize these two issues in I his chaptt!r. 

Arctic Cas estimalt!d in their application that they would 
usc about 100 million Imperial gallons of fwd and methanol 
during the construction of the propost!c:l pipcli1w. Foothills 
would ust! quantitit~s of the same order of magnitudt:. In 
addition. both companies vvould usc large quantities of other 
hazardous and toxic substances that could C<Jusc substantial 
damage if they escapt!d in to the environment. 

The transportation of fuel and otht!l' hazardous suhstancr!s. 
whether by rail, air, road, barge or oc1~an-going ships. iJnd 
their storage will usc both existing and new f;u:ililit!S mv1wd 
by the Company itself and by non-Company inlt:rests. A 
variety of standards and types of t)quipmcnt will IH~ used: for 
exam pi<!, small volum<!s of fuel (up to about !.GOO harrds) will 
be stored in bladder tanks; but St<!el tanks may he used instead 
of, or in combination with, bladder tanks for i<Jrgcr quan!itics 
(up to about 5,000 barrels). Final sdcction of lank type will 
depend on St!veral factors, including volumc.lcng!h of stmag~! 
time. and availability of land. VdJiclcs will t mnsport fuels 
and other substances from the bulk storage an~as to \Vorksiks 
located throughout the project area. During the operation of 
the pipelin1~. fuels will bt! stored at facilities along the right
of-way. 

l have lu~ard a gn)at dt!al of evidt!ncc about the threat post~d 
hy spills of fuds and other hazardous substances during tl11~ 
construction and operation of a pipeline. Many t!xpcrt 
witnesses at the formal hearings testified on environmental 
aspcr:ts of the project. and many people at the community 
hearings prcdir:tt!d major damagt) to waterfowl. aquatic 
mammals, fish and the native pcoplt!'s traditional pursuits, if 
spills occur. This threat is real. particularly if a spill occurs in 
tlw Delta or along the Arctic coast. 

The t!vidcnce from the hearings, tlw technical litcralurt! 
and <Jctual world t)Xpcrit!ncc show that oil <Jnd chcmic:tds, 
once spilled in water. cannot effectively be clcHnt~d up unless 
exceptionally calm. temperate conditions prevail at the time 
of the accidt~nt. Thcs1~ conditions an~ v1~ry st!ldom present in 
the North. As I emphasized in Volunw One, tlw t~vidcnu~ 
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fkmonstralcs that \Vl! do not have the technical ability to 
clean up major spills in arctic conditions. Every effort must, 
therefore, be made to avoid spills. 

Fuel spills occurred during the construction of the Alyeska 
oil pipeline. Gilbert Zf!mansky. who was engaged in monitor
ing its construction, informed the Inquiry that there vvere at 
lmstlhree major oil spills: in 1974, a scam on a bladder lank at 
the Toolik camp site burst and spilled more than 100.000 
gallons: between February 1975 and spring 1976. chronic 
leakages in buried fuel lines at the Galbraith camp site lost 
between '100.000 and liOO,OOO gallons; a similar situation was 
reported at the Prospect camp site, where over 40,000 gallons 
leaked into the environment {Zemansky. 1976). 

I said in Volume Onf! that the extremely largf! volume of 
petrochemicals that must be moved and stored during 
pipeline construction will make spills inevitable, despite the 
best planning. This issue was given special consideration in 
the Pipeline Guidelines. yet the plans the pipeline companies 
laid before the Inquiry were vague on the subject of what 
must be dom! to prevent spills. Some attention has bP-en given 
to contingency plans. but they arc still in the most rudimen
tary stage of development and they do not answf!r the 
prohlem. 

The Limitations of Spill Control 
I have heard a good deal of evidence on the need for thorough 
contingency planning. But such planning is for Hw purposr: of 
developing an emergency response to an f!nvironmental 
hazard that has already become reality. I have heard very 
little evidence on spill prevention, despite the fact that is lh<: 
means- indeed. the only means- to a successful resolution 
of the risks associated with the uS<: of fuels and hazardous 
substances on the pipe! in<: project. 

It must he clearly understood by everyone who may be 
conccrnf~d with the construction. operation and r()gulation of 
a gas pipeline, that petrochemical spills will occur. that tlw 
technology for dealing with petrochemical spills is in its 
infancy. and that, as a consequenu!, some level of rlamagf~ to 
the environment will result. 

We know from exp(~ricnr:e in more temperate regions that. 
once a spill has occurred. the clean-up operation is very 
difficult. if not im possi hie. In the North. the problems of cl<:a n
up are far worse. Remoteness and the great distances bdwf~en 
centres of activity and supply will seriously affect the 
efficiency of any clean-up operation. These distances will 
complicatf! communications. delivery of clean-up supplil~s. 
the feeding and housing of clean-up crews. and tlw repair and 
servicing of clean-up equipment, and these problems arc only 
a beginning of the difficulties. 

The deployment of men and f~quipmcnt in low tempera
tures. through broken and moving ice. in stormy seas. 
darkness and permafrost conditions may be difficult to the 
point of impossibility. In vvintcr. fwd and chemicals \vill run 

under the ice or, if spilled on the ie<:, will leak through cracks 
and between blocks and fissures. An ocean or river current 
(the Mackenzie River averages approximately three miles per 
hour) will disperse a spill over a considerable distance in a 
short period of time. Booms to contain spills are relatively 
inefficient in currents, waves and ice. Many northern rivers, 
including the Mackenzie River, are subject to flash floods in 
summer: after a heavy rain, perhaps far upstream, the river 
rises quickly with an attendant increase in current velocity. 
Water levels fall rapidly after a flash flood. and in such 
circumstances a spill might be widely spread over soft mud 
on the river's banks. These areas, the tidal flats of the Beaufort 
Sea. and the low. marshy terrain of the Mackenzie Delta 
would be difficult or impossible tu clean up. 

Barges will carry tens of millions of gallons of fuel oil 
during the short shipping season on the river, the equipment 
available will be used intensively, and in places there will be 
transfer operations in fast curn!nts. poor weather conditions 
and darkness. The barges now used on the Mackenzie River to 
transport fuel vary in design, age, size, equirmcnt and in the 
lay-out of their riring and pumping systems. These varia
tions create a further potential for accidents, and the 
likelihood of spills will he still further increased if inexperi
enced JJf!rsonnel have charge of equipment to transfer cargo. 

Then: is the very real possibility that the huge cost that 
vvould be incurred in the clean-up of a remote area would be 
used as an argument for leaving thf! area to recover naturally. 
This has happened elsewhen:. But. in Hw North, natural 
recovPry is extrcmdy slow and. therefore, the impact of oil 
pollution on northern species and northf~rn ecosystems is 
Jikdy to be mon! devastating than in inorc temperate 
climatt!S. 

Risks t.o the Environment 
There have been several studies of the dfects of oil and 
chemical spills on the environment. Conclusions differ 
widely. and many of the mechanisms involved in chemical 
and oil toxicity arc not understood. Petrochemical spills may 
involve diff<:rent compounds, and the threat of pollution may 
come from the slick itself or from the toxic effects of 
petroleum fractions or chemicals. In an aquatic environment, 
some hydrocarbons and chemicals will float to the water 
surf at:!:. others will sdtle to the bottom; some are soluble, and 
many volatile componmts of the spill will evaporate. 

In Volume One. I outlined the general impacts that might 
result from the spill of fuels in the North. The most visible 
effects of a spill on wildlife will be seen on sea-birds and 
waterfowl. Oil will mat the feathers so they can no longer 
function for flight, water repellency or insulation, and the 
birds allected generally die by drowning or from exposure. 
Birds are also harmed by the toxic effects of oil when they 
ingest it by preening oil-stained feathers. The enormous flocks 
of the migratory birds that use the Mackenzie Valley and 



Western Arctic are vulnerahl<! to this disaster. Th<! threat is 
not confined to spills that occur during the summer, when the 
hirds are present in the rt!gion. A spill in winter would 
probably p<!rsist and affect the environment us<!d by thesl! 
hirds for many years. 

There is conflicting evidence on the effects of oil on marine 
and aquatic mammals. Contamination of restricted areas, 
such us whale calving waters, seal haul-out sites, and 
muskrat and heaver ponds, could have a serious impact on the 
populations that use these locations. Polar bears could also be 
affected. 

Efft!cls on aquatic organisms are generally more subtle, and 
might not be visible to the casual observer. Aquatic organisms 
may be killed directly by coating and asphyxiation, by contact 
poisoning or by exposure to \Vater-soluble toxic components 
of tl"' spill. juvenile forms are generally more sensitive and 
vulnerable than adults. The higher species in a food chain 
may be affected by destruction of their food resources lower 
clown the chain. The ingestion of sub-lethal amounts of oil or 
of oil products into aquatic organisms can result in !'educed 
rcsistanu! to infection and other stresses, the destruction of 
the food value of fisherv resourr:es, and the incorporation of 
carcinogens into the ma~inc food chain and into fish used for 
food by the loca I people. 

Oil can kill salt-marsh grasses, seaweeds and freshwater 
vegetation, leading to a loss of food and habitat for wildlife 
and aquatic organisms and, if extensive enough, to the erosion 
of sediments normally held in place by the roots of thcs<! 
plants. Once contaminated, vegetation is extremely difficult to 
clean. It generally takes two, three or more years in temperate 
regions for heavily oiled veg<!tation to recover its former 
productivity. 

The threat to the aquatic environment comes not only from 
fuels, hut also from a host of other hazardous and toxic 
substances that will be used on the pip<!line. Substances such 
as th!! wide variety of luhricants necessary on tlw projL'ct and 
chlorine, which is used to tmat drinking water and waste
water, could present a threat to the aquatir. environment if 
they are not carefully handled. 

In addition to the biological df<!cts of petrochemical 
pollution, there are many non-biological effects that should 
also be considered because they could have an economic or 
aesthetic impact on an area. Boats, wharfs and fishing gear 
might h!! fouled. Tl"' recreational possibilities and the tourist 
industry in a spill area might be seriously affected for a long 
period of time. Watm supplies could he contaminated, and 
specific-status land an!as. such as parks, ecological reserves 
and lands and \Villers used hy native peoples in their 
traditional pursuits. could he spoiled. 

MuncJgt)IIWnl of Fu!!ls und Iluzordnus Sullsluncc:; Hn 

lmplicotions 
The problem of oil spills during the c:onstruclitln of a gas 
pipeline is important bee<Jusc of the v1~ry large amounts of 
fuel and chemicals involved and because the means to control 
spills in northern waters are inadequate. The prosp!!cl of 
other petroleum-related d!!Vtlopmcnts in tlw region mak!!S 
the thn!ut of long-term adverse! dfccts on the environmental! 
the mon! S!!rious. 

Granted. government and industry are now spending 
millions of dollars on l'!!Scarch that focuses primarily on 

clean-up technology for oil spills. It is urg!!nt and vital work, 
but \VC must never forget that. in the design. construction and 
regulation of a pipeline. the emphasis must alwc:~ys he on 

preven I ion. 

A Management Plan 

Commitment to a Pion 
The plans for fuel storage and handling and for spill 
prevention and control thatth!! pipeline companit~s prcscntul 
to the Inquiry an!, at h!!SI, rudimentary. A grc<J! deal more 
work will be required to produu! plans that arc acceptable. 

Th!! drilling program in the Beaufort Sea has giv1!n sonw 
impetus to improving the state-of-the-art. with particular 
emphasis on clean-up mcasurPS to lw taken in iiJ'Ciic marine 
environments. Since the Inquiry hearings ended in November 
1976, an intergov!!rnmental task force has devtdop!!d contin
g<!ncy plans for a major oil spill in the Beau fori Sea, and I he 
Dcpartmt~nt of the Environment has drafted contingency 
planning guidelines for spills from oil and gas pipclin!!S. 

These plans, however. are mainly cnnccrnc:d \Yith tlw 
organizational aspects of a response to an oil spill: the 
prcv!!ntion of spills seems to be rcc1!iving h!ss attention. I 
think my most effective contribution is to specify preventive 
measures that should be imposed on the pipeline project, 
beca usc prevent ion offers the best means of prot ccti ng t lw 
cnvinmment. 

Because so few regulations to pn!V!!nt spills an! now in 
force, and because the work of the pipt!linc compani1:s on this 
subject is inadequat!!, despite the specific requin:mcnts of the 
Pipeline Guidelines, I deem the following recommendations to 
be ess<!ntial from the comm<!ncement of the project. 

Overc!ll Pion 
To rica I adcq ua tel y \Vi th t IH! ha nell i ng. st oragc and clca n -up of 
fuels and lwzardous suhstanu!s that may he spilled. t!H! 
Company and tlw Agency must come to krms with a host of 
compl1~x and inl!!rf'eiatc:d considerations of cngiiH:cring 
design. construction and operating nwasun!s. cnvironmcnt<J! 
disciplines and sociO-!!Conomic factors. ;\ comprdwnsivc 
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approach of this nature g(){~S far beyond thf~ pipeline compa
nies· prl!Sl!nt submissions. Th<! Company and thl! Agency 
must agree on an overall plan that will specify precisely tlw 
approach to be taken ilt each stage of the design, construction 
and operation of thl! pipeline and its related facilities. 

1. Beforl! the final design phosl!. the Company shu// preporl! 
for opprovul by the Agency on overu/1 pion for the l.ronspor
lution, fronsferrol, storage, use und disposul of fuels und other 
huzurdous substances that vvi/1 be used during the construe
linn, operulion and obondonmcnt of the pipeline ond ull 
refuted focililies used hy the Com pony. The overu/1 pion shu// 
cmplwsizv the need /o prevent spills ond /o control fuels ond 
hozardoos substances. II sho/1 demons! rule that focilities om/ 
handling equipment \vill be designed, und personnel will be 
trained, to minimize the risK of spills. It shu II oJso dt!monstroft! 
thut, during construction und operuUon of Lhe pipeline, 
products will be trunsported, /ronsferred, stored. used nnd 
disposed of in wuys thut will most effectively protect the 
environment: cmd tlwt there will he effective contingency 
pions OIJ(I lroined personnel ovoiloble to dcul with spills tlwf 
do occur. lwth ot the site of the spill ond in other urcos thol 
nwy be uffected. The overu/1 plan shed/ outline /raining 
progrwns for Com puny personnel who lwndlc hozordous or 
toxic muleriuJs. 

Subject to the direction of the Agency. the overed/ plun shed/. 
us for os possible, be in cortogruphic form, und shull luke into 
occounl., by means of overJoys or other gruphic techniques ut 
the sonw scale ur hy notulions, the other overull pluns 
requested elsewhere in this report. The Agency muy request 
the Compuny to resubmit parts of this p/un if. for uny reoson, 
they do not meet with its npprovol. The Compnny sholl 
underluke lo f.;eep the overciii pion up to dole so tlwf if ref/eels 
the lutes/ policies ond octions of the Compuny. llw Agency 
und government. 

2. The overu/1 plun shall specify the pliysicul Ull(/hiologicu/ 
uspects of tile environment tlwt must lw proll:cled to sofe
guurd the living resources o/ong the pipeline corridor from 
possible spills of fuels or hozurdous sobslunces. II should show. 
[or exwnple, waterfowl cmd sen-bird concentrotion arcus, 
Jwbitut for rore and endangered species. ond fish spovvning 
und overwintering oreos u/ong the pipeline corridor und 
I runsportution routes. II should also show locutions of 
communities and of hunting und fishing ureus und cumps; 
loculions und times of use of ull domestic, comnwrcio/ ond 
sports fishing sites: /ocotions und bounduries of u/1 existing 
und proposed parks. Internufional Biological Progromnw 
sites, bird sunctuurit)S urJ(l other eco/ogicu/ reserves; locutions 
of mchoeological or historic sites; /om lions of oil horhours for 
smoll cruft or oreos in which they ure ustnl. clucks u11d luncling 
sites for murine vesst:/s, und designuted /unding ond tukc-o(f 
murs for flontplones; ond lor:otions of woter intukes fnr 
tern poru ry u nd permo nenf domes/ ic om/ i ndusl rio/ use. us well 
c1s those ust!d for pipeline cons/ rue I ion. 

In addition, the overall pion shall indicote general locations 
and periods of usc of all trunsportotion routes cmd storage 
areas for petrochemical ond huzardous and toxic substances, 
and the volumes of these mote rials to be moved olong various 
routes wrd stored at the various locations by season. An outline 
indicuting the inspection ond construction requirements for all 
transportation systems and trunsfer ond storoge facilities, 
whether they art' owned by the Compony or not, should be 
provided. 

The overall pion shall also list all hazardous and toxic 
sobstunces to be used, and provide details of the name, 
proper/ ies and use of each substance, t.hc volume, the toxicity 
data (if uvailuble), the proposed method of packing, trans
porting, transferring and stowing for coch substance, and the 
proposed method of disposing of it. 

3. The overall pion shoJI he approved by the Agency before 
site-specific applications ore submitted for facilities at which 
fuels or hazardous sobstall(;es will be handled, used or stored. 

Site-specific Information 
4. The Company shu// file with the Agency, as port of its site

specific upplicutions for construction ond operution of project 
fucililies, site-specific informntion refuting to tlw trunsporta
lion, ust! ond storugc of fuels und other hazardous substances. 
This information shall include designs for fuel and chemical 
storuge facilities, transfer equipment, and trnnsportalion 
vessl!ls mul vehicles owned or used hy the Company. Site
specific infornwl.ion for stornge fw:ililies sholl include a 
sumnwry of the physico/ ond biological environmental 
conditions in the urea surrounding the instollations; a 
complete set of dduiled engineering druwings; u complete set 
of operuting sl.undords, including volume through-pots, 
number of operating personnel, period of use, expected life of 
the instu/lution, uhundonment criteria, environmental protec
tion criteria and environmental restorufion pions. Site-specific 
infornwlion shoJI o/so include an operut.ion procedure manual 
for ench sprend ond for eoch transfer depot and storage 
facility. 

Site-specific ioformution shall dctoif specific contingency 
pions for euch sprcud und for accidents that could occur along 
lransporlotion routes, us well as specific measures to max
imize the chances of cleaning up spills on land rather than on 
wuler. To hundle spills thut do escape into watercourses, plans 
shall he developed that give first protection to areas important 
to aquut ic birds, fish. marine mammals and human use. 

The Agency most opprove the location and extent of the 
ureas in which spilled liquids and contaminated materials, 
such ns eorth, notu roland sy nl hetic nbsorhants nnd d riftwoud, 
are deposited. 

The preparation of the overall plan and of the site-specific 
information neci!Ssary for the submission of site-specific 
applications will be major undertakings and will require the 



detailed sp!!Cification of designs and procedures and a 
compreh1msive understanding of a wide rang!! of biological 
and socio-economic factors. The msponsibility for preparing 
the information clearly lies with the Company, but the 
Agency will also have a major task in assessing the plan. 

Spill Prevention 

To assist in the preparation of a sound spill prevention 
program, I have developed a compn!hensive set of rcr:ommen
dations based on the final submission of Commission Counsel 
and the information provided by other participants at the 
Inquiry. 

In making these recommendations, I endorse the use of very 
specific numerical values. It has been argued that this 
approach is too restrictive and that, instead, a best judgment 
based on site-specific features by professionals should he 
made at each location. I reject that approach because, in view 
of the scale of the project and the time involved, it is simply 
not practical. In my opinion, the most practical approach for 
the pipeline project is the adoption of standards that are easily 
understood by all concerned: the designer, the executive, the 
inspector, the biologist and the transportation and pipeline 
contractors. Cases that require special attention can, of course, 
be dealt with on an individual basis. If t lw specified 
recommendations are unsuitable in a particular case, the 
Company must document the situation and clearly specify 
alternative measures, which the Agency can then assess and 
approve or reject. So far as the Company is concerned, this 
procedure will involve about the same work that would be 
required for a best judgment by professionals. The difference 
is that specific requirements support a general standard, and 
best judgments, by themselves, may not. 

The recommendations read like a safety program, and with 
good reason. Personnel must be continuously trained and 
:mperviscd to ensure that they are following sound practice to 
prevent oil spills. The location, design and construction of 
facilities must be carried out to minimize environmental 
damage if u spill does occur. The correct operation of storage 
facilities is a matter of particular importance, and they must 
be continuously checked to ensure that they are in good order. 

Design Guidelines for Spill Prevention 

TANKFARMS 

5. Reinforced concrete or earthen dykes for spill containrncnt 
shall surround all above-ground t.anks. The minimum dyke 
heights sholl be either t.wo feet for concrete dykes, three fed 
for earthen dykes, or us calculotcd us follows, whichever is 
greater: the capacity of the largest tonk (in cubic feet) plus 10 
percent of the capacity of all other tanks (in cubic feet) 
divided by the effective tankfarm urm (in squure feet), plus 

Mu nugenwlll () r Fuels (/lid lluzu rdous Sui JS[ U/lC!)S '[ fU 

one fool. The effectivn tonkfunn uwu cquuls the entire urr:u 
/hut is surmunded hy dyl-·ws, less the ureo occupiod !Jy u/1 lunl-rs 
except t lw lnrgest funk 

6. The d~d-wd nreu of permanent tunkfurm.s shu/1/w rendered 
virtuolly lcnk-proof by ensuring t/Jut the Jlluximum pcrr;o/u
tion rc1te in the soils is no more Uwn 5 x 10·6 em /sec. This 
protect i()/ J nwy be uchieved by locu/ i 1 1g I Jw lw !11 fu rms in < 1rcus 
that hnve suitublc nu/urol soils, or by importing or prepuring 
suitoblc soils ond lining. the tonkfurm oren l~1 itlJ them. T/wse 
soils shull he protected lvith o minimum cover of 10 inches of 
gravel l.o prevent physicu/ domugc /o the soil he/ow. 

7. The dyked areu of temporory tunkfurms slinll conform to 
the soil percolation rule requimnwnt specified for pcrmwJun/ 
tankfurms. This criterion may IJe met in the sunH~ mumwr or 
by the use of oil-resistunt mcmhn11JeS lllUJltJf<wlurcd for tlw 
purpose, such as those mode from polyvinyl chloride (PVC) or 
uretlwnc. These mcm/Jrunes shu// lw proleclt:d ugoinsl me
chanicu/ domage by u fl-inch lnyer of sund uhove one/ IJelmv 
them. Becouse PVC membrones bec<Jme brittle tit te111perutures 
below (t'C, they should not be used if in co/J/w:l with frozen 
ground. Urethane nwmllrones do not lust long unci should no/ 
be used in instollutions thul wi/1 exist for /on,~l!r th(lll IH/O 

yeors. 

B. Tonk farms shall not be built on permo frost wd,ss the 
pernwfros/ is insu/oted from the /unhs ond ollwr structures /o 
ensure thot the contents of the tunhs und llw sl ructures do no/ 
cause melting; ond unless soil test results cle!llonsl role thul t lw 
permofrnst will support th" louds ploced upon it without 
settlcnwnt or movement. 

UNDERGROUND STEEL STORAGE TANKS 

9. Underground tonks slwlllw constructed m:cording to the 
specificotions given in Underwriters' Luhnrulories of Cunwlu 
Standard S603 and /or Standard SGO:J.l. 

10. Underground lnnks should no/ be in:-~lulled in on:us of 
pcrmuf rost. 

11. Underground tonks shed/ be surrounded with o minimum 
of one foot of clecm sond, shall be buried u minimum depth of 
three feel ond, in ureos where trufric pusses over them. tlwy 
shall be covered with reinforced concrete slabs. 

12. Permanent underground funKs shall lw pro/ec/ecl fmm 
corrosion by the use of onodes. Points shed/ he ins/oiled for 
onode testing. 

ABOVE-GROUND STORACE TANKS 

13. Above- ground shop- f obricuted I unhs shu II hu cons/ rue/ eel 
occording to the specificolions givt:Il in Undcrwrilers· Lubow
tories of ·cunodu Standard Smn. 1\/mve-ground fie/cl-fulni
cuted tunhs shall he constructed w:cording to I he spvcificu
lions given in Amcricun Pctrolcumlnslitutc Standard 650. 

14. The Compuny s/HJ/1 prepure u proposul for upprovu/hy 
the Agnncy for all stcnl ond wnlding specificut ions to lJ" used 
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lvi! h nwtul funks. One urcu to be considered is protection 
up,uins/ the brittle frw:lurc of sled by spccificolions of c1 
Churpy~ Vt~c Notch impuc! rcquin:menl. 

15. B/udder funks shuiiiJe used for temporury sforogc only. 
They shu /I meet the sfundurds of tlw Undcrwrilers· Luhoru/o
ries of Cunwlu or government specificulions for flwir intended 
use. They shed/ not he ust:d where ul111osplleric lt:mpem/ures 
muy go lwlmv the minimum tcmperolure for usuge recom
nwndeciiJy 1/w nwnufucturer. The funks sholl be insfullcd on u 
lwei of sand ul least one fool thick. 

STORAGE IN FLOATING VESSELS 

16. Storoge of fuels und pclrochemiculs in vessels used for 
trunsporfulion or in uny other flouting vessel slwll be subiccl 
lo I he specific upprovol of the Agency. 

17. Tlw use of tloating sloruge shu// be prohibiled in ice, unless 
Uw barges or vessels ore fully protected from moving. fJouting 
icc unci from being held in the icc. either in o river or at seo. 
1-Iowevt~r, special consideration muy be given in specific 
instunces /o ice~strengfhcned burges or vessds that ore 
designed for the pur post: und !.hat huvc udequate mooring Ufl(/ 

docks of sufficient sl reng I h lo supporl I he loads i ovolved. 

18. The use of barges for storage in wuters thut huve u current 
shell/ be ovoidcd./f the current exceeds three knols, I he usc of 
flouting equipment for st.orugc purposes shall be prohibited, 
except when waiting n rcusonuble period (oboul three days) 
lobe unloaded. 

19. Burgt:s or vessels muy be used for storuge itJ V\ :Jit~rs 

provided !hut the prohihilions on icc ond current outlinr!tl 
ulmve ore mel. The storuge barge or vessel sholllw surrounded 
by u flouting contoinmenl boom, und its mooring orrunge
ments shu// he checked ond recorded every 12 hours. 

20. Doily n:cc1rdings und reconciliul i(J/JS of curgtJ I Ullk ullnges 
shed/ be mrricd out on oil borges or vessels used for tloaling 
storuge. 

21. All dyking requirements for fixed-tank storuge shell/ 
opply to nooling equipnll,nt that is used for storuge on lund. 

22. As the bottom structure of most hurgcs is no/ designed lo 
support the weight of full fuel tanks when they""' nul of 1/w 
wuter, the underside shn/1/w shored up in a nwtJncr up proved 
by I. he Agency for the specific vessel used. Core shnll he l.okcn 
lo ensure lhnt the shorings toke up lhe load ol lhe mnjor 
st ructuro/ member und no/ at unSUJlJHlrted panels ( 1{ p/oti ng. 

DRUM STORAGE AREAS 

23. Storage ureas for drums (full or empty) shell/ comprise o 
concrete s/ub or'somc other impernwublc ground cover (such 
CJS o steel plot c) that is grnded so tho! al/leukages collect in one 
oreo. The stomgc areos shoJI drain lowurd a sump cmcl, in the 
cosc of pel ro/eum storuge, to on oil sepnrutor. 

PIPELINES AND FITTINGS 

24. AlljJi pe I i ncs co/JJJCct itJg to bc1 rgt~s, vessels tlt!Cl pel. roc hen1 ~ 
ica/ fuci/ilies shu// he of sloe/ or u sleel u//oy tlwl is suitoh/e for 
I he purpose: all joinls shu// be welded or welcl-fkmged lo the 
required pressure ruting. 

25. Volves und other pipeline fil.lings silo// bc Illude of forged 
or cosl slue/ alloys Uwt ore suituble for norlhernlemperofures. 
Vulves und fittings used inside vessels or borges nwy be of cust. 
Iron. 

LOCATION OF STORACE FACILITIES AND ROUTING OF 

PETROCHEMICAL TRANSPORT 

26. Siles for I he bulk sloruge of pclrochcmiculs shu// not be 
wilhin I hree-quorters of o milc of oreos where waterfowl 
r:oncentrule or wilhin 1,000 fccl of any wulerbody, unless 
otherwist~ up proved by I he Agency. 

27. Becuuse of the environmenlu/ sensitivily of I he Dcltu, its 
low topogrophy om/ its susceptihi/ity to storm surges cmd 
noods, every efforl shed/ be mode to ovoid the risk of un 
occidenl.ul spill. Th" Agency shu//, therefore, institute special 
measures for storogu fucilities locuted there. These include 
limiting I he size of stomge facilities (generally, the maximum 
funK size should be upproximute/y 125,000 gul/ons_. which is 
equol to ohout onc~quurlcr of (I burge load); restricting the 
locution of storage tonkfarms lo slub/e, high, "Old De/to" 
ground; um/ permilling druwdown from only one lank of_ u 
lime. wilh ull other lonks kepllockecl. 

28. Fuel Jooding ond dischurge terrnino/s shull be located 
downstn:orn from lomling und dischurge berths for gcneru/ 
curgo to reduce risks of explosion or fire. 

29. Bulk slorogc and hond/ing sites shall hove u maximum 
surfucc slope of two percent. (The ve/ocily of c/ruinage on such 
a slope is gencro//y slow enough so thot run-off con be 
controlled.) 

30. Petrochemico/ I runs port shell/ be along designated and 
approved routes. Wutcrhorne pelrochemica/l.runsport should 
not be routed through lurge orcas of waterfowl concentrations 
nor through ecological preserves. Routes should avoid oreos of 
wotcrfow/ concentwtion by ut /enst three-quurters of a mile. 
Consideroh/c reseurch und field work will be reqCJired to 
eslablish u complelc inventory nnd cva/ualion of wildlife 
resources und the siles of human hobitation to be avoided by 
such trunsportotion routes. Nuvigotion hazards, the practica
bility of /unding, nnd whorf sites must a/so be considered. 

31. Fuel und bulk chemical corgo movements on a river or in 
the Beaufort Sea should not begin until the icc conditions, 
water /eve/ and current will not homper activities to contain 
or clean up an accidentu/ spill (this date moy vory from year 
to year). Fuel and hulk chemico/ wrgo movements on a river 
should he suspended if there is a rupid change in the water 
/eve/or current. All fuel and bulk chemical corgo movements 
should be completed before vessels ond barges ore in danger of 



being cough! by freeze-up (I his dn!e nwy vury from yeor to 
yew} 

32. If. after approved. llw Agency finds lliol any of !lie 
procedures for petroclwmicullronsportution. tmnfer. storage 
or wuste disposal do not m/equote/y protect the environment, 
they shed/ be altered. Tliis muy require the re-routing of 
supplies, the relocation of storuge fuci/ilies, or the redt~signing 
of t rnnsf er and dis posed equi pme nf. 

MARINE TRANSPORTATION FACILITIES 

33. A II ships or borges ust~d ftJ curry pctrochenJicu/ products i 11 

hulk for Uw pipeline projct:l shnll be clnssrxl hy n recognized 
intenwtional marine dossificofion society, such as the 
Amcricon Bureau of Shipping or Lloyd's Register of Shipping. 
or upprovcd by the Cunudion Coast Guard's Ship Safety 
Bmnch. New vessels shull he buill fo the relcvnnt institution's 
rules ond constructed under its supervision. 

34. Curgo tonks shed/ be subdivided according In the require
menl.s of the Canada Shipping Act. "Oil Pollution Prevention 
Regulnt ions. Amend men I."" doled September r;, 1973. 

35. Operation, construr;l ion and outfit of vessels shed I he to the 
requirements of the Canada Shipping Act, ""Lood Line 
Reguiotions." 

36. At present it is slnndnrd proctice for fuel barges lo mrry 
deck curgos, hut in many instunces, fittings oncJ orrcmgements 
to prevent spills are incompatible with t/w curriogc of deck 
curgo. The Company sho// submit for approvedllw nwdifico
tion that will have to be mode to existing hurgcs, and the 
designs that will be required for new equipment. 

PETROCHEMICAL TRANSFER: MARINE OPERATIONS 

37. To contain spills thot occur during trcmsfer operutions, o 
spill-guard shall be fitted around the perimeter of the decks of 
barges nr tankers. A 12-inch-high spill-guard is usually 
udequote, but the spi//-guurd sha// be higher if the deck is 
cwnbercd or if the ship usua//y operatus with trim. Spill
guards must have drain openings to prevent the uccumulation 
of roinwater or spray when underway. These openings shall 
be provided with plugs that must be filled during transfer 
opemlions. A strip of deck outside the spi/1-guurd sha// be 
pointed white to allow eosy visuul identification of a flow of 
liquids over the side. 

38. To contoin minor spiffs within an nrco smul/ur Lhun the 
whole deck, other spill-guurds shall be fitted oround the 
'"moke-hrcak" connections, tonk vents and hose stowage 
racks. 

39. As far as practiced, loading and dischorge manifolds, 
cargo IDnk vents, flow meters, level gouges om/ pump controls 
shull be grouped together l.o uid surveillonce during transfer 
opcn11.ions. 

40. At the loading und discJwrgc monif'o/ds, whether on 
murine vessels or on lund, holted flanges or quick-operating, 

Munugctllt:lll of Fw~ls w1d I Iuzurdous SuiJs/uncus 1fl5 

f"/nngc-lype connections shed/ be used. Thc nwoifo/ds shu// /w 
filled tvilll spi/1-guurds of sufficient cup(l(:/ry lo conlcJin the 
'"'"""'' of liquid lh11l wo11/d be spi//cd fmm n manifold 
t..'OIIIIcclion und equu/ to thv (low through it during llw !inw 
tulwn /o slop the flow in WI f!llwrguncy. Tile r:<Jpucily sl!ulliH! 
determined by the design shut-down lime. In nn r:use shull n 
IIWili fold be instulled I hut hungs c h~u r ovc r wu/u r or lund. 

41. A positive nwons of druining the nwnifold und hose lines 
shu// he provided with u recircu/uting ptmlp co/1/lf!Ction tlwt 
en<Jh/es the discharge pump lo deliver the liquid product buck 
/o /he ship's tonk, inslcud of /o tlw shore fw;i/ily, during 
disc/iurgc operolions. T"sl co"hs shed/ olso h" /i"llr:d so thol 
operulors con verify /hut the lines hove /wen purged before 
disconnecting the hoses. 

42. The complete decK unJ<J. und oil oreus \vlwre operulions 
nwy huve to be curried out in durkness. shu/1 he ndequutcly 
lighted. In internal spuces, such os pump rooms, I Jw minimum 
level of illumination shu// he 15 footcand /"s. ol "xI "rior deek ol 
nwnifo/ds ond pump controls, 10 foofcund/es, ond for llw 
en/ i m exterior deck ol her t hun obove, five foo/cu nd h!s. 

43. To prevent spills um/ for gcncrul suJ"cty, tho following 
precuutions ogoinsf fin! must he lukt~n. All cine/ rin!l devices 
shull be suitable for use in w1 explosive u/mosp/wrc. All curgo 
tonk vents shall hove f1osh screens. A fuwn /!refighting 
sysl"m shell/ be permonenlly installed on lh" deck. /1 shu II be 
cupob/e of supplying fownlo ony purt of u deck wtd, to ensunJ 
thut enough foum is uvui/uhle, it shu// lwvtJ I he cupucily /o 
produce 0.11 Imperiul go/lons per squom fool of deck per 
minute for u totul of 20 minutes. (Further requirements urc 
conluined in the "Fire Detection und Extinguishing Equip
men! Regulations'" of I he Canda Shipping f\cl.) Spnc"s /)(dow 
deck, in which fires often stort, shu// lw prolecled by wt 
cmlomotic corbon dioxide or simi/or flooding system. This 
system shall automoticolly shut. off oil v"nl i/ol ion lo I he 
offect"d spoce in I he ev"nl of fire. Adequnl" dry c:/wmicol fir" 
extinguishers shell/ olso be provided, and Iorge '"No smoking'" 
signs in /onguogcs or in symbols tl~'Jt ore understood by 
everyone on the site shell/ be disp/oycd ol I he gong woy, the 
monifold ond ol ony olh"r loco lions thalmoy lw n"cessory. 

44. To sook up ony minor spilluge cough/ \-vit/Jin the spill
guord, on appropriotc quonli1y of nol.uru/ or n commerciol 
(JI>sorbunl. motcriuJ, on empty oil drum, p/uslic guriJoge bugs. 
shovels, rnkes, brooms, ruhber gloves om/ hoots shed/ be kepi 
on the vessel. They shed/ be stowed in n conv"nicnl wolcr
tighl ond secure locker on I he deck. 

There arc no cstahlishcd transfer prnccdun!S cldinecl by 
r£~gulations. but there can be no substitute for conscientious. 
well-trained personnel, who will take tht~ !l!~ccssary precau
tions. Cutting corners to save time or cffol't invariably 
inc:rt!asns the chanr:!!S and sr~vcrity of an accid!~nt. Continuous 
lrt.lining and close supt)J'vision of work prou~dun~s arc always 
llCC!!SSiJ l'j'. 
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The following rules shall be incorporah!d into work 
procedures to reduce tlw possibility of spillage and to mitigat1~ 
I he dfccls of any spills I hal may occur. 

45. At ail times during the loading or discharge of liquid 
products, suitably truined und qualified personnel shall stond 
by fll both the receiving ond discharge points. For tanks 1,000 
feet from the unloading site. the cargo dischurge point on the 
vessel. the receiving point on land, and the receiving point nt 
!he lonkfarm shuii o/1 he manned (three persons). All 
personnel shaH be fluent in the same language ond be equipped 
with two-way rodios for good communication nnd coordino
Uon. A !:!upervisor employed hy the Com puny shull be present 
und responsible for overseeing the entire opcrotion. 

46. Berth operators und crew at murine foci/it.ies shall hr~ 

twined nnd competent in u// vessel and trunsfcr operations 
including vessel monring procedures; trunsfnr connection 
procedures; shoreside ond Vf)Ssel cargo flow routing_. louding 
p/wscs cllld system timing de toils; methods for m/opUng to the 
difTcrcnl mooring und c:urgo transfer sil.uulions I hut may he 
expt!clcd ot the mooring herth or e/sf:wlwn: ut flw U:rminul: 
prescribed operoting procedures foro porticulur berth; cmd 
emergency and contingency procedures und pluns for the 
purl iculur berth or term i nu I. 

47. During operotions tlwt involve the trunsfer of o liquid 
producl to or from u vessel, ail plugs in I he spill-guards shall 
lw in pluce. If there is heuvy prccipitut.ion, it nwy he necessory 
to droin any accumulotion of wuter by removing these plugs: 
if so. I he tmnsfer opcrulion shaH he stopped while the plugs 
nre nol in place. Trunsfer of a liquid product shall not be 
curried out if more tlwn one inch of water is conluined within 
the spill-guords. 

48. When lopping off the receiving fucilily, I he rule of flow of 
I he liquid product shull he reduced. Before disconnccling lhe 
hoses, care shall be token lo purge the lines uod lo verify tho I 
IIley ore purged before file connection is brolwn. 

49. Fire prevention regulutions. such us "No SmoKing" rules, 
silo II be strictly enforced, ond odequutc fire ex I i nguishers slwii 
be ovoilublc near lfw I ronsfer locution. Personnel sholl be 
!nlined in the techniques of fighting pelrochcmica/ or 
hozu rdous substance fires. 

50. Liquid products sholl nol be lronsferred to or from 
wolcrbnrne transport when visibility is reslricft)d. 

51. In fast- flowing rivers. particular ollention shoii be paid I o 
the mooring arrangements of barges. Mooring lines shall be of 
odequole strength for lhe size of the vessel. ond four lines 
should be employed, two forward und two oft. All lines slwii 
use seporote cleats or bollords, both on the ship ond on the 
shore. The mooring orrongemcnts shaH be checked regularly 
(prefcrobly at /cast once every hour) by u wolchmon. 

52. In 1 idol waters, or in woters such as lakes I hoi do not hove 
opprecioble currents, oil f wd-1 wnsporot ion equipment shoii be 

surrounded by u flouting conloinnwnl hoom during the 
lrunsfer of o liquid pmducf. This boom could be corricd by the 
vessel. but it should nornwlly be stored ut llw whurf. 

53. To keep oil lronsfcr systems in good order, o rleloib/ 
preventive muinlt!llUilt:e schedule shoJI lw imp/enwntf~d. 

Pumps und vu/ves shu// be opened _for inspect ion once every 12 
monll>s. preferably of I he slur I of each seuson. Hoses shed/ be 
visuully inspected for donwge before ew;h use ond. once every 
12 months. preferobly oil he stmt of eoch season, they shaii be 
llydruulically tested In u pressure equul lo one ond one-lwlf 
limes their muximum worKing pressun:. Rigging sholl be 
visuu/Iy inspected for dunwge before cw:h usu nnd, once every 
12 months, preferuhly ul lhe sturt of mch smson, it shuii he 
sfulicully tested to one umJ one-ho/f times its ruted copocity. 
Alurms shall be tested for correct nperotinn before ench use of 
I he syslem. Gouges unci meters shoii he visuol/y checked for 
correct opcrution u/ cw:h use. Fire-fighting equipment shull be 
inspected in uccordwJCf! with ''Fire Detection und Extinguish
ing Equipment Hegululions" of the Canada Shipping Act. 
Mooring lines shniii"' visuully inspected for dnmuge before 
t~uch use, and they shu// be rcploccd every 24 months. F/out.ing 
contoinment booms shu// he visuolly inspected for domoge 
before coch usc. 

PETROCHE~1ICAL TRANSFER: LAND OPERATIONS 

54. All transfer urms. including -but not limited lo- (Jfeos 
for tonk truck /ouding, drum fi//ing and vd1icle fuelling, shall 
hove spill collection fw:i/ilies us ouLlined in the section "Drum 
St.oroge Arcos." 

55. Ail transfer poinls slwii he conlroiied hy fast-octing 
vulves so I hal the flow of I he liquid produr:l mn he terminated 
immcdiotely if tlw hoses or ony other equipment should foil or 
iflhere isu fire. 

56. Trunsfcr operulions shaH he constunlly monitored by 
I ruined personnd who sholl be in uttendunce during the entire 
I runsf(!t period. 

57. All recommemJutions mude in the sect.ion "Petrochemico/ 
Trunsfer: Murine Operations'' concerning transfer-point 
illumination, no-smoking regulations, fire-fighting capabili
ties. fire extinguishers, und qualified personnel. and relevont 
points in the preventive nwinlenance schedule shall apply. 

WASTE PETROCHEMICAL HANDLINC 

58. Bottom-dminogc luiJricoting oil chunge oreas shall be 
supplied wilh concrel.e slobs or some equivalent, such as steel 
plules, thot ore suiluhly graded toward u sump and petroleum 
scporalor to ensure I hoi ony spillugc docs no I conlaminatc the 
surrounding area. Top-drainage lubricating oil change orcas, 
where oil is removed from crankcases hy mobile or fixed 
sue I ion pumps, shaH not require special protect ion. 

59. Used lubricuting oil shu II either be shipped too refinery for 
usc us feed stock or for rc-refining, or hurnl in un incinerator 
specificaiiy designed for I he purpose. 



60. An upplication to dispose of u chemica/ slwll be mudc to 
the Agency every time o disposed is confemp/uled, nnd the 
Cnmpony must have fornwl opprova/ of its proposed before 
the disposG/ is effected. Ct)/Wru/ly, I he disposul shull conform 
to recommendations in the Code of Good Practice for 
Managt~mcnt of Hazardous and Toxic Wastes at Federal 
Establishments (Enviromnentul Protection Servict), Oepurf
menl of the Environment. 1!!77). 

CONTAMINATED RUN-OFF CONTROL 

61. II nwy not be procl ico/ or possible to collect oil pel ro/cum 
leokoges and spills ot eoch smol/ pelrochemico/ sloroge 
fucility in living umJ work flreus. Run-off wul.er sl.orugc pits 
shul/, therefore, be inslol/ed immediately adjor:enl lo these 
arms lo collect all run-off so that it may be monilmuJ for 
petroleum content. 

62. Slnmge pits shall be designed to contain a minimum of 48 
hours of run-of{ from the urco drained. The role shol/lw hosed 
on the moximum 24-hour r1111-o{f role for the 10-ycur storm
return period. 

63. In sensitive pl)/'mufrosf ureos, pits shoJI he dusigned to 
minimize thermal dislurb(J/ICn nnd dcgrudufion of the sur
rounding soils. 

64. Permanent storage pits stwll he constructed with soil 
liners to prevent leakage to the environment. Pcrcofotion rates 
shell/ he less them 5 x 10·6 em/sec. 

65. Temporary storoge pits sholl conform to the percofntion 
roll) fl)quirements specified for permanent slorogn pits. The 
criteriu nwy be met in the sw1w monner or hy tlw use of oil 
resistonl polyvinyl chloride (PVC) or urcthunc n!l,lllhmncs 
specificul/y monufoclured for the purpose, hul within the 
res! riclions outlined in I he recommendotions r ()/' to II k f u !'IllS. 

66. Woter from storuge pits sholl not be reft)used to the 
env i ronnwnl until it is osccrlui ned I hat the oil co/lcent rut ion in 
it is Jess thon5 parts per mil/ion (ppm). 

67. Surfucc run-off wutor from petroleum sloruge uncf 
lwndling urcus thot conJoin pdroleum products in excess of 
the I i mi Is specified sfwll he nJIIected uml tnJllSfHJr/t!c/ in closed, 
leuk- proof systems In o sep(lrutor foci/ity. After I re"l men I in 
the oi/-woler scparulion fucility, all run-off wnler sholl he 
dmined into o collection pit. The \'Vu/cr in this pi/ shulJ be 
insptJGied to ensure its purity before it is re/cused to the 
environment. Oil skim on llw wulcr shull be removed by 
com//H?I'Cio//y uvuiluiJJc u/Jsorhenf:.; und iiH:ineru/ed. The 
conct:nlrution of pe/roleunJ in dischorge wufcr shu/1/w Jess 
t hun;, ppm. 

68. Ice und snmv confuminolion IJy petroleum products shu// 
he kepi in stnruge pits until it melts. Comnwrciul oiJsorlwnls 
slwl/lw used to col/eel the oil. us described niJove. which shu// 
lhcnlw incincruted. 

Monugemcnt of Fuels Oll(l/-luzardous SuhstwJct~s ·1 R7 

Contingency Planning for Spill Control 

The measures I have outlined above an~ ainwd <~I spill 
P''"v"ntion. N"verlheless, as I "xplained in Volum" On.,, spills 
on! bound to occur. We also knmv that, once they do oc:cur, the 
technology at present availabh~ to clean them up is inad(~

qual!!. Contingency planning is t!sscntial to makt! spill 
management as effective as technically possible and such 
planning must be complete. thmoughly understood and !'cady 
for immediatt! implementation. 

The submission by Commission Counsel on spill control 
dealt with the n~quirements of contingency planning, pl!rson
ncl training and the selection and deployment of clt?<111-up 
equipnwnt. This was the only comprehensive outline of these 
subjt!cts that had been devdopt!d to that time. However. since 
tlum. the Department of tlw Environment has d1:vdopl:d a 
draft pap"r entitled "Conling.,ncy Planning Guiddin.,s. Oil 
and Gas Pipelines" (May 1977). !think it is fair In say I hat in 
consitkrable measure thesf! guidelines arc basl!d on Commis
sion Counsel's submission tot his Inquiry. 

69. T/w "Contingency Plonning Guidelines, Oil und Gus 
PipeliiHJs," prepared by the Depur/nwnl of tlw Environment 
(drufl, Muy 1977), should be udoplcd as I he /)(Isis for specific 
requirements for industry Gontingt:ncy pions. 

I do not think it is ncCl!ssary to reprint here cit!wr the 
Departnwnt of the Environml~nt's draft or Commission 
Counsd's recommendations because both of them arc only 
guidelines for the preparation of a contingency pli!n. SJH:h a 
plan is urgently required and it dm!s not now exist: it must be 
comprdwnsive and it must he compatible vvith oiiH!I' gov(~rn
mt!nt plans. In the final analysis. the succr~ss of the contin
gl:ncy plan will depend on tlw scope of the planning. the 
commitment of money, tlH! tmining of personnel and th(; 
limits of l<":hnology. 

Cov(;rnmt:nt agencies across the nation have pn:pared 
contingency plans for spills of various sorts. One example is 
lh" draft "Governmmt Conliog.,ncy Plan for Major Oil Spills 
in tlu~ Beaufort Sea" (Environmental Protection Sen.rice, 
Dt!parlnH:nt of the Envimnmcnt, November HJ70). which 
aims at the coordination of tlw responses of various levels and 
dcpartnH!nts of government to an ar:cidental spill in the 
Beaufort St~a. Exactly this sort of coordinating plan will be 
necessary for a spill anywhere along the proposed pipeline 
corridm. 

70. 'l'ht~ dmfl "Governnwnl Contingency Plun for Muior Oil 
Spills ill tl"' Beuufort. Scu" should /u, comp/"l"d 1111d l"sl"d i11 
the (ie/d. Similor pions lo etJvt:r wider regions of tlu~ North 
should olso lu! pre pored. 

The preparation of plans to coordinate the wol'k of 
govcmnwnt dnpartmcnts and agcnci1:s is plainly thl! job of 
government itself. How(~vcr. it is equally clear that indtJstry. 
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in this case the pipcliiw company. will have the first 
responsibility for and the liability to clean up any accidental 
spill. In fact, the Pipeline Guidelines specifically require 
industry to prepare a spill contingency plan in the context not 
only of a gas pipeline and its attendant facilities, hut also an 
oil pipeline along the same corridor: 

... effective plans [shall] be developed to deal \'Vith oil Jenks. oil 
spills. pipeline rupture. fire and other hazards to terrestrial. lake 
and marine habitats. that such plans be designed to minimize 
environmental disturbances caused by containment. cle;::~n-up 
or other operations and to bring about adequate restoration of 
the environment, that they be designed to deal with minor and 
major incidents. whether they are single-event or occur over a 
p<!riod of time and that they include contingency plans to cope 
with major hazards or critical situations. [pp. 15-16] 

In addition, the Pipelim~ Guidelines requin~ proposals of 
specific contingency plans or information regarding: 

a) how the possible loss of oil or gas through pipeline leaks 
would be routinely detected and stopped quickly (the 
maximum potential undetected loss from tlw pipeline 
should be specified and evidence provided. This value is to 
be as low as is technologically feasible): 

b) how oil which has escaped into the terrt~strial. lake or 
marine environment would be detected, hovv it would he 
disposed of and hovv the elements of tht~ tmvironment 
affected by the oil would be rehabilitated; ... [pp . .2.2- 2] [ 

The pipeline companies must also: 
... provide documented evidence that they poss1!SS not only the 
necessary knowledge. but also the capability to carry out the 
speci fie proposa Is. [p. 13 [ 

The contingency plans advanced before the Inquiry by the 
pipeline companies and ltw producers in the Mackenzie Delta 
fall far short of the r"quircments laid down in the Pipeline 
Guidelines and of the ultimate requirements for the construc
t ion and operation of a pipdine. Obviously. I cannot prepare a 
comprehensive plan: that is the responsibility of the pipeline 
company. The Pipeline Guidelines are usefuL but they are not 
specific enough in their directions to industry to ensure that 
their contingency plans \viii be comprchcnsiv(~ and compati
ble with those of government. 

71. The Company silo// prepore o spill confingl!tlcy pion !hot 
is comparable to and coordinoted with those of file rnlevunt 
government ngencies. 

Tlwre are four additional points that warrant further 

consideration and that should ultimately be included in any 
planning scheme advanced by industry. 

n. There must be some definition of what constitutes a spill 
nnd of the oppropriate response, given that the size and nature 
of spills can vary. The contingency plan must describe not 
only on appropriate level of response, but also on appropriate 
type of response, taking into account that, in the North, 
certoin clean-up techniques could cause more horm than the 
spill itself. 

73. To assist with project plonning and spill response, the 
Compony should estoblish ond file with the Agency a 
catologue of all the toxic ond hazardous materiols thnt will be 
used during the construction nnd operation of the pipeline and 
its unci/lory facilities. The mtalogue should include details on 
the quuntities shipped, stored and used in various locations 
umJ of specified times; the properties of the substance, the 
probabilities of o spill and the probable success of a clean-up 
ope rut ion with the equipment. on hond. 

This procedure might be developed from the methods 
outlined in the Battelle Memorial Institute's report Control of 
Spilloge of Hazardous and Polluting Substances {United States 
Government Printing Office, 15090 POZl0/70). 

The reporting of spills has been required by law in the 
United States since the early 1970s, but, except for spills from 
ships, it is not yet law in Canada. It must be a requirement for 
the pipeline project and it would he commendable on a 
nation-wide basis. 

74. Throughout the pmconstruction, construction, operation 
und nhondonmcnt plwst!S of f.he pipeline project there should 
be u 111umlutory spill-reporting scheme for the Cml1pcmy nnd 
u II il s cont ructors and subconl ruct.urs. 

Finally. the contingency plan must be proved effective 
undm actual conditions in the field. It docs not matter how 
persuasive the plan is as a written document. as an organi
zation chart or as a computerized response mechanism; if it 
docs not work in the fi()]d, it is useless. 

75. Any comprehensive mnlingency plan musf. be field-tested 
regulorly with reolisfic scenarios of all types of spills. 
Covern111ent or Agency inspectors should spot-check contin
gency p/unning preporcdness by dropping ununnounced into 
cwnps und foci/ily sites to conduct mock spill exercises. 
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The technical aspects of testing a pipeline under hydrostatic 
pressure after it is in place and before it is put into service are 
based on standard practice and are well covered by existing 
regulations. There are, however, environmental aspects to the 
testing of a northern pipeline that require regulation because 
of the very large volumes of test liquid and its effects on the 
aquatic environment. 

To prevent the test medium from freezing in the pipe, it 
will be necessary to usc either warm water or an antifreeze 
mixture of water and methanol. Foothills suggested that the 
antifreeze mixture could be as much as 70 percent methanol. 
and Arctic Gas suggested 26 percent. in either case, very large 
volumes of methanol and water will be used. For example, a 
three-mile length of pipe, the length suggested for a test 
section, would hold over 1 million gallons. Whether or not this 
volume is all water or is a water-methanol mixture, there are 
obvious and major problems related to water withdrawal, the 
handling of methanol, contingency plans for spills, and the 
disposal of the warm water or the water-methanol mixture. 
Most of these problems can be handled by applying the 
recommendations advanced in the chapters entitled Water 
Withdrawals, Waste Management, Management of Fuels and 
Hazardous Substances and The Physical Environment: 
Water. However, there arc some specific issues that warrant 
mention here. 

The first relates to the withdrawal, then disposal, of the 
large amounts of water that will be required to test the pipe. 
Millions of gallons of water will have to be withdrawn from 
one location and disposed of in another several miles away. 
This prospect raises a number of: biological concerns, such as 
the impact on the location from which the wateJ· is with
drawn, and the possibility of transferring water from one 
watershed to another. If a water-methanol mixture is used, it 
will be made up at one point, then reused in successive 
sections of the pipeline before it is ultimately discharged. A 
test with warm water will require not only the volume of 
water needed for the test, but also water to flush and warm 
each section of the pipe before it is tested. This method will 
require much more water, and it will preclude the rouse of the 
test liquid, which is possible within a closed system if the 
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wateJ'-methanol mixture is used. In either case, the discharge 
of such large quantities of water could cre<Jte significant 
environmental problems, such as melting of riv(~r ice at the 
point of discharge, melting of snow cover over tl1e ice or along 
stream banks, erosion of bank material, and, when the water 
has cooled, an increased thickness of river icc that may alter 
spring break-up patterns. 

The second, and perhaps the most troublesome, issue is 
related to the toxic nature of methanol and, in particular, to its 
high biological oxygen demand. Although contaminants may 
be picked up from within the pipeline, even with a warm 
water test, they probably represent a minor problem in 
comparison with the toxic and asphyxiating nature of 
methanol. The pipeline companies have said that, after testing 
is complete, the methanol will be concentrated by distillation, 
then burned or used for other purposes; the water from the 
mixture will either be sprayed onto land or frozen water 
surfaces or metered into suitable watercourses. Alternatively, 
the mixture might be diluted with more water, until it 
contains less than one percent methanol by volume, then 
disposed of in suitable watercourses. This latter technique has 
been severely criticized because it would require inordinately 
large volumes of water and because the total volume of 
methanol would create a high oxygen demand in the 
receiving environment. 

I am not satisfied that the toxicity of methanol to fish and 
fish eggs is adequately understood, and I conclude that the 
possible effects of disposing of the methanol mixture or a 
distillate residue have not been adequately dealt with. Both 
Arctic Gas and Foothills have, in my opinion, underestimated 
the practical problems associated with disposing of the 
enormous quantities of methanol waste. In particular, they 
have minimized the high demand for biological oxygen that 
the methanol will make. As noted in tlw rqJort of the 
National Energy Board, small-scale studies of the effects of 
such a discharge do not provide any assurance that the 
environmental effects of a large-scale discharge can be 
ovw·come. The possible effects on water quality and fish an' 
ti'Oubling, and they require the utmost caution. 
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The third issue involves contingency plans for an acciden
tal spill during testing. Again, the toxicity of methanol is the 
cause of gravest concern, although a warm water spill would 
cause melting and erosion, and it could cause problems of 
thermal shock. The transportation, transfer and storage of the 
test liquids will have to comply with the recommendations 
and guidelines presented in the chapter entitled Management 
of Fuels and Hazardous Substances. I assume. of course, that 
the most rigorous procedures to maintain quality control will 
be employed during the construction period to minimize the 
risk of pipe failure, but special and comprehensive measures 
must also be developed to contain a spill and to minimize its 
effects on the environment, should a spill occur during any 
part of the testing process. No such measures exist in the 
documentation presented to me. and it appears that the 
pipeline companies have seriously underestimated the impor
tance of planning for this possibility. 

With these points in mind, and recognizing that other 
chapters of this report cover many issues related to testing the 
pipeline, I put forward the following recommendations. 

r. Before construction of the pipeline begins, the Com pony 
shall prepare for opproval by the Agency detoiled plans for 
pressure testing. In addition to information required by 
existing regulations, these plans shall detail the environmen
tal effects and the measures that will be used during a typical 
woter or water-methanol hydrostatic test sequence to miti
gate these effects. 

2. Pipe testing shall be carried out only under a permit from 
ond in the presence of a representative of t.he Agency. The 
Company shall make site-specific and seporute applications 
to the Agency to test the pipe for each spreod season during 
which these tests will be conducted. Each opplication shall be 
consistent with and keyed to the overol/ plans and the 
recommendations specified in The Physical Environment: 
Water, and in Fish, Water Withdrawals, Waste Management, 
and Management of Fuels and Hazardous Substonces. 

3. Each application to test the pipe shall note clearly and 
concisely the location or locations at which the following 
operations are proposed: withdrawal; pretreatment or heating 
of water; the mixing of methanol and water; the filling of test 
section or sections; the storage of water or water-methonol 
mixture in the pipe between tests or from one construction 
season until the next; the emptying of test section or sections; 
and the treatment ond disposal of the test medium. Each 
application shall also de toil the equipment and procedures to 
be used, the quantities and temperatures of water and 
methanol involved, and the dates and times of the proposed 
operations. 

The potential toxicity of the effluent from pipe testing 
operations must be investigated before ony ejJluent is dis
charged. The procedures for the toxicity t.est should be 

specified by the Toxicity Coordination Committee of the 
Environmental Protection Service, Deportment of the En
vironment, and should include provisions similar to those 
outlined in the Petroleum Refinery Effluent Regulations and 
Guidelines (preporcd by the Environmental Protection 
Service, 1974). 

4. The water-metlwnoltest mixture shcli/ be disposed of by 
disti//otion, and the distillate shall be burned or used in some 
approved way, and the residue liquid shall be effectively 
treated before it is discharged. Disposcli of the test mixture by 
dilution shall be prohibited. 

Because of the large volumes and high biological oxygen 
demand of residues that contain methanol, the treatment 
standards, if they are to protect the environment, may well 
have to exceed the effluent standards prescribed in Waste 
Management. 

5. Before disposo/, the Company shall treat all test liquids, 
including the water used to heat the pipeline, to reduce 
concentrations of oils, organic carbon compounds and partic
ulates to acceptable levels. 

6. The Company sholl store the methnnol test mixture 
between tests, or from one construction scuson to the next, in 
steel tanks or blodder tanks in accordance with the recom
mendations mnde in Management of Fuels and Hazardous 
Substances: Spill Prevention. Mixtures stored in completed 
sections of pipeline shall be stored only in sections that have 
been successfully pressure tested and have been approved by 
the Agency for storoge purposes. 

7. The Com pony shu// submit detailed contingency pions for 
each spread season during which hydrostatic tests will be 
conducted, outlining methods to contain ond recover spills of 
warm water, water-methanol or pure methanol, should the 
pipe or any associated equipment fail during testing. These 
plans will include methods of detection, notificotion, decision
making, containment, countermeasures, clean-up and disposal 
of test media, as well as plans for restoration that adequately 
reflect concerns for vegetation, surface waters, and wildlife 
habitats. All plans must be approved by the Agency. Catch
ment devices may hnve to be installed before the pipe is tested 
to prevent any spilled fluid from reaching o waterbody that 
may be highly sensitive to pollution. 

B. The Company shall submit to the Agency for approval 
plans for the location and repair of failures during pressure 
testing. 

The repair of any failure in the pipe during the testing of it 
shall depend on access to the site of the failure. The Company 
should not assume thut the construction season will be 
extended for the repair of any section of pipe that fails during 
testing. This limitation is particularly important in areas that 
are seasonally criticnJ to wildlife and fish nod in areas to 
which access is by snow roads. 
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Many witnesses at the formal and community hearings 
described the impact that construction and operation of 
compressor stations and associated pipeline facilities and 
equipment is likely to have on the physical, biological and 
human environment.! have dealt elsewhere with transporta
tion, the physical environment and the location of the 
pipeline in relation to wildlife, all issues that have direct 
bearing on the complexes of facilities and the operation of 
equipment during pipeline construction and operation. 
Aircraft control is integral to both this chapter and the 
chapter on Transportation; the subject is dealt with separately 
because of its complexity and its central importance to 
effective environmental control in the region. 

In this chapter, I shall focus on compressor stations and 
associated facilities in their relation to the environment. I 
recognize the artificiality of this categorization in view of the 
complex interrelationship of all aspects of the environment, 
of which a fuller appreciation is given in the chapters of Part 
Two of this volume. In this chapter, I shall simply present 
some concerns and recommendations related to specific 
aspects of the project. 

The impact of the construction and operation of the 
facilities that are associated with the pipeline will depend on 
two factors, with which I shall deal in turn. The first is the 
location and design of facilities- particularly of compressor 
stations- in relation to terrain sensitivities, fish and wildlife 
habitats, migration routes and aesthetic factors. The second 
relates to the operation of the equipment that is associated 
with those facilities. 

Facilities Complexes: Location and Design 

Compressor stations will be located along the pipeline at 
intervals of approximately 50 miles at hydraulically opti
mum points chosen on the basis of pipe and station size and 
on gas volumes; the position of the stations may then be 
adjusted slightly to accommodate site-specific gmtechnical 
considerations. The degree of flexibility in choosing and 
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Operations 
adjusting station sites is said to be limited if hydraulic balance 
and throughput efficiency arc to be maintained. 

Compressor station sites will be the focal points of activity 
during the construction and operation of the pipeline because 
frequently they are also the location of airstrips, heliports, 
temporary and permanent roads, wharves, stockpile sites, 
borrow pits, camps and permanent staff" quarters. They are, 
therefore, called facilities complexes. 

From a broad, regional persper:tive, the pipeline is a linear 
development across the northern landscape with nodes of 
activity at 50-mile intervals. From a local perspective, 
however, these nodes are the focal points of many (!nVirnn
mental concerns. For example, a facilities complex could 
sprawl from a wharf site on the Mackenzie· River to stockpile 
sites on the right-of-way and include heliports, airfields and 
borrow pits. It may include several miles of connecting roads 
and encompass tens of square miles of land. Such complexes 
were characterized at the Inquiry as mini-industrial develop
ments and from an environmental perspective, they must be 
viewed in this way. 

Activitil" at these facilities will be at a high kvel during 
the construction phase, and they will persist at a lower level, 
punctuated periodically by special maintenance and emer
gency operations, throughout the life of the pipdine. There 
may also be sustained bursts of activity at compressor sites if 
the gas pipeline is looped or if an oil pipeline is built. Should 
th£~se events occur, the whole construction scenario vvould be 
repeated perhaps with greater environmental 
consequences. 

Construction of the pipeline cannot be considen'd as a 
single event. Even after construction is completed, therr' will 
be some disrupting and disturbing activity, and that activity 
will be particularly pronoun<HI at the facilities complexes. 

Biologists and other people at both the formal and commu
nity hearings voiced concern over the levels of logistical and 
construction activity at these facilities complexes and over 
their pot!!ntial effects on the environment and nn society. 
These~ witnesses expressed concern about the dfect of 
disturbance by transport activities. noise unrl inc!'cased 
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human access during critical life stages of birds, fish and 
mammals; the impact on fish, aquatic biota and habitat, of 
run-off, sedimentation and increased siltation caused by the 
disruption of drainage und the construction of facilities on 
gravel pads; the threat to bird and fish populations posed by 
spills of fuel and hazardous substances; and the aesthetic 
results of the location and design of these facilities. In 
particular, native people were concerned about the possible 
impacts on their resources and their way of life. 

Overall Plan 
Th!: various engineering and environmental aspects of 
facilities complexes have not yet been brought together in a 
clear and comprehensive way. An overall plan is, therefore, 
essential if the extent of the activities, their interrelationship 
and their impact are to be properly understood by everyone 
associated with their design. approach and regulation. 

1. Before the fino/ design phose, the Company shu II pre pore 
for approval by the Agency a comprehensive, but concise, 
overall plan for the project's lransportotion fw:i/ilics, includ
ing airstrips, heliports, tenlporary ond pernHHwnt roads, 
wharves, stockpile sites, horrow pits, comps owl pernwncnt 
staff quorters. This pion shall take into or:counl lhe olhcr 
overall plans requested elsewhere in this report. The Agency 
nwy request the Company to resubmil purls of lhis overall 
pion if, for any reason, they do not meet with ils upprova/. The 
Company shall undertuke to keep this overull pion up to dntc 
to reflect the latest policies ond actions of ilw Com pony, the 
Agency and government 

2. The overall plan shu// show in map form the loco lion of ull 
project facilities re/uied lo l.he pipeline righi-of-way, ihc 
Mnckenzie River, existing communities und existing or 
proposed facilities not related to the projecl. such os I he 
Mockenzie Highway, land lines, winler rouds. borrow pils 
ond wharves. The overcJ/1 pion shall also specify ilw design 
stondords t:J be applied, the general work schedule for each 
focility and, if requested hy the Agency, the l.olo/ estimalcd 
cup ita/ cost and the unnuo/ opcrution and muinl.cnunce cost of 
eoch focility. 

In odd ilion, the overall pion shu// oui/ine ilu: rul iono/e I hat 
~V<JS used to determine the design standard und locution for 
ew:h purlieu/or facility ond I he reasons why i/w Com pony hos 
chosen Ia build new whurves and stockpile silcs or lo use 
existing facilities: to use temporary or p(!rmwwnl whorvcs 
und slockpilc sites; to use gruve/ roads or snow roods; to huilcl 
new uirports or heliports or lo usc existing fucilit ivs; to usc 
nirsfrips or heliports; ond to use new or existing rights-of
wuy for roads or olher /ineur foci/ilies. 

The ovemll p/on shull list ull of the asswnplions thot lhc 
Compuny has mode regurding the availubility of existing 
foci/ilies ond the opproxinwte volume of projecl-re/otr.cJ 
lmf{ic thut such focilities will sustuin during the construction 

period (broken down into monthly or seosono/ periods, as 
oppropriateJ and during pipeline operation (broken down on 
a quurl.er/y basis); all of the assumptions tl!ot the Company 
hus nwde regarding focilities thot porties not ossociatcd with 
the pipeline company may hui/d, for example, extensions to 
lhe Mackenzie Highway und facilities buill by the gas 
producers in the De/tu. 

3. The overo/1 plan sholl be approved by the Agency before 
the Compony submits site-specific applications for construc
tion ond operation of facilities. 

Site-specific Applications 
4. The Company shall file with the Agency site-specific 

opp/ir:ol.ions for the cons/ruction and opcrolion of each 
compressor station and for other facilities. Each of these 
opp/imlions shall be integrated inlo the overall p/un. Because 
the opemtions of oil facililies ol compressor stotions are 
generul/y interrelated, site-specific applications shall be 
suhmitled un the basis of a complex of facilities centred on a 
compressor station, unless otherwise approved by the Agency. 
Thol is l.o say, applications for activities ut each compressor 
sl.olion sile and for all associated facilities that serve that site 
and I he udjocent righi-of -woy shall be filed us u group. 

5. Eoch opp/ication shed/ include u concise summary of all 
engineering, socio-economic and environmental information 
thGI wos used in site selection; construction drawings and 
specifications that comply with the relevant design and 
environmental standords of the government and the Agency; 
lhe schedule of construction and the duration of use of all 
fcu:i/ities; the maximum onlicipated volumes of traffic and 
cump populations for vorious periods during construction and 
opemtion; and the exact location of the sources of borrow 
motcrio/ cmd of haul routes, together with the qucmtities and 
quo/ity of this materia/. Each application shall state whether 
or not I he facilities will he required during the operations and 
nwintenance phase of the pipc/ioe. Each application shall 
inr:/ude p/ons for tile obandonment of facilities that arc not 
mqoired ofter construction ond for the eventual abandonment 
of oil foci/ities when the usefu//ife of the project hos ended. 

Location and Design Considerations 
The cumulative level of activities at the facilities complexes 
and the period over which these activities will take place 
have the potential for the creation of unacceptable environ
mental disturbance. The location and design of these com
plexes is fundamental to a successful resolution of the 
environmental concerns that they raise. For example, in the 
chapter. The Physical Environment.! describe the importance 
of valleys in the northern ecosystem. Valleys are as important 
to the local ecosystems that the pipeline will cross as the 
facilities complexes arc to the pipeline itself. for they are also 
nodes of activities - geological, hydrological, biological, 
cultural and socio-economic- within an ecosystem. This is 



why I recommend in the chapter on The Physical Environ
ment that, wherever possible, facilities (particularly groups of 
facilities) should be kept out of valleys. 

6. The locotion ond design of focilities complexes shed/ 
conform to the recommendotions l hove mode in Ports One 
one/ Two of this report to protect locul people's octivities one/ 
the tcrmin, woterhodics, wildlife ond fish. In general, locution 
and design shall take into uccou11t the specific charucterislics 
of the loco/ emd regional environment, including geotechniml 
chamcteristics, wildlife ond fish hobitot ond migrations, /om/ 
lund und water use, archocologicul resources, and the 
aesthetic values of landscopes one/ woterbodies. In view of the 
centml importonce of volleys to the rcgionol lane/scopes, 
ecosystems ond land use patterns of loco/ people, porticulnr 
core should be token to ovoid odversc environmental effects 
on vnlleys. 

7. Upon abondonmcnt of o facility, it slwll be removed one/ the 
oreu shed/ be restored, as directed by the Agency. 

Many particular concerns and recommendations related to 
facilities complexes are dealt with elsewhere in this reporl, 
but a few issues arose during the cmH'se of the Inquiry that 
warrant particular mention here. 

ROADS, AIRSTRIPS AND HELIPORTS 

Biological experts testified that their greatest concern with 
respect to roads, airstrips and heliports is that they will 
increase access to formerly isolated areas and will pose a 
serious threat to the viability of populations of caribou, moose 
and Dall's sheep that have survived mainly because large 
parts of their habitats are inaccessible. 

8. During construction, the Company shed/limit the usc of all 
roads, oirstrips ond heliports under its jurisdiction to vehicles 
and aircroft that ore ossociuted with the pipeline project. 
Access to facilities built by the Company for its own use sholl 
be limited to authorized personnel of the Compemy, Agency or 
government. The Company shall take o/1 reasonoble steps to 
discouroge access by any other persons. 

9. After construction one/ during the opcmtion of the pipeline, 
the Company shall limit access to the roads, oirstrips and 
heliports thot will be required for its operation ond, using 
methods opproved by the Agency, shall remove or otherwise 
obstruct e1ccess to facilities thot ore not required. Where /owl 
people and government authorities agree that project occcss 
raCJds to previously inaccessible orcas ore beneficiol, such 
roads shall be left intact CJftcr pipeline construction is 
completed. 

Well-travelled roads, steep embankments, and, to a lesser 
extent, airstrips act as barriers to migrating caribou. Not only 
will such barriers increase exposure of caribou to hunters and 
predators, they may cause minor diversions in line of travel, 
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long-term changes in migration patterns, and even abandon
men! of part or all of a traditional range. Roads can also he 
barriers to fish if stream crossings are not properly designed. 

10. The Compcmy shed/ design ond muintuin mods so I hot 
t!osy possuge of fish ond mumnwls is ossurcd. Culverts shul/lle 
designed so that the possogc of fish is not impeded. (See Fish.) 
The Company shed/ not. usu snow cleo ring tvchniqtws I hul 
Jeuvc! long, unbroken sl refc/ws of snow fence or deep cf ri fl s <JJ ICf 
snowbonks thnt could imJwde llw movements of c:urihou. 
Snowfcncing shall he removed in spring before I he mig ruling 
curibou arrive. 

When surface and subsurfact! drainage is affer:tt!d, as it may 
be by the construction of gravel pads. the result may he 
~~rosion and sedimentation. These, in conjunction with run~off 
water that may contain fuels or other toxic substanu!s. could 
disturb waterbodics and could pose a huznrd to aquatic 
!~CC)systems. 

11. To prater;! woterhodics from impoct.s associoted with tlw 
construction and opcrution of rowJs, uirstrips and /w/iporls, WI 

undisturbed buffer strip :JOO feet wide, or us specified hy tlw 
Agency, shall be left between mch focility om/ odjocent 
waterbody. 

12. The construction ond opnrulion nf roods. uirstrips und 
heliports shall not ndvcrsely uffect locul dminogc pollcrns. 
(Sec Terrain Considerations: Drainage and Erosion.) 

WHARF AND STOCKPILE SITES 

The environmental pmbl!!lllS associated with \Vharvi!S and 
stockpile sites focus on two il!)ms: the disturbance to fish 
harvesting, and the disturbance of aquatic resources by 
siltation or by spills of fuels. 

13. Bccouse strcmn and river mouths arc frequently un:us 
used by loco/ people for fishing and ore often orcos of high 
cwsthetic, orchocologicol cmd rccrcationo/ vo/ue. whurvcs 
shall be located at /cost 1,500 feet away from the estuurics of 
strcmns and rivers, unless otherwise approved by t lw Agency. 

14. To minimize the problems reloted to drainage und erosion 

ond their adverse effects on woterbodies and fish, stockpile 
sites shall be located :JOO feet from the shoreline, unless 
otherwise opproved by the Agency. 

15. In selecting sites for whurves ond stockpile sites, the 
Company sho/1 consider the requirements for effective coni rol 
of accidental fuel spills. For example, orcas of fost wuter ond 
limited access, and areas that hove imporlonl bio/ogic<JI or 
sociological features susceptible to spills shall be uvoidcd. (See 
Management of Fuels and Hazardous Substances.) 

16. Unless otherwise opproved by the Agency. ull storugf! 
nreos for bulk fuel und c/wmimls sho/1 be locutcd ut /mst 1,000 
feet from ony woterbody. To reduce the risk of u spill entering 
n wot.erbody, storage facilities for fuels ond chemir:uls shell/ be 
locuted on the part of the site furthest from the weller. (See 
Management of Fuels and Hazardous Substances.) 
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17. To reduce !he risk of /euks not being detected und fo 
fucilitu!c muintenunce ond repuir. u/1 fuel piping sys!ems ut 
tvlwrvus. stockpile sites ond cumps sho/1 be located uhove 
ground. t!xcept at places, such us rood crossings, where short 
sections of the pipeshull he instolbl in culverts. 

CONSTRUCTION CAMPS 

In the socio~economic chapters of this report, I make somt! 
rt!commcndations that pertain to the operation of camps. The 
control of alcohol and of acct!SS to communities by camp 
personnel arc examples. On the environmental side. I am most 
conct!l'nt!d about locating and operating camps so that their 
advt!rsc effects on terrain. \,vaterbodics. mammals and fish urc 
kept to a minimum. 

18. To minimize the oren disturbed, comps sholl, whuw 
possih/e, be located at stockpile sites. wlwrves or compressor 
station sites. Applications to /ocote cumps elsewhere slwll be 
supported by documentation expluining why the camp cunnot 
be locuted u! a preferred site. 

19. The curnps built or used hy tlw Compuny sh,dl provide 
their own support facilities, such CIS power und wuter supply. 
their own sewage trcotmcnt ond disposu/, first uicl sluLiolls, 
und recreut ionol facilities. 

Compressor and Related Noise 
In the chapter on The Physical Environment, I discussed the 
adverse effects of noise in general. I now wish to address I he 
specific problems of high intensity noise produced in the 
opt!ration of compressor stations, and to make recommenda~ 
lions on how these problems can be avoided or reduced. 

Not all compressor stations will be the same: all stations 
will have compressors, but the horsepower will vary; some 
stations will have heat exchangers to chill the gas, but others 
will not. The noise will, therefore. vary in pitch. intensity and 
duration from station to station. Cas turbine engines produce 
high frequency, directional noise at the air intake and low 
frequency, non~dircctional noise at the exhaust. Ht!at ex
changer fans direct noise upward and pipes emit high
frequency, pure-tone noises. Vent valves when "blown 
down" ptoduce intense noise levels - at and beyond tlw 
threshold of pain - although tlw duration is short and tlw 
occurrence is infrequent. Control valves and various auxiliary 
pieces of equipment contribute lower intensity noise. 

l3ecause there are so many sources of noise at compressor 
stations and because the ultimatti noise level is so dependent 
on final design, I do not propose to specify details of noise 
control. Rather, I will highlight noise problems from an 
environmental (as opposed to worker safety) perspective and 
discuss the objectives of ameliorative measures. 

20. To minimize disturbance to wildlife and people and t.o 
mointCJin the environmental oU.rilmtes of the region, the !Jest 
procticuiJ/e technology sholl he employed for compressor 
stution noise abatement. 

The pipeline companit!s have undertaken to restrict 
ambient noise levels at the compressor station fence line of 
compressor stations to 60 elBA. The National Etwrgy Board, 
while accepting this, foresees that further noise nbatement 
mt!asures might be necessary to prevent adverse cnvironmen~ 
tal effects. Industry's commitment to restrict sound to a 
maximum of 60 dBA can he interpreted as evidence that such 
attenuation can be achieved. Evidence brought before me 
clearly indicates thai it is technically possible lo attain even 
lower levels. Carl Koskimaki, testifying for Arctic Cas, said 
that ''maximum silencing'' lechniques could reduce fence line 
noise levels from the 59-67 dBA range to around 50 to 5a dBA 
{F:ma7) 

It is difficult to judge how much noise abatement will be 
ncccssarv to protect birds and wildlife from unacceptable 
disturba~ce. The problem is site-specific and depends both on 
the nature of the installation and on the local environmental 
sensitivities. The evident:<' I heard emphasized the sensitivity 
of birds, in particular snow geese, to compressor station noise. 
Dr. William Cunn, an ornithological consultant to Arctic Cas, 
suggested that, at compressor stations adjacent to habitat 
frequented by significant numbers of birds, noise levels 
should not exceed 50 dill\ at a distance of 1,000 feel. Various 
figures have been quotecl by other specialists. Clearly, there 
are circumstances that warrant reducing noise below conven~ 
tiona! abatement standards. 

21. Compressor stutiolls loco ted in environrncntully sensitive 
orcus ond areas used uxtel!sivcly by local people shall 
incorporote speciol noise uhutemcnt designs and operoting 
measures to reduce !he disturlllmcc effects to levels that permit 
nor mol use of the regiorwl environment. The determinoUon of 
t.hesc site-specific levels shu II res I. initiolly with the Company, 
and prior to completion of design, all the supporting informo
!ion /coding !o the design levels shall be submitted to the 
Agency for approval. 

CUMULATIVE EFFECTS 

As with all other environmental impacts, each source of noise 
must be considered in the present and future context of 
cumulative impact. Although compressor stations will be 
major sources of noise pollution, they will be only one factor 
in a much broader setting. Noise will emanate from each part 
of a facilities complex. In the future, looping, additional 
compressor units, an oil pipeline, a highway, roads and more 
people may augment the problem. In the Mackenzie Delta, 
ongoing petroleum exploration and development will be a 
major factor, especially in view of the environmental 
sensitivity of the area during certain times of the year. 

Station layout and design, equipment specification, and 
operating procedures arc nearly as important as noise 
suppression devir.<es. It is mstly and perhaps technically 
impossible to make changes after a problem arises; therefore, 
careful planning and design arc essential. Furthermore, the 



cumulative impact is handled more effectively and economi
cally by proper initial design of all contributing sources rather 
than by overly strict constraints on subsequent additions. 

22. Noise abatement pions for pipeline fm;ilil ies shoJI 
incorporate cumulative considerntions of cdl sourct~s of noise. 
This consideration shoJI r.ncomposs aJI company und private 
octivitics that can he expected to occur in the region of impact 
throughout the life of the pipeline project. Porliculur ollenlion 
shrill he given to focililies in the Mackenzie Delta us they 
relole to ongoing petroleum developments and lo I he cumuln
tive effect on migratory birds using the oren during nesting, 
moull.ing ond staging. 

MONITORING 

Installation of noise attenuation devices and implementation 
of abatement procedures will not necessarily ensure compli
ance with site-specific environmental constraints. Much of 
the design is theoretical and, as I have explained, noise 
emissions are complex and difficult to predict. There is a need 
both to test the noise levels at each site shortly after start-up 
and to monitor the levels on a long-term basis to ensure that 
acceptable cumulative levels are not exceeded. 

23. The Compony shoJI monitor the noise level of each 
compressor station as prescribed by the Agency ond shoJI 
report I he results to the Agency within six months of slurl-up 
of euch slolion. The Compony shoJI monitor I he noise level 
periodicoJJy throughout tile life of the project ns required by 
the Agency and in ony msc within six monl hs of any 
modificotion that is likely f.o alter noise emissions. 

BLOW DOWN NOISE 

From time to time, the pipeline at compressor stations and 
meh!r stations will be blown down to atmospheric pressure. 
and meter stations. These blowdowns occur rather infre
quently during normal maintenance opemtions, and also 
under emergency conditions. The pressure of the gas in the 
pipeline causes vented gas to escape at very high - even 
supmsonic - velocity. Noise levels of 140 diJA (beyond the 
threshold of pain) arc reached and exceeded. For obvious 
reasons, unattenuatcd blowdown noise is totally unaccept
able in sensitive wildlife areas, where native p1~oplc are 
hunting, fishing or trapping, or near settlements and recrea
tion areas. 

24. AI uJJ compressor s!olions, the Compnny slwJI insloJI I he 
besf procticab/e noise u!lcnuofion cquipnwnf /o reduce 
IJ/owdown noise to levels I hut will minimize the disfurbuncc 
lo ilwnuns and to wildlife. 

25. As port of the jinul cit:sign, the Compony shell/ submit 
p/ons, designs and opuroling procedures (including expected 
( requellcy of mointenonce om/ emergency fu/se-u/urm b/ow
do\vnsJ for compressor slulions, meter slutions or other 
project focililics where hlowdown cw1 he expeGied during the 
/if" uf lhf1 pipeline. 
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Emissions from Facilities 
Changes in air quality that arc associated with major 
construction projects are g!:ncrally temporary or localized in 
nature, and they are not, therefore, considered to be one of the 
mort) serious environmental issues. Rut, because the ambient 
air quality of the Mackenzie Valley and Western Arr:tic is 
still virtually unimpaired, the next major source of industrial 
air pollution takes on greater significance than the magnitude 
of the emissions alone would ol hcrwise merit. 

COMI'HESSOR STATIONS 

The Arctic Gas pipeline rmljr,ct would require a :10,000-

hors!!power compressor station every 50 miles, usually 
accompanied by a 17,000-horsepower chilling unil. We can 
assume that a future gas pipeline project in Uw Mackenzie 
Valley will be of comparabl!! magnitude. Natural gas. which 
is among the cleanest of fuels, would be used to power thP. 
pipeline. But each station would emit nearly 1.000 tons of 
exlwust gases per hour for a total of ubout 400 thousand tons 
per operating day for the whole pipdine North of liO. Of I his 
400 thousand tons, about two million Imperial gallons is 
vvat!!r vapour or steam. The volunws are impressive. Further~ 
more, these emissions will continue and even incn!as!~ for at 
least two decades. 

Conc!~rn about compn~ssor station emissions focus!~S on 
the potential problems of icc fog and concentrations of 
nitrogen dioxide. 

26. I 11 (inuf design prcporoUons, 1/w Com pony shcllJ/d illcludc 
sillJ~specific onalyses to cnsunJ Uwt ull its compressor stu/ions 
eomply with the Clean Ail' Ar:t: Ambient 1\ir Quality 
Objectives (The Conodo Gozetle, Pori li, Vo/.111/i, Nn.ll, und 
Vol. lOU, No.3). (Sec The Physical Environment.) 

The National Energy Board concurs with this nJcomnwn~ 
dation, but in its report does not state explicitly whether it is 
th1! "maximum desirable level" or the less stringent "max~ 
imum acu!ptablc level'' of nitrogt~n dioxide that it f1~ars may 
be exceeded. For reasons stated in the chapter on The Physical 
Envimnment, I believe the "maximum desirable level" is 
appropriate in the Mackenzie Valley from a purely l:nviron
mcnlal standpoint. I cannot comment on the practicability of 
achieving this level becnuse the detailed technit:ld d!!sign 
considf!rations are the responsibility of others. But I must note 
that, if it is not practicable here, it is probably not applicahk 
any\vherc, and in that case, il should be reass!~SS!!d. 

27. Air quolity over the long lt!rm should be monitored und, in 
purlicufur, the problems ossociult!d with ice fog JHJW' ccJJJJJllU~ 

ni!ies uml ut lronsporlnlion fucililics should hL· us.•wssed. 
Re/ocution of pipeline fm;i/ilies or other preventive nwusuros 
thut cw1 he implemented only during the iniliul dcsigii und 
construction phuses nwy lu: tlw only 1vuy to fJilWiiomle 
u noccepluiJie cnr1cl it ions. 
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OTIIEH E~llSSIONS 

Tlw construction phase of the project may also cause air 
quality problems, although combustion emissions produced 
during this phase will be of smaller volume and of much 
shorter dumtion than during pipeline operation. Incinerators, 
span! ht!aters, vehicles, construction equipment and open fires 
will burn mainly gasoline, diesel fuel and similar substances. 
Tlwir use will product! relatively low velocity and low 
temperature emissions of various kinds. which will stay near 
ground levd. Dispersion ahovt! even a shallow inversion layer 
is unlikely. Such emissions contribute both the nuclei and the 
walt!r vapour that arc esscnti<J! to ice fog formation, and they 
contribute pollutants that accumulate as inversion conditions 
persist. eventually exceeding f!stablished ambient air quality 
obj!!ctivcs, even though emission standards for individual 
pit!Ces of equipment may have hecn met. 

I understand that emission guidelines or standards are 
being drafted by the Environmental Prokction Service, 
Department of the Environment. 

28. Tlw Agency should consult with the Co111puny und the 
Deportment of thl; Environment with respect. lo requirements 
for emission control (if~ vices ond to the maximum permissible 
levels of emission for cons! ruction equipment und ve!Jiclcs. 

Emission control devices are adjusted at the factory by the 
manufacturers of vehicles and equipment to mt~d govern
ment requirements. Of course. these devices may he rendered 
less dff!ctive or useless if tampered with later. In tu:ognition 
of this problem, Ontario has enacted legislation In prevent 
rf!moval or alteration of I he devices so that th"y fail to comply 
with regulations (Ontario, Statutes of Ontario, The Environ
nwnt Protection Act, 1!171, c.86 as amended by t:.94, '1973). This 
law could be used by the Agency as a model lo develop 
measures to prevent tampering with approved and spt:cified 
settings of emission control devices on construction equip
ment and vehicles used on the project. 

Equipment Operations 

The aspects of the pipelin" project that I hav" described- that 
is. the aspects relating to physical plant- are only o1w part of 
thf! tmvironmental impact associated with facilities com
plexes. Construction Hnd maintenance of the pipdint: right
of-way and operation of th" facilities will depend on llw use 
of a variety of cquipml~nt with ottendant environmental 
consl~qucnces. Canst ruction in vol vcs loca I and lcmg -distance 
hauling by truck, bargt~, <Jircraft and helicopter. Slat ions c:md 
bases will be supplied by barge and truck, accl!ss In the right
of-way will usually be by truck or hclicoplf:r. travt:! along the 
right-of-way will involve off-road vehicles. and most line 
patrols will be carried out by light aircraft. The effects of all 
these operations will occur during all seasons. they will be 

widespread. and each will raise particular environmental 
concerns. 

The potential risks to watf!rbodies, terrain, fish, birds and 
mammals will be great if the construction and operation 
activit i"s associated with thesf! operations are not carefully 
planned and controlled. Although the environmental impacts 
and mitigative measures related to the operation of equip
ment tend to be activity-specific and site-specific, we can gain 
an overall perspective hy discussing the issue according to the 
three types of vehicles involved: road vehicles. off-road 
vehicles and barges. Aircraft pose a special problem that l 
deal with in a separate chapter, Aircraft Control. 

There arc two general recommendations that are important 
in mf!eting the environmental concerns that I set out in the 
chapters on The Physical Environment, Wildlife, and Fish. 

29. The Company shall assess the cnvironmentol effects and 
limilotions of oll equipment used for construction and 
operution of the pipeline and shall select equipnwnt that is 
Ieos! disruptive. 

30. The Compony shed/ establish cleor cnvirnnmentol and 
scheduling guidelines for equipment deployment ond opera
f ion during ull nspccts of cons I ruction and operoLion. 

Road Vehicles 
A gn!at many vehicles an: required on any pipeline project. 
Arctic Gas planned to use :J50 tractor-trucks, a corresponding 
numbm of trailer units, and 1,500 trucks during the contruc
tion phase. Local transportation and maintenance activities at 
e<u:h compressor station site and at the regional headquarters 
sites will require road vehicles, such as cars and light trucks, 
and work equipment, such as graders and loaders. The 
operation of these road vehicles poses various environmental 
problems. For instance, in the chapter on Wildlife, I describe 
how road traffic can disturb wildlife and act as barriers to 
migrations of mammals. There are also indirect problems: 
Vf~hiclf!S using snow roads and temporary winter stream 
crossings can damage terrain and water resourC!!S; and fuels 
and other hazardous substances could pose local environmcn
tal problems if they were spilled during transportation.! have 
dealt with these types of problems and the mitigative 
measures throughout this report. The recommendations that 
follow arf! meant to supplement those specific aspects by 
providing a g"neral approach to the operation of road 
vehiclf!s. 

31. Unless otherwise uppmvcd hy the Agency, rood vehicles 
shu// he operotcd only on public roads or other suitably 
prepured surfoces within designated rights-of-woy or on 
Jum/s covered by permit. 

32. Operotion of rood vehicles shall be scheduled to avoid 
odverse impocls on fer ruin ond wildlife. (Sec Terrain Consid
erations: Snow Roads, and Wildlife.) 



Off -road Vehicles 
Off-road or low ground pressure vehicles comprise various 
wlwclml or tracked vehicles designed for usc in muskeg, and 
ov!~r rock, rough ground and snow-coven~d terrain. They will 
be used to transport equipment and supplies along the 
pipeline right-of-way, and for normal and emergency 
inspection, maintenance and repair vvork. Hundreds of pieces 
of equipment, such as backhoes, bulldozers, side-booms, 
graders, earth movers, loaders and specialized trucks, \'vill he 
required during construction and, to a lesser extent, will be 
used in operation and maintenance of the pipeline. 

The main environmental concern is that the ground sudan~ 
vegetation mat may be damaged. This could lead to erosion. 
disruption of surface and shallow subsurface drainage, 
disruption of thermal regimes in soil and to the deposition of 
sediment on land or its discharge into waterbodies. The 
manner in which the vehicles cross watercourses, particu
larly in summer, also raises concern for fish. In general, thP-se 
vehicles have a very high potential for disturbance or 
harassment of wildlife. All these concerns relate to the type of 
vehicles and, perhaps more importantly, to the way in which 
they are operated. There will be a great need to ensure that 
vehicle operators are well-advised of the environmental 
hazards and do, in fact, operate all off-road vehicles in an 
environmentally conscientious manner. 

33. Use of off-road vehicles shall comply wit.h plans devel
oped in conjunction wil.h, ond supervised hy, flw rclcvont 
territorial or federal wildlife, fish and lund usc agencies. or the 
Agency, us appropriate. Such plans shall specify types of 
vehicles, frequency of pGssage, and times ond areas of 
avoidance. A particular aspect to be addressed is contingency 
planning for summer travel along the right-of-way. Such 
p/unning shall consider !.ravel t.hat nwy be required due lo o 
pipeline rupture or other technical or cnvironmelltal situation 
that requires prompt corrective action. 

34. All off-road vehicles shall be operuted with particular 
cure to avoid damage to the vegetation mat and droinage 
courses in both pcrm(Jfrost ond non-permofrosf orcos. Trove/ 
ulong the pipeline right-of-way shall be confined, us fur as 
practicable, to the winter months when thern is sufficient frost 
penetration and snow cover to provide odequofe protection of 
the ground surface. 

35. All operntors of off-road vehicles shall be familiar with 
and follow techniques to minimize disturhonce to terrain, 
watercourses, wildlife and fish. Anyone lwrnssing wildlife 
shall be subject to immcdiute dismissal. 

36. To allow passage of off-road vehicles during routine and 
emergency operations, und to keep disturbmu;() from such 
vchides to a minimum, the Company shall construct drainage 
and erosion control devices, shoo-fly roads und other devices. 
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AIK CUSHION VEHICLES 

Air cushion vchicl"s (hovercraft) may he used for access to 
the right-of-way for normal and Clll!!rgcncy rr~pairs, particu
larly in tlu~ Mackl!nzic D1!lta. The advantages of using such 
Vr!hicles in summer, during floods and during fn~r~zc-up and 
break-up are obvious, hut there could be adverse t~nvironmen
tal effects, principally rrdated to terrain danwg1! and noise. 

Terrain damage can bt! caused by the air cushion itself or hy 
lht: vehicle or tractor towing the air cushion vd1icle. Several 
passes by a machin1:, the air r:ushion skirt of which is in 
contact with the ground, can damag1) Vl!gclntion and, in 
pt!l'mafrost areas, can cause a slight incrcasr~ in the depth of 
thaw of the soil. The ability of largt!, heavily laden air cushion 
vehicles to navigate on steep slopes is limitr!d and can also 
lead to terrain damage. 

The noise prohl!!m is particularly troublesome hecaus1: 
periods when usc: of air cushion vehicles ofTl!rs the greatest 
advantages freqwmtly coincide with periods of high s<ensitiv
ity for hirds. Thcsc vr:hiclcs are extn;nwly noisy to operate. 
One pass of a towr!d air cushion vnhiclr: pmduces a noise 
greater than 56 elBA over a swath 3,200 f<:et wide, with lesser 
disturba~ce. (between 50 and 56 elBA) for a further 1.600 feet 
on either side, for a total width of 6,400 f<:et (Commission 
Counsel 1976, "'Project Operation: Transportation Requin:
m<:nts." p.11). 

Clearly, air cushion vehicles have distinct environmental 
disadvantages that offset their logistic advantages. 

37. The use of air cw;hion vehicles during pipeline cons/rue
lion nnd operation s/l(JI/ be subject tn sp.,ciol opprovol by I he 
1\gem;y. The Com pony shell/ sub mil lo I h" Agency del oiled 
information on the usc und control of such vehicles, including 
lh" lype and size of "qoiprnenl. I rove/ corridors. frequency of 
pussuge and times und un~us of uvoidonce for wildlife rcusons. 

38. Air cushion vf:llic:/t:s shull ovoid crilico/ wildlife und bird 
hobit.ut urcus when llu:y ore occupied. (Sec Wildlife.) Of 
purlieu/or concern nre the ureos in tlw Muckenzie Dcltu tlwt 
ure importonf for nesting und staging birds, und offshore 
urens used by white whu/es for co/ving nil(/ llLJI'sin,g. 

Barges 
As I dcscrihe in the chapter on Transportation, the barging 
n!quirements of the pipeline and gas plants give rise to 
concerns about strains on normal community resupply 
Sl!rvices.l3ut there arc environmental conu~rns as well. 

In the lower Mackenzie Delta. there arc several marine 
ar<><IS I hat are critical to wildlife. The west<:rn portions of the 
Mackenzie River estuary, particularly Mackenzie. Shallow 
and Shoal water bays, arc important nursing and rca ring an!as 
for white whah!s and during summer mon: than 4,000 occupy 
these areas. The warm shallow waters and plr~ntiful food 
provide ideal habitat for cows vvith calvt~s. Similarly, fmrn 
July through Sq1lcmlwr. many thousands of waterfowl 
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rPquire the shelter of rivPr islands, coastal lagoons. spits and 
offshore islands for moulting and staging. 

Tlw protection that needs to be accorded wildlife in the area 
is. in most instances. sitf!-spu:ific. In Volume One, I discussed 
the 1wcd for a whale sunctuury in west Mackenzie Bay and in 
the chapter on Wildlife in this volume I discuss the site
specific measures necessary to protect critical hird areas. In 
spite of these prohibitions. however. it woold appear that 
wi ldlif1! can coexist with marine transport in most areas if the 
situation is con trolled. 

39. Murine traffic sholl he limited to SfWciflc shipping 
corridors through Mackenzie Boy, Shallow Buy, Slwolwoter 
Buy ond the lower Muckenzic Delta. Buoyed channels 
currenlly maintained by Trunsport Canado through Maclien
zie, Shed/ow and Shnulwoter hays should be reviewed to 
usccrtuin whether they mn uccommodate the substantially 
greoter volumes of traffic that would result from u pipeline 
and related transportation needs in the Delta urea without 
unduly damaging the nutural environment. If, for wildlife 

reosons. the channels connot be enlargecl or extended, they 
should be relocated us soon as possible to ensure that the 
chunncls ore we/1-kiJown before muior df!ve/opments get 
underway. 

A second problem related to marine transport in the 
context of pipeline construction is spills of petroleum and 
other toxic materials. Large spills of fuel into the Mackenzie 
River. the Mackenzie Delta, or the Beaufort Sea could mean 
the widespread destruction of waterfowl and fish and their 
habitats. The performance of river operators to date has been 
good, but a surge of traffic will increase risks because greater 
volumes of fuels will be handled and experienced labour may 
be in short supply. A continuing high standard of transport 
and unloading operation will be necessary if environmental 
damage is to be avoided. 

40. During the construction and operation phases of the 
pipeline, Company personnel involved with operating, load
ing or unloading burgf)S shall follow procedures recommended 
in Monogcment of Fuels and Hazardous Suhstunces. 
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PIPELINE INQUIRY 

The adverse effects of aircraft on mammals and birds have 
been described strongly and unequivocally by many biolo
gists who presented evidence to the Inquiry. Their concerns 
centre on the critical habitats and life stages that make 
individuals of rare species or concentrated populations of 
other species sensitive to disturbance. They spoke of harass
ment by aircraft that swoop or circle over mammals or birds, 
but their overriding concern focused on the effects of low
level flight by helicopters and fixed-wing aircraft. The 
elevation, frequency, routing and timing of such flights and 
the location of airstrips all have the potential to cause 
disturbance. 

The usc of aircraft at low altitudes and under visual flight 
rules (VFR) is an important and integral part of life and 
commerce in the North today. The use of aircraft is increasing 
and will continue to increase with even grcat1~r ar:tivity by 
government, industry, sportsmen, tourists and others. The 
heavy volume of air traffic, and particularly of helicopter 
!lights, that construction activities can generate along the 
pipeline route and at gas gathering facilities can lead to 
seriously adverse effects on the birds and mammals of the 
region. 

Disturbance caused by aircraft is one of the basic environ-
mental concerns described in Volume One of my report.! said: 

It is often thought th<:~t, hccause of the immense geographic area 
of the North, construction of a gns pipeline or establishment of a 
corridor could not cause major damage to the bnd, the \Vater or 
the wildlife. But within this vast area arc tracts of land and 
water of limited size that me vital to the survival of whole 
populations of certain species of mammals. birds and fish at 
certain times of the year. Disturbance of such areas by 
industrial activities can have adverse biological effects that go 
far beyond the areas of impact. This concern vvith r:rilical 
habitat and with critical life stages lies at the !wart of my 
consideration of cnviromm~ntal issues. [p. xi] 

Uncontrolled aircraft flights ar" probably Hw most serious 
form of disturbance to mammals and birds. In a recently 
published article, Calef el o/. outlined the effects of aircraft on 
barren -ground caribou: 

Aircraft disturbance is merely one of many results of human 
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nctivity which could have a variety of deleterious dfcc:ts on 
caribou. These effects can lw divided into three cnteg!H'ics: 
1. Those causing immediate physical injury or clca·t h. 
2. Those resulting in increas1~d expenditures of encrg~'· or 

changes in the physiological condition of the animals. \\'hich 
reduce their rates of surviva I or reproduction. 

:1. Those resulting in long-term changes in hldwviour, 
including, especia \ly, the traditional use of rangt~s. 

Low-h~vcl flight or "buzzing" elicits panic responses from 
caribou, which may then injure themselves by stumbling or 
colliding with one another. Cows just hefon.! parturition, and 
young calves, are particularly susr.eptible to such injury. 
Sustained running results in an unusual depletion of energy 
reserves which could be particularly harmful during periods of 
stress such as late \'Vinter or when the caribou arc being 
harassed by insects. Running during cold weather J>r'omoll~s 
pulmonary disorders in reindeer ... and therefon~ prcslJmably 
in caribou. These arc the obvious and immediately injurious 
conscqu1mces to caribou of tlwir making sustainc!l escape 
n~sp<Jnses. 

The long-term and more subtle effects of aircraft disturbance 
cannot be predir.ted at present. Some species such as wol vcs cnn 
become completely habituated to aircraft according to G. Haber 
who studied wolves in McKinley National Park, Alaska .... On 
tlw other hand, repeated disturbance by aircrL!ft could cause 
animals to abandon a range, as automobile and railway traffic 
apparently have caused them to in Nonvay .... Furt!wrmorc, 
littk is known of the long-term effects of disturbance on tht~ 
physiology of ungulates. Geist ... has cited several examples of 
long-term deleterious effects on metabolism and hormone 
balance of ungulates exposed to disturbance.(Ca!d d ul., 1976. 
p. 2111] 

These kinds of concerns about uircraft disturhanu~ also 
apply to other wildlife species including Dall"s sheep on their 
wintering and lambing ranges, snow geese during spring and 
fall staging, waterfowl and falcons while nesting. <Jnd ducks, 
gees£! and swnns while moulting. 

The pipeline companies recognizt~ these concerns to be valid 
and serious, and they propost~ measures to avoid IJJ' mitigate 
disturbance during the critical life stag1~S of various sp1:cics. 
They t~mphasize. quite rightly. that most of tht!ir construction 
activities. including air !ralhc, will be confined to tilt: winter 
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season. and they will therefore avoid the most sensitive times 
of Hw year for most species. They say that aircraft under their 
control \vill maintain minimum altitudes whcn!vcr and 
whenevm there might be disturbance to wildlife, and they 
outline plans to limit the impact of patrol flights along the 
right-of-way during operation of the pipeline by modifying 
the mode, pattern and frequency of flights. 

It is uncertain \vhat the total amount of air traffic will be 
because. although the requirements of the pipeline for air 
support can be defined gcncrally. it is not possible to forecast 
the amount of air traffic that other activities will generate. 
The volume of traffic associated with continucd exploration 
for oil and gas in the Mackenzie Delta region is potentially 
very large, and much of it could be made up of tlw repeated 
point-to-point flights that, at certain times of ymr, could have 
devastating effects on wildlife populations. The considerably 
increased usc of aircraft in connection with the pipeline. 
added to the substantial volume of other air traflic throughout 
the Mackenzie Valley, has the potential for seriously adverse 
effects on mammal and bird populations. 

Although my discussion concentrates on thP (~nvironmen
tal e!Tects of aircraft flights that are related to the pipeline 
projl~ct. these flights cannot he considered in isola I ion from all 
other air traffic. Controls on project-related flights will hdp to 
reduce adverse impact. but. if other flights should be allowed 
to operate without restraint. it is questionable whdhcr or not 
the impact on wildlife by aircraft can be reduct!d to a tolerable 
level. 

1. The government should devise und enforce mcos11res fo 
protect birds and mumnw/s from uircroft disfurhwu:e. To 
ensure the ongoing hmlth of wildlife populations, considero
lion should be given to opp/ying controls not only /o oir traffic 
ossociotccl with construction and operation of the pipeline. but 
ulso to other air troffic in the North. 

Restraints on Aircraft Flights 

Measures to Limit Disturbance from Project-related 
Fli<>hts n 

The sensitivities of various species change with tlw time of 
year and the stages of their annual cycle. Nonetheless. a 
considerable degree of protection could be achieved by 
establishing flight corrirlors sdec!Pd to avoid sensitive 
\'Vildlifc. by adhering to minimum-altitude restrictions 
outside the designated corridors, and by carefully sdccting 
the locations of airfields. 

The information that is available on the sensitivity of 
various species of wildlife to the noise of aircraft is inade
quate for an objective determination of minimum night 
altituch~s that will limit or avoid such disturbuno~.l-lowever. a 

guide is necessary and from the evidence before the Inquiry, 
1,500 feet seems to be appropriate. 

Airfields arc centres of low-altitude aircraft movements 
that can he particularly disturbing to mammals and birds 
during sensitive periods in their annual cycles. 

2. All oircroft flights connected with the pipeline project shall 
be flown ut no less than 1,500 feet above ground level between 
toke-off and landing except for flights along designated 
corridors in which lower minimum heights muy be permitted. 

3. A number of aircraft corridors, in both time and space, shall 
be estohlished so that a certoin number of flight poths will be 
availohle ut all times without reference to the regulotory 
authorities. All such corridors shall have a minimum flight 
oltitude of 500 feet unless speciji'cal/y designated otherwise. In 
gencrnl, (I corridor two miles wide ond centred on Uw pipeline 
right-of- way should be designoted and, as for as possible, it 
should ovoid areas occupied by sensitive bird or mammal 
popu/(Jtions. To the degree Uwt sensitive areos ond times 
cunnot be uvoided, the corridor shall be subject to site- and 
time-specific routing cmd ultituc/e flight restraints os desig
nuted by the Agency. 

4. Airfields related to the pipeline project should be located to 
ovoid ureos in which there ore bird or mammol populations 
thot ore sensitive to disturbonce by noise and sholl be at least 
three miles from such ureos, unless specifically outhorized by 
the Agency. Runways should be oriented so thot /onding and 
toke-off poths avoid overflight of sensitive areas. 

DELIBERATE HARASSMENT 

The "buzzing" or chasing by aircraft of individual animals or 
groups of birds or mammals can be exceedingly harmful to 
them. For example, disturbance of nesting birds can lead to 
death of the young and it can cause mammals to abort or to be 
separated from their young. The Company should ensure that 
pilots know that such actions, including flights at low levels, 
are prohibited and subject to disciplinary action. 

5. Deliberote horossrnent of wildlife by aircraft shed! not be 
permitted within pipeline system lands or in ony other areas. 
Pilots, in the direct or indirect employ of the Compuny, who 
hoross wildlife shull be immediute!y suspended from any 
further f'lying on the project ond they sho/1 be reported to the 
Aguncy for prosecution. 

Th<! dfcct of harassment on wildlife is so severe that this 
recommendation should be <!Xtended to cover all aircraft in 
tfw rngion. 

Measures to Limit Disturbance to Specific Species 
from Project-related Flights 
Many specific proposals for the protection of mammals and 
birds from disturbance by aircraft were pr<!scntcd to the 
Inquiry. In addition to the restrictions on altitude, flight 



frequency and airstrip location, they included recommenda
tions that aircraft should avoid certain areas at u:rtain 
periods of time. The problems will persist into the operation 
phase of the pipeline because monitoring flights will be most 
numerous in the spring during and immediately following 
break-up when many bird species arc most sensitive. 

In Volume One of my report, I proposed a wilderness park 
in the Northern Yukon: it will achieve some of the desired 
pmtection. Similarly, the bird sanctuaries I recommended in 
the Mackenzie Delta and Mackenzie Valley will provide the 
Canadian Wildlife Service with authority to apply the 
controls that are needed there. In this volume, I outline, in the 
chapter on Wildlife, measures that arc needed to protect birds 
and mammals from disturbance in general. I now make 
recommendations to protect specific species from aircraft 
disturbance. 

RAPTORS 

6. Airstrips and helicopter pads should be /om ted so thut u// 
upprooches ond tuke-ojfs will avoid Roplor Protection Zones 
(us defined in Wildlife: Birds). 

7. Aircraft should nwintain on elil.ilude of ot least 3,000 feel 
nbove ground level while over any Roptor Protect.ion Zone 
during o sensitive period. Lower level flights shu// be routed 
oround the zone. Pipe/inc surveil/once flights ot less them :woo 
feet above ground level and helicopter /emdings shed/ he 
prohibited within o Hoptor Protect ion Zone during uny 
sensitive period, except us specificu//y authorized hy the 
Agency. 

WATERFOWL 

8. Air traffic over critical sluging und nesting sites sho///"' 
suiJ;ect to specific oltHude ami frequency restrictions during 
periods of occupancy. 

9. During the periods in spring ond fuJI when islonds in the 
Muckcnzie River ore used as stoging oreos by flocks of 
wolerfow/, uircmfi s/wll ovoid arcus occupied hy birds, and 
uny flights within 2 miles of such ureus shu/1 rnoinfoin w1 
u/l.ilude of 2,000 feet ubove ground level. 

10. During full singing of flocks of snow geese, oircrufl shu// 
nV<)id orcas occupied by these birds and UIJY emergency flights 
within 2 miles of sucll orws sho//muinluin oliiluclcs of ;;.ooo 
feet. 

MAMMALS 

11. Aircraft sho//mointuin u minimum o/iiludc of 2,000 feel 
u/){)ve ground level wherever there ore colving curihou or 
/umhing Dol/'s sheep. 

Aircruft Con/ ro/201 

Control, Implementation and Enforcement 

The above recommendations an~. in effect. operating stan
dards that should be complied with if disturbance to wildlife 
is to be minimized. But the setting of standards is only part of 
the solution. We must also assess the effcctivcnt:ss of those 
standards in individual casPs. and devise means of t:nforcing 
them. 

At present, the only attempt to restrain aircraft opt:ration is 
within the migratory bird sanctuaries, whf:n: the Canadian 
Wildlife Service requires that aircraft should fly at a 
minimum altitude of 1.500 feel above ground level. Transport 
Canada has informed pilots of this limitation in its Notices to 
Airmen (NOTAMS), but takes no responsibility fm enforcing 
this limitation, and the Canadian Wildlife S1:rvicc has very 
limited means of enforcement. in evidence before the Inquiry, 
Harold Heacock of Transport Canada emphasiz1~d the diffi
culty of enforcing minimum flight altitudes and other 
environmental controls on aircraft using visual flight rules. 
particularly while flying during had weather conditions. 

Thus, despite the alarm with which biologists regard the 
effects of disturbance on birds and mammals by aircraft, only 
limited and relatively ineffective measures can now b£~ tak£:n 
to protect them, even in the geographical areas that arc of the 
greatest concern. 

My objective is to recommend terms and conditions that 
will limit the impact of a pipeline and energy corridor along 
lhf~ Mackf!nzin Valley. Howf!Vf!I', as I explaiiwd at the 
beginning of this chapter, tlw problems created by the air 
traffic generated by the pipeline project cannot I"' considered 
in isolation from those creatf!d by all other aircraft in the area. 

Flight. Control Group 
Because aircraft disturbance posf:s an immf:diatc thn:at to 
wildlife. and because there is a gr!neral lack of regulatory 
control in this regard, it is essential that government 
implement a flight control program. Flights associated with 
the pipeline project arc only one small part of the overall 
prohlcm: the program created to control !lights should. 
there fmc, be broad enough to regulate all aircraft activity that 
poses a thmat to \vildlife in the area. I recogniz1~ that such 
cnnlrols will hr; unpopular and an inconvcni,~nu: during 
certain times of tlw year, but we must understand that the 
IH,nefits derived from industrial development in tlw North 
carry a price. In a case like this, Wf! must now nwk1~ a choice: 
either we devdop some means of rr:gulating disturbance or 
we will sufff:r the loss of a substantial portion of our gn~atcst 
norlhi:rn wildlif£: rr:sourccs. No mw has serious!~~ suggested 
that all aircraft activities hr: stopp1:d: rather, they must be 
controlled so that critical ar1~as and critical life stages of 
wildlife are pmtected.l think thai a flight contml group is the 
means to do this. Thr~ following rccommcmlation for setting 
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up this group is onf~ of critical importance for the control of 
aircraft related to th" pipeline project. But its implementation 
would be of valw~ in protecting wildlife from any aircraft 
disturbance in the North. I have therefore written the 
recommendation for general application, whether there is a 
pipeline project or not. 

12. To control the environmentu/ effects of oil oir traffic in the 
region, including proiect-re/ated oir I ruf[ic, a Flight Cont.ro/ 
Group should be eslob/ished imnwdiotely. To minimize 
inconvenience to pi/o/s, I his Group should be the only point of 
contuct for flight opcrotors. To be effective and comprehen
sive this group must coordinate closely with Tronsporf 
Conodo. which controls flying from o sofely point of view. 

The Flight Control Croup shall he the bosic mechonism for 
ensuring that environmentally hozordous fJying dovs not 
occur. Jn this regord, it should prepore specific mmsures lo 
protect birds and nwmma/s. The Flight Con/rnJ Croup should 
involve the federol ond territoriul governments, and during 
pipeline construction the Company und the Agency, in 
identifying the locutions and in monitoring the movements of 
wildlife. On the bosis of local observotions, field sluff of oil 
those involved should be used to predict. when and where 
conf1ict with humon octivities might occur and to advise I he 
Croup thot flight pions may have to be modified to avoid these 
I imes or areas. 

The Flight Control Croup should set up and administer 
procedures that will include a daily preview oft he flight p/ons 
of all proiect-reloted flights and other flights os required /.o 
oscertoin whether or not the flights ore likely to dislurh 
wildlife populations unduly. The group s/wll approve flight 
pions on a casc-by-cose basis taking into occount chunging 
environmental conditions, and the effectiveness of various 
degrees of restrictions. 

Jn view of the portico/or wildlife sensitivities in the 
Mackenzie De/to and recognizing tho!. o great deal of oil ond 
gus ucl.ivity is concenl.ruted there, Uw Flight Control Gmup 
shu II poy portico/or uttenl.ion to /hot oreu. 

Enforcement 
Although the Flight Control Group, us recommended. would 
regulate flights to limit disturbance on wildlife, it will face the 
same problems of enforcement that exist today. This is a 
difficult problem that requires careful consideration by 
government. Although no solutions have been advanced 
before this Inquiry, it is apparent that measures could be 
devised. For example, provisions such us those that exist in 
Air Navigation Order Series V, Number 10, which restricts 
take-off and landing in designated park areas. may be 
appropriate. 

13. A means of enforcing the regulotions ond directives 
prepared by the Flight Contra/ Group regarding uircmft 

movements should be devised. This enforcement mechanism 
should lw in ntwrution before pipeline consf.rucl.ion hegins. 

14. To ensure comprehensive protection of Uw environment, 
comp/ionce with the directions of the Flight Con/ ro/ Croup 
should be mode o condition of every drilling licence. /ond use 
permit, or similar outhorizotion to corry out work in the area 
involving uircmft flights. 

Company Plans for the U~e of Aircraft 
To protect birds and mammals, it is necessary to identify 
problems and to ensure timely planning for the regulation of 
flights. 

15. Before the fino/ design phose, the Company shell/ submit 
for opprovo/ by the Agency on overall plan for the use of 
project-rcloted oircrCI{t during the period of construction. 
Fino/ p/ons shoJI he subrnit.ied six months in odvunce of each 
senson's cons! ruction. Both I he overo/1 plan and /.he fino} plans 
shall detoi/ such il.ems ns the routing and frequency of flights, 
the time of yem, the type of oircrufi and their flying heights; 
the /onding arcus and the pot/ern of oircrof/ movement into 
and out of those meas; and I he corridors to be used for low
altitude flights. They shoJI o/so describe the potentio/ distur
bance of oircroft flights to sensitive wildlife populations, ond 
the meosures that ore proposed to mitigate this kind of 
disturbance. 

16. Six months before construction is completed. the Com
pony shall submit for approved by the Agency p/ons for the 
use and control of aircwft during the opemting life of the 
pipeline. 

Pilot Education 
The implementation of all the recommendations above should 
ensure that usc of aircraft in the region is compatible with the 
protection of critical habitats and of wildlife during critical 
life stages. However. it will always be difficult to protect 
widely dispersed wildlife populations. General protection can 
probably be accomplished best through the education of 
pilots. 

In evidence presented to the Inquiry on behalf of Transport 
Canada. Heacock suggested that one way to reduce possible 
adverse effects by aerial activities on wildlife would be to: 

Mount an extensive publicity campaign to impress on all pilots, 
contractors, etc., the importance of protection of wildlife in the 
area and the serious consequences that fuay result from any 
unnecessLlry disturbance of birds or mammals. 

Most pilots flying in the north country realize the importance of 
all mammals in relation to native \velfare. and that policing 
action would be mo.st difficult. Obtaining their full cooperation 
would appear to be the most likely means of minimizing 
disturbance to wildlife. If such a publicity program is consid
ered desirable, Transport C<lnada could provide a nation-wide 
coverage through !its] air information publications.[F21186] 

17. The Agency shall complement its restraints on low-level 



uircruft movements with a comprehensive cwnpuign to 
educate all aircraft personnel involved in the project thot they 
moy fully understand and occept the importonce of these 
protective regulations. As purl of such a progrmn, Transport 
Conmla's Notices to Airmen should be used to remind aircraft 
operators of the importance of the wildlife populations, of 
their susceptibility to aircraft disturbance and of the protec
tion they are given by the Flight Control Group and by 
legislation, such as the Migratory Bird Regulations. 

Wildlife-Aircraft Impact Research 

The level of noise and disturbance generated by aircraft 
varies between types and model, and the disturbance created 
by one model may differ significantly from that made by 
another of similar capabilities. However, there has been little 
research on the comparative levels of disturbance created by 
the many sorts of aircraft that are available. Such research is 

Ain:ru[t Contro/2tJ:J 

necessary to allow proper selection of aircraft to reduce the 
disturbance of wildlife. In addition, we need to know more 
nhout the sensitivity of various spedcs of wildlife under 
different conditions and at different stages in their life cycles 
so that we can gauge th" short-term and long-tmm effects of 
aircraft disturbance. 

18. The government should estahlish reseurch to evulua!c Uw 
impoct of air traffic disturbonce on various speci"s of wildlife. 
This research should investigate and clussify the degree of 
disturboncc generated by different models of uirr:rnft used in 
northern transportolion, ond assess the shorl-l.crm ond long
term impacts of aircroft disturbance 011 wildlife und tlw 
clfcctiveness of flight restrictions. The government should 
review the results of this research und modify existing 
regulations where nccessory to provide tlw hesl protection 
possible for wildlife. (Sec Wildlife: Wild! if" Management and 
Research.) 



THE REPORT OF 
THE MACKENZIE VALLEY 
PIPELINE INQUIRY 

The Nature of Regulation 

The pipeline project will be an enormous engineering venture, 
and the environmental, social and economic impacts it will 
give rise to will be widespread. The necessity for a regulatory 
Agency to supervise the project in the national interest is 
inescapable, as is the necessity for such an Agency to serve the 
other, specifically the northern, interests that the project will 
inevitably affect. Such an Agency will be essential, even 
following a settlement of native claims and a restructuring of 
northern government. 

It will be, of course, for the Government of Canada to decide 
on the form and jurisdiction of the regulatory authority. I 
have assumed that there will be a more or less unified 
regulatory Agency that brings together the multitude of 
widespread governmental responsibilities that exist at the 
national and regional levels. The questions whether such an 
Agency ought to be the National Energy Board, an existing 
government department (such as the Department of Indian 
Affairs and Northern Development), or a combination of 
these, and whether it should exercise jurisdiction not only in 
the Northwest Territories but in the provinces along the route 
of the pipeline are matters for the Government of Canada to 
dl!term inc. 

Because a pipeline in the Mackenzie Valley has been 
postponed, it will be possible, in devising appropriate 
measures to regulate a Mackenzie Valley pipeline, to benefit 
from the experience gained in regulating construction of the 
A lean pipeline. But whatever system of regulation is adopted 
for the Alcan pipeline, and whatever lessons are learned 
there, they will not necessarily lead to easy conclusions about 
the kind of regulatory Agency that ought to be established for 
a Mackenzie Valley pipeline. I say this because the social and 
cultural changes that occur in the Northwest Territories in 
the next ten years may he as great as they have been in the 
past ten years. The government is committed to a comprehen
siv!~ settlement of native claims. The government Lilso expects 
changes in the structure of government in the Northwest 
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Territories. So the institutional landscape is likely to be 
significantly altered in the next decade. 

These factors, of course, make it difficult for this Inquiry to 
make specific recommendations now for the machinery of 
regulation that ought to be established if a pipeline is built in 
ten years' time. Yet in the course of the Inquiry, a number of 
considerations emerged that bear on the question of regula
tion of the pipeline project, whenever it occurs. There arc 
certain principles that should govern the regulatory process, 
and those should be made plain. The importance of these 
principles is likely to persist no matter what changes occur in 
the North and its institutions. 

Principles of Regulation 
The principles that ought to be observed derive from the need 
to ensure that adequate recognition is given not only to 
environmental and technical matters, but also to questions 
that are of a social and economic nature. Frost heave, for 
example, may well present formidable engineering and 
environmental challenges; but no less formidable are the 
challenges presented by the social tensions that could result 
from pipeline construction. It is to these challenges that the 
Government of Canada must address itself in establishing an 
appropriate regulatory mechanism. 

1. The rcgulotory mechanism should be de~·ned, and it should 
be in operotion and widely understood by all those concerned 
from the very beginning. By this, I do not mean that it should 
be in place of the stnrt of construction or even pre-construc
tion activity: I mean that it should be operational as soon as 
the project is opproved in principle. On a project of this size, 
overall project review and design review (both of which I dml 
with below) ore necessarily processes of discussion and 
negotiation between the pipeline Company, government, the 
local cornmuni!ics und vorious of her interested groups. 
Certainly, I he people who will be responsible for the regula
tion of llw project should de<ll with the problems the project 
presents from I he time they become oppnrcnt in prcplmming 
through lo tlw completion of the proit!CI. But more than this, ull 
porlies with interests that moy bc coosidcrobly uffectcd by the 
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pmject must be in o position to develop their priorities and 
define their responses in un informal way, and at u stoge 
hefure the exigencies of conslruclion have foreclosed many 
opl ions. 

2. The problems lhul ore to he addressed by the Agency, from 
I he lwginning to the end, should not be limited to problems of 
engineering and construction. Social, economic and cnviron
IIWillul considerations should he addressed at on early stage 
und throughout, with the same intensity and concern as 
technicul und engineering questions. 

This is not to say that the regulatory Agency should have 
the exclusive responsibility for everything that happens in 
the region during the period of pipeline construction. There is 
a hierarchy of responsibilities and concerns that focus on the 
ripeline, and many social and environmental issues must, and 
can best. he dealt with hy existing or emerging institutions. In 
particular, the communities along the route will have to cope 
wilh many social problems that the Agency cannot control. 
The in-migration of people looking for work. squatters, an 
increase in alcoholism, and local inflation are examples of the 
problems with which local authorities will have to deal. But 
within this hierarchy of governmental responsibilities there 
arc matters, whether they are of a social, economic or 
environmental nature, that tend to be directly assignable to 
the project, or that occur along the right-of-way. It is these 
matters that are of interest to the Agency. 

Certainly. terms and conditions applicable to lands used by 
the Company are of direct concern to the Agency. However, 
the ongoing responsibilities of federal departments and of 
territorial, regional and local governments must not be 
usurped by the Agency. A careful definition of responsibility 
will be necessary, but at the same time it must be understood 
that the Agency, in carrying out its mandate, may frequently 
have to transgress traditional boundaries of government 
departments. 

The need to limit the authority of the regulatory Agency 
springs from several concerns. There is, for one thing, the 
importance of avoiding a bureaucracy that duplicates or 
complicates the normal operations of government. Then there 
is the relationship of such an Agency to the native claims 
process and, ultimately, to the institutions that will represent 
the native interest in the Northwest Territories. Furthermore, 
the Agency will be established to handle what amounts to an 
emergency situation - one that will come and, like the 
Agency, eventually go. If the Agency encroaches too severely 
on the jurisdiction and operations of government depart
ments, their ability to carry out their functions both during 
and after the construction of the piP,eline could be impaired. 

Thus, for instance, the numbers of the Delta reindeer herd 
might decline for reasons that were indirectly related to 
pipeline construction, but that occurred well away from the 
right-of-way. In this case, lacking jurisdiction and specific 
terms and conditions that could be applied, all .that the 

Agency could do would be to help the appropriate authorities, 
such as the Canadian Wildlife Service and the Government of 
the Northwest Territories find solutions to the matter. If, 
howev1~r. activities of construction personnel, such as harass
ment or hunting, were the cause of the decline in the number 
of reindeer. then the Agency would be responsible to see that 
the activiti1~s ceased. 

3. The n:gulolory process should involve all of those interests 
in I he North that have concerns about the impact of the 
projecl, ond their involvement should be understood in the 
broadest sense. However, the process must not be put into a 
position of dominance with respect to government depart
ments ond agencies in the region, or other regional 
institutions. 

This implies that the regulatory authority will have to be 
accessible and responsive to all institutions and groups that 
have an inten"t in the pipeline- departments of government, 
communities. public interest groups, and, of course, native 
people. This will require the establishment of a comprehen
sive review process in which all interested parties can 
participate, and by means of which problems can be identified 
by those most likely to be able to devise solutions. I propose 
that an Impact Assessment Group be established for this 
purpose.! dml with this matter later in this chapter. 

The Regulatory Agency 
The schedule of construction activities for a Mackenzie 
Valley gas pipeline North of 60 will require a tremendous 
range of decisions and commitments to be made before any 
construction begins. Environmental and socio-economic 
constraints must be decided upon. The types of equipment, 
and sites for borrow pits, compressor stations and wharves 
must be investigated and approved. Designs, specifications 
and contract documents must be prepared. Employment and 
manpower schemes and impact funding must be developed. 
And most of these pre-construction activities carry serious 
implications for the project. The actual pipelaying on any one 
construction spread will be preceded by months of site 
preparation and construction activity required to build 
wharves, camps, road and airstrips. Simultaneously when 
installation of the pipe begins, large crews will be at work at 
many different locations along the Mackenzie Valley. Con
struction of compressor stations, once it begins, will continue 
throughout the year. Major river crossings will be installed in 
summer, while several other activities such as depositing fuel 
and supplies, are going on. In short, once construction starts, it 
will continue year-round throughout the project area for 
several years. 

4. A single regulatory Agency should be established by 
legislation to implement all government actions that bear on 
the pipeline project and on the pipeline Company. The Agency 
must be equipped to deal with the engineering, technical, 



environmental, social and economic matters from the early 
conceptual and design phases of the project to its completion. 

5. The Agency should be established for this specific project 
only. It should therefore be limited to the duration of the 
construction phase. It should be clear from the outset that the 
Agency shall cease to exist as soon as the commissioning of 
the facilities is complete and the pipeline goes from the 
construction phase to the operating phase. Authority for 
ongoing regulation would then be transferred to normal 
governmentol regulatory bodies. 

If the Agency is to meet the challenge of controlling the 
pipeline project, it must do a number of things. First, it must 
prepare detailed regulatory specifications, well in advance of 
the pipeline Company's schedule and design submissions, so 
that the Company can comply with the Agency's regulations 
in all matters pertaining to the project. Second, it must conduct 
overall project reviews and final design reviews to ensure !hal 
the designs and plans of the Company are technically, 
environmentally and socio-economically acceptable. Third, it 
must put a team of trained inspectors in the field to ensure that 
the Company's pre-construction and construction activities 
conform with terms and conditions that hove been laid down. 

These arc the principal functions of the Agency. But there 
is another function that is equally crucial to the effective 
regulation of the project. I refer to an impact monitoring, 
impact assessment and public information role, which I shall 
discuss below. At this point it is important only to emphasize 
that the Agency itself must structure its operations so that it 
is responsive to and acts quickly upon the information and 
advice (including recommendations for design changes or 
modifications to regulations) that it receives from the Impact 
Assessment Group. 

THE SCOPE OF REGULATION 

When we examine the need to control a large-scale undertak
ing such as a Mackenzie Valley pipeline, we tend to 
compartmentalize issues. Technical issues of a design and 
engineering natun: are relatively clear cut: traditionally, they 
have been the focus of any process that has been set up to deal 
with project regulation. In recent years, we have come to 
recognize that there is a relationship between engineering and 
environmental issues; as a consequence, our regulatory 
processes have been expanded to consider both. 

Social and economic issues have not been regarded in the 
same way, because, in the public and political mind, the 
connections between a particular project and what happens 
to people and communities have been less obvious, and the 
causes of social and economic changes have been more open to 
varieties of interpretations. Even such phenomena as in
creased employment and accelerated local business, which 
arc among the more obvious and positive spin-offs of 
industrial projects, arc still rarely under the influence of 
whatever mechanisms have been established to regulate a 
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project. Almost never are the negative spin-offs, such as loss 
of community leaders to industrial jobs, disruption and 
overcrowding of schools, and loss of tourism due to lack of 
accommoda lion, considered part of the regula tory function. In 
part, this may reflect social biases - engineering and 
environmental matters arc viewed as being within the 
purview of the ··experts" and beyond the realm of ordinary 
men. In part, also, it may reflect the fact that society already 
has at its disposal a range of governmental institutions 
dealing with social and economic matters. But this is not the 
case along much of the pipeline right-of-way in the Macken
zie Valley, where the ability to handle social and economic 
problems that will result directly from the pipeline is neither 
comprehensive nor far advanced. Along with such institu
tions as already exist, and those that emerge, the Agency 
should have a role with respect to socio-economic matters, 
although this should be an unobtrusive and carefully 
constrained role. 

6. The Agency should be responsible for the monitoring and 
enforcement of terms and conditions concerning scientific, 
technical, engineering, environmental and socio-economic 
aspects of the project, as they relate specifically to day-to-day 
actions of the pipeline Company, its contractors and subcon
tractors. The Agency should not, however, be responsible for 
the enforcement of ongoing programs and policies of govcrn
mellf rc/oting to the management and control of cnvironmen
tul, sociol ond economic molters in the North. It should no! 
become u purullel government. 

I rccogniw that the division of responsibility between the 
Agency and normal government departments will vary 
according to the issue and the nature of the government 
policies and programs. For example, the Geotechnical Review 
Pan!d that I discussed in the chapter on Geotechnical 
Considerations is obviously project-specific, and it will have 
to be appointed by the Agency. Short-term wildlife monitor
ing- monitoring relating directly to project activities- is also 
a function of the Agency but, as I said in the chapter on 
Wildlift:. long-term monitoring and wildlife management is 
an ongoing responsibility of government and is clearly 
beyond the scope of the Agency. Control of aircraft activities 
related to the project is necessary, but if disturbance is to be 
effectively controlled, all aircraft flights will have to be 
regulakd during critical wildlife periods. That is why I 
recommend that the Flight Control Croup be associated with 
-rather than form part of- the Agency. 

I have recommended that employment on the pipeline be 
handled through a manpower delivery system established by 
a group representative of federal and territorial departments 
with responsibilities in the field of employment. The man
power delivery system would exist for the duration of 
pipdirw construction; it would ohviously have very close 
conm:ctions with the Agency and with the government 
departnH:nts that normally look after employment. The 
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Agency should have the major responsibility for ensuring 
complianu' with terms and conditions that apply once people 
an' on the job. for example, conditions of work. The location of 
camps is another matter in which the Agency has an obvious 
interest. The Agency should have direct control with respect 
to the pipeline Company's accommodation. It should not be 
allowed to infringe on the jurisdiction of other government 
departnH,nts. such as the Northwest Territories Housing 
Corporation, but it should be in a position to provide advice 
that could prevent the Company's housing plans from 
aggravating local problems. 

7. Before the governnwnl grunts a right-of-way permit for 
the pipeline, it should be in a position to ensure that il can 
respond effectively, through existing institutions, to immedi
ate ond long-term impucls thai are nol the direct ond assigned 
responsibility of the Agency. 

ENFORCEMENT 

Effective mcaos of enforcement often form the backbone of 
regulation. The Agency will have to develop approaches that 
might be taken in situations where by accident, neglect or 
wilful acts, the Company. its contractors or any of its 
subcontractors violate the terms and conditions attached to 
the right-of-way, or any of the Acts, Regulations or Ordi
nances pertaining to the pipeline project. 

On any construction project, inspection personnel have to 
develop effective means of ensuring compliance with techni
cal specifications. This is a complicated and difficult task 
when special terms and conditions are introduced that deal 
with the natural and social environments - terms and 
conditions that the construction Company's officers, super
visors. foremen and employees may see as "getting in the 
way" of job "progress." On-site personnel who are faced with 
the daily problems of production quite naturally and under
standably gauge success by the amount of pipe laid or the 
number of welds completed. With regard to the pipeline 
project, a system of incentives should, where possible, be 
incorporated into the compliance scheme so that there are real 
and perceived losses for those who violate or disregard terms 
and conditions. This must he done at the time initial contracts 
are let, if the Company is to have any effective control over its 
contractors and subcontractors. 

Most inspectors have, in one form or another, the power to 
shut down a job on which terms and conditions are being 
violated, but that power is rarely used. Often, particularly on 
large. capital-intensive, tightly scheduled, and seasonally 
dependent projects, it causes more problems than it solves. To 
stop a project is an extreme measure that should be used in 
emergency situations only. That is why terms and conditions 
should he enforced at the planning stage. 

s. The Agency may call upon the Company at any time to 
furnish data concerning preconstruct ion, design, construction 
and commissioning activities related to the project. 

9. The Agency shu// inspect the activities of the Company on 
sile und shu// have occess to the project at all times. 

10. The Agency moy require the Company at any time and 
wilhoulliahilily or expense to the Agency or the government, 
lo nwke such modification of the pipeline system as it deems 
necessc1ry lo protect or maintain the integrity of the pipeline, 
the physico/, living or human environment, and the public 
interest. 

11. Where I here is dispute regarding the possible impact of a 
proposed octivily on the physical, living or human environ
men!, I he onus shall always be on the Company to prove to the 
sulisfoclion of the Agency thai its proposed activity is not 
unocceplohly del rimenlal. 

12. The government and the Agency should develop non
complionce und pcnolty mechanisms that respond to acci
dents ond wilful non-compliance. These mechanisms should 
miligole I he situolion by immediately removing the cause and 
hy initialing procedures that will remedy the damage done; 
assign lo I he Company immediate penalities for violation; and 
require the Compony to have in ils contracts with its 
coni roc tors, suppliers and transportation companies clauses 
I hoi will allow the penalties to be passed on ·to the violator. 
Penollies should be in proportion to the violation and they 
should esco/ote in severity with continued violations or with 
consistent non-compliance. 

The Company 
It is not enough, in my opinion, merely to write technical, 
environmental and socio-economic stipulations into the terms 
of right-of-way agreements, land use permits, and water 
licences. If government and the Agency assume that their 
responsibility stops at prescribing such stipulations, they will 
have to rdy on the Company to determine the degree to which 
there will he full compliance with the terms and conditions. 
The exigencies of pipeline construction in adverse conditions 
and within a compressed schedule make corrective measures 
difficult and expensive. Technical, environmental and socio
economic stipulations will, in my opinion, be implemented 
effectively only if they are viewed from the beginning as an 
integral part of pipeline construction and operation rather 
than as something imposed from outside. 

To ensure that such stipulations become an integral part of 
the construction process, they must be consolidated and 
incorporated into all advance planning; and they must be 
written into all contract documents so that each contractor, 
subcontractor, and operator in the field knows in advance 
what is required of him and has the opportunity to plan to 
meet the stipulations and to cover their cost. Only if 
stipulations are written into contracts in express terms, and 
allowed for in the costs of the contracts, is there a reasonable 
chance that they will be complied with routinely and 
conscientiously. Even then, there will have to be competent 



and dfective inspection to take care of unanticipated situa
tions and attempts to cut corners. In my view, the onus to 
ensure that terms and conditions apply to all aspects of the 
pipeline project, to all levels of contract and subcontract, and 
to collective agreements with unions, must rest with the 
Company. It is up to the Agency to ensure that the Company 
recognizes this responsibility, and carries it out. To do so, the 
Company must submit the details of its plans in sufficient 
time for the Agency to study them and give approval or 
request further information. 

13. ln u/1 its contructs und ogrccmcnts wHh contractors, 
subconlruclors and unions, the Company shall legally bind 
them to the terms and conditions laid down with respect to the 
project. The Company shall be responsible for inspecting the 
work of u/1 subcontructors to ensure thut it conforms with the 
technical, environmental and socio-economic terms and 
conditions established by the Agency. 

Traditionally, on any large-scale engineering project, there 
are Com puny managers, foremen and inspectors to ensure the 
adequacy, economics and progress of the work being done by 
the Company's staff and its contract(Jrs and suppliers. 
However, on the Mackenzie Valley pipeline project, the 
traditional structure must be revised to incorporate environ
mental and socio-economic personnel into management. 
There must be staff capable to supervise and inspect matters 
ranging from design preparation to routine activities. 

14. The Company's environmental and socio-economic staff 
should be responsible to senior project management through 
the same resident manager to whom the engineering inspec
tors will be responsible. The resident manager must therefore 
understand and appreciate the environmental and socio
economic aspects of the project just as he must understand and 
appreciate its engineering and economic aspects. To do this, he 
will need the assistance of environmental and socio-economic 
specialists, both in the field and the office, josl as he will need 
the assistance of engineers in the field and the office. 

All three groups in the project management team - the 
engineering, the environmental and the socio-economic 
supervisory personnel- will have to work together to make 
responsible decisions regarding the consequences of their 
actions, if the project is to be completed in an acceptable way. 

The Company's senior management must, therefore, accept 
the responsibility for environmental protection and for social 
and economic matters specified by the Agency to the same 
degree as it accepts the responsibility for safety and integrity 
of the pipeline. The Company must be made aware that 
penalties will be imposed if it should neglect its responsibility 
to enforce protection measures. 
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Review Processes 

Once the design of a projrct as massive as the Mackenzie 
Valley pipeline has progressed beyond the preliminary or 
conceptual stage. a chain of events is St!l in motion that cannot 
be arrested. The major input on the part of northern 
governmental institutions and inten!st groups will, therefore, 
have to be channelled through a revie\v process that takes 
place during the early design and cngint!ering stages. 

To avoid unnf!C!!Ssary delays and to minimize adverse 
impacts once construction has begun, there is a need for a 
methodical and sequential review pmcess that covers all 
aspects of the project as it evolves from its conceptual stage 
through to final design. In many respccts, the Inquiry and the 
hcarings of thc National Energy Board can he regarded as part 
of this process. Review, feedback and rcfincment of the project 
must continuc right through the planning and construction 
stages. 

15. The Agency and the Compony should establish project 
review plans, procedures and schedules thai will he binding 
throuJlhout the project. Emphasis should be placed on a 
systematic and extended review of criteria and prelimirmry 
design concepts inr;luding the juslificulion of construction 
modes, trade-off studies and risk und impact analyses. All of 
the Company's submissions for approval by the Agency 
should be planned and scheduled to ensure that they are 
reasonable in scope, und filed in rcusonuble time, insufur as the 
workload imposed on Agency is concerned. 

16. The Company shall submit to the Agency for approval a 
schedule for project control, using a scheduling system 
acceptable to the Agency. This sclwdole shall govern all of the 
Company's activities. In addition to the basic construction 
schedule, it should include such things as schedules for 
regulatory reviews ond approvals, for the issuing of construc
tion plans and specifications, and for !he issuing of major 
supply contracts. The schedule should also include construc
tion contractors' schedules for logistics and activities. The 
schedule shall clearly show environmental and socio-eco
nomic constraints set forth in the applicoble stipulations. 

The submission shall include procedures for periodic 
updating of the schedule and for re-scheduling if disruptions 
occur during execution of the project. 

Although the review process must be a coordinated and 
continuous activity, I think that two aspects- overall project 
review and detailed design review -assume prominence and 
shift in importance as the project evolves. 

Overall Project Review 
Overall project review, the first part of the review process, 
hegins when the project is still in a conceptual form. The 1970 
and 1972 Pipeline Guidelines, the evidence brought before this 
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Inquiry. and the hearings held on tlw project by the National 
Energy Board have aln!ady provided the perspective for a 
consideration of such matters as routing, scheduling, overall 
impact. feasibility and mitigative measures. It is at this stage 
that the projl!Ct is most am!!nable to change and can best be 
inllucnccd by the institutions of northern government and the 
various interest groups that will be affected. It is at this stage 
that the form of tlw venture becomes defined and the nature 
of ttw necessary contmls b{!comes known. 

However. the approval of a project and the granting of the 
necessary permits arc only part of a syst!!matic process that 
li:<rds to effective implementation. The clearer the direction 
given to the pipeline Company from the outset, the easier it 
will be to make the project conform to the spirit as well as to 
tlw letter of the terms and conditions under which approval 
would be given. 

To he effective. such direction most come during the 
formulative stages of I he project, and must be informed by the 
intr:rests of all parties directly affected. Furthermore, a 
rr'golatury structure must go beyond the interests that such a 
mu~hanism is normally designed to serve- it must serve the 
native interest as well. This new structure must be in 
opr:ration to give direction to the pipeline Company long 
before the final design stage is reached. 

PROJEr.T r.DDE AND GUIDELINES 

Both the Agency and the Company have responsibilities to 
implement and control the project - responsibilities that are 
extensions of the conventional regulatory and project man
agement functions of government and industry. The right-of
way permit will have several terms and conditions attached 
to it, many of which will be general principles to guide the 
Company. A great many of the recommendations I have made 
in this volume can be adopted for this purpose. 

17. As one of its first tosi<s, the Agency should develop a 
project code ond guidelines that provide direction to the 
C0111pony on imporfonf engineering, technical. environmen
lul, sociul und economic mutters related to Uw pipeline project. 
The code and guidelirws should be drafted and circulated to all 
interested parties for comment heforr. they are adopted. 
Together with the stipulotions in the certificate of public 
convenience ond necessity ond the right-of-way permit, the 
code unci guidelines shiruld provide the /)(Isis for project design 
om/ revicv~:. 

18. The code and I he guidelines and stipulations attached to 
permits for the project should be flexible enough to allow the 
Agency to require modifications whenever design, construe
lion or on-site conditions indicate the need for sue!\ changes. 
There should, however, be specific limits to this authority. The 
Agency must, as a mutter of regular procedure, publish 
in formot ion relating to oil of its decisions. 

It is important to distinguish between a code on the one 
hand and plans and specifications on the other. A code 

outlines tlw performance that is expected; it comes before 
design and is enacted hy regulatory bodies. Plans and 
specifications spdl out thr~ work to be undertClken; they are 
generally initiated by the Company as part of design, and 
submitted to the rrw!latory process for approval. 

The basis for a code and guidelines has already been 
established. The 1870 and 1972 Pipeline Guidelines were a 
beginning: they were followed by the report of the Pipeline 
Application Assessment Group in 1974, the report, Towards 
Wl EnviroiiiTWIJiu/ Code, of the Environment Protection Board, 
and Recomnwnded Environmcntul Stundards for the Design 
und Cnnstnrction of a Mackenzie Volley Gas Pipeline, 
prepan'd in 1976 by the Environmental Protection Service of 
the Department of the Environment. The Inquiry itself sought 
to bring togt~th!~r all the engineering, technical, environmen
tal, social and economic considerations as they were perceived 
by the participants in the Inquiry and by the people of the 
North. Volume One of my report highlighted the major issues. 
The report of the National Energy Board, Reasons for 
Decision: Northern Pipelines, looked at a variety of issues 
from a national perspective. And, in this volume, I have put 
forward a set of recommendations that I consider ought to 
form the basis of a code for use by the Agency and the 
Company. But the "'commendations set out in this report do 
not provide the detailed code requirements that are necessary 
to ensure tlw desired degree of environmental, social and 
economic protection. They do not obviate the need for highly 
skilled judgment, and the need for close coordination between 
the many disciplines involved and the people of the region, 
throughout the planning. execution. and commissioning 
process. 

In all of this, we must remember two facts: the native 
pmple will not cease to regard the North as their homeland; 
and most southern Canadians will continue to consider the 
North as a frontier, albeit a frontier to which they have a 
particular and national responsibility in the long as well as 
the short term. We must accept that the native interest is of a 
special character. It is different in kind, as well as in degree, 
from the interests of any other third party. This special 
character must he recognized both explicitly and implicitly in 
the design and function of the regulatory mechanisms, if the 
project is to be regulated properly, dficiently, and in accord
ance with the priorities for the North to which the govern
ment is commit ted. 

OVERALL PLANS 

The pipeline Company's conceptual plan, and the code and 
guidelines developed for the project, lead to broadly based 
decisions on the project. As these decisions are reached, the 
relationship between the project and the northern environ
mental and socio-economic milieu will acquire a sharper 
definition. This overall project review stage is critical because, 
as the project becomes more precisely defined, it becomes 
technically more difficult to make changes to it. The broad 



problems must be satisfactorily addressed and resolved at this 
stage. Involvement by local people becomes crucial, for it is at 
this stage that priorities and criteria for monitoring, assess
ment and design review must be established. 

Throughout this volume. I have recommended that, before 
final design, the Company prepare overall plans that show in 
a general way the activity proposed and the relationship of 
that activity to other aspects of the project. I have suggested 
that these plans be prepared in cartographic form insofar as 
this is possible, so that they may be easily understood by the 
many disciplines involved in the design and review process 
and by tlw public at large. 

19. Before fino/ design, the Company shu// prepare for 
uppruvu/ by the Agency overall plans such as those specified 
in Locution, Construction Plan and Scheduling, Terrain 
Considcrutions, Water Withdrawals, Waste Management, 
Munogemcnt of Fuels ond Hazardous Substances, Pipe 
Testing, and Facilities Complexes and Equipment Operations, 
o"'/ us requested by the Agency. 

Design Review 
The intent of design wview is to ensure that the project 
complies with applicable statutes, codes, guidelines and other 
rcquin!ments established through the overall project review 
process. This must he done without causing undue delay to 
the Company during final design and construction of the 
pipclim!. Design review is a function of the Agency operating 
within the parameters of the above requirements, and within 
the constraints imposed by the project. A great deal was 
learned ahout this process in Alaska in connection with the 
construction of the trans-Alaska pipeline. The experience 
goined on the Alaska Highway pipeline will, no doubt, lead to 
further refinement of project review mechanisms. There are, 
how!!Ver, two points that have become evidr:nt over the course 
of the Inquiry that arc important to consider in formulating a 
d£!sign review process. 

20. In order to exercise proper regulatory control and to 
ensure that plans for the project are sufficient in terms of all 
the engineering, technicul, environmental and socio-economic 
requirements, the Agency must be the governing aut.hority on 
ull specific ospects of Uw project, not just those thut ure 
incorporated into the pernwnent facilities. 

The Company sholl not start any construction octivities 
until it has the written permission of the Agency. Such 
permission should authorize specific support activities and 
construction of defined segments of the pipeline system to 
begin. The Company shc!l/ submit applications for each of the 
construcUon activities according to an agreed schedule and 
the Agency shall have o predetermined time to review them. 

The second point relates to ensuring that the Company 
contractors are clearly informed of specific technical, en-
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vironmental and socio-economic requirements. If all contracts 
specify comprehensivdy the conditions and administrative 
solutions that will be imposed, the contraclors, the Company 
and the Agency will he in a much better po.<;ilion to ensure 
compliance. 

21. Before inviting tenders for major supply ond construction 
coni rocts, the Com pony shall submit /o 1/w Agency for 
upprovnl the respective contracts und specifictJtions, speciul 
conditions, plans and schedules. These should form un integrul 
purl. of the supply nnd construction contruc/s. In purticulur, 
the controcts should include speciol conditions, such os Uw 
liming and procedures for the protection of 1/w lt!rroin uml 
wildlife of the region, us well as procedures to ensure 
complioncc with Uw socio-economic lerrns und conditions by 
which the Company is bound. 

Impact Assessment Group 

I have concentrated throughout this chapler on some of the 
principles of the regulation that should guirle the planning 
and building of a Mackenzie Valley pipeline. fmportont as 
these principles are, we must not lose sight of the balance and 
nature of interests involved. Perhaps this Inquiry itself has 
been an example of the need and value of a balance of all 
views. I discuss this in Appendix 1, The Inquiry Process, but it 
is appropriate to address some of these considerations here. 

From the beginning, all interests -governmental, institu
tional and private- should have access to, and participate in 
the work of the Agency. The presence of these outside 
interests is essential because the Agency has, in sonw respects, 
u built-in conflict of interest. In the national inten~st, it will be 
responsible for getting the pipeline built quickly and econom
ically. J\t the same time, it will be responsible for ensuring 
that t!ngineering specifications, environmental standards and 
socio-economic requirements are observed. All parties that 
may be affected by the pipeline should, therefore, have access 
to the Agency. For instance. those responsible for fish and 
ganH~ management, those organs of local and regional 
government responsible for the social conditions in towns and 
settlements along the route, the territorial gov1~rnment, and 
and public interest groups, such as those concerned with 
t:nvironmental protection - all these groups should have 
access to the Agency at all levels. 

As collective and cultural interests. the native groups in the 
North stand to lose much by the kind of mossive intrusion 
that the project will represent. Their interests arc of a distinct 
character, so the native groups must hav1! a direct in
volvement in the Agency. This involvement is difficult to 
define now because, by the time the pipt!lint! is built, native 
claims will have been settled and new struclurcs of local and 
regional government will be in place. Nevertheless. there will 
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continue to be a special native interest in the impact of the 
pipeline- an interest extending beyond that represented by 
northern government and other institutions as they may exist 
ten years from now. Direct native involvement in the Agency 
will dep,end on the extent to which northern government and 
northctn institutions are perceived a decade hence by native 
people as truly reflective of their interests. 

All interests should have their standing formalized, and the 
procedures governing access to the operations and decisions of 
the Agency should be clearly established. 

22. An Impact Assessment Group should be established and 
should exist for the entire planning, preconstruction and 
construction period. This group should consist of representa
tives of local, regional and territorial governments, public 
interest groups. and native organizations. 

The Impact Assessment Group should exercise an ombuds
man function in relation to the Agency. The group should 
have the right to question officials and employees of the 
Agency, and to examine the Agency's documents. Although 
they would not in any sense be an appellate tribunal, since 
they would have no power to reverse the Agency's actions, 
they should have the right to make their findings public. 

The Impact Assessment Group should have the power to 
require review of designs. To assist the Agency in its revision 
of project or design matters, the Impact Assessment Group 
should make recommendations for changes pertaining to such 
design, or to the adequacy of regulatory instruments to 
enforce stipulations incorporated in those designs. The group 
would deal with the general impact and administration of the 
project, as well as specific problems of impact and specific 
complaints about the administration by the Agency. 
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THE REPORT OF 

THE MACKENZIE VALLEY 

PIPELINE INQUIRY 

The widespread interest in the Inquiry and in Volume One of 
my report can be attributed, I think, to the fact that they 
provided a focus for the consideration of a number of 
profound national issues: the need of the metropolis for 
energy, the implications of the advance of the industrial 
system to the frontier, the protection of the northern 
environment, and, above all, the rights of the native people. 

The Inquiry examined these questions from the point of 
view of social. economic and environmental impact. But many 
Canadians perceived in these issues something that was basic 
to them all: a broad moral and ethical dimension. in one sense, 
the pipeline debate is over. The Government of Canada has 
rejected the Arctic Gas pipeline route in favour of the Alaska 
Highway pipeline route. An agreement has now been reached 
with the United States to build a pipeline along the Alaska 
Highway. But the debate was never just a debate about a 
pipeline, and these decisions will not put an end to it. It was, 
rather, a debate about the issues that were thrown into relief 
by the pipeline proposals, and that debate will continue, for 
the future of the North will continue to be a concern of 
Canadians. It is important, therefore, that the debate be 
conducted with an awareness ot the true nature of the issues. 

A fuller understanding of the northern environment 
emerged during the course of the Inquiry. The proposals made 
in Volume One for the creation of an international wilderness 
park in Alaska and the Yukon, for a whale sanctuary in west 
Mackenzie Bay and for bird sanctuaries in the Mackenzie 
Delta and the Mackenzie Valley, have attracted widespread 
support in Canada and the United States. There is a felt need 
and a perceived responsibility to preserve critical habitat for 
caribou. whales, wildlife and wilderness, and there is an 
understanding of the special vulnerability of migratory 
species in the North to industrial advance. The foundations 
can now be laid for the development of a firm policy designed 
to protect the northern environment. 

Then' is not, unfortunately. the same consensus regarding 
the views I expressed regarding native claims. I think this is 
so not only because the subject is controversial but also 
because the proposals I made in Volume One were not 
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understood by many, for the simple reason that nativ" claims 
themselves are often not properly understood. 

It is crucial to understand that, although they are often 
called land claims, native claims are not just about land. 
When we talk about the settlement of native claims, we are 
not talking simply about land or money. Neither are we 
talking about expropriation. Parliament has always had, and 
will continue to have, the power to expropriate lands that are 
required in the national interest. The Government of Canada 
could, at any time, expropriate the lands necessary for a right
of-way along the Mackenzie Valley, for the power nf eminent 
domain is an attribute of sovereignty. What is really involved 
here is a matter of policy based on special status for native 
pcoph,. 

The idea of special status is often misunderstood. In Section 
91(24) of the Constitution, the Fathers of Confederation 
provided that native people should come under the exclusive 
legislative jurisdiction of Parliament. There is no such 
provision for any other people. Special status is a policy that 
acknowledges the common interest of native people - a 
common interest that arises out of their own history and their 
plao: in our history. 

Special status for native people has long been the estab
lished policy of the Government of Canada, and this policy 
was reiterated in the goverment's policy paper on Political 
Df~vdopmcnt in the Norf.hwcst Territories, issued on August 
:J, 1977. This paper supports the transfer of greater responsi
bility to the Government of the Northwest Terri tori<$. But at 
tlw same time, it affirms the commitment of the Government 
of Canada to the settlement of native claims and, by means of 
such a settlement. to the transfer of land and renewable 
resuuces to native people. and to the receipt by native people 
of a share of royalties from non-renewable resources. The 
question of whether there is indeed special status for native 
people can be answered by asking: Do any other people in 
Canada have the right to assert aboriginal claims? Do any 
other people in Canada have, by virtue of ethnic ancestry, a 
coll!:ctive right to renewable resources, and to royalties on 
non -renewable resources? 
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In its policy paper, the Government of Canada has 
committed itself to a "policy of supporting the concept of 
continuing Indian and Inuit identity within Canada .... It is 
assumed ... that local autonomy is central to the concept of 
continuing Indian and Inuit identity and status" (p.10). 
However. Metis people should benefit equally from this 
policy. By virtue of their Indian ancestry and a distinct 
cultural tradition of their own, they should enjoy the same 
special status afforded the Indians and the Inuit. 

What does local autonomy, which the government paper 
calls the keystone to continuing Indian and Inuit identity, 
imply? How can it be achieved? The paper says: 

To move farther in the direction the native groups are looking, 
representative government in the Northwest Territories 
(whether divided or not) could be heavily decentralized 
primarily to the local communities, where in many places the 
native peoples will continue to be the clear majority. These 
communities would have an option of establishing regional 
institutions, which in effect would be an amalgamation of 
community effort to further Indian and Inuit group interest in 
such matters as education, land usc control. game management 
and renewable resource development. These are interests 
distinct from community· level needs such as housing, sanita
tion, social services and recreation. [p. 13} 

The government has acknowledged. therefore, that in the 
North, the common interest of the native people is quite 
distinct from the interests they share with other residents of 
the Northwest Territories, and that regional institutions 
should be established that reflect that common interest. 

Difficulties arise when the government comes to the 
question of the exercise of political power at the territorial 
level. The collective native interest in the education of their 
children, in the land, and in the strengthening of the 
renewable resource sector of the economy is clearly apparent, 
and has been acknowledged in the policy paper. But the 
native people believe that their common interest should be 
reflected in political institutions at the territorial level. They 
are also apprehensive about the limits that may be imposed 
by existing government structures: recognition of special 
status requires something more than an extension of local or 
municipal government programs. There is the question of 
dominance, that is, the nature of the relationship between the 
native interest and the larger society's institutions. The task is 
daunting, for it will mean the checking of a long historical 
process. But this is what the native people seek. 

I do not think that anyone would disagree with the 
government's insistence, in its policy paper of August 3. 1977, 
that: 

Legislative authority and governmental jurisdiction are not 
allocated in Canada on grounds that differentiate between the 
people on the basis of race. Authority is assigned to legislatures 
that arc representative of all the people within any area on a 
basis of complete equality. [p. 11] 

Yet having said this, how do we come to grips with the fact 
that the Dene, Inuit and Metis see themselves as distinct 

peoples; that they constitute a maJonty of the permanent 
residents of the Mackenzie Valley and the Western Arctic; 
and that, from a demographic point of view, they constitute a 
larger proportion of the population in the Northwest Territo
ries than do native people in any other political jurisdiction in 
Canada? 

The Government of Canada has obviously struggled with 
this matter. The policy paper says that any political division 
of the Northwest Territories: 

would take into account common interests such as distinctions 
of language, culture and way of life; economic needs and 
opportunities; transportation and communication facilities; 
potential resource revenues.!p. 12] 

But the government's statement wisely goes no further. It 
does not attempt to answer all of these questions. 

The point is this: the rejection of a racial basis for allocating 
governmental powers and jurisdiction does not leave existing 
governmental institutions as the only alternative. With the 
passage of time, others may emerge. It would be a mistake, 
therefore, to adopt a dogmatic insistence on retaining existing 
institutions in their present form. 

In Volume One, I said that, because a large proportion of the 
white population in the North does not remain there, a new 
concept of residency for voting purposes in the Northwest 
Territories should be considered. All those who meet such a 
residency requirement. regardless of race, would have the 
right to vote. The Government of Canada has indicated its 
willingness to consider "some degree of residence require
ment for specified political purposes" (p.9). This residency 
criterion in combination with naturally or historically 
defined geographical areas could meet the native people's 
need for institutions at the territorial level that reflect their 
common interest. 

It should be apparent that the political development of the 
Northwest Territories and the settlement of native claims are 
closely linked. for the native people have shown that their 
collective goals are goals that they will not abandon. It is all 
too easy for us to misjudge their determination in this regard. 
In the Statement of the Government of Canada on Indian 
Policy, 1969, the Government of Canada said: 

aboriginal claims to land ... are so general and undefined that it 
is not realistic to think of them as specific claims capable of 
remedy except through a policy and program that will end 
injustice to Indians as members of the Canadian community. 
[p. 11] 

This policy was a rejection of special status, because aborig
inal claims are the hallmark of special status. Prime Minister 
Trudeau, speaking in Vancouver on August 8, 1969, expressed 
the government's position on aboriginal claims: 

Our answer is no. We can't recognize aboriginal rights because 
no society can be built on historical "might have beens." [p. 12] 

In saying this, the Prime Minister spoke for all of us. Yet the 
policy of the government was overthrown by the vehemence 



of the native people's reaction. The belief that their future lay 
in the assertion of their own common identity and the defence 
of their own common interests proved stronger than any of us 
had realized. 

Thus, we find ourselves engaged today in the settlement of 
comprehensive claims based on aboriginal rights. These are 
claims that the Government of Canada now welcomes as the 
principal means for achieving the social and economic goals 
of native people in Canada. 

It is essential that native people be given an opportunity to 
work out their future for themselves and to define for 
themselves what it shall mean today and in the future to be 
Dene, Inuit or Metis. Postponement of the pipeline presents 
the native people with a whole range of opportunities: the 
strengthening of the hunting and trapping economy, develop
ment of the local logging and timbering industry, develop
ment of the fishing industry and of recreation and conser
vation, participation in an orderly program of oil and gas 
exploration, and, in due course, participation in pipeline 
construction. I have urged that priority be given to renewable 
resource activity -not because I feel that such activities are 
universally desirable, but because they are necessarily on a 
scale appropriate to northern communities. They are activ
ities that local people can undertake, that are amenable to 
local and regional management and control, and that are 
related to traditional values. 

The settlement of native claims will provide the means to 
enable native people to thrive, and native culture to develop, 
in a way denied them in the past; the means to ensure that the 
young people of the North grow up knowing who they are 
and where they came from: they will know their own history, 
their own languages. They can become hunters, trappers, 
fishermen, lawyers, loggers, doctors, nurses, teachers, or 
workers in the gas fields. But most important of all, the 
collective fabric of native life will be affirmed and strength
ened. The sense of identity of individual native people -
indeed their very well-being- depends upon it. 

Whatever political institutions evolve in the North, they 
should reflect the common interests of the native people. They 
should not be merely extensions of the huge bureaucratic 
structures already in place in Ottawa and Yellowknife. 
Rather, these institutions, and the programs developed under 
their auspices, must be designed and implemented by native 
people, otherwise, they will undermine, and not enhance, the 
very thing they are designed to achieve. The settlement of 
claims, and the institutions established as a result of that 
settlement, will enable native people to defend their own 
common interests, 

Most Canadians live in a world that is largely - and 
increasingly - urban, industrial and bureaucratic. Our 
educational system, our governmental bureaucracy, our 
economic modes, are all defined by these tendencies. But 
native people do not necessarily share this view of the world. 
They have a history of their own, a culture of their own, and 
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languag1~s of their own; they therefore seek to achieve goals of 
their own - goals that may not always coincide with ours. 
The imposition of an educatiomd system that uses a curricu
lum not very different from the one used in Edmonton; the 
subsidization of the non-renewable resource sector, and the 
neglect of the renewable resource sector; and the establish
ment of bureaucratic modes that were developed by other 
people in other places for other purposes: these are policies 
that have not worked and that will not work in the North. 

Thus, the emergence of native claims should not surprise 
us. After years of poor achievement in our schools, after years 
of living on the fringes of an economy that has no place for 
them as workers or consumers, and without the political 
power to change these things, the native people have now 
decided that they want to substitute self-determination for 
enforced dependency. 

So, although the claims that have been submitted by the 
Inuit Tapirisat of Canada, the Indian Brotherhood of the 
Northwest Territories, the Committee for Original Peoples 
Entitlement, and the Metis Association of the Northwest 
Territories begin with the land, they are not limited to it. They 
extend to renewable and non-renewable resources, education, 
health and social services, public order and, overarching all of 
these, the future shape and composition of political institu
tions in the North. 

Inuit Tapirisat of Canada proposed the establishment of a 
new political entity comprising the land north of the tree line. 
Political control of that territory would lie with the Inuit, at 
least for the foreseeable future - not through an ethnic 
franchise, but through a ten-year residency requirement for 
voting. The Dene made a similar proposal, for the establish
ment of a government with jurisdiction over a geographical 
area and subject matters now within the jurisdiction of either 
the Government of Canada, or of the Government of the 
Northwest Territories. The Dene too proposed a ten-year 
residency requirement for voting. The Committee of Original 
Peoples Entitlement proposed a regional government in the 
Western Arctic for the lnuvialuit communities. The claim of 
the Metis was submitted after the release of Volume One. 
Despite the divisions between Dene and Metis, the proposals 
advanced by both groups reflect similar goals. The Metis 
claim supported an extended residency requirement for 
voting, and urged the establishment of native political 
institutions for aboriginal lands. 

These are serious and imaginative proposals. While we 
may not accept them in their entirety, it may be that, on the 
whole, these proposals are better suited to the conditions of 
northern life than any likely to be developed under the direct 
aegis of either Ottawa or Yellowknife. We are not bound by 
the Constitution to insist upon institutional arrangements for 
the North that will justify the past. Indeed, proposals similar 
to those submitted in the North are beginning to emerge all 
across Canada, sometimes with a view to the modernization 
of treaty arrangements, and sometimes with a view to the 
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s1~t I lt~mt~n t of aboriginal clo i ms. Sp1~cia I stat us has given rise to 
a call for self-determination. The call should not be regarded 
as a demand for native states. but as an attempt by native 
people to conu! to grips with their condition today, and to 
resolve. in a realistic manner, thdr place in the structure of 
Canadian socidy. 

Undt!i' tlw constitutional authority of Parliament to legis
late for the peace. order and good government of Canada, a 
\vide range of administrative arrangements were instituted in 
the NOJ'thwcst Territories. They began with the Act of 1869 
(S.C. :l2-:l:l Victoria. Ch.:J), which established a temporary 
system of administrative control for Rupert's Land and the 
Northwesll!!'n Territory. and continued right up to 1970, with 
the establishment of the contemporary Territorial Council 
under the Northwest Territories Act (R.S.C. 1970, Ch.N-22). It 
is certainly within Parliament's povver to reorganize the 
territorial government so as to permit a devolution of self
government to native institutions. 

Local. rngional or territorial political entities may evolve 
that have a predominantly native electorate- an electorate in 
which a native majority might be entrenched by a suitable 
wsidency clause. Or political instruments may be developed 
by which the native people can, under an ethnic franchise 
and within a larger political entity, control matters that are, 
by tradition and right, theirs to determine. One approach 
would be geographical, the other functional. Having affirmed 
both these approaches in its paper on Politicul Development in 
the Northwest Territories, the Government of Canada should 
now be prepared to explore the possibilities they offer with 
the native pmple. 

The establishment of a vast governmental and bureaucratic 
apparatus in Yellowknife may predispose us to think in terms 
of reproducing governmental forms as we know them. This 
militates against the development of a new model that might 
be useful in working out, both in the North and in the 
provinces, a means for the expression of native ideas of self
determination within the context of our constitutional 
tradition. 

Both white and native northerners realize that the govern
ment's decision on how to settle native claims will determine 
whether the political evolution of the North will follow the 
familiar pattern of the history of the West, or whether it will 
find a place for native ideas of self-determination. The 
settlement of native claims must be the point of departure for 
any political reorganization in the Northwest Territories. 

Regardless of the state of government policy, whether past, 
present or future, it is vital to understand that the continuing 
strength of the native people in the Mackenzie Valley and the 
Western Arctic has depended primarily upon their powerful 
sense of belonging to a group defined by distinct social, 
economic and cultural traditions. What will decide the future 
of the native people in the Mackenzie Valley and the Western 
Arctic is their own collective will to survive as a people. No 
federal ukase will settle the matter once and for all; no tidy, 

bureaucratic chart for the reorganization of northern govern
ment \Vill ht! of any uS!\ unless it takes into account their 
determination to remain Dene, Inuit and Metis. 

It is perhaps unfortunate that these issues should arise in 
such a prominent way at a time when the future relations 
bdween Canada's two main linguistic communities are being 
re-examined.lt makes clear thinking all the more essential. 

It is worth reminding ourselves that. while our Constitution 
has always provided for special status for native people, it 
does not stipulate special status for any province- although 
it does, of course, provide guarantees for the use of English 
and French. The question of special status for native people in 
Canada and the forms it may take in the future is one thing; 
the continuing endeavour to reach an accommodation 
between anglophones and francophones in Canada is another. 
These questions are both of the first importance, but they are 
not the same question. The claims of the native people have a 
basis quite different from the claims of the two linguistic 
communities. Indeed, the native people find themselves 
dd!!nrling their interests against the encroachments of a 
dominant society - whether anglophone or francophone -
whose essential characteristics are the same. Recent events in 
Northern Quebec, as elsewhere in the Canadian North, 
illustrate how easy it is for the dominant society to discount 
native aspirations whenever they are inconveniently opposed 
to th" cultural, political or industrial imperatives of the 
dominant society. 

The native people set! themselves as distinct peoples in 
history. For them. their history is not a book in which the last 
chapter has already been written. Rather, it remains to be 
written, in ways neither they nor anyone else can foresee. 
Their ddermination to retain their identity as native people 
does not mean that they want to return to live in tents or 
igloos. just as the rifle replaced the caribou corrals and the 
snowmohil!! replaced the dog team, so aircraft and radio today 
can make the hunt more efficient. But because the native 
peopl" use the technology of the dominant society does not 
mean that they must learn no language in school except 
English, and learn of no one's past but ours, and be governed 
by no institutions except those of our sole devising. You might 
as w!!ll say that because we made use of gunpowder, we 
should all be speaking Chinese. 

I began by referring to the debate about the future of the 
North. It is a debate that will continue but it should not be a 
sterile one, imprisoned in political cliches. Rather, it should 
addr!!ss itself to the underlying truth about Canada. 

The great strength of our country is its diversity. Our 
Constitution has always recognized that we are a plural, not a 
monolithic society. We are a non-homogeneous country. We 
rejected in 1867 Lord Durham's ideal of a monolithic state and 
a monolithic British culture. We have tried to remain true to 
an ideal of tolerance and diversity, resisting those who would 
have all of us think the same thoughts, speak the same 



language, read the same books, and make the same choices in 
life. 

The settlement of native claims offers a uniquely Canadian 
challenge, certainly the greatest challenge we face in the 
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North. It is by this means alone that we can fairly pursue 
frontier goals in the northern homeland. 
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The Inquiry Process 

It is often said that commissions of inquiry have had little or 
no impact on public policy in Canada.! think this is wrong, as 
a glance at our history will show. The report of the Rowell
Sirois Commission, appointed in 1937, led to a rearrangement 
of taxing powers between the federal government and the 
provinces. The Rand Inquiry into the dispute between the 
Ford Motor Company and the United Auto Workers in 
Windsor in 1949, which resulted in the Rand formula, has 
been regarded ever since as a watershed in labour-manage
ment relations in Canada. The Hall Commission on Health 
Services had and continues to have a great impact on 
governments, the health professions, and the provision of 
health services in our country. The recommendations of the 
Norris Commission, which investigated the disruption of 
shipping on the Great Lakes, resulted in a major union being 
placed under government trusteeship. 

Commissions appointed by provincial governments have 
also been influential. The Meredith Commission, appointed in 
1911 in Ontario, led to the establishment of Workmen's 
Compensation Boards first in Ontario and then throughout 
the country. The Hall-Dennis Commission, appointed by the 
government of Ontario, and the Parent Commission, ap
pointed by the government of Quebec, have both had a great 
impact on education in Canada. 

There have also been joint federal-provincial commissions 
of inquiry, such as the McKenna-McBride Commission, 
whose recommendations regarding Indian reserve lands in 
British Columbia were adopted, for good or ill, by both 
governments. 

We are all aware of the continuing influence in our federal 
system today of the recommendations of the Royal Commis
sion on Bilingualism and Biculturalism. The recommenda
tions of the LeDain Commission have been influential in 
moulding social attitudes toward the non -medical use of 
drugs in our society. Then, of course, the recommendations of 
the Royal Commission on the Status of Women constitute a 
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standard against which the progress of the federal govern
ment und the provincial governments toward tlw enactment 
of legislation to establish equality for women can he 
measured. 

Thus the work of commissions of inquiry has had a 
significant influence on public policy in Canada. They have 
brought new ideas into the public consciousness. They have 
expanded the vocabulary of politics, education and social 
science. They have added to the furniture that we now expect 
to find in Canada's storefront of ideas. And they haw always 
had real importance in providing considered advice to 
governments. This is their primary function. llut in recent 
years, Commissions of Inquiry have begun to take on a new 
function: that of opening up issues to public discussion, of 
providing a forum for the exchange of ideas. 

Gerald E. LeDain. who headed the Royal Commission on 
the Non-Medical Usc of Drugs, discussed this emerging 
function in a lecture delivered at Osgoode Hall Law School on 
March 15, 1972: 

It was our search for the issues and a general perspective, as 
well as a sense of social feasibility - what the society was 
capable of - that made us conduct the kind of hearings we 
did .... We were looking also for the range of attitudes and 
\\'anted to hear from those most deeply involved. These 
hearings made a deep impression on us. At times they were 
very moving. One of the things we discovered is that we need 
public opportunities for the exchange of views on vital issues. 
The hearings provided a public occasion for people to say things 
to each other that they had obviously never said before. I think 
that a public inquiry can respond to the need for some extension 
of the regular electoral process on the social level, a process in 
which the public can contribute to the identification and 
discussion of the issues. [Low and Social Chongc, edited by 
jacob Ziegel, p.84l 

The Law Reform Commission of Canada, in a working 
paper published earlier this year, enlarged upon this function 
of commissions of inquiry: 

Finally, as democratic as Parliament may he, there is still an 
important need in Canada for other means of expressing 
opinions and influencing policy-making - what Harold Laski 
called "institutions of Consultation." There are, of course, the 
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"traditional ways"; establishing pressure groups. giving 
speeches. writing to the newspaper, and so on. But these 
traditional means are not always adequate. Today the need for 
other avenues of expression and influence is often focussed in 
greater demands for public participation. Increased participa
tion allows those individuals and groups to express their views 
to public authorities. It also provides more representative 
opinion to decision-makers, so as to properly inform them of the 
needs and wishes of the people. !Law Reform Commission, 
Commissions of Inquiry, p.15] 

If commissions of inquiry have become an important means 
for public participation in democratic decision-making as 
well as an instrument to supply informed advice to govern
ment, it is important to consider the way in which inquiries 
are conducted and whether they have the means to fulfil their 
perceived functions. Given the interest the public has had in 
the Mackenzie Valley Pipeline Inquiry, it may be useful to say 
something about the way in which it was conducted. 

The Inquiry's Mandate 
The Mackenzie Valley Pipeline Inquiry was appointed to 
examine the social, economic and environmental impact of a 
gas pipeline in the Northwest Territories and the Yukon, and 
to recommend the terms and conditions that should be 
imposed if the pipeline were to be built. We were told that the 
Arctic Gas pipeline project would be the greatest project, in 
terms of capital expenditure, ever undertaken by private 
enterprise. We were told that, if a gas pipeline were built, it 
would result in enhanced oil and gas exploration activity all 
along the route of the pipeline throughout the Mackenzie 
Valley and the Western Arctic. 

But the gas pipeline, although it would be a vast project, 
was not to be considered in isolation. The Government of 
Canada, in the Expanded Guidelines for Northern Pipelines 
(tabled in the House of Commons on june 28, 1972), made it 
clear that the Inquiry was to consider what the impact would 
be if the gas pipeline were built and if it were followed by an 
oil pipeline. 

So the Inquiry had to consider the impact on the North of an 
energy corridor that would bring gas and oil from the Arctic 
to the mid-continent. In fact, under the Pipeline Guidelines, 
we had to consider two corridors. one corridor extending from 
Alaska across the Northern Yukon to the Mackenzie Delta, 
and a second corridor from the Mackenzie Delta along the 
Mackenzie Valley to Alberta. 

The Inquiry, when it was established, was unique in 
Canadian experience because, for the first time;we were to try 
to determine the impact of a large-scale frontier project before 
and not after the fact. The Inquiry was asked to see what 
could be done to protect the North, its people and its 
environment, if the pipeline project were to go ahead. 

Let me repeat the words of the Order-in-Council: social, 
environmental and economic impact. I dare say they confer
red as wide a mandate upon the Inquiry as any government 
has ever conferred upon any Inquiry in the past. The merit in 

such a wide mandate is clear. Impacts cannot be forced into 
tidy subject compartments. The consequences of a large-scale 
frontier project inevitably combine social, economic and 
environmental factors. In my opinion a sound assessment 
could not have been made if the analysis of impact had been 
divided up. if. for instance. environmental impact had been 
hived off for separate analysis. 

The Pipeline Application Assessment Group 
Concurrently with the establishment of the Inquiry, the 
Government of Canada established a Pipeline Application 
Assessment Group. This group, headed by Dr. john G. Fyles of 
the Geological Survey of Canada, consisted of public servants 
seconded by the Department of Indian Affairs and Northern 
Development, the Department of Energy, Mi\,cs and Re
sources, and the Department of the Environment, and by the 
Governments of the Northwest Territories and the Yukon 
Territory, and others outside the public service, who were 
retained in a consultative capacity. The task of the group was 
to review the material filed by Arctic Gas, the consortium 
seeking to build the pipeline. In their initial filing, in March 
1974, Arctic Gas deposited with the government :J2 volumes 
of material amounting to thousands of pages of technical 
information. The Assessment Group spent eight months 
reviewing this material and prepared a report to assist the 
Inquiry and the National Energy Board in its work, as well as 
government departments and agencies. Once the Inquiry got 
under way. many members of the Assessment Group trans
ferred to the Inquiry staff. 

Environment Protection Board 
I should also mention the Environment Protection Board. The 
precursors of Arctic Gas and Foothills funded a group of 
scientists and engineers, all of them men of the highest 
competence in their various fields, to provide an independent 
examination of the environmental impact of a gas pipeline 
from Prudhoe Bay through the Mackenzie Valley to Alberta. 
The group. known as the Environment Protection Board and 
headed by Mr. Carson Templeton of Winnipeg, a distin
guished engineer, was provided with $3.5 million, and after 
four years of study, published a lengthy report that was, in 
many respects. critical of the Arctic Gas proposal. 

The report of the Environment Protection Board was of 
great assistance to the Inquiry. The Board was an intervenor 
at the Inquiry, and its members and staff gave evidence. 

The oil and gas industry was responsible for this inno
vation. The industry established the Board, funded it, and did 
not seck in any way to interfere with its work or to dictate 
what should appear in its report. This represents a new 
departure for private industry. The precedent was followed at 
the Alaska Highway Pipeline Inquiry by Foothills Pipe Lines 
(Yukon) Ltd., which established and funded a similar board of 
scientists and engineers, once again headed by Mr. Templeton. 



The Board wrote a report for Foothills, the report was made 
public, and the members of the Board testified at the Inquiry. 

Preliminary Hearings 
Preliminary hearings were held soon after the establishment 
of the Mackenzie Valley Pipeline Inquiry. At that time, I 
wrote to Arctic Gas, the environmental groups, the native 
organizations, the Northwest Territories Association of 
Municipalities, the Northwest Territories Chamber of Com
merce, the Government of the Northwest Territories and the 
Government of the Yukon. I advised them of my appointment, 
and asked them for any submissions they wished to make 
regarding the way in which the Inquiry should be conducted. 
In April 1974, I held hearings at Yellowknife, Inuvik and 
Whitehorse, and in May, at Ottawa, and again at Yellowknife 
in September. Thirty-seven submissions were made at the 
preliminary hearings. These were very useful: it became 
apparent that the environmental groups and the native 
organizations would require time to get ready for the main 
hearings, and that they, as well as the Northwest Territories 
Association of Municipalities and the Northwest Territories 
Chamber of Commerce, would require funds to prepare for 
and to participate in the hearings. It also became evident that 
rules would have to be laid down for the production of all the 
information in the possession of government, industry and 
other interested parties. I therefore issued rulings on these 
matters, which are reproduced in Appendix 2 of this volume. 

Production of Studies and Reports 
The Government of Canada gave the Inquiry the power to 
issue subpoenas to get the evidence it needed. We sought to 
ensure that all studies and reports in the possession of the 
pipeline companies and the other parties should be produced, 
so that no study or report bearing on the work of the Inquiry 
would be hidden from view. I ruled that each party - the 
pipeline companies, and each of the intervenors- would have 
to prepare a Jist of all of the studies and reports in their 
possession relating to the work of the Inquiry, and that the 
lists should be circulated among all the participants. The 
Government of Canada, of course, had in its possession many 
studies and reports relating to the work of the Inquiry. 
Commission Counsel was therefore made responsible for 
providing a list of them. 

This procedure allowed any party to call upon any other 
party to produce a copy of any study or report that was listed. 
If a party were to refuse to produce a document, then an 
application could he made to the Inquiry for a subpoena. Of 
course, any claim of lawful privilege would have had to be 
considered by the Inquiry. All concerned cooperated: no one 
had to apply for a subpoena at any time during the Inquiry. 

In rccen t years, the Government of Canada has carried out a 
multitude of studies through its Environmental-Social 
Commitl<:e, Northern Pipelines, Task Force on Northern Oil 
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Development. These studies cost $15 million. The oil and gas 
industry has carried out studies on the pipeline that we were 
told cost something like $50 million. Our universities have 
been carrying on constant research on northern problems and 
northern conditions. It would have been no good to let all 
these studies and reports just sit on the shelves. Where these 
reports contained evidence that wos vital to the work of the 
Inquiry, it was essential that they be opened and examined in 
public, so that any conflicts could be disclosed, and where 
parties at the Inquiry wished to challenge them, they had an 
opportunity to do so. It meant that opinions could be 
challenged and tested in public. 

It also raised the quality of debate at the Inquiry. Arctic Gas 
supported their application with much detailed and valuable 
technical information and indeed with considerable original 
researc~. This material, together with the reports of the 
Pipeline Application Assessment Group, the Environment 
Protection 13oard and government studies, permitted the 
Inquiry to engage in a detailed analysis of issues - to get to 
the heart of matters as diverse as frost heave and the seasonal 
movements of marine mammals - rather than deal with 
them at the level of vague generalization. 

As a consequence, all parties at the Inquiry had to be 
equipped to analyze all of this material and to be in a position 
to respond to technical questions arising from it. This raises 
the matter of funding intervenors. 

Funding Intervenors 
An inquiry of this scope has to consider many interests. If 
such an inquiry is to be fair and complete, all of these in !crests 
must be n:presented. 

A funding program was established for those groups that 
had an interest that ought to be represented, but whose means 
would not allow it. On my recommendation, funding was 
provided by the Government of Canada to the native 
organizations, the environmental groups, northern munici
palities, and northern business, to enable them to participate 
in the hearings on an equal footing (so far as that might be 
possible) with the pipeline companies - to enable them to 
support, challenge, or seek to modify the project. 

These groups are sometimes called public interest groups. 
They represent identifiable interests that should not be 
ignored, that, indeed, it is essential should be considered. They 
do not represent the public interest, but it is in the public 
interest that they should be heard. I ruled that any group 
seeking funding had to meet the following criteria: 

1. There should be a clearly ascertainable interest that ought 
to be repn:sented at the Inquiry. 

2. It should be establislwd that separate and adequate 
representation of that interest would make a necessary and 
substantial contribution to the Inquiry. 

3. Those S<:eking funds should have an established record of 
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concern for, and sh JUld have demonstrated their own 
commitment to, the in crest they sought to represent. 

4. It should be show that those seeking funds did not have 
sufficient financial re ·ources to enable them adequately to 
represent that in teres , and that they would require funds to 
do so. 

s. Those seeking fu ds had to have a clearly delineated 
proposal as to the use hey intended to make of the funds, and 
had to be sufficiently v ell-organized to account for the funds. 

In funding these gr ups, I took the view that there was no 
substitute for letting hem have the money and decide for 
themselves how to sp< nd it, independently of the government 
and of the Inquiry. If they were to be independent, and to 
make their own decisions and present the evidence that they 
thought vital, they had to be provided with the funds and 
there could be no strings attached. They had, however, to 
account to the Inquiry for the money spent. All this they have 
done. 

Let me illustrate the rationale for this by referring to the 
environment. It is true that Arctic Gas carried out extensive 
environmental studies, which cost a great deal of money. But 
they had an interest: they wanted to build the pipeline. This 
was a perfectly legitimate interest. but not one that could 
necessarily be reconciled with the environmental interest. It 
was felt there should be representation by a group with a 
special interest in the northern environment, a group without 
any other interest that might deflect it from the presentation 
of that case. 

Funds were provided to an umbrella organization - the 
Northern Assessment Group - that was established by the 
environmental group to enable them to carry out their own 
research and hire staff, and to ensure that they could 
participate in the Inquiry as advocates on behalf of the 
environment. In this way, the environmental interest was 
made a part of the whole hearing process. The same applied to 
the other interests that were represented at the hearings. The 
result was that witnesses were examined and then cross
examined not simply to determine whether the pipeline 
project was feasible from an engineering point of view. but to 
make sure that such things as the impact of an influx of 
construction workers on communities, the impact of pipeline 
construction and corridor development on hunting, trapping 
and fishing, and the impact on northern municipalities and 
northern business, were all taken into account. 

The usefulness of the funding that was provided has been 
amply demonstrated. All concerned showed an awareness of 
the magnitude of the task. The funds supplied to the 
intervenors, although substantial, should be considered in the 
light of the estimated cost of the project itself. and of the funds 
expended by the pipeline companies in assembling their own 
evidence. 

I do not sugg!!st that the funding of intervenors is 
appropriate in all inquiries - that would depend on the 

nature of the inquiry. But I can speak to its usefulness in this 
instance. 

Hearings 
We sought to avoid turning the Inquiry into an exclusive 
forum for lawyers and experts. Unless you let outsiders in, an 
inquiry can become a private, club-like proceeding. This 
problem presents itself most acutely when you want to hear 
from the experts but when you want equally to hear from 
ordinary people who could be affected by the impact of the 
project. 

It was inevitable that conflict would arise if the hearing 
process in which the public would be entitled to participate 
was the same as that at which the evidence of engineers, 
biologists, economists and so on, would be heard and cross
examim:d - a process necessitating the pre-eminent role of 
lawyers. That conflict had to be resolved. We therefore 
decided to hold two types of hearings: formal hearings and 
community hearings. 

We decided to hold formal hearings at Yellowknife, where 
expert witnesses for all parties could he heard and cross
examined, and where the proceedings would, in many ways, 
resemble a trial in a courtroom. It was at Yellowknife that we 
heard the evidence oft he experts: the scientists, the engineers, 
the biologists, the anthropologists, the economists- the people 
who have studied northern conditions and northern peoples. 

The formal hearings began with an overview of the North. 
Commission Counsel presented a series of witnesses, all of 
them authorities in their fields, who discussed in a general 
way the geography. history, flora, fauna, and economy, of the 
Mackenzie Valley and the Western Arctic. For the Inquiry 
and the participants, this evidence provided a useful back
drop against which to place the detailed evidence that came 
later. 

At the formal hearings, all the participants were repre
sented: the two pipelim: companies, the native organizations, 
the environmental groups, the Northwest Territories Associa
tion of Municipalities and the Northwest Territories Chamber 
of Commerce. All were given a chance to question and 
challenge the things that the experts said, and all were 
entitled, of course, to call expert witnesses of their own. 
Lawyers represented most of the participants. But non
lawyers acted as counsel for some groups, and quite effec
tively, too: Carson Templeton for the Environment Protection 
Board, jo McQuarrie for the Northwest Territories Mental 
Health Association and David Reesor for the Northwest 
Territories Association of Municipalities. 

At tlw same time, community hearings were held in each 
city and town, settlement and village in the Mackenzie 
Valley. the Mackenzie Delta and the Northern Yukon. We 
held hearings at :J5 communities in the Mackenzie Valley and 
the Wesl<:rn Arctic. At these hearings, the people living in the 
communities were given the opportunity to speak in their 



own language and in their own way. I wanted the people in 
the communities to fed that they could come forward and tell 
me what their lives and their experience led them to believe 
the impact of a pipeline and an cnergy corridor would he. 

In this way, we tried to have the best of the experience of 
both worlds: at the community hearings, the world of 
everyday, where most witnesses spend their lives, and, at the 
formal hearings, the world of the professionals, the specialists, 
and the academics. 

I appointed Michael jackson, Special Counsel to the Inquiry, 
as Chairman of a Committee on Community Hearings. This 
Commmittee comprised representatives of each of the 
participants and it considered such matters as the timing of 
community hearings - (having regard, among other things, 
for the seasonal activities of northern people), the procedure 
to be adopted at such hearings, and the role of the participants 
and their lawyers. 

One of the first matters the Committee had to deal with 
related to the issue of cross-examination of witnesses. The 
object of the community hearings was to give all people an 
opportunity to express their concerns without worrying 
about what they might well regard as harassment by lawyers. 
The Committee suggested a variety of ways in which the 
function of cross-examination could be fulfilled by proce
dures that would not dissuade people from testifying. One 
such technique was to invite representatives of both Arctic 
Gas and Foothills to make a presentation to the Inquiry 
whenever it appeared to them that people were misinformed 
or whenever they wished to correct what they felt was a 
mistaken view of their proposals. In this and other ways, 
without it ever being necessary formally to restrict the right 
to cross-examination, the community hearings were con
ducted, not within a procedural framework in which only 
lawyers felt comfortable, but within a framework which 
permitted northern people, native and white, to participate 
fully. 

Many people in the communities of the North do not speak 
English, and could be understood only through interpreters. 
For them, the experience of testifying was sometimes strange 
and difficult, and we did not want to place any impediment at 
all in the way of their speaking up and speaking out. A fairly 
wide latitude was given. Even at the formal hearings, we did 
not insist upon a too rigid observance of legal rules of 
admissibility, for that might have squeezed the life out of the 
evidence. I see no difficulty in this. The reasons for insisting 
upon a strict observance of rules of evidence at civil or 
criminal trials, do not obtain at a public inquiry relating to 
questions of social, environmental and economic impact. 
What is essential is fairness and an appropriate insistence 
upon relevance. 

In order to give people - not just the spokesmen for native 
organizations and for the white community, but all people
an opportunity to speak their minds, the Inquiry remained in 
each community as long as was necessary for every person 
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who wanlt~d to speak to do so. In many villages a large 
proportion of the adult population addressed the Inquiry. Not 
that participation was limilt!d to Jdults. Some of the most 
pc1n~ptivt~ presentations were given by young pt~ople, con
cerlll!d no lt!ss than tht!ir parents about their land and their 
future. 

I found that ordinary people, with the experience of life in 
tlw North, had a great deal to contribute. I heard from almost 
ont! thousand witnesses at the community ht:arings - in 
English (and occasionally in French), in Loucheux, Slavey, 
Dogrih, Chipewyan and in the Eskimo language of the 
Westcrn Arctic. They used dim:t speech. They seldom had 
writl!:n briefs. Their thoughts were not filt!:n:d through a 
scrt:t:n of jargon. They were talking about tht:ir innermost 
concerns and fears. 

It is not t:nough simply to read about northen1 people, 
nortlwrn places and northern problems. You have to be there, 
you havt! to listen to the people, to know what is really going 
on in their towns and villages and in their minds. That is why 
I invited representatives of the companies that wanted to 
build tht: pipeline to come to tht:se community hearings with 
me. Arctic Gas and Foothills sent their representatives to 
every hearing in every community. 

The contributions of ordinary people were therefore 
important in the assessment of even the most technical 
subjects. For example, in Volume One, I based my discussion 
of the biological vulnerability of the Beaufort Sea not only on 
the evidence of the biologists who testified at the formal 
hearings, but also on the views of the Inuit hunters who spoke 
at the community hearings. The same is true of sea·bcd icc 
scour, and of oil spills; they are complex, technical subjects but 
our understanding of them was nonetheless enriched by 
testimony from people who live in the region. 

It became increasingly obvious that the issue of impact 
assessment is much greater than the sum of its constituent 
parts. For example, when North America's most renowned 
caribou biologists testified at the Inquiry, they described the 
life cycle, habitat dependencies and migrations and provided 
a host of details about the Porcupine caribou herd. Expert 
evidence from anthropologists, sociologists and geographers 
described the native people's dependency on caribou from 
entirely different perspectives. Doctors testified about the 
nutritional value of country food such as caribou, and about 
the conseqwmces of a change in diet. Then the native people 
spoke for themselves at the community hearings about the 
caribou herd as a link with their past, as a present-day source 
of food and as security for the future. Only in this way could 
the whole picture be put together. And only in this way could 
a sound assessment of impact be made. 

When discussion turned to issues relating to social and 
cultural impact, economic development, and native claims, 
the usefulness of obtaining the views of local residents was 
equally important. This was nowhere more apparent than in 
the consideration of native claims. At the formal hearings, 
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lund us{: and occupancy evidence was pl'!:scntt:d through 
prt!pared testimony and map exhibits. Then! the evidence 
was scrutinized and witnesses for the nativ{: organizations 
W{:n: cross-examined by counsel for the other participants. By 
contrast. at the community twarings. people spok{: sponta
neously and at length of both their traditional and their 
pn:sent -day use of the land and its n:sources. Th{:ir testimony 
was often painstakingly detailed and richly illustrated with 
an(:cdotcs. 

Th(: most important contribution of the community hear
ings was. I think, the insight it gave us into the true nature of 
native claims. No JCademic treatise or discussion, formal 
presentation of the claims of native people hy th(: native 
organizations and their leaders, could offer as comp!!lling and 
vivid a picture of the goals and aspirations of nJtive people as 
their own testimony. In no other way could we have 
discovered the depth of fe!!ling regarding past wrongs and 
future hopes, and the del!:rmination of native pmple to assert 
their collective identity today and in years to come. 

We had not heard the native people speak with such 
conviction of these things in recent years. Thus it is not 
surprising that the allegation should have been made that the 
testimony given by the native people was not genuine, that in 
some fashion they had been induced to say things they did not 
h!!lieve. Of course. such allegations reflect a lingering reluc
tance to take the views of native people seriously when they 
conflict with our own notions of what is in their best interests. 
But the point is this: such allegations. advanced in order to 
discredit the leaders of the native organizations. lose their 
force when measured against the evidence of band chiefs and 
band councillors from every community in the Mackenzie 
Valley and the Western Arctic. and against the evidence of 
the hundreds of native people who spoke to the Inquiry. These 
allegations have not, indeed. been made by anyone who was 
at the community hearings. 

From the beginning, it was clear that we were dealing with 
an issue of national interest and importance. The Order-in
Council establishing the Inquiry contemplated hearings in the 
provinces as well as in the northern territories. We received 
many requests from Canadians in the South who wished to 
have an opportunity to contribute to the debate. So we took 
the Inquiry to ten of the major cities of Canada, from 
Vancouver in the west to Halifax in the east. These hearings 
took approximately one month. Thus the Inquiry, and 
through it the government, was able to draw on the views of a 
multitude of ordinary Canadians. 

The Media 
The Inquiry faced, at an early stage, the probl<!m of enabling 
the people in the far-flung settlements of the Mackenzie 
Valley and the Western Arctic to participate in the work of 
the Inquiry. When you are consulting local people, the 
consultation should not be perfunctory. But when you have 

such a vast area, when you have people of four races, speaking 
seven languages, how do you enable them to participate? How 
do you keep them informed? We wished to create an Inquiry 
without walls. And we sought, therefore, to use technology to 
make tlu, Inquiry truly public, to extend the walls of the 
hearing room to encompass the entire North. We tried to bring 
the Inquiry to the people. This meant that it was the Inquiry. 
and the representatives of the media accompanying it - not 
the pcoplt! of the North- that were obliged to travel. 

At the same time, we made it plain to the media that we 
regarded them as an essential part of the whole process. We 
sought to ensure that they were given every opportunity to 
provide an account of what was being said by all parties at 
the Inquiry. We tried to counter the tendency, all too frequent 
in the past, to treat the work of a Commission of Inquiry as a 
private affair. So we invited the press, radio, television and 
film makers into the hearing room. They did not obtrude: this 
was a public inquiry. The things that were said were the 
public's business, and it was the business of the media to 
make sure that the public heard those statements. Of course, 
this approach cannot always be followed. Certainly in the 
case of a purely investigatory inquiry, where specific alle
gations of wrongdoing have been made, different considera
tions pn:vail. 

The CBC's Northern Service played an especially impor
tant part in the Inquiry process. The Northern Service 
provided a crew of broadcasters who broadcast across the 
North highlights of each day's testimony at the Inquiry. 
Every day there wen' hearings, they broadcast both in 
English and in the native languages from wherever the 
Inquiry was sitting. In this way, the people in communities 
throughout the North were given a daily report, in their own 
languages, on the evidence that had been given at both the 
formal hearings and the community hearings. The broadcasts 
meant that when we went into the communities, the people 
living there understood something of what had been said by 
the experts at the formal hearings, and by people in the 
communities that we had already visited. The broadcasters 
were, of course, entirely independent of the Inquiry. 

No one could be expected to understand all the intricacies 
of the pipeline proposal and its consequences, but so far as we 
could provide some understanding of the proposal and what 
it would mean to northerners, we attempted to do so. The 
media in a way served as the eyes and ears of all northerners, 
indeed of all Canadians, especially when the Inquiry visited 
places that few northerners had ever seen and few of their 
countrymen had even heard of. 

Commission Counsel and Inquiry Staff 
Commission Counsel, ian Scott, Q.C. (who was assisted 
throughout by Stephen Goudge), took the position that he was 
independent, and free to test and to challenge the evidence of 
witnesses of all parties. In addition, he regarded it as his job to 



ensure that all relevant evidence was assembled and pre
sented to the Inquiry so that no vital area was ldt unexplored. 
He questioned witnesses in order to establish the content and 
implications of every theory of social, environmental and 
economic impact. To secure this objective, the Inquiry staff 
were largely under the direction of Commission Counsel. 
They were engaged in reviewing the evidence that was 
brought forward at the hearings, and in assembling the 
evidence to be presented to the Inquiry by Commission 
Counsel. 

The corollary was, of course, that Commission Counsel and 
the Inquiry staff were not allowed to put their arguments 
privately to the Inquiry. I ruled that the recommendations the 
Inquiry staff wished to develop should be presented to the 
Inquiry by Commission Counsel at the formal hearings. This 
the staff did at the close of the formal hearings, when their 
800-page submission was made public. 

Ordinarily, the proposals of Commission Counsel would 
not have been made public in this way. However, I felt they 
should be made public so that all participants at the Inquiry 
would have the fullest opportunity to challenge, support, 
modify or ignore their proposals. This procedure has been 
followed by many regulatory tribunals in the United States 
and I think it is a good one. It gave the pipeline companies, the 
native organizations, the environmental groups, northern 
business and northern municipalities a chance to criticize the 
submissions that Commission Counsel put forward on behalf 
of himself and the Inquiry staff. I, of course, was not bound in 
any way by the proposals of Commission Counsel, any more 
than I considered myself bound by the proposals that any 
other participant made. 

Assessment of Impact 
One of the complaints made to the Inquiry by northerners 

from time to time was that there had already been a plethora 
of committees, task forces, hearings nnd reports into some at 
least of the questions that the Inquiry was examining. Indeed, 
we came across many of them. But each of these reports and 
studies had largely been confined to a narrow subject. This 
has been a major flaw in impact assessment. Each department 
of government has tended to examine the impact of any given 
proposal solely within the confines of its own departmental 
responsibilities. Until this Inquiry was appointed, there was 
no basis on which an overview of the impact of the pipeline 
project could be made. 

There has been another flaw in assessment of impact. 
Typically, impact assessments have focused on the individual 
project, and have not taken into account the cumulative effect 
of the project and the developments that are associated with it 
or that may follow.ln the past, this tendency has been evident 
in the North, so that even when departments collaborated on 
a study of impact, that study was unduly confined. This 
limitation, which distorts rather than enlightens, represents 
the worst aspect of conventional impact assessment. It also 
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suggests the necessity for developing a methodology that is 
sufficiently comprehensive to encompass a wide range of 
variables. a variety of conflicting interests, and a realistic span 
of time. 

If you arc going to assess impact properly, you have to 
weigh a whole series of matters, some tangible, some 
intangible. Aut in the end, no matter how many experts there 
may be, no matt!~r how many pages of computer printouts 
may have been assembled, there is the ineluctable necessity of 
bringing human judgment to hear on the main issues. Indeed, 
when the main issue cuts across a range of questions, 
spanning the physical and social sciences, the only way to 
come to grips with it and to resolve it is by the exercise of 
human judgment. 

Inquiries and Government 
A final word about the role of the Commission of Inquiry vis
il-vis the role of the Government, the role of the adviser vis-a
vis the role of the decision-maker. A Commissioner of Inquiry 
has - or ought to have - an advantage that Ministers and 
senior executives in the public service do not have: an 
opportunity to hear all the evidence, to reflect on it, to weigh 
it, and to make a judgment on it. Ministers and their deputies, 
given the demands that the management of their departments 
impose upon them, usually have no such opportunity. 

A Commissioner of Inquiry is bound to take full advantage 
of these advantages, remembering that he must leave the final 
decision to those elected to govern. This is why I felt 
throughout the Inquiry that it would be wrong to take the 
evidence summarily or to arrive at a decision in haste. If you 
do that, you have lost the great advantage that the work of a 
Commission of Inquiry can offer to government. There arc 
cases, such as the Alaska Highway Pipeline Inquiry, when 
(for reasons that were well understood) an inquiry must be 
carried out according to a deadline. But such cases are 
exceptional. 

As the Law Reform Commission has said: 
In a parliamentary democracy, Parliament is supreme. There is 
no matter beyond the competence of the elected representatives 
of the people. Nor, because Parliament is democratic and 
representative, is there a forum better able or more qualified for 
debating and deciding policy questions confronting Canada. 

But for some tasks, the legislature may need and seek assistance. 
Parliament's strength is also its weakness; its political respon
siveness to the current concerns of Canadians makes it difficult 
for legislators to grapple with complex problems that are not of 
immediate political concern and require considerable lime for 
their solution. 

In politics, a day can be a lifctim1~. There are often no hours to 
devote to subtle hut significant problems, requiring sustained 
inquiry and thought. The decision may ultimately rest with the 
legislature: but the legislature needs very good advice. [Law 
Reform Commission, Commissions of Inquiry, p. 14.] 

Advisory commissions of inquiry occupy an important 
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place in the Canadian political system. They supplement in a 
valuable way the traditional machinery of govcrnmenl, hy 
bringing to bear the resources of time, objectivity, expertise. 
and by offering another forum for the expression of public 
opinion. 

All of this cost money. The Inquiry, hy the end of fiscal year 
1976-1977, cost $:J,163,344. Whcn this cost is added to the 
funds that were provided to the native organizations, the 
environmental groups. northern municipalities and northern 
business, which carne to $1,773,918, you gel a total expendi
ture of $4,937,262 in public funds. I should add that expendi
tures in the current fiscal year rdating largely to preparation 
and publication of my report put this figure today over $5.:J 
million. 

The work of the Inquiry took many months {the hearings 
began on March 3, 1975, and ended on November 19, 1976). It 
had to if the Inquiry was to be fair and complete. Neverthe
less, the Inquiry was completed in good time. Volume One, 
which dealt with the broad issues of social, environmental 
and economic impact, and contained the basic recommenda
tions of the Inquiry, was available to the Government on May 
9 of this year. These basic recommendations appear on the 
whole to have been acceptable to the Government of Canada. 
If the assessmcnl made by the Inquiry has prevailed in the 
minds of decision-makers, it is perhaps in considerable 
measure a result of the process of the Inquiry. 



There are, of course, several documents that pertain to the 
Inquiry. It is impossible to reproduce them all here, so I have 
limited myself to the five most essential items. 

The Order-in-Council appointed me as the Commissioner of 
this Inquiry and defined my mandate. 

APPENDIX 2 

Inquiry 
Documents 

The letter from the Honourablt: jean Chretien referred the 
application of Canadian Arctic Cas Pipeline Limited, and the 
letter from the Honourable judd Buchanan rcferrr'd the 
application of Foothills Pipe Lines Ltd. 

The Preliminary Rulings I and II set out the procedures and 
rules of conduct for the Inquiry. 



P.C. 1974-641 
CANADA 

PRIVY COUNCIL · CONSEIL PRIVE 
21 March, 1974 

WHEREAS proposals have been made for the 
construction and operation of a natural gas pipeline, 
referred to as the Mackenzie Valley Pipeline, across 
Crown lands under the control, management and adminis
tration of the Minister of Indian Affairs and Northern 
Development within the Yukon Territory and the 
Northwest Territories in respect of which it is 
contemplated that authority might be sought, pursuant 
to paragraph 19(f) of the Territorial Lands Act, for 
the acquisition of a right-of-way; 

AND WHEREAS it is desirable that any such 
right-of-way that might be granted be subject to such 
terms and conditions as are appropriate having regard 
to the regional social, environmental and economic 
impact of the construction, operation and abandonment of 
the proposed pipeline; 

THEREFORE, HIS EXCELLENCY THE GOVERNOR GENERAL 
IN COUNCIL, on the recommendation of the Minister of 
Indian Affairs and Northern Development, is pleased 
hereby, pursuant to paragraph 19(h) of the Territorial 
Lands Act, to designate the Honourable Mr. Justice 
Thomas R. Berger (hereinafter referred to as Mr. Justice 
Berger), of the City of Vancouver in the Province of 
British Columbia, to inquire into and report upon the 
terms and conditions that should be imposed in respect 
of any right-of-way that might be granted across Crown 
lands for the purposes of the proposed Mackenzie Valley 
Pipeline having regard to 
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(a) the social, environmental and economic 
impact regionally, of the construction, 
operation and subsequent abandonment 
of the proposed pipeline in the Yukon 
and the Northwest Territories, and 

(b) any proposals to meet the specific 
environmental and social concerns 
set out in the Expanded Guidelines 
for Northern Pipelines as tabled in 
the House of Commons on June 28, 1972 
by the Minister. 

HIS EXCELLENCY THE GOVERNOR GENERAL IN COUNCIL 
is further pleased hereby 

1. to authorize Mr. Justice Berger 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

to hold hearings pursuant to this Order in 
Territorial centers and in such other places 
and at such times as he may decide from time to 
time; 

for the purposes of the inquiry, to summon 
and bring before him any person whose 
attendance he considers necessary to the 
inquiry, examine such persons under oath, 
compel the production of documents and 
do all things necessary to provide a full 
and proper inquiry; 

to adopt such practices and procedures for 
all purposes of the inquiry as he from time 
to time deems expedient for the proper 
conduct thereof; 

subject to paragraph 2 hereunder, to engage 
the services of such accountants, engineers, 
technical advisers, or other experts, clerks, 
reporters and assistants as he deems necessary 
or advisable, and also the services of counsel 
to aid and assist him in the inquiry, at such 
rates of remuneration and reimbursement as 
may be approved by the Treasury Board; and 
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(e) to rent such space for offices and hearing 
rooms as he deems necessary or advisable at 
such rental rates as may be approved by 
the Treasury Board; and 

2. to authorize the Minister of Indian Affairs and 
Northern Development to designate an officer of 
the Department of Indian Affairs and Northern 
Development to act as Secretary for the inquiry 
and to provide Mr. Justice Berger with such 
accountants, engineers, technical advisers, or 
other experts,clerks, reporters and assistants 
from the Public Service as may be requested by 
Mr. Justice Berger. 

HIS EXCELLENCY THE GOVERNOR GENERAL IN COUNCIL 
is further pleased hereby to direct Mr. Justice Berger 
to report to the Minister of Indian Affairs and Northern 
Development with all reasonable despatch and file with 
the Minister the papers and records of the inquiry as 
soon as may be reasonable after the conclusion thereof. 

HIS EXCELLENCY THE GOVERNOR GENERAL IN COUNCIL, 
with the concurrence of the Minister of Justice, is 
further pleased hereby, pursuant to section 37 of the 
Judges Act, to authorize Mr. Justice Berger to act on 
the inquiry. 

Certified to be a true copy 

Assistant Clerk of the Privy Council 



1+1 Minister Ministre 
Indian and Northern Affairs Allaires indiennes et du Nord 

The Honourable Mr. Justice 
T. R. Berger, 

Law Court, 
800 W. Georgia, 
Vancouver 1, British Columbia. 

Dear Mr. Justice Berger: 

Ottawa, Ontario KIA OH4 
April 19, 1974 

Further to your appointment as Commissioner to the 
Mackenzie Valley Pipeline Hearings, by Order-in-Council 
dated March 21, 1974, I wish formally to refer to you the 
application made to me on March 21, 1974 by Canadian Arctic 
Gas Pipeline Limited for grant of certain interests in 
certain lands in the Yukon and the Northwest Territories 
and for necessary authorization to construct, own, and 
operate a pipeline and connected works. 

It is my understanding that you are now in receipt of the 
application and the Order-in-Council authorizing your 
appointment, and that you have initiated preparatory works in 
respect of the hearings. 

I am pleased that you have accepted this responsibility as 
Commissioner, and I will look forward to your report. When 
I can be of assistance to you in this process, do not hesitate 
to get in touch with me. 

Yours sincerely, 



1+1 Minister Ministre 
Indian and Northern AHairs Affaires 1ndiennes el du Nord 

The Honourable Mr. Justice T.R. Berger, 
Conmissioner, 
Mackenzie Valley Pipeline Inquiry, 
Resources Building, 
P.O. Box 2817, 
Yellowknife, N.W.T. XOE lHO 

Dear Justice Berger: 

July 4, 1975. 

By a letter dated April 19, 1974, my predecessor, the Honourable 
Jean Chretien, formally referred to you, further to your 
appointlnent under Order-in-council P.C. 1974-641, dated 
March 21, 1974, an application made on March 21, 1974, by 
Canadian Arctic Gas Pipeline Limited for grant of certain 
lands in the Yukon and Northwest Territories and for necessary 
authorization to construct, own, and operate a pipeline and 
connected works. 

The Order-in-council, which established your Inquiry, designated 
you to "inquire and report upon the terms and conditions that 
should be imposed in respect of any right-of-way that might be 
granted across Crown lands for the purpose of the proposed 
Mackenzie Valley pipeline ..... ". 

By letter dated May 23, 1975, I advised you that I was sending, 
for your information, copies of applications in the same matter 
by Foothills Pipe Lines Ltd. and Alberta Gas Trunk Line (Canada) 
Limited in respect of a Grant of Interests in Territorial Lands. 

I am of the opinion that these !!'Ore recent applications, because 
of their smaller scale, would generally have a lesser social, 
environmental, and econcrnic impact than the application by 
Canadian Arctic Gas Pipeline Limited which has been formally 
referred to you. As a consequence any terms and conditions that 
you may reccmnend should be imposed in respect of a right-of-way 
that might be granted across Crown lands for the purposes of the 
proposed Mackenzie Valley pipeline should have equal or lesser 
application to these applications than to the application of 
Canadian Arctic Gas Pipeline Limited. Nonetheless, there may be 
areas of significant difference be~en the two projects which 
would warrant you reccmnending quite different terms and 
conditions. 
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It is, therefore, with these considerations in mind that I 
am DON fonrally referring to you the applications of Foothills 
Pipe Lines Ltd. an:l. Alberta Gas Trunk Line (Canada) Limited with 
a view to your exarniiling any areas of significant difference an:l. 
recx:mrending appropriate tenns an:l. conditions thereto. 

Yours sincerely, 

Judd Buchanarl. 



Preliminary Rulings (I) 
I was appointed by the Government of Canada by Order-in
Council dated March 21, 1974, to conduct an inquiry into the 
social, environmental and economic impact of the proposed 
Mackenzie Valley natural gas pipeline. 

Canadian Arctic Gas Pipeline Limited have applied to the 
Minister of Indian Affairs and Northern Development under 
Section 19(f) of the Territorial Lands Act, R.S.C. 1970, c.T -6, for 
a right-of-way across crown lands in the Yukon and the 
Northwest Territories. They propose to build a pipeline up the 
Mackenzie Valley to bring natural gas from Prudhoe Bay in 
Alaska and from the Mackenzie Delta to markets in Canada 
and the United States. The Inquiry I am to carry out is 
authorized by Parliament under Section 19(h} of the Territo
rial Lands Act. I am to consider the social, environmental and 
economic impact regionally of the construction, operation and 
subsequent abandonment of the proposed pipeline in the 
Yukon and the Northwest Territories, and I am to consider as 
well the measures which Arctic Gas propose to take to meet 
the specific social and environmental requirements of the 
Expanded Guidelines for Northern Pipelines tabled in the 
House of Commons on june 28, 1972, and I am to report upon 
the terms and conditions that ought to be imposed in respect 
of any right-of-way that might be granted to Arctic Gas. It 
will be for the Government of Canada, on the recommenda
tion of the Minister of Indian Affairs and Northern Develop
ment to decide whether to grant a right-of-way to Arctic Gas. 
It will be for the National Energy Board to determine whether 
or not to recommend the granting of a Certificate of Public 
Convenience and Necessity, and for the Government to 
decide, if such a recommendation is made by the National 
Energy Board, whether a Certificate should be granted. 

Because this Inquiry is unique in Canadian experience, and 
because of my anxiety that the people of the North and all 
other Canadians with an interest in the work of the Inquiry 
should have every opportunity to be heard, and that the 
Inquiry itself should be thorough and complete, I held 
preliminary hearings in April and May [1974] in Yellowknife, 

lnuvik, Whitehorse and Ottawa, to hear submissions on the 
way the Inquiry ought to be conducted. I have decided to 
outline my views now on the procedure that we will follow in 
the Inquiry, and to indicate my views on the questions that 
were raised relating to the scope of the Inquiry. 

The Timetable for the inquiry 

THEEL PASO PROPOSAL 

Arctic Gas argued that this Inquiry should be expedited 
because the El Paso Natural Gas Company intends to apply to 
the Federal Power Commission in the United States for 
permission to construct a pipeline to bring natural gas from 
Prudhoe Bay across Alaska to Valdez, to be liquefied there and 
then tankered to California. El Paso has already intervened 
before the Federal Power Commission, where Arctic Gas's 
sister company, Alaskan Arctic Gas Pipeline Limited, has 
applied for permission to build a natural gas pipeline from 
Prudhoe Bay to the Yukon border. El Paso intends to oppose 
Alaskan Arctic Gas's application in those proceedings (El 
Paso has not so far sought to intervene in this Inquiry). It was 
said that if El Paso's proposal were to be approved by the 
United States authorities, then the economic viability of 
Arctic Gas's proposal to build a gas pipeline up the Mackenzie 
Valley intended to bring gas from Prudhoe Bay and the 
Mackenzie Delta to the United States and Canadian markets, 
would be jeopardized. So, it was urged, it is essential that this 
Inquiry be expedited. 

My mandate is to conduct a fair and a thorough Inquiry. 
That must come first. I intend to give all those persons and 
organizations with an interest in the proposal made by Arctic 
Gas a fair opportunity to be heard. I will not diminish 
anyone's right to be heard, nor will I curtail this Inquiry so as 
to improve Arctic Gas's position in relation to the El Paso 
proposals in the United States. 

But there will not be any undue delay. At the preliminary 
hearings, all interested parties offered their cooperation to the 
Inquiry, and indicated their desire to work with the Inquiry. I 
intend to hold them to that. 
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THE NATIONAL ENERGY BOARD 

Some of the native organizations and some of the environ
mental organizations argued that this Inquiry should not 
proceed until the National Energy Board has completed its 
hearings. This is urged upon the ground that if the National 
Energy Hoard were to refuse to grant a Certificate of Public 
Convenience and Necessity, this Inquiry would be 
unnecessary. 

But if it can be said that this Inquiry should wait upon the 
outcome of the National Energy Board Hearings, it could 
equally be said that the National Energy Board should wait 
upon the outcome of this Inquiry, since the terms and 
conditions that are laid down by the Minister as the result of 
this Inquiry may alter the basis upon which Arctic Gas seek a 
Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity. How can the 
National Energy Iloard decide whether to grant a Certificate 
of Public Convenience and Necessity, and how can Arctic Gas 
be t~xpected to proceed with their request for such, without 
knowing the terms and conditions under which Arctic Gas is 
entitled to the right-of-way (assuming the Minister decides to 
grant a right-of-way at all) which it must obtain if it is to go 
ahead with the pipeline? A recitation of these arguments 
reveals that the relationship between this Inquiry and the 
National Energy Board cannot be comprehensively defined at 
this stage. I do not think it has hcen shown that this Inquiry 
ought to wait until the National Energy Board has completed 
its hearings and made a recommendation to the Government, 
and the Government has acted upon it one way or the other, 
before getting under way. 

In any event, this Inquiry is not just about a gas pipeline; it 
relates to the whole futun' of the North. I am bound to 
examine the social, economic and environmental impact of 
the construction of a gas pipeline in the North. But the 
Pipeline Guidelines do not stop there. They require that the 
impact of the pipeline should be considered in the context of 
the development of a Mackenzie Valley transportation 
corridor. 

The influence of a gas pipclint) in the devclopm!~nt of J 

Mackenzie Valley transportation corridor and in moulding 
the social, economic and environmental future of the North 
will he enormous. The Pipeline Guidelines contemplate the 
development of a corridor up the MJckenzie Valley to t!nabif! 
the bringing of oil and gas to southt~rn markets. This lnqiur~' 
has been established to ensure that the gas pipeline proposal 
is not considered in isolation. The Mackenzie River has been a 
transportation system for centuries, first for the native people, 
then for the white peoplr~. The Mackenzie High\vay is already 
under construction, and already reaches beyond the junction 
of the Liard and the Mackenzie [rivers] at Fort Simpson. The 
Pipeline Guidelines envisage that. if a gas pipeline is huilt. an 
oil pipeline may follow. and that the corridor may evtmtually 
include a railroad, hydro-electric transmission lint$, and 
telecommunications facilities. It would be a mistake to 

dismember the corridor envisaged by the Pipeline Guidelines, 
and to consider the gas pipeline in isolation. 

It is for that reason that I think this Inquiry should not wait 
upon the outcome of the proceedings before the National 
Energy Board. This Inquiry, covering the social, environmen
tal and economic impact of the pipeline proposal against the 
background of the corridor concept, ought to proceed. The 
Order-in-Council does not impose any restriction upon the 
.commencement of this Inquiry, and I do not think I should 
impose one. 

Hearings 
I intend to visit the communities in the Mackenzie Valley, the 
Delta and the Yukon, likely to be affected by the construction 
of the pipeline. I intend to do this before the hearings begin. I 
intend to travel by myself. My visit will be designed to enable 
me to get to know the people and the way they live, and not to 
obtain evidence about the impact of the pipeline or their 
views on the pipeline; that will come later, at the hearings. 

FORMAL HEARINGS 

I think the formal hearings should begin with an overview of 
the Mackenzie Valley, the Delta, and the area across the 
Northern Yukon where the pipeline is to go. Commission 
Counsel will bring forward this evidence through witnesses 
called by him for the purpose. The overview evidence would 
include such matters as the history, culture and economy of 
the northern peoples; the geography and geological history of 
the Mackenzie Valley. the Delta and the Yukon;, the climate; 
the geotechnical aspects of northern construction; terrain 
types. including permafrost: and resources, reneWable and 
non- renew a hie. 

After that the Inquiry will hear the evidence of Arctic Gas. 
Arctic Gas suggested at the preliminary hearings that they 
would simply offer formal proof of the material filed in 
support of their right-of -way application, and then offer their 
witnesseS for cross-examination. That will not be good 
enough. I exp.,ct Arctic Gas to call as witnesses the people 
who prepared tlw material and who carried out the field work 
on which it is bast)d. I expect Arctic Gas's witnesses to be 
examined in chief in the usual way, to delineate, explain and 
discuss the material filed, before cross-examination. I should 
also say that I expt!ct Commission Counsel to examine in chief 
each of the members of the Assessment Group assembled by 
the Government of Canada with a view to a complete canvass 
of all relevant evidence that each of them has to give. The 
members of tlu: Assessment Group, like the witnesses for 
Arctic Gas, will b" subject to cross-examination. The same 
procedure will apply to witnesses called by any of the parties 
at the formal hearings. 



COMMUNITY HEARINGS 

1 intend to hold hearings in each of the communities in the 
Mackenzie Valley, the Delta and the Yukon that arc likely to 
be affected by the pipeline, to allow the people living in those 
communities to tell me their views about the proposed 
pipeline. 

The native organizations have said that the formal hear
ings, at which evidence is to be called relating to the social, 
environmental and economic impact of the proposed line, 
should not take place until the community hearings have 
been completed.! think it would be a mistake to try to impose 
a rigid framework like that on the scheduling of the 
community hearings. The purpose of the hearings in the 
communities is to offer the people living there an opportunity 
to state in their own languages and in their own way their 
views about the gas pipeline and the development that it will 
inevitably bring in its wake. 

If the community hearings are going to offer the native 
people the opportunity they deserve to consider the proposal 
made by Arctic Gas, the report of the Assessment Group, and 
the other evidence to be given at the formal hearings, and then 
to state their case, they ought not to be held before the formal 
hearings. Instead 1 think the community hearings ought to be 
held concurrently with the formal hearings. By that I mean 
that the Inquiry should break off the formal hearings from 
time to time to hold hearings in the communities, to ensure 
that the native people in the communities have an opportu
nity to answer whatever may be said by the witnesses called 
at the formal hearings about the social, environmental and 
economic issues relating to their communities. It seems to me 
that the people living in the communities will not have the 
means of knowing the full extent of the material gathered by 
Arctic Gas, or the means to study it, or to know its specific 
application to each community, unless the community 
hearings proceed concurrently \<V'ith the formal hearings. 

At the community hearings I also want to give the native 
people an opportunity to tell the Inquiry about the impact 
seismic lines and other kinds of industrial activity have had 
on the land, on wildlife and the environment, und their own 
opinions of the likely effect of the construction of the pipeline 
on the land, the wildlife and the environment. I am anxious 
that the native people should bring their whole experience 
before the Inquiry. 1 do not think they will get that chance if 
we hold the community hearings first and then go on to the 
formal hearings. 

At the same time I want to make it plain that I do not intend 
to hold any community hearings until the pmph> living in the 
communities have had the opportunity of informing and 
preparing themselves for them. I want to say also that I expect 
that native persons will he called as witnesses from time to 
time at the formal hearings. The native people should not be 
confined to the community hearings fur the purpose of 
presenting their case. 
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It is my conviction that the formal hearings and the 
community hearings should be regarded as equally important 
parts of the same process, and not us tvvo separate processes. 

Practice and Procedure 
I do not intend to lay down a comprehensive set of formal 
rules of practice and proc!!dUI'!!. But I do want to deal with 
some of the issues that arose at the preliminary hearings. 

INTERVENORS 

All of the persons and organizations that made submissions at 
the preliminary hearings will have the right to intr~rvene and 
to participate in the Inquiry. They will be notilkd when 
hearings are scheduled, and will be given an opportunity to 
present their submissions at the time and placl! most 
convenient to them. 

As regards any other persons or organizrltions wishing to 
intervene in order to participate on a continuing basis in the 
hearings or merely to make a submission, advcrtis!:m!mts will 
be placed in the newspapers throughout Canada, and 
announcements made over radio und television in the North, 
to notify any persons or organizations wishing to make 
submissions of the dates and plau:s when they mny do so. and 
prescribing the times within which their submissions, if in 
writing, should be sent to the Inquiry. 

I expect that Arctic Gas, the native organizations, and the 
environmental organizations will participate in the formul 
hearings and the community hearings on a continuing basis. 
But that does not limit the right of any other inl!!rvt~nor to 
partit:ipatc on a continuing basis. Every effort will he made by 
Commission Counsel to work out a timetable for the hearings 
in consultation with and with the cooperation of thP. 
in tcrV!!D!H'S. 

REQUESTS HY THE ASSESSMENT GROUP FOR SUPPLEMENT AKY 

INFORMATION AND MATERIAL 

The Assessment Group will prt!pare, for the purposes of the 
Inquiry, requests to Arctic Cas for supplementary informa
tion and material relating to matters which the Pipdinc 
Guidelines requ'ire Arctic Gas to include in their application 
for a right-of-way and which, in the view of the Assessment 
Group, have not been dealt with at all in the application, and 
information and material relating to matters where the 
Assessment Group is of the view that the application, though 
it deals with matters required hy the Guidelint!S, docs not in 
all respects come to grips with the n~quirements laid dov\/11 by 
tht> Guirlclint>s. 

Tlwsf! requests will come to the Inquiry. A relic Cus and the 
intervenors will be advist;d by the Inquiry of any request 
mad!! by the Assessment Croup for supplementary informa
tion and material. and the sunw procedure wi!l he followed as 
regards the cmswers made by Arctic Gas to such requests. The 
requests and the answers will IH; made available tot he public. 
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THE ASSESSMENT GROUP'S REPORT 

The report or reports of the Assessment Group containing the 
Group's analysis of the material filed by Arctic Gas in support 
of their Application, will be filed with the Inquiry and copies 
will be made available to the inb~rvenors and th1~ public. 

DISCOVERY 

Commission Counsel will, in consultation with counsel for the 
intervenors. develop procedures for discovery of all studies 
and reports in the possession of the government of Canada as 
well as of Arctic Gas and tlw intervenors. Such material must, 
of course, be relevant to the Inquiry. 

As I have said, I expect that at the hearings Arctic Gas, the 
native organizations and the environmental org<mizations 
will be represented throughout. All of them should be 
prepared to call witnesses early on to discuss in a general way 
the studies they have carried out and the reports they have 
prepared, on matters relating to the Inquiry. Commission 
Counsel will call appropriate witnesses from the public 
servic:e for the same purpose. On cross-examination it should 
be possible to obtain complete discovery. Of course, any 
objections to the production of any studies or reports will be 
considered by tbe Inquiry. 

SUBPOENAS 

As the Inquiry proceeds, should it be necessary. I will exercise 
my power of subpoena. For the time being I do not intend to 
lay down any strict rules governing the cxcrcist~ of that 
power. 

Scope of the Inquiry 
A number of arguments arose at the preliminary ht~arings 
regarding the scope of my terms of reference. 

Let me say at once that the scope of this Inquiry is defined 
by the Order-in-Council and by the Pipeline Guidelines. Hath 
the Order-in-Council and the Pipeline Cuidelim:s are cast in 
broadly worded language. They say I am to conduct a social, 
economic and environmental impact study. It is a study 
whose magnitude is without precedent in tht! history of our 
country. I take no narrow view of my terms of rcfr~rcnr:e. 

I am going to indicate my vic~ws on the qw)stions raised at 
the preliminary hearings regarding the scope of tht! Inquiry. 
But I am not in any \vay set!king here to delineate the whole 
configuration of the Inquiry; rather I am simply trying to 
settle some of the questions that were clearly pn!scnt in many 
minds regarding the scope of the Inquiry. 

NATIVE CLAIMS 

The principal submission of tht! native organizations is that 
no pipeline development should proceed until the land claims 
of the native peoples have hecn settled. All of the native 
organizations that appeared at the preliminary hearings took 
the position that one of the terms and conditions that this 
Inquiry ought to recommr!nd to the Minister of Indian Affairs 

and Northern Development is that there should be no right
of-way granted to Arctic Gas until the native land claims in 
the Yukon and the Northwest Territories have been settled. 

It was suggested by Arctic Gas that the native people ought 
not to be allowed to advance such an argument in this 
Inquiry, on the ground it would not fall within my terms of 
reference to recommend the imposition of such a term or 
condition. The Order-in-Council says that I am "to inquire 
into and report upon the terms and conditions that should be 
imposed in respect of any right-of-way that might be granted 
across crown lands for the purposes of the proposed Macken
zie Valley pipeline ... , " It is said that this Inquiry is limited 
by these words to the consideration of terms and conditions to 
be performed or carried out by Arctic Gas. 

It is true that the Pipeline Guidelines contemplate that the 
terms and conditions that the Minister decides to impose upon 
the granting of a right-of-way shall be included in a signed 
agreement to be made between the Crown and Arctic Gas. But 
the Order-in -Council does not confine this Inquiry to a review 
of the Pipeline Guidelines and of the measures that Arctic Gas 
are prr:parcd to take in order to meet them. The Order-in
Council requires that the Inquiry consider the social, eco
nomic and environmental impact of the construction of a 
pipeline in the North. That takes the Inquiry beyond the 
Pipelint~ Guidelines, and requires a consideration of what the 
native organizations say ought to be a condition precedent, to 
be imposed by the Government, as a matter of policy, quite 
apart from whatever provisions the Government may require, 
of Arctic Gas or of any other company wishing to build a 
pipeline, in a signed agreement for a right-of-way. 

I am not saying \vhether the natives' position is well
founded or not. But it is one which they are entitled to urge 
upon this Inquiry. In fact it seems to me that it provides an 
essential focus for the natives' case regarding the impact of 
the pipeline on their communities and their way of life. 
Indeed. I would go further. The case Arctic Gas intend to 
mak<> is that the pipeline can be built without prejudice to the 
settlem<>nt of native land claims. The position taken by the 
nativr~s offers a focus for the consideration of those terms and 
conditions - not only those that emerge from the Pipeline 
Guidelines. hut also any others that Arctic Gas is ready to 
propose - that may enable the pipeline to be built without 
prejudice to native claims. 

Notwithstanding the language of the Introduction to the 
Social Guidelines (in the Pipeline Guidelines) which appears 
to make some distinction between the Indian people and tbe 
Inuit and the Metis for purposes of settlement of their claims, 
I take the vievv that, so far as this Inquiry is concerned, there 
should be no distinction between the position of the native 
peoples. All of them are entitled to urge at this Inquiry that 
there :should he no right-of-way granted until their claims 
have been settled. 



THE CORRIDOR CONCEPT 

It has been argued by Canadian Arctic Resources Committee 
that my terms of reference include any gas pipeline proposed 
hy any applicant, and that this Inquiry should not be limited 
to the proposal that has been made by Arctic Cas. Arctic Cas, 
on the other hand, have argued that this Inquiry should be 
limited to an examination of the particular proposal to build a 
natural gas pipeline that Arctic Gas have made in their 
application to the Minister for a right-of-way under the 
Territorial Lands Act. 

I do not think that this really gets me very far in 
ascertaining the limits of the scope of my terms of reference, 
because the Pipeline Guidelines clearly require an examina
tion of Arctic Cas's proposed pipeline and the route it is to 
follow in the light of the corridor concept described in the 
Guidelines. The Pipeline Guidelines relate to the development 
of a Mackenzie Valley transportation corridor, and not simply 
to the construction of a gas pipeline. 

In any event, the Pipeline Guidelines specifically require a 
comparison of the proposed pipeline route with alternative 
pipe1ine routes. In view of this, I do not think there is really 
any difference between an Inquiry into the impact of the 
pipeline proposed by Arctic Cas and an examination gener
ally of the impact of the construction of a gas pipeline up the 
Mackenzie Valley. The purpose of the corridor, according to 
the Pipeline Guidelines, is to minimize social and environ
mental disturbance. It is in that connection that a comparison 
of the proposed pipeline route with alternate pipeline routes 
is relevant to this Inquiry. 

I am also bound to consider the economic and social impact 
of the construction of an oil pipeline and to consider the 
combined effect of the construction of a gas pipeline and an oil 
pipeline in the corridor. 

However, 1 am not prepared to consider the merits of 
alternate modes of transportation of the gas, except to the 
extent that an examination of the advantages and disadvan
!ages of other forms of transportation will be of assistance in 
determining what terms and conditions ought to be imposed 
if a right-of-way is granted. For example, a comparison of the 
extent of environmental degradation that may accompany 
other modes of transporting the gas may be useful for the 
purpose of establishing what environmental standards ought 
to be laid down for the construction of a natural gas pipeline; 
or a comparison of the opportunities for northern employ
ment that other modes of transportation may offer may be 
useful for the purpose of determining what terms and 
conditions ought to be imposed on Arctic Cas or any other 
pipeline company, in order to generate northern employment, 
if that is desirable. But such evidence must be relevant to the 
purposes of the Inquiry. 
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SUPPLIES AND EQUII'MENT 

The purchase and transportation of supplies and equipment 
and material for the proposed gas pipeline clt~arly fall within 
t h1! terms of reference of 1 his Inquiry. 

GATHERING LINES AND GAS FIELDS 

Even though Arctic Gas has applied only for n right-of-way 
for the purpose of constructing a trunk pipeline, I n!gard it as 
essential to this Inquiry that I should consider evidence 
regarding the gas fields in the Delta and the gatlwring lines to 
be built in the Delta. 

I realize that Arctic Gas will he a common carrier, and not a 
producer, and that the gathering lines will be built hy the 
producers, and not by Arctic Gas. Rut these lines are so 
obviously a part of the pipeline system that any consideration 
of the impact of the gathering lim~s entails a considl!ration of 
the impact of the gathering lines. 

But I am not saying that Arctic Cas must bear the burden of 
adducing this evidence. And I do not know wlwther the 
producers will intervene. So it will be the responsibility of 
Commission Counsel to obtain evidence, pursuant to sub
poena if necessary, to enable this Inquiry to consicl1!r the 
location and extent of the gas fields in the Delta, the likely 
extent of further gas exploration in the Delta and tlw llmufort 
Sea, the likely location, design and construction of the 
gathering lines and of the processing plants that will be 
needed to render the gas acceptable to the trunk pipeline, and 
the social, environmental and economic impact that the 
development of the gas fields and the construction of these 
lines will have in the Delta and elsewhere in the North. 

PRODUCER REVENUES AND TAXATION 

It was urged by Canadian Arctic Resources Committee that I 
should consider the revenue to the producers that would be 
generated by the construction of the proposed gas pipeline. 

It was said that I should allow evidence to establish the 
propriety of imposing a term or condition on the construction 
of the gas pipeline that would require a part of the revenue 
from the production of gas in the Delta to be dedicated to the 
improvement of social services in the North. This is the same 
thing as saying that I ought to conduct an investigation into 
the income and profits likely to accrue to the producers by the 
development of the gas fields in the Mackenzie Delta and then 
make a determination regarding what would be a fair return 
to the public from the exploitation of the resource. 

That lies beyond my terms of reference. The level of 
royalties and taxes to be imposed upon the gas producers in 
the Mackenzie Delta is a matter to be decided by Parliament. 
That is the place to go with arguments about th1~ ad(:quacy of 
the return to the Crown from the extraction of the gas. 
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Er:QNOMIC L\IPACT 

I do not intend to conduct an examination of the impact of a 
gas pipeline on thf~ economy of Canada. 1 am, however. 
prcpan~d to consider cvifknce that reveals the partir:ular 
im11ad of a gas pipeline on I hf~ f~conorny of the Nor\ h. 

lt is impossible wholly to rliscntanglr! economic conse
quences from social and f~nvironmental consequences. For 
example. evidence regarding the quantity and qualitv of the 
gas in the Delta and the state of natural gas markets. \\;ill be of 
importance for the purpoSf! of determining the life of the 
pipeline, and such things as the extent to which looping will 
occur and the number of compressor stations that will be 
need1~d. These relate to Pconomic impact of the pipeline, but 
thf!Y relute as well to the social and environmental impact of 
the pipeline on the North. 

But there will be evidence that relates essentially to 
economic impact. It must. however. be evidence designed to 
reveal the economic impact on the North. I am prepared to 
hear evidence of the effect of the gas pipeline on the rate of 
inflation, capital markets, the foreign exchange rate and other 
national economic indicators, to enable this Inquiry to 
ascertain the effect of the gas pipeline on the economy of the 
North. But such evidence will be allowed for that purpose 
only. 

It was urged that it is impossible to segrngatc the impact 
upon the national economy from the impact upon the 
economy of the North. But the Order-in -Council provides that 
I am to have regard to the economic impact regionally of the 
gas pipeline proposal. I think that fixes the limits of the 
Inquiry. Whatever impact the construction of a gas pipeline 
may have on Canada's economy, I do not think that the 
Order-in-Council allows me to explore it. My mandate is to 
consider the regional economic impact of the pipeline 
proposals. That means that I am to consider tht~ economic 
impact especial to the North, and not the economic impact on 
the nation as a whole. 

GREAT BEAR HYDRO PROJECT 

Canadian Arctic Resources Committee said that a study had 
been made by the Northern Canada Power Commission 
regarding the feasibility of building three dams on the Crf~at 
Bear River for the purpose of providing hydro-electric power 
for the pumping stations on the pipeline. According to the 
evidence, these proposals proceeded on the basis that such 

hydro power would be produced more cheaply than the 
natural gas. and that the hydro power could therefore be used 
to pump the gas, with a consequent saving of natural gas in 
the OJlf~ration of the pipe lim!. Given a customer whose energy 
requin~mcnts would be of such a magnitude, it would be 
feasible to proceed with the project, and to generate hydro
electric power for Arctic Gas and customers throughout the 
North. 
. Such proposals, as outlined to me. were sketchy and 
mcomplde. However. if such a development vvere to occur, 
the impact it would have on Fort Franklin, not to mention the 
whole oft he Mackenzie Valley, is obvious. It would constitute, 
in my vit~w, an "associated and ancillary facility" within the 
meaning of the Pipeline Guidelines, and would clearly fall 
within this Inquiry. In any event, if it were built for the 
purpose of providing hydro-electric power to Arctic Gas, it 
would be necessary to consider its social, environmental and 
economic impact. it is obvious that it might be urged upon the 
Inquiry that a term or condition of the right-of-way would be 
that electricity generated by the project should be used to 
pump the gm;, in order to conserve gas in the operation of the 
lim!, and to rna ke possible the electrification of the Mackenzie 
Valley. 

Should evidence come before me that indicates that such a 
project will be seriously considered if a right-of-way is 
granted anrl a Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity 
follows. then I will hear evidence regarding the social , 
economic and fmvironmental impact of the project. 

These will he the limits of the Inquiry in the disputed areas. In 
concluding what they ought to he, I have been guided by the 
conviction that this Inquiry must be fair and it must be 
complete. We have got to do it right. The pipeline, if it is built, 
will have a great impact on the future of northern develop
~cnt and the shape of northern communities, and the way of 
hie for northern peoples. Not simply because a pipeline is to 
be huilt, hut because of all that it will bring in its wake. To 
limit the Inquiry to an examination of Arctic Gas's proposal 
merely, without considering the background against which 
that proposal is made, without considering the corridor 
concept indicated by the Pipeline Guidelines, would be to 
nullify the basis on which this Inquiry was established. 

Issued: july 12,1974, Yellowknife, Northwest Territories. 



Preliminary Rulings (II) 

Practice and Procedure 

Mr. Scott, Commission Counsel, has presented certain propos
als regarding practice and procedure. I held further prelimi
nary hearings at Yellowknife on September 12 and 13, 1974, to 
consider representations regarding these proposals by counsel 
for Arctic Gas, counsel for the other participants who 
appeared, as well as by Commission Counsel. I also considered 
the submissions made in writing by other participants. 

I said in my Preliminary Rulings of july 12, 1974, that I 
wanted this Inquiry to be fair and complete. I have had that 
consideration uppermost in mind in deciding upon these 
issues of practice and procedure. The Rulings I am handing 
down today are intended to bring about full disclosure of all 
the evidence, and to give to all concerned the fullest 
opportunity to present their case. 

As soon as the Inquiry has received the report of the 
Assessment Group assembled by the Government of Canada 
to analyze the material filed by Arctic Gas in support of their 
application for a right-of-way, I will set a date for the 
commencement of the formal hearings of the Inquiry. 

Application of the Rules 
DEFINITION OF PARTICIPANT 

Any person shall be deemed a participant if he appears at any 
formal hearing of the Inquiry (including preliminary hear
ings) and gives his name and address to the Inquiry, or if he 
advises the Inquiry in writing of his intention to appear. 
Special Counsel shall maintain a list of participants, which 
shall be available for inspection by any person at the offices of 
the Inquiry in Yellowknife and in Ottawa. 

APPLICATION 

These rules shall apply only to the following purticipanls in 
I. he Inquiry: 

Canadian Arctic Gas Pipeline Limited 
Foothills Pipe Lines Ltd. 
Canadian Arctic Resources Committee 1 

Environment Protection Board 
Indian Brotherhood of the Northwest Territories 
Metis Association of the Northwest Territories 
Inuit Tapirisat of Canada 
Committee for Original Peoples Entitlement 
Yukon Native Brotherhood 
Northwest Territories Association of Municipalities 
Commission Counsel 

I Mr. Anthony and Mr. Lucas, counsel for Canadian Arctic 
Resources Committee, have advised the Inquiry that the 
Northern Assessment Group that was established by Cana
dian Arctic Resource Committee, the Canadian Nature 
Federation, the Federation of Ontario Naturalists, Pollution 
Probe, and the Canadian Environmental Law Association, for 
purposes of this Inquiry, will comply with any Rules of this 
Inquiry applicable to Canadian Arctic Resources Committee. 
These Rules will nut apply to ony other portit:ipunts ut the 
formal hearings. 
These Rules will no! apply to the community heorings. 

Overview Hearings 
Witnesses called at the overview hearings will not be cross
examined during the overview hearings, unless it is essential 
to a fair hearing. In any event, all overview witnesses will be 
subject to recall for further examination and for cross
examination at the formal hearings. 
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Formal Hearings 
DIVISION OF FORMAL HEARINGS 

The formal hearings will be divided into four phases. 
Phose 1: Engineering and Construction of the Proposed 
Pipeline 

This phase of the hearings will include such matters as the 
size of the pipeline, its location, the timing of construction, the 
composition and deployment nf construction crews, and the 
construction of compressor stations. 

Phose 2: The Impact of a Pipeline and Mackenzie Corridor 
Development on the Physical Environment 

This phase of the hearings will include the impact on the 
land, the air and the water, and will cover such things as the 
effect on permafrost, river crossings, slope stability, and 
gravel and other borrow locations. 

Phose 3: The Impact of a Pipeline and Mockcnzie Corridor 
Development on the Living Environment 

This phase of the hearings will include the impact on plant 
and animal life, including wildlife, mammals and fishes. 

Phose 4: The Impact of a Pipeline and Mackenzie Corridor 
Development on the Human Environment 

This phase of the hearings will include social and economic 
impact. 

This division is for purposes of convenience only. The four 
phases will not necessarily encompass all of the evidence that 
will be brought forward at the formal hearings. Commission 
Counsel will therefore invite the participants to consult with 
him from time to time with a view to determining whdher 
there should be any further division of the hearings within 
each phase. In any event, it will be open to any participant to 
call evidence out of order when that is appropriate. 

Special Counsel will provide to each participant Notice of 
Hearing with respect to each of the four phases of the formal 
hearings and will advise the public generally of the matters to 
be considered at each phase of the formal hearings. 

CALLING EVIDENCE AND EXAMINATION OF WITNESSES 

At the formal hearings, as a general rule, Arctic Gas will lead 
their evidence first, followed by the other participants and 
Commission Counsel. Arctic Gas will be entitled to call 
evidence in rebuttal. From time to time, other participants 
will lead off; when they do, they will have the right to call 
evidence in rebuttal after the evidence for the other partici
pants has been heard; in any event, the rights of all concerned 
to bring forward all their evidence on every issue will be 
preserved. 

With respect to witnesses, counsel for any participant 
calling a witness will examine him in chief; the witness will 
then be cross-examined by counsel for each of the other 
participants and by Commission Counsel. Counsel for the 
participant calling the witness will be entitled to re-examine. 

Commission Counsel will have the responsibility of calling 
the evidence of the members of the Assessment Group 
assembled by the Government of Canada, with a view to a 
complete canvass of all relevant evidence that the Group has 
to give. The Group will be subject to cross-examination. 

Commission Counsel will also be responsible for calling the 
evidence of the public service of Canada not included in the 
Assessment Group, whose evidence is regarded as necessary 
to the completeness of the Inquiry. 

It will also be the responsibility of Commission Counsel to 
obtain evidence, pursuant to subpoena if necessary, to enable 
the Inquiry to consider the location and extent of the gas fields 
in the Mackenzie Delta, the likely extent of further oil and gas 
exploration in the Delta and the Beaufort Sea, the likely 
location, design and construction of the gathering Jines there 
and of the processing plants that will be needed to render the 
gas acceptable to the trunk pipeline, and the social, environ
mental and economic impact that the development of the gas 
fields and the construction of these lines will have in the Delta 
and elsewhere in the North. 

All of the witnesses giving this evidence will be subject to 
cross-examination, and Commission Counsel will be entitled 
to re-examine each of them. 

Evidence can be introduced through individual witnesses 
or panels of witnesses. 

PLACE OF FORMAL HEARINGS 

Yellowknife will he the main centre for the formal hearings. 
At the same time, I am anxious that as much as possible of the 
evidence relating to oil and gas activity in the Mackenzie 
Delta and the Beaufort Sea and relating to the impact of such 
activity should be heard at Inuvik. 

It may be appropriate for some of the evidence at the formal 
hearings to be heard in Ottawa. ln any event, it will be 
necessary in due course to hold hearings in major southern 
centres to enable Canadians who cannot appear in the North 
to ex press their views. 

Community Hearings 
Community hearings will be held in each community in the 
Mackenzie Valley, the Mackenzie Delta and the Yukon likely 
to be affected by the construction of a pipeline and by corridor 
development. I have appointed Professor Michael jackson of 
the Inquiry staff to act as co-ordinator of the community 
hearings. He has established a committee, which consists of 
counsel representing the participants chiefly concerned with 
the organizing of the community hearings. 

With regard to those communities that have a primarily 
native population, I expect that the native organizations will 
bring proposals to Professor jackson's committee as to the 
way in which the hearings in those communities ought to be 
conducted. These proposals should be considered by the 
committee, and the committee's recommendations referred to 
me. 



In the same way, with regard to those communities that 
have a primarily white population, I expect that the North
west Territories Association of Municipalities will come 
forward with proposals regarding the conduct of those 
hearings and that they will be considered by Professor 
jackson's committee and the recommendations of the com
mittee referred to me. 

If the committee does not reach agreement on any matter, I 
will consider the recommendations of each of its members. In 
any event, I will be prepared to consider the views of any 
participant regarding the conduct of the community hearings. 

The Inquiry is arranging with the Canadian Broadcasting 
Corporation for summaries of the evidence given at the 
formal hearings to be broadcast to northern communities 
likely to be affected by the construction of a pipeline and the 
development of a Mackenzie Valley transportation corridor. 
The broadcasts will be on a regular basis, and will consist of 
summaries of the evidence given at the formal hearings. I 
expect that these broadcasts will be in English and in the 
native languages, so that the people in the communities will 
know what has been said at the formal hearings and will be 
able to respond to it when the Inquiry reaches the 
communities. 

I should make it plain that I intend at the community 
hearings to give everyone who wishes to express his point of 
view, whether it is one widely held in the community or not, 
an opportunity to be heard. 

Evidence Relating to Native Claims 
I said, when I handed down my Preliminary Rulings on july 
12, that it would be open to the native peoples in this Inquiry 
to argue that no right-of-way should be granted for a pipeline 
until their land claims were settled. 

Native claims are based on traditional use and occupation. 
Evidence relating to current use and occupation will ob
viously include such things as the location of trap lines, 
fishing camps and hunting grounds, and berry picking areas. I 
want to hear from the trappers, hunters and fishermen and 
others in the native communities not only about their present 
use of the land and the extent of their reliance upon it, but also 
their views on the likely efficacy of any measures proposed by 
Arctic Gas to build a pipeline without damaging these native 
interests; by that I mean that I want to hear the evidence they 
have to give, and the representations they wish to make, 
regarding likely interference with trap lines, obstruction of 
streams, spoliation of hunting grounds and so on. 

It seems to me that, in order to be fair to Arctic Gas, such 
evidence should be laid before the Inquiry, so that Arctic Gas 
will be in a position to indicate what terms and conditions 
they are prepared to submit to, what safeguards they are 
prepared to adopt, and what measures they are prepared to 
take, in support of their contention that a pipeline can be built 
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without impairing th1~ native people's current USI) and 
occupation of the land. 

Now, such evidence would be of the first importance to this 
Inquiry even if the issue of native land claims had nev1~r heen 
raised. That brings me to the problem of how to deal fairly 
with the contention of the native organizations that no 
pipeline should be built until their land claims have been 
settled. Their claims are based on traditional us£~ and 
occupation and, according to Prof!!Ssor Cumming, S!~nior 
counsel for the Inuit Tapirisat of Canada and the Committee 
for Original Peoples Entitlement, they include not only lands 
that are subject to current use and occupation, but !~xtcnd to 
lands that they do not use and occupy today. Mr. Sutton, 
counsel for the Indian Brotherhood of tlw Northwest Territo
ries and the Metis Association of tlw Northwest 'lbritories, 
took the same position. So did Mr. Lueck, counsel for the 
Yukon Native Brotherhood. 

How then can this Inquiry come to grips with a contention 
that no pipeline should be built until native land claims are 
settled, when those land claims relate to ancestral lands that 
the native people no longer use or occupy? 

It is not for this Inquiry to decide the legitimate extent of 
native land claims in the North. But the native organizutions 
have said to this Inquiry that no pipeline should be built until 
their land claims have been settled. Those who want to build 
the pipeline are entitled to an opportunity to meet this by 
showing that the pipeline can be built without prejudice to 
native land claims. 

I think, therefore, that the native organizations should 
indicate the nature and extent of their land claims. Given that 
their view is that any settlement ought to acknowledge that 
the native people have certain rights that they should be 
entitled to assert in respect of the lands they claim, there 
should be some indication of the nature of the rights they 
assert and of their extent. {The land use studies being carried 
out by the native organizations relate, as I understand it, not 
only to land that is the subject of current usc and occupation, 
but also to land that, although the native people no longer use 
or occupy it, they used to. These studies should be of real 
assistance to the Inquiry. Some of these studies are complete. 
Some are not yet complete. But, even where they arc not 
complete, the work done so far may well be helpful.) The 
Inquiry will then be in a position to indicate to the Minister 
which measures ought to be taken to ensure that the native 
peoples, in their negotiations with the Government, do not 
find themselves at any disadvantage owing to the building of 
the pipeline, and, looking to the consummation of negotia
tions, which measures ought to be taken to ensure that, 
whatever the extent of the native interest that may ulti
mately be recognized by any settlement, it will not be 
diminished by the construction of the pipeline in the 
meantime. 

It should, of course, be remembered that it will be for the 
Government of Canada and the native peoples to negotiate a 
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scttlcm<mt of tl"' native claims in the North. It is only the 
Government of Canada and the native peoples of the North 
that are parties to the negotiations to settle native land claims. 
Nothing said at this Inquiry can bind either sid£!. Any 
delineation of native claims before the Inquiry will be for the 
purpose nwrely of ensuring that the Inquiry can fairly 
consider the principal contention of the native organizations 
n:garding the construction of tlH! pipeline and the answer that 
those who propose to build the pipdine have to make to that 
contention. 

Discovery 
DISCOVERY OF WITNESSES 

Every participant shall. before giving evidence himself or 
calling witnesses on his behalf, file with Special Counsel, at 
kast two weeks before giving evidence or calling such 
evidence, a synopsis of the evidence of the witness intended to 
be called, together with a list of any reports. studies or other 
documents to which that witness may refer or upon which he 
may rely. 

This Rule was suggested by Commission Counsel to 
oxpedite the hearings. II will sometimes be difficult to comply 
with. If any participant cannot comply with the Rule, that 
will not necessarily preclude the calling of the witness in 
qtwstion, at the time the witness is presented to the Inquiry, 
but it may mean the witness will have to be recalled later on 
for cross-examination. 

PRODUCTION OF STUDIES AND REPORTS 

All of the participants, except Arctic Gas, expressed their 
willingness to provide a list of all studies and reports in their 
possession or power relating to the Inquiry, including those 
for which privilege might be claimed. 

Mr. Goldie, counsel for Arctic Gas, was not prepared to go 
along with this. Instead, he suggested that, as each of the 
witnesses for Arctic Gas is called. there should simply be 
provided a list of all studies and reports that that witness 
relies upon, or that touch upon his testimony. It was said that 
this would be sufficient, and that it would be imrracticable 
for Arctic Gas to provide a list of all their studies and reports 
before the formal hearings begin. 

In my judgment, there is a paramount public interest in the 
fullest disclosure of all the facts, which requires that a list of 
all studies and reports in the possession or power of Arctic 
Gas relating to the Inquiry should be supplied to the Inquiry. 
It was not suggested that this would be impossible; it was 
simply urged that it would he difficult for Arctic Gas to 
comply with such a direction. 

It would not be satisfactory for Arctic Gas merely to 
provide a list of studies and reports to accompany the 
testimony of each witness. If we were to proceed in that way, 
we would get the material only in a piecemeal fashion. If we 
do not require a complete list, there can be no guarantee that 

there will be full disclosure of all studies and reports prepared 
by Arctic Gas relating to the Inquiry. It would be open to 
Arctic Gas to decirk for themselves which witnesses they 
ought to call and thus avoid the necessity of disclosing the 
existence of a study or a report that might be damaging to 
their case but that would be useful to the Inquiry. That will be 
avoided if a complete list is supplied. 

I therefore direct that all of the participants to whom these 
Rules apply, including Arctic Gas, must provide a list of all 
studies and reports in their possession or power relating to 
this Inquiry. These lists should be filed with the Inquiry by 
November 30, 1974, and copies provided to all of the 
participants to whom these Rules apply. If they are ready 
earlier, they should be filed as soon as they are ready and 
distributed to the other participants; in fact, each participant 
may well decide to circulate a list of all studies and reports in 
its possession relating to Phase I of the Inquiry, without 
waiting until its list is ready covering all phases of the 
Inquiry. I appreciate that by November 30, 1974, some of the 
participants will not have completed all the studies and 
reports they intend to prepare. They should, nevertheless, file 
a list and add to it as they go along. Commission Counsel will 
be responsible for providing a list of a II studies and reports of 
the Government of Canada. 

When the lists have been provided, it will be open to the 
other participants to demand that any study or report on any 
list should be produced. If any participant wishes to raise a 
claim of privilege as the basis for an objection to production at 
that stage, the Inquiry will of course consider it then. It should 
be remembered that, under Section 19(f) of the Territorial 
Lands Act, R.S.C. 1970, c.T -6, any one appointed to conduct an 
inquiry has the power; 

for the purposes of the inquiry, to summon and bring before 
him any person whose attendance he considers necessary to the 
inquiry, examine such persons under oath, compel the produc
tion of documents and do all things necessary to provide a full 
and proper inquiry. 

These powers have been conferred on this Inquiry by the 
Order-in-Council of March 21,1974. 

In addition, any participant may, in the meantime, request 
of any other participant a copy of any study or report 
whether or not it appears on the list filed by the participant of 
whom it is requested, and whether or not such a list has 
already been filed. 

Applications to the Inquiry 
Any applications made by participants to the Inquiry for 
subpoenas or any relief whatever shall be made upon 
reasonable notice to the Inquiry and to Commission Counsel 
as well as to any participant directly affected by the 
application and to any other participant that the Inquiry 
decides should he given notice of the application. If the 



hearings are in progress, the application can be made to the 
Inquiry at the hearing on the day when it is returnable. 

Changes in These Rules 
The Inquiry retains the power to add to, alter or modify these 
Rules, or to require that any participant not already bound by 
them should comply with them in whole or in part, as well as 
the power to exempt any participant from complying with 
them in whole or in part. 
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Inspection by the Public 
Copies of the material filed by any participant or other person 
or organization, including lists of studies and reports, the 
transcript of the hearings, and copies of the exhibits, will be 
on file during office hours, and available for inspection by the 
public at the Inquiry offices in Yellowknife and in Ottawa. 

Issued: October 29, 1974, Yellowknife. Northwest Territories, 
and Ottawa, Ontario. 



In Volume One, I thanked all the people who contributed to 
the work of the Inquiry throughout its various phases: the 
witnesses, the participants, the pipeline companies, the oil 
and gas industry, native organizations, the environmental 
groups, northern municipalities, northern business, the 
territorial governments, the various departments of the 
federal government, and the Inquiry staff. The spirit of 
cooperation and the sharing of knowledge, experience and 
understanding became hallmarks of the Inquiry process. 

The Inquiry continued to receive the full support and 
cooperation from the Department of Indian Affairs and 
Northern Development and, as a result, has been able to 
discharge its mandate completely.! am particularly indebted 
to the support given me by the Ministers responsible for the 
Department: The Honourable jean Chretien under whom the 
Inquiry was established, the Honourable Judd Buchanan who 
succeeded Mr. Chretien, the Honourable Warren Allmand to 
whom Volume One was submitted, and the Honourable 
Hugh Faulkner to whom this volume is addressed. 

I wish to extend special thanks to the following persons 
who have contributed to the publication of Volume Two and 
who have carried the Inquiry to its conclusion. 

Consultants: 

Frank Basham, George Braden, Hugh Brody, Jim Cameron, 
Edward Chamberlin, P.K. Chatterji, SteveGoudge, 
Christopher Hatfield, Ray Haynes, joan Hornal, 
Michael jackson, Rolf Kellerhals, Steve Merrett, 
Graham Morgan, Ron Pritchard, Peter Usher. 

Technical Stoff and Public Service Advisors: 

john Fyles (Head); Ed Weick (Socio-economic Advisor), 
Don Gamble (Engineering and Environmental Advisor), 
Bruce Amos, Larry Burgess, janice Falls, Sam Gelman, 
Daphne Green wood, J u I ian Hawryzsko, Alan Heginbottom, 
Fred McFarland, Sheila Meldrum, Dick Morlan, Mary Mussell. 

Report Editing: 

Rosemary Wallbank: Heather Boucher, Alan Cooke 
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Terminology 

Throughout this report I have referred to the land claims of 
the native people as native cloims. 

Often I have referred to native people meaning all of the 
people of Eskimo and Indian ancestry, whether they regard 
themselves as Inuit, Dene or Metis. They are, of course, 
distinct peoples, yet they have an identity of interest with 
respect to many of the issues dealt with in this report and 
have often, in such instances, been referred to collectively as 
native people. Where only one of these peoples is meant, that 
is apparent from the text. 

I have usually referred to present-day Eskimo peoples as 
Inuit: this is in keeping with their wishes today. Although 
many people of Eskimo ancestry of the Mackenzie Delta call 
themselves lnuvialuit, I have referred to them also as Inuit. 

The term Dene refers to the status and non-status people of 
Indian ancestry who regard themselves as Dene. Native 
people who describe themselves as Metis and who see 
themselves as having a distinct history and culture, as well as 
aspirations and goals that differ from those of the Dene, I have 
referred to as Metis. I have dealt with the people of Old Crow 
separately because they live in the Northern Yukon, not in the 
Northwest Territories. 

I have referred to the Mackenzie Valley and the Western 
Arctic. There is of course some overlap here, in that both 
geographical areas may be regarded as encompassing the 
Mackenzie Delta. The Mackenzie Valley includes the whole 
of the region from the Alberta border to the Mackenzie Delta, 
including the Great Slave Lake and Great Bear Lake areas. 
The Western Arctic encompasses the whole area on the rim of 
the Beaufort Sea, including the arctic coast of the Yukon. 

I have referred to witnesses by their first name and 
surname when their names first appear, and thereafter by 
their surname only, except where the repetition of the first 
name is essential to avoid confusion. I have given the 
appellation "Mr." only to Ministers of the Crown. I have 
referred to witnesses holding doctorates as "Dr." 
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l have referred to govern men I officials, the leaders of native 
organizations, band chiefs and others, by the officf!s they held 
when they gave evidence to the Inquiry. 

I have often referred to whites anrl to the white man. It will 
be apparent that sometimes I mean western man and the 
reprcsrmtatives of the industrial sysh~m. Of course, in such u 
context the expression white rnlln can, in fact, include people 
of many races. However, the nativt) people throughout the 
Inquiry referred to the white man. They knew what they 
meant, and although they no doubt adopkd the expression 
because the representatives of the larger Canadian society 
who come to the North are almost £~ntirely Caucasian, they 
have not been inclined to make any finer differentiation. I 
think the phrase is not at all misl<!ading under these 
circumstances. The alternative, vvhich I have rejected, would 
be constantly to use such expressions as non-not.ive, southern 
or Euro-Conadian. Instead, I hav" used these !alter expres
sions where, in the context, no other would do. 

Unless I have indicated otherwise, the term the North refers 
to the Northwest Territories and the Yukon Territory. The 
South generally refers to metropolitan Canada. 

I have used the expression we many times. I have meant by 
it the non -native population of Canada, north and south, and 
have sought merely to remind readers that I view the North as 
one who shares the culture, perceptions and ideas of Canadi
ans as a whole. 

Throughout the report, Canadian Arctic Cas Pipeline 
Limited is referred to as Arctic Gas and Foothills Pipe Lines 
Ltd. as Foothills. I have treated each of these informal terms as 
plural, recognizing that groups of companies are involved. 

Since the release of Volume One, the Arctic Gas proposal 
has been rejected by the National Energy Board and by the 
Government of Canada. So I have proceeded, in Volume Two, 
on the assumption that a pipeline may be expected to be built 
from the Mackenzie Delta along the Mackenzie Valley to the 
Northwest Territories-Alberta border in ten years' time. The 
reference to "the Company" in Volume Two is a reference to 
the company or consortium that may advance new pipeline 
proposals in the future. "The Agency" refers to the regulatory 
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authority that may be established by the federal government 
to supervise the construction of a Mackenzie Valley pipeline. 

I recognize that some people will attach great importance to 
my use of the words shall and should. In the context of the 
hundreds of recommendations made in this report, I do not 
make a great distinction between the two. In general, 
however, I use "shall" where I feel the subject matter is 
particularly important. Most of these recommendations apply 
to the pipeline Company. l use "should" where l consider an 
issue needs attention and perhaps further definition. Many of 
my recommendations that apply to government use the word 
"should." 
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